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INTRODUCTION.

The principal objects of the Zoological Journal have

already been stated in the Prospectus which preceded its

publication, but it may be well to recapitulate them in this

short introduction to our first number, which we have at

length the honour of submittincr to our subscribers. Some
apology, however, may first be necessary for the delay

which has taken place in its appearance. When we origi-

nally announced it for the first day of the present year, we
were confident that it would be in our power to redeem our

pledge, but circumstances occurred that compelled us, how-

ever unwillingly, to })ostpone the publication to the 1st of

March.

It is not necessary to dwell on the utility of works of this

nature, the store-houses as tlieymay be called of the natural

sciences, where a multitude of new and interesting facts are

daily presei-ved, which might otherwise remain in the bo-

soms of their discoverers, or only be partially dispersed

through small circles by the vague and often inaccurate me-

thod of oral conununication. The usefulness of periodical

journals is indeed amply attested by the numbers that weekly,

monthly, and quarterly issue from the press ; the want of a

journal exclusively devoted to Zoology in all its branches,
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by the fact that amongst all those just alluded to theve is not

one, at least in England, of this class.

—

Pudet hcec oppro-

bria nobis et did potuisse,—we will not finish the line

—

the potuisse refelli we hope will be found in the pre-

sent work ; and that it may be we look with confidence

to our fellow countrymen and to learned foreigners for

the benefit of their assistance in our arduous undertaking.

Without such assistance indeed, neither ourselves nor, we

think, any other set of men would be bold enough to enter on

the task—for the undivided attention of many would be in-

competent to it; and e^fen were it otherwise, undivided

attention is in the power of few—certainly not in that of

either of the conductors of this journal. But it is time to

particularize the objects of it, from which our friends and

..readers, and the scientific world at large, will understand

the course we mean to pursue, and the nature of the aids we

solicit from their liberality and patronage.

Original Memoirs and Monographs will take the prece-

dence in our pages. The subjects of Zoological Classifica-

tion—Comparative Anatomy—particular Classes, Families,

Genera, and Species—Animal Chemistry—Palaeontography

and Nomenclature are amongst the most important. The
first is obviously dependant on a sufficient knowledge of the

structure of animal bodies, and the analogies that may be

traced in this respect from the least to the most perfect,

whence Comparative Anatomy, on which that knowledge

depends, claims a very high rank in Zoological researches.

We particularly request our correspondents, foreign and

domestic, to keep this subject constantly in view, convinced

that no arrangement can be sound and stable, which is not

founded on that important science. It has, at length, in

great measure rescued one branch of natural history from

the confusion and absurdity in which, whilst the structure

of the habitation only and not that of the inhabitant was

considered, its arrangements were involved. Conchology is
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now taken fi'om the insulated post it formerly occupied, and

restored to its proper rank. The views of Adanson have

been continued, extended and improved by a succession

of labourers in this department of science, and the valuable

facts they have established will hand down their names with

honour to posterity.

Much confusion unfortunately still exists in another re-

spect, not only in Zoology, but in every branch of natural

history, and must continue till some better principles of

Nomenclature shall, by general consent, be adopted in this

and the sister sciences. Not only are many of the terms em-
ployed radically defective and at variance with all sound
rules of grammar and etymology, and chosen, one would
think, in some instances from the worst words of the worst

writers, obsolete and cacophonous, but the student is per-

plexed by the intolerable multitude of unnecessary syno-

nyms with which half the known subjects of these sciences

are overwhelmed. Arbitrary changes are too often made in

names long since fixed to particular objects by their orioinal

discoverers, with no apparent view, but to gratify a silly

personal vanity ;
" that's villainous, and shows a pitiful

ambition in the fool that uses it." The Zoological Journal

will always be open to memoirs on this subject, and we are

confident that incalculable benefit will accrue to the science

of natural history in general, from dispassionate discussions

on the true principles of Nomenclature^

Entire translations or abstracts (as their importance may
require) of foreign papers, which either contain new matter,

or are rendered interesting by the relation of remarkable

facts, or the developement of new views connected with

Zoology, will follow the original Memoirs and Monographs
and our readers will thus f)p regidiirly furnished with detailed

accounts of the most important discoveries made in the

science by tlieir fcHow labourers on the continents both of
the Old and New Worhi. The proceedings of learned
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societies will succeed the translations, and facts of minor

importance, but still of interest, will be given in the notices

at the end of each number.

One subject remains to be mentioned, viz. the Analyses

of New Publications. In executing this part of our duty,

one sole principle will be our guide—strict impartiality and

justice—no private friendships, no partial leanings shall

induce us to praise a bad work, nor any invidious motives

to withhold our commendations from a good one. We may

err in our judgment, but it shall always be the result of a

conscientious conviction of its truth.

Some of our readers may perhaps think that the subject of

the paper which stands at the head of our first number is not

strictly connected with the object of our journal. If there be

any such, we trust they will nevertheless thank us for laying

it before them, from the pleasure we are certain they must de-

rive fi'om its perusal. A most difficult subject is treated by

Mr. French, we think, with singular skill and ingenuity ; but

even this considei'ation would not have induced us to give it to

the public, had it not appeared to us to be strictly consistent

with the plan of our work. Its object is to develope the

operations of mind, if we may so express ourselves, in the

brute creation, from the habits and actions of several of its

members. It necessarily enters into the detail of facts

purely Zoological and in the highest degree interesting—and

if the main question be metaphysical, it is fiom natural his-

tory alone that its ingenious author derives his arguments in

discussing it.

With respect to one of the translations in the present

number, it will be seen that the inferences deduced by M.

Odier, have been considerably invalidated, if not overthrown

by one of our coadjutors. We have thought it right, how-

ever, to present the entire memoir to our readers, notwith-

standincr our conviction that the author's conclusions are

erroneous. Next to establishing a tmth, it is important to

correct error, and it would not be fair to the learned
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foreigner himself to give our comments without prefixing

his text to them. The im})ortance too, which the learned

editors of the Journal containing the original memoir,

attach to M. Odier's experiments, and the conclusion he

draws from them, is an additional motive ^ith us to trans-

late it verbatim ; and independently of that consideration,

although we differ from him as to the real nature of the ca-

rapace of insects, &c. he has given us in other respects,

much new and curious information concerning it.

We shall add but little more. To insist on the import-

ance of Natural History were to waste our own and our

reader's time in proving what no rational being ever doubted.

The contemplation of the works of the creation, necessarily

leads the mind to that of the Creator himself—and the more

intimate our acquaintance with the former, the deeper and

more devoted will be our adoration of the great author of all

things !
" The undevout astronomer is mad* ;" not more so

than the undevout naturalist. The order, harmony, and gra-

dations which the one traces in the planetary system, the other

finds in the inhabitants of that part of it, where it has pleased

his Creator to appoint his station. He sees the beautiful con-

nection that subsists throughout the whole scheme of ani-

mated nature. He traces, from the bulk and strength of the

massive elephant to the almost invisible structure of the

minutest insect, a mutual dependency, that convinces him

nothing is made in vain. He feels too, that at the head of

all this system of order and beauty, pre-eminent in the do-

uiinion of his reason, stands Man. He sees himself the

favoured creature of his Creator, and the finest energies of

his soul are roused to gratitude and devotion.

* Young.
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Art. I. An Inquiri/ respecting the True Nature ofhistinctf

and of the Mental Distinction between Brute Animals and

Man ; introductorj/ to a Series of Essays., explanatory of
the various faculties and actions of the former, which have

been considered to result from a degree of Moral Feelings

and of Intellect. By John Oliver French, Esq.

J. HE mighty and rarious powers of man are wonderfully imaged

forth in the sensible objects that surround him ; and, in the march

of science, such additional evidences are continually elicited, io

confirmation of this important truth, that we may perhaps be war-

ranted in giving a philosophical assent to the sentiment of the poet,—

That for the Instructed, time will come

When they shall meet no object but may teach

Some acceptable lesson to their minds

Of human sufferings, or of human joy.

For then shall uU things speak of Man.

Wordsworth.

Nature's wide domain indeed exhibits a boundless theatre, in

which moral and intellectual agency is ever active and employed
;

—strikingly manifesting its presence to the contemplative mind, in

even the most common operations, the results of which have been

Vol. I. A
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denominated fixed laws : for what are these but the operations of

such agency producing effects for particular ends and purposes,

which ends and purposes are evidently intended to be subservient to

the application of the powers of the human mind, in the adaptation

of all lower things to the purposes suggested by man's reason, in all

the various products of the arts and sciences. These rise like a new

creation from the comparatively chaotic parts of Nature, and their

production is strictly comprehended within the universal plan of the

Divine Artificer, who well knows how much to do for man, and

what to leave within man's province, for the proper exercise of the

faculties with which he endows him ; and to aid him in which

exercise, Nature is thus made to unfold a rich and fertile picture

of moral and intellectual qualities.

It would appear that traces of the delineation here alluded to

tfii^ht be found throughout the varied products of Nature; but in

the animal kingdom we find a broad and certain basis for induction,

the world of instinct, in which the various moral and intellec-

tual powers of man are symbolically reflected, as in a mirror,

even to his entrance into a glorious immortality.* In this great

division of the lower creation, the qualities of foresight, industry,

integrity, justice and order, sociability and mutual aid and protec-

tion, self-devotion and magnanimity, are imaged forth with an

astonishing fidelity and touch of truth : and in a manner no less

astonishing and faithful are displayed the opposites of all these,

—

improvidence, idleness, dishonesty, injustice and disorder, unso-

ciableness and mutual disregard, selfishness and cowardice.

To the contemplative mind, final causes natural and moral are

every where multiplied to the view, in the innumerable parts of

the great machinery of Creation; How forcibly, in numerous in-

stances, are the destroying passions depicted ; and how finely

does the picture set off the relative beauty of their opposites—the

social virtues, which in the instincts of animals are not less faith-

fully delineated.

. This circumstance is really so striking, that, (if such an enquiry

could be entered into in a philosophical dissertation) we might be

tempted to ask, whether these passions of inordinate self-love,

t^ee Kirby and Spence'd Introduction to Entomology, vol. i, p. 73, et «eq.
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giTing bJrth to offensive violence, are not thus exhibited so as to

affect the outward senses, through the medium of ferocious ani-

mals, in order to furnish us with the strongest possible perceptions

of the nature of su(;h passions in ourselves. But the creatures

themselves are incapable of conceiving any thing respecting the

nature of the moral and intellectual qualities which they thus

exhibit,—to them virtue and vice are nothing : they are indeed but

the passive mediums in which those qualities are represented and

illustrated, in the language of God in Nature, addressed to the

human mind ; and they seem to be but as types of things—of the

mighty powers, mora! and intellectual, which fill the mind of man,

who alone is an inhabitant of the moral and intellectual world, as

he is of the natural world.

Man was called by the ancients a Microcosm^ or little world,—

•

that is, a being whose moral and intellectual powers are represented

in the subjects of nature, the utilities and ends of which latter,

are reflected in him, and, as a final cause, take their rise and

origin from him, in the scale of creation: and judging from all

that has been said upon this subject, there can be little doubt, that

as ail nalural things are subservient as means to things moral and

intellectual; so the former, as much as possible, would seem to be

made the emblems and representatives in which the latter may be

contemplated.

I have been led to offer these remarks on the final causes of lower

existence, because I consider that they are so connected with the

question of instinct, that, taken in a general point of view, they

help to determine what sort of limited and subservient powers the

brute creation may be expected, a prioriy to possess.

The above idea it appears very necessaiy to keep in mind', to

prevent us from assigning to brutes, mental attributes above the

sphere of their comnioa nature, and as leading us to investigate

those causes which alone appear properly and rationally adequate

to the production of the wonderful system and order observable in

their actions. It is from failing to retain steadily in the mind's

view this necessary leading principle, that we are led into erroneous

concluiiions respecting the powers of the brute mind, and the ope-

rative means by which the actions of brutes are effected; which so

a2
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much resemble the opprations of human intellect, that as before

observed, they may be said to represent and illustrate them.

On this account considerable difficulty has been found in draw-

ing a distinct line between the conscious discriminative powers

of brutes, and those of human rationality ; and in affixing a true

character to the mental principles in which the actions of the brute

creation originate.

Thus in considering the nature of the essential principles of

brutes, philosophers have diverged into two extremes of opinion,

each opinion being the result of an opposite and partial train of

reasoning. One class, by referring all the essential powers of

brute action to the unassisted conscious mind of the creature, have

ascribed to the brute creation faculties of understanding and rea-!-

soning of the same kind with, and only differing in degree fromj

tlie rationality of the human mind.* The other class, considering

the high nature of the essential powers themselves from which brute

action appears to proceed, and to which ihey may indeed be traced,

—powers which are so far exalted in intelligence above the common

nature of the creatures whose actions exhibit externally their

effects, as to lead the mind to look above the sphere of the crea-

ture's consciousness for a solution of their origin,—have considered

that the phcenomenaof brute action can be no otherwise explained,

than by referring it to the immediate operation of the divine energy.

The opinion expressed by Addison, who, following in the steps

of other philosophers, says that he was impressed with the belief

that the actions of brutes originate in immediate impression from

the first Mover, and " the divine energy acting in the creatures,+"

has indeed been deemed unphilosophical ; and, it must be admit-

ted, not without propriety, if this sentiment be taken to mean

that brutes are mere automata. But although the penetrating mind

of Addison obtained but an indistinct perception of the subject, his

hypothesis is undoubtedly deserving of attention. He clearly saw

* Helvetius, De I'Esprit. torn, i, p. 2, et sq. edit. 1758.

New System of Nat. Hist, of Animals, by Peter Hill, Edinburgh, 1791.

The author maintains, " that the laws of analytic reasoning do not justify the

opinion that the brutes act on any occasion absolutely \vithout design."

+ Spsctator, nos. 121, 122.
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that such adaptation of means to particular ends, sucli Mon<

deiful manifestation of design, could not possibly be the result

of organization, as maintained by the Cartesian philosophy ; but

in rejecting the latter hypothesis, he overlooked the inferior kind

of volition and discrimination, which appears to be included in the

natural consciousness of the creature, and which no doubt consti-

tutes its sense of life and existence ; and pronounced the whole

of their actions to be the immediate operation of the Divine Energy

:

not reflecting, that such immediate operation must, of necessity,

by rendering the creatures perfect automata, deprive them of ail

consciousness whatever ; and thus destroy that sense of life and

existence derived from the class of conscious powers which it is

evident they possess, and which manifestly constitutes the enjoy-

ment of sentient being.

Now it seems demonstrable that brutes are possessed of a limited

conscious discrimination and determination ; which discrimination

and determination do not however embrace what is either moralj

intellectual, or rational, as regards the consciousfiess of the crea^

ture : but as their actions involve in them causes or powers that are

evidently of a moral, intellectual, and rational order, and which

powers evidently act upon the mental constitution of brutes by im-

pressing and guiding their conscious powers of discrimination and
determination to action, according to the purposes or final causes of

their being ;—it may therefore be justly inferred that the Divine

Energy does in reality act, not immediatelj/, but mediately, or

through the medium of moral and intellectual influences, upon the

nature or consciousness of the creature, in the production of the

various, and, in many instances, truly wonderful actions which they

perform.

If it be asked by what intermediate agency the operations of

brutes are thus directed ;—I reply that it is generally admitted, by
a large class of mankind, at least, that superior (yet intermediate)

powers of some kind, are in actual connexion with the human
mind,—though not leading it blindly, as might be supposed to be
the case with regard to brutes ;—and if this be admitted, there re-

mains no reasonable ground for denying th« connexion and influence

of bimiJar powers, (whatever they njay be), operaliB^ upon and dis-
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posing to certain ends the conscious natures of brutes ; %\hirb na«

tures, if we suppose them destitute of moral and intellectual con-

sciousness, have need of the operation of such powers to direct

them. The phcenomena of brute action, indeed, are inexplicable

upon any other grounds ; but these once admitted, there appears

to be nothing in the whole circle of instinctive operations which

may not be satisfactorily accounted for. I will not even venture a

suggestion as to the nature of the intermediate superior powers here

alluded to ; but their agency, I repeat, is plainly manifest in the

conduct of brutes.

As an instance illustrative of this remark, I need only mention

the surprising attention of the neuter class of most of those insects

which live in society, in the education of the young ; an office for

which it would naturally be supposed they would be wholly unfitted

by the privation of the sexual character, and the consequent

absence of the parental stimulus.* But the end is to be ac*

complished ; and the animal is supplied with an inclination to

accomplish it, by which it is led to the means ; being impelled

thereto by a moral and intellectual energy operating above its own

consciousness, and which it would in vain endeavour to estimate }

although with respect io its own immediate voluntary powers it

may be in perfect freedom, and even have, as indeed it unques-

tionably has, a subordinate consciousness of the acts it performs^

accompanied with a sensation of delight, as a consequence of their

performance. Certain it is, from the wondrous indications of

moral design, intellect, and science, discoverable in the actions of

brute animals, that we must either suppose them gifted with innate

conscious, moral, intellectual, and scientific faculties, and thus

with those very powers which form the distingui>hing character-

istics of human rationality, which is however totally at variance

with our observation of their general nature;—or we must allow

them io possess only a subordinate consciousness and discrimina-

tion determinable to natural objects ; and overruled and directed

by powers or agencies operating in them above the sphere or stream

of their own proper consciousness, and which powers or agencies

must be of a moral, intellectual, and scientific order : thusthat brutes

* Kirby and Speiice's EiUoiiiul. vol. i. p. 365.
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are goTerned by such agencies, good and evil, but under the control

of Providence ; and that such agencies act by impressions upon their

conscious nature, but unperceived by it in a moral or intellectual

sense ;—effecting such operation by means of connate inclinations

implanted in their nature, and disposing them to receive the im-

pressions ; and which inclinations appear to constitute the ground or

basis upon which is formed that lower species of consciousness^

volition, and discrimination, which seems the proper attribute of

the brute animal.

Upon these principles, the mixed natures of some animals are

satisfactorily explained ;—as in the instance of the Phoca Ursina^

the males of which species manifest the most singular tenderness

towards their young progeny, and at the same time a savage and

persecuting disposition towards their females.* These opposite

and dissimilar propensities are not indicative of any moral principles

that can be ascribed, otherwise than in an apparent sense, to the

creature ; as will be distinctly shewn in the progress of ogf

inquiries.

Viewed, then, in this light, and explained in this manner. Pro-

vidence is conspicuous in the operations of brute nature ; and it is

but reasonable to conclude that the Divine Being does indeed

operate, by unseen mediums, of whatever kind they be, as thfe

Great Regulator of the whole.
'

Facts have undoubtedly occurred to exemplify the operation of

such agency in special interferences of Providence, through the

medium of the brute mind ; of which the following well authenti-

cated instance must be regarded as a very striking one.

At Ditchley, near Blenheim, now the seat of Viscount Dillon, but

formerly of the Lees, Earls of Lichfield, is a portrait of Sir Henry

Lee, by Janscn, with that of a mastiff dog which saved his life. One
of Sir Henry's servants had formed the design of assassinating hi&

master, and robbing the house ; but on the night he had intended

to perpetrate it, the dog, for the fust time, followed Sir Henry up

stairs, took his station under his bed, and could not be driveii

thence : in the dead of the night, the servant, not knowing the dog

was there, entered the room to execute his diabolical purpose
;

• Bingley; Animal Diog. vol. i, p. l!)3.
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but was Instantly seized by the dog, and being secured, confessed

lis intentions. In a comet of the picture are these lines:

But in my dog, whereof I made no store,

I find more love than those I trusted more.

What an instance is this to shew the operation of a superior

moral and intellectual power disposing the inclinations and per-

ceptions of an animal, for a slated end ; while the natural voli-

tions of the creature were at the same time exercised by it in free-

dom, towards the furtherance of this end. Whether we suppose

the immediate means made use of to impress the animal's conscious

mind, to be that of an ideal imagery or anticipated view of the

intended act, with its accompaniments, the darkness, the silence,

&c. &c.—and that when it really did begin to happen—when the

man actually entered the room at midnight, the animal seized him

as described;—or in whatever way we regard it as having been

effected, the operation of an influential power is most unequivocal.

We cannot account for this cool and dispassionate magnanimity

which renders the brute animal unmindful of itself, while extend-

ing its protection, and this with discrimination of circumstances, to

man, unless by a directing energy, unseen by itself, acting upon its

mind, and disposing it to use its immediate conscious faculties in

operating according to a particular dictate ; the animal as to all its

conscious faculties and bodily pov:ers being left in perfectfreedom^

although thus overruled bi/ apresiding power, of which it is totally

unconscious. We cannot otherwise account for the apparently

complex nature of brutes "which," as beautifnlly observed by

Addison, " thus rises above reason, and falls infinitely short of it,"

and which " cannot be accounted for by any properties of matter,

and at the same time works after so odd a manner, that one cannot

think it the faculty {us regards the creature^ he might have added)

of an intellectual being."

According to the view above taken then, the brute, within the

sphere of its consciousness, is in perfect freedom ; thus it is by no

means an automaton, but gifted with a subordinate freedom of vo-

lition, discrimination, and action, beneath the moral and intellec-

tual sphere by which it is ruled and governed.
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The foregoing, however, it may perhaps be said, is an extra-

ordinary instance of the actions of instinct. In reply to this, the

question may be asked,—are not the most common and ordinary

instances of instinctive action equally illustrative of an intelligence

superior to the conscious faculties of the creature ; which intelli-

gence must therefore operate upon its conscious perception, and

constitute, as it were, the primum mobile, actuating and imppliing

jt to the most reasonable and circumstantial course of action that

can be conceived, for arriving at the fulfilment of the ends for which

it is brought into existence ? Does the spider in the curious act of

weaving its web think within itself and say, ' I will extend qiy

threads in this order, and connect and tie them together transverse-

ly, to secure my web from the rude vibrations of tl^e air; and in

the terminations which constitute the central point of my web, I

will provide myself a seat, where I may sit and watch what hap-

pens, and be ready to seize and envelope every fly that is caught

in my trap ?—Or does the bee reason and say to itself, ' 1 will take

my flight to such a field, where 1 know there is plenty of flowers,

and 1 will gather wax and honey from them, and of the vyax I will

build contiguous cells in a particular arrangement and forni, and

so disposed, that I and my companions may have free ingress and

egress, and in process of time may lay up a large store of honey,

sufficient for our necessities during the approaching winter, that we

may not starve ; and I will help to support, like a good citizen,

the political and economical prudence of the communit)' r"

We cannot surely conceive any such process of reflection as this

to pervade the consciousness of the creatures, although their acts

evidently include it in some way or other ; and this I think amounts

to a full proof, that reasoning is in no case the effect of instinct, as

has been supposed by some philosophers ;* for it determines that

the voluntary powers of animals may be most forcibly directed to

a particular course of action, without any reasonable jterception,

eidier of the act or of its consequences, on the part of the animah

themselves ; and shews that the instinct of animals is governed by

the influence of an intelligence, (acting in (his case according to

an uniform mode or fixed law,) which cannot be ascribed to the

animals themselves ; and which evidently acts upon them above

* Siiiellin, ill liJN Philohophy of Naliiinl IliHtory, vol. i, p. 14j, asaerts tha

reasoning fatuily to be " necessary result of inslinct."
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the sphere of their proper consciousness. The same arguments
are applicable to those cases, in which aiiinials appear to act more
immediately from the exigency of circumstances, that in these also

they are similarly directed ; as in the case of the ostrich, an ap-

parently stupid bird, which, in Senegal, where the heat is great,

sits only by night when the coolness of the air would chill the

eggs ; and in the case of parent birds, when their nestlings are

confined in cages, or tied to the nest ; in which exigency, (he old

ones prolong their care, and continue to supply thcni with food,

beyond the accustomed period.* It thus appears clearly evident,

1 think, that animals do not act with a view to consequences, from
their own proper consciousness; but tliat whenever they do so

act, it is from a dictating energy operating above tiie sphere of

their consciousness, and disposing them so to do : that the business

of mental analysis and extraction, is performed/or them, as it were,

in every instance in which they appear to exhibit proofs of it; and
that properly speaking, there is notliing of design attributable to

brutes in their actions, but merely a subordinaie voluntary princi-

ple, and discriminative perception, which may be termed nuturuly

to distinguish it from what is moral, intcUecluul, and scientfjic ; to

which liiKer jyrinciples alone design can properljj be referred. If

the appearances of design in the animals be taken as proofs of

such design being proper to them, we must be forced to admit

that they are possessed of moral, intellectaal, and scientific re-

flection ; but we might, upon this principle, argue the same thing

of the plant, which when placed in a cellar where but a partial

light is admitted, turns itself towards the ray ;—namely, that as

there is the ap2)eurance of design in the action, we must therefore

attribute design to the subject in which we perceive its effects,

and thus elevate the vegetai)le to the intellectual sphere : and we

should actually do this, did we not stop short to consider the

adequacy of the apparent agent to the production of the effect as

we behold it performed.
• A few years sinre a pair of spaiions wliicli liad built in the tliatili roof of

a liouse at Poole, weiu observed to continue their regular visits lo llie nt!.st long
after the time when the young birds take flight. This unusual circumstance
continued throughout the year ; and in the winter, a gentleman who had all

along observed them, determined on investigating its cause. He therefore

mounted a ladder, and found one of the young ones detained a prisoner, by
means of a piece of string or worsted which formed part of the nest, having
become accidentally twisted round its leg. Being thus incapacitated for pro-

curing its own sustenance, it had been fed by the continued exertions of its

parents. U.
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It becomes necessary thpn to establish a test whereby the

operation of the moral, intellectual, and scientific powers here

alluded to, may be ascertained ; and whereby the line of demar'^

cation may be distinctly drawn between man and brute. This

test, I conceive, is included in the following propositions ; yiz.

1st, TlicU moral qualities do not become objective in the minds of

brutes / or^ that the moral actions which they perform are not r«-

flected upon or contrived by them as such ; thus that they possesi

no moral consciousness^ and consequently that no moral design

can be attributed to them ; and therefore that so much of moral

design as appears conspicuous in their actions must be the effect

%>f moral poic*rs or energies acting upon them in a region of

their minds above the sphere of their proper consciousness. 9nd,

That intellectual and scientific qualities do not become objective

in the minds of brutes ; or^ that the intellectual and scientijic

actions which they perform^ are not refected upon or contrived

by them as such ; thus that they possess no intellectual or scientifti

consciousness, and consequently that no intellectual or scientific

design can be attributed to them : and therefore that so much of.

intellectual or scientific design as appears conspicuous in theit^

actions, must be the effect oj intellectual and scientific powers or

energies, acting upon them in a region of their minds above the

sphere of their proper consciousness.

Admiring and respecting as I do the endeavours of all who ar^

engaged in the promotion of philosophic enquiries, I cannot but'

think, that in the particular subject before us, too much has been

done to confound the natures of man and brute, and to separate

both from the Fountain of their existence. Man is wluit he is, and

derives his superiority over the brute creation, from the circum-

stance that all things whatever become morally and scientifically

objective to him ; and the brute is what he is, and derives his'

inferiority, from the total absence of this distinguished and en-

nobling f.n ully. It is true that many specious arguments may be

and have been advanced to prove that the biutes participate in

human rationality, in kind, if not in degree ; but the ends which

their ualurcs iiie evidently destined to fulfil, would be, one might
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imagine, alone sufficient to refute the supposition. For it is but

reasonable to conclude, that the conscious powers of the creature

will be according to the ends of its existence ; and as these ends

are in the brute creation neither moral nor scientific, but purely

natural, and, as regards themselves, only subservient to what is

inoral and scientific, it thence would follow that they are not

possessed in themsekes of any moral, intellectual, or scientific

conscious powers ;—and are therefore merely natural agents of a

secondary class, in which such powers are exhibited.

I proceed to consider the first of the foregoing propositions.

"When we investigate the many and surprising instances in which
the operations of the brute creation imply moral intention, reflec-

tion, and contrivance, we are at no loss to account for the opinion

of that class of philosophers, who have attributed the mental

inferiority of brutes to the mere want of adequate bodily organs ;

nevertheless, the intellectual consciousness of man shrinks from

the acknowledgment that in one common principle of life originate

the actions of man and brute : and that brutes as to their mental

constitution are thus, as it were, " human imps lopt off from the

common stock of intellect and rationality." There is something

which seems powerfully to oppose the sentiment of sharing those

high endowments with creatures of so inferior a nature; and

which irresistibly leads us seriously to examine the arguments,

which may be offered to prove that moral and intellectual powers

reign over the conscious perception of the brute, and guide it to its

proper exercise of those lower faculties, which it is left in freedom

to use. The bee, we say, is a perfect political moralist, with

respect to its actions, which evince the strictest attention to the

principles of order and economy, for the purposes of the establish-

ment and preservation of a community
; yet it is totally ignorant

and unconscious of the very prin(i[ih s which it is so assiduous in

the practice of;—not a ray of moral perception or coiisciousnesF,

can be attributed to it in a proper sense ; it is on the contrary

totally destitute of the means of discerning or reflecting upon the

nature or order of the ends it is instrumental in accomplishing,

through the medium of its suborditrafe voluntary perceptions and

povjcrs.—AUhpugh it is in tlic habit of exercising the most accurate
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science and means, for the fulfilment of these ends, it yet cannot

look down with an appioving or disapproving perception upon

the region or sphere of its natural powers; it evidently has no

perception of any moral superiority in itself over the most vulgar

worm that crawls. But if brute creatures were capable of moral

consciousness, they would be capable of elevation in the scale of

being; and this little insect, the bee, judging from its actions,

would, were it capable of that species of consciousness, not only

rank above most of the larger classes of animals, but would, on

the score of fidelity and integrity, put human nature to the

blush.

Were it not that much has been said in favour of the alledged

moral consciousness of brutes, it miglit perhaps be impertinent

to proceed further in the endeavour to disprove it ; but so strong

are appearances in its favour, that, although we deny the affirma-

tive in the abstract, by an unequivocal assent to the proposition,

that brutes are not accountable beings
;
yet we are too ready to

admit it in particular instances, in which we are wont to ascribe

a moral consciousness to the particular moral action we see per-

formed by an animal. There is a strong tendency to mistake the

cause instrumental, for the cause principal, in this as in other

cases; by which we are insensibly led to assign the sum total of

the attribute to the visible agent, without stopping to consider

further of the matter. Thus gratitude, which is a moral quality

in man, is thought to be moral also in the dog ; but surely no

one, upon mature consideration of the subject, will imagine that

the dog reflects on the inclination or desire he feels to act in a

manner which we view as grateful ; and that he is pleased with

the survey and reflection ;—that the moral quality of his actions

becomes objective to him ;—and yet this is absolutely necessary

iu order to constitute a mora^ co;)«c/oujHe5.v; for to effect this, it

is not only necessary that the action be outwardly or in effect

moral, but that this moral action be reflected upon as such, in

order that its moral quality may be thus perceived and felt.

Moral consciousness can only be produced by the moral quality

of the action becoming objective—by its being reflected upon from

a superior eminence, and in u superior lij;ht,—by a soul within
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and above the lower, animal, or natural mind. But that brutes

do not possess this higher conscious faculty, or soul, is made

evident by this ;—that if a particular individual of a species did

possess it, such individual would be necessarily raised by it, as

to its nature ; which does not in any case occur. Thus, with

respect to the gratitude and fidelity of the dog, no greater ap-

parent moral sagacity can be exercised by any animal ; yet being

totally unable to contemplate his gratitude or fidelity in the

abstract, as objects of a. superior perception and consciousness,

those virtues are to him as if they existed not :—to man alone

this moral consciousness is proper, to the animal it is absolutely a

non-entity; he is not in the smallest degree more moral on ac-

count of his apparent moral qualities, for they are indeed only

apparently his own, because they do not reach down, if I may be

allowed the expression, to the seat of his proper consciousness ;

—

JlMit consist iu powers or energies which act above it: he possesses

an o/?paren/ moral sagacity, but without any moral consciousness or

perception concerning it. To make this plain by an example : the

dog, if he saves his master from drowning, or preserves his life iu any

more remarkable manner, such as that in the instance we have

before related, reflects not upon any moral nobleness or disinte-

restedness in the action ; he is not at all the more refined foi

having performed an action, which, morally considered, would

tend to raise his nature ; on the contrary, he lives on as before,

Jike the rest of his canine brethren, in no respect more elevated

ID the scale of being ; and yet it is certain that in this action

his highest natural powers of proper volition, and mental dis*

crimination and comparison, which we may term moral sagacity,

have been brought into full exercise.

But it will perhaps be objected, that animals experience delight

in the exercise of moral qualities as such ; the dog, for instance

in gratitude. I answer, that every animal must necessarily have a

delight annexed to that exercise of its powers by which it fulfils

.the end of its being ; and the dog, as the natural guardian of man,
has natural inclinations implanted in him, for the purpose of render-

ing him such ; but hio delight in the exercise of the inclinations,

ieven when they are directed to moral acts, is purely natural, and
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in no wise moral ; for, as already observed, no one in this case

•will imagine that the dog either reflects upon his gratitude, or is

pleased with it as a moral quality. On the contrary, it is plain

that the animal's delight is solely owing to its consciouti mind

being determined to the exercise of its natural qualities or inclina-

tions, which are those of morally unconscious obedience and friend-

ship to man ; this being the end for which he is created.

The horse, who in his aptitude for war discovers a quality neces-

sary to render him instrumental in redressing the injuries of man,

is characterised as an emulous and a generous animal; yet neither

generosity nor emulation, considered as moral qualities, are objects

of reflection to him ; if they were, miserable indeed would be the

fate of the devoted charger, whose latter existence is spent in the

metamorphosis of a poor, patient, unpitied hack. But in the

adorable economy of the Creator, it is provided that the sufferings

of this noble animal shall be natural merely : he is incapable of

being made conscious by reflection, either of the generosity, the

emulation, or the pride, which his actions may have exhibited :

although he has shewn them all, they have not become objective to

him, inasmuch as he is unfurnished with a morally conscious soul,

by which alone this could be effected ; and it is happy for him that

neither glory nor emulation can be attributed to him, otherwise

than as the unconscious subject in which those high qualities are

Exhibited.

The mutual fidelity between the sexes, observable in doves and

other birds, forms a distinguished feature in moral instinct
; yet we

cannot suppose that the virtue of chastity or of conjugal fidelity is

at all intended by the creature, or attributable to it ; although its

actions are precisely the same as if such moral end were contem-

plated and intended by it : the polygamous species, indeed, have

a claim equally as good as the monogamous, to the virtue of chas-

tity, as far as regards their ozrn conscious nature. But surely

there must be moral powers which act upon and guide the natures

of animals in order to produce these eff'ects, while the creature is

accessary, in apparent freedom, and unconscious of the power

4ha9 exerted on it ; the wonderful exhibition of conjugal and social

uflections in some spec'ei of marine animals, in the Trkhecki Uo-
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rea/f5, for instance, is altogether superior to what can be explained

upon any other principles;—they will die in protecting their mates,

and each other. In their manners they are peaceable and harmless,

bearing the strongest attachment to each other ; but when attacked,

some will strive to overset the boat, by going beneath it ; others

fling themselves on the rope of the hook by which their comrade is

held, and endeavour to break it ; while others again make efforts

to wrench the instrument out of the body of their wounded com-

panion : none desert him, but persist in their courageous efforts

for his rescue, even to the last ! Their attachment to their mates,

is, if possible, still more astonishing, and cannot be contemplated

without exciting the most vivid sympathy and admiration. It is

indeed the most perfect lesson of fidelity and heroic devotion*. If

in this case we could suppose the creatures capable of reflecting

upon the nature of their actions, which are the evident results of a

moral influence, what must we think of them?—or rather, what

must we not think of them ? For it is to be observed, that this

conduct is adapted to circumstances^ and discovers an appare7it

Tationul discrimination, as well as an apparent moral consciousness

;

in the means employed by the creatures towards the accomplish-

ment of the ends which the exigency suggests.

The controling energies which direct the limited conscious

powers of brute creatures to particular ends, are wonderfully dis-

played again in the economy of the cuckoci, which lays its eggs in

the nest of the hedge-sparrow, and in those of other small birds
;

these birds, so far from molesting the young intruder,—who,
in a singularly curious manner, expels its companions, the small

birds' progeny, from the nest, in order that itself may be exclu-

sively and adequately fed by the parents,—feed and cherish

it, till it arrives at nearly its full growth ; that is, until it is

four or five times the size of the foster-parents.t The cuckoo, as

if conscious that one of her overgrown nurslings would be quite suf-

ficient for the hedge sparrow or wagtail to attend to and provide

for, although she lays several eggs, deposits them in as many
* Bingley's Anim. Biog. vol. i, p. 177, etseq.

+ Jenner's Observations on the Nat. Hist, of the Cuckoo, Phil. Trans, vol

.

Ixxviii, p. 281, ct seq.
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strange nests, belonging to these little ^^irds ; for she neter builds

herself: she acts, in fact, as if she calculated exactly what should

and what would be done by others, for the rearing of her progeny.

Another very curious circumstance noticed by Dr. J«nner, in con-

nection with his remarks on the natural history of the cuckoo, is

the power exercised by birds,—which, he says, may arise from

" some hidden catise in the animal economy"—either of retarding

or of accelerating the production of their eggs, according to cir-

cumstances. Moral and intellectual design and active energy,

above the conscious faculties of the creature, is surely evident in

all this ; for the creature is not a mere piece of mechanism, but

has a manifest conscious freedom in the performance of its peculiar

natural acts ; but which freedom is thus as manifestly controlled

by superior influences, of which it is unconscious. How, other-

wise, can we possibly account for the incessant endeavours of the

young cuckoo to dislodge its fellow inmates of the uest, while, as

yet, it has scarcely extricated itself from the egg : it cannot re-

flect upon the necessity of its operations either for ultimate preser-

vation, or for present convenience; yet it acts as if it did, and takes

the most effectual means for the accomplishment of those ends.

Will those who attribute design to such actions, say, that the de-

sign of taking the immediate steps necessary for the preservation of

the creature can reside within its own consciousness? It surely

cannot.—The final purposes which are the primary motives of its

actions, are far above what it can either conceive or survey ;

otherwise the cuckoo must indeed be a " rara avis in terris," a

feathered philosopher of no mean or despicable iaKnt.

One of the strongest instances of apparent moral sagacity, is that

well-known one recorded of the Elephant, which is said to have

taken place in Deliii. An Elephant having killed his Cornac or go-

vernor, it is related that the man's wife, in despair, threw her two

childieii before the animal, saying, "now you have destroye<l

their father, you may as well put an end to their lives and mine,"

—upon which the animal, relenting, and taking up the biggest of

the children with his trunk, placed him upon his neck, and hav-

ing thus adopted him for his Cornac, would never afterwards per-

mit any other person to mount liiui. in this case we cannot suppose

Vol. I. u
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the animal to have reflected upon the deed of slaughter he had

committed as wrong, nor upon the act of atonement or reconcilia-

tion as right, without making him an accountable agent ; there

are, however, the strongest possible features of right and wrong,

in the two acts and their attendant circumstances, which must

unquestionably belong to an agency above the proper conscious-

ness of the creature. For we have here a case of moral exigency,

and also of reasoning and intellectual exigency;—so much of moral

and intellectual motive adapted to the circumstances and moral re-

quirement of the case, that if the cause principal be referred to any

power within the consciousness of the creature, we miist inevitably

pronounce it to be a moral and intellectual being. But surely we
shall not assert this from the mere appearance of the thing, and

without reference to the general quality of the animal's nature as a
whole, which clearly, and for the reasons I have already dwelt

upon, marks its limit, and designates it to be neither moral nor

intellectual as to its proper consciousness ;—thus not at all so in it-

self, but only apparently so, by being acted upon by some power

or agency above the stream of its consciousness ; and which agency

must unquestionably be of a moral and intellectual character, or it

never could impel the animal to the exercise of those powers of

which it is conscious, in the performance of actions possessing the

strongest possible moral characteristics.

If brutes then are incapable of viewing moral qualities objectively,

and reflecting upon them as such, they must necessarily be desti-

tute of that perception of moral differences, with which the power

of exercising their moral sagacity must be connected ; moral saga-

city, therefore, cannot exist at all in them otherwise than appa-

rently ; and this conclusion is exactly what a candid estimation of

brute powers seems to lead to ; namely, that they are actuated by

moral energies of which they arc not conscious, and which there-

fore are not properly theirs ; and that these energies operating

upon their proper conscious perceptions—which may be termed

natural perceptions to distinguish them from those which are moral

and intellectual,—furnish the motive principles which serve to in-

duce them to apply their conscious powers in a certain manner ;

—

thus producing what is apparently moral in them, without their
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being conscious that it is so, and which thus is really not so as

to them. The seat of these moral energies within them, therefore

appears to be a secret region in their minds, above the seat of their

natural perceptions ; the latter serving as a plane, as it were, for

the operation of such superior powers, which, under the Divine

control, dispose them to the fulfilment of the ends they are de-

signed for.

In this manner it is possible to account for those surprising ap-'

pearances of moral excellence in the actions of animals, which we

observe them to display, and which are so totally above their proper

conscious powers :—a moral excellence, which, as we have seen,

appears in many instances more perfect and undeviating than that

of the generality of human agents, and which therefore cannot be

the result of any conscious freedom iu the creature, unless v/H

suppose them, in particular instances, raised higher in moral per-

ception and determination than even man hin!--elf. It is by con-

founding the limited freedom of brute action with the superior

energies, which, unknown to them, actuate their conscious

powers, that their nature has been so far mistaken, as to be con-

sidered the same in kind with, and only differing in degree from,

that of man.

Herein then consists one proper limitation of the brute mind :

—

although apparently moral it is in reality not so, but merely na-

tural, and is operated upon by moral causes above its own consci-

ousness, and which lead it to the performance of actions which,

in effect, are moral, as considered objectively by the human mind.

From a comparison of this view of the nature of the consciousness'

of animals with that of man, the latter agent alone appears capable

of considering and appreciating the nature of his own actions, and

those of the inferior creation ; he alone is conscious of moral, in-

tellectual, and scientific energies and perceptions ; and being, ?n

consequence of this moral and intellectual faculty, at liberty to

estimate and direct all lower operations, is in moral and inlellec--

tual, as well as in n«<wr«/ freedom ; whereas the brute is in tlie*

latter only. From the most dispassionate survey of brute nature,

it does not appear that the creatures have any reflex perception"

Mspecting the qualities of their own discernment, or of the moral'

b2
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energies, or scientific powers, m hich they display : on the contrary,

it appears sufficiently evident that with respect to any perception

of their own qualities in the abstract, the wisest is no wiser tiian

the dullest, and the dullest is equally wise with the wisest; tlie

most moral as little so as the least, and vice versa : the Peacock

has no more perception of the pride he is famed for, than the

Horse or the Lion have of their generosity ; than the Fox has

of his cunning, or the Tiger of his cruelty.

From these considerations, there is in appearance the strongest

probability that the moral world, good and evil, may be in action

upon, although above the stream of, the natural world, or above

the consciousness of lower existence ; and that the former may

thus operate upon the latter as a cause upon an effect. But be this

as it may, it appears certain, thai moral qualities being objective

in the mind of man, he alone is possessed of moral consciousness

and moral freedom of action ; thus is an inhabitant of bo<h the mo-

ral and the natural world ; and that as moral qualities do not be-

come objective in the minds of brutes, or as the moral actions

which they perform are not reflected upon by them, as such, nor

are in any respect the effects of moral choice and discrimination on

their parts, they are therefore not possessed of moral conscious-

ness, nor of moral freedom of action ; and thus are not inhabitants

of the moral world,—although acted upon by it,—but of the

natural world only.

Having thus concluded my preliminary remarks on the moral

qualities exhibited by brutes, I proceed to consider those which

are of an intellectual and scientific character,—to the illustration,

consequently, of the second proposition given in a former page.

—

As moral perception appears to be excluded from the conscious

sphere of the brute mind, so neither do brutes apjjear to possess

any reflex power of contemplating the principles of intelligence and

science by which, or rather according to which, they act. They

appear to possess no power of taking an intellectual recognizance

of this intelligence and science so remarkable in many of their ac-

tions ; and may be considered as possessing only an inferior, or what

raay be called animal mind, capable of being influenced or direct-

ed, but incapable of viewing or appreciating the powers or ener-
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gres which thus influence and direct it in the most essential of its

actions. Man is endowed with the love of science ; he, therefore,

experiences a delight proper to his nature as a scientific agent, from

the contemplation of a means which is instrumental in the accom-

plishment of an end : he is also gifted with the love of usefulness,

and therefore receives a moral delight from the accomplishment of

the end itself, wiiich science is the means of effecting. Not so

the brute :—the architectural contrivance and discrimination of

the Beaver, which is nevertheless much inferior to that of various

species of Termites;—the surprising intelligence of the Hive-bee

and others of the Jpes;—the ingenious mechanism of the spider :

—

all these determinations of instinct, which, when viewed in connec-

tion with the animals in whom they are displayed, are so astonish-

ing, form no objects of contemplation to them, wl.ile to the hu-

man mind they are the subjects of intellectual perception and

reflection, advancing in many instances even to sublimity.

When we observe, in the insect world, in beings apparently the

most insignificant, an intelligence the most perfect, presenting the

most wonderful foresight, provision, and design, we are led at

ouce to the recognition of this intelligence, as a principle which

cannot, with any degree of propriety, be attributed to the creature,

as properly its own ; and we perceive, that in these instances thus

to attribute it to those humble animals, would be to raise them to

an eminence far above the most sagacious quadrupeds.

Innumerable are the instances among insects, in which the

a/{ency of intellectual and scientific powers, altogether superior io

the proper consciousness of the creatures, is to be observed ; and it

may be remarked, that as we descend in the scale of sentient

being, this intellectual agency appears to develope itself in a man-

ner proportionably more wonderful ; so as to afford the most sub-

stantial evidences of the reality of its existence and operation.

That IJees exercise the principlos of a science, of which they

are wholly unconscious, is beautituliy exemplified in the construc-

tion of their cells ; the general form of these, it is well known, is

that which includes a greater space than any other which could be

given to them, without leaving a void space between the contigu-

ous tells
J
each of which, from this circumstance, supplies one of the
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walls of each of the six cells which surround it. But, " it is to be

remarked, that though the general form of the cells is hexagonal,

that of those first begun is pentagonal, the side next the top of the

hive, and by which the comb is attached, being much broader

than the rest; whence the comb is more strongly united to the

hive than if these cells were of the ordinary shape. It of course

follows that the base of these cells, instead of being formed like

those of the hexagonal cells of three rhomboids, consists of one

rhomboid and two trapeziums."*

Here then are effects both of geometry and philosophy, although

the creatures are neither geometricians nor philosophers. They

indeed act precisely as geometricians and philosophers would act,

were they to undertake constructing the same thing with the same

end in view. Neither can we conceive them in their process of

collecting honey and storing it up, as actuated by any reflection

upon the nature of the act ; or as contemplating a season of winter

when their labours must cease. Actuated by an impressing influence

to gather and store up, and led to the immediate means and to

the best mode of applying them, their consciousness, although it

reaches to and embraces the whole of the sensible detail of the

operations to which it is directed, and includes a gratification re-

sulting from the exercise of its inferior powers, reaches no further

:

their conscious world consists of the sensible images of flowers and

fields and combs and honey ; in these, as to themselves, " they

live and move and have their being:"—they advance no higher;

—they know nothing oi a regular hexagon, separate from a honey

comb, nor can they reason upon the consequences of their actions.

Reason, intelligence and science, therefore, cannot, as is asserted

by some philosophers, + be the result of instinct; or the Bee would

certainly be a reasoner : it must be evident, on the contrary, that

its consciousness can reach only to the immediate inferior acts

themselves, to which it is directed by a potent energy operating

upon its nature.

Exercising in voluntary consciousness the inferior powers just

picntioned, the animal is led and informed by an influence, im-

' * Kiiby and Speiue, vol. i, p. 496.

+ See Smellie's Philos. ot JNat. Hist. «< sK|»r«,
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pressiDL its conscious mind, and producing the effects of the most

perfect science ; thereby accomplishing those objects which con-

stitute the ends of its existence. No effect can be produced without

a cause, and the Bee is either a scientific and intellectual being,

or it is the instrument of an agency that is of such a quality,

operating in and upon its animal mind, iu a sphere above its

proper perception.

Other less familiar, but not less wonderful instances of the me-

chanical and even philosophical powers exerted in the actions of

insects, are exhibited to us in whatever quarter we contemplate

their economy. The larva of a small Moth, (P. Tinea serratella

L.) constructs a little cylindrical tower for its residence upon the

surface of a leaf, and uses the utmost ingenuity to fix and retain it

in a position perpendicular to the site, by attaching silken threads

from a protuberance at its base to the surrounding surface ; and

when the stability of its habitation is threatened by external vio-

lence, it produces a vacuum by drawing itself up to the summit of

its tower, which at other times it completely fills; "and thus as

effectually fastens it to the leaf as if an air-pump had been em-

ployed ;" and in order to preserve the power of forming this va-

cuum, the insect never eats through the lower epidermis, or infe-

rior surface of his esplanade on the leaf:—yet so insignificant is

this little creature as to its bulk, that its castle appears like a small

spine on the leaf to which it is attached.*

Equally curious is the history of insect architecture in other in-

stances, as in the Aquatic Spider, ( Aranea aquatica,) whose habi-

tation " is built in the midst of water, and formed, in fact, of air !"

This creature spins a frame work for her intended cliamber, which

she attaches to the leaves of aquatic plants growing at the bottom

of the water, and having spread over the threads which form this

frame work a transparent varnish resembling liquid glass, and very

elastic, she next spreads over her belly a pellicle of Mie same ma-

terial, and ascending to (he surface of the water, by some means

not fully ascertained, transfers a bubble of air beneath this pelr-

licle, and then descending to her structure, discharges the bubble

into it, until, by successively repeating the operation, she cflectB

* Kirby and b|>eiice, vol. i, p. 4C2.
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the expansion of her aerial sub-aquatic tenement to its proper ha-

bitable dimensious.*

The entire history indeed of the Tarious species of the Spider and

of the Bee teems with wonders, and supplies an ample stork of

evidence in support of the proposition that they are guided and in-

structed by an intelligence which they do not themselves perceive.

But as their history may be seen at large in the excellent work on

Entomology from which our illustrations from that science have

hitherto been derived, I forbear io swell the catalogue ; and shall

conclude this branch of the subject, by adducing from the same

work, two remarkable instances, exemplifying, in the larva of a

species of Mi/rmeleon, and in the Termesfatalis, the most extraor-

dinary and surprising operations, totally incompatible with any

conscious scientific ability of the creatures ; appending to these

some remarks on the inferences drawn by Messrs. Kirby and

Spence, from a singular case of instinct, adapted to contingency,

in the Ilumble-bee.

The first mentioned insect, whose length when full grown, is

about half an inch, and whose shape slightly resembles that of the

Wood-louse, is an inhabitant of the south of Europe, feeds upon

the juices of Ants and other insects, digging a conical hole or pit

for the purpose of entrapping them. This it effects by tracinga circle

in a soil of loose dry sand, and excavating with surprising dexte-

rity a furrow within the included space ; loading its flut head by

means of one leg with a portion of the sand, which it jerks adroitly

over the boundary ; and working backwards till it arrives at

the part of the circle whence it started ; it then traces a new

circle and proceeds with the work, constantly throwing the sand

from the interior, till it completes its pit to the bottom or apex.

It is indefatigable in its labours, and relieves the leg which it uses

as a shovel to load its head, by working through each successive

circle in an opposite direction, and thus exercising each leg alter-

nately, always working with the one next the centre. When it

meets with stones too large to be jerked from its head, it contrives

to get them poised upon its back, and if in ascending the side of the

pit, the stone should be again precipitated, in renewing its attempt

* Kirljy and Spence, \ol. i. p. 475.
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to carry it up, it avails itself of the channel made by the falling

stone, as a road, against the sides of which it can support and di-

rect its load in the ascent. Stationed at the bottom of its little pit,

if an Ant should stumble ovf-r the margin it hastens the descent and

capture of its prey by the fall of little loads of sand which it jerks

in quick succession upon the escaping insect.* All this however is

surpassed by the Termites^ whose nests are formed of clay, and are

as large as huts, being generally of no less a height than 12 feet,

and broad in proportion, and which when in clusters resemble an

Indian village, and may at a distance be mistaken for one. The
interior of one of these structures presents a most surprising skill

and intelligence, both in the construction and appropriation. The
apartments, avenues, and communications, consisting of vaulted

chambers, built of various materials, gMenes constructed spirallu

for thefacility of ascent^ arches or bridges of communication said

to be projected^ not excavated, are appropriated for royal and

other apartments, nurseries, magazines, &c. No one can surely

contemplate the gigantic, and at the same time scientific, operations

of these wonderful creatures,—which yet are scarcely the fourth of

an inch in length,—without feeling struck by the manifestation of

an agency far above the discrimination of the subjects in whose ac-

tions it is presented, and whose economy is justly characterized as

" a miracle of nature."+

But the operations of an intelligence in the conduct of the insert

rare, superior to the conscious faculties of the creature, is made

still more manifest by its appearance not only in what h<is been

called l)lind instinct,—which t^rm itself rightly interpreted, must

imply the existence of controling influences,—but also by its de-

velopement in strictly contingent arts, affording evidences of the

same intelligent design and adaptation, in agreement with what

such particular circumstances require. That such do really occur

the following extract will satisfactorily demonstrate.

" In the course of his ingenious and numerous experiments M.
Huber put under a bell glass about n dozen humble bees without

any store of wax, along with a comb of about ten silken cocoons so

unequal in height that it was impossible the mass should stand

• Kirby and Spcncc, vol. i, p. i'29. f Ibid. vol. i, |). 513.
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firmly. Its unsteadiness disquieted the humble bees extremely.

Their affection for their young led them to mount upon the cocoons

for the sake of imparting warmth to the inclosed little ones, but

in attempting this the comb tottered so violently, that the scheme

was almost impracticable. To remedy this inconvenience, and to

make the comb steady they had recourse to a most ingenious expe*-

dient. Two or three bees got upon the comb, stretched them-

selves over its edge, and with their heads downwards fixed their

fore feet on the table upon which it stood, whilst with their hind

feet they kept it from falling. lu this constrained and painful pos-

ture, fresh bees relieving their comrades when weary, did these

affectionate little insects support the comb for nearly three days

!

at the end of this period they had prepared a sufficiency of wax
with which they built pillars that kept it in a firm position : but

by some accident afterwards these got displaced, when they had

again recourse to their former manoeuvre for supplying their place,

and this operation they perseveringly continued until M. Huber,

pitying their hard case, relieved them by fixing the object of their

attention firmly on the table.

" It is impossible," the authors remark, " not to be struck with

the reflection that this most singular fact is inexplicable on the

supposition that insects are impelled to their operations by a blind

instinct alone. How could mere machines have thus provided for a

case which in a state of nature has probably never occurred to ten

nests of Humble-bees since the creation ? If in this instance these

little animals were not guided by a process of reasoning, what is

the distinction between reason and instinct ? How could the most

profound architect have better adapted the means to the end—how
more dexterously shored up a tottering edifice, until his beams and

his props were in readiness ?"*

A process of reasoning, or intellectual deduction, is here cer-

tainly incontrovertible, but this, at the same time, is so much
beyond the nature and condition of the creature, that we cannot

suppose it performed within its proper consciousness. What then

in this case, and if in this case, in every other, is the distinction

between reason and instinct ? It is, I apprehend, this :

—

reason is

* Kiiby and Spencc, vol. i, p. 381,
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a deduction of intellect within tlie conscious perception of the sub-

ject whose actions exhibit it :

—

insiinet is a similar deduction of

intellect, not within, but above the conscious perception of the

subject whose actions exhibit it. For a consciousness of possessing

and exercising such intelligence cannot exist without elevating its

subject to that intellectual freedom which is the proper and dis-

tinguishing characteristic of human rationality.

If we ascend to the higher classes of animals, fewer instances

occurof those operations which include in them principles of science;

and the actions of this character which are to be observed among

such animals, do not appear to arise from a conscious free principle,

but to be the result of a dictation, similar to that by which the ope-

rations of the insect world are carried on ; as in the case of the

Beaver in the construction of his dam and hut. In the higher orders

of animals, indeed, we lose sight of the more astonishing displays

of science which abound in some of the inferior tribes, as in in-

sects ;—as if to mark that such science is not the conscious property

of the brute nature. Thus the Mammalia appear to be more

particularly the subjects, in which a moral intelligence is opera-

tive, and thus are capable of being rendered more immediately

instrumental to the moral uses to which many species of them ae

directed by man : whereas the insect tribes appear to be more

particularly the subjects in which a scientific intelligence is dis-

played ; I say more particularly^ because the agencies in all cases

are evidently both moral and scientific, although operating di-

versely, so as to produce the appearance of such distinction ; for

in every case the iiilluent agency must be moral as regarding

the end ; and scientific as regarding the means ; and in the larger

quadrupeds the effects of moral intelligence are as finely illustrated'

by the Horse, the Elephant, the Camel and the Dog, as are the

effects of scientific intelligence in the operations of insects. In every

case in which science is displayed in (he actions of (juiidrupeds, it is

evidently, as respects the creatures, as much above any conscious

perception of their own, as it is in the case of insects:—in this

respect the Bee and the Beaver are both on a par, and it would be

unreasonable to concede a perception of science to the latter, and at

same time to deny it to the former. Neither does the Dog possess
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any advantage over the Bee or the Beaver in this respect ; the in-

stinctive science he displays in the chace is evidently not objec-

tively reflected upon by him, which is manifest from the fact that

his ordinary nature is not at all elevated or refined by any percep-

tions or conclusions which would result from the view of his acute

iustinctive discriminations. The Dog, as we all know, is a keen

and clever sportsman ; but if in this case his discriminations were

the result of reflection,—if he had the power of consciously re-

flecting in himself, at the time of the chace, on what was proper

to be done and on the best means of procedure ; and if this power

were not derived from some hidden principle of impulse acting

upon his conscious nature, he would have the power to reflect, sub-

sequently, both upon the means and the action, the whole of which

would thus be made the object of his proper reflection. He would

thus be able to take an iutellectual view of the chace, and of his

own peculiar capabilities ; the door of analysis would be opened to

him ; and, contrary to the fact, he would thus advance at least

one step in the scale of intellect. If however we admit,—what

seems to accord alike with reason and with fact,—that his con-

scious mind must have been, in this exercise of his instinct, im-

pressed by an agency above it, no such consequence as that alluded

to would follow, from the most wonderful display of adroitness and

discrimination. The impression ceasing or subsiding with the re-

quirement, would leave him precisely where it found him ; and

accordingly we find, that the Hound, who displays the most con-

summate skill and manoeuvre in the chace, remains stationary, and

does not ascend into the scale of intellectual consciousness ; nor

can he as to iutellectual superiority be ranked above the contemned

and undignified Cur.

The incongruities in the actions of brutes, afford again striking

proofs that they act under the operation of an intelligence superior

to the plane of their proper perception ; and which, if we consider

ijt as affecting them through a limited channel, by particular im-

pressions on their conscious faculties, will account for the wonder-

ful operations performed by many of them, who are not in any wise

remarkable for their general sagacity ; whose traits of perfec-

tion are circumscribed by an exceedingly narrow limit, and which
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are yet, within that limit, truly astonishing. " With what caution

does the hen provide herself a nest in places unfrequented and free

from noise and disturbance ? When she has laid her eggs in such

a manner that she can cover them, what care does she take in turn-

ing them frequently that all parts may partake of the vital warmth ?

When she leaves them to provide for her necessary sustenance,

how punctually does she return before they have time to cool,

and become incapable of producing an animal? In (he summer

you see her giving herself greater freedoms, and quitting her care

for above two hours together, but in winter, when the rigour of

the season would chill the principles of life and destroy the

young one, she grows more assiduous in her attendance, and stays

away but half the time. When the birth approaches, with how

much nicety and attention does she help the chick to break its

prison; not to notice her covering it from the injuries of

the weather, providing it proper nourishment, and teaching it to

help itself; nor to mention her forsaking the nest, if after the

usual time of reckoning, the young one does not make its appear-

ance. A chemical operation could not be followed with greater

art and diligence than is seen in the hatching of a chick ; though

there are many other birds that show an infinitely greater sagacity

in all the forementioned particulars.

" But at the same time the hen that has all this seeming in-

genuity, (which is indeed absolutely necessary for the propagation

of the species), considered in other respects, is without the least

glimmerings of thought or common sense. She mistakes a piece

of chalk for an egg, and sits upon it in the same manner : she is

insensible of any increase or diminution in the number of those

she lays : she does not distinguish between her own and those of

another species, and when the bir(l> appears, of never so dillerent

a bird, will cherish it for her own. In all these circumstances,

which do not carry an immediate regard to the subsistence of

herself or her species, she is a very idiot."*

A similar incongruity, incompatible with the rational exercise

of the intellectual principle of foresight, upon the supposition of

that principle being proper to the mind of the creature, is ex-

• Spectator. No. 120.
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hibited by the Hamster Rat, (Mus Crkefus)- The principle

of foresight as exhibited in this animal, who lays up food, " not

for his winter's support, (since during that season he always

sleeps,) but for his nourishment previously to the commencement,

and after the conclusion of his slate of torpidity,"* cannot be con-

sidered as a principle of which he has any consciousness what-

ever ; for had the Hamster a conscious perception and apprecia-

tion of such a principle, he would be led to apply it in other

cases, as well as in that of storing up food for the preservation of

his life ; but as if to demonstrate the irrationality of the animal,

he attacks with blind fury the largest quadruped that comes in

his way ; instead of seeking safety by flight, like most other

creatures in whom the priuciiDle of caution is observable ; and

which a rational foresight would necessarily impel hira to, whea

menaced with destruction by a gigantic adversary.

The Arctic F'ox, as Cranfz relates, enters the water and splashes

with his foot to bring up the fish, which he then seizes ; and the

Greenland women, profiting by his example, employ with success

a similar artifice : the Fox surely does not reflect either upon the

act or the means as the women must do; in hira the act is

evidently spontaneous, and does not flow from any thought, of

which analysis is predicable.

The limitation of the brute mind, and its exclusion from in-

tellectual consciousness, or proper reflection, is also apparent in

the inutility of speech to such animals as can be taught to

articulate, in effecting any thing beyond imitation ; evincing

clearly the incommunicability of the power of reason to the

creature;—while, at the same time, it illustrates the power of

the influence of the human mind, as exerted upon the mind and

faculties of the animal, and ascertains the limit of that influence.

There can be no reasoning without reflection, no reflection

without intellectual freedom : if this reflection and this freedom

were the attribute of the brute,—how, I ask, should we deny him

a share of human consciousness. Does this consciousness, in kind,

exist in the brute mind? and are they endowed with it for no

other purpose than to produce,—what it could not fail to. pro-

* Bing. Anim. Biog. vol. i, 452.
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duce,—the sensible perception of their own individual degrada-

tion ?—or, would it not follow, upon such an admission of the

rationalitj of brutes, that we should be very likely to see the

fable realized of the Mice holding a Council to " bell the Cat,"

and absolutely devising a successful stratagem to effect their pur-

pose ? Is there, upon such a principle, any ground for asserting,

that, with proper care, we might not be able to rear a few four-

legged philosophers and mechanicians, of at least tolerable eru-

dition and science? or rather, the principle being admitted, can

it be safely denied that they do not already exist ?

I am aware that there is a class of actions which are in great mea-

sure modifications arising from the influence of education and habit,

and which, perhaps, appear more strongly than any others to favour

the supposition that brutes are possessed, in some degr^'e, of the-

power of analysis and reason; but as this appearance is of so

prominent a character, and is so closely allied to their specific

mental capabilities, I purpose to enter upon a more particular

consideration of it in the course of these Essays. I shall only

remark, for the present, that the natures of brutes no doubt

evince a strong susceptibility of being influenced, within certain

limits, by the human mind ; but this susceptibility of sub-

servience to human intelligence, so far from militating against the

views here off"ered of the proper nature of brutes, appears rather

to strengthen and confirm the position, that they are affected by

influences above their own consciousness ; and that the wisdom of

the Creator has so constituted their natures as to be affected by the

influence of mediate agencies, in order to the production of (he-

various ends which it may be necessary should be accomplished

through their instrumentality.

I need scarcely remark that the general views attempted to be

established by the foregoing observations, cai'.not be adequately

illustrated in the limited survey of a Preliminary Essay :—their

further developement must rest upon a more extended examina-

tion of the particular functions, which, taken collectively, form the

brute economy. Certain it is, however, that the liberty and

freedom of the human mind forms the basis of its rationality and

intelligence, which is no doubt aided by an influent light and
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perception, received from the Source of all Being; the conscious-

ness of which influence connects him more immediately with that

Source ;—and that the absence of freedom in the brute mind, in

this respect, forms the basis of its irrationality, and demonstrates

that the influent light and perception which gives birth to the

surprising actions we see animals perform, forms no part of their

conscious nature. Thus brutes are evidently connected with the

Author of Creation, though in a manner more remote than man.

The freedom of mau consists in his being able to take a survey

from an eminence, as it were, of the various discriminations which

he himself efl'ects, and which, by various agencies, are eft'ected

throughout lower existence; hence, although man possesses a

lower or animal mind, similar, as considered distinctly and by

itselfy to the brute mind, and which inferior mind or region he

looks down upon from an intellectual eminence, it is evident that

his consciousness respecting even the things of this inferior

region is illumined, by the glorious light of intellect and ration-

ality which is proper to iiim. The brute, on the contrary, does

not survey from an elevated spliere the discriminatioits which he

himself eftects, nor those of nature which are in operation around

him ; although these discriminations, as effected by himself and

by the other subjects of creation around him, are calculated to

lead him on in the road of analysis, did he but possess the

proper faculty. May we not then infer,—That intellectual and

scientific qualities do not become objective in the minds of

brutes ; or, that the intellectual and scientific actions which

they perform, are not reflected upon or contrived by them as

such ; thus that they possess no intellectual or scientific con-

sciousness, and consequently that no intellectual or scientific

design can be attributed to them ; and therefore that so much

of intellectual or scientific design as appears conspicuous in

their actions, must be the effect of intellectual and scientific

powers or energies, acting upon them in a region of their minds

above the sphere of their proper consciousness ?
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Art. II. Monograph on the Cebrionidce, a Famili/ of
Insects, by W. E. Leach, M. D. Sfc.

To JoHK George Cbildren, Esq. F. R. S. Sfc*

My dear Sir,

I send you a Monograph on a Family of Insects, having

Cebrio for its type, which was written in the year 1815, and in-

tended for my Zoological Miscellany ; I have looked it over, and

corrected it, and now send it to you for the New Journal, in which

you are one of the Editors ; together with the description of two

undescribed species of Insects, belonging to a genus established

by Latreille, under the name Phengodes.

I remain, my dear Sir, yours most sincerely,

December 19, 1823. William Elfoud Leach.

Cebrio, Olivier, Fabricii, Rossi, el Latreille.

CiSTELA, Rossi.

Corpus plus aut minus antice inflexum. Abdomen sappius ellip-

ticum, convexiusculumj aut trigonum.

Thorax capite plus aut minus latior. Scutellum parvum.

Elytra rigida, abdominis longitudine. Sternum anticura, in non-

nuliis productum, in aliis concavum, margine elevata, in aliis planum

aut convexum. Pedes validi, fcmoribus crassiusculis, compressis.

Tarsi pedum anterioniin et mediorum 5-articulati
, posteriorum

4-articulati.

Caput ovatum. Oculi magni, rotundati, prominuli. Maxillse

membranacex. Mandibula; cxserla?, valida;, liiatu interposito.

Aijtenna: corporis fere longitudine, 10-articulala;, ante oculos in-

sertae. Labrum brevissimum. Ligull. appendice palpiger^ iu<

struct^. Palpi quatuor.

Body more or less inflexed. Abdomen most frequently elliptic,

somewhat convex or triangular.

Thorax more or less broader than the head. Scutellum small.

Elytra hard, of the length of the abdomen. The anterior ster-

• The EditoFH intend to give a Plate illustrative of tlie Genera described in

thiit pap«r in a futnre Number.

Vol. I. c
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num, in some of these genera, concave, with the margin elevated

or reflexed, in others flat or convex ; feet strong, thighs thick and

compressed, the hinder ones bear an appendage resembling a

trochanter ; tarsi of the fore and middle feet five-jointed, the

hinder ones four-jointed. Head oval, eyes large, rounded and

prominent. Maxillae membranaceous, mandibulas strong, ex-

serted, with an hiatus interposed. Antennae nearly of the length

of the body, ten-jointed and inserted before the eyes. Labrum

very short ; ligula furnished with a palpus-bearing appendage.

Palpi four.

STIRPIUM ET GENEUUM SYNOPSIS.

* Thorax quadratus, antice subangulatus. Sternum anticepro»

ductum.

Stirps 1.—Elytra Integra. Antennae et tarsi elongati:

—

Antennae articulo secundo tertio breviore, ultimo abrupte

mucronato.— i. analestesa.

Antennae articulis secundo et tertio aequalibus, aliis breviori-

bus ultimo gradatim attenuate.—ii. boscia.

** Thorax transversus, antice rotundatus. Sternum concavuni,

margine dilatatd, planum aut convexum.

Stirps 2.—Elytra Integra. Antennae et tarsi crassiores et breviores.

Antennae subcrassae, filiformes, simplices, longae articulis 2 et

3 brevioribus, ultimo abrupte acuminato.—iii. cebrio.

Antennae articulis, 2 et 3 longitudine jequalibus, latitudinem

longitudine aequante, ultimo apicem versus incrassato,

abrupte acuminato.—iv. tibesia.

Stirps 3.— Elytra postice dehiscentia. Antennte et tarsi breves.

Antennaj articulo tertip multo crassiore, ultimo apicem ver-

sus gradatim acuminato.—v. dumerilia.

Antennae subabrupte extrorsum crassiores.—vi. hammoniA.

Antennae filiformes, articulis moniliformibus, ultimo acuto.—

•

vn. brongniartia.

GENUS I,—ANALESTESA.f

Antennm elongatae, articulo secundo tertio breviorCj ultimo mu-

cronato. •

* Prosternum, Fischer. f Habent species omnes hujus generis, caput

gUpern^ et thoracis dorsum, dense villosa.
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Palpi maxillares articulo secundo longiore, articulis tertio et

quarto longitudine subequalibus, hoc apice obliqu^ truncate.

labiales articulo ultimo oblique truncato.

Thorax quadratus, antice subangulatus. Sternum anticum pro-

ductum tarsi elongati : elytra Integra.

Antennte elongate, the second shorter than the third joint, the

last pointed. > "i'':"--

Maxillari/ palpi vi'xth second joint the longest, the third and fdnrtlf

nearly equal in length, the latter obliquely truncated.

Labial palpi with the last joint obliquely truncated.

Thorax squared, anteriorly somewhat angulated. Anterior ster-

num produced. Tarsi elongated. Elytra entire.

Species 1.

—

Bicolor.

A.—Supra fusca, subtus antennis pedibusque testaceis.

Cebrio bicolor. Fabricii Syst. Eleut,

Long. Corp. 16 millim :

Habitat in Barbaria.

Mus. Latreille.

Descr.—Caput perfuscum, supra, profunde punctatum. Man-
dibulae rufae, apicibus nigris. Palpi, maxills et labium sub-

ferrugineo testacei. Thorax perfuscus; dorso profunde punctate.

Pleura subferruginea. Pectus subferrugineum. Epigastrium et

pedes saturate testacei, tibiis et tarsis obscurioribus subfuscescen-

tibu8. Elytra fusca (suturi ferruginea) striata, jugis pustulatis,

punctulis elongatis ; striis latis obscurioribus.

A.—Above fuscous, beneath, the antennae and feet testaceous.

Descr.—Head somewhat fuscous-brown, deeply punctured.

Mandibules red, their apices black. Palpi, maxillae and lip pale-

ferrugineous-clay-coloured. Epigastrium and feet deep testa-

ceous, the tibiae and tarsi more obscure, of a pale fuscous-

brown. Elytra deep brown, (the suture ferrugineous) and

striated. The sides pustulated, with oblong points and broad

obscure strias.

Length 7 \ lines.*

Inhabits Barbary.

• By aline is intended the eighth ofan inch throughout tlii« paper.—W. E. L,

c3
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Species 1.— Testacea.

A.—Testacea, thorace saturatiore, capite fuscescente.

Long. corp. 13 | millim :

Habitat

Mus. Brit.

Descr.—Caput supra, fuscescens, punctatum, infra testaceum ;

labrum et maxillae rufas, his apicihus nigris. Thorax supra satura-

tissime testaceus, punctatus. Pleura, pectus, epigastrium et

pedes testacei. Elytra testacea, striata, striis angustis ; interstitiis

dense punctatis, punctis subelongatis.

A.—Testaceous, the thorax deeper, the head light-fuscous-brown.

Length 5 i lines. i

Habitat unknown.

Descr.—Head above light fuscous brown and punctured, be-

neath testaceous, labrum and maxillae red, the latter with their

extremities black. Thorax above very deep clay-coloured and

punctured. Epigastrium and feet testaceous. Elytra testaceous,

striated, striae narrow, the interstices thickly punctulated, the

punctures somewhat elongated.

GENUS IL—BOSCIA.

Aniennm elongatae, articulo secundo et tertio aequalibus ; aliis

brevioribus, ultimo gradatim attenuato.

Palpi maxillares, articulis secundo et tertio longitudine aequalibus,

prinio crasso, quarto ovato, ad apicem acuminato.

labiales articulo ultimo oblique truncato.

Thorax quadratus, antice subangulatus. Sternum auticum an-

tice productum. Tarsi elongati. Elytra Integra.

Antenna: elongated, the second and third joints equal; the others

shorter, the last gradually attenuated.

Maxillary Palpi, with their second and third joints equally long
;

the first thick ; the fourth oval, at its extremity acuminated.

.

Labial palpi, with their last joint obliquely truncated.
.

Thorax: squared, anteriorly somewhat angulatcd. Anterior sternum

produced anteriorly. Tarsi elongated.

Species 1.

—

Picea.

B.—Corpore toto piceo, antcnnis, palpis, pedibusque testaceis.

Long. Corp. 14 | millim :
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Habitat in America Boreali.

Mus. Bosc.

- Descr.—Thorax profunde impresso-punctatus. Elytra tenuiter

striata, interstitiis elevato-striatis. Superficies inferior punctulis

itnpressis.

B.—Body entirely pitch-coloured, the antennae, palpi and feet

testaceous.

Length 5 ylines.

Inhabits North America.

Descr.—Thorax impressed with deep punctures ; the elytra

slightly striated, the interstices with elevated striae ; the under

part of the body impressed with small punctures.

Species 2.

—

Punctata.

B.—Corpore toto aterrimo impresso-punctato. Antennis, palpis

et pedibus piceis.

Long. Corp. 2 centim : 1 millim

:

Habitat in America Boreali.

Mus. Bosc.

Descr.—Thorax profundissime, elytra mediocriter, superficies

inferior et pedes leviter impresso-punctati.

Body totally jet-black, and every part with impressed punctulesj

the antennae, palpi and feet pitchy-black.

Length about an inch.

Inhabits North America.

Descr.—Thorax very deeply impressed, the elytra moderately,

the under side and the feet lightly studded with impressed

punctures.

Species 3.

—

OUvnceu.

B.—Corpore supra et infri olivacco
;
pedibus, antennis palpisque

olivaceo-viridescentibus.

Long. corp. 1 centim : 3 | millim :

Habitat in Americi Boreali.

Mus. Bosc, Dunif'ril, Brongniart, Latreilie.

Descr.—Thorax et elytra icvitcr punctati, superficies inferior

glaberrima, punctis roinutissimis sparsa.

B.— Body above and below olive-colour ; the feet, antennae, and

palpi of an olive-colour approaching to greenish-olive.
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Length 7 | lines.

Inhabits North America.

Descr.—Thorax and elytra slightly punctured ; the under sur*

face of the body very smooth, sprinkled with very minute im*

pressed punctures.

Species 4.

—

Glabra.

B.—Corpora nigrescente, glaberrimo ; capite, thorace, elytris,

et superficie inferiore, punctis minutissimis sparsis.

Long. Corp. 8 4 millim :

Habitat in America Boreali.

Mus. Bosc, Latreille.

B.—The body blackish, and extremely smooth ; the head, thorax,

elytra, and the under parts of the body, sprinkled with very

minute punctures.

Length 4 | lines.

Inhabits North America.

Species 5.

—

Minuta.

B.—Corpore glaberrimo, rufescente ; antennis, palpis et pedibus

rubris.

Long. Corp. 4 ^ millim :

Habitat in America Boreali, rarissima.

Mus. Bosc.

Descr.—Caput et thorax profunde impresso-punctati. Elytra

leviter striata, interstitiis impresso-punctatis. Superficies in-

ferior punctis minutissimis sparsa.

B.—Body very smooth and reddish; the antennae, palpi, and
feet red.

Length 2 lines.

Inhabits North America, and is a very rare species.

Descr.—The head and thorax deeply punctured; the elytra with

slight stria» ; the interstices with impressed punctures ; the under

part is sprinkled with innumerable and very minute punctures.

GENUS III.—CEBRIO.
jintenncB subcrassa;, filiformes, simplices, longs, articulis secundo

et terlio brevioribus, ultimo abrupte acuminato.

Palpi maxillares filiformes, capitis longitudine, articulo secundo

longiore ; articulis tertio et quarto longitudine xqualibuSj hoc

clavato.
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Palpi labiules articulo ultimo clavato.

Thorax transversus, subtrapeziformis, margine postica latiore. Ster-

num anticum postice mucronatum ; femora postice appendice

trochantiformi instructa.

Antennce rather thick, filiform, simple, long, the second and

third joints shortest, the last joint abruptly acuminated.

Maxillari/palpi aVdorm, of the length of the head, the second

joint longest, the third and fourth joints are equal in length,

the fourth clubbed.

Labial palpi with their last joint clubbed.

Thorax transverse, somewhat trapeziform, the hinder margin

broader ; anterior sternum pointed behind ; hinder thighs

furnished with a trochantiform appendage.

Species I.

—

Promelus.

C.—Castaneo-testaceus ; capite, antennis et thorace nigris, pectore

epigastrio tibiis tarsisque fuscescentibus, coxls femoribus

Tentreque testaceo-croceis.

Cebrio gigas. Fabr, Syst. Eleuth.

Cebrio promelus. Lalreille, MSS.

Long. Corp. 2 centim : 3 millim :

Habitat in Gallia Australi, et in Agro Pedcmontano ; in campls

post tempestates et in Paludibus. Lalreille.

Descr.—Pleura ferrugineo-testacea ; caput, thorax et elytra

punctati, testaceo-villosi ; villi breves. Thorax line^ longitudi-

nali elevate nitidd, glabra; elytra elevato-lineata ; striis medio-

c rib us.

C.—Chestnut-clay-coloured ; antennai and thorax black, the

breast, epigastrium, tibia', and tarsi fuscous brownish, the

coxae, thighs, and abdomen beneath of a clay-crocus colour.

Length 1 inch, 1 i line.

inhabits the South of France, and Piedmont ; in plains after tem-

pests and in marshes.

Descr.—Pleura ferugineous clay-coloured ; head, thorax, and

elytra punctured, with clay-coloured down ; the down short.

Thorax with a longitudinal elevated shiuing line; elytra witU

elevated lines, the btriae moderate in size.
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Species 2.

—

Fabricii.

C.—Ater, epigastrio, coxis, femoribus, abdomineque toto croceis ;

tibiis tarsisque fascis.

Long. Corp. 1 centim : 3 \ millim :

Habitat in Lusitania et Hispania, (regione Valentina).

Mus. Latreille.

Descr.—Antennae supra nigro subtus ferrugineo-viilosas ; villi

Jongi ; corpus subtus croceo vestitum, femora apice extremo fus-

cescentia.

Obs.—Elytra fortius elevato-lineata, sulcis intermedils latis.

C—Black, with the epigastrium, coxas, thighs, and the abdomen
totally safifron-coloured, tibiae and tarsi fuscous-brown.

Length 4 \ lines.

Inhabits Portugal and Spain in the province of Valentia.

Descr.—Antennae, above with black, below with ferruginous

down, body beneath clothed with satfron-yellow dowp, the thighs

at their extremities fuscous-brownish.

Obs.—The elytra are more strongly furnjshed with elevated

lines, and the intermediate grooves are broad.

The elevated lines of the elytra, are not to be perceived easily

on the upper aspect. In the only specimen which I had an op-

portunity of examining, I observed on the thorax three impres-

sions 1—2.

Species 3.

—

Morio.

C—Ater, femoribus utrinque linea subtestacea, coxis 4 anticis

testaceis.

Jjong. Corp. 1 1 I millim : •

Habitat in Lusitania et Hispania, regione Valentina.

Mus. Latreille, Macleay, Nostr.

Descr.—Caput, thorax, dorsum et elytra njgro-villosi ; villi

longi ; antennae supra nigro subtus ferrugineo-villosa; ; epigas-

trium, pectus et femora fusco-ferrugineo-villosa ; elytra medrio-

criter elevato-lineata; sulcis intemediis mediocribus.

C.—Black, the thighs on each side marked with a somewhat

clay-coloured line, the four anterior coxa: clay-coloured.

Length 5 lines.

Inhabits Portugal and Spain in the province of Valentia.
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Descr.—Thorax, back, and elytra punctated, and covered with

black down ; the down long : the antennae above covered with

fuscous-brown, and beneath with ferrugineous down ; the epigas-

trium, breast and thighs covered with brown-rusty down j elytra

with elevated lines ; the intermediate grooves moderate.

GENUS IV.—TIBESIA.
jintennce articulis 2 ct 3 longitudine aequalibus, latitudinem longi-

tudine aequante, ultimo apicem versus incrassato, abrupte

acuminato.

Paljn tnaxillares, capite breviores, articulis 2 et 3 asqualibus

;

quarto praecedente paulo longiore, apicem versiis gradatim

crassiore, apice obsoletissime oblique subtruncato rotundato.

labiales, articulo ultimo gradatim clavato.

Thorax transversus, autice rotundatus ; sternum anticum con-

cavum, margiue dilatata ; tarsi crassi et breves.

AnteniKB^ with their second and third joint equal in length, not

broader than long, the last joint towards its extremity thick-

ened and abruptly sharpened.

Maxillary palpi shorter than the head, the second and third

equal ; fourth a little longer than the preceding one, towards

its apex gradually thicker, the apex very obsoletely and

obliquely somewhat truncated, and rounded.

Labialpalpi, with their last joint clavated.

Thorax transverse anteriorly rounded ; anterior sternum concave

with its margin dilated ; tarsi thick and short.

Spfcies 1.

—

Ruficollis.

•T*—Castaneo-ferruginea, capite nigro, elytris subcastaneo-testa-

ceis, antennis castaneo-fuscis.

Cebrio ruficollis. Fabr. Syst. EleuL
Long. Corp. G i millim :

Habitat in Barbaiia.

Mus. Latreille.

Descr.—Antennaj articulis tribus basilaribus, labio, maxillis,

palpisque ferruginco-testaceis; maiidibulae rufo-ferruginea;. Caput

forte punctatum. Tiiorax puiictutus, elytra la;vius punctata, ob-

solete striata.
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C.—Chestnut-ferrugineous, the head black, elytra pale chestnut-

clay-colouredj antennas chestnut-brown.

Length 3| lines.

Inhabits Barbary.

Descr.—Antenna with its three basilary joints, the lip, maxillas

and palpi ferrugineous-clay-coloured ; mandibulae red-ferrugine-

ous ; head deeply punctured ; thorax punctured ; elytra smooth

punctured, obsoletely striated.

GENUS v.—DUMERILIA.
Antennce breves, articulo tertio multo crassiore, ultimo apicem ver-

sus gradatim acuminato.

Palpi muxillares articulo secundo longiore, articulis tertio et quar-

to longitudine aequalibus, ultimo gradatim attenuate.

• Idbiales articulo ultimo obtuse truncato.

Thorax transversus antice rotundatus. Sternum anticum convexum.

Tarsi breves.

Antennce short, the third joint the thickest j the last joint towards

its extremity gradually acuminated.

Maxillary Palpi with the second joint longest, the second and

third equal in length, the last joint gradually attenuated.

Labial Palpi with the last joint obtusely truncated.

Thorax transverse, rounded before ; anterior sternum convex j tarsi

short.

Species 1.

—

Pulchra.

D,—Capite nigro, thorace et elytris sanguineis, pedibus rufescentl-

bus, abdomine infra cjeruleo-nigro nitente.

Long 5 1 millim !

llabitat in AfricS, Australl.

Mus. Dumeril, Latreille, Bosc.

Descr.—Caput fortiter impresso-punctatum, thorax polilus gla-

berrimus, elytra tenuiter striata, interstitiis reticulatis, supcrfi-

cies tota inferior punctis numerosissimis sparsa,

D.—Head black, thorax and elytra sanguineous, feet reddish,

abdomen beneath of a shining blue black.

Length 2| lines.

Inhabits southern Africa.

Descr.—Head with deeply impressed punctures, thorax polished

and very smooth, elytra slightly striated, the interstices reticulated ;
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the whole inferior surface of the body is sprinkled with innume«

rable impressed punctures.

In the collection of Latreille, I saw a mutilated specimen of a

species, which from its general form seemed to belong to this ge-

nus. It came from Barbary.

GENUS VI.—HAMMONIA.

Antennae articulis 2 et 3 longitudine aequalibus e^^trorsum cras-

siores.

Talpi maxillares capitis fere longitudine, articulo secundo lon-

giore ; articulis tertio et quarto longitudine aequalibus, hoc

subclavato.

labiales abrupte clavati.

Thorax transversus, antice rotundatus ; sternum anticum planum ;

tarsi breves.

Antennw with the second and third joints of equal length, exter-

nally thicker.

Maxillary Palpi almost as long as the head, the second joint

longest; the third and fourth equal in length, the latter

slightly clavated.

Labial Palpi abruptly clavated.

Thorax transverse, anteriorly rounded, anterior sternum flat,

tarsi short.

Species 1.

—

Latreillii.*

H.—Castaneo-testacea, elytris sordide testaceis.

Long Corp. 5 | millim :

Habitat in EtruscS, et in Gallic Australiore, rarissim^

Mas. Latreille.

Deter.—Caput, thorax et elytra punctata ; his striatis ; striis dls-

coldeis, postice confluentibus.

H.—Chestnut clay-coloured, elytra dirty clay-coloured.

Length 2-^ lines.

Inhabits Tuscany and the southern parts of France very rarely.

Descr.—Head, thorax and elytra punctured j the latter striat-

ed ; the striai discoidal, confluent behind.

* M. La(r£ille informed mc thai thi» Hpecieit wav named by some aullior

Cebrlo brpiicornu.
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Species 2.

—

Melanocephala.

H.—Rufescens, capite nigro, elytrls tenuiter striatis, thorace ni-

gro-punctato.

Long Corp. 1 centim : 1 \ millim :

Habitat ia Hispanic, et Lusitania, rarissime.

Mus. Bosc.

Descr.—Caput et thorax impresso-punctati ; elytra glabra;

abdomen infra punctis numerosissimis impressunj.

H.—Reddish, head black, elytra slightly striated, thorax spotted

with black.

Length 4| lines.

Inhabits Spain and Portugal ; very rare.

Descr.—Head and thorax with impressed punctures, elytra

smooth, abdomen beneath with innumerable impressed punctures.

GENUS VII.-BRONGNIARTIA.

Antennce breves, filiformes, moniliformes, articulis secundo et ter-

tio longitudine aequalibus, ultimo acute.

Palpi maxillares filiformes, articulo secundo longiore ; articulis

tertio et quarto longitudine aequalibus, quarto acuto.

labiates articulo ultimo gradatim clavato.

Thorax transversus, antice rotundatus, sternum anticum convexum,

tarsi breves.

Antennce short, filiform, moniliform, the second and third joints

of equal length, the last acute.

Maxillary Palpi filiform, the second joint longest ; the third and

fourth of equal length, the fourth acute.

Labial Palpi, with the last joint gradually clubbed.

Thurax transverse, anteriorly rounded, anterior sternum convex,

tarsi short.

Species 1.

—

Atra.

B.— Corpore, pedibus et antennis atri^; thorace profunde impres-

Eo-punctato, elytris punctato-striatis.

Jjong. Corp. 7 i millim :

Habitat in Barbaria.

Mus. Brongniart, Bosc, Latreille.
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B.—Body, feet, and antennae black, thorax deeply impressed

with punctures, elytra impressed with lines of punctures.

Length 4 lines.

Inhabits Barbary.

On txco Species of the Genus Phengodes* of Lutreille*s Mss.

Character genericus mihi non examinandus.

Obs.—Antennarum rami ciliati.

I. PH ENCODES testaceus.

P.—Testaceus, elytris apicibus antennisque fuscis.

Lampyrist plumosa, Olivier.

Long. Corp. 11 millim :

Habitat .

Mus. Nost. (?

Descr.—Oculi mediocres prominuli, nigri ; corpus totum gla-

brum; tarsi postice pallide fuscescentes; abdomen segrneotis me-

dio fuscescentibus, postice pallide testaceis.

P.—Testaceous, elytra at their extremities, and the antennae fus-

cous-brown.

Length 4 lines.

Locality unknown.

Descr.—Eyes moderate, prominent and black; all the body-

smooth ; tarsi behind pale, iacliaing to fuscous-brown ; the middle

segments of the abdomen inclining to fuscous-brown, behind pale

tlay-coloured.

II. vuEUGODES flavicollis.

P.—Fuscus, thorace pectoreque fuscis. ? f<(W^|

Phengodes ilavicollis. Lutreille Mss. '

J/)ng. Corp. 4 \ millim :

Habitat in Pcruvii.

Mus. Latreille.

Descr.—Oculi magni, globosi, nigri. Vertex nigricans. Os sub-

ferrugincum. Palpi fuscescentes. Ala; pallide fuscescentes. Pedes

• The Raroii Dfjcin in lii'i catalogue of Coleoptera has Phengodes as a name
given by Count IIofTinannHegg. G. S,

+ More correctly Lampuris.
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fusel, coxis flavis. Abdominis dorso basi flavo. Venter segmeutls

postic^ paliidis ; penultimo et antepenultimo medio maculi fiava

notatis.

Obs.—Antennae quam in P. testaceo paululum longiores.

P.—Fuscous-brownj thorax and breast yellow.

Length 2 lines.

Inhabits Peru.

Descr.—Eyes large, globose, black ; vertex blackish ; mouth

Somewhat ferrugineous
;
palpi pale-fuscous brown ; wings paler

than the palpi ; feet pale-fuscous brown, their coxae yellow ; the

back of the abdomen with its base yellow ; segments of the belly

yellow behind ; the last but one, and the one behind it marked ia

their middle with a yellow spot.

Obs.—The antennae of this species are longer than in P. testaceus.

Art. III. On the situation itnd rank of Sponges in the

Scale of Nature, and on their internal Structure, hy Mr.

John Edward Gray.

The true nature of these curious bodies has for a long while

been an object of great doubt to all Naturalists, for we find that

most of the Ancient Natural liistoriant apparently regarded them

as animals, although their allusions are very obscure, for Pliny,

Dioscorides, afld their commentators, Mathiolus, Belonus, Bar-

barus, &c. &c. divided them into male and female sponges, and

Aristotle in his Hisloria Animalium v. chap. 16, observes " many

people were of opinion that sponges were capable of feeling, and

that they would shrink back if any one attempted to pluck them,"

however he regrets this idea ; but Imperati has pretended to dis-

tinguish two sorts of movement common to them, the one pro-

duced by the sponge itself, and the other dependant on the nature

of its substance ; but Ellis, who has quoted the above passage in

his Corallines, only argues on the possibility of such movement,

and neither there or in his Zoophites, appears to have observed it

himself; nor were Peron, or Bosc, who studied these substances,

where {hey were of a large size and in immense abundance, able
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to discover the slightest trace of mobility, therefore if it exist it

has escaped the notice of these naturalists ; the only modern author

who appears to have thought lie observed any motion, is Montagu,

see Wemerlan Transactions, vol. \'u On the revival of learning the

only author who regarded them as animals was Nuremberg, in his

Historia Naturw, published in 1635, which is only a compilatioa

of the ancient authors ; but all those who would examine for them-

selves considered them as vegetables, among whom there are Bau-

hine, Rai/, Tourtiefort, Morisson^ Boerhaave, Seba, Vaillant^

Marsilli, and even Linnceus himself, in the prior edition of his

works, classed them as plants; and Forskall, one of the most dis-

tinguished of his pupils, and a most excellent zoologist, persevered

in this theory even after the change of opinion of his master, pro-

duced by the beautiful discovery of Petfssonelt, Trembly, and

Ellis. From this period, which was about a century after the pub-

lication of Nuremberg, they were again placed in the animal king-

dom, but only on account of the analogy of their appearance and

manner of life, and not from the known existence of the animals,

as may be known by the character which this zoologist has given

to the genus. Linnceus appears, like the ancients, to have consi-

dered them as animals themselves, respiring water, for he thus cha-

racterizes them in the last edition of his Systema Natura?, " SroN-

GiA. Flores (Foraminibus respirat aquani,) Slirps radicata, pilis

contexta, plexiiis, bibula." After this period the zoologists were

attracted by the gelatinous coat, first mentioned by Ellis,* which

they appear to consider as an animal substance ; for thus PallaSj

in 1766, characterized this genus :

—

Sjyongia : animal ambiguum,

crescens, forpidissimum. Stirps polymorpha, fibris contexta, ge-

latina viva obvestitis. Oscula (flores Lin) oscillantia seu cavernae

cellulxve supeilicici. Solander and Ellis, ia their Zoophites, ia

* EllJB, in his Corallines, thought that the pores were tubes, and contained

the animals as in tubularia, &c. for he observes that they are formed of a roti-

culatfd mass o{ tuhei; and "in viewing the cxtremites of the upper or last

•hoots we shall perceive small openings at the end of their fibres, and as we
trace the fibres back from the opening downwards we see a soft whitish sub-

stance which fills the internal part of all the ramificutions through the whole

uponge;" he continues U> observe they "are doubtless the lodgnieiits of uniniais

6f a particular class ;" but this he appears to have given up in his Zoophites.
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1786 ; Brugui^re, in the French Encyclopedia; Lamark, in his

Systenae ; Bosc^ Cuvier, in his Regne Animal ; and Lamouroux,
in the Bulletin Philomatique, have given nearly the same charac-

ters, only leaving out or adding a few Mords of no consequence, as

Sola7irler, respecting their being formed of spicule and fibres, and

Cuvier, that the animal jelly is destitute of any organs, or polypes
;

but Lamouroux, in his Histoire, has placed the marine and fresh

water species in one family with this character, which plainly

shews that he is doubtful of the animal structure, " polypiers

spongieux, inarticules, poreux, formes de fibres entrecroisees en

tout sens coriacees ou cornees, jamais tubuleuse et enduites

d'une humeur gelatineuse, tres fugace, et irritable suivanl quelques

auteurs.^'

From these characters it appears that the greatest dependance is

placed on the living principle existing in the gelatinous coat ! which
appears to be the most essential and the animal part of the sponge.

Bat to what class of animal does it belong? for its form, as the last

mentioned author has stated is subordinate to that of its habitation !

is it only an animated mass ! which it is possible to divide without

destroying its vital principle, and in which there is no sensible or-

ganization ! without any apparent voluntary movement, or only

such as cannot be seen by the eyes of modern zoologists ; destitute

of a mouth or any kind of organs ; or is it in a word an animal dif-

fering from all other animals. Blainville, in his uew distribution,

has observed this anomolous structure, and has formed a sub-king-

dom in his animal kingdom, for the reception of it, and the Mo-
nadaires, and the Corallifies, under the name of Heteromorphes

or Hf.terozoaires, from their irregular shape. But it unfortu-

nately so happens that the sponges and corallines have yery little

affinity with the monadaires or acritu of Macleay, which are free

animals almost entirely formed of cellular substance, without any

visible fibres or bony structure.

Lamarck, in consequence of the similarity remarked by Ray and

Pallas of this genus to alcyonium, places it next to that genus and

thus characterizes it in the Annates du Museum and in his Histoire:

Po/j/;7«r2MWipo!yniorphum,fixuro,molle,gelatinosumetsubirritabile

in vivo. Exsiccatione, tenax, flexile, porissimum, aquam respirans.
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ylxis, FibraeinnumeraB, cornese, flexiles retlculatim contextas et con-

nexae. Crw^/a gelatine subviva fibras_ vestiens /MgY/cmwna in po-

lypario e mari emerso partim elapsa eTanida, Polypi ignota ; ob-

serving at the same time that he considers them as the most imper-

fect, and in fact the end of animated nature ; but his idea of the

similarity of this genus to Alcyonium must have been caused by his

only having been able to compare dried specimens, for when these

two genera are fresh and alive they are exceedingly diflferent, the

one oflFers a fibrous mass covered with a slippery gelatinous mucus

like the white of egg, without any traces of organization ; while

the Alci/oniumj on the contrary, offer a more or less solid mass sus-

ceptible of slight motion, with distinct regular cells, in which the

polypes are contained, and out of which they appear in still water,

though indeed when dry the two genera are so similar, that seve-

ral of the Alcyonia have been considered as sponges, and vice versa

;

but Lamarck has, I believe, with very little reason, separated

the fresh water species and placed them in a different part of his

system, near the Tubulariae.

And again at the beginning of this century, we have such men
as Targioni, Tozetd, and Spalanzani returning to the old doc-

trine, and persisting in regarding the sponges as belonging to the

vegetable kingdom, to which tlieory, as I have before stated, Lu'

moxiroux appears to incline. Some chemical zoologists have classed

the sponges with the animal kingdom on account of the odour

which they emit when th^y are fresh, and when they are burnt

;

but these characters are fallacious, for most of the marine plants

emit when burnt an odour analogous to that of animal substances,

which appears to originate in the simplicity of their structure and

their habitation.

With this difference of opinion who can be right ? we have names

of equal authority in support of their being vegetables, animals

themselves, and the habitatioh of animals ! But upon examination

we shall find that there is much more reason to consider them as

vegetables, for those who regard them as animals always speak of

their being excessively torpid, and indeed so torpid that not one

of them gives us any reason for believing that they have themselves

seen them move ; and Lamarck^ who considers them as polypiers

Vol. I. o
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has not seen the polypes, and appears to have been only lead to

that conclusion by a false analogy from his having examined dried

specimens, and there has only been two affinities pointed out with

regard to the animal, the one just noticed, and the other by Blain-

ville, which I have remarked on, while they have the general ap-

pearance and structure of many marine algae ; and if the marine

and the freshwater agree in their manner of growth, there is little

doubt but that they must be removed to the vegetable kingdom.*

Walking one day on the bank of the Thames, when the tide was

very low, I observed a quantity of a green substance on the shore

far from the bank, just above Kew bridge, which on examination

proved to be a freshwater sponge ; having collected a considerable

quantity I brought it home, when on putting it in water a num-

ber of green granules were washed out, which came more plenti-

fully when the sponge was squeezed, and left only a light coloured

very brittle fibrous substance ; there were a few partly decayed

leaves at the bottom of the basin, on which the green granules fell.

Being called away I left them there for a day or two, when on my
next examination I found they had formed a more velvety mass,

through which visible fibres were shooting, which gradually en-

larged, thus growing entirely after the manner of vegetables ; the

granules were very minute, and I thought had all the appearance

of the genera of Algae.

I have very little doubt that if the mucilaginous substance of

the marine sponge be examined, it will be found to contain similar

grains, but not having the opportunity of going to the sea side

since making the above observation, I have not been able to verify

my idea ; I hope, however, that some person near the coast will

examine the fact, so as to settle this long doubtful point, and thus

greatly assist the possibility of arriving at a natural arrangement, in

which either the introduction of an heterogeneous body, or the ab-

sence of an analogue, is the object of great consideration. But

* Especially Ulva diaphana, which has been considered as an Viva by many,'

as Fucus by Hudson, and sponge by Parkinson, and as alcyonium by Gmelin»

&c. with a description oi\is polypi ; but lately formed into a genus by Lamou-

roux under the name o^ Alcyonidium ; it certainly has no polypes, for I found it

in nbnndance at Sheerness.

i. •
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these are not the only substances which should be removed from

the animal to the vegetable kingdom, for the whole of the Poly-

piers calciferes, of Lamouroiix^ (except perhaps acetabularia) are

equally of vegetable origin, as well as several of the Alcyonia ; for

in fact the zoophites have been a receptacle for every simple organ-

ized substance which naturalists did not exactly know where to

place, as we may observe by Suvigny having removed several of

the latter genus to Mollusca. With regard to the structure of this

curious tribe, it appears that Ellis regarded the fibres as tubular,

and Lamourouxin his character has "jamais tubuleuse," but upon

two species figured by the former author he observed, that the C.

oc«/a^a is formed of reticulated fibres, and the other (C wren*) of

fascicules of spiculae, and from these observations he appears to

have formed his character in the manuscript of his zoophytes,

w hich was published by Solauder ; all the other authors have re-

garded them as a reticulated fibrous mass, covered with a jelly-

like substance ; and Lamarck, in speaking of the axis and crust

appears to refer to the same substances, he separates this family

into three genera, on account of their structure : first, the spon-

gilla, or freshwater species, which he regards as consisting only

of fibres ; secondly, the Tethya, which has a small quantity of

gelatinous crust, and the fibres rather tangled and radiating toward

the circumference, and the Spongia he thinks only differs from the

alcyonia in having a slimy and deciduous cnist, but on examining

the sponges which have come under our observation, (not a small

number of species) they all appear to be essentially formed after

the same manner, that is to say, oi lovgiludinallij placed transpa-

rentfusiJor7n spiculoe, which vary considerably like the species, in

size and in the closeness of their connection, for in those species

that appear to be fibrous, the fibres are composed of spicule, unit-

ed together by a cartilaginous substance*, and the Spongia tomcn-

tosa, which is the one said to be formed of bundles of spiculae,

by Ellis, if it be carefully examined, by breaking it from the

centre of the base to the circumference, the spicula will be found

to be disposed and slighty united into fibres, leaving cells; but

• Wliicli fibres in some of the sppcios nro ho small that the spiculec are not to

be discovered without the assistance of a high magnifying power.

u 2
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when it is broke transversely it appears to be formed irregularly ;

and in the Tethya the spiculae are very large, and are felted to-

gether, with tlieir points towards the surface, into a hollow sub-

globular form, so that it is in fact originally a tubercle, formed of

one series of spiculae, which from the intervention of new spiculae

between the old ones, increases in diameter, and thus produces

the central space. The spiculfe of species which I examined had

the base slightly cut into two or three radiating processes.

Notwithstanding I so strongly urge the placing of this family

amongst the Algte, yet I own that I do not know any exactly simi-

larly formed vegetable*, although they agree more with them than

any known animals ; in fact they appear from their internal struc-

ture to approach some of the acicular crystalline substances of the

mineral kingdom.

* Except, perhaps, from the description, Echinella acuta of Linpby, which

appears to be similar, and his_^^ure of the granulce, as he calls them, corresponds

with the spiculae of several sponges, except that 1 have not observed any trans-

verse lines in them, but there has been a difficulty to which kini^dom this genus

belongs ; it is now almost generally considered as a vegetable.

AuT. IV. Description ofa new species of Emarginula.

By Thomas Bell, Esq. F. L. S.

Emauginula. Lamarck.

Rosea. E. testa ovaia^ cancellaia, epidermide ,fusco induta, in-

tus rosea; vertice acuto, valdc recurvo vel subinvo-

luto ; marginejisso.

'This shell is readily distinguished from E. Fissura by the greater

curvature of the apex, by being at least as high as it is long, and

by the delicate rose colour of the inside in the adult. There is a

white line within the shell, running from the fissure to the apex,

formed by the gradual obliteration of the fissure, as the shell is in-

creased. The animal does not appear to difl"er from that of E.

Fissura.

Found in Poole harbour, where I took three specimens of dif-

ferent sizes, last autumn, in dredging. Plate 4, Jig. 1.
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A KT. V. Description of a new species of Irjdina.

luiDiNA NiLOTicA. D^Autlebard.

I. testa crassiuscula, transversim elongata, antice attenuat-^ ;

postice producta, latiore ; inargine cardinali subarcuato edentulo,

sub urabonibus irregulariter et obsolete subuiidulato : niargine ba-

sali sub-emarginato. Tab. 2.

Diam. 1-6. Length 2-1. Breadth 5-6.

From Seiiaar. Mr. Cailliaud.*

lu general form the present shell very closely resembles I.elon«

gata, figured in Sowerby's Genera of Shells, No. 7, but its hinge

margin is not crenulated or dentated. Our specimens of this valu-

able shell were sent to England by the learned author of the Mol-

lusques terrestres et fluviatiles.

Shell rather thick, transversely elongated, anterior side atte-

nuated, posterior produced, broader ; hinge line rather arched,

without teeth, obsoletely and irregularly undulated beneath the

umbones : base slightly emarginate,

* See Bulletin general des annonces et des nouvelles scientifiques, 10th

Hvr. p. 45.

Art. VI. Some ohsei-vutions on the Lamarckiun Naiades,*

and the proprietj/ of uniling them all under one generic

name. By. G. B. Sowerbv, F. L. S.

The difficulty of ascertaining to which genus of Lamarckian

Naiades certain species belong, arises from the very general si-

milarity in form, colours, eroded umbones, compound muscular

impressions, and also in the structure and habits of the animals

which iniiabit them : in fact, an examination of a sufficient num-

ber of species will prove that no dopendance can be placed upon

the characters by which authors usually attempt to discriminate

Naiaden, a term used in Botany, and therefore, perhaps, not convenient in

Zoology.
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between these genera, and that the transition from one to another

is so gradual in some instances, and so strongly marked in others,

that it is not surprising that authors who having only met with cer-

tain species, and not being aware of such intermediate links,

should have considered them as the types of new genera. That

this has been the case with Lamarck's Iridina, is abundantly

proved, as we think, by the species which we have published in

the present number, which being destitute of the remarkable cre-

nulations that according to Lamarck form the principal character of

that genus, should have been considered as an Anodon, did it not

possess all the other peculiarities of Lamarck's Iridina exotica, and

of our L elongata. Such characters should not therefore be ele-

vated to the rank of generic distinctions. Alasmodonta* of Say,

Dipsas of Leach, Hyria and Castalia of Lamarck, are all sepa-

rated from Unio, as we are about to demonstrate, upon characters

of no more importance, because upon such characters we should

be warranted in raising almost every strongly marked species into

a genus.

It is remarkable that all the authors we have consulted have ob-

served how nearly related all the genera that have hitherto been

formed of the Naiades are, and also the similarity of their ani-

mals ; Lamarck particularly observes that the Anodontes are so

nearly related to the Uniones that they could not be distinguished

except by the characters of the hinge ; but we shall see that there

are Naiades not only without teeth, as Anodon ; with a crenulated

hinge line, as Iridina ; with wings and elongated hinge teeth and

lateral teeth, as Hyria ; and with short hinge teeth and lengthened

lateral teeth, as Unio : but also that there are others, with small

undulations at the hinge, (Unio Anodontina Lam. Anodon rugo-

sus Swains.) intermediate between Anodon and Unio : with scarcely

any appearance of crenulations along the hinge line, (Iridina Ni-

iotica) intermediate between Anodon and Iridina : with hinge

teeth only, (Alasmodonta of Say and Unio glabratus ? Sow.) inter-

mediate between Unio and Anodon : with a large wing and no

teeth, (Anodon alaius, Sow.) between Hyria and Anodon : with

a wing and short hinge teeth, (Unio alatus aiict.) between Unio

* More correctly Alasmodon.
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and Hjria: with two wings and a lamelliform tooth on each side

the umbo, (Dipsas of Leach) between Anodon and Hyria ; and
with lateral teeth and rather elongated cardinal teeth, (Castalia

ambigua, Lam.) between Unio and Hyria- The same shades of

difference occur also in the forms of the shells as well as in their

thickness ; but in these respects, as well as in the thickness

of their hinge teeth, each species appears to be subject to

very great variation, for which reason we shall not enter further

into particulars. Moreover, we think we have already said

enough to prove that unless it be thought wise to elevate each of

the peculiar sorts we have mentioned, and many more, into distinct

genera, it will be positively necessary to unite them altogether

under one generic appellation : we propose Unto as equally appli-

cable to all ; and we here annex a tabular view of the divisions of

the genus as far as our observations have pointed them out ; further

divisions may probably be found useful in arranging the species,

which may arise out of the oblique or straight position of the hinge

teeth: at)d such other characters as are not subject to variation or

purely specific.

UNIO.

without teetii
*

not .

winged
*

winged •

B
with tentli

liinge line simple Anodonles, Lam,
slightly crenulated> , . , .,., ^. _.

at the umbones J
^"'^- Nilotica, Sow.

— crenulated Iridinse species.

undulated
5Anodon rugosus, Sw.
^Unio anodontina. Lam.

5-^nodon alatus, Sw. & Lam,
^A. crassus, Sw.

lamelliform lateral teeth only. Dipsas,
lamelliform cardinal and lateral teeth. Hyrife,
lamelliform lateral and short cardinal

,

^.fl"' Unio alatus, Sw.
lamelliform lateral and nearly obso-

lete cardinal teeth Uniofragilis,Sw,

winired''
'^""^"'<°rin lateral & short cardinal teeth Unio.

I lamelliform laU-ral& long cardinal teeth, Castalia, Lam,
(.cardinal teeth only, Alasmodontes.

iringed

not

Mysca of Tur/on is the same as Unio of Authors
synonymous wilh Alasniodon of Soy,

hit) Unio it
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AaT. VII. Descriptions, accompanied hi/figures ofseveral

Helices, discovered by T. E. Bowdich, Esq. ul Porto

Santo.* By G. B. Sower by, F. L.S.

1. ILELVK. sub-pUcata ; testa longitudinaliter subplicata, sub-

globosa, anfractibus tribus, veiitricosis, superioribus minimis, su-

turis distinctis, apertura anipla, orbiculari, peristomate continue,

paululum reflexo. Axis. 1|, diani. 1^ unc. Tab. iii, f. 1.

Shell nearly globose, slightly plicated longitudinally, spire rather

prominent ; volutions three, yentricose, increasing rapidly in size ;

sutures distinct ; aperture large, orbicular, lip continued all round,

a little thickened, and scarcely reflected.

2. Helix punctulata: testa subglobosa, spira breviuscula, an-

fractibus subquinis, ventricosis ; suturis distinctis, depressiucuHs ;

apertura mediocri, peristomate non continuo, basi reflexo, umbi-

licum minimum fere tegente ; superficie punctulis minutissimis

confertis aspersa. Axis |, diam. | unc. Tab. iii. f. 2.

Shell nearly globose, with a short spire ; volutions from four to

five, ventricose; suture distinct, rather depressed, forming an in-

distinct shoulder at the upper part of the volutions ; aperture mid-

dling, peristome not continued all round, its lower part reflected

and nearly covering the very small umbilicus. Shell covered all

over with very minute, closely set, raised dots. Colour dull chest-

nut, the lower part of the last volution and a nearly central band of

a brownish yellow.

3. WeW-a. nivosw, testa subglobosa, striis longitudinalibus exili-

bus ornata, spira productiore, anfractibus quinis, ventricosis, su-

* In offering to our readers these descriptions and figures, we beg not to be

understood as pledging ourselves for the fact of their being all hitherto unde-

scribed. Mr. Bowdich considers them as new : we believe he is correct; and

they appear to us interesting, we have therefore to express our thanks to

Mr. Bowdich that he has permitted us to malie use of them ; and also for allow-

ing us to make extracts from his manuscript entitled " Excursions in Madeira

»nd Porto Santo," in our possession. We have examined De Ferussac's mag-

nificent work " Des Mollusques terrestres et fliiviatiles," and we certainly do

not find engravings of any of the above described Helices therfe, Ed.
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turis distinctissimis ; apertura orbiculari, peristomate contiimo,

externo subreflexo, interno incrassato. Axis f, diam. | unc. Tab*

Hi. f. 3.

Shell subglobose, spire rather prominent ; volutions from four to

five, ventricose, with numerous slender longitudinal strife ; suture

very distinct ; aperture orbicular, peristome continuous, the outer

part turned a little back, the inner thickened. Pale testaceous

with flakes of white.

4. Helix nitidiuscula ; testa subdiscoidea, exilissime longitudi-

naliter stiiata, spira prominula, anfractibus senis, ventricosis, ni-

tidiusculis ; suturis distinctis ; apertura sub-orbiculari, peristo-

mate continuo, simplice ; umbilico mediocri. Axis -|, diam. |
unc. Tab. iii, f. 4.

Shell ffattish with a somewhat prominent spire consisting of six

volutions, which are ventricose, rather shining, and very finely

striated longitudinally ; suture strongly marked; aperture nearly

orbicular, with a simple periston e ; umbilicus not very large.

Our specimen is white with 3 brown bands on the upper half of

the last volution.

5. Helix Purto-fanctance ; testa fere discoidea, unibilicata, lon-

gitudinaliter striata; spira subprominuli ; anfractibus quinis,

ventricosis ; suturis distinctis, apertura suborbiculari
; peristomate

continuo, reflexo, prominente. Axis |, diam. 1| unc. Tab. iii.

f. 5.

Shell almost discoid, umbiiicated ; spire rather prominent ; vo-

lutions five, Tentricose, longitudinally striated ; suture distinct

;

aperture rather elliptical
; peristome continuous, reflected, promi-

nent. Two varieties in colour are figured, one nearly white, with
very light brown bands, and the other tawny with three darker

bands. The animal is rather short and of a pale reddish grey

colour.

6. Helix 7ec///brff/M ; testa spiri brevi, rotundata ; anfractibus

subseptcnis, supri leviter striatis, medio carinatis, carina deflexi;

subtus umbilicatil subdepressa, anfractu ultimo rotundato, granu-

late ; apertura elongate, subquadratil, labio subtus expanso, re-

flexo. Axis Jj, diam. {| unc. Tab. iii, f. C.

This shell is naturally divided into two parts by the carina of
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the middle of its volutions ; the upper part or spire is rounded

;

volutions six to seven, slightly striated ; keel in the middle, turned

down; lower part unibilicated, rather depressed, volution round-

ed, granulated ; aperture subquadrate, a little elongated : lower

part of the lip rather spread and turned downwards.

7. Helix bicurinata ; testa subglobosa, spira breviuscul^, subco-

nica ; aufractibus quinque quadratis, mediane carinis duabus, su-

periore obtusiuscula : apertura Integra, rotunda, peristomate dis-

tincto : umbilico parvo. Axis Jg , diam. | unc. Table iii. f. 7.

A minute species of a rather globular form, with a shortish,

slightly conical spire composed of five squarish volutions, having

two central carinae, of which the upper one is rather obtuse : aper-

ture entire, round, peristome distinct ; umbilicus small. The

surface is remarkable for being covered with a granular epidermis.

This and another minute species which we have represented at f.

8 is common at Porto Santo : the latter shell differs from our H.

bicariuata in the absence of the keels, and a little in general form

—we have not ventured to name it because it so nearly resembles

several other Ininute species that we cannot be quite certain of its

characters.

Art. VIII. Descriptions, accompanied b}/ Jigures, ^f ^^'

veral new species of Shells. By G. B. Sowerby, F. L. S.

1. Bulimus iostoma ; Testa oblongiuscula, spira breviuscul4,

obtusa, an^iactibus quinque subventricosis, leviter striatis, subvio-

lascente-griseis ; apertura oblonga, longitudine spiram asquante,

intus pallide violacea, peristomate incrassato, reflexo, continuo,

violaceo : aufractu ultimo parte inferiore intus saturate castaneo.

Axis 2|, diam. 1| unc. Tab. v, f. 1.

Shell rather oblong, with a shortish, obtuse spire of five some-

what ventricose volutions, of a violet grey colour and slightly stri-

ated ; aperture oblong, of the same length as the spire, and of a

pale violet colour within. Pcrititome thickened, reflected, conti-
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BUous, violaceous : lower part of the last volution within the peris-

tome of a deep chestnut colour.

. Only three or four specimens of this shell have been brought to

this country, one of which has fallen into our hands. We do not

know its locality.

2. Bul'\musgoniostoma : testa oblonga, turrita, apice obtusius-

culo; anfractibus subsenis, castaneis, longiusculis, subventricosis,

ad suturas depressiusculis, superficie eleganter confertissime gra-

nulosa ; apertura oblonga, utrinque acutiuscula, ad basira subca*

naliculata
; peristomate incrassato reflexo, continue, parte libera

rubra, columellari alba ; aufractu ultimo ad basim oblique carinato,

umbiltcato : umbilicus plicam columellarem internam efformans.

Axis 2^, diam. |unc. Long, aperturae 1^\, unc. Tab. v, f. 2.

A very bad uncoloured figure of this shell is given in Mawe's

Travels in Brazil ; De Ferussac has named it as above, but we do

not find a description of it anywhere. I'rom Brazil.

Shell oblong, turrited, point rather obtuse : volutions from 6 to

7, of a chestnut colour, rathy lengthened, slightly ventricose, a

little depressed at the sutures ; surface elegantly covered with

close-set and very minute granulations : aperture oblong, rather

pointed at both ends, the base almost formed into a canal : peris-

tome thickened, reflected, continuous ; all the free part bright

red; columellar lip white : last volution obliquely keeled at its

base, umbilicated ; umbilicus forming a columellar fold within the

mouth.

3. Bulimus odontostoma ; Testa turrita, longitudinaliter ob-

lique striata, striis exilibus, confcrtis ; anfractibus senis, tribus

superiorihus minimis, rotundatis, laevibus ; inferioribus subven-

tricosis j suturis distinctis; apertura sinuosa, peristomate reflexo,

continuo, integro, di&tiiicto, intus dentibus octo instructo, tribus

in labio externo, tribus, quorum duo connati, in labio columel-

lar], uuo in angulo supcriore et uno in angulo inferiore : anfractu

ultimo bicarinato, carina supcriore miiiore, angulum iuferiorem

umbilici parvi, obliqui, efibrroante. Axis 1^^, diam.,"^ unc. Tab.

V, f. 3.

A few specimens of this new shell have been sent us from Rio

Janeiro, where it appears to be exceedingly scarce.
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Shell turrited, with fine close-set, longitudinal oblique stria*

;

volutions six, the three upper ones small, rounded, smooth ; the

lower volutions rather ventricose ; sutures distinct ; aperture si-

nuous, obtusely angulated above and below, peristome reflected,

continuous, entire, no part of it adhering to the last volution, hav-

ing eight teeth within, three in the outer lip, three, of which

two grow together, in the inner lip, one in the upper and one in

the lower angle ; last volution bicarinated, the upper carina small,

forming the lower angle of the small, oblique umbilicus.

4. Natica patula ; Testa suborbicularis, subdiscoidea, spira

brevissima, anfractibus quatuor, superioribus fere obtectis, ulti-

mo maximo, superne rotundato, subtus rotundato-carinato ; um-

bilico patulo, callo columellari spiral!, apice planulato : apertura

magna, ultimo aufractu superne interrupta, infra oblique producta.

A single specimen of this shell has been kindly lent to us by Mr.

Millard, of Bristol, who is not acquainted with its locality : we

have seen another specimen in Mr. De Ferussac's collection, which

was brought from South America by M. De Humboldt.

SlioU suborbicular, rather discoid, with a very short spire; vo-

lutions four, the upper ones nearly covered, the last very large,

rounded above and its lower edge rather keeled, with a very

rounded keel ; umbilicus spreading, its columellar callus spiral,

flattened at its lower end : aperture large, interrupted at its upper

part by the last volution, obliquely produced at the lower part.

5. ^lii\3u\d Icevissii/ia. Testa oblonga acute couica, anfractibus

septenis, coiivexiusculis, laevissimis, olivaceis, longitudinaliter in-

terrupte fusco-fasciatis ; suturis lasvibus; apertura suboblonga, su-

perne acuta ; labio columellari, praecipue superne, incrassato.

Shell olilong, acutely conical, whorls seven, slightly convex,

very smooth, olive green, with interrupted longitudinal dark

brown bands ; sutures smooth ; aperture rather oblong, upper part

pointed; columellar lip thickened, particularly at its upper ex-

tremity.

T'his shell was found in abundance adhering to the stones form-

ing the bed of the rivulet (Rio de la Guayra) which runs through

La Guayra. Two specimens have been presenttd to the British

Muscuuij by Dr. N. 11. Oxcytie.
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Art. IX. On Balea, hy Mr. John Euwaud Grav.

Only one species of this subgenus has been noticed by De
Ferrussac in his Synopsis, where he has placed it in a section with

Turbo elongatus Chemnifz, ix. 112. f. 956, which differs in having

the peristome thickened and reflected like the Clausiliaij but has

no teeth or clausium.

Balea. Prideaux Mss.

Testa spiralis turrita, anfractibus numerosis adpressis paulatira

majoribus, axe (columella) perforato : apertura sinistiali peris-

tomate incompleto, tenui. labio subuniplicato.

Testa, tenui concentrice obsolete sulcata, epidermide fusca,

laevi.

This subgenus forms a very distinct group in the family of the

Helices near Clausilia, from which it differs in the peristome

and want of the Clausium.

1

.

Balea fragilis.

Testi sublineari-ovata pellucida flavescentc.

Turbo perversus, Lin. Sys. Nat. 1240. GmeUn. Montagu

Test. Brit. 355. Maton Lin. Trans, viii. 181. Dorset. Cat. 51.

Turt. Conch. Diet. 226. Dillwyn R. S. a / -

Pupa fragilis. Drap. Moll. ' •

Helix perversa. Ferussac Synop. a. 511.

Balea lucifuga. Leach Mss.

Icon. List. An. Ang. t. 2. f. \7 ? Schroct. Einl. Conch, t. I.

f. 5 ? Favanne, t. G5. f. e. 4. Mont. t. 1 1. f. 12 / Trans. Lin.

Soc. viii. t. 5. f. 2 .' Dorset Cat. t. 19, f. 11.

Moss at the root of trees, Europe, Great Britain, Mus, Brit.

Sowcrby, Nostr.

Shell spiral, nearly linear ovate, turrited, pellucid yellowish

whorles many, obsoletely conccntiically furrowed, close pressed,

gradually enlarging : columella perforated. Mouth to the left:

peristome incomplete, thin, inner lip when perfect with a small

pleatliko tooth near the middle, axis -^^^ diameter -^ of an iucli.

2. Balea Tristensis. 7 tK Vt
,
/• A
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Testa subulata ovata, fusca.

Balea tristensis. Leach Mss.

Tristan d' A'Cunha. Capt. Carmichael. Mus. Brit. Nostr.

Shell, subulato-ovate reddish brown, axis ^^, diameter ^ of

an inch.

3. Balea ventricosa. ^^ •
'^^ f • '^ •

Tesla lanceolato-ovata, pallide fusca.

Balea ventricosa. Leach Mss. Brit. Mus.

Tristan d' A'Cuuha. Capt. Carmichael. Mus. Brit. Nostr.

Shell, lanceolato-ovate, pale brown, axis J^, diameter ^ of

an inch.

Art. X. Monograph of the Genus HeUcina^ hy Mr.
John Edward Gray.

Helicina. Lamarck Sys. but not of De Montfori. ' /
Olygyra. Say. Amer. Conch.

Char. dif. Animal uuisexuale, capite et disco distinctis, ten-

taculis duobus contractilibus, oculis subsessilibus^ cavitate pul-

monali aperta. Pallii marginibus incrassatis.

Operculo annulato corneo.

Testa spiralis, apertura semi-orbiculata. Peristomate reflexo

columella basi callosa.

Animal head distinct, beak short, apex two lipped. Tentacula

two, filiform, contractile, eyes two, nearly sessile, at the outer

base of the tentacula.

Respiratory cavity open, lined by the reticulated pulmonary

vessels.

Body spiral. Mantle, edge thickened, free, ventral disk, or

sucker tongue-shaped, adductor muscle attached to the columella.

Organs of reproduction distinct, the sexes on separate in-

dividuals.

Operculum annular, horny or very thin shelly ; nucleus nearly

central, placed rather towards the innerside.
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Shell spiral, depressed, ovate, imperforated, whorls rapidly-

enlarging, the last one slightly keeled ; aperture regular, semi-

orbicular. Peristome thickened, reflected, base of the columella

callous, slightly pitted, becoming smooth.

History. This genus has been intolved in considerable obs-

curity, as no Linnean author has taken notice of any of its

species.

Patrick Brownin his excellent History of the Island of Jamaica, /^
is, I believe, the first person who has mentioned any species of

this genus ; he describes and figures four, under the name of

Cochlea ; but he appears to have included and figured Nassa

neritina as a species of the same genus, and consequently con-

sidered it as a land shell.

Sloane in his History of the West Indian Islands, has a figure,

which may perhaps belong to this genus, but like most of his

other figures, it is so badly executed, that there is no certainty to

which species or even genus it belongs.

Lister has two figures, which appear to be referable to this

genus, but they both appear to be the same species, at least, it is

very doubtful to what species the figure quoted by Lamarck is to

be referred, if it is not the same as the other. Lamarck in his

Systema, took notice of the above mentioned figure of Lister and

formed a genus of it ; in his Histoire he has added the description

of four species, one of which has not fallen under my notice.

Say, on the article Conchology, published in the American edi-

tion of Nicholson's EncyclopoGdia, has described another, which

I have not seen. Ferussac has noticed and figured a very remark-

able species, under the name of Helix Aureola, which must hare

arisen from his only having observed dead discoloured individualSy

for some of our specimens have the opercula, which is the first

time that a shell with a dentated aperture has been found oper-

culated ; the species described in Brown, he appears never to

have seen, as he places them in his catalogue of unknown species.

We have described sixteen species.

This genus should be placed near to Cijclosioma, as both

genera have the same kind of animal, except that, as de F'erussac

obgervcs, this has the edge of the mantle thickened and formed
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into a collar, which is not the case with Cyclostoma, and they

appear to form a family, intermediate between tlie HelicidcB and

Turbinidse ; it seems to be connected with Cyclostoma by means

of C.patulum ; which has a rather semiorbicular mouth, and an

horny operculum apparently spiral.

In consequence of Lamarck refering only to Lister's figure,

which has not been taken notice of by any preceding concholo-

gisls, most of the English collectors, and even De Montfort, have

considered the Trochus Vestiarius, Lamarck's Rotella, as the

type of this genus.

Say, the best of the American conchologists, was not aware of

its existence, and therefore formed a new one under the name of

Oligyra^ for a shell that certainly belongs to this, although I

have not seen it. Dr. Leach appears to have been equally

ignorant of what Lamarck meant, as in his progress of Zoology,

published in Thomson's Annals of Philosophy, he does not ob-

serve that Say's and Lamarck's genera were synonymous : but

refers the latter to the family Auriculadeae, most likely accident-

ally; and De Ferrussac, who frequently quotes Say's work,

does not take any notice of the synomyn in his Tableau systema-

iique.

Division.—It may be divided into five sections, which are

partly artificial ; but there are certainly many other species as yet

undescribed :

—

Peristomate edentulo.

*integro

**postice subaculeato.

***postice emarginato v. fisso.

Peristomate sinuato.

****columella basi callosa.

Peristomate dentato.

*****columella basi concava.

Shell. Peristome reflected, toothless, entire, operculum not

appendiced.

1 . Helicina pulchella.

Testa (subgloboso-conoidea) lutea, interrupte rufo-tri-fasciata,

supra cpnica, spiraliter albido.rugosa,infra convexa, spiraliter striata,
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albida bifasciata, peristomate tenui, reflexo, albo, rufo trimaculato,

labio subincrassato, operculo testaceo.

West Indies, Mrs. Gray. Mus. Brit. Sowerbi/, Nosf.

Shell yellowish, with three interrupted and sometimes obscure

reddish bands; above conical, with white rugose spiral lines,

whorls rather convex ; beneath convex, spirally striated, with

two interrupted white bands. Peristome thin, reflected, white,

the outer lip much extended, with three reddish spots where the

bands end, the under lip slightly thickened; operculum very thin,

shelly, polished ; axis ^\, diameter ^5^ of an inch.

2. Ilelicina neritella.

Testa laevis(depresso-ovata) albida, fusco-bifasciata, supra conica,

purpureo-fasciata vel niarmorata, subtus convexa; peristomate iii-

crassato, reflexo, luteo, columella labiisque callosis, luteis ; oper-

culum comeum.

Helicina neritella. Lamarck Hist. vi. 103.

Lister Conch, i. 61, f. 59. t. 74, f. 73, jimior, peristomate

tenui, columella lutea, foveolata. West Indies, Barbadoes. Lister.

Shell depressed ovate, smooth, whitish (or lilac) with two nar-

row brown bands ; above conical, variegated or banded with purple

;

whorls, scarcely convex ; beneath rather convex, peristome

thickened, reflected, yellow, columella and inner lip thickened,

yellow, inside white with purplish bands, operculum horny,

brown with a white shelly edge on the inner side; axis -^y

diameter J^ of an inch.

When young it is entirely purplish, with a few obscure darker

bands, the lips are thin, and the columella is callous, yellow, with

a small pit ; when bleached the shell is white with two dark

bands.

This appears, from its yellow columella, to be the species de-

scribed by Lamarck, but his character is very obscure ; like most

of the genus, it varies greatly in size.

3. Ilelicina fasciufa.

Testa dcpresso-ovata, albida, la!vis, tenuis, pellucida ; supra con-

vexa, interrupte rufo-fasciata ; subtus sub-convcxa, rufo lineata,

peristomate incrassato, redexo, albo, columdlil labiisque callot>is,

aibis ; operculo corneo.

Vol. I. B
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Helicina fasciata. Lamarck Hist. vi. 103.

West ludies, Porto Rico. Mauge. Mus. Nost.

Shell depressed ovate, whitish, smooth, thin, pellucid ; above

convex, with a broad interrupted reddish lii*e, beneath rather

convex, with a narrow red line near the upper part. Peristome

thickened, white, slightly reflected ; columella, base and inner

lip thickened, white ; inside whitish. Operculum thin, horny,

polished ; axis ^, diameter J^ of an inch.

4. Helicina substriata.

Testa depresso-ovata lutescente-albida, subcarinata, supra con-

vexa, distanter spiraliter substriata, subtus subconvexa, Isevis;

Peristomate incrassato, reflexo (albido ?) columelli labiisque in-

crassatis, caljosis, (albidis ?)

4^J Cochlea n. 14. Brown Jam. t. 40, f. 4 ? West Indies. Mus.

Nust.

Shell depressed ovate, yellowish with a white keel-like band

on the centre, above convex, with a few distant spiral striae, be-

neath rather convex, smooth ; the peristome thickened, reflected,

columella and inner lip callous (white ?)

I have only one specimen of this shell, which is perfectly dis-

tinct from all the rest, it appears to be rather worn and bleached,

so that the peristome may be yellow, and the strise more distinct,

when perfect.

b. Helicina Bruziliensis.

Testa depresso-ovata (albida ?) spiraliter striata, et minute con-

centrice caticcllata, supra et subtus convexa
;

peristomate sub-

incrassato, labiis subincrassatis, columella basi excavata, carinata.

Brazil. Mr. G. B. Sowerby.

Shell depressed ovate, (white ?) spirally striated, cancellated

with minute close concentric striae, spire convex, beneath rather

convex, peristome slightly thickened, reflected, inner lip slightly

thickened, the base of the columella with a triangular sharp-edged

excavation.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby has shcMn me many specimens of this shell,

and they all agree in the form of the base of the columella, or I

should have been inclined to consider them as the young of some

other species.
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6. Helicina costata.

Testa depresso-ovata, lutea, spiraliter striato-costata, spira

coiiica, subtus subcouvexa ; peristomate incrassato subreilexo,

luteo, labiis subincrassatis.

Shell, depressed ovate, yellow^, spirally rib-striated, ribs convex,

those of the upper part broadest, becoming smaller and closer

near the columella, spire conical, acute, beneath subconvex,

peristome slightly thickened and somewhat reflected, yellow ; the

itiner lip slightly thickened, columella scarcely callous ; axis-'^,

diameter ^ of an inch,

7. Helicina viridis.

Testa depresso-ovata, angulata, carinata, viridis, nitida, laeviS,

tenuis, carina albido-lute^, spirS, convexa ; subtus convexiuscula,

peristomate luteo, reflexo, subincrassato, labiis tenuibus; colu-

mella basi callosa, alba.

Helicina viridis. Lamarck^ Hist. vi. 103.

Saint Domingo, Lamarck, Cuba, G. B. Soicerhif. Mus.

Sowerbi/, Goodall.

Shell depressed ovate, angularly keeled, thin, ])olished, green,

the keel whitish yellow, spire convex; beneath rather convex, the

peristome scarcely thickened, reflected, yellow, inner lip scarcely

visible, very thin, base of the columella callous, white; axis -^j^^

diameter i^ of an inch.

This beautiful shell appears to be a perfect specimen of the

one described by Lamarck, but is much larger.

* Peristome rejlectcd^ columella callous, aperture behind

subspinose or sinua/ed, operculum simple.

8. Helicina aurantia.

Testa sub-depresso-ovata, subglobosa, Isevis, albido rufescens,

unifasciata
;
peristomate incrassato, reflexo, aurantlo ; columella

callos^; aperturac angulo coluniellari subtuberculato.

West Indies.

Shell rather depressed ovate, somewhat globular, purplish

^hite, with a narrow reddish brown band a little behind the

centre, so as to revolve near the suture of t!ie spire, and sometimes

a few faint reddish lines near the base of the columella, peristome

thickened, reflected, oranj;c red, inner lip slightly thickened, the

k2
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angle of tlie aperture next the columella callous, produced into a

small tubercle ; axis -j?^, diameter -j-'^ of an inch.

9. Hclicinu rhodostoma.

Testa subdepresso-carinata, punctulata, albida, rufescente mar-

morata, carina albida ;
peristomate incrassato, reflexo, rufo-auran-

tiaco ; angulo colutnellari producto, spinoso ; columella callosd,.

Guadaloupe. Mus. J. Soicerby.

Shell rather depressed, conical, keeled, minutely punctulated

and scratched, whitish, marbled with brownish, the keel white,

sharp, peristome thickened, especially in the hinder part, much

extended and reflected, of a fine reddish orange, slightly pro-

duced in the front part close to the columellar angle into a sharp

recurved spine, the columella is callous and of the same colour as

the lips ; axis |, diameter \ an inch.

*** Peristome reflected, simple, columella callous, aperture

with a groove and notch or slit at the columellar angle. Opercu-

lum horny with a process thatJits into the groove.

10. Ilelicina major.

Testa deprcsso-ovata subglobosa, fuscesens, laevis, spir^ convexa

;

subtus convexiuscula pallida, peristomate incrassato, albo, reflexo;

angulo columellari obtuse emarginato ; labiis incrassatis pallidis.

Mus. Sowerby.

Shell depressed ovate, nearly globular, brownish, smooth, spire

convex, upper part purplish, front rather convex, pale, the peris-

tome thickened, white, reflected, with a slight blunt notch near

the columellar angle, the inner lip thickened, convex, pale ; axis

i, diameter |.

Differs from the following by the lip being more reflected, and

the whorls rounder and smooth.

11. Helicina submarginata.

Testa depresso-ovata obscurissime carinata, albido-fusca, con-

centrice substriata, spira convexa, distanter spiraliter substriata;

nubtus convexiuscula laevigata, peristomate subincrassato parum

reflexo, labiis subiucrassatis ; aperturae angulo columellari sub-

emargioato.

Shell depressed ovate, very obscurely keeled, whitish brown,

rather darker above, concentrically striated, spire convex, very
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slightly and distantly, spirally striated ; beneath rather convex,

smooth; peristome slightly thickened, and scarcely reflected,

Inner lip thickened, angle of the aperture next the columella with

a slight notch ; axis -^^ diameter ^"^ of an inch.

J 2. Helicina unijasciata.

Testa subdepresso-ovata, obscure, acute carinata, albida, fusfo

unifasciata, spiraliter subcostata, striata ; spira convex^, conic^,

subtus convexa ;
peristomate incrassato reflexo ; aperturae angulo

columellari obtuse emarginato.

Shell rather depressed ovate, whitish, with a rather sharp

keel-like ridge, and narrow brown band round the centre of the

last whorl spirally ; rather rib-like striated, the striae convex,

rather distant ; spire conical convex ; beneath convex, the peris-

tome thickened, reflected, the columellar angle of the aperture

with a blunt notch ; axis -j^^, diameter -/q of an inch.

13. Helicina Brownii.

Testa depresso-ovata, pallide fusca, laevis, pellucida, supra con-

vexa, subtus convexiuscula, peristomate incrassato, reflexo albo ;

columella labiisque subincrassatis, albidis, aperturae angulo colu-

mellari fisso ; operculo antice appendiculato, corneo.

Cochlea, n. 11. Brown Jam. t. 40, f. 1.

West Indies, Jamaica. Brown. Mus. Brit. Sow. Nosfr.

Shell depressed ovate, pale brown, smooth, pellucid, above convex,

beneath rather convex, the peristome thickened, reflected, white,

the columella and inner lip whitish, slightly thickened, the

front part of the aperture near the columellar angle with a

(spirally) curved slit. Operculum horny with a process fitting

the slit.

This very curious shell might, at first sight, appear to form a

diflferent genus, but the shape of llu' aptrture of llw former

sections, shews that the separation would be unnecessary and

unnatural.

**** Peristome rejlecteil, sinuafed ; columella callous at the base,

ojierculum simple.

14. Helicina deprcssa.

Testa depresso-ovata, pclluida, fusca, tenuissima, spiraliter ct

concentrice striata, supra subtusque convexiuscula
;
peristomate
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reflexo, incrassato, albo; columella partim callosa, labiis tenuibus,

postice subunidentatis.

West Indies. Mountains, woods. Mus. Nost.

Shell very depressed, ovate, pellucid, brown, very finely spirally

and concentrically striated, above and below rather convex. Pe-

ristome thickened, reflected, white, with two sinuations where the

teeth are in the next section, base of the columella covered over,

but not convex : inner lip thin, with a sniall tooth at the back

angle of the aperture. Axis nearly ^, diameter -^-^ of an inch.

***** Peristome reflected, two-toothed : base of the columella

concave^ imperforate ; operculum simple.

15. Helicina aureola.

Testa depresso-ovata, spira conica, subtus subconvexa, fusca,

spiraliter striata, striis albidis, rugosis. Pcristomate reflexo, in-

crassato, albo, bideiitato ; columella basi concava.

Cochlea n. 12. Broion Jam. t. 40, /. 3.

&. excoriata. Testa aurantia vel flava.

Helix aureola. Ferrussac Hisl. de MoU.n. 90, tab.

Shell depressed ovate, spire conical, beneath rather convex^

brown, finely spirally striated, striae white, rugose, transversely

subplicate, peristome thickened, reflected, white, with two teeth,

one in thefront and one at the base of the aperture, base of the

columella concave, imperforate ; axis ^, diameter ^'^ of an

inch.

This shell is brown when complete, but when the epidermis is

worn off it becomes orange or pale yellowish, according to the

degree of bleaching to which it has been exposed.

The following species, which certainly belong to this genus,

I have not seen, and therefore have copied their descriptions from

the work in which they are mentioned.

16. Helicina orbiculata.

" Shell, sub-globular, spire not prominent, but more than con-

vex, lateral line somewhat convex, whorls five, obsoleteiy striated

across, regularly rounded ; colour, pale greenish, yellowish, or

slightly tinted with reddish, particularly on the body, and mar-

giiied above by an obsolete white line, on the middle of the

body a white vitta revolves, •iomctimes obscure or wanting, apt-r-
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tore acute above, regularly rounded at the base, and extendiivg

from the centre of the revolutions or base of the column, to an

equidistance between the base and apex of the spire, base of the

columella slightly projecting into au obtuse angle, exterior lip

whitish, reflected, length \ of an inch.

" Animal pale, rostrum and tentacula blackish, operculum

simple, not spiral, yellowish brown, minutely granulated."

Oligyra orbiculata. Say Jour, Acad. Nat. Sci. p. 283. Amcr.

Conch.

East Florida. Say.

Hclicina striata.

Testa depresso-ovata, tenuis, subpellucida, oblique striata, albi-

da; columella lutescente, labro margine subreflexo. Lamarck

Hist. vi. 103.

Porto Rico. Mauge. Diameter five lines.

Akt. XI. Monograph on the Cj/prwideoi, a Famihy of
Testaceous Mollusca; hi/ Mr. John Edwauj) Guav.

CYPR«inBi«.

Concha. Martial. Concharum Veneris pars, Lister Conch. Por-

ccliana. Guultier. Martini.

Cypra;arum et Bullarum pars, Linn. Partie des Buccinoides.

Cuvier. Partie des Siphonobranches, Duuieril. GoldJ'uss. Par-

tie des enroulees, Lamarck. Partie des apomastonies enroulces,

Ferussac, Angyostomes involves, UluinviUe.

Cu&it. DiF. Animal.^ unistxuale, capife vt disco distinclis. Ten-

taculis duobus coiiico-subulatis, oculis sessilibus ; brunchiis pec-

tinatis, pallio margine reflexo ; operculo nullo. Testa non sym-

metrica subinvolut{l demum corticati. Apertura elongatd, lineari

extremitate utraque canuliculati.

Animal unisexual, head distinct, tentacula two, conical, awl-

shapcd, eyes two, sessile, at the external angle of the base of the

tentacula.

Rcspiialory cavity open, oTcr the back of the neck; ^ills in a
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longitudinal comb-like series on the inside of the columella or left

side of the mantle, edge of the mantle forming a short siphou

at each end of the aperture of the shell.

Mantle^ edges enlarged, wing-like, reflected over the back of

the shell and depositing its last coats, the lines of union of the

reflexed portions forming the dorsal line of the shell.

Ventral disk or sucker tongue-shaped, adductor muscle attached

to the columella. Operculum, none.

Shell, oval or oblong, becoming covered with a fine, shelly,

highly polished, or variously striated coat, deposited by the re-

flexed lobes of the mantle, leaving a dorsal line or groove.

Shelly cotie, whorls very rapidly enlarging, revolving nearly oa

the same plane, so as to exhibit none, or only a small, concave,

flat or convex spire.

yfpe7tiire longitudinal, with a channel or groove at each end.

Inner lip flattened or rather concave in fronf, smooth or be-

coming plaited, outer Up becoming involute, thickened, plaited.

The shell alters its appearance considerably, according to the

age of the individual, and exhibits three very distinct stages. In

the young or first stages, which are figured in Ency. Method, t. 349,

f. a. b. Mus. Gotzoald, viii. t. 53, b. e. 65, «./. 66, a. c. the

shell is generally smooth, of a plain greyish colour, or with three

longitudinal bands, and the upper part of the inner lip is smooth,

convex, the lower part flat or concave ; the outer lip thin. In

the second stage, the shell begins to assume more the character

of the genus, as the outer lip begins to be inflected or rather thick-

ened, and approaches nearer the perfect appearance of the species

as the second coat of colour is deposited ; but diflers from it in

the want of thickness of the shell and the spire being more dis-

tinct, and in the want of the dorsal line, which is usually distinct

in the third or perfect state, where the last coat has been de-

posited, and the aperture is more plaited on both sides.

The colouring, or at least, the disposition of the colouring here,

is a much more certain characteristic of species, than either the

general outline of form or size, the latter of which is exceedingly

various. In this family 1 have often observed full-grown speci-

mens of C. urabica from one to three inches long ; this peculiarity
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is attempted to be explained by Lamarck and others, who assert

that when the animal has formed a completfe shell, as It has not

the faculty of enlarging its size, it is obliged to quit its shell and

form a new one, in the same manner as the Annulosa cast their

skins, and by that means the same animal forms many shells ; but

I believe there is not the slightest ground for this notion, for

these several reasons; 1. If it happens in this genus, it certainly

should do so also in several of the other genera, as the Strombi

and Pterocerata, where the mouth is fully formed in the small

shell, and there is no appearance of varices in the large speci-

mens. 2. The muscular attachment of the shell to the animal,

is one of the best conchological characters that distinguish this

class of animals, from the shelly and sandy cases of the Annulosa
;

as the Dentalia and Sabellce, where the animal can withdraw

themselves at pleasure ; but in the Mollusca I do not think it pos-

sible to be done, but by such force as would destroy the individual.

3. There is no analogy between the crust of the Crustacea and

Annulusa.) and the shells of Mollusca^ so that it is false reasoning to

judge of the possibility of one from the other.

History. — Rondeletius mentions 4 species. Gesner 2.

Aldrovandus 13. Linneus b\. Gmelin 126, many of which are

twice and three times over, Dillzei/n, R. S. 81. Lamarck. Ann.

Mus. 96. Hist. 98.

Geographical Distribution.—They are common to tlie old and

new continent, but generally confined to the warmer climates

;

there are but six or seven species found in the European seas.

Affinity.—This family appears to be allied to the sub-family

CussidecB amongst the Buccinoideae, by means of the Cassis Testi-

culum^ of which Lamarck observes, " ce casque a un pcu I'aspect de

certains Cypraia;" but the affinity is not slight, for in the shape

and form of the aperture, which has a groove or canal at each end,

both of the lips plaited, and the front part of the columella flat-

tened it accords with those Cyprajae ; but the outer lip is not in-

flected, nor is the back of the shell covered with a china-like coat,

but with epidermis, and the canal in front of the aperture is recurved.

The Ovulae on the opposite side tlie family, have certainly great

aflinity to the Bullidex-, as is pointed out by Liniicus, who
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places them all in that genus, but Bulla differs most essentially

from them ; ia the animals by the position of their brauchiaB, and

their being half hermaphrodite, and in the shell by the aperture

being rounded and quite entire at each end, and the edges not

being thickened, nor the back covered with a shelly coat, for the

shell is here covered with the soldered reflected lobes of the

mantle; the connection is most apparent by means of Ovulapatula

and Bulla Naucum, in the latter of which there are some slight

appearances of a curved canal at each end of the aperture, as in

the character of the Cypraeidcae, but it has not the enamelled back.

This family has some analogy in their polished coats, first, to

the Marginellce, which induced Montagu to call a species of

that genus, Ci/prcea Voluta ; and indeed such is the affinity be-

tween the young of this species, which has been called Bulla

diaphana, that Dillwyn has considered it as the young of

C. Europea; in which Montagu also appears to have coincided,

until he observed a totally different construction in the animal

;

but I believe that M. persiciila is the most analogical specie*

of this genus ; and secondly to the Olivw which differ essentially

in having an operculum, and all the characters of the Buccinoidew.

The natural arrangement of this family into sections, I almost

despair of, for I have bad most of the species lying before me,

and have examined them day after day for a fortnight, but have not

yet succeeded to my entire satisfaction. I have placed them

as well as I can for the present, and shall therefore, if I am
fortunate enough to discover a better arrangement, lay it before

the public ; doubtless when further discoveries in this extensive

genus shall have rendered our knowledge somewhat more per-

fect, such an arrangement will be more easily attainable; as we

observe in the late discovery of a new species, which unites the

costated Cypraese with the Ovula?, by having the smooth young

state, and the costated shelly coat of that division ; but differs

from them in the want of the thickened, toothed inner lip, which

thus supplies the link which was wanting.

This family is divisable into three genera, thus:

Cypu-^a. Shell, when young, polished, inner lip thickened,

plaited, outer lip involute plaited.
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CypR-sovula. Shell, when young, polished, inner lip simple,

outer lip involute, plaited, back costato-striate.

OvuLA. Shell, when young, striated, inner lip simple, smooth,

outer lip involute, back polished.

CYPR/EA.
Shell smooth, polished.

Columella front deeply concave.

**Columella front nearly even.

***Shell, edge above denticulated, columella front even.

****Shell, back ribstriatedortubercled, columella front concave.

*Cypr^^ Ver^. Shell, when young, smooth, banded ; when per-

fect, polished, smooth, edge entire, columellar front deep, distinctly

concave, mostly plaited, aperture rather dilated, concave.

CyprcBU Princeps. Testa orbiculato-ovata, gibba, albida, dorso

lineolis fuscis ornato, linea dorsali central!, simplici,basi planulato,

lateribus rotundatis, gibbis, palllde incarnatis, fusco-maculatis,

extremitatibus concentrice fusco-lineatis.

Persian Gulph. Mus. Sowerby.

Shell orbicular, ovate, gibbous, M'hite, back ornamented with

variously curved, brown lines ; on the upper part of the sides

near the centre, are two somewhat square brown blotches, the

dorsal line is nearly central, straight ; sides rounded, gibbous, pale

flesh colour, with various sized brown spots, the extremities mar-

gined, rather j)roduced, with several coucentiic brown lines, base

white, rounded, slightly shelving towards the mouth. Teeth

of the inner lip small, close ; columellar front deep; plaits, of the

outer lip rather larger, more distant ; whorls partly visible, conical,

convex ; inside white,—axis 4, diameter 3 inches.

1 have only seen one specimen of this beautiful shell, which is

called ])y IJumphrey the lirimUed Coicry from the Pt^rsian Gulph.

It appears intermediate between the Maps ai)d the Tigers.

Cifprcea Mupjxt.

Testa ovato-elliptica, albida vel flavescens, lineolis fulvis, gatiis-

(juc ali>idis sparsis ornata ; V\\\v\ dorsali ramos^k. ; ba,si plaiiA ; nKir-

ginibus rotundatis incnuisatis, gullatis; dentibus lutcis.

rt,—Testa llavescentc, lineolis fulvis ornata, linea dorsali aur

fusla lutcrali,^ Juleribas bruimeo-subgultatis.
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Cyprasa Mappa. Lin. Sijs. Nat. 1173 .' Martini p. 340. Born.

Mits. 172. Schroet. Einl. p. 96. Gmelin 3397/ Schreiber's

Conch. 53. Lamarck Jnn. Mus. xv. 449 / Hist. Tii. 378

Dillwyn, R. S. 438 /

Icon. Rurnph. t. 38, f. B. ! Pet. Jmb. t. 16, f. 2. Jrgenville

t 18, f. B. Seba iii. t. 76, f. 3, 13, 17. Knorr. t. 26, f. 3. Far-
anne t. 29, f. A. 3, Martini t. 25, f. 245, 246. Ency. Meth.

t. 353, f. 1.

b. rosea. Testa alba lineolis brunneis ornata, linea dorsali lata

centrali, lateribus purpureo-guttatis, fauce aurantia.

Cypraea Mappa /3. Born. 1. c. Sow. Genera !

Inhabits Indian Ocean. African Seas, Linneus. Amboyna,

Rumphius. /3. Mus. Sowerby.

Shell ovate, elliptical convex, yellowish, back ornamented with

fulvous lines, leaving pale roundish spots, dorsal line branched,

sinuated, with brown lunate spots at the side of the spire, the base

flat, margui at the sides rounded, at the extremities slightly pro-

duced, spotted with brown ; teeth yellowish, of the inner lip small,

clos€ ; columella deep, rather concave, plaited ; of the outer larger

and more distant ; spire visible, conical, convex ; inside white j

axis 3, diameter 2 inches.

This shell varies considerably in being white, with the lines

reddish brown, and the dorsal line broad and placed on the side,

the base and sides spotted with purple, the teeth and mouth

bright yellow, and the extremities pale violet.

CyprcBU arubica.

Testa ovato-elliptica, albida, lineolis fuscis guftisque albidis

sparsis ornata, linea dorsali simplici ; basi iucarnata planulati ;

lateribus incrassatis, fusco maculatis, obsolete angulatis ; dentibus

fuscis.

Cypraea arabica, Lin. Sys. Nat. 1173. Martini f. 398. Schroet.

Einl. f. 95. Inn. Bau. Conch. 5. Schreiber^s Conch. 54.

a. arabica. Testa lineolis distinctis subrectis fuscis ornata.

C. arabica. ». Born. Mus. 173. Gmelin 3398.

C. arabica, Lamarck jinn. Mus. xv. 449. Hist. vii. 378.

Dillwyn R. S. 438.

Icon. List. Conch. 658, f. 3. Rumph. t. 38. f. tn. Gualtier
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t. 16, f. V. Knorr. iii. t. 12, f. 2. vi. t. 20, f. 2. Martini i. t. 31,

f. 328. Encj/. Melh. 552, {. 1,2.

b. intermedia. Testa lineolis subcoiifluentibus fuscis guttisque

irregularibus sparsis ornata ; lateium angulo eminentiore.

C. arabica ^. Lamarck 1. c.

Icon. Argenville Conch, jipp. t. 2, f. 1. Tavanne t. 29, f. 1,

A. 2. Martini t. 31, f. 330, 331. Ency. Meth. 352, f. 5.

c. histrio. Testa lineolis confluentibus fuscis ornata, albido-

guttata, guttis polygonis ; lateribus incrassatis, nigro-maculatis.

C. arabica. /3. Born. 1. c. Gmelin 3398.

Cypraea Histrio. Mus. Gevers. 404 Gmelin 3403. Lamarck
Ann. Mus. xv. 450. Hist. \iu 379. Dillwyn, R. S. 439.

Cypraea Arlequiua. Chemnitz, x, 110.

Cypraea Reticulata. Martyn U. C. t. 15. Gmelin 3420 .' (2).

Icon. List. Conch t. 659, f. 3. a. Rumphius t. 39, f. R. (2.)

Petiver. Amb. t. 16, f. 3. Gas t. 63, f. 6. Knorr. vi. t. 16, f. 1.

Chemnitz x. t. 145, f. 1346, 1347.

d. depressa. Testa subdepressa, lineolis confluentibus fuscis,

ornata, albido-guttata, guttis rotundatis, regularibus, marginibus

tumidis.

Ency. Meth. t. 351, f. 1. a. b.

2. Junior. Testa ovata, coerulescente, sub-4-fasciata.

3. Incompleta. Testa ovata, glauca, testacea, undulata, sub-

quadri-fasciata, lateribus subinaculatis, extremitatibus fuscis.

Cypraea amethystea. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1174. Martini 1. 343. (3.)

•Schroeter Einl. 1. 106. Gmelin 3404.

Cypraea fragilis. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1174. (4.) Schroet. Einl. \.

106. Gmelin 3404.

Icon. List. Conch, t. 662, f. 6. (3). Rumph. t. 39, f. 2.(3).

Pet. Amb. t. 16, f. 3. Guullier t. 16, f. 2. (4.) Knorr, v. t. 25,

f. 5. Martini 1. t.25, f. 247, 249. Shaw Nut. Misc. xv. t. 648.

4. decorticata. Testa dorse purpureo basi albida nigro-macu-

lata ; dentibus fuscis.

List. Conch, t. 679, f. 26. Knorr. iii. t. 2.

5. polita. Testa dorso fusco-purpurcS, albido-guttata, basi

albida, nigro-maculata.

6. distorta. Testa spir^ longe exserti, conicil.
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Inhabits the Indian Ocean, Madagascar, Lister. Amboyna,

Rumphius. Sunda, Lister, Linneus. Friendly Islands, Martyh,

Mus. Brit. Sowerby, Nostr.

Shell ovate, elliptical, white ornamented with brown lines,

leaving white, more or less angular or orbicular spots, or forming

brown reticulations, the dorsal line simple, mostly central, with

a brown lunate spot at the side of the spire, edge thickened,

roundish angular, white, yellowish, or purplish spotted with

black, base flattish, flesh coloured or white, aperture linear,

slightly concave, dilated in front, teeth nearly similar, close,

rather narrow, brown, columella deep, flattish, plaited ; spire

conical, convex ; inside purplish.—axis 3, diameter 2 inches.

This species varies exceedingly. 1. in size, the following are the

measurements of 3 specimens ; a. axis 1 f, diameter |; b. axis 1 ^*g,

diameter 1 -^^; c. axis 3, diameter 2 inches ; 2. in shape, being

more less margined ; and 3. in colour, the lines being some-

times narrow or broad, more or less confluent, they are some-

times so much so in the last variety, that the back of the shell

appears brown with white spots as in C. cribraria, sometimes

obscurely banded.

Cyprcea Arabicula.

Testaovata gibbosa, albido-cserulescens obscure quinque-fasciata,

lineolis fulvis ornata ; basi fulvescente, planulata lateribus, in-

crassatis, angulatis, carneis, atro-rubro-maculatis; apertura con-

cava dentibus albidis, eminentibus.

Cyprcea arabicula. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. Hist. vii. 399.

Cypraea arabica. Var. Dilkeyn, R. S. 438.

2. Incompletu. Testa coerulescens 3-fasciat&, basi fulva.

Western coast of Mexico, near Acapulco. Humboldt, Ldmarck.

Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate, gibbous, whitish blue, obscurely three banded,

ornamented with fulvous brown irregular lines, base flattened,

edge and inner side of the aperture concave, pale reddish yellow,

margin thickened, angular, with largish black purple spots, ex-

tremities above brown, slightly produced. Aperture rather broad,

teeth narrow, deep, whitish; coluniLll ., Lase concave, deep, centre'

smoothish, innermost part plaited, spire visible, conical convex,

axis 1 inch, diameter -^ of an inch.
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I am not certain that my shell is the same as Lamarck describes,

though it agrees with all his characters, for my own has certainly

more affinity to C. Mauritiana than C. arabica. Lamarck obseives

that the dorsal line is rather branched ; in my specimen, which is

perhaps not quite so full grown, I cannot observe any. It is in-

stantly to be distinguished from all the other Cyprasae by its promi-

nent spire, flat base, and very deep groves between the hinder teeth.

CyprcEa Mauritiana.

Testa ovalo-ovata gibboffa flavescens ; fulvo-fusco-reticulata,

flavido-guttata, basi plana, nigerrima; lateribus iocrassatisangula-

tis, nigris ; aperturS, albidi ; dentibus obtusis, nigris.

Cypraea Mauritiana, Lin. Sys. Nat. 1176 ,• Martini 1 , 388, Born.

Mus. 180; Schroder Einl. 1. 107; Gmelin 3407; Schreiber\-i

Conch. 1. 63 ; Lamarck Jnn. Mus. xv, 449, Hist. 377 ; Dill-

v>yn R. S. 447.

Icon. BonnanniMus.Kirch.ni^f.^Gll List. Conch, t. 703j

f. 52 ! Rumphius t. 58, /. 2 ; Fet. Gaz, t. 96, /. 8 ! Guaiiier

t. 15. /. S. T. ! Seba iii, /. 76,/. 19 ! Knorr. i. t. 13, /. 1 ! ii,

/. 27, /. 5 ! Favanne t. 30, f. F. 2 ; Martini i. i. 30, f. 317

!

Emy. Method, t. 350, /. la.b.X

1. Junior. Testa oblongi elliptic^, marmorata, subfasciata.

Periboli

—

Adanson, tab. b, f. 1. Sow. Gen. Shells f. 1.

2. Juvenis. Testa ovat^, gibbosa, brunnea, quinque-fasciatsl,

Tindati.

Bulla ovata Gmelin 3432.

Bulla Ovum Var. Schreiber^s Conch, i. 81.

Cypraea Regina Chemnitz x. 101. Gmelin 3406. Schreiber^s

Conch, p. 49.

Cyprjea torbinata. Gmelin 3404 (1). Schreiber^s Conch. \. 59.

Cypra-a fragilis, Born. Mus. 179 (1).

Cypraea nebulosa, Soland.MSS. 3432. Portland Catal.—Cypra*a

venerea Gmelin 3404 (3) Schreiber's Conch, i. 60. Icon. Bonanni

Rec. 8( Kirch, iii, 262, (2). Martini 1, t. 22, /.207, 208. Chem-

nitz x, t. 144, /. 1335, 1336. Born. Mus. t. 8, / 601. (1). Sow.

Gen. Shells, f. 2.

2. Incompleta. Testi ovat^, gibbosi, bruuneil, fasciati, sub-

margiuati.
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Cypraea turbinata, Gmelin 3404 (3).

Cypraeatri-fasciata, Gmelin 3404 (4). Schreiber's Conch, i. 60.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 67.5, f. 22. (3). Knorr. vi. 1. 18, f. 2, (4).

Martini ii, t. 65, f. 726, 727.

3. decorticata. Testa flavcscens sub-fasciata, basi margiueque

nigro-.fusca.

Inhab. Persian Gulph, Bonanni. Mauritius, Lister. Amboyna,

Rumphii/s. Java, Linneus. Nussatilla, Martini. Isle of France,

Indian Ocean, Lamarck. Mus. Brit. Sowerby^ Nostra.

Shell ovate, above gibbous, pale yellowish, netted with broad

brown reticulations leaving orbicular pale spots, base flat, concave

toward the aperture, blackish brown, margin thickened, pro-

duced, angular, blackish brown except at the ends of the canals

which are pale, aperture rather large, pale, front concave, teeth

rather large, blunt, dark blackish brown, columella concave

rather deep, spire hidden, inside purplish white.

Ct/prcea stercoraria.

Testa ovata, ventricosa, gibba, pallide lutescens, maculis fulvo-

fuscis irregulariter nebulosa ; LineS, dorsali sub-irregulari ; basi

plana fusca ; lateribus incrassatis, subangulatis h'vidis fusco-macu-

latis ; apertura fusc^, dentibus albidis, spira fusco-notat^.

Cypraea stercoraria, Lin. Sys. Nat. 1174. Born. Mus. 175.

Schroet Einl. i. 99. Gmelin 3399. Schrieber^s Conch, i, 55.

Chemnitz xi, 36. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xv, 451. History vii,

580. DillwynR.S. 441.

Cypraea olivacea, Gmelin 3408 (2).

Cypraea conspurcata,Cr»rte/m 3405(1). Schreiber""s Conch, i. 60.

Porcellana gibba, Mus. Gevers 406.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 687, f. 34. Knorr. iv. 1. 13, /. 1.. Mar-

iini I. t. 31, f. 332 (2). Chemnitz x, t. 180, /. 1739, 1740.

Ency. Method, t. 354, /. 5.

b. Rattus testa non gibbosa, pallide fusco-nebulosS.

Cypraea nebulosa, Gmelin 3413 (3).

Cypraea n. 107. Schroeter Einl. i. 160.

Cypraea Rattus Lamarck Ann. Mus. xv. 451. Hist. vii. 380.

[To be continued.]
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Art. XTI.—Abstract of a ^^ Memoir on a new genus of

the order Rodentia, named Capromi/s.''^ By M. G. A .

Desmabest.*

The animal which forms the subject of this paper is a native of

the island of Cuba, from whence two male specimens were brought

aliye by M. Marcellin Fournier, who presented them to the

author. It is known there by the name of Utia, and is with

much probability supposed to be the same animal described under

that name by Bomare, Oviedo, and other authors. The refer-

ences to Aldrovandus, Dutertre, &c. are not calculated to throw

any light upon the subject, and we therefore pass them over.

Bomare observes that " the Utias is a species of rabbit of the size

of a rat, wliich inhabits the West Indies, and which is hunted at

night, by the light of a luminous insect, named Acudia" (doubt-

less Elater Noctilucus, of which M. Fournier brought large quan-

tities from Cuba.) M. Desmarest imagines it to be also the " Mus
maximus, pullus, cauda oblongti, pilos/i, dorso subsetoso,'^ of

Brown.

The head is rather long, compressed laterally, and the forehead

very slightly arched. The tip of the snout is truncate, higher than it

is wide, at the upper part of which are situated the nostrils, which

are ?ery open, oblique, wider, and nearer to each other below

than at the upper part; their circumference externally and above

has a distinct thickened border, and the interval between them is

marked by a medial longitudinal furrow, which terminates below

in the bifurcation of the upper lip.

The mouth is moderately open ; the lower lip somewhat lliick-

ened, transverse, and not pointed, as in most of the Rodentia.

The upper incisores are not very strong, transTersely truncate at

the extremity, and not furrowed on the anterior surface ; the lower

are only slightly subulate and very similar to the upper; the

former are yellowish, the others white.

• Traiiitlated from llie '' Mciiioiii'H <li' lit Sociole d'Histoirc imturctle de

Parin," by Thomas Bell, IJitq. V. L. S.

Vol. I. , F
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The whiskers are numerous, strong, and generally almost as

long as the head.

The eyes, situated very near the line of the forehead, are rather

nearer to the base of the earfe than to the extremity of the snout.

They are moderately large, very little longer than they are high;

the eyelids are well formed, and the upper is furnished with very

fine, rather long and regular eye-lashes. Before the anterior can-

thus is a very slight furrow in a direction towards the nose. The

cornea is moderately convex ; the iris of a deep brown colour, the

pupil longitudinal and narrow by day, round at night ; the scle-

rotic greyish.

The ears are nearly one-third the length of the head, they are

erect and lateral, nearly naked and blackish ; their anterior mar-

gin strait, the apex rounded, and the posterior margin marked

with a distinct rounded notch.

The neck is short.

The body is somewhat bulky, and like that of most of the Ro-

clentia, much thicker behind than before; and the back is gene-

rally much arched below the region of the shoulders. The tail,

the length of which does not exceed half that of the body and head

together, is strait, thick, conical, almost without hair, and co-

vered with numerous scales disposed in rings.

The hinder legs are, in length, intermediate between those of the

rats properly so called, and those of the marmots ; but they are at

least as thick and strong as the latter. The fore feet have four

toes, quite separate, terminated by strong arched and sharp-point-

ed claws ; and the rudiment of a thumb, furnished with a small

nail, truncate transversely, similar to that in the rats, marmots,

squirrels, c&c. ; the longest toe is that which answers to the middle

finger, and the others decrease in the following order : the fourth

or ring finger, the index, and the little finger. The hind feet

have five toes, formed like the anterior, but longer, broader, and

with stronger claws ; the thumb, although the smallest, is much

detached, and its claw is as strong as those of the other toes ; of

these the middle is the longest, that on each side very little shorter,

and the external is intermediate between these and the thumb.

The joints of all the phalanges are readily felt, both above and
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below ; the muscles which moTe thera are very prominent, parti-

cularly towards the extremity of the toes. A number of transverse

furrows are observed which are very apparent on the lower surface,

both of the anterior aiul hinder toes.

The palms and the soles of the feet are naked, black, and as it

were shagreened with large grains, somewhat like the rind of the

truffle. This structure is continued to the heel on the hind feet,

which indicates that the animal is plantigrade ; the heel, however,

is a little raised, and touches the ground only by accident in

walking gently. The palm has five principal prominences, sepa-

rated by deep furrows : one of these projections corresponds to the

thumb, another, placed externally, forms a sort of heel, a third is

at the base of the index, a fourth answers to the middle and fourth

toe, and the fifth corresponds to the outer toe. The sole of the

foot, growing narrower towards the heel, has, about two-thirds of

the length forwards, a very deep transverse furrow, beyond which

are four tubercles analogous to those of the fore feet, and similarly

disposed ; one towards the inner toe, a second for the following

one, a third for the two next, and a fourth for the outer toe. On
the shagreened skin of the lower surface of all the feet there is one

scale larger than the rest, on the most projecting part of each tu-

bercle, which is somewhat of a hexahedral form.

The nipples, of a brownish colour, situated entirely at the sides

of the body, are four in number; the pectoral or anterior pair being

about two inches and a half from the second or abdominal pair.

The anus, situated near the base of the tail, forms a conical,

oblong, distinct projection, at the summit of which is the orifice

of the intestinal canal, nearly circular, having a raised edge, and

marked with fine converging striaf.

The sheath of the penis, in one of the individuals in my posses-

sion, is situated one inch before th(! anus ; in the other, which I

believe to be the older, it is much nearer. The form of this sheath

is elongate, conical, swoln at the base and pointed at the extre-

mity
; its direction, when at rest, is backwards, and its point

almost touches the edge of the anus. 'I'hc orifice for the escape

•f the urine is below, and is corrugated at its extremity like the

prepuce of-a child. The toHtides, concealed under (he bkiu, but

f2
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slightly apparent, are nearly the size and form of a kidney bean,

and have a trifling degree of mobility. The hair with which the

animal is covered, is plentiful and generally rough. The extremity

of the snout, the edge of the nostrils, and the lips are black, and

clothed with an excessively fine short hair. The eyelids are naked

and black ; as are also the ears, but these are beset with some

very fine long hairs of a grey colour. The skin of those parts of

the body which are covered with hair, is of a whitish grey ; that

of the under part of the belly, which is almost naked, is browner.

The upper part of the toes, of the metacarpus and metatarsus,

which is of a black colour, is covered with scales interspersed with

hairs. The under part of the feet is granular, naked and black.

The tail is marked with about a hundred and fifty rings, formed

of prominent angular scales, which progressively diminish in size

from the base to the extremity. Short stiff hairs, in the direction

of the tail, appear between these scales, and are more abundant

above than below, where they are sooner worn down, by the con-

tinual friction to which the lower surface of this part is exposed.

The hair of the forehead is directed backwards, and is continued

in the older individual into a sort of tuft towards the occiput,

which is not the case in the younger. The hair of that part from

which the whiskers grow is blackish, and thus forms a very obvi-

ous spot of that colour on each side the muzzle.

The hair of the lower part of the forehead, of the corners of the

mouth, of the chin, and of the under part of the neck is generally

grey ; that of the upper part of the forehead, the cheeks, the back of

the neck, the back, the flanks and the exterior surface of the

limbs, is generally brown ; each hair has a ring, more or less

broad, of a yellowish colour, towards the extremity, and the

extreme point is black. From this mixture results a general tint

of greenish brown, of which the yellowish colour is distributed in

specks. The hairs on the rump are stiff"er than the others, and

pass into a reddish brown ; and those v/hich are near the base of

the tail, are much thicker, hard, rigid, and wholly of a reddish

colour.

The bristles which compose the whiskers are very long and

nearly thirty in number on each side ; some of the largest are
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white with a black tip ; others are wholly black. There are also

some bristles of the latter colour, forming a tuft above the eye,

and another between the eye and ear.

The rigid hairs distributed amongst the scales of the tail are

reddish, except those towards the extremity which pass insen-

sibly into brown.

The belly and chest are of a uniform dirty brownish grey. The

upper part of the feet is in general covered with a blackish brown

hair, interspersed with a few scattered, long, white hairs. The

older of the two individuals differs from the other, in having the

sides of the head, the under part of the neck, the chest and belly

of a whitish grey, and some very long hairs of this colour on the

upper surface of the feet. In other respects they are almost

exactly similar.

DIMENSIONS.

The older individual is the larger of the two by about one nintli. The
following are the measurements taken from the younger one.

feet in. lines

Total length from the tip of the nose to the origin of the

tail I 3

Length of the head from the tip of the nose to the occiput. 3 3

of the tail 6

Height of the animal forwards 4 3

behind 5

Circumference of the muzzle below the eyes 4

Circumference of the opening of the mouth 1 2

Distance between the nostrils below 3^

Length of each nostril 3

between the point of the nose and the anterior

angle of the cje 1 8

between the posterior angle of the eye and the

base of the ear 9

Vertical diameter of the eye 4

Distance between the anterior angles of the eyes 1 3

Circumference of the head, between the eyes and cars.. 5 6

Length of the ears o II

WidUi of the l)ase of the cars I .1

Distance between the cars o I o

Length of llic neck I
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feet in. lines

Circumference of the neck 5

of the body behind the fore legs 8 4

before the hinder legs 10 4

ofthe tail at the base 2 10

in the middle 1 3

6 lines from the extremity 7^

Length of the fore-arm between the elbow and wrist 2 3

Breadth of the fore arm at the elbow 1 2

Thickness of ditto 6

Circumference of the wrist 1 11

of the metacarpus 1 10

Length of the wrist to the nails I 6

of the leg from the knee to the heel 3

Greatest breadth of the leg 1 11

thickness of ditto 9

Breadth at the small of the heel 11

Circumference of the metatarsus 2 2

Lengtli from the heel to the point of the nails 2 11

Breadtii of the fore foot 9

of the hind foot I

Length of the largest nails ^ 4

Breadth at their base 1^

Distance from the anus to the base of the tail 9

to the base ofthe sheath ofthe penis 1 2

Length of the sheath of the penis 9

Distance between the two anterior teats 4 6

posterior ditto 5

the first and second pair of ditto 2 6

It will be seen by this description that the Utia is an animal,

whose general form is that of the rats properly so calle'l, except

that the body is thicker, that its hind quarters are more bulky,

and its legs shorter and much thicker. Its hind feet are simi-

lar to those of the Marmot, and we may consider it as forming an

intermediate link between the latter animal and the true rats.

Under these circumstances, I do not hesitate to form it into a

particular genus, to which I give the name of Capromys, from

KatTfoa- aper and lAvrtnus, indicating by this designation, a resem-

blance which the hard hairs of this animal, its sombre colour, and

its gait in running, give it to the wild boar.
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I grant, however, that this genus will not be sufficiently estab-

lished until the arrangement of its teeth is known.

I have dedicated the species to the zealous traveller that made

it known to me.

With respect to the habits of the Utias in a wild state, I know

only that they are found in woods, that they climb trees with great

facility, and that they live on vegetables.

In a domesticated state, in which those which I possess are liv-

ing, I have made the following remarks.

Their intelligence appears to me developed to as great a degree

as that of rats and squirrels ; much more so than that of rabbits

and guinea pigs. They have in particular a great share of curiosity.

They appear to be very wakeful at night, which is indeed indi-

cated by the form of the pupils.

The sense of hearing does not appear to be so fine as that of rab"

bits and hares.

Their nostrils are incessantly in motion, especially when they

smell any new object.

Their taste is sufficiently delicate to enable them to distinguish

and reject vegetables when they are given to them, wliich have

been touched by animal substances, to which they manifest the

greatest repugnance.

They agree perfectly well together, and sleep close to each

other. When they are apart, they call each other by a sharp cry,

differing little from that of a rat, and their voice, when they ex-

press pleasure, is a low soft kind of grunting. They scarcely

ever quarrel except for food, as when one piece of fruit only is

given for thein both ; in that case, one seizes and runs away with

it, until the other is able to take it from him.

They sometimes play for a long time together, holding them-

selves upright, in the manner of Kangaroos, firmly supported upon

the broad soles of their feet, and the base of the tail, and striking

«ach other with the hands, until one of them finding a wall or

some other body against whicii to support liimself, acquires addi-

tional power and gains an advantage. They never bite each oth«r.

They manifest the greatest indifference to other animals, pay-

ing no attention ercii to cats.
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They are fond of being caressed, and particularly of being

scratched under the chin. They do not bite, but slightly press

with the incisive teeth, the skin of those who caress them.

They do not ordinarily drink ; I have however occasionally seen

them suck up water as Squirrels do. Their food consists solely of

vegetables, such as cabbage, succory, grapes, nuts, bread, ap-

ples, &c. &c. They are not very difficult in the choice of their

food, but I have observed that they have a particular fondness for

strong flavoured herbs and aromatic plants, such as wormwood,

rosemary, geraniums, pimpernel, celery, &c. &c. Grapes pleased

them much, and to obtain them, they instantly climbed up a long

pole, at the top of which the fruit was placed. They are also fond

oi bread steeped in aniseed, or even wine.

Their excrements are elongated black lumps, similar in consist-

ence to the dung of rabbits, but smaller.

Their urine, white like that of the rabbit, reddens in drying

the white linen which had been wetted with it, and this colour is

deeper when the food has been dry.

The chemical analysis of the urine of the C7if2a, made by M. Las-

saigne, presents the following results.

1st, Urea

;

2d. A reddish oil combined with potass

;

3d. Animal mucilage of a brown colour -,

4th. Benzoate of potass

;

5th. Sulphate of potass

;

6th. Muriate of potass or soda :

7th. Carbonate of lime.

This secretion is very analogous to that of the rabbit and beaver,

which have been analysed by M. Vauquelin. It diflFers however

from the urine of the beaver, which contains acetate of magnesia iu

addition.

These animals are almost absolutely plantigrade ; their move-

ments are slow, and the hinder parts are as it were embarrased

when they walk, as is observed in the bear.

They leap occasionally by suddenly turning round from head to

tail, like the field mouse.

They gallop when at play, making a considerable noise with the

soles of their feet.
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When they climb, which they do with great ease, they assist

themselves with the base of their tail, as a support, and the same

in descending. In certain positions, on a stick for example, the

tail serves as a balance to preserve the equilibrium.

Tiiey often raise themselves to a listening posture, sitting erect,

irith the hands hanging down, like rabbits and hares.

In eating they employ sometimes both, at other times one only

of their hands. The latter happens when the substance they are

holding is small enough to be held between their fingers and the

tubercle at the base of the thumb.

Such are the observations which I have been able to make upon

these animals, discovered three centuries ago, and the existence of

which has been entirely unknown since that period.

When either of the individuals in my' possession dies, I shall

communicate its internal organization, and thus complete the de-

scription of this interesting species.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Capromys Furnieri, half the natural size.

2. The muzzle, nat. size.

3. The under part of the left fore-foot, nat. size.

4. hind ditto, nat. size.

3. Portion of the tail enlarged, to shew the disposition of the scales

and hairs which cover that part.

Akt. XIII.

—

Catalogue of Birds, and of Terrestrial and

Fluvialile Molluscce, found in the viciniti/ of Geneva.

Dear Sir,

The accompanying catalogues arc extracted from a little

work entitled, " Essai statistique sur le Canton de Geneve ;" the list

©f the Birds is by Prof. Necker, and that of the Terrestial and

Fluvialile-Mollusca; by Prof. Jurine; conceiving that such cata-

logues tend to advance our knowledge of the mode in which ani-
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mal life is distributed over the surface of the globe, I hare been
induced to forward them to you, more particularly as I believe

the work in which they are contained is little known to British

naturalists. Believe me.

Yours, &c. H. T. De la Beche.

CATALOGUE OF BIRDS FOUND IN THE CANTON OF GENEVA.

r. rare—V. r. very rare—p. bird of passage—a. p. accidental bird of

passage.

Falco Ossifragus (v. r.)

Halisetus

Milvus (p.)
Buteo
albidus (r.)

lagopus (v. r.)

. apivorus (r.)

pygargus
paluilibarius

. nisus (p.)
5^*''l°n

I r \

^LithofalcoJ ^P"''

perejrririus (v. r.)

subbuteo.
• rufipes (a. p.)

tinnunculus.

Strix Bubo (r.)

Otus
Scops (v. r)

JAluco >

^stridulaj

flammea
Ulula
passerina.

Picus viridis
-"•^^-^— canus (v. r.)

major.

medius

Yunx torquilla (p.)
Sitta europEEa

Upupa Epops (p.)

Certhia familiaiis

muraria
Merops apiaster (v. r.—a. p.)
Alcpdo Ispida

Cuculus canonis (p.)
rufus. (variety of the above)

Corviis Corax.—^ Corone. (p.)
Comix, (r.)

friipilfpus (p.)
— Moncdula (p.)

Corvus graculus.

Pica
glandarius

Coracias garrula (a. p.)

Oriolus galbula
Lanius cinereus

rufus

Collurio.

Loxia coccothraustes

pyrrhula
chloris

serinus

italica (r.)

Fringilla cselebs

montifringiila (p.)
doraestica.

montana
• petronia.

cannabina.
carduelis

— Spinus.
— linaria.

Einberiza citrinella

miliaria (r.)
-— liortulana (v. r.^'

cirlus.

cia (r.)

schffniclus.

Turdu-i viscivorus (p.)
muslciis. (p.)
pilaris (p.)
iliacus (p.)
Merula.
saxatilis

Ampelis garrula. (a. p.)
MuBcicapagriseola (p)

atricapilla (p.)
— luctuosa (p.)

parva (p.)
Motacilia alba

boarula
flnva.

Sylvia lusi iiiia (p.)
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Sylvia orphea (p.)

atricapilla (p.)
cinerea (p.)
curucca (p.)
hippolais (p.)
aquatica (p.)
trochilus

rubecula
suecica (p.)
tytliis (r.)

phoenicurus.

modutaris (p.)
filis

regulus,

troglodytes.

Alauda arvensis

arborea. (p.)

brachydactyla..

Anthus arboreus (p.)

pratensis (p.)
rufescens (p.)
aquaticus (p.)

Cinclus aquaticus
Sturnus vulgaris (p.)
Parus major

ater

cristatus

cceruleus

palustris

caudatus
biarmicus (v. r.)

Saxicola CEnanthe (p.)
rubetra (p.)
ruVjicola (p.)

Hirundo rustic* (p.)
urbica (p.)
riparia (p.)
apus(p.)
melba (p.)

Caprimulgus Europffiuo (p.)
Columba pulumbus (p.)

senas (p.)
Turtur (p.)

Ti.'trao bonaria (p.—v. r.)

Perdix cinema
(JoUirnix.

Pha»nicopteruM rut)or (v. r.)

Plataica leucorodia (v. r.)

Ardca vulgaris

purpurea
alba (v. r.)

gar7/;lta (v. r.)

Nycticorax.
Hlellarin

niinuta

comata. fr.)

Ciconia alba

-; nigra (r.)

GriiK comniunis (v. r.)

Tantalus falcinellus (v. r.)

Numenius arquatus (p.)
phoeopus (p.)

Scolopax rusticola (p.)
media (p.)
gallinago (p.)
gallinula (p.)

Totanus maculatus (r.)

fuscus (r.)

limosus (r.)

glottis (r.)

agocephalus (r.)

lapponicus (v. r.)

Tringa pugnax (p.)
interpres (v. r.)

ochropus (p.)
hypoleucus (p,)—— cinclus (p.)
pusilla (p.)
cinerea (p.)
alpina (r.)

striata.

calidris.

Arenatia vulgaris
Vanellus vulgaris (p.)

helveticus (r.)

varius (r.)

Phalaropus hyperboreus (v. r.)

platyrhynchos (v. r.)

Charadrius oedicnemus (r.)

pluvialis (p.)
• morinellus (v. r.)
— hiaticula. (p.)

cantianus (r.)

Cursor Europffius ?

Hiematopus ostralegus (a. p.)
Himantopus vulgaris, (r.)

Reourvirostra Avocetta (a. p.)
Glareola austriaca (r.)

Rallus aquaticus (p.)
erex. (p.)

Gallinula porzana (p.)— pusilla (p.)—- cliloropus.

Fulica atra

Podiceps cristatus (p.)
parotis (p.)
auritus (p.)
obscurus (r.)

minor, (p.)
Colymbusarcticus (v. r.)

stellatus (p.)
Immer (v. r.'

LaruH ridibunduH
fuHcus. (v. r.)

cnnesceuM
tridactyluN (r.)

pHrnNilicus (r.j

Sterna Hirundo (p.)
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Sterna naevia (p.)
fissipes (p.)
nigra (r.)

miniita (r.)

caspia (a. p-)*
Pelecanus onoerotalus (a. p.—v. r)

Carbo (v. r.)

graculus (v. r.)

Mergus Merganser (r.

)

Serrator

albellus (r.)

Anas fusca (a. p.)
nigra (a. p.)
Tadorna (a. p.)
Cygnus (a. p.)

Anas Anser (p.)
Marila (a. p.)
Strepera (r.)

clangula (p.)
Penelope (p.)
anita (r.

)

ferina (p.)
querqucdula (p.)
Crecca. (p.)
clypeata (r.)

leucocephala. (v.

Boschas.

fuligula (p.)
leucophtatmos (v.

rutina. (v. r.)

r)

)

Terrestrial and Fluviatile Molluscae found in the vicinity of

Geneva.

Cyclostoma elegans.

patulum.
maculatum.

Paludina viviparum.
impurum.
viride

obtusum
Valvata planorbis.

Planorbis marginatus.
— carinatus

complanatus.
hispidus.

vortex.

spirorbis.

contortus

nitidus.

Ancylus lacustris

fluviatilis

Physa fontinalis.

hypnorura.

Auricula myosotis.

lineata.

Succinia amphibia
oblonga.

Limneus stagnalis.

auricularius

glutinosus

Pereger
palustris.

minutus.

Pupa Dolium
Doliolum
umbilicata.

marginata
' Vertigo
antivertigo,

pygmsea

Pupa muscorum.
edentula.

tridens.

quadridens
cinerea.

variabilis.

Polyodon.
Frumentum
Secale.

Avena
Granum.

Clausilia plicatula.

rugosa.

Bulimusradiatus (v. r.)

montanus.
acutus
ventricosus.

obscurus.

lubricus

Acicula
Helix pyramidata.

elegans

fruticum.

variabilis.

rupestris.

strigella.

pomatia.
rhodostoma.
arbustorum
aspersa.

vermiculata

sylvatica.

nemoralis

hortorum.
splendida.

personata.

carthusianella.

* Once killed at Versoix.
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Helix incamata.
pubescens.
cespitum.
ericetorum
villosa.

hispida.

lucida.

conspurcata.

striata.

plebeium.
lapicida.

obvoluta.

pulchella>

nitida.

Helix nitidula.

rotundata.

crystallina.

Vitrina pellucida.

Testacella haliotoidea.

Limax scutellaris.

Cyclas cornea.

lacustris

fontinalis.

Unio pictorum
littoralis.

Anodon anatinus

cygneus.

Art. XIV.—Abstract of a Memoir on the Phi/siologi/ of
Helix Pomatia. By B. Gaspard, D. M. ; with Notes

«>y T.Bell, F. L. S.

§. 1. lu our temperate climate, about the beginning of October,

as the first chills of autumn are felt, these Helices become indo-

lent, lose their appetite, and associate in considerable numbers

on hillocks, the banks of ditches, or in thickets, hedges, &c. In

a day or two they cease to eat, expel the last contents of the in-

testines, and then conceal themselves under moss, grass, dead

leaves, &c. Here each forms for itself, with the anterior part of

its muscular foot, a cavity sufficiently large to contain at least its

shell ; this it enlarges and excavates by turning itself round on

every side, then raising itself against the sides of the cavity, and

at last against the roof formed of moss or leaves, or a small quan-

tity of earth brought there by the motions of the animal. When
it has got so far as to bring the opening of the shell to nearly a ho-

rizontal position, it ceases. It soon contracts the foot within the

shell ; expands, so as completely to cover it, the collar of the

mantle, which is at this period of a very white colour, and opens

for a time' the pulmonary cavity to inspire a quantity of air. On
closing this, it forms with the mucus, a fine transparent membrane,

interposed between the mantle and such extraneous substances ly-

ing above as might be injurious. Soon afterwards the mantle se«

* From Majcndie'* Journal de IMiysiologie, torn, ii, p. 295.
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cretes a large quantity of very white fluid orer its whole surface,

which instantly sets uniformly, like plaster of Paris, thus forming

a solid covering, about half a liue in thickness. When this oper-

culum is hardened, the animal separates its mantle from it, by
another mucus web stronger than the former; and after a few
hours, expelling a portion of the air it had previously taken into the

lungs, it retires by this means a little farther into the shell, forms

another lamina of mucus, retires again expiring another quantity

of air, and thus sometimes forms a fourth, fifth, and even sixth

partition, with intermediate cells filled with air.*

§. 2. The labour of each individual continues for about two or

three days. But the whole of the month of October is occupied

by the general closing of the shells of the species, and after the

very commencement of November, we find none of them, except

perhaps a few diseased individuals, which, not being capable of hi-

bernating, perish with the first frosts.

If from any obstacle the orifice of the shell is not brought to a

horizontal position, but is found more or less inclined, it often

happens that the calcareous fluid before it is completely fixed, sub-

* The account here given by M. Gaspard does not completely explain the

manner in which the excavation is formed. It is not by the pressure of the foot

and the turning round of the shell that this is principally effected. A large

quantity of very viscid mucus it secreted on the under surface of the foot, to

which a layer of earth or dead leaves adheres ; this is turned on one side, and

a fresh secretion being thrown out, the layer of earth mixed with mucus is left.

The animal then takes another layer of earth on the bottom of the foot, turns it

also to the part where he intends to form the wall of his habitation, and leaves

it in the same manner, repeating the process until the cavity is sufficiently large,

and thus making the sides smooth, even, and compact. In forming the dome

or arch of the form, a similar method is used, the foot collecting on its under

surface a quantity of earth, and the animal turning it upwards, leaves it by

throwing out fresh mucus, and this is repeated until a perfect roof is formed.

As I have very often watched this curious process, I am certain of the facts. On

removing very carefully a portion of the roof soon after its completion, I was

enabled to see the formation of the operculum. Inaboutan houror eveulessafter

thehibernaculum is covered in, the whole surface of the collarof the mantle in-

stantaneously pours out the calcareous secretion in considerable quantity. This

i« at first as fluid as thick cream, but very soon acquires exactly the consistence

of bird-lime, being excessively adhesive and tenacious ; and in about an hour

after it is poured out it is perfectly solid. T. B.
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sides toward the lowest part, and the result is a deformed and in-

sufficient operculum.

Finally, I believe I have established that the membranous par-

titions are more numerous at the end tlian at the beginning of win-

ter, and in the snails inhabiting the mountains, than in those found

on low ground.

§ 3. The snail thus enclosed passes six months in a state of total

torpidity, and it is not until the spring that it bursts its prison and

returns to its ordinary habits. But if we take ofiF the opercu-

lum shortly after its formation, it emerges from its shell, walks

about again, and assumes different habits according to circum-

stances. 1st. If the temperature be about 12 or 15 degrees

Reaum. (59-67° Fahr.) and the snail finds food, it begins to feed

again, recovers the whiteness of its mantle, which had become

grey and lean, and iu about eight days makes another form, in

which it buries itself, and forms a fresh operculum, as solid as the

former. 2dly. If the temperature should be colder, as for in-

stance, 8 or 10' R. (50-55° F.) it eats but very little, and sooa

forms its hole in the earth, but produces only a slight, flexible,

greyish, operculum, with but little earthy matter in its composi-

tion. 3dly. If the temperature be but little above the freezing

point, as at 3 to 6^ R. (39-45° F.) it refuses food entirely, scarcely

moves, has no strength to make its form, and produces only a

membranous enclosure. 4thly. If the temperature be below freez-

ing point, the snail makes no attempt at hibernation, and soon pe-

rishes with cold.

§ 4. It appears from the analyses to which I have submitted the

operculum, that it consists wholly of carbonate of lime. Thus

it dissolves rapidly with a brisk effervescence in the mineral

acids and in vinegar ; and all these solutions, treated with soda or

potass, throw down an abundant wiiite precipitate. On the other

hand, calcination reduced it to the state of caustic lime.

The secretory organ of this calcareous matter is the collar or

finger of the mantle, a most important organ, since It is also the

part from which the shell itself is formed.* It is found to contain

• Although it would appear from 8oitic circunislnnces, »uch as the filliug up

of th<; appK of tlie Hhcll, that other parlB are occasiouHlly capable of producing

a calcareouH HOfreiion, yet there i» no doubt thol the edge or collar of the man-
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in its glands or vessels the carbonate of lime in a free state, so that

when the surface of the collar is touched by any foreign body, at

each point of contact, a quantity of it is thrown out mixed with a

tenaceous mucilage. To be still further convinced of the fact, I

cutoflFthe collar of the mantle, and having thrown it into a dilute

acid, a quantity of gas was given ofi', and the liquid gave the

usual white precipitate with the addition of soda. No other struc-

ture similarly treated afforded the same results.

It is not therefore surprising that the collar of this snail should

be so plump and white in autumn previous to the hibernation, and

so lean and grey when it makes its appearance in April, or when

the operculum is taken off in the intermediate time. The animal

derives this calcareous fluid not merely from its ordinary vegetable

food, but chiefly from the earth wtiich it eats in great abundance,

by means of which the necessary quantity of lime is kept up, and

its loss repaired with facility. On this account we see these snails

when deprived of nourishment unable to form any thing more than

mere membranous substitutes for the former calcareous opercula

which had been removed.*

tie is the organ which ordinarily performs this function. I have at different

times cracked the shell, removed small portions, and drilled holes through it, at

different parts, and I have found that if the injury were within the reach of the edge

ofthe mantle, it was always drawn up to repair it. I will particularize one only

of these experiments to shew the manner in which this is done. I drilled a hole

in the shell of Helix pomatia in the last whorl but one, thinking that it could

not draw the edge of the mantle high enough to repair it in the usual way ;

however it effected this immediately by protruding the foot to make room for

the mantle being drawn high up into the shell, and as soon as the edge came in

contact with the injured part, it was passed repeatedly over the hole, leaving

a layerofcalcareousmatter each time until it became opaque; and in a day or two,

on examining it, I found the newly formed part apparently as strong as therestof

the shell. Another curious circumstance connected with this subject, is, that in

the species of snails with coloured bands, H. nemoralis for instance, there are

the same number of bands on the mantle as in the shell ; which are brown and

transparent, and these probably contain comparatively little carbonate of lime.

It is therefore not unlikely that the glands necessary for secreting this substance,

do not exist, at least to an equal degree, in those parts of the mantle marked by

the bands. This, however, is but a conjecture, and only important as connected

with a subject which deserves a much more accurate investigation than has

ever yet been bestowed upon it. T. B.

* These circumstances may account for //. pomatia thriving more, and being
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M. Gaspard's experiments on this and other species prove that

although the approach of cold may be considered as the principal

cause of their hibernation, yet it is not the only one, as he failed

to produce this effect by submitting them to artificial cold, nearly

to the freezing point, and he found that they hibernate at the

proper period, at very different degrees of temperature, varying-

according to the table which he has given, from 2° to 20° R. (37*

to 77« Fahr.)

Proceeding to an examination of the state of the vital functions

during the period of hibernation, the following are the results of

the author's numerous and minute experiments. It is of course

evident without requiring proof, that generation, sensation, the

cerebral and nervous functions, and locomotion, are totally sus-

pended. The only indication of irritability perceptible during

this period, is a slight contraction of the collar of the mantle when

touched, on removing the operculum.

It is therefore to the functions of digestion, circulation, respi-

ration, animal heat, nutrition, secretions, and absorption, that

these experiments refer.

^. 8. As these animals eat nothing during the period of hiber-

nation, digestion is of course suspended. Dissection of many in-

dividuals in this state, discovered the stomach entirely empty, and

the intestines filled with a brown thick liquid, but without the

least trace of excrement.

§ 9. If in the month of November, before the severe cold sets

in, a portion of the shell of an operculated snail be removed, the

heart is seen contracting regularly, but feebly and with a very

slow pulsation. But if it be thus exposed during the winter,

when the temperature is down to the freezing point, it is found to

have totally ceased to beat. On exposure to a slight degree of

warmth the motions of the heart are renewed, and again suspend-

ed on its removal. This may be often repeated with the same re-

found in greater quaniitie» in (chalky districts. Tlmt lime is not necessary to

be eaten, in order to the perfect formiition of the ojierculum, is however proved

by many in my poBseiiNion having lorined tliut substanee, tliouf;h during the

wliole Hummer they had no acceHH to any preparation of lime. Still 1 have uo

doubt that it may greatly a'tsist in rendering it solid and efficient. B.

Vol. 1. tt
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suits. It appears therefore that dunng the complete hibernation

of the snail, the circulation is entirely suspended.

§ 10. Respiration is also found by the experiments of the author,

to cease during this period. If the snails remained submersed dur-

ing the whole time, they did not perish : and it is proved that they

do not respire the air which fills the space between the operculum

and the animal, by its being found to possess the usual proportion

of oxygen, on being collected and submitted to tests at the latter

part of the period of hibernation.

§ 11, 12. The animal heat, which even in the summer, when

respiration and circulation are most lively, does not exceed one

degree above the surrounding atmosphere, is not perceptible dur-

ing the months of torpidity. The animal becomes frozen when

exposed to cold at exactly the same degree as any other gelatinous

body, if the shell is not closed by its operculum ; whilst on the

other hand those which are perfectly operculated, and slightly co-

vered with earth, endure without injury all the rigours of winter.

This power of enduring cold however has its limits, and it appears

that on being submitted to a temperature of 16° Fahr. they are

frozen, and on becoming thawed, although sometimes they shew

signs of life, and even walk, they soon re-enter their shells and

shortly after die. At a lower degree, approaching Zero of Fahr.,

they perish at once.

§ 13. Their power of sustaining a high degree of heat is no less

extraordinary. If exposed to 100° F. they indicated a high great

of irritability, alternately emerging from their shells, and re-

entering them, and on the temperature being raised to 1200, they

appeared dead but became resuscitated on its gradual diminution.

Even after sustaining a still higher degree of heat they became

slightly re-animated, but subsequently perished ; and on being ex-

posed to 127° they were found to be irrecoverably destroyed.

Similar experiments made by warm water afforded the same results.

§ 14. Respecting the remaining functions of these animals, se-

cretion, nutrition and absorption, the following is the result of the

author's observations. On examining the fringe of the mantle, on

the resuscitation of the animal in the spring, it is invariably found

io the same state of leanness, and of the same greyish colour as
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immediately after the formation of the operculum, proving that

the secretion has not gone on during hibernation. One of the ani-

mals had suffered the removal of the large tent.icuia in the month

of June, which had been partially reproduced nt the period of hi-

bernation, and in the next spring tVie reproduction was found not

to have advanced in the slightest degree during that period. Re-

specting the functions of nutrition and absorption the author

arrives at a similar conclusion.

§T5. It is therefore proved that during the winter, that is to

say, for five, six, seven, or even eight, or nine months, accord-

ing to the climate and season, these animals exist without motion,

animal heat, nutrition, respiration, circulation, &c. in a word,

deprived of all their animal, organic, and generative functions.

This obscure existence cannot in fact be properly called life, but

rather a simple aptitude for life, on the return of the genial tem-

perature of spring.

§ 16. In our climate it is about the beginning of April, soon

after the song of the cuckoo begins, and the swallows appear, that

the snails leave their torpid state, varying a little however accord-

ing to the season. The mode by which their escape from confine-

ment is effected is simple and easily comprehended. The air

which is contained in the different cells, and which had been ex-

pired on the animal withdrawing itself farth(!r and farther into

the shell after the formation of the operculum, is again inspired,

and each separate membranous partition broken by the pressure of

the hinder part of (he foot projected through (he mantle. When
it arrives at the calcareous operculum, the animal, making a last

effort, bursts and detaches its most obtuse angle. Then insinuat-

ing by little and little the edge of the foot between the shell and

the operculuin, it forces the latter ofl' or breaks it away. The
animal (hen comes forth, walks, and immediately begins feeding

with an appe(i(e excited doubtless by an abstlnercc of six or

seven months.*

• It c-aiinut be HuppoKed lluit the lim^ aljsliiiciic(! of llic niiimal lias any inflect

in exciting \\* appetite, wh(!n it is refollecti'd llml dning tlie whole of itn hi-

bernation, it iH in a Ntale of (einpiirary <icatli, and ixiitlier HPcrelirm, llir pro-

(lui-tiou of animal heal, nor any other waiting fniu'iioii i;oing on. I!.

(t^2
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% 17. It appears from the experiments of M. Gaspard, thatthe

return of warmth is not alone sufficient to restore the animation of

these animals. If they were exposed during the winter to a dry

heat of from 60° to 100" for several days, or even weeks, not one

made its appearance. Whilst on the contrary, those which were

pla<;ed in a deep recess, the regular temperature of which was 50°,

came forth in April or at the beginning of May without any en-

crease of temperature. But such as were placed in «vater and ex-

posed to 77° in two or three days broke their operculum and came

forth ; this experiment was equally successful when n.ade in Ja-

nuary or April, and when the temperature was at 60° or 75°. And

it is found that exposure to damp is so necessary to their re-ani-

mation, that if two be placed near each other in rainy weather,

and one of them be covered with a glass, it remains without an

ePTort to emerge from its confinement long after the other has

broken its operculum and resumed its functions. It appears there-

fore from these facts that the return of the spring, with heat and

moisture, all combine to effect their re-animation.

§ 18. The author proceeds to state the circumstances by which

the resuscitation may be retarded ; and he found that this could

be effected with the greatest certainty by exposing them constantly

to a dry heat, by which he kept some of them from bursting their

operculum, even till October. And these invariably became re-

animated on being placed in water, though they were very feeble

and ultimately perished. Although the author preserved them in

this state for even 12 months, he does not consider the state of

actual torpidity to continue beyond the usual period of hibernation,

but that the heart and other organs re-commence to a certain de-

gree their functions, which accounts for their being always found

so enfeebled afterwards.

§ 19. These circumstances lead to the consideration of the fact

that the snails retire within their shells during the heat of summer

;

closing the aperture with a membrane. In this state they remain

night and day whilst the dry heat continues, but no sooner does a

shower fall than they break the covering and walk ; and this may

be at any time effected by watering the ground near them.

[To be continued.]
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Am. XV.

—

Memoir on the Chemical Compositimi of Ih^

Corneous parts of Insects. By M. Augustus Odier*
11 Hh some additional remarks and cxperimenta, hy J. G,
ClllULREN, Esq. F. R. S. L. S. &c.

Experiments, often repeated, have long since taught us the che-

mical composition of the bones of vertebrated animals of the first

order. The skeletons of animals of inferior rank in the zoological

scale, have also been subjected to chemical analysis, for the pur-

pose of comparison with those of the former, whence we have ob-

tained a knowledge of the component parts of the bones of fishes,

the shells of mollusca and Crustacea, and the hard portions of the

zoophyta.

The solid parts of the bodies of insects, however, have never

been made the subject of chemical research ; naturalists have been

satisfied with likening them to those animal substances which

they most nearly resemble either in their functions, or natural ap-

pearance ; hence some, comparing them to the bones of vertebrated

animals, have named them osseous parts, and have even ventured

to call the whole assemblage the skeleton of the insects ; others,

on the contrary, likening them to the integuments of vertebrated

animals, have considered them as hardened skin, or a matter ana-

logous to horn.

In undertaking to investigate the chemical composition of these

organs, my object is not to support either of these two opinions;

I shall examine the substances with the sole view of ascertaining

their composition, without seeking to associate tliem with any par-

ticular organ of the superior animals.

The analysis of some Crustacea, by M. M. Meruit, Guillot,

and Chevreul, are the only works that have been published, as far

as I know, on animals approaching the class of insects ; and

amongst these much discrepancy exists as to the composition of

their integuments.*

• Translated from the " Memoireiidela Socictc d'liist. nat. de Paris," vol. 1.

+ IUh M. Odier never heard of Mr. Hatchett'H elaborate " Experiments and

Obw.rvations on Shell and Bone,"' or his " Chemical Experimcnii« on Zoo-

phyla ?" .';cc I'hil. Tians. 1799 and 1800. C.
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M. Robiquet's labours on Caiitharidcs luiviiig been directed to

the entire insect, and undertaken with particular views, very dif-

ferent from mine, have furnished me with only a few insulated

facts. I must, therefore, claim the indulgence of scientific men,

in proportion to the novelty of the subject I am entering on, and

in the study of which I have only my own judgment to trust to.

The horny parts of insects consist of an assemblage of pieces

which form the covering of their bodies, and of some of their in-

ternal parts. As they all appear to me to be of the same nature, I

have chosen the elytra for the basis of my analysis, as being the

most insulated pieces, and consequently the most free from foreign

substances, and have afterwards compared the other parts with

them.

I proceed to the examination of those organs in the order in

which I submitted tliem to experiment.

The Cockchaffer (Uanneton—Scarabaeus melolontha, Lin.)

being the commonest insect at the season when I began my opera-

tions, I made the elytra of that animal the subject of my researches.

I first submitted them to the action of water. One gramme

(15,444 Grs.) of the Cockchaffer's elytra, well cleaned, was in-

fused in cold water, for tw clve hours. When decanted, the water

was slightly tinged of a yellow colour and had become rather

less fluid.

To ascertain the substances dissolved in this liquid, I evapo-

rated the solution to dr)uess with a gentle heat. As the liquid

bt'came warm some greenish brown filaments formed in it, indi-

cating the presence of a small quantity of albumen. The same

elytra being treated repeatedly with water, the infusions were

mixed together and afforded by evaporation 004 of a gramme

(0,6176 Gr.) of a substance composed of extractive matter, and a

little coagulated albumen. The residuum acted on by water re-

stored the blue colour of litmus paper which had been reddened

by an acid. To discover the nature of the alkali, the extract was

calcined in a plafina capsule ; the small quantity of ashes, thus

obtained, dissolved with effervescence in an acid, and the solu-

tion gave a yellow precipitate with muriate of platina. Hence the

alcali was carbonate of potassa.
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Another gramme of the same elytra was treated seyeral times

with hot alcohol : the decanted liquors being evaporated, the ex-

tract obtained afforded some small drops of a brown oil. Water

took up from it a brown extractive matter, similar to that found in

tlie aqueous solution, together with a substance sensibly alkaline

to the taste. This liquor, in consequence of the presence of the

alkali, dissolved a little fatty matter, which separated on the ad-

dition of muriatic acid, the acid at the same time occasioning a

slight effervescence. The liquid, evaporated and calcined, left a

salt which gave a yellow precipitate with muriate of platina, con-

sequently it was muriate of potassa. Hence we find in this expe-

riment the carbonate of potassa observed in the aqueous infusion.

, When the extract of the alcoholic liquor which has acted on the

elytra is treated with water, a brown fatty matter is left which

spots paper like grease, and increases its combustibility. This

substance has a decided smell of bile.

Having submitted the elytra to the action of water and alcohol,

I wished to try that of potassa on them, which acts so powerfully

on all sorts of animal substances. For this purpose I took two

grammes (30'88 grs.) of elytra, and treated them with a hot solu.

tion of caustic potassa. The solution assumed a deep brown co-

lour. I renewed the solution several times, until it ceased to

have any further action on the elytra. During the action of the

alkali, a slight disengagement of ammonia was perceptible, as

happens in all solutions of animal substances in potassa.

The alkaline solutions had a deep biown colour, as before ob-

served. Saturated with muriatic acid, a brown flocouleiit matter

precipitated, and collected at the bottom of the vessel. The
alcohol became coloured yellow brown, and left, after evapora-

tion, a brown fatty matter, having (he odour of bile. This mat-

ter was the same as that extracted from the elytra by alcohol ; it

might perhaps be slighly altered, as it had been dissolved, and

probably saponified by the potassa. The portion of the precipi-

tate, insoluble in alcohol, was brown and solid. It was not parti-

cularly examined. The elytra after the action of the potassa, be-

came colourless, and transpaicnt like thin horn, without expe-

riencing any change in their original form. Tin y lost nearly three
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fourths of their weight by the operation, the two grammes fur-

nishing only 0-585 gramme (9-03 grs.) of transparent matter inso-

luble in potassa.

Having ascertained the presence of the different substances men-
tioned above in these organs, 1 was curious to enquire if they do
not also contain some saline matter in their composition. 1 there-

fore incinerated two grammes of elytra, previously boiled in water,

and consequently freed from all soluble salts.

AVhilst burning, the elytra exhibit a character which distin-

guishes them from the animal substances to which they are com-
monly compared. They neither fuse nor swell up like horn, hair,

or nails ; on the contrary, they remain solid as they burn and
leave a coal, whicli retains the form of the elytrum.* Two
grammes afforded by incineration 001 gr. (0.1544 gr.) or

—^dth of their weight of a white ash mixed with some yellow

specks. This ash thrown into water and treated with muriatic

acid, gave no appearance of effervescence ; it therefore contains

no carbonate. The whole dissolved in the acid, which was dis-

tinctly coloured yellow.

Ammonia gave a white precipitate with this solution, which was
also rendered turbid by oxalate of ammonia. Indicating the pre-

sence of lime, and prussiate of potassa turned it sensibly blue.

The ash, therefore, consisted of a mixture of phosphate of lime,

and a little phosphate of iron.

Having thus ascertained in the elytra the presence of 1. albu-

men ; 2, extractive matter soluble in water ; 3, a brown animal

substance soluble in potassa, and insoluble in alcohol ; 4, a

coloured oil, soluble in alcohol ; 5, a peculiar matter, constitut-

ing ith of the weight of the elytra ; and 6, three salts, viz. car-

bonate of potassa, phosphate of lime, and phosphate of iron ; I

proceed to the particular examination of these different substances,

especially those of which the elytra seem to be more essentially

composed, and I shall then look for them in the various parts of

the carapace of the insects. +

* The peculiar smell of animal matter when burnt, is not perceptible on
liiiTning the elytra. C.

f Carapace. The vaulted and generally osseous covering wliiih protects the

bodies of reptiles of the class chehnia, and within which thev <liaw ihpir head.
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Albumen is distributed through almost all the animal organs,

therefore it is uot surprising that it should be found in the horny

parts of insects ; it exists in thein, perhaps, only as the principle

of the nourishing juice impregnating those organs.

I have not particularly examined the extractive matter soluble

in water, nor the other brown substance soluble in potassa and

insoluble in alcohol, which I have mentioned above. M. Lassaigne,

who has made some experiments on elytra, informs me that he has

found the latter substance to be analogous to the animal matter

met with in the cochineal. This substance, which exists in consi-

derable quantity, seems to form the base of the colour of the horny

pieces, for the brilliant colours which serve as distinctive charac-

ters, are almost always merely superficial on the elytra. These

two bodies require to be more particularly studied, in order

thoroughly to understand their nature.

Of the substance having the appearance of horn.

I have said that this substance is obtained by treating the elytra

with a hot solution of potassa, and that it is consequently insoluble

in that re-agent, which merely deprives it of the other animal

matter with which it is associated.

This character at once distinguishes this body from many others,

as horn, hair, and epidermis, which, according to M. Vauquelin, are

nearly of the same nature and are all soluble in potassa. Like

them Chitine,* the name I have given this substance from the

Greek
x'^'^* ("^ covering), is soluble in sulphuric acid with the

assistance of heat. But nitric acid aifords a distinguishing charac-

ter of it : it is known that horn, hair, and epidermis become yel-

low in this acid, in consequence of the formation of a certain

quantity of the bitter matter of VVelther ; Chitine does not become

yellow by the action of nitric acid, but is dissolved when digested

in it with heat.

liinbii, and tail. The slicll ol thu tortoise is called its carapace. (See Diet,

deii Scioneex NaturelleK. A\^^. carapace.) C.

• K\ery man has a rifjlit to name his own child, but we think M. Odier

might have made a happier election. Blylrine would have been nioresigiiilieaiit

and at leait aft euphonious. Ei>.

k
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The manner in which this matter burns without fusing, but

leaving a coal which retains the original form of the organ, also

Serves to distinguish it. It cannot be confounded with the base of

gelatine which is soluble in boiling water, nor with skin Arhich is

of the same nature ; and it is distinguished from coagulated albu-

men by the solubility of the latter in potassa.

It was an interesting object to ascertain whether this substance,

whose characters as animal matter, are so peculiar, be really of

that nature, that is to say, whether it contain nitrogen. For this

purpose I burnt Chitine in a glass tube, phiciiig litmus paper that

had been reddened by an acid, at the mouth of the tube. If car-

bonate of ammonia be one of the products of the decomposition of

the elytra, it would restore the blue colour of the litmus paper.

But no such eflfect was produced, although it is well known, that

the smallest portion of nitrogen would form carbonate of ammonia.

Fearing lest I might have been deceived in this experiment by

some unknown cause, I repeated it several times, and always with

the same result.

This character, joined to that derived from the action of nitric

acid, which does not turn chitine yellow, can leave no doubt of

its vegetable nature, that is, that it contains no nitrogen. Assured

of this, I naturally was led to seek amongst vegetable substances,

the one most allied to Chitine. Lignin (woody fibre) is the only

proximate vegetable principle which can be compared with it. It

is in fact, the only body, I think, which burns without swelling

up, and whose coal retains the form of the original substance.

It is very remarkable that we should thus find in the frame work

of insects, the same substance that forms that of vegetables, or

which at least approaches it in many of its characters. This fact

will serve to confirm the opinion that nitrogen is not an essential

character of animal substances.

We have now, therefore, certainly attained the knowledge of a

peculiar, very singular matter, which forms the base of the ely-

tra of insects, and is distinguished by the following characters.

It is insoluble in potassa ;

Soluble in sulphuric acid, with the assistance of heat

;

Does not become yellow by nitric acid ;
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Burns without swelling, and

Contains no nitrogen.

But it was necessary to the end proposed in this analysis, io

ascertain whether this horn-like substance be likewise found in the

other hard parts of the bodies of insects. I easily satisfied myself

by treating the entire animal with caustic potassa ; by this opera-

tion the Scarabaeus nasicornis afforded me the carapace very well

freed from other matter, and transparent. All the hard parts re-

mained in the same state as before, except as regards their transpa-

rency ; the hairs, even, were still discernible, which consequently

differ in their nature from the hair of vertebrated animals. This

method I conceive might be advantageously employed for the pur-

pose of examining this covering in an anatomical point of view,

and for studying the parts of which it is composed.

The examination of the Scarabaei taught me that the membranes

of the wings are not formed of Chitine, and that the sinews, (jner-

vures) which are more solid, are of the same nature as the elytra,

that is, that they contain Chitine, animal matter, oil and salts.

The parenchymatous matter, which M. M. Thouvenel and Beau-

poil, and M. Robiquet found in their analyses of cantharides, is

nothing else but Chitine. From these facts, I think we may con-

clude, that Chitine is the base of the horny pieces of all insects,

of whatever order, and apparently (for I have not made the expe-

riment) we may extend this opinion (o the arachnides. But is the

presence of Chitine limited to this class, or shall we also find it in

the Crustacea ? The fact deserves the attention of naturalists and

would be well worthy of examination.

The chemists who have analysed Crustacea, and M. Chevreul the

last, have announced the prescnc*; of an animal suhstaiice in the

carapace of those animals wiiiiout distinctly stating its nature. M.
Geoffroy pretends that he has found in the upper layers of this

organ the cutis and epidermis of the vertebrated animals, hut we

shall sec that this naturalist was led into error by the external ap-

pearance of those parts.

In order to examine the animal matter of the shell of the Crus-

tacea, I macerated the carapiice of the common crab, for some

days, in water acidulated with muriatic acid. At the expirulioii
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of that time I took it out, perfectl)' freed from all earthy sub-

stances. Jii this state, the carapace is formed of laminie of a soft

flexible substance, with a light brown tint, laid one on the other.

Having well washed this substance, I dried it in order to compare

it with the chitine of insects. I first submitted it to the action of

potassa in wiiich I boiled it for a considerable time. The carapace

became white, and transparent, but did not dissolve. This was

already a strong reason for presuming that this matter was the same

as that from the insects ; but the action of nitric acid, and its de-

composition by heat, which presented the same characters that I

had observed in ciiitine, left me no doubt as to the absolute iden-

tity of th« two substances. I should have been glad to have exa-

mined likewise the animal matter of the Mollusca, Zoophyta, &c.

to ascertain if it be of the same nature as that of insects and Crus-

tacea ; but not being able to extend my researches at present, I

reserve those experiments for a future season.

Of the coloured oil contained iu the elytra.

We have seen that the elytra of the Cockchaffer treated with

alcohol, left, on evaporating the liquid, a brown oil. The Crioceris

7>iertligera, treated in the same manner, affoids a red oil, which,

as M. Lassaigne informed me, is still more beautiful if the elytra

be treated with ether. This oil changes readily by exposure to the

air, and loses its red colour. Observing the relation that exists

between the colour of these oils, and that of the insects from

which they are derived, I was led to conclude that it is to them

they owe their colours. Many other facts of the same nature have

confirmed this opinion. Reading M. Robiquet's memoir on Can-

tharidcs, in the 76th vol. of the Annales de Chimie, we. find that

by treating Cantharides, (previously digested in water till it had

no farther action) with alcohol, he obtained a fine green oil, simi-

lar to the colour of those insects.

We may conclude, I think, from these facts, that the colour of

the horny pieces of insects, is derived from an oil, coloured ac-

cording to the species. On examining those pieces, we observe

that the colour is merely superficial, their interior being coloured

by the brown animal matter.
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These observations prove that the colour of the bodies of in*

sects is owing to substances of the same nature as those which

tinge the hair and fur of vertebrated animals. These oils are de-

posited on the surface of the horny parts only during the last pe-

riod of the life of the chrysalis, for up to that moment the iosect is

covered with a colourless membrane.

Of the salts contained in the elytra of insects.

The elytra of the Cockchaffer contain, according to my experi-

ments, three salts, carbonate of potassa, phosphate of lime, and

phosphate of iron. Do all the horny parts of insects contain the

same salts ? To answer the question, I burnt several scarabasi

nasicornes, previously cleansed, and obtained for residuum a small

mass of white earthy matter, which nearly retained the form of

the body. I remarked that all the hairs had a fawn colour, owing

to the presence of phosphate of iron. I digested the ashes in

water, and obtained a strongly coloured alkaline lie; nitrate of

silver gave a white precipitate with the solution, soluble in nitric

acid ; muriate of baryta, also gave a precipitate, soluble in acid :

consequently an alcaline carbonate was dissolved in the water.

Muriate of platina gave a slight yellow precipitate with tiie solu-

tion—proving the alcali to be carbonate of potassa.

The portion of ashes, insoluble in water gave, like those of the

elytra, a mixture of the phosphate of lime, and phosphate of iron.

These observations attest the perfect similitude that exists between

the salts contained in the elytra, and those contained in the other

horny parts.

Having remarked, as I have said above, that the hairs of ih?.

Scarabaeus nasicornis remained yellow after calcination, I wished

to ascertain if that be a general character of the hairs of insects,

and for this purpose I incinerated a considerable quantity of them,

obtained from the bodies of several large peacock mollis, (^granils

paons— liumbijx pavonia ?) But the residuum was a white ash

mixed with only some yellow specks, that is, a mixture of much

phosphate of lime, with a little phosphate of iron. The fust ob-

nerved fact, therefore, was peculiar only to certain insects. By
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comparing tliese results with those obtained by M. Chevreul in his

experiments on the Crustacea, we see the difference between the

composition of the salts of the carapace of those animals, and that

of tlie salts of the same organs in insects.

The presence of sub-carbonate is a very remarkable character in

the latter, and is not found in the former. Phosphate of lime, which

exists in small quantity only in the Crustacea, forms the greater

part of the salts contained in the coverings of insects. The absence

of carbonate of lime in these, whilst it forms the base of the cara-

pace of the former, is another great point of difference : phosphate

of iron is here found accompanying the phosphate of lime, as it is

in almost all the parts of animals in which the latter is deposited.

It is very probable that a little phosphate of magnesia may form

part of the salts of the hard parts of insects, but the small quantity

of matter on which I operated did not allow me to seek for it ; I

grounded my supposition, however, on the observation of M.

Robiquet, who found phosphate of magnesia in cantharides, which

he supposed to have been derived from the skeletons of those

airimals.

The ditference that exists between insects and Crustacea, as to

the nature of the salts of their hard parts, proves very palpably the

error which some naturalists have fallen into, who have attempted

to establisli analogies of organization on the chemical nature of

those organs. According to their views, we should expect to find

nearly the same materials in insects, as in the Crustacea to which

they are so nearly allied, and yet we observe the most decided

difference. What becomes of the law which a distinguished natu-

ralist thinks he has observed, according to whom the superior ani-

mals are characterized by their bones being formed of most phos-

phate of lime, and a smaller proportioTi of carbonate, and the

inferior, by having a large proportion of carbonate and a small

quantity only of calcareous phosphate in their composition ? On
this view insects must quit the place assigned them by Nature, and

be associated with animals of the first order, to which, however,

no naturalist has pretended to ally them.

If the results I have obtained do not coincide with the ideas of

some naturalist", they will not, I believe, by any means astonish
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truly philosophical observers, vtIio Avill never found zoological

aifinities on characters so inconstant as the nature of the salts

which enter into the composition of the animal organs. Do we not

know that these bodies are subjected to the influence of external

causes of every kind ; that their composition varies with the habi-

tation, food and age of the respective individuals, and perhaps

from a number of other circumstances ? Were zoological affinities

to be founded on the chemical nature of the animal organs, instead

of seeking them in inorganic materials which vary from many

causes, and belong exclusively to no particular organs, but arc

found, either habitually, or accidentally in almost all, would it

not be more rational to found them on the nature of the animal

substance which, in truth, constitutes the organ, because it is the

product of vital action ? But, in my opinion, the chemical com-

position is incapable of confirming the established laws of zoology
;

its proper office seems to be to furnish us with facts calculated io

enlighten physiology concerning the formation and functions of

the organs. It is with this sole end that I undertook my present

labours, which are to be regarded merely as the point of departure

for subsequent researches, and as a feeble essay, in comparison

with what yet remains to be done on this subject.

Remarhs on the preceding Paper.

The results of the experiments detailed in the foregoing paper

seem to illustrate the beautiful gradations that prevail throu<'h the

whole range of animated nature, and to establish as it Mere a con-

necting link between the vegetable and the animal kingdoms. One
of the most striking diHerences, in the chemical con)position of

animal and vegetable substances, is the general prevalence of nitro-

gen in the former, as one of tlieir constituent elements, and the

want of it in the latter. It has, how^'ver, been long Known that

the rule is not in either case without exception ; thus nitrogen con-
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stitutes one of the elements of the hydrocyanic (Prussic) acid, and

according to Dr. Thomson, probably enters also into the compo-

sition of Indigo ; and Mr. Brande has very lately proved its exist-

ence in the vegetable salifiable bases, Cinchonia, Quinia, Mor-

phia and Strychnia.* Some animal substances, on the contrary,

are not found to contain any nitrogen, as picromel, and the animal

oils, including fat. The discovery of M. Odier, if it be one, is

not therefore absolutely new in a chemical sense, though none of

the substances enumerated above have any analogous functions in

the animal or vegetable economy, nor any external resemblance to

his Chitine, which he, not unaptly, considers to bear that relation

to insects, &c. that the woody fibre bears to plants, and which,

according to him, it most nearly resembles in its most obvious

properties.

M. Odier is led to his conclusion that Chitine contains no

nitrogen, from the phenomena, amongst others, which it pre-

sents when burnt in contact with the air, and especially from

its not giving off any carbonate of ammonia when distilled in close

vessels. I shall not dispute the accuracy of either of the facts,

but it seemed to mc, on reading his Memoir, that the absence of

nitrogen requires to be proved in a less equivocal manner than by

the mere negative result, that the volatile products of its distilla-

tion have no effect on the test papers exposed to their influence,

before we can safely adopt his conclusion that the Chitine is

really destitute of that element. Suppose an acid, the acetous for

instance, to be simultaneously formed in the distillation ; ammonia

might be evolved and yet escape detection by the test applied.

Such a case is at least possible, and the experiments I am about to

relate, render it, I think, not very improbable that it may have

occurred in the present instance.

The season of the year (winter) in which I made my experi-

ments, precluding the possibility of obtaining a sufficient quantity

of the same insects as those Odier operated on, I selected, because

most easily procured, the common Cantharides of the shops—Lytta

Tesicatoria, Linn.—Cantharis versicatoria of Olivier and Latreille.

* Journal of Science, vol. 16, p. 279.
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This insect, according to the two last authors, feeds on leaves ; it

is, therefore, as to its habits in that respect, similar to the Sca-

rabasus melolontha, and consequently not an improper subject

to supply its place for the purposes of the experiments in ques-

tion. Before I proceed to their detail, I shall briefly mention,
that I found the same saline and other substances, in the ashes
of the insects, as are mentioned by M. Odier, with the addition

of a small portion of silica and magnesia, and a slight trace of

manganese. Their mode of burning, in contact with the atmos-

phere, I also found perfectly to correspond with our author's

statements.

I took a certain quantity of the entire insects, previously reduc-
ed to a fine powder, and digested them nearly at a boiling heat in

a strong solution of caustic potassa, continuing the digestion for

several days, until the alkali had no further action on the residual

carapace, which was then thoroughly washed, and dried at the

temperature of 212° in a vessel connected with an exhausted re-

ceiver, containing a large surface of strong sulphuric acid. The
last process was continued at least 48 hours, till all traces of va-

pour had completely disappeared, and the carapace then immedi-
ately enclosed in a well stopped phial. When used, it was again

exposed to the heat of boiling water, to drive oflF any hygrometrical

moisture it might have absorbed, (of which like most other powders
it is extremely greedy) and weighed whilst warm. It was then suf-

fered to remain in the pan of the balance till it ceased to gain weight,

and the quantity of water so acquired deducted from that ob-
tained in the analysis. A further deduction was also made for the

incombustible matter contained in the carapace, and not separable

by the alkali. To be certain that it was pure, at least in the view
required by M. Odier, I subjected a portion to distillation in a
glass tube, in the neck of which a slip of moistened turmeric pa-

per, and another coloured blue by the juice of the Ilyacinthus non
scriptus, (an cxcocdingly delicate test for either acid or alkaline

matter) was enclosed—neither of which suffered discoloration in

the slightest degree. The carapace, thus prepared, was burnt in

gr«cn plass tubes, with proioxide of copper, having some clear

copper filings above the mixture, and over that a quantity of per-.

Vol. J. a
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fectly dry amianthus, in the admirable apparatus invented by Mr.

Cooper, employing at first a very gentle heat, and gradually raising

it until the part of the tube containing the carapace was bright red

hot throughout, and gas ceased to come over. The tube was then

carefully weighed in a very delicate balance, the water expelled

by heat, and the tube weighed again. The loss of weight (de-

ducting that of the hygrometrical water previously ascertained as

stated above) gave the quantity of water formed, and consequently

that of the hydrogen in the carapace. The exact volume of gas

at 60° produced by the combustion was next ascertained, and the

carbonic acid absorbed by caustic potassa, the volume of which

gave the weight of the carbon, and that of the residual gas, after

allowing for the atmospheric air in the vacant part of the tube,

gave in like manner the weight of the nitrogen, its real nature not

being taken for granted, but in every case ascertained by direct

experiment. The difference of weight of the sum of these ele-

ments, and the quantity of carapace employed, is assumed to de-

note the weight of the oxygen. I made many experiments in this

manner, both with peroxide, and protoxide of copper, but to

avoid prolixity, I shall give the results of the two last only, made

with the protoxide, premising that in all nitrogen was constantly

obtained, and in pretty uniform proportion.

Exp. 1. Three grains of carapace, the necessary deductions

being made for hygrometrical water and incombustible matter,

were found to be equivalent to 2-072 grains of pure dry carapace,

and gave, by the mode of operating described above

—

Grs. Grs.

Carbon 0-962 or per cent. 46'43

Hydrogen 0-129 6-22

Nitrogen 0-239 11-05

Oxygen 0-742 35-81

2-072 99-51

Exp. 2. 4-75 grains of the same carapace, equivalent to 3-28

grains in. a dry and pure stale gave

—
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Grs. Grs.

Carbon 1'300 or per cent. 45-73

Hydrogcu 0'187 5-70

Nitrogen 0-313 9-54

Oxygen 1-280 39.02

3-280 99-99

On heating the tube, to ascertain the quantity of water formed

in this experiment, (in which my friend J. F. Daniell, Esq. had

the goodness to co-operate) the first portions that came over ex-

haled a decided odour of prussic acid.

The near accordance of the preceding results entitles me to

consider them as not very wide of the true composition of the sub-

stance in question. That they are absolutely accurate, in regard

to the proportions of the several elements, I will not venture to

assert, but I think there can be no question as to their quality^ nor

that nitrogen is essentially necessary to the composition of the

carapace of insects, and consequently that M. Odier's conclusion

that it rather belongs to the vegetable than the animal kingdom is

erroneous.

I shall mention one more experiment.—An unweighed portion,

consisting of a mixture of the elytra of the Silpha obscura, a car-

nivorous insect, Geotrupes stercorarius, which feeds on dung,

and the Cetonia aurata, which feeds on vegetables, all perfectly

purified by potassa, so as not in the slightest degree to change the

colour of moistened turmeric paper exposed to the vapours in

distillation, were burnt with peroxide of copper, merely to ascer-

tain the quality of the gases produced. About 18 cubic inches

were collected, which, after the action of potassa, left 1-36 cubic

inch of nitrogen.

The Prussic acid formed in the second experiment mentioned

above is un additional proof that nitrogen is an element in the com-

position of the carapace, being as our readers are aware a com-

pound of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen.

J. G. C.

h2
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ANALYTICAL NOTICES.

CRITISH ENTOMOLOGY, or Illustrations and Descrip-

tions of the Genera of Insects, found in Great Britain and

Ireland; containing colouredJigures from Nature of the

most rare and beautiful species, and of the Plants upon

which they arefound. 5y John Curtis, F. L. S.

The first numbers of this interesting and useful work have just

made their appearance. We are not at ail disposed to withhold

the due proportion of approbation which we think it merits : but

we must take the liberty of throwing out a hint or two, by attend-

ing to which the author is, in our opinion, more likely to ensure

the success of his work, than he is by carrying it on in the

same style as the first numbers. We do not complain of the

execution of this work, for we think that the Entomological part

of it is very elegant and we believe it to be very correct, and

highly deserving of our warmest praise ; but we are far from

agreeing with the author in his assertion that " a knowledge of

botany is absolutely necessary iii order to be able to collect insects

with complete success ;" on the contrary we think that a general

acquaintance with the usual plants of the country is all that an

Entomologist requires 3 he does not need, nor are the drawings of

plants giveii in this work sufficient to convey to him, correct bota-

nical knowledge ; wherefore we think the author would do better

to confine himself to the entomological part of the work and to

make that as complete as possible, and not to waste his own time

and talent, and his subscriber's cash on those parts that are really

useless, because in themselves incomplete ; the British plants being

already well known, and a knowledge of them much better attain-

ed from standard works, already in the hands of most scientific

persons.
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Further, we cannot help regretting that Mr. Curtis has not

accompanied his English descriptions with Latin characters of each

genus : could they have been added they would have rendered

his work current on the continent to a much greater extent than it

will be in its present form.

As an entomological work we think the one before us bids fair to

become a most decided proof of the superiority of British talent.

The first number contains, tab. 1, Cicindela Sylvicola ; tab. 2,

Velia Rivulorum ; tab. 3, Deilepiiila Euphorbiae ; tab. 4, Pel-

tastes Pini ; tab. 5, Ctenophora ornata.

The second number consists aXaoo^Jive plates representing, tab.

6, Nebria livida ; tab. 7, Odenesis Pini; tab. 8, Chrysis ful-

gida ; tab. 9, Anthrax ornata; tab. 10, Notonecta raaculata.

We had written thus far when we observed on the wrapper of the

second number a notification that the number of plates given each

month is to be reduced to four, thus virtually advancing the price

of the work ; we are indeed concerned to observe this, for we are

persuaded that it must suifer from such a measure. The author

would have done a much more acceptable service to science if he

had increased the number of plates as he migiit very well have

done, by omitting these common plants, and adding another genus

of insects.

A SuppLFMENT to the Appendix of Capt. Purrj/'s Voyage

for the discover 1/ of a north-west passage in 1819-20 ; con-

taining an account of the subjects of natural history.

The articles on Mammalia, Birds, Fishes, and marine invertebrate

animals, contained in this small volume are by Capt. Sabine; the

land invertebrate animals by the Rev. W. Kirby; and the Shells

by Mr. J. E. Gray.

Of the tw-' Ive Mammalia that arc here mentioned as natives of

the Arctic Regions, only one is descril)ed as a new species, namely

the Lepus glacialis or Polar Hare, which is white, its ears longer

than the head, with black lips, its tail ublrcviutcd, and its claws

broad, depressed, and strong ; it is also smaller than the common
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hare, and than the Lepus variabilis. It was killed in abundance

on Melville Island.

Thirty-two species of birds are noticed as having been seen

within the Arctic circle. The characters which distinguish the

Rock Grous, Tetrao rupestris, from the Ptarmigan, Tetrao lago-

pus, are distinctly stated : but not a single new species is de-

scribed in this supplement. Of the eight fish that arc mentioned

two are described as new, and two others are noticed as doubtful.

The two new species are, 1st Blennius po/arw; imberbis, pinnis

anali, caudali, dorsalique, unitis : of which one individual was

found on the shore of North Georgia. 2d. Coitvk polaris ; im-

berbis, capite spinis duabus, operculis spinis quatuor, armatis. It

appears that only six species of insects were collected in the high

latitude from the beginning of September to the beginning of Au-

gust, most of which are described by Mr. Kirby as new : they are

1st BoMBYX Sabini ; cinereous wings incumbent, antennae of the

male setaceous, bipectinate at the base, with short rays. " Accord-

ing to the modern system this species nuglit probably be regarded

as belonging to a new genus, but the specimens are too much in-

jured to enable me to get a clear idea of the palpi, consisting of two

joints ? if admitted as such it might be named Psjjchophora.

P'rom the length of the tongue it seems to come between the other

Bombycidce and Noctua, though in habit and stature it approxi-

mates to PhalcB7ia, J^ab. It was found in a swampy part of Mel-

ville Island." 2d. Bombus arcticus , black, with the base and

apex of the thorax and the anterior half of the abdomen pale yellow.

Length of the body, male 7 lines, female 1 1 lines. Si/n. Apis

alpina O.Fabr. Faun. Grcenl. 155, distinct from the LinneanApis

alpina. 3d. Ctengphora ParriV: black, wings brownish with a

white marginal spot towards the apex, surmounted by a black one,

tip of the margin of the abdominal segment pale. Length 5\ lines.

4th. CuiKONOMUS jJo^«r?Vy blacky abdomen hairy, wings lacteous.

Length 4 lines.

A small caterpillar and a very miimte spider, added to the

above, completes the list of Polar insects.

Of Invertebrate marine animals Captain Sabine mentions thirty-

three, which he has arranged according to the Lamarckiau system.
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The unknown species he has described are 1st, Dian^A. glacialit;

campanulata, pistillo ore quadrangalare, costis quatuor cirrl.pro-

ductis. Found in Baffin's Bay and the adjacent seas, but rare,

^d. AsTtRiAS polaris ; peatagona, pagina superiore tesselato-gra-

nulata, margine articulate ^pinoso : a single specimen was taken

by a drag net on the coast of Melville Island. 3d. Phoxiciiilus

proboscideus ; proboscide corpore duplo longiore, maadibulis nul-

lis, palpis inuDgulatis : found at ebb tide on the shores of the

North Georgian Islands. 4th. Ivotek Baffini; linearis, anten-

nis externis corpore longioribus, dorso spiiioso, caudse segraento

ultimo elongate, apice subulato : brought up by the traXvl in con-

siderable numbers from twenty fathoms depth on the west coast of

Baffin's Bay. 5th. Gammarus loricutus ; rostro corniformi deflexo,

dorso carinato, segmentis postice et acute productis : in pools of

water left by the ebb tide on the shores of the Polar Sea. 6th.

TALnnvs Edvardsiw ; rostro corniformi, antenuis subaequalibus,

corpore ovato depresso, caud^ compressa, tricarinata, spinosa :

bronght up in the trawl on the western coast of Davis' Strait. 7th.

TALiraus CyanecB ; capite obtusissimo, antennis subajqualibus,

corpore latiore, pedibus quatuor anticis inunguiculatis: parasitic

on the Cyanea arctlca. 8th. Qkkhgos septemcarinatus ; thorace

septemcarinato; carinis serratis
;
pedibus secundi paris brevissimis

inunguiculatis : taken in the trawl on the west coast of Davis'

Strait. 9th. AhPiihvs polaris ; thoracis dimidio posteriore lasvi,

anteriore carinato serrato ; chelis et unguibus apice nigris ; brought

up from fifty fathoms depth on the coast of Melville Island. Of

most of the above and of several other marine invertebrate animals

there are apparently correct figures in the work before us.

Several new species of shells arc described by Mr. Gray in

this little volume ; the first, namely, Buccm. Sabinii is pro-

bably only a variety of Buccm. corneuvi. 2d. Nucula urctica.

Testa ovali-elliplica, l<evis, tenuis, fragilis, fiavescens ; latere an-

.tico lato, rotundato, postico brevi, oblique trnncato. 3d. Ni-

CAKiA crenalu ; testa ovali-elliptica, virescens, concentric^ sul-

cata; luuulk oblongo-lanceolat^ impressa ; margine crcnulato.

4th. CiiAssiNA urctica ; testa subrotundo-ovata, convexa. nigra,

concentrice slriokta 3 unibuney bubsulcati ; lunula impresja ob>
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']ongo-ovata; marglne integerrimo. 5th, Auca glacialis; testi

ovali-elliptica, tenui, ^illos^, alM, concentrice et transversim

striata ;
postice rotundata ; umbonibus approximatis ; dentibus

- sub-obsoletis ; margine integerrirao. 6th, Modiola lavigatai

testa ovali-elliptica, convexa, virescens, antice obsolete costo-

striata, postic^ rotundata laevigata. 7th, Pecten vitreus ; testa

-orbicularis, tenuis, hyalina, planulata, laevissima, lucida, sub-

aequivalvis
J auriculis subequalibus, Ixvibu?. 8th, Balanus gla-

-cialis ; testa subcylindrica, obiiqua, albida, obsolete transTersim

striata ; operculo antice profunde transversiai sulcato, postice

. irregulariter striato ; apice acuto, inflexo.

In the paper on Rock Specimens, furnished by Mr. Konig, is

the description of a new species of fossil Zoophyte, which he has

called Catenipora Parrii ; the following are its characters ; C. tu-

bulis crassiusculis, compressis, collectis in laminas siuuatas varie

inter sese coalitas ; tubulorura orificies ovatis saepe confluentibus ;

dissepimentis confertissimis : found by Captain Parry in Prince

Regent's Inlet, at the foot of a high hill ;

—

in transition LimC'

stone ?

On FOSSIL SHELLS, 6^ Lewis Weston Dillwyn,
Esq. F. R. S.*

The object of this paper seems to be to draw the attention of

Geologists to Fossil Shells as being the most numerous, and gene-

rally the best preserved organic remains, and consequently the

most interesting for geological research. By availing ourselves of

certain analogies, proved by the exact conformity in the struc-

ture of many of these fossils with living genera, Mr. Dillwya

thinks some circumstances attending the geological distribution

of Fossil Shells maybe observed, which have hitherto escaped

notice. The principal circumstance which Mr. Dillwyn has

pointed out, is the remarkable paucity of the Carnivorous Trache-

lipodes in the older beds, from the Transition Lime to the Lias,

in which the chambered (^Carnivorous) Cephalopoda abound:

and judging from the occurrence in such great numbers of the

* Philosophical Transactions, 182S. ' Read Junt the 5th.
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carnivorous Trachelipodes in the formation above the chalk, Mr.

D. thinks that the vast and sudden decrease of one predaceous

tribe, has been provided for b)- the tiezc creation of many genera,

and a myriad of species possessed of similar appetencies, and yet

formed for obtaining their prey by habits entirely different from

those of the Cephalopodes.

Small circular holes bored in shells by the predaceous Trache-

lipodes, so common among recent shells, and also not unfrequent

among the fossils, but to be seen only in those of tertiary forma-

tions, suggest to Mr. D. the probability that the Aporrhaides* and

other fossil Trachelipodes, that occur in secondary formations,

though really carnivorous, were in the habit of feeding only on

dead animals. We do not think this altogether confirmed by
fact, for in the green sand, the newest (we believe) in which the

Aporrhaides occur, many of the bivalves are pierced exactly in

the same manner as by the carnivorous Trachelipodes : at the

same time we ought to remark, that the general contents of the

green sand, are such as would warrant the supposition, that its

formation was anterior to the generality of tertiary formations,

and posterior to the secondary, inasmuch as it contains Ammo-
nites as well as carnivorous Traclielii)odes. We think the

Scientific Enquirer would be amply repaid for the trouble of

pursuing the subject of Mr. Dillwyn's paper.

[The three following notices are extracted from the " Memoires

de la Societc d'histoire naturelle de Paris." We reserve the ac-

count of two other papers contained in the same volume, (" On
the Geology of the Environs of Antwerp," and " on the Genus

Mclanopsis," for another opportunity.]

Memoir on Branchiobdclla, a new Genus o/ANNELIDES
of the familj/ IIiRUDiNEiE, hji/ M. Aug. Odieii.

The animal which forms the subject of this Memoir is parasitic,

and was found on the branchia: of the Crayfish. The generic

characters assigned to it are as follows :

—

• From Aporrhai**, a generic name given by Pctivcr to the Strombu*' Prs-

Peltcuiii. Linn.
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Body contractile, slightly flattened, composed of seventeen

rings, terminated by a prehensile disk ; head oblong, famished

with two lips ; mouth with two horny, triangular maxillae, the

upper one the larger ; without eyes.

The situation of this genus is between Hirudo and Trochetla.

It is Tiviparous.

Name of the species, B. Astaci, B.

Memoir on ACHLYSIA, a new genus of Trachean Arach'

nides, by M. J. V. Aubouin.

This singular parasitical animal, discovered by M, Audouin,

attached to the upper part of the abdomen of Dytiscus marginalis

under the wings, is of an ovoid general form, very much resem-

bling a common glass retort, with an elongated bulb, and a very

short rounded neck, abruptly recurved upon the bulb, and form-

ing a deep notch. Its colour, after having been preserved for

Several months in spirits of wine, was a bright yellow orange,

Taried with lemon yellow ; its head, if indeed it exists, is not

distinguished from the body : it has no eyes, nor antennae, nor

thorax, nor is the body divided into segments,—in fact, it appears

to possess neither respiratory nor excretory organs : but it has

six legs and a small beak (su^oir), behind which is placed the

sternum, divided into three pairs of squarish laminae, and may be

considered as the first joints of the legs, one of which takes its

rise from the upper corner of each of these square lamina; : the

legs have six joints each, and are terminated by a point : the beak

and legs are placed in the above-mentioned deep notch, so that

when attached by its beak, the animal can only lie on one side.

M. Audouin places the Achlysia next to Leptus of Latreille, and

names the species A. Dytisci,

Explanation of Plate 4.

f. 2. Shows two specimens of Achljjsia Dytisci^ of tlieir natural

size, adhering to the abdomen of a Dytiscus, whose elytra and

wings have been taken away to expose them.
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f. 3. Profile view of the right side of an Acblysia,

/. 4. The animal opened on the side of the belly.

f. 5. Profile view of the left side of an Achlysia.

J". 6. The beak and six legs.

jf. 7. Portion of the Achlysia very highly magnified : this figure

shows that the beak and legs, situated at tlie base of the notch,

had not the power of reaching to its lower orifice, and that it is

only by lying on its sides, which are very compressed, that it

can attach itself to external objects.

Note on the genus Astarte, Sowerhy, (Cbassina, Z.fl-

marcJ:,) hy M. de le Jonkaire, Cjj. 127.

J

After some remarks on the strata in which the fossil species

of this genus are found, a monograph is given of the whole of

them, comprising four new species from the " Calcaire grassier'"

nine from Sowerby's Mineral Conchology ; and three from Broc-

chi (Venus Br.).

The author very properly retains the name given to this genus

by Sowerby, long before Lamarck's work appeared,—following

the genera of recent and fossil shells, by Mr. G. B. Sowerby.

The names of the species enumerated are as follows—A. Omaliiy

Corbuloides, Basteroiiiy Buriinea, fjonkaire,) luckla, elegans^

cuneatUy plana, oblirjituia, lineata, excavata, planata, rugata^

(Sowerby), senilis, incrassata, tli/sera, (Veneres, Brocchi).

Figures are given of the four first, and of A. rugata, Sow.

B.

Mineral Conchologi/,

Thk 78tii number of this work contains, Plate 444, yhtarle

trigonalis, orbicularis ni\d piimila ; PI. 451, Ammonites Iwvius-

cuius, corrugatus and varicosus ; PI. 452, ylm. Turneri: Pi. 453,

Am. rotiformis ; PI. 454, Jm. muKicustutus ; PI. 455, Adteoa

cUspidalus and acutus.
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Genera ofRecent and Fossil Shells.

The 22d number contains Melania, Melanopsis^ to which is

united Pirena oi Lam. ; Serpula including Spirorbis, Vermetus,

and Fermilia, Lam,; Cassis; and Umbrella; in his account of

this latter genus Mr. Sowerby has explained the cause of De Blain-

Tille's mistake, -which gave rise to the name Gastroplax, which

he has applied to the animal ; for he has shown that in the iden-

tical specimen examined by De BlainTille, the shell has been de-

tached from its natural situation on the back, and fixed with cement

to the under part of the foot.

AuT. XVIL

—

Proceedings of Learned Societies on subjects

connected with Zoology.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

The first meeting of this Society for the present session took place

on the 20th of November last, when the Croonian Lecture was read,

On the Anatomy of the Human Brain, as compared zoith that

of Fishes, Insects, and Worms ; by Sir E. Home, Bart. V. P.

11. S.

This lecture was very short, and consisted, principally, of re-

marks illustrative of the microscopical drawings by Mr. Bauer,

with which it was accompanied, some more particular observations

being reserved for the explanation of them. Occasion was taken

to award a high and just tribute to the microscopical investigations

of Swammerdam, which were unequalled by any, it was remark-

ed, except those of Mr. Bauer. The ability of both observers was

of such and so rare a nature, that, with respect to each, it had

been ascribed to some particular construction of the microscope ;

and it had even been suspected that Swammerdam had a peculiar

method of using the instrument, which had died with him.
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A portion of very recent human brain, merely steeped in dis-*

tilled water, was examined by Mr. Bauer, who perceived in it rows

of globules proceeding in straight lines from the cortical into the

medullary part. A comparison Avas instituted of the human brain

with the same organ in fishes, insects, and worms. In the Tench,

the brain has a central cavity, and its basis is nodulated. In the

Bee, that organ is larger in proportion than in the other insects

which have been examined ; it is also large in the Moth and in the

Caterpillar.

The reading was commenced, likewise, o( Some Observations on

the Migration of Birds ; by the late Dr. Edwaud Jenner, F. R.S. ;

communicated by his nephew, Mr. W. H. Jenner.

Nov, 27.—The reading of Dr. Jenner's paper was concluded.

Dr. Jenner had intended to present this paper to the Royal So-

ciety himself, but was prevented from fully completing it, as to

arrangement, by his extensive correspondence on the subject of

vaccination. It commenced with some general observations oa

the Migration of Birds, and particularly wish respect to their ca-

pability of taking such great flights as migration must require, and

which some writers have questioned. Dr. Jenner brought forward

various facts, to show that there were no grounds for such doubt

;

among which were the following: a Hobby-hawk was seen in a

vessel near Newfoundland ; and an Owl, seemingly the common

brown owl, flying above the Atlantic wave, with as much agility

as if pursuing a mouse in the fields ; Cuckoos, Snipes, and other

birds, have likewise been seen in the Atlantic ; a flock of birds

resembling Linnets settled on the rigging of a ship, remained awhile

chirrupping in concert, and then flew away; Geese have been

caught in Newfoundland with their crops full of maize, a species

of corn w liich is not giown but at an immense distance fiom that

island. The discussion of this l)rancli of the subject was succeeded

by some remarks on the faculties of discrimination and guidance

which must be exercised by birds, in the long flights thus taken,

and which, Dr. J. conceived, must be of some peculiar :ind un-

known nature ; I'igeons, it was observed, which have been taken

ceT«ral hundred miles, completely secluded from the light, by

being shut up in a box, will, when set at liberty, immediately

return to the place whence they were taken. The periodical dis-
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appearance and return of birds has been ascribed to hybernation,

but of this Dr. Jenner never witnessed an instance ; uor could he

ever obtain any satisfactory evidence of it. When birds appear

for the season, they are never in the emaciated and weakened

state attended with loss of fat, which characterizes hybernaling

quadrupeds when they quit their retreats ; the birds, on the con-

trary, are quite vigorous, and as active as at any period. With

regard to the supposed immersion of birds in ponds and rivers for

the winter. Dr. J. remarked, that their respiratory organs are very

similar in structure to tliose of quadrupeds, and are no better

adapted for performing their functions under water. lie took a

Swift, about the 10th of August, or on the eve of its departure,

and held it under water, when it died in two minutes. It has been

conjectured, that repeated alternate immersions and emersions

might have the effect of altering the corresponding action of the

heart and lungs ; but though Swifts and Martins, it was observed,

in reply to this conjecture, frequently splash in the water over

which they are skimming, yet they never immerge themselves in

it, and indeed if they were to do so, their wings would become so

wet as to prevent their flying. The common Duck, when pursued

and forced to dive repeatedly, by a water-dog, arrives at the sur-

face again much exhausted ; as is likewise the case with Grebes

and Auks, after repeated diving. Dr. Jenner had been in the

habit of receiving Newfoundland Dogs from that country, and had

ascertained that they never continued under water for more than

thirty seconds, and even then seemed confused when they came

up. It had been asserted that negro and other divers remained

under water several minutes ; but Dr. J. conceived this assertion to

be grounded only on a vague guess, and that the time was not

accurately measured.

The next division of the paper related to the remarkable effect

of instinct in birds, of their returning to build on the same spot

for many successive seasons. The author took twelve Swifts from

their nests in a barn, indelibly marked them all, by taking off two

claws from one foot of each, and then set them at liberty. Some

of them were caught again on the same spot, at the expiration of a

year, and otiiers after two years bad elapsed ; they were not at-
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tended to afterwards, but at the expiration of seven years from

their original capture, one of these marked Swifts was brought in

by a cat.

Dr. Jenner next proceeded to state, as the cause of the migra-

tion of birds, that the tumid and enlarged state of the testes in the

male, and of theovaria in the female, at the season of their depar-

ture, prompt the animals to seek those countries where they can

obtain proper succours for their offspring ;—that, in fact, the nest-

lings are the objects of this provision. The parent birds leave the

countries they migrate from at a time when their own wants are

completely supplied ; and they remain in those to which they mi-

grate, no longer than suffices for the rearing of their young. Thus

the Swifts arrive in this country about the 5th or 6th of April, and

depart hence about the 10th of August.—Dr. Jenner here observed,

as a remarkable circumstance, that Ray, who attributed the mi-

gration of fishes to its true cause, that of seeking proper situations

for spawning, overlooked the corresponding impulse as actuating

birds. The Martins leave this country successively, some conti-

nuing to rear a brood much later than others : many of these birds

roost in the walls of Berkeley Castle ; and Dr. Jenner found, by

dissecting a number, taken at the same time, that the ovaria of

the females were in a variety of states ; in some the eggs being no

bigger than hemp seed, while in others they were as large as peas ;

the testes of the males exhibiting analogous degrees of tumidity.

Swallows are seen flying over pools and waters in spring, in

search of the gnats on which they are then obliged to feed ; and

not because they have arisen from the waters. Their usual food,

like that of Swifts and Martins, is a species of scarabaeus, as the

author ascertained by dissection.

Birds that rear several broods in the season, frequently leave

the last brood to perish ; thus a pair of Swifts that had brought up

three broods in one nest left the fourth to perish ; and the mother

came back in the following year, threw out the skeletons, and laid

in the nest a:rain. Many nests of late birds, of various species, are

deserted in this manner by the parent animals ; but the latter thus

leave the country when it abounds with their own food.

The young birds, it wa» remarked, cannot be directed in their
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migratory flights by the parents, but must be guided by some un-

known principle : if it be admitted in the case of Swifts, Martins,

and other birds associating together in flocks, that the young may

be directed by the motions of their fellows, yet this cannot be the

case with the Nightingales ; nor with the Cuckoos, who, though

reared in the nests of many diff'erent birds, are regularmigrators.

The parent Cuckoo has left the country before its young are rear-

ed, always departing early in July.

Dr. Jennernext gave some particulars relative to the enlargement

of the testes and ovaria in birds, supplementary to those which have

been pointed out by Mr. John Hunter. In those birds who pair but

for a short time the testes are small, while in those with whom the

connubial compact is of long continuance, they are large. In the

Cuckoo, a polygamist, and who continues with the female but for

a very short time, the testes are of the size of a vetch only ; but

in the Wren, whose attachment to his mate extends from spring to

autumn, they are equal to a pea la magnitude ; thus much larger

in the latter than in the former, in proportion to the size of the

bird. A continued supply of generative power is required in birds

who pair for a long time, in case the brood should be destroyed

—

but in those like the Cuckoo this provision is unnecessary.

The winter birds ofpassage leave this country for precisely the

same reason that impels the spring migrators to come hither ; some

of them, as the Wild-duck and the AVood-pigeon, which occa-

sionally build here, are irregular in their migration ; the most re-

gular are the Red-wing and the Field-fare, of whose building in

this country Dr. Jenner never met with an instance. The food of

the former, he observed, is not haws, or the fruit of the white

thorn, as has been stated, but worms and insects, which they

gather from the ground, feeding in flocks ; Dr. J. had seen them

dying of famine when haws were abundant. A gentleman saw a

flock of Field-fares on the day before the thawing of the great

frost of 1794, and they seemed as wild and vigorous as if in sea-

son; he shot one, which Dr. Jenner examined, and found to be

in excellent condition, but there was no food in the stomach, and

the last which the animal had eaten was digested: now as the

ground was covered with snow, and as the long frost had destroy-
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ed erery thing they could feed on, these Field-fares raust have

returned here for a short time, iu consequence of the inclemency

of the weather abroad. Red-wings and Field-fares always leave

this country when they are in the best condition. The approach

of severe frost is indicated by the arrival of water-birds, as that of

thaw is by the coming of the spring migrators. Birds often out-

strip in their migrations the progress of the frost itself. Dr. Jen-

ner considered that Dr. Darwin must have been mistaken in what

he says respecting Cuckoos seen feeding their young. The birds

iji question must have been Goat-suckers, which are very easily

confounded Avith Cuckoos by those who are not fully conversant

with the characters of their plumage, &c.

This very interesting paper concluded with a recapitulation of

the principal facts contained in it, and of the author's views re-

specting them.

Dec. 11.—A paper was communicated, On the Nature of the

Acid and Saline Matters usualljj existing in the Stomachs of Ani-

mals ; by William Pkout, M.D. F.R.S.

The object of this paper was to prove, that the acid usually

found to exist in the stomach of animals during the digestive pro-

cess is the muriatic acid, and that the saline matters consist chiefly

of the alkaline muriates.

The method adopted by the author to prove this, was to digest

the contents of the stomach of a rabbit, or other animal, in distilled

water as long as they imparted any thing to that fluid. The solu-

tion was then divided into four equal portions. The first of these

was evaporated to dryness in its natural state, and the residuum

burnt, by which means the muriatic acid in union with & Jixed

alkali was ascertained. Another portion was super-saturated with

potash, evaporated to dryness, and burnt as before, and thus the

/o^a/ quantity of muriatic acid present determined. A third por-

tion was exactly neutralized with a solution of potash of known

strength, which gave the proportion offree acid present. A fourth

portion was reserved for miscellaneous experiments. From the

results thus obtained, checked by others, the author was enabled

to ascertain the proportion of muriatic acid present, whether in

union with a fixed or volatile alkali, or in an unsaturated state;

Vol. £. i
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and the quantity in the latter state was always found to be con-

siderable, and in some instances greater than the quantity in com-

bination. Dr. Prout obtained similar results in different animals,

as well as in the human subject, and in one instance, from twenty

ounces of fluid ejected from the human stomach, in a severe de-

rangement of that organ, he found upwards of half a drachm of

muriatic acid of specific gravity 1-160.

January 29, 1824.—A Paper was communicated by Sir E.

Home, entitled " Observations on the Iguana tuberculata, or

common Guana; by The Rev. Lansdown Guilding, B. A.

F.L.S."

This paper commenced with some remarks on the necessity in

zoology of describing animals from living specimens ; in conse-

quence of inattention to which, naturalists had committed various

errors in describing the characters of certain lizards, particularly

in representing their gular process as a pouch capable of dilata-

tion. The principal object of Mr. Guilding's observations on the

Guana, was briefly to describe an organ on the parietal bones of

the head of that animal, to which he gives the appellation of

foramen Homianum, in honour of Sir E. Home. It does not

afford a passage to any nerve or blood-vessel.

Mr. G. proposed, should it be acceptable to the Royal Society,

to lay before that body a general anatomical account of the Saurian

reptiles of the Antilles.

tINNEAN SOCIETY.

The first meeting of this Society, after the summer recess, took

place on the 4th of November, 1823. Among the presents then

received, were specimens of 85 species of birds, which had been

sent from the East Indies by Major General Hardwicke, F. R.

and L. S. ; together with a curious species of Musk Rat ; and

the head of J7itilope quadricornis, (the Chikara of Bengal,)

General Hardwicke's description of which had been read to the

Society, on the 17th of the preceding June.

The papers read were as follows :

A description of the Swallow-tailed Falcon, Falco fiircutusy
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Linn. ; taken near Hawes, in Wensley Dale, Yorkshire, in 1805 ;

and

A Description of a Bird, supposed to be the Rallus pusillus of

Latham, shot at the same place in 1807; by W. Fothergill, Esq.

;

communicated by Dr. Sims.

Observations on the Genus Onchidium of Buchanan, with a

description of a new Species ; by the Rev. Lansdown Guilding,

B.A. F.L. S.

In these observations Mr. Guilding gives the following im-

proved generic character of Onchidium ; Class Mollusca ; Ord.

Cephala ; Div. Gasteropoda : " Corpus oblongum, repens, sub-

tus planum. Penula carnosa pedem totum tegens. Os anticum,

longitudinale. Anus posticus, infra. Tentacula duo, retractilia.

Oculi terminales" He enumerates six species ; one of them a

new one, and thus characterized : " O. occidentale dorso fusco,

atomis brunneis elevatis sparsis, ventre pallido, lateribus livido-

maculatis, brachiis apice divisis." Found in moist places in the

mountainous parts of St. Vincent's.

November 18.—The reading was commenced of a paper, en-

titled " Experiments and Observations on the Light and Luminous

Matter of the Lumpyris noctiluca, or Glow-worm ; by John

Murray, F.L.S." &c.

December 2.—The reading of Mr. Murray's paper was con-

tinued.

December \6.—The reading of Mr. Murray's paper M'as con-

cluded ; and the following communications were likewise read.

Observations on some of the terrestrial Mollusca of the West
Indies ; by the Rev. Lansdown Guilding.

Among the species described in this paper were Ilelicina occi-

dentalism corpore li?ido, dorso tentaculisque atris, oculis promi-

nulis ;—in montibus sylvosis Sancti Vincentii. Bulimus hcemas-

lomus, corpore olivaceo-nigro, corrugato : pcde subtus pallido:

capitc bifjiriam crenato ; in dumetis Antillarum. Bulimutus

strumineus. Pupa undulutu.

An Account of some rare West Indian Crabs; also by Mr.

Guilding.

January 20, 1824.—At this meeting a collection of Birds, in-
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clading several species of Gull, and among them Larus Sabi/ti,

with a skull of the Walrus, Trichecus rostnarus, were presented

by Mr. Mogg, one of the companions of Captain Parry, in his late

voyage. A specimen of Siren lacertina, and one of a new species

of Cyprinus vivipariis, were also presented by Don Vincente de

Cervantes, Professor of Botany in the University of Mexico.

A paper was read, on a new species of the genus Gadiis ; by

Mr. Jonathan Couch, of Polperro, in Cornwall. This diminutive

species, called by fishermen the Mackarel Midge, is only an inch

and a quarter in length ; its proportions are nearly those of the

Whiting.

The Zoological Club of the Linnean Society, the institution of

which we have recorded below, communicated a paper, On the

Natural Affinities that connect the Orders and Families of Birds;

by N. A. Vigors, Esq. M. A- F. L.S.

February 3.—The reading of Mr. Vigors' paper was resumed

and continued.

ZOOLOGICAL CLUB.

Tjie first meeting of this Association, the establishment of

which has been for some time contemplated, was held in the apart-

ments of the Linnean Society, on the 29th of November last, the

birth-day of our celebrated countryman, John Ray. The Club is

composed of members of the Society devoted to the study of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, and has been organized with

the view of advancing the knowledge of those Sciences, in all

their branches, under the sanction of the Society. The Club will

not have any public.ttions of their own, but will submit all

original communications made to them to the Council of the

Linnean Society, to be dealt with as are other communications

made to that body.

Before the Club proceeded to the election of their officers and

other business of the day, an admirable opening address, explana-

tory of the views of the Association, was delivered by the Rev.

W. Kirby, F. R. and L. S., who liad been unanimously called

to the chair. The following members were then appointed to

form the committee and ofliccrs, for the m.anagement of tiie aifairs
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of the Club for the ensuing year ; Joseph Sabine, Esq. Chairman
;

J. F. Stephens, Esq. Treasurer ; N. A. Vigors, Esq. Secretary,

Rev. W. Kirby, A. H. Haworth, Esq., Thomas HorsfieW, M.D.,

Thomas Bell, Esq., E. T. Bennet, Esq., and G. Milne, Esq.

The meetings of the Zoological Club, at which all the mem-

bers of the Linnean Society are entitled to be present, are held

in the Society's apartments in Soho Square, at eight o'clock in

the evening, on the second and fourth Tuesdays of every month,

throughout the year.

GEOLOCICAL SOCIETY.

November!.—A letter was read, dated May 10, 1823, from

George Cumberland, Esq. Hon. Mem. G.S., " On a Fossil of the

Chalk," accompanied by a drawJng.

A letter was read, dated July 14, 1823, from the same gentle-

man, " On a new species of Encrinus found in the Mountain

Limestone, near Bristol."

November 21.—An extract of a letter was read from the Rev.

Lansdown Guilding, F. L. S. M. G. S. containing " An Account

of a Fossil found in the Blue Lias at the Berkeley Canal, near

Gloucester," accompanied by the fossil.

A paper was read, " On the Lias of the Coast in the vicinity of

Lyme Regis, Dorset, by H. T. De la Beche, Esq. F. R. & L. S.

M. G. S. ; to which is subjoined an account of the various fossil

shells, and other organic remains found in the lias, accompanied

with several descriptive drawings.

AiiT. XVIII. Scientific Notices,

LINNEAN SOCIETY OP CALVADOS.

We have tlio pleasure of announcing the formation of a new

Association, at Caen in Normandy, for the express purpose of

studying the Natural History of the Department, under the title

of Socie'te' Linnee'ne dv Calvados." Wc rejoice in the forma-
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lion of this Society, as an evidence that the love of ou?- favourite

science, is becoming every day more and more extended. We
are of opinion that such associations, if conducted in a liberal and

open mannerj are beneficial to Society, and to Science in par-

ticular, because we think that the knowledge of the works of

the great Creator is yet in its infancy among men, how consider-

able soever the progress already made in such knowledge may be.

Nearly contemporaneous with " The Linnean Society of Cal-

vados,'^ is " The Zoological Club of the Linnean Society

OF London," of which we have already taken notice in a former

page. As well wishers to the extension of the delightful study

in which we are engaged, we congratulate the students in

Natural Science upon their formation, and sincerely hope that

their success may be commensurate with the talent and wishes

of the Founders.

etheria.—Lam.

With reference to the first number of Sowerby's Genera of

Recent and Fossil Shells, where he has given his reasons for

supposing that the Kthcria might prove to be a fresh-water shell,

we have to state that M. Cailliaud has discovered this shell in

considerable abundance in the Nile, in the kingdom of Senaar,

thus verifying Mr. G, B. Sowerby's conjectures. It appears

also that, from an examination of specimens brought from thence

by M. Cailliaud, M. De Ferussac has ascertained that what are

described by M. de Lamarck as four distinct species, should

rightly be considered only as two species and their variations.

The principal distinguishing character between Etheria and

Ostrea, consists in the two lateral muscular impressions of the

former.

accentor alfinus.

A female of this bird has been shot lately in the garden of

King's College, Cambridge ; it is now preserved in the Rev. Dr.

Thackeray's collection of British birds.
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PLESIOSAURUS.
Of the Saurian reptiles, the remains of which abound in the

secondary strata in this country, the Plesiosuurus is unquestion-

ably one of the most interesting ; we are informed that several

skeletons of this extraordinary animal have been taken up lately ;

one of them in so perfect a state as to enable Mr. Conybeare to

determine with a certain degree of precision the general form

and characters of the skeleton of the animal: we shall ouly now

mention the great length of its neck, in consequence of the extra-

ordinary number of cervical vertebrae, amounting, perhaps, to

forty, a number far exceeding any thing that has hitherto beea

observed in any class of animals.

SAMOUELLE's ENTOMOLOGIST'S COMPENDIUM.

This Day is published, beautifully printed ia 1 vol. 8vo. and illustrated with
12 very accurate Plates, containing nearly 200 Figures of Insects, &c. from
Drawings made by the Author, price £\, in extra boards; a few copies

accurately coloured after Nature, price £\ 18s. extra boards,

THE
ENTOMOLOGIST'S USEFUL COMPENDIUM;

Or^ an Introduction to the Knowledge of
BRITISH INSECTS;

Comprising tlie best means of obtaining and preserving them, and a descrip-

tion of the apparatus generally used ; together with the Genera of Linni, and
the modern method of arranging the Classes Crustacea, Myriapoda, Spiders,

Mites, and Insects, from their Affinities and Structure, according to the views
of Dr. Leach: also an Fxplanation of the Terms used in Entomology ; a Calen-
dar of the Times of Appearance and u^ual Situations of near 3000 species of
British Insects; with Instructions for collecting and fitting up Objects for the
Microscope.

By GEORGE S.^MOUELLE, Associate of the Linnsean Society of London.

" This ample title sufficiently sets forth the contents of the volume to which
it is prefixed ; and we have only to add, that the knowledge, judgment, and
accuracy displayed in the perforniance itself, renders it a desirable text book
to every student of British Entomology."

—

Monthly Review.

Likewise by the same Author,

A

NOMENCLATURE OF BRITISH ENTOMOLOGY;
Or a ("ataloguc of above 4(XK) Species of the Classes Crustacea, Myriapoda,
Spid<Ts, MitcH, and lnsecl>i, alpliabelicnlly arraugcid, and intended us Labels

for Cabinets of Briti-li luicrts, &<!. ('rowii 8vo. Price 4«. (id. in boards.

Ixinilon: printed for 'J'MOMAS HOYS, 7, I.iid^'nle Hill; and sold by
OuvEii Biid Boyd, Edinburgh, and all other Book%ellerH.



This Day is published, in 1 vols. 8ro. zsitli 17 Plates, price 21*.

THE HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION
OF THE

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY,
AND

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, AT PARIS,
Being a fall account of the enlargement and progress of the several Collections

this magnificent Establishment contains, in Zoology, Mineralogy, and
Botany ; composed by authority of the French Government, from the Notes
furnished by the Professors and Administrators of the Museum.

Translated from the French of M. Deleuze, Assistant Botanist,

By A. A. ROYER.
Illustrated by Three Plans of the Establishment at three different periods, the

last being a most accurate delineation of its present distribution : also with 14
superb Engravings, being views of the most conspicuous parts of the Galleries,

Gardens and Menagerie, by the first Artists.

To which is added
AN APPENDIX, containing the names and particular functions of the persons
now at the head of the Institution, the services rendered by them to Science,

and the works they have published. Also, the particular days and hours
when Foreigners and Students are admitted in the Galleries, Menagerie, and
Gardens, directions how they are to proceed, in order to become acquainted
thoroughly with the Establishment without loss of time; and lastly, a concise

explanation of the mode adopted in the Laboratories of the Museum, for col-

lecting, preserving and stuffing the Skins and Remains of Animals, &c.

Sold for the Proprietor, A. A. Royer, by G. B. SOWERBY.

This Day are Published, Numbers I. to XXII.
OF THE

GENERA OF RECENT AND FOSSIL SHELLS,
For the Use of Students in CONCHOLOGY and GEOLOGY:

To be continued in Monthly Nnmbers, each containing Six Plates of Genera,
with corresponding Letter-press, descriptive of the Characters by which
each Genus is distinguished ; the Land, Fresh Water, and Marine Nature of

each Genus will be particularly noticed, as well as the Strata in which the

Fossil Species occur, by G. B. SOWERBY.
To be had of the Author, and of all Booksellers.

* ^* The price of each Number will be 4s. plain, and 6s. highly finished

in colours.

Periodical Publications, and Books on Natural History in

general, both English and Foreign, procured on the most rea-

sonable terms.

MINERALS, SHELLS, AND FOSSILS.
A considerable Assortment of Minerals and Shells of all Countries, arc con-

stantly on Sale here ; and G. B. S. makes up Collections of Minerals and Rocks,
as well as of the Genera of ShelU:.—He has also a large supply of Fossil Shells
from various localities.
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Art. XIX. Monograph on the Cyprceldcej a Famili/ of
Testaceous Mollusca. Bi/ Mr. John Edward Gray.

[Continued from page 80.]

6. Cyprcea siercoraria ; var. Rattus: its synonymes continued.

Icon. List. Conch. 680, f. 35 (3)! Guultier i. 15, f. F.

Ency. Method. 351, f. 4 I

1. Junior.

Cypraea fasciata. Chemnitz x. 100, Gmelin 3406. Schreiber's

Conch, t. 61.

Cypraea gibba. Gmelin 3403.

Icon. List. Conch, t. 663, f. 7. Chemnitz x, t. 144, f. 1334.

2. Decorticata,

Cypraea cauteriata. Chemtiitz x. 100, t. 144, f. 1332.

Cypra?a, Chemnitz x. 100, t. 144, f. 1333.

3. Distorta, lateribus tubcrculatis.

Icon. Born. Mus. t. 8, f. I.

Inliabits West Indian Seas, African Ocean, and Jamaica

;

Lamarck, Lister: Coast of Guinea, Schroetcr. Mus. Brit. J.

Sowerb. Nost.

Shf'll ovatf, ventricose, rather gibbose, pale yellowish, spotted

and clouded wiili fulvous brown, and with a black brown spot at

the side of the spire, marked willi a rather irregular pule dorsal line,

base fiat, livid brown, sides thickened, rather produced at the ex-

tremities, especially the hinder ones, rather angular ; livid, spot-

ted with blackish brown j aperture dilated and concave iu front,

Vo... \. „
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brown; teeth narrow, white; columella front very deeply concave,

deep, plaited ; spire prominent, conical, convex ; inside purplish

white.

7. CyprceaScurra.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, albido-caerulescens,

lineolisfulvis, reticulatis, ornata; linea dorsali recta, simplici; basi

flavescente ; lateribus subincrassatis fusco-maculatis, rotundatis ;

dentibus minutis fuscis.

Cypraea Scurra. Chemnitz x. 103. Gmelin 3409. Lamarck

Ann. Mus. xv. 450. Hist. viii. 380. Dillwyn R. S. 452. ^

Cypraea indica. Gmelin 3411. (1).

Icon. Rumphius Mus. t. 39, f. H. (1). Martini], t. 27, f. 276,

277 ! Chemnitz x. t. 144, f. 1338, a. b ! Ency. Method. 353,

f. 3!

/3. decorticata. Testa violacea sub-fasciata ; tnarginibus palli-

dis fusco-punctatis.

Indian Ocean, Eastern Ocean ; Chemnitz. Mus. Brit, J. Sowerb.

Nost.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, blueish white, very

obscurely banded, ornamented with fulvous lines, forming a beau-

tiful kind of net-work, leaving angular meshes; the dorsal line is

simple, straight, nearly central ; the edge is slightly thickened,

rounded, yellowish, with small blackish spots, slightly produced

at the extremities ; the base is flat with a small depression shelving

towards the aperture, on the middle of the inner lip; the aperture is

linear, rather broader at the front extremity ; the teeth are small,

rather close, pale brown ; columella plaited deep, front concave,

spire conical, covered with the margin, inside purplish; axis 1|,

diameter | of an inch.

Is remarkably like C. arabica in marking, but may be always

distinguished from it by its rounded sides, subcylindrical form,

and small teeth.

8. Cyprcea tesludinaria.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, albido-fulvo-castaneoque

nebulosa, punctulisalbidis furfuracels adspersa, basi fusca dentibus

albis.
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Cyprjea testudinaria. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1173! Martini'^. 354.

Schroet.Einl. j.9S. Born. Mus. 175. Gmelin 3399. Schreiber's

Conch, j. 55. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xv. 448. Hist. vii. 376.

Dillwyn R. S. 440.

Icon. List. Conch, t. 689, f. 36 ! Rumphius 38, f. C. Pet.

Jmb. t. 8, f. 7. Knorr. iv. t. 27, f. 2. Favanne Conch, t. 30, f. O.

Martini j. t. 27, f. 271 , 272 ! .%«» Nat. Misc. t. xviii, f. 734 !

Enci/.Meth.t.35\, f. 2 !

/3. decorticata. Testa pallide fusca, obscure trifasciata, lateri-

bus fuscis castaneo-maculatis.

Inhabits the Indian Ocean, Persian Gulph ; Linneus. Amboyna,

Rumphius. Ceylon, Ilumphrei/s. Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, whitish, clouded and

spotted with chesnut brown, and minutely speckled with very

small white impressed dots ; the base pale brown, shelving towards

and concave about the middle of the aperture ; aperture whitish,

front rather wider, concave ; teeth small, close, white ; columella

plaited, deep, with a large concavity in front ; spire conical, con-

vex, partly covered, inside white ; axis 4 and f, diameter 2 and f

inches.

0. Cijprcea exanthema.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, fulva subtrifasciata,

maculis albidis, rotundis, subocellatis, sparsis, ornata; lineS, dorsali

simplici, subcentrali ; basi, lateribusque immaculatis, rotundatis ;

aperturl angust^ ; dentibus fuscis ; columella profunde impress^.

a. Testa oblonga elliptira, fulva, maculis ocellatis ; linea dorsali

subcentrali ; apertura angusta, columella antice profunde imprcssa.

Cyprsa exanthema. Lin. Sj/st. Nat. IWi? (I). Martini j. 368.

Born. Mus. 172. Schroeter Einl.j.94. Gmelin 3397. Schreiber's

Conch, t. 52. Lamarck Syst. des Anini. 71. Ann. Mus. xv. 447 !

Hist. vii. 375. Dillwyn R. S. 437.

Cypra^a Leucopis. Shazo, Nat, Misc.

Icon. Bonanni Rcc. iii. f. 257. Kirch, f. 256. List. Conch,

t. 698, f. 45 ! t. 699, f. 46 ! Pet. Gaz. t. 153, f. 11. Seba iii.

t. 76, f. 4, 5, 10, 18. (1). Knorr. ii. t. 24, f. 2. Encij. Method.

t. 349, f. d. c.

1. Junior. Te.sta oblongo-ovata plumbea, sub 5-fascia(a.

K 2
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Ency. Method, t. 349, f. a. b. \ Martini ii, t. 65, f. 730.

2. Incompletu. Testa oblongo-elliptica, plumbea fasciata, basi

pallide subocellala.

Cypraea zebra. Lin. Sijs. Nat. 1174, Born. Mus. 177. Schroe-

ter Einl. t. 101. Gmelin 3400. (2).

Cypraea plumbea. Gmelin 3403. Schreiber^s Conch, i. 60.

Cypraea bifasciata. Gmelin 3405. (3). Schrieber^s Conch . i. 58.

Cypraea dubia. Gmelin 3405. (4). Schreiber's Conch, t. 116.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 669, f. 15. Bonanni Rec. iii. f. 266. (2).

Kirch, iii. f, 265. Giialtier t. 16, f. O. Argenville Conch, t. 10,

f. G. (2). Seba iii. t. 76, f. 16. (4). Martini y t. 26, f. 256.

Favanne t. 29, f. b. 2. Born. t. 8, f. 3. (3). Schroder Einl. t. 1,

f. 6. Shaw Nat. Misc. xiv. t. 593. Enct/. Method, t. 349, f. c.

/3. angustaia. Testa elliptica, cylindrica, macuHs parvis

ocellatis.

Icon. Favanne t. 29, f. B. 1.

10. Cervina.

Testa ovata, ventricosa, tenui, fulvo-fusca, maculis parvis, sub

ocellatis ; lined dorsali laterali; aperturi ampla ; columella laevi-

gata, antice parum impressa.

Cypraea Cervus. Lin. Mantissa 548. (1). Lamarck Ann. Mus.

XT. 447.

Cypraea exanthema. Chemnitz x. 108.

Cypraea oculata. Gmelin 3403. (2).

Cypraea Cervina. Lamarck Hist, vii- 375.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 697, f. 44. (2). Bonanni Rec. iii. f. 267.

(1) (2). Kirch, f. 266. (2). Knorr. j. t. 5, f. 3, 4. Regenfuss.

t. 10, f. 38. (1). Martini j. t. 26, f. 257, 258. Chemnitz x. t. 145,

f. 1343. Ency. Method, t. 351, f. 3.

Incompleta. Testa plumbea immaculata.

American and Atlantic Ocean, Coast of Jamaica, Lister. Cari-

bee Islands, Regenfuss. Santa Cruz and St. Thomas, Martini.

Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell, oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, fulvous, obscurely

banded, ornamented with roundish white spots, which are mostly

eyed with a round brown pupil, especially at the sides ; dorsal

line simple ; edge scarcely thickened, rather convex ; base shelving
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toward the aperture ; aperture largish, front rather dilated ; teeth

brown, rather distant ; columella deep, front concave ; spire pro-

minent, conical, convex, partly covered ; inside violet.

This shell offers two very distinct varieties, which have been

considered as species by most, but they run very closely into one

another.

In one, 1. The shell is subcylindrical, fulvous, the spots are

most of them eyed, and the dorsal line is nearly central ; the

aperture is not very wide, the base front of the columella is dis-

tinctly concave ; this is the Exanthema of most authors, but I

am not certain that it is of Linneus, which he compares to Mappa,

and it does not agree well with his character ; the first figure

which he refers to is certainly C. jlrabica, and the next he has

referred to is C. Cerviis in his Mantissa, and the last is this

species ; the other variety 2. is the C. Cervus of Linneus, where the

shell is ovate, elliptical, ventricose, thin, fulvous brown, with the

spots usually small, and rarely eyed, the dorsal line is on the side,

the mouth is very wide, and the front of the columella is scarcely

concave.

11. Cyprcea Argus.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, subumbiiicata, albido-

flavescens obscure trifasciata, annulis fulvis ornata ; basi lateri»

busque albidis ; subtus fusco quadri-maculata ; dentibus albidis

fusco marginatis.

Cypraea Argus. Lin. Syst. Nat. 1173. Martini']. 365. Schroet.

Einl.]. 97. Born. Mas. 174. Chemnitz x. 109. Gmelin 3398.

Schreiber^s Conch, j. 54. Shaw Nat. Misc. Lamarck Ann. Mus.

XV. 448. Hist. vii. 376. Dillwyn R. S. 410.

Icon, lionunni Bee. &; Kirch, iii. f. 263. Lister Conch, t. 705,

f. 54! Run.ph. i. 38, f. D. Pet. Guz. t. 97, f. 6. Amb. t. 5, f. 9.

Gaultier t. 16, f. T. Klein ost. i. 6, f. 101 . Kriorr. iii. t. 1 1, f. 6.

Rcgenfuss t. 5, f. 57. Vuvanne i. 29, f. B. 2. Martini], t. 28,

f. 285, 280. Chemnitz \. (, 145, f. 1344, 1345. Shaw Nat Misc.

XV. t. Gl'J. Kncy. Method, t. 350, f. 1.

2. Dccorticiita. Teslii |)allide fusca trifasciata.

6. ventricosa. Testa ovata clliptica.

Indian Ocean, Amboyna, Rumphius. Madras, Java, Borneo,
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Petiver. African Ocean, hinneus. Coast of Guinea, Regen/tiss.

Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost. /3. N. A. Vigors.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, pale yellowish white,

obscurely three-banded, ornamented with many variously sized

fulvous rings; sides pale, scarcely thickened ; base pale, whitish,

shelving toward the aperture, marked with two large chesnut

brown, squarish spots on each side; aperture rather larger in front,

teeth smallish, close, pale, with a brown edge on each side; colu-

mella deep, front concave, plaited; spire small, concave; inside

white ; axis 2 f , diameter 1 | of an inch.

12. Ci/prcea Talpa.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, subumbilicata, flavescens,

obscure trifasciata; basi lateribusque fusco-nigris ; marginibus

subincrassatis, subangulatis ; apertura pallida, dentibus nigris.

Cypraea Talpa. Lin. Sys. Nat. 174. Martini'^. 356. Born.

Mus. 177. Schroeter Einl. j. 102. Gmelin 3400. Schreiber's

Conch. ]. 56. Lamarck Jnn. Mus. xv. 453. Hist. 383. Dillwyn

R. S. 442.

Icon. List. Conch, i. 658, f. 114 ! Rumphius t. 38, f. 1. Pet.

Amb. t. 16, f. 1. Guallier t. 16, f. N. Argenville t. 18, f. H.

Knorr. j. t. 27, f. 2, 3. Regenfuss j. t. 10, f. 37. Favanne t. 29,

f. 6, 1. Martini j. t. 27, f. 273, 274. Encj/. Method. 353, f. 4.

2. Decorticata. Testa flavo-basi fulvo-fusca.

Inhabits the Indian Ocean, Madagascar, Lister. Amboyna,

Rumphius. Coast of Guinea, Regenfuss. Asia, Linn. China,

Humphreys. Mus. Brit. J. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, yellowish, obscurely

banded; base and sides very dark brown black ; the edge thickened,

slightly angularly margined, especially at the extremities; aperture

rather narrow, yellowish, teeth narrow, distinct, black ; columella

smooth, front concave, slightly plaited ; spire Hat; inside purplish

white ; axis 2 f, diameter 1 | of an inch.

13. Cyprwa Isabella.

Testa oblonga elliptica, subcylindrica, cinerco-fulva, obscure

fasciata,lineolis punctulisquc nigris, ornata : basi liiteribusque albis;

cxtreraitatibuK aurantio maculatis, dentibus minutis albis.
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Cypraea Isabella. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1177 ! Martini j. 357. Born.

Mus. 183. Schroeter Einl. j. 113. Gmelin 3409. Schreiber's

Conch, j. 65. Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xvi. 94. Hist. vii. 390.

Dillwyn R. S. 451.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 660, f. 4 ! Runiphius t. 39, f. G. Petiver

Amb. t, 16, f. 16. Argenville t. 18, f. P. Knorr. h. t. 9, f. 5.

Martini j. t. 27, f. 275. Enci/. Method. 355, f. 6.

2. Decorticata. Flava, obscure fasciata; basi alb^; extremitatibus

luteis.

Asiatic Ocean., Madagascar, and Mauritius, Lister. Amboyna,

Rumphius. Red Sea, Lord Valentia. Mus. Brit. J. Sowerb. Nost.

/3. fulva. Testa fuWo-flavescens, pellucida ; extremitatibus

aurantiis. Mus. Dom. Mawe.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, grayish fulvous,

obscurely three-banded, ornamented with small transverse black

lines and very small spots ; side white, scarcely margined, rounded

;

extremities rounded, orange yellow; base flat, with a concavity

near the centre of the inner lip ; aperture narrow, linear, scarcely

wider in front, teeth small, close, blunt; columella smooth, front

slightly concave, smooth, innermost edge denticulated ; spire small,

flat; inside white; axis 1 i, diameter | of an inch.

When rubbed, it is plain yellow with three obscure bands. Mrs.

Mawe pointed out to me a specimen brought from the Red Sea,

by Lord Valentia, that is pellucid yelk yellow.

/

14. Cyprau pulchella. ^''
/'*

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, pallide fusca, obscure

trifasciata ; basi lateribusque roseis ; marginibus incrassatis rotun-

datis ; extremitatibus nigro bimaculatis ; apertura angusta, denti-.

bus fuscis minutis.

Inhah. Red Sea, Lord Valentia. Mus. Dom. Children, MawCj

et GoodalL

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, very pale brown,

with three obscure broad bands, and two dark blackish-brown

kpots at each extremity ; base and sides rose-coloured ; margin

thickened, rounded, slightly prominent in the front; base flattish,

nith a concavity near the centre of the inner lip ; uperturu

3Bo
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narrow, scarcely dilated in front; teeth small, blunt, close, browti,

the brown line extending into the concavity on the base ; colu-

mella smooth, front concave ; spire rather prominent, covered
;

inside whitish ; axis 1 |, diameter J'^ of an inch.

This species, which has the form and aperture of C. Argus,) and

the colour and marking of C. lurida, was iirst pointed out to me

by Mrs. Mawe, in her private cabinet, and I have since observed

it in the well selected cabinet of Miss Children.

15. Cjjprcea controversa.

Testa ovato-eUiptica, subcylindrica, pallide albido-cinerea,

vel cornea, obscure trifasciata; basi lateribusque albidis ; margi-

nibus subincrassatis rotuudatis, extremitatibus luteo, fusco, seu

nigro bimaculatis; apertura dentibusque albis, dentibus minutis.

Inhabits. Mas. Crouch, Nost.

Shell oval or oblong, elliptical, nearly cylindrical, gradually

raised towards the anterior extremity, very pale whitish flesh

colour, or gray, with three obscure bands, and speckled with

irregular white impressed dots ; base rather convex, subcylin-

drical, white, margin rather thickened, white or greyish, with a

yellowish line where it joins the body of the shell, slightly pro-

duced, and rounded at the two extremities ; extremities brownish

yellow, marked with two large brown spots, the anterior ones of

which are sometimes influent, and form one dark brown crescent

;

Aperture scarcely dilated in front, teeth small, distant, white ;

columella smooth, front concave, slightly denticulated on the

innermost part; spire impressed, covered ; inside purplish white j

axis iA, diameter r~^ of an inch.

This shell varies considerably in shape and ground colour, in

the two specimens which I have seen, tlie first being oval ellipti-

cal, whitish, and the other oblong elliptical, flesh-coloured ; but

the colour of the extremity, base, speckles, and spots, was

the same in both, and it is from these characters alone that it can

be separated from C. lurida, to which it has very great afTuiity,

and may perhaps prove only a variety, but I have agreed with

several of my friends in considering it as a species.

It T^as to the kindness of Mr, Crouch, well known for his
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spirited lithographic couchological prints, that I am indebted for

the knowledge of this shell; but I have since procured a second

specimen, and it may not be rare, as I have heard of two or three

others, one of which is in the collection of Mr. J. F. Stephens.

16. Cyprwa lurida.

Testa ovalo-ovata, albido-cinerea, lurida fusca, late quadri-

fasciata ; basi subconvexa carnea ; lateribus incrassatis, pallida

fuscis; extremitatibus luteis^ nigro bimaculatis; apertura denti-

busque albis.

Cypraea lurida. Lin. Sys. Nat. \17 5 \ Martini']. ^M. Born.

Mus. 178. Schroeter Einl. '}. 103. Gnielin 3401. Schreiber^s

Conch. 57. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 89. Hist. iii. 384 ! Dill-

wt/n R. S. 443

!

Icon. Bonanni Rec. iii. f. 231. Kirch, iii. 250. Lister Conch.

t. 671. 17 ! t. 673. 19 ! Gualtier t. 13, f. E. I. Argenville t. IS,

f. C. Jdunson t. 5, f. D. Favanne t. 29, f. C. 4. Martini'^ t. 30,

f. 315 ! Ency. Method, t. 334, f. 2.

2. Decorticata. Testa nigro-fusca ; lateribus fuscis.

Inhabits the Atlantic Ocean, Isle of Ascension, Lister. Sicily,

Bonanni. Senegal, Adanson. BrnzW, Martini. Naples, ^WroBCwrf.

Adriatic Sea, Brocchi. Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell ovate, bluish white, with four broad livid brown bands,

(only allowing two or three narrow pale bands to appear) ; base

rather convex, flesh-coloured ; margin thickened, pale brown,

slightly produced and margined, especially at the two extremities,

which are pale yellowish, and marked with two largish browa
spots; aperture scarcely dilated in front; teeth small, distant,white;

columella smooth, front concave, with the innermost part slightly

denticulated ; spire small, convex ; inside purplish white ; axis

1 J, diamoter 1 inch.

Varies considerably, 1st. in shape, being more or less oval or

elliptical, and in (lie margin, being more or less thickened; 2nd

in the distinctness of the bands.

1 7. Cyprcea cincrea.

Testa subovato-cllipttca, cincrea, obscure trifasciata; basialbidi
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convex a ; marginihus incrassatis rotundatis, pallide cinereis, punc-

tulis nigris notatis ; apertur^ sub cinerea, dentibus albis.

Cyprffia cinerea. Gmelin 3402! Schreiber^s Conch, j. 58.

Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 90 ! Hist. vii. 386. Dillwyn R. S.

451!

Cyprffia cincta. Solander^s Mss.

Cypriea n. 6. Schroeter Einl. j. 134.

Porcellaiia trifasciata. Mus. Gevers. 402.

Cypraea sordida. Lamurk Ann. Mus. xvi. 91 ! Hist. vii.

387.

Cypraea Vanelli Junior. Dillzat/n R. S. 443 !

Icon. Lister Conch. 667. f. 11 ! 668. f. 13. a. b. ? 670. f. 16 !

Guultier t. 16. f. 16. H. M. Martini t. 25. f. 254. 255 ! too blue.

^.fulva. Testa pallide fulva; marginibus albis.

y. decorticata. Testa pallide rufofusca obscure trlfaciata; basi

margiiiibusque albis.

Inhabits the West Indian Ocean, Barbadoes, Jamaica, Lister.

Mus. Brit. J. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell ovate, or ovate elliptical,-grayish, with three obscure broad

darker bands ; the margin thickened, rounded, pale brownish

grey, ornamented with scattered irregular very small black specks

;

base white, convex ; aperture rather narrow, reddish gray, espe-

cially in the centre of the inner lip ; teeth small, distant, blunt,

white; columella smooth, front concave, innermost part slightly

denticulated ; spire small, convex, mostly covered j inside white :

axis -11, diameter JL of an inch.

Varies very much; Istly, in shape, being ovate, ventricose, or

ovate elliptical, and even subcylindrical. 2ndly, in colour, being

pale grayish, fulvous, or brown, but always pale ; where worn pale

reddish brown, dull ; and Srdly, in size, from | to 2 inches long.

I have a half fossilized specimen of this species, which is white,

semi-pellucid ; dug out 40 feet below the surface on the coast

of (Honduras?) fiom amongst Tupha, given me by Mr. G. B.

Sowerby.

This species has been very much confused. Lamarck formed

two from it, and Dillwyn had it twice over with the same synoni-

ma, and again as a variety of C. Carneola.
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18. Cyprcea Carneola.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, pallide fusca, fasciis quatuor iacarnatis

ornata ; basi subcylindrica ; lateribus subincrassatis, arenoso-cine-

reis, apertura dentibusque violaceis.

Cypraea Carneola, Lin. Syst. Nat. 1174! Martini j. 366.

Schroeter Einl.'yiQO. Born. Mus. 176. Gmelin 3400. Schreiber's

Conch. 56. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xv. 454. Hist. 384. Dillwyn

R. S. 442.

CyprJEa crassa, Gmelin 3421 (?)

Icon. Lister Conch, i. 664. f. 8 ! (2) Rumphius 38. f. K.

Petiver Gaz t. 80. f. 8. Gualtier t. 30. f. H. Jrgenville t. 18.

f.O. Knorr \i. t. 17. f. 4. Favanne t. 29. f.b. 5. Martini 1. t. 28.

f. 287. 288 ! Born. Mus. t. 8. f. 2.

2. Incompleta. Testa sub marginata, Lister Conch t. 665. f. 9.

Inhab. East Indian Ocean, Humphreys ? Amboyna, Rumphius?

Asia, Linneus. Madagascar, iw/er. Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell, oblong elliptical, pale brown, with four broadish dark

flcsh coloured bands ; margin thickened, sub-angular, mottled,

sandy, grey; base pale, whitish,- brown, sub-cylindrical, shelving

outwards ; aperture rather Avide, scarcely wider in front ; teeth

blunt, violet; columella plaited, front rather concave ; spire hid;

inside white; axis 2 inches, diameter 1 | of an inch.

It varies greatly in size but keeps pretty constant to shape.

Dilhvyn has considered C. sordida of Lamarck as a variety of

this instead of as the type of C. cinerea.

1 9. Cyprwa urcnosu.

Testa ovalo-ovata, sub-ventricosa, pallide fusca, quadrifasciati

;

basi convexii ; marginibus incrassatis, angulatis, supra arcnoso-ci-

nereis, apertura dentibusque minutis, albis.

Inhabits ? Mus. Sowerb.

Shell ovate, rather depressed, pale, whitish brown, with four

rather broad brown bands ; tiie margin tliickined, produced, an-

gular; Ijeneath convex, liglit brown ; above Hat, extending gready

over the back, pale grayish with sandy mottled lines ; base con-

vex, blielviiig towards the edge, and the aperture white ; aperture

rather narrow ; teeth small, white ; columella plaited, front deeply
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concave; spire quite concealed; inside white; axis i|, diameter

1 inch.

20. Cjjprau sitlcidentatn.

Testa ovato-oblonga, pallida castanea, carnea late quadrifasci-

ata ; lateribus incrassatis, luteo fusco arenosa ; basi raarginibusque

albidobrunneiSjSubsulcatis; dentibus concoloribus profunde divisis.

Inhabits ? Mus. Tankerville, Nost.

Shell ovate oblong, pale chesnut or grayish brown, with four

broad ilesh coloured bands, sides thickened, bright yellow brown,

speckelled with pale whitish brown grains like sand, margin much

thickened, angular, in front above slightly produced margined,

pale brownish white ; base convex same colour as the side, paler

towards the mouth; aperture narrow, scarcely dilated in front;

teeth close together, with very deep groves between them, extend-

over the shelving edges of the lips ; columella front, deeply con-

cave, deeply groved, plaited like the teeth; spire conical convex,

covered ; axis ?^, diameter i§ of an inch.

This was first pointed out to me by ray friend Mr. G. B.

Sowerby ; it only differs from C, arenosa by the front part of the

margin, being produced, and the base being all of one colour,

with the very deep groves between the teeth extending partly over

the base, thus giving it somewhat the appearance of the base of

C.poruria. It is a most distinct and very interesting species.

21. Cypraa achatina.

Testa ovalo-ovata,albida incarnata quadrifasciata; basi convexa;

marginibus incrassatis sub-angulatis, cinereo lividis, supra casta-

neis fissurata, apertura dcntibusque pallidis.

Cyprasa Ventriculus. Lamarck Jnn. Mus. xv, 452. Hist. vii.

381.

Cypraja achatina, Solander''s Mss. Porthnid Catalogue. Dillisyn

R. S. 446 !

Cypraea Carneola, 3Iarfj/n U.C. i. t. 14. (Dillzoi/n.)

Coast of Otaheite, io/ant/cr ; New Holland, Lamarck. Mus.

Sowerby.

Shell ovate, pale whitish, with four flesh-coloured bands, the

margin thickened, produced rather angular above, and beneath
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convex, uppermost part chesiiut brown, becoming gradually paler

lurid brown, till it is nearly white at the aperture, generally crack-

ed; base convex, shelving towards the edge and aperture ; aper-

ture rather broad ; teeth large, pale, whitish brown ; columella

plaited, the front rather convex ; spine perfectly hid ; inside

white; axis 2, diameter 4^^ of an inch.

This shell is very similar to the preceding, which is easily dis-

tinguished from it by its smaller size, the more angular extended

sandy upper part of the margin, the white base near the mouth,

and the more concave front of the columella.

In these three species, perhaps the back which exhibits the outer .

bands should be considered as a very wide dorsal band forming a

lanceolate spot ; as I have not seen any other dorsal line, and the

chesuut part of the true outer coat, and below that the thickened

margin.

22. Cyprcea gibbosa.

Testa ovalo-ovata,subventricosaalba; lateribus incrassatis rotun-

datis, posteriore sub-producta, dentibus obtusis ; columella antice

profuude maxime excavatis sub-plicatis.

Fossil, from Bordeaux. Mus. Sowerb.

Shell oval ovate, rather ventricose, white ; spire conical covered,

sides thickened rounded, gibbous on the upper part of the back

margin of the outer lip ; base convex; aperture dilated and con-

cave in front ; the teeth distinct, blunt, nearly even ; the front of

the columella very deeply impressed, plaited, edge of the inner-

most part toothed ; axis il, diameter |^.

93. Cijprceu diluviuna.

Testa ovalo-oviit;i, ventricosa, alba ; lateribus sub-incrassatis

rotundatis; dentibus obtusis; columella lasvi, anlicc sub-concava,

excavatlk.

^. minor, axis -I4? diameter -^.

Cypiaea fabagina, Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xvi. 106. Hist. 406.

Fossil,.fro\u Bordraux, Mus. Sowerb. /3. Mus. Dc France.

Shell sub oval ovate, ventricose white ; the spire conical cover-

ed, the sides rather thickened rounded, even, slightly produced

and margined at the anterior extremity ; base convex, apertuie
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slightly dilated and concave in front; teeth distinct, blunt, of the

upper lip, very short ; columella smooth, ^vith a large smooth im-

pression in front ; axis -i^, diameter i§.

24. Cyprcea Aurora.

Testa orbiculato-omta, turgida, sub-globosa, aurantia, sutura

albido fasciata ; basi lateribusque albis ; apertura aurantia ; denti-

bus rubris.

Cypraea Aurora. Soland Mss. ! Poi^tland Cat. 10. lot. 197 !

Chemnitz xi. 34! Lamarck Jnn. Mus. xv. 432. Hist. vii. 382 !

Dillwyn R. S. 442 !

Cypraea Aurantium. Marti/n, U. C. ii. 59. Gmelin, 3403 !

Schrieber^s Conch. 115.

Icon. Favanne, t. 30, f. S ! Chemnitz xi. t. 18, f. 1737, 1738 !

Martyn ii. f. 59.

Inhab. Otaheite, Solander. Friendly Islands, Martyn. New
Zealand, Chemnitz. Mus. Brit.

Shell orbicular ovate ventricose, nearly globular, of a beautiful

clear orange or yelk yellow, with a white band round the suture,

and end of the anterior extremity ; base rounded white ; side ra-

ther thickened white, rounded, except at the hinder extremity,

where it is slightly produced ; aperture orange ; teeth red.

This shell is considered a very great rarity without a hole in the

side ; this hole is formed by the natives of the Friendly Islands,

where it constitutes one of the ornaments worn by their chiefs.

25. Cyproea tessellata.

Testa ovata, gibba, aurantiaca, ad latera tesseris albis fuscisque

alteruis tessellata ; basi albida, dentibus luteo fuscis.

Cyprffia tessellata, Swainson Zool. Illus. ii.

Icon. Swainson. I.e. t. 111.

Inhab. New Zealand. Mus. Dam. ]\Iawe, Goodall.

Shell ovate gibbous, orange yellow, extremities produced, mar-

gined at each side ; aperture narrow, teeth small, columella

smoothish, anterior part concave j axis ii, diameter-^ of an inch.

26. Cyprcea Vitellus.

Testa oblongo-o\ata, sub-turgida, fulva, obscure trifasciata.
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guttulis puDctisque niveis adspersa; basi albida ; lateribus fuscis

arenaceis substriatis.

Cypraea Vitellus. Lin. Si/s. Nat. 1176. Martini j. 3^7. Born.

Mils. 181. Schroeier Einl. t. 109. Gmelin 2407. Schreiber^s

Conch, j. 63. Lamarck Ann. Mas. xvi. 89. Hist. vii. 385.

Dillizyn R. S. 448.

? Cypraea subfuscula. Martyn n, c. t. QQ. (DiUwi/}i).

Icon. Bonanni Rec. S( Kirch, iii. f. 254. Lister Conch, t. 693,

f. 40 ! Gualtier t. 13, f. T. V. Knorr. vi. t. 20, f. 3. Favanne

t. 30, f. I. 2. Martini'], t. 23, f. 228 ! Ency. Method. 354, f. !

1. Junior. Testa ovata fulva tvifasciata.

2. Incompleta. Testa submarginata, guttata. Lister Conch.

t. 675, f. 23 !

3. Decorticata. Testa dorso purpurea, marginibus fuscis.

Martini i. t. 23,.f. 229.

Inhab, ludian Sea, Amboyna, Rumphius. Suuda, Lister.

St. Onio, Martini. Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, rather ventricose, fulvous, with tbree ob-

scure rather darker bands, scattered with large and small white

spots; sides rather thickened rounded, brownish, rather streaked,

and mottled with paler, giving it a sandy appearance ; base whitish,

or very pale brown,. rounded ; aperture rather broad, brownish

white; teeth white, rather blunt; columella plaited, front rather

concave; spire small, hid ; inside purplish ; axis 2, diameter •!§ of

aa inch.

It varies considerably in the darkness, but not in the distribu-

tion of the colour, and iu size. The figure of Lister of the incom-

plete shell has been referred to for C. guttata^ a very dilTerent and

remarkably rare siitli. The !>ubfuscula of Martyn, from what

Dillwyn observes, appears only to be a line coloured specimen of

this species, and 1 have not seen the figure.

27. Cyprwa Lynx.

Testa ovalo-ovafa, ventricosa, alba, guttis nigro-fuscis raris

sparsis ornata, dorso ina-qualiter ca;riilescente-punctata, linca

dorsali (lavesccnte ; basi denlii)usf|uc albis, apertura crocea.

Cypraea Lynx, Lin, Sys. Nut. l\76. Martini, ]. 330. Born.

Mus. IH.J. Schrcibcr Kinl/i.M'i. Grnelin, 3409. Srhreibcr's
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Conch, j. 64. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xvi. 92. Hist. vii. 388.

Dillwi/n R. S. 450.

Cypraea Chinensis, Gmelin 3421 (2).

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 683, f. 10 ! Rnmphius, t, 38, f. N.

Pet. Amb. t. 16, f. 9. Gualtier, t. 13, f. 3. t. 14, f. B. Knorr.,

vi. t. 23, f. 6. Martini^ t. 23, f. 230, 231 ! Burn. t. 18, f. 8.

Ency. tnethod, t. 358, f, 8. Jrgenville, t. 18, f. 3. (2).

1. Junior. Testa ovala.

2. Incompleta, Testa oblongo-ovata, sub-trifasciata ina;qualiter

fulvo maculata, apertura aurantia.

Cyprsea Vanelli, Lin. S^s. Nut. 1175. (4). Gmelin, 340.

DiUzeyn R. S. 443.

Cypraeasqualina. Gmelin, SiW. (3). Schreiber. Conch, i. 79.

Cypraea Vanelli, Turt. Syst. Nat. 332.

Cypraja n. 3. Schroet Einl, i. 134.

Lister Conch, t. 884, f. 31. (3) Pctiver's Gaz. t. 95, f. 13. (4).

Gualtier, t. 16, f. R. Knorr, iv. t, 9, f. 6. Martini, i. t. 2,

f. 250, 251?

3. Decorticata. Testa obscure trifasciata, fulvo fuscoque maculata.

Inhab. Indian Ocean, Sunda, Mauritius, and Ascension Island,

Lister. Madagascar, Linneus. Barbadoes. Petiver. Isle of

France, Lamarck. Mus. Brit. Sowerb. Nost.

Sliell ovate, ventricose, white, ornamented with a few scattered

blackish-brown spots, especially on the sides; back clouded with

unequal bluish spots; dorsal line yellowish; sides thickened,

rounded ; base white, narrow, with a keel-like ridge on each

side shelving towards the aperture ; aperture scarcely larger in

front, orange red ; teeth distinct, blunt, white ; columella plaited,

front rather concave.

Obs. This shell, on account of the various appearances which

it assumes before it arrives at perfection, would be difficult to

distinguish, were it not for its orange mouth and white teetli.

When young the shell is pale yellow with three double bands : it

becomes whiter, and ornamented with various sized fulvous spots
;

after which is deposited a white coat, which is spotted with

broM n, making the fulvous spot appear bluish through it.

[^To be continued.^
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Art. XX. An Inquiry respecting the true nature of
Instinct, and of the Mental Distinction between Brute

Animals and Man.—Essay II.—An Examination of the

prevailing division of the Brute Powers into Intellectual

and Instinctive, as presented, in some recent publications

j

by the Rev. Dr. Fleming, and by M. Frederic Cuvier;

including strictures oti the Theory OfHabit proposed by

the latter : with Illustrations of the Specific Constitution

of the Brute Mind. By John Oliver French, Esq.

In prosecution of the views submitted in my preliminary ob-

servations on the nature of the Brute Mind,* in which I have

attempted to assign a definite limit to its capabilities, I now pro-

pose to exemplify the necessity of such limitation, by pointing

out the inconsistencies inseparable from those systems which

rest upon the proposition. That the actions of Brutes, in certain

cases, result from a principle of proper Intelligence ; and, in

others, from an undefined principle ;—the essence of which the

advocates for those systems do not seek to explain, considering

it however to be something distinct from Intelligence :—to take aa

incidental view of the chief principle of action as it exists in

Man, the phajnomena of whose mind must form the standard of

comparison in all investigations of this kind :—and to draw some

affirmative conclusions respecting the essential nature of Instinct.

In the actions of some animals, particularly of those who are

formed to be the more immediate associates of Man, there are, it

must be admitted, strong appearances in favour of the opinion,

that they do indeed possess faculties the same in kind with, and

differing only in degree from, those of Man : and I am free- to

acknowledge, that, at first sight, and were I to consider those

appearances in an isolatid manner, such would be my conviction.

But upon a careful examination of the general constitution of the

Animal Mind, and of its economy in the aggregate, it Mill, I

think, be discovered, that all conclusions drawn from those ap-

• See ZoologicalJoumal, No. I, p. 1. el wq.

Vol. I. L
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pearances alone, in favour of this opinion, prove too much ; and

consequently leave much to unsay : and that if examined under

their essential relations to that economy, they merely evince the

existence of a conscious nature in the lower animals, related to the

intelligent consciousness of Man, by ana/o°-j/;—but not by affinity.*

* It has been suggested to me that the rule in Natural History, which Mr.

W. S. Macleay has developed with so much ability and success, " that Rela-

tions of Analogy must be carefully distinguished from Relations of Affinity,'' may

be equally applicable to the subject before us. I can at present only offer a

few remarks in support of this idea, of which however I have to a certain ex-

tent availed myself in the present Essay; and which appears to afford a

corollary to the theory of instinct now proposed : but I hope on a future oc-

casion, to render its validity apparent. Mr. Macleay, when explaining the

theoretical difference between affinity and analogy, concludes with the follow-

ing observation : "Asa relation ofanalogy must always depend on some mark-

ed property or peculiarity of structure, and as that of affinity, which connects

two [or more] j; roups, becomes weaker and less visible as these groups are

more general, it is not in the least surprising, that what is only an analogical

correspondence in one or two important particulars, should often have been

mistaken for a general affinity." Now those philosophers, who, whilst com-

paring the attributes of the lower animals collectively, with those of Man,

have readily admitted the absolutely inferiority of the former, have yet, whilst

considering the mental relation to Man of particular species or groups, mis-

taken the ' analogical correspondence,' which the various forms of Instinct

bear to the rationality of Man, for a ' general affinity' between Man and the

Brute Creation :—for the result of their principles would be to shew that there

exists a gradual transition, ' a simple chain of affinities,' from rationality to

blind instinct. M. Frederic Cuvier, whilst considering the Brute Creation in

the aggregate, perceives that the minds of brutes can have no relation of

affinity to the human mind; lie therefore denies to them the power of reflec-

tion : but observing two species of action in brutes, the one apparently free,

the other apparently mechanical, he mistakes the relation of analogy which

these bear to the actions of Intelligence and Habit in Man, for one of affinity,

and virtually ascribes a relation of that kind to what he terms mechanical

instinct, and habit ; and also to human, and what he denominates brute in-

telligence. Thus after denying reflection to brutes, he concedes to them the

very principle from which reflection flows. It seems equally true of the world

of mind as of that of organized matter, that though affinities are continuous,

yet, as Mr. Macleay observes, while discussing the notion of Bonnet as to the

law of continuity, ' the scries of natural beings is not simple.' See Horn

Entomologicae, p. 362—364. Linn. Trans, vol. xiv. p. 48—52, &c. Diet, des

Sciences Naturelles, tom. xxiii. p. 52S, et seq. Mem. du Mus. d' Hist. Nat.

torn. X. p. 241, et seq.
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The two-fold division which has been made of the conscious

faculties of animals, into Intellectual Powers, includinij intelli-

gence ; and Jctive or Instinctive Pozsers, which are supposed to

be destitute of intelligence; is, I conceive, when viewed in its

results, far from being satisfactory or conclusive. It appears that

similar powers, which, on the one hand, when they are specifically

treated of, are said to be exercised in freedom, and not neces-

sarily ; are yet, on the other, when the effects of the unknown
principle of instinct are discussed, comprehended in it, considered

as being exercised necessarily, and thus enlisted into the service,

and placed in the ranks, of the Instinctive Powers : so that the

Intellectual Powors arc marshalled under the orders of Instinct,

and the Instinctive Powers under those of Intellect, reciprocally,

as the exigencies of the service may require. As it is highly ne-

cessary therefore, that the subject should be divested, if possible,

of a perplexity, which if unremoved would baffle every attempt

towards elucidation, I trust I shall be excused for the freedom

of the remarks I am about to offer upon the Chapter on the

' Faculties of the Mind,' which forms a part of Dr. Fleming's

' Philosophy of Zoology.' With respect to the conscious capa-

bilities of the Brute Mind, it is plainly inconsistent, to bring the

principle of proper intelligence into requisition, in order to ex-

plain the accomplishment of instinctive acts : for if this be done,

the lower we descend in the scale of creation, the more perfect

should be the intellect ascribed to the creature ; and the palm of

intelligence should be awarded to the Insect world.

That Man has no connate knowledge is a maxim of true philo-

sophy and of experience. It does not even appear capable of

proof, that the infant applies from any connate knowledge to its

mother's breast, but is taught by applications on the part of thrt

mother or the nurse : it knows not how to walk, to articulate, nor

even to express the afl'cctions of love ; it will catch at any thing,

however hurtful, that it can lay its hands upon, and apply it to its

mouth. The reverse of all this is displayed in the Brute; as is well

known. Surely then Divine Wisdom must necessarily have con-

trived and ordained these things, for the purpose of effecting a

total separation of the Human from the Brute nature ;—to the end

L 2
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that man might be Man, and that brute might be brute : thus

man's imperfection at his nativity is his perfection, Avhile the perfec-

tion of brutes at their nativity is their imperfection. For man is

born absolutely without the knowledge of any thing, in order that

he may be capable of receiving the knowledge of all things ; and

may freely appropriate it, by means of his proper faculty of

intelligence. Were knowledge infused into him at birth, as is

the case with brutes, it would no longer be knowledge, but mere

perception ; though the most surprisingly intelligent effects might

result from it, as we behold exemplified in brute instinct. As

the love of truth is peculiar to man ; so also is knowledge.

The ground of these facts, so comprehensive in its nature, and

involving a final cause so important, so dignified, so sublime, as

the Immortality of Man, is rendered inexplicable, if we admit that

brutes possess a nature formed upon a similar plan : which ad-

mission we are however compelled by facts to make ; unless we

subscribe to the doctrine, that a contingent or varying principle of

instinct, furnishes perception in the minds of brutes, for specific

ends,—and more particulary in those among them whose natures

adapt them to be influenced by Man ;—similar to that which is

observed to actuate them in a more uniform manner, wiien placed

without the sphere of his influence.

Dr. Fleming observes, under the head of Intellectual Powers^

" that the lower animals possess some notion of power and of

cause and effect, may be inferred from various actions m hich they

perform ;"—and he then adduces, in proof of this assertion, the

process employed by the Corvus Corfiix or Hooded Crow, for

breaking the shell of the Buckie (Buccinum undatum). " Seiz-

ing the shell with its claws, it mounts up into the air, and then

loosing its hold, causes the shell to fall among stones, (in pre-

ference to the sand, the water, or the soil on the ground,) that it

may be broken and give easier access to the. contained animal.

Should the first attempt fail, a second or a third are tried, with

this difference, that the crow rises higher in the air in order to

increase the power of the fall, and more effectually remove the

barrier to the contained morsel."*

* Philosophy of Zoology, Vol. i. p. 231.
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These performances of the Crow are thus deduced from a sup-

posed knowledge of power and of cause and effect proper to the

creature, thus from rational intelligence as a ground ; such know-

ledge being inferred as necessary to the production of the actions

in question. It is true that the author, aware of the delicacy of

the inference, arrives at it by rather a guarded process ;—" Were
we," he observes, " merely inactive spectators of the changes

which take place in the world, it is probable that the ideas of

reflection which would result from the contemplation of these,

would be limited to resemblance and succession. But as we

begin to act upon the objects around us, and produce in them

various changes, we acquire a knozoledge of our own power.

When we see changes produced independent of us, we consider

it as the display of some other power. These changes, and the

efforts which have preceded them, excite our ideas of cause and

effect, means and ends."

*' That the lower animals, &c." he proceeds to observe, as

above quoted ; and he then illustrates the position by the case re-

cited. But it is surely too much to say, thai because these actions

involve in them such a thing as the knowledge of power and of

cause and effect, such knowledge is to be attributed to the Crow.

It certainly comes more within the limits of the case to say, that

they are the results of simple perception in the creature,—that

an instinctive intuitive perception^ independent of any effort

of intelligence on its part, of the fit and proper means of possess-

ing itself of its prey, accompanies the instinctive desire to obtain

it : thus that the wonderful discriminations alluded to are not

derived from any rational deduction, resulting from the un-

assisted faculties of the Crow ;—but are primarily induced by a

superior influence. Appetites, desires, and affections, have been

stated to include the whole of what constitutes the Instinctive

Powers,* but that such is not the case admits of satisfactory de-

monstration. It may be shewn that there must be an essential

intelligence, which, liowever complicated in its origin, as in-

volving the knowltdgc of power, cause, and effect, must dcvelope

itself in llie conscious mind of the animal in the form of simple^

• See Philosophy of Zoology, vol. i. [>. 843.
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intuiiive or instinctive perception^ which perception, superadded

to the instinctive desire, must constitute the instrumental means

of accomplishing it. Thus the Crow, (a fact, by the way,

which Dr. Fleming appears to have overlooked,) must have a

perception of there being an animal within the shell proper to

become its food, which perception it never could have derived

from any analysis of its own; and which must therefore belong

to it as an influent or communicated knowledge, of the nature of

which it is unconscious. Instinctive Desires are most distinct

from those perceptions which are necessary to their fulfilment.

If those principles were not distinguishable, the instinctive ap-

petite for food, in the Human being, would infalliby be accom-

panied, as it is in the lower animals, with the perception of the

means of obtaining and masticating it. So the instinctive desire

of warmth does not give the Monkey a knowledge of the means of

perpetuating fire. " The Monkey may approach the fire which

the Savages have left, and warm himself at its glowing embers,

but he is never prompted to secure a continuance of the comfort,

by the addition of fresh fuel, or by setting fire to combustible

matter in another situation."* Neither, it might be added, does

the instinctive desire of warmth, or that of protection from the

iuclemencies of weather, help the Monkey to any perception of

the means of making himself a coat ; although, prompted by its

peculiar desire, the insignificant Tinea or Clothes' Moth, acts the

tailor with surprising dexterity, not only in making, but in mend-

ing and altering likewise. The instance of the Monkey and the

fire shows that no proper intelligence is concerned in the per-

ceptions of this animal ; for how, upon such a supposition, could

we conclude that so sagacious a creature would fail to exercise

it in subservience to so potent a desire as that of warmth :—it

would be quite an anomaly in the character of the animal. The

Hooded Crow also, I infer, and shall proceed more fully to show,

does Dot, in its discriminations, act from conscious intelligence,

any more than the Monkey ; but both from instinctive limited

perception ; which, however it may be modified according to cir-

* Philosojihy of Zoology, vol. i. p. 233.
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cumstances, as we frequently observe it to be, has no relation of

affinity to human intelligence.

Dr. Fleming, when treating of ' Instinctive Desires,' describes

the economy of the Pkri/ganece or Caddis-worms, which pass

the first portion of their existence in the water, and clothe

themselves with bits of straw, sand, or shells, which they cut into

shape, and form into a tube a little larger than the body, in which

they dwell, and which they likewise carry about with them.

The parallelism between this case and that of the Corvus Cornix

will immediately be seen. " These animals," continues Dr.

Fleming, " do not, in obedience to this instinct, employ the

mateiials within their reach indiscriminately ; for the covering

might, in that case, become too heavy to be easily carried about

with them at the bottom of the pool,—or too light, and, by rising

buoyant to the surface, remove them from their sources of nourish-

ment. They select and arrange the materials, so as to avoid

both these evils." Judging from appearances merely, this case

is surely a more illustrious one than that of the Corvus Cornix^

which, as we have seen, is instanced by Dr. Fleming, when

treating of the Intellectual Powers, to prove that the know-

ledge of power, and of cause and effect, is an attribute of the ani-

mal mind ; for upon the author's own principles we may prove

that similar knowledge is no less attributable to the philosophic

Fhrygunew^ who might with equal propriety have afforded an

illustration of Intellectual Powers, instead of being confined to

the humbler region of Instinct, in the author's arrangement.

It is true that Dr. Fleming, in some degree, qualifies the as-

sumption that attribute; of this kind belong to animals, by his

mode of expressing it, when he says, " That the lower animals

possess some notion of power and of cause and effect, may be

inferred from various actions which they perform." But if those

actions be at all the results of an intelligence similar in kind to

that of man, they prove something more on the part of animals,

lliun is expressed by the term " some notion of puzcery Sfc.;"

which indeed is clearly to be inferred from liu- |)hilosopliical de-

finition of the gradual development and formation of the attri-

butes in question, which immediately precedes this Naturalist's
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ascription of them to the Corviis Comix; when considered

connectively with the actual operations of the creature. The

combinatipn of such attributes and operations would be amply

sufficient to raise the Crow far above the level of uncivilized

Man.

I have been at some pains to understand the nature of the views

laid down by the author, and would not willingly or negligently

misrepresent them ; but when I read, under the Section ' Ideas of

Reflection,' the knowledge of power explained to consist in an

appreciation of cause and effect: and when I find this knowledge,

in kind at least, made applicable to the case of animals, and illus-

trated by instances of instinctive economy; and when I again

read, under the head of ' Instinctive Powers,' that " the lower

animals have their curiosity confined to effects'" and that " man

alone investigates causes.^'''* I am forced to conclude that Intellect

and Instinct are confounded.

Dr. Fleming, when treating of the instinct which causes animals

to form habitations, says, " In the arrangement of the entry,

this instinct displays its extraordinary powers. Sometimes the

entrance, as in the case of the Otter and Pole-cat, opens into a

thicket, or under the cover of a hanging bank. In other cases, as

that of a spider, termed by Latreille Mygale ccementaria, the

entrance is closed by a door formed of particles of earth ce-

mented by silken fibres, and closely resembling the surrounding

ground. This door, or rather valve, is united by a silken hinge

to the entrance, at its upper side, and so balanced, that when

pushed up, it shuts again with its own weight."+ In this instance,

which occurs under the head of ' Instinctive Powers,' an intuitive

perception, quite distinct from proper intelligence, is evidently

implied, and indeed included in the assertion, " this instinct dis-

plays its extraordinary powers." Not a word is here said about

the design or invention of the architect ; on the contrary, this

is considered by the author as an instance of pure non-rational

instinct: whereas we find, that because " the Ermine will con-

ceal a number of eggs in a particular place, and return at

intervals to its magazine," and a Fox or a Dog possessed of

» Phil, of Zool. vol. i. p. 258. + Ibid p. 235.
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more food than is necessary for the supply of present wants,

conceals the remainder until again urged by the calls of hunger ;"

these animals are said to possess a knowledge of time grounded in

ideas of reflection.* The last mentioned cases, prove merely the

existence of instinctive propensity and perception ; and are as

little adapted to support the doctrine of the animals' possessing

abstract ideas, such as those of time and space, as the history of

the Mygale cwmentaria. All are illustrations of Instinct, not of

Intelligence.

I might quote other examples to shew that the author in some

places practically attributes the means of accomplishing the ends

of Instinct, to an Intelligence the same in kind with that of human

reason ; while in others he includes those meanfi under the idea

of an Instinctive power, which, properly considered, totally ex-

cludes the operation of such Intelligence. Indeed the error of

the system appears to consist ; first. In the mental faculties of

the Brute being identified with those of Man, on account of the

analogical appearances in their actions ; and in making the facul-

ties thus defined the effective means for the accomplishment of

instinctive desires, which is in reality done by the author in his

consideration of the ' Intellectual Powers :'+ and secondly. In

making the instinctive desires to include the operation of the same

faculties as are treated of under the head of ' Intellectual Powers.' j;

By the latter view we are called upon to deny the distinct

exercise of such ' Intellectual Powers,' which would be fatal to

the theory ; and by the former we are necessitated to ascribe

them even to Insects.
||

• Sec Phil, of Zool. vol. i. p. 230. + lb. 215. % lb. 241.

II
Apparently aware of the difficulty with which the subject was beset, Dr.

Fleming remarks, (p. 312) " The impressions made upon the senses by external

objecto, excite the movement of the intellectual powers, and thoy operate

equally on our instincts. The instinctive powers may be Kuid to comprehend

the relation of our impressions almost intuitively. The will can excite the

•enses to action, mid the instincts can do the same. It is inipossihle, therefore,

in treatiii); ot the origin of the motions of animals, to separate the volition of

intellect from instinct, because few actions can be excited or continued by the

latliT, without liciiif^ perceived by the former. It was in oonscfuience of this

intimati- < uiincction, that we treated of (he iubtinct of aiitmalH, along with the
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In order to clear the way for a due appreciation of the views I

purpose to develope in the sequel, I mast now proceed to examine

the different, and very ingenious hypothesis of M. Frederic

Cuvier, as laid down by him in the article ' Instinct,' in the

' Dictiounaire des Sciences Naturelles ;' and in connection there-

with, his examination of Mr. Dugald Stewart's opinions on the

nature of hahit, Ayhich has appeared in a late number of the

' Memoires du Museum.'

This skilful naturalist endeavours to fix a distinction between

Intelligence and Instinct, by means of the character of variahilitij

applied to the former, and that of invariability applied to the

latter ; w ithout entering into any examination of the essential

nature of Instinct, of which he observes in a note, p. 529 of the

Diet, des Sciences Nat. " nous ne sommes point encore censes con-

functions of mind [or Intellectual Powers] which depend on the nervous sys-

tem. We hy no means, however, give it as our opinion, that Instinct and Intelli-

gence are the same, either in kind or in degree." How this latter observation can

be made to tally with a preceding one (p. 242), I am at a loss to conceive.

" Much confusion," says the author, " has arisen by the vague use of the

terms Instinct and Reason, and much vain speculation has been indulged, in

consequence of no distinct and definite ideas being attached to them. No con-

fusion, however, could arise, were we to consider reason as expressing the

movements of our Intellectual powers,

—

and instinct those which have hitherto

been termed Active." Nor is it easy to sec how this theoretical distinction is

preserved when cases of pure instinct are adduced as proofs of intelligence

under the head of Intellectual Powers, in the manner pursued by the author,

in which such principles are attributed to the creature under the same sense

and meaning as he attributes them to Man. (See definition of Imagination,

p. 221—225, &c.) It surely does not meet the difficulty, nor is it consistent,

in distinguishing between Intellect and Instinct, to make the former a passive

.spectator, by saying that " few actions can be excited or continued by the

latter without being perceived by tlie former," when at the same time, tlie

Intellect is made, by the author's method of considering the subject, not

merely to perceive, but to be the active instrument in accomplishing the appe-

tites, desires and affections, of Instinct. A conscious intelligence, such as that

illustrated by the author, including idc'as of reflection, synthesis, and analysis,

is either the means by which Instinctive Desires act, or it is not.

Should the above remarks meet Dr. Fleming's eye, he will I am sure receive

them, with that candour which distinguishes the lover of truth ; and as I have

no other view in offering them than that the truth may prevail, he will not im-

pute to mc any wish of depreciating his useful Ubours in Zoological science.
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noitre les elemens." At page 532, he thus defines instinctive

actions ; " Le caractere des actions iustiuctives sera d'etre fixes et

de se reproduire constammeut les memes dans toutes les situa>

tions ;" but in p. 534 and 535 we find him obliged to take refuge

under a series of exceptions, to the list of which many more might

be added, even from the Insect world ;—exceptions which, upon a

candid view of the case, must be considered fatal to his hypo-

thesis, ingenious as it is, and founded upon actual appearances.

" Le caractere de variabilite," he says, " qui est donne aux

actions coutingentes, et celui d'invariabilite qui est attribue aux

actions necessaires, ne doivent cependant pas etre pris dans un

sens tout-a-fait absolu. L'animal conserve toujours I'exercice,

de ses sens et le degre d'inteiligence qui lui est propre, et 11 les

emploie I'uu et I'autre de la maniere la plus favorable a Taction

necessaire a. laquelle il est porte. L'exercice de ces facultes est

raeme toujours proportionne au degre de necessite des actions ;

plus le besoin, le sentiment qui entrainent l'animal a, agir, sont

imperieux, plus aussi ses facultes sont captives : c'est pourquoi

I'iustinct nous paroit beaucoup plus fort chez les uus que chez les

autres. II n'y a aucune comparaisoa a faire a cet egard entre le

hamster qui se forme des magasins pour I'hiver, et le chien qui

cache sa nourriture surabondaute : rien ue pent detourner le pre-

mier de son action, et, au contraire, la moiudre circonstance peut

distraire le second de la sienne. Mais il y a plus : de nombreuses

observations font penscr qu'une longue habitude transforme en

quelque sortc les actions conlingentes en actions necessaires, et

que celles-ci ne sont pas soustraites sans reserve a une action long-

temps continuee des circonstances exterieures et accidentelles, et

qu'elles prennent quelque chose des actions electives. Plusieurs

aniniaux, en eiret, nous en donnent la preuve : les chiens de chasse

propremcnt dits n'ont besoin d'aucuiie education p.mr se livrer a

cet excTcice et poursulvre les betes fauves, tandis que lei barbets,

les dogucK, par exemple, n'y sont point naturellemcnt portes.

Ji'un autre cote, on assure que les lupins, tenus pendant plusieurs

generations dans des lieux ou ils ne peuvent fouir, donnent nais-

Mncc i des races qui ne sont plus portees a se creusi-r des terriers ;

ft I/«ioi (lit poailivtrnent (jue les jeunes renards «|ui se Irouvent
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pres des lieux habites, montreut par leurs actions, meme avaut

d'avoir quitte le nid, beaucoup plus de prudence et de ruse que

ceux qui vivent dans les contrees sauvages ou ils ont peu d'ennemls

a craindre et a, fuir. C'est qu'il n'est pas plus ici qu'ailleurs de

lois absolues. La nature est un ensemble harmonieux dont toutes

les parties sont liees, oii toutes les transitions sent adoucies, et qui

presente avec d'autant plus de force ce caractere d'unite qu'elle

a du recevoir de son auteur, que I'intelligence qui la contemple a

su se placer dans un point plus eleve et embrasser une plus grande

etendue de phenomenesj mais cet ordre suppose des rapports dif-

ferens, permet des rapprochemens et des distinctions, et ce sont

eux que nous avons du d'abord chercher a faire connoitre."

The author here certainly draws too largely on the harmony of

nature, to sustain that of his ingenious theory. If the Fox, in the

instance alluded to, discovers more prudence and cunning near

inhabited districts than in savage ones, and this even before it

quits the asylum of its dam, this peculiarity must arise either

from its intelligence, or from a variation of instinct : but it cannot

owe it to intelligence, for, as observed by M. Cuvier, p. 530, " II

n'y a jamais eu de contestation fondee sur les actions anterieures a

toute experience : simples ou complexes, elles ont toujours ete

considerees par les naturalistes comroe instinctives ; et, en effet, ii

faut bien qu'une force aveugle et necessaire les ait fait naitre,

puisqu'aucune experience n'avoit encore pu mettre en jeu les

facultes de I'etre qui les manifestoit." Here then is a dilemma

in essentials :—the character of instinct must vary, and thus pro-

duce variable or contingent actions, in appearance exactly similar

to those produced by intelligence ; in which case the definition

above quoted, " le caractere des actions instinctives sera d'etre

fixes, est de se reproduire constamment les memes dans toutes les

situations" falls to the ground : or, if this be denied, the actions of

animals anterior to experience must be taken to result from intel-

ligence, in which case intelligence usurps the functions of instinct,

and we are forced to give a negative to the proposition, " II n'y a

jamais eu de contestation fondee sur les actions anterieures a

toute experience," &c. &c. If in this instance of the Fox, intelli-

gence be taken in any degree into the account, we must also
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reverse M. Cuvier's position, " Plus le besoin, le sentiment qui

entrainent I'animal a agir, sont imperieux, plus aussi scs facultes

sont captives," and say the more imperious the necessity, the feel-

ing, which leads the animal to act, the more his faculties are free

and unrestrained ; or in other words, the greater is the measure

of Intelligence

—

?iot of Instinct !

It is, I think, plain from this statement, that it is impossible to

overcome this difficulty by reasoning upon appearances, or by

deductions from effects merely ; otherwise M. Cuvier would cer-

tainly have succeeded in establishing a theory to which ap-

pearances give so strong a support, and which is developed with

his accustomed talent. He seems nevertheless fully aware that

the essential causes of action, and their modifications, must

be looked at as principles, before any certain conclusions respect-

ing the point of mental separation between Man and Brute can be

arrived at. In p. 534, he sensibly observes, " C'est que ce ne sont

point les actions qui paroissent naitre de combinalsons profondes,

de calculs compliques, de vues ingenieuses qui distinguent verita-

blement I'homme des autres etres intelligens ; nous trouvons,

comme nous vcnons de le voir, des preuves de I'existence de ces

actions chez les anlmaux les plus imparfaits, et a un degre que

Bous ne pouvons peut-etre pas depasser de beaucoup : c^est la

liberie seule, la faculte de connoilre., qui fait la veritable supe-

riorite de Vintelligence humaine,^'

This Liberty, and this Faculty of Knowing, are manifestly the

distinguishing attributes of Man : but if Brutes, in any degree^

act from proper intelligence of their own, it is impossible to deny

them this liberty— this faculty of knowing; and if granted in any

degree, the very nature of the faculty is such as to be capable of

indefinite extension. No man has ever yet assigned to it a limit

;

nor, I am persuaded, ever v>\\\. The faculty is indeed essentially

incapable of limitation in the human mind ; and as far as we can

determine, it must be so absolutely. This fact will however re-

ceive illustralion of a practical nature as we proceed.

If the principle of free intelligciuc at all belonged to the Brute,

if unassisted, as in the case of Man, ho could determine by means

of this principle upon a contingent act, lie would be able to con-
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template his non-contiugent a{;ts also ; and not his own merely,

but those of other animals, and of Man, and indeed all the phaeno-

mena around him; it is impossible to limit the operation of a

principle essentiaUy free : it therefore follows, that Intelligence,

though present in Instinct, exists in it in a form differing from the

reason of Man : Instinct is a type of Reason, allied to it by ana-

logy, but not by affinity, as before observed.

It is to the difference of the conscious reception of the principle

of Mind, whicii, there is every reason to believe, is in its origin one

•with that of Life, that the different created Beings owe their true

distinction, Man alone appears gifted with the conscious recep-

tion of this principle infreedom ; to this he owes his consciousness

of knowledge ; it is this distinguishing and glorious faculty of

liberty which separates him from the Brute ; it is this which

capacitates him for, and is the true ground of, his immortality ! To

the want of this the Brute owes that measure of happiness, which

results from his not being able to contemplate the nature of happi-

ness or of misery ;—it is the want of this that deprives his suffer-

ings of their sting. Finally, it is this which draws that impassable

barrier between the most barbarous Savage and the most sagacious

Brute, which no human ingenuity will ever be able to explain away.

We are now arrived at the point at which it becomes necessary,

towards the further development of our subject, to take into con-

sideration the nature of Principles of Action ; so far as the consi-

deration of them affects its elucidation.

Looking at principles of action as they exist with respect to our

own consciousness, they appear to exhibit themselves under two

distinct forms ; the first of which may be called Reasoning Intelli-

gence,—a^ giving birth to those actions, which we are conscious of,

from their being the result of a mensurate reflection and deduc-

tion ; the second, Immediate, or Intuitive Intelligence,—as giving

birth to those actions, which, as to our consciousness, do not ap-

pear to be the result of a mensurate reflection, or of any reasoning

deduction. Of this latter character are the actions of habit,

wiiich might indeed be termed human instincts; being distinguished

from brute instincts by the circumstance, that they are generated

by the conscious intelligent principle.

1
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This is a most important provision in the organization of the

human mind ;—a distinction which shows the wise and benificent

care of the Creator, in preserving the essential freedom which is

the characteristic attribute of that mind, and which draws the line

of demarcation between Man and Brute; while it at the same time

provides a modified principle in the nature of the former, equiva-

lent, for the purposes of utility, to the instinct of the Brute. Man
is led to labour for the acquisition of relative ideas, which are used

as instrumental mediums for the performance of actions, subse-

quently to be executed by him, without the conscious intervention

of any ideas whatever.

This is exemplified in what have been termed habits of art, as

in playing on musical instruments, &c. We have the most beau-

tiful as well as conclusive proofs of it, in the opening energies of

the infant mind. The child takes the fluid in its spoon and turns

it upside down whilst lifting it to its mouth : by degrees, however,

and by means of the gradual exercise of its reflection, it discovers

and learns to correct the error : it exercises its unfolding intellect

in acquiring the requisite ideas, which it uses to perform this and

similar acts ; still however accomplished by an eff"ort requiring

considerable caution and attention ; until it can at last teach

another child younger than itself to do the same; for its reflec-

tion has laid hold of it and made it a subject of knowledge : but

as it grows up the reflection that it bestows on such acts as these is

gradually lessened, until they are at last performed, without the

intervention of ideas of reflection, and as it were spontaneously ;

80 that it appears as if the reflective principle or intelligent voli-

tion had receded, and left some other principle of action to fulfil

its deserted functions.

But surely wc ought to regard this not as an annihilation, but as

a modification of the cause, as it afl'ects our consciousness. There is

Buch a thing as the concentration of natural power, whereby the

most wonderful operations are wrought instantaneously, which

would otherwise require a tedious and elaborate process for their

accomplisliment ; and if there be in this respect any analogy between

natural and mental power, we may expect similar iiiiaenomena to

be eflccted by the latler; and there is an important final cause
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why principles of intelligence thus modified, however variously

their movements may be perceived in our consciousness, should

acquire the nature of active powers, as to their modes of opera-

tion.

M. F. Cuvier however, considers actions of habit as purely me-

chanical ; after enumerating several, and exemplifying the pro-

gress of their acquirement, he observes of them when perfected;

—

" des-lors tons ces principes raisonnes par lesquels nous avons vu

commencer I'exemple que nous venons de detailler, sont trans-

formes en de simples associations de mouvemens, en un pur me-

canisme. Presque toutes nos actions peuvent prendre ce carac-

tere ;" and in another place he says, " Et tout ne semble-t-il pas

^tre organique dans I'exercice de la lecture, dans celui des armes,

dans le mouvement des doigts sur un instrument de musique ?

Nous reconnoissons les caracteres et articulons les sons qu'ils re-

presentent, quoique notre esprit soit entierement preoccupe par le

sens de ce que nous lisons : le maitre d'armes suit de son fleuret

le fleuret de son adversaire, sans qu'aucune pensee vienne contri-

buer a ses rapides mouvemens : le pianiste parcourt des deux mains

son clavier dans tous les sens et suivant toutes les combinaisons que

les dix doigts peuvent former, malgre I'attention exclusive qu'il

donne aux notes placees sous ses yeux et qu'il fait rendre a son in-

strument. Tous ces exercices, comme toutes les pratiques de I'in-

dustrie, sont meme d'autantplus parfaits que la pensee leur est de-

venue plus etrangere ; tant qu'elle leur est encore necessaire, on

les possede mal, et en ce point c'est veritablemeut en se rappro-

chant des animaux qu'on se perfectionne. II n'y a rien d' abso-

lument diff"erent dans ce que produit I'instinct, et la comparaison

du tisserand et de I'araignee est bien plus exacte et plus juste

qu'on ne I'a pu penser. Ces deux ordres de phenomenes pourroient

meme tellement se confondre, qu'on feroit en quelque sorte de

I'instinct avec de I'habitude, si ce n'est de I'habitude avec de

I'instinct : une personne qui seroit exercee, des son enfance, a ra-

masser et a cacher tout ce qui lui reste de ses repas, finiroit par le

faire aussi machinalement et aussi inutilement que le chien domes-

tique."*

* Diet, des Sciences Nat. torn xxiii. p. 543.
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It is indeed true that the principle of Intelligence does in its

progress assume the form of an Active Principle ; because final

causes require such a modification : but are we hence to conclude

that it changes its essence likewise ?—and that human action, in

proportion as it becomes more perfect, is really assimilated more to

that of brutes ? It is true that the author, in the note p. 540,*

saves himself, in some measure, by quitting hold of essentials ; but

this, I contend, is not meeting the question : for essentials are

fairly involved in the consideration of the subject, and cannot with-

out confusion be separated from it. It is true, that in playing

on a musical instrument the mind operates in different modes at

the same time^ the one subordinate to the other ; but the mind

operates nevertheless in them all in a rational andproper manner :

the various actions are therefore the results of the intelligent

principle : though the final cause requires that our conscious atten-

tion should be principally directed, elevated, as it were, to the

sense and sentiment.

It is surely more consistent to admit the doctrine of Mr. Dugald

Stewart, to which this of M. Cuvier is opposed—and to agree with

him, that if we can explain the actions of habit by the laws which

regulate the human mind, the principles of sound philosophy require

that we should not look for other causes. Besides, how, it may be

asked, does the Intelligent Principle separate itself from the un-

known (as to its essence) Mechanical Principle ?—and at what

point is the complete separation eifected ? No consistent an-

swers, I apprehend, can be made to these questions.

Does not M. Cuvier, in this case, mistake the concentration of

intelligence itself, or some particular modification of it, for its

total absence? Is there no intelligence in the Mathematician's

immediate recognition of a particular formula ?—his quick and de-

cisive scientific combinations ?—and is not the immediate percep-

tion of relation, as the result of an intelligent power, equally obvious

• " Je n'ai pas bosoinde faire remarquer que je n' envisajje ici que la succes-

iion naturelle des faitH, et que jc ne m' occupe ni de Icur cause ni du principe

general de I'activitc."

\0h. I. M
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in the acts of a Fencer or of a player on the Piano-forte, as in

those of the Mathematician ? the slightness of our attention to the

minute acts we perform, is surely no proof that such acts are not

eflFected by an intelligent power.

There is indeed, in the intelligence of the highly-disciplined

mind, an habitual endeavour or action against the inroads of what

in the man who possesses it, is most analagous to Instinct, namely,

his corporeal appetite ; restraining and guiding it, and keeping it in

due subordination: and this from impressions of truth not directly

referred to in the conscious operations of the mind, at the moment

in which such habitual action takes place, but operating as it

were, tacitly and instantaneously. Yet who will say that such ha-

bitual action is not caused by an active and powerful intelligence.

The powers of intelligence in Man appear indeed to be capable

of operating in differeut modes, all of which are essentially rational

in themselves.

Human intelligence is formed by the Facid(j/oi Intelligence im-

planted within, digesting truth as it is received from without ; but

this intelligence may be, and is, successively modified as an active

power; as much so as any of those other powers to which this term

has, as I conceive, been improperly limited : the most sublime

efforts of reasoning form but the ordinary piinciples of minds

disciplined in truth and virtue. For it is evident, that all the

modes of operation of intelligence itself, cannot be included in the

tardy processes of analysis and synthesis. Those processes are

but modifications of the faculty of intelligence. Immediate

action is equally predicable of intelligence : our inability to

trace a reflective process In certain actions, is therefore no proof

that such actions are not the results of intelligence ; if this were

not the case, and if a cogitative process were the only test of

the workings of intelligence, many actions, not habitual, might

be argued to be as non-intellectual as those of habit:—actions

in which, nevertheless Intelligence is most conspicuous, being

the results of what is on this very account emphatically styled Pre-

sence of Mind. In that instantaneous operation of the mind, in

which action follows like the lightning's flash, without any perccp-
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tible steps of comparison passing through the consciousness, we
yet cannot, with any truth, deny Intelligence to be the moving

cause of such act; merely because it is not seen, as when directing

movements on a chess board. Besides, after performing them, we
can reflect upon them, and discover, by reflection, that is, by

analysing the intelligence of the act, the degree of Intelligence

involved in it. When we reflect on the actions which Presence of

Mind has produced, they sometimes present themselves to our con-

sciousness accompanied with an emotion of surprise, almost as if

they had been in a manner the results of accident, and not of lu-

telligence j while yet we feel assured of the contrary, since the act

has been rational. A lower measure of this same feeling no doubt

accompanies the performance of any very skilful operation ; for

instance, in music. The operator seems to himself, as it were,

possessed of a sort of magical power of execution ; and this very

feeling could not exist, were he not at the same time conscious

that it wajj the result of the Faculty of Intelligence exerted in a

peculiar mode ; for it is the sense of the presence of this intelli-

gence in action that conveys the sentiment. In the illustration

of the operation of Intelligence, by tracing a conscious analysis in

the mind, at the time of performing such actions, M. Cuvler thinks

our countryman Mr. Dugald Stewart has failed. This failure,

however, is not material to the question at issue ; nor is it possH>l«

to illustrate in detail the modus operandi of such cases. Thus

much, however, may be said in the way of definition.

Actions of Habit (at least the class we are speaking of) are the

results of an intelligt ut volition developed in sudden perception,

rational in its nature
J
and which must be therefore included in

the idea of Intelligence.

The term. Habit, as signifying an essential cause, or principle of

action, is to be distinguished from the same term as expressing the

idea of proucness, derived from reiteration ; since this determina-

tion of the mind, or proneness, is equally applicable to analysis,

and particular modes of thought, as to the principles which

give rise to actions without any reasoning deduction. The sense

of the term Habit, which we have been considering, is that of an
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essential cause of those actions, whose production is not marked

by any sensible reasoning operation,

Proneness indeed properly belongs to the Affections, or Will

;

and must, in the present case, be considered distinctly from the

Faculty of Intelligencfe : in the same manner as we have seen that

Desires are to be considered distinctly from Perceptions, in the

case of Instinct. The Will may, in certain cases, be so strong as

to overpower the whole mental region ; but in these cases it is

rather to be considered as the occasion than as the cause of action

or inaction. Will supplies the motive,—Intelligence the means :

in this respect they are or ought to be co-ordinate ; if the balance

be destroyed the Principle of Intelligence is either perverted

or rendered inert.* The proposition of M. Cuvier illustrates

this, when he says, " Le sentiment de la peur suspend dans ce

cas le mouvement des muscles ou les excite, s<ans que I'intelli-

gence paroisse y prendre la moindre part."f But it furnishes, I

conceive, no proof of the essential absence of Intelligence in any

acts which may be executed in such states of disorder : but merely

of the perversion or interruption of the proper agency of Intelli-

gence. M. Cuvier, indeed, affords an explanation of this phenome-

non, when he says, in a previous note,J " Les dispositions et les

besoins ne conduisent pas necessairement a des actions aveugles,"

&c. The sentiment of fear is evidently one of those dispositions

which, if not controlled, are capable of bearing down every power

of the mind.

That this circumstance of propensity or disposition, is very

generally instrumental in modifying habits, need scarcely be re-

marked ; and when taken into the consideration of the subject,

it may assist in their subdivision into particular classes.

Habits may be considered generally under two distinct classes :

voluntary and involuntary. The former we have already dwelt

upon. The latter may be illustrated by the instance of the

* I have all alone; supposed such a co-ordination of affection, or will, when

treating of Intelligence; since the will supplies motive or desire, without

which it is impossible for the intellect to act.

+ Diet, des Sciences Nat. t6m. xxiii. p. 540.

i Ibid. p. 328.
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involuntary habit of closing the eyelid. This action does not

appear to be instinctive, as new born children do not close the

eyelid till experience indicates the necessity of so doing. There

appears to be an obscure degree of freedom in this act, proba-

bly forming one of the beginnings of Human Rational Freedom ;

for were the mere utility of protecting the eye from the over-

powering effects of light, by alternations of shade, to be alone

considered, the action might as well have been instinctive as ha-

bitual. The fact however supplies an important demonstration

that the essential cause, both in habit and instinct, is intelligent

:

notwithstanding the difference with respect to consciousness.

Some actions of habit may be considered as partaking of the

nature both of voluntary and involuntary actions. Thus while

the motions of attitude are voluntary ; the grace of the motions,

if habitual, is involuntary, although acquired by intelligence. la

this, as in other cases, the final cause requires that such actions

should not, in man, be instinctive ; in order that they may thus be

made objective to his mind. To effect this, although his intellectual

power gradually approaches nearer and assimilates itself to the

form of an active power, the act is nevertheless done m freedom ;

by the aid of reflecfion, which, as we have said, is but an attribute

of the operation of Free Intelligence. The progressive formation of

Habit is itself a proof that a mode of Intelligence is the efficient

cause in the actions which are its products.

[To be cotilinueil.']
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Art. XXI. Abstract of a Memoir on the Phii/siologj/ of

Helix Pomatia. By B. Gaspard, M. D.* With Notes

hy T. Bell, Esq. F. L. S.

[Continued from p. 100.]

§ 20. Contrary to Swammerclam's representation, these mollusca

propagate their species by close contact, raising themselves foot

to foot, and remaining in that situation, pressed firmly together,

for a whole day or longer; and at the same time mutually exciting

each other with the little dart or needle described by Lister and

Duverney. They afterwards retire, partially and gradually, into

the shell, from which they do not again emerge until the follow-

ing day, when they resume their ordinary habits. After a week

or two the act is repeated, and subsequently a third time.

The little dart mentioned above is formed in the male organs

;

I have found it in the vas deferens^ with the point directed forwards.

It is a small very white body, brittle, and having a saline appear-

ance, of a pyramidal and quadrangular form, or rather having

four lateral plates or wings ; it effervesces with acids, and is pro-

bably composed of carbonate of lime. I have sometimes found

this winged dart, sticking like an arrow, against the genital orifice

of the opposite Snail. It exists in the Helix Arbustorum as well

as in the present species.

The interval between the first union and the deposition of the

eggs, has varied within my observation, from twenty-five to thirty

days. After this period, one only of the two Snails forms a hole

in the earth, sheltered from the rain and from drought, and after

rounding and enlarging it, introduces the head and neck, and lays

the eggs. It then carefully closes and cements the upper part of

the nest, and abandons it to the care of nature.

Two or three days after the eggs are laid, another union takes

place, in which that individual which had not laid, is impregnated

in its turn, and deposits its eggs three or four weeks afterwards,

* Magendic's Journ. de Physiol, loin. ii. p. 295, ct. set].
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but the former is not fecundated by this second copulation. In

short, in all my observations, both individuals do not produce at

the same period, but one of them at least twenty or twenty-four

days after the other. I have been careful thoroughly to establish

this fact, which has escaped former observers, and which in some

measure diminishes the miracle of the generation of Snails. It

proves them in fact to be hermaphrodite, but not simultaneously

fecundated. They are anatomically, however, strictly androgy-

nous.

It is usually about the middle or latt«r end of May that they

unite, to produce their eggs in June. I believe they generally

lay but once in the year ; though I have known one produce a con-

siderable, and almost equal number on the 20th of June, and again

on the 4th of August. I have also found two united in Septem-

ber, doubtless after a previous generation : and those which laid

their eggs in the winter over my fire-place, had probably pro-

duced during the previous summer.

The number of eggs at each laying varies, as far as I have

observed from 25 to 80. They are found in the nest, agglo-

merated, and slightly stuck together with mucus ; they are spheri-

cal, hard, opake and M'hite; about the size of small peas, and

considerably resembling the berries of the misseltoe. They are

composed entirely of limpid albumen contained in a membrane

which is somewhat solid, and fibrous. Each egg weighs about

three grains and a half. They sink in water, become wrinkled

in a dry atmosphere, and are preserved only in a moist situation.

Placed on burning coals, they swell, crackle, and become charred

without much smell ; they freeze at a similar degree of cold as

the white of birds' eggs ; though tlie mucus which envelopes them

freezes at a higher temperature. Boiling v/atcr coagulates the

albumen, and gives it a bluish tinge. Nitric acid turns the mucus

of a yellow colour, instantly dissolves the opaque envelope with a

brisk ertcrvcscence, and coagulates the albumen without the dis-

engagement of gas.

The eggs deposited in the earth and exposed to damp, develop©

themselves without incubation like those of all (he cold blooded

animals, but more or leas quickly, according to the temperature
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of the atmosphere. Thus it took place in twenty-one days over

my fire-place, where the constant temperature was about 20° R.

(77 Fahr.) as also in the garden in summer where the thermometer

was at 28° (95 F.) in the day, and 10" (55 F.) in the night.

On the contrary, those eggs which were constantly exposed to

12» (60° F.) were not hatched till thirty-one days, and at 6"

to 8° (45° to 50" F.) not before forty-five days. Similar expe-

riments on the eggs of Frogs afforded analogous results.

1 am certain that those of Snails are not developed, but go on {o

putrifaction, either when placed in water, or in a stagnant damp

atmosphere, under a vessel inverted over water. A few days be-

fore they are hatched, the eggs become hard, opake and white like

chalk, sometimes on one half, at others over three quarters, or

over the whole globe ; at length the little animal open with its

teeth the white calcareous envelope, and comes forth with its soft

tender shell, consisting only of one volution and a half, having its

four tentacula, two of which are furnished with the black point

;

and its heart may be seen beating through the shell. If this little

sliell be thrown into an acid, even before it has left the egg, it is

dissolved with effervescence.

The animal, at its first exclusion, lives only on the pellicle of the

egg, the whole of which is eaten. It is appropriated to it, like

the milk to the young of Quadrupeds; the yelk of the egg to those

of Birds, of Chelonian and Saurian reptiles j the glaire of the egg

to Batrachian reptiles, &c. In fact, this pellicle consisting of car-

bonate of lime, united with an animal substance, is necessary to

produce the calcareous secretion of the mantle, and to consolidate

the shell, at present too soft to be exposed without injury. When
this envelope is wholly eaten, the little snail is nourished only by

the moie or less vegetable soil which surrounds it, and in which it

continues to find materials for the secretion of the shell. It re-

mains thus concealed under ground in the nest for more than a

month, when it comes forth, feeds on vegetable matters, and es-

pecially on their decayed remains, and even yet returning fre-

quently to an earthy alimeht Its increase is rapid during the

first year, and it has acquired considerable size by October, when

it hibernates and forms its operculum for the first time. I am not

acrjuainted at what period it begins to propagate.
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§. 21. The blood of these animals must now call our attention

for a moment. This is not only contained in the organs of circu-

lation, but is poured out, particularly whilst the animal walks,

into the cavity containing the digestive and genital viscera, which

are bathed in the blood ; so that on cutting through the separation

between the trachea and abdominal cavity, an abundant and con-

tinued jet of this fluid is thrown out. Whilst the animal remains

at rest, and retired into the shell, the blood is not poured out la

the same manner.* This phenomenon struck me forcibly, and

I know of nothing analogous to it in other animals. The blood is

rather thick, but without viscosity ; it has a faint smell, a slightly

saline taste; and is so abundant that each adult individual con-

tains not less than a dram and a half. It is of a delicate blue

colour, which is neither altered nor modified, by change of ali-

ment, by asphyxia, or by hibernation. It is miscible with water,

but of greater specific gravity, and falls to the bottom in visible

streaks or entire drops. When exposed to the atmosphere, it

does not spontaneously congeal, like that of vertebrated animals,

but it separates by rest into two distinct fluids, the one blue,

which swims at the top, the other colourless and opake, remaining

at the bottom of the vessel ; in a few days it decomposes with

fetor. It is unaltered by muriate of barytes, and by alkoho!,—is

simply discoloured by potash; and by vinegar, and other weak

acids. But acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and still more, ni-

• This conclusion of Mens. Gaspard, I thought too curious and singular for

me to pass it over without submitting it to the test of direct experiment. I

have therefore repeatedly and carefully injected the vessels of these animals

by the aorfa, but have never^ found any communication between the circulating

system and the visceral cavity. In fact, the fluid which the author mistook

for blood, is, I believe, nolliing more than a large quantity of serum, effused

for tlie purpose of lubricating and protecting the viscera, and similar to that

which serves the same office in the thoracic and abdominal cavities of other

animals. May not the quantity which thus fills this cavity in the Snail, be in-

tended, by affording, as it were, a reservoir of moisture, to provide against tlio

effect* of extreme heat and drought, during which they often retire for a con-

siderable time into their hIr-IIs, in a state of partial torpidity ? Thus performing

an office somewhat analogous to tliat of the fat in vertebrated animals, wliich

being absorbed during a long period of abstinence, supplies tlic place of food.

T.B.
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trate of mercury, occasion a copious dense precipitate. Boiliug

water, sulphuric and nitric acid, coagulate it strongly, like albu-

men.

Lister saw with the microscope in the blood of these ani-

mals, the globules which are met with in that of most others; and

Messrs. J. L. Prevost, and J. A. Dumas, in confirmation of this

remark, have lately ascertained that these globules have a diameter

one-third greater than those of man, the dog, the hog, the rabbit,

&c. But what is most surprising in the researches of these micro-

graphers, is, that they found the globules in the blood of the

Snail, spherical, as in the Mammifera ; after having observed them

to be elliptical in Birds, Reptiles, and Fishes.

I was curious to know the effects of this blood when introduced

into the circulation of a warm-blooded quadruped. For this pur-

pose, on the 26th of August, 1822, I injected three ounces of the

blood of the Snails, made tepid, into the jugular vein of a Leveret,

weighing about a pound and three quarters, from which I had pre-

viously taken two ounces of blood. At each injection the respi-

ration was accelerated, the animal appeared distressed, and after

the experiment it remained for more than an hour, in a state as it

were of intoxication or stupor, with the head turned over the left

shoulder, and incapable of action. The pulsations of the heart

were strong and frequent. These symptoms disappeared by de-

grees, and in about three hours, it walked almost naturally, al-

though evidently weak, and even recovered its appetite. In the

evening, however, the nervous symptoms returned, particularly

ihe contortion of the head, and it died during the night without

any alvine evacuation. On opening the body, the brain was

found quite healthy, as well as the abdominal viscera, including

the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane ; the pericardium filled

with reddish serum, the heart and lungs studded with numberless

points and spots of inflammation. Thus, it appears that the ex-

treme vessels could not accommodate themselves to the large

globules of this blood, and that the result was an inflammatory

congestion in the lungs and heart, where it was accumulated

in more considerable quantities. On the existence of a similar

obstacle in the brain, doubtless depended the nervous symptoms.
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analogous to those which MM. Prevost and Dumas observed to

take place, in consequence of the transfusion of blood with sphe-

rical globules, into the circulation of animals having blood with

elliptical globules.

§. 22. According to Swammerdam, the two larger tentacula of

the Helices, have at the extremity a true eye composed of aque-

ous and vitreous humours, a crystalline lens, an optic nerve, the

choroid tunic, &c. This naturalist therefore, followed by Lister,

Rhedi, Spallanzani, &c. considers them to be endowed with sight.

I have made many attempts to elucidate this point, and I must

confess that they have all of them proved to me that they are

totally devoid of this sense, and in every respect insensible to

light, walking and climbing as correctly in the night as by day

light. I have found that they do not perceive obstacles placed

in their way until they touch them. Deprived of the tentacula,

they guide themselves with equal certainty as before. In a word,

I find in these pretended optical bodies, nothing more than the

organs of an exquisite sense of touch, with extreme sensibility to

heat, dryness, moisture, to the slightest shock, or the least

agitation of the air; and this arises from a large nerve which

is expanded over the extremity.

They appear also to be deaf as well as blind ; being totally

insensible to tlie most acute sounds, although instantly perceiv-

ing the slightest vibration communicated by the foot to the

ground.

With regard to the sense of smell, it is true that we have it

asserted on the authority of Swammerdam and Lister, that they

arc directed by the smell towards cheese placed near tliem ; but

I have never been able to confirm this. In short, I have only

been able to ascertain the existence of the sense of taste, and

that of touch ; the latter of which they possess in an extreme

degree of delicacy.

(The experiments whicli Monsieur Gaspard relates on the re-

production of the parts of Snails, oiler no results sufliciciilly

diiferent from those recorded by Spallanzani, to render it neces-

sary to transcribe them.)
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Art. XXII. Some Observations on the Nomenclature of

Ornithology/; particularly zoith reference to the admission

of mw genera. By N. A. ViGoiis, Jun. Esq. A.M.
F.L.S.

[la a letter addressed to the Editors of the Zoological Journal, May 1, 1824.]

Gentlemen,

It has been frequently observed, and the justice of the

observation has been admitted by every trile lover of science,

that the progress of Natural History has been considerably

retarded by the overweening importance which has been attached

to the province of nomenclature ; by its being considered the

end, not the means, of science ; or, to use the words of a

distinguished naturalist of the present day, " a department of

Natural History," not " a convenient instrument whereby an

acquaintance with it may be more easily cultivated."* Not

only has the general inquirer into subjects of scientifick research

been deterred from entering beyond the surface into the secrets

of natural science in consequence of the forbidding aspect under

which it has been represented, but the views of many a zealous

naturalist have been perverted by the false light under which

it has been exhibited, and his co-operation in the true labours

of the science rendered abortive. When a student who aspires

to an acquaintance with nature is taught, that to display her

productions in his cabinets according to a favourite or fashion'

able code of arrangement, to assign each individual its respective

name, and to trace the various synonyms that may have been

conferred on it through all their windings, is the ultimate object

* Horae Entomological, p. 24. See also p. 10. " The almost exclusive at-

tention which has of late years been unfortunately lavished on Nomenclature

and Systematic Arrangement,—on the means in short, and not on the end of the

science,—has with ignorant persons diminished the importance of the study of

Natural History itself."
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of all natural research, his mind becomes wedded io a sub-

ordinate branch of his subject, and is drawn away from the

contemplation of its sublimer truths. He becomes conversant

with artificial, not natural, systems. It is upon the labours of

man that he dwells, and not upon the works of the creation.

He dwindles, as it were, into a mere compositor of the volume

of nature, artificially putting together the symbolick words that

stand for ideas, while the ideas themselves in their true spirit

and meaning escape him. And thus the exertions which, properly

directed, might have tended to explain the laws, and elucidate

the operations of nature,—which might have been devoted to a

study purely intellectual,—are lost in a pursuit which is strictly

and exclusively mechanical.

But even the value of Nomenclature itself, which, it is needless

here to observe, is an efficient and powerful instrument towards

the progress of the science, inasmuch as it is the necessary organ

for the communication, and of course for the acquisition of know-

ledge, is deeply injured by the injudicious endeavour to elevate it

beyond its intrinsick consequence, and to place it on an equality

with the science itself. It is the common and natural course of our

feelings to imbibe a decided partiality for that which it has cost

us some pains to attain. And the student in Natural History

who has been led to conclude that nomenclature should be the

main object of his pursuit, and who has been accustomed to

study it with reference to a particular form or system, naturally

feels a prejudice towards the system into which he has been

initiated ; he looks up to it with somewhat of a sacred reverence
;

he becomes intolerant of every change that may affect it, and

hostile to every innovation. To unlearn, even partially, what he

has acquired, he often finds a more difficult task than to enter

upon his researches from the commencement. His pride, in fact,

is enlisted on the side of his partialities; and indulging a happy

feeling of contentment with the actual state in which he himself

found the science, he feels a jealousy towards the admission of any

new light, which, while it tends to clear away the mists of the

prospect before him, serves equally to expose the darkness in

which he had hitherto been involved, lleuce it inevitably fol-
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lows, that nomenclature and systematick arrangement are despoiled

of their true value. They remain stationary, while knowledge is

advancing. The machinery which was eminently serviceable iu

its application to nature, while her productions were limited and

of moderate extent, becomes ineflicient to operate on the gigantick

mass that every day accumulates before us : and that blindly

partial bias, which admits no expansion to its size, or addition

to its powers, renders it useless to any practical purpose.

A few brief observations on the erroneous notions that prevail

npon this subject, may not be uninteresting to the readers of your

journal : and I shall devote the pages, which your kindness has

placed at my disposal, to some remarks which strike me as bearing

upon the point in question ; confining myself however to that

branch of Zoology, on which, having lately devoted some atten-

tion to it, I feel myself more competent to hazard an opinion.*

The remarks I have to make will, of course, contain little novelty

to the scientifick Ornithologist, who is as much above those pre-

judices and narrow views which I would reprobate, as beyond

the scope of any humble observations which I might be enabled

to advance. But there are younger students to whom they may

be serviceable. And when we see elementary treatises published

every day, which represent the science in exactly the same state of

advancement at which it stood near a century back ; when we see

the press teeming with dissertations which speak the language only

of the same remote period ; when we see the partizans of the same

antiquated notions declaiming every where against the introduction

of new views and new knowledge, asserting that every species in

Ornithology is likely, under the modern modifications, to become

a new genus, and that the number of new names that are creep-

ing in tend but to perplex and confound, and by their multi-

* We may shortly expect some convincing arguments on the same subject,

as far as it relates to the groups of Entomology, from the pen of the distin-

guished authour of the " Horae Entomologicse." I here mention this circum-

stance more particularly, as, from that gentleman having, with his usual

kindness, communicated to me some time since the early sheets of his

" Annulosa Javanica," now in the press, the prior right of having occrpied the

same line of reasoning as that which I now pursue is justly due to him.
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plicity to deter the student from prosecuting his researches in the

science ; when we see tliem so tenacious of the very form of their

nomenclature as to resist any alterations in names or disposition,

even w here errour has been detected and universally acknowledged

—more willing to perpetuate confusion in our ideas of nature it-

self, than to alter the terms of that nomenclature which they

have erected into so important an idol—when we see, in short,

nature thus made to bend to the views of man, it becomes every

one to enter his protest, however feeble, against doctrines so

pregnant with danger to the views of the student, and so subver-

sive of the sound principles that regulate the science.

Were it the fact, as is asserted, that every species in Orni-

thology is likely to be formed into a genus ; or, (o take a more

just view of the subject, were it the case that all the species

are so far distinguished from each ather as to admit no grouping

together, and that it becomes necessary to confer on every species

a generick name and character wliich will at once point out

its own place in nature, and its distinction from every other

known group, I can not decide otherwise than that, while so

paramount an object is gained, it would be but a feeble objec-

tion to assert that names are inconsequence multiplied. He who
is deterred from prosecuting his researches into any department

of natural science by those technical difficulties that may impede

his earlier steps, but which when surmounted will be found iu

the end to accelerate his progress, is not likely to add much to

the value of science, and his recession from her paths is not much
<o be regretted. The same difficulties attend every object of

human research. Take any subject of inquiry ; take language

itself for instance, and say, will any man shut himself out from

the knowledge of the history, of the poetry, of the philosophy of

any clime or people, from a dread of the innumerable terms

which he must acquire before he attains the perfect use of that

instrument which is to guide him to his information. Knowledge
doei not come to us intuitively, nor is it to be seized upon,

as it were, by storm, and at the first approach. Our advance

must be gradual, and our ultimate success attained chiefly by
afisiduity and |)i'rscveranco. 'J'he true question to be decided oii
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all such points is not whether the means by which we arrive at

knowledge present, at first sight, a formidable appearance that

may affright the indolent and unenterprising; but whether it

affords the easiest progress to the object in view. That which

appears an obstacle is often a stepping-stone to our advancement

:

and the height which to one man seems insurmountable, is, to

the man of enthusiasm, who masters the ascent, the means of

extending his views, and giving him a commanding prospect over

the field of inquiry. But this is not the point at present under

consideration. Nomenclature, as an instrument to facilitate our

knowledge, should certainly be as simple as is consistent with its

powers and efficiency. And how far the nomenclature of the

present more advanced state of Ornithology errs in this respect,

how far it has become too complicated, and the introduction of

new terms has introduced confusion into the science ; how far, in

short, every species, as is alleged, has become, or is likely to

become, a genus, may be determined from the following brief

statement of the fact.

At the period when Linnaeus published the last edition of his

" Systema Naturae," the number of species described in the de-

partment of Ornithology amounted to nine hundred and twenty-

seven. These he thought it necessary to divide into seventy-eight

genera, thus leaving less than twelve species on an average to each

genus. The number of species which have come under the

observation of the naturalists of the present day exceed five thou-

sand ; having increased beyond the number of those known to

Linnaeus in a greater proportion than that of five to one. We
might reasonably have inferred that the number of generick names

would have increased in at least an equal ratio. And yet what is

the fact? In the System of Ornithology published by M. Vieillot,

who has been considered the greatest innovator in this respect,

the number of his admitted genera is no more than two hundred

and seventy-three. These we may increase to three hundred, for

the sake of using round numbers, and in order to embrace some

genera established by M. Temminck, and other later ornitholo-

gists. Taking then the same estimate as before, we have some-

what less than seventeen species at present to a genus. The
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natural inference that we may draw from this calculation is, that

the nomenclature of the present day is considerably less compli-

cated than it was in the days of Linnaeus; and that so far from the

admission of these genera tending to create confusion, we actually

require the addition of upwards of one hundred more to those

already in our possession, if we wish to place our nomenclature

on an equality, with respect to the proportion the number of

genera bear to that of species, with what Linnaeus thought it

necessary to establish. In fact, the violent outcry against new genera

seems to originate in our ignorance of the actual advance of the

science. Contented with the limits which it possessed in our

earlier acquaintance with it, we are unaware of the overwhelming

influx of new forms and new species, which render it a matter not

of choice, but necessity, to institute new departments to which

they may be assigned. In condemning therefore the introduction

of new names and genera into Ornithology, it is not against the

naturalist that we raise our voice, who is forced to invent new

names and stations by which he can embrace the incoming produc-

tions of nature. It is against nature herself that we exclaim, who,

however fixed and stagnant may be the state of our own know-

ledge, ceases not to pour forth a continued stream from her

exhaustless sources, as if in derision of our ignorance, and to

expose the impotence of those systems with which we would

pretend to circumscribe her.

It is evident that were we to restrict the number of genera in

Ornithology to that which was instituted by Linnaeus, or even in-

crease it by the addition of those genera which his strict adherents

have latterly been necessitated to admit,* we should have, on an

average, about fifty or sixty species to a genus ; a proportion

which every man of science, and particularly those who are con-

versant with the sister departments of Natural History, will

a:k.nowledge to be inadequate to the general purposes of nomen-

clature. But even this is the most favourable point of view in

which the opposite side of the question to that which I espouse

• The number of gnneru udmittod into the last edition of Dr. Latliam'ij

" SyiiopsJH," amounts to one hundred and eleven.

Vol. I. K
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can be represented. Many of the Linnean genera, it Is to be

recollected, are limited to a single species; many contain but two

or three ; and some do not extend beyond ten or twenty. It

consequently follows, that a considerable number will embrace

more than the average proportion, and that some will extend

even to hundreds. A single example will illustrate this point;

and I shall select the Linnean genus Falco as an instance, not so

much because it is the most copious in species, for in this respect

it falls far short of many others, but because it is one where the

enemies to what is called innovation take up their strongest posi-

tion. The number of species contained in this group, which,

in the days of Linnaeus, it may be remembered, did not ex-

ceed thirty-two, amounts, in the last edition of Dr. Latham's

" Synopsis," to two hundred and forty-seven.* Now let us sup-

pose that a student has a specimen of a bird before him, which'

he has ascertained to appertain to the Falco of Linna;us, and

whose name, and particularly whose place in nature he wishes to

discover, it follows, that he must compare his bird with the de-

scriptions of two hundred and forty-seven congenerick species,

before he can be satisfied with accuracy respecting its proper

denomination. I here state no imaginary or fictitious case. It is

one of every-day occurrence.

Now let us suppose, on the other hand, that, according to

modern views, the great genus of Linnaeus, or what perhaps more

properly may be termed his family, is divided into five primary

departments, distinctly characterized, and that these are again

subdivided into five groups equally defined in character, which

contain under them, at the highest estimate, we will say twenty

species.—I speak here of course only for the sake of illustration

;

these proportions must considerably vary.—In this case, then, the

student has to compare his bird, in the first instance, with the

* I content myself with the number actually admitted into our best standard

Work on Ornithology. I could encrease this number to considerably more

than three hundred, were I to include the species daily described, and which

have become known to us since the publication of that part of Dr. Latham's

work which comprises the Falcons. The number in the text is quite sufficient

of itself to answer the purpose of my reasoning.
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described characters of the five primary departments. He agaia

descends in order to the descriptions of the five subdivisions or

generick groups contained in the selected primary department

;

and lastly, he makes his reference to the twenty specifick descrip-

tions. In all, at the very extreme, he has thirty points of com-

parison to which he refers the bird before him, instead of two

hundred and forty-seven, through which he would be obliged to

wade according to the ancient system. I appeal to the candour

of those who are the most strongly opposed to my notions on this

subject, to decide which of these two is the simplest or most ex-

peditious mode of proceeding.

But in the former instance the student has arrived at a knowledge

of the name of his bird alone : and in this information his labour

ends. There is however a more important species of knowledge to

which he has attained no clue. The groups of Falconidw,—such

Ihope I may be allowed to call them,—though united iu affinity

by their leading characters, are yet distinguished from each other

by many essential differences in manners and organization. Their

structure is more or less powerful, their habits more or less

destructive : they evince a greater or less docility in submitting

themselves to the commands of man, or, in the language of Fal-

conry, they are more or less " noble." Some pursue a superiour

prey, some a prey of the meanest description ; some hawk on

land, and some on the waters: some are bold, though of the

smallest size; some, though of considerable dimensions, are sloth-

ful and cowardly. A number approach more or less closely to

the typical character of the family, or again deviate more or less

remotely from that type, and approach the Vulturidw on the one

hand, or the StrigidcB on the other. The modern plan of arrang-

ing this comprehensive group has a reference to all these import-

ant characteristicks ; and the student who determines the name of

his bird by this mode of nomenclature, determines at the same

time its station in nature. lie ascertains the purposes for which it

is called into existence, and the part which it sustains in the gene-

ral economy of the creation. I here again appeal to the candour

of my warmest opponents on such points, whether such a mode of

proceeding, while it is at once more simple and expeditious than

N 2
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that which they advocate, is not at the same time more consonant

to those scientifick views which ought to direct the naturalist.

Here however I shall be met by the observation, that the object

to which I have just adverted, that of distinguishing the greater

group into its characteristick departments, is attained by dividing

it into sections, expressive of the leading peculiarities of each.

This practice, if generally followed, would decidedly be an im-

provement upon the ancient regime : and the partial adoption of

it, for it is a gratuitous assumption to say that the strict adherents

to the Linnean nomenclature universally adopt it, proves most

forcibly the inefficiency of the nomenclature itself, while it retains

its original form without any modification, to the purposes of

scientifick arrangement. But does this mode of arrangement answer

our ideas of the brevity and clearness which should distinguish

nomenclature, or correspond with the principles which Linnaeus

laid down for that art. Let us suppose, for instance, that we

possess two species of the same family of Falconidce ; according to

the mode of nomenclature now under consideration, we call them,

we will say, Falco albus, belonging to the third section of the

genus, and Falco ater, belonging to the fourth

;

—is this mode

equally simple, equally perspicuous, equally indicative of the

natural affinities of the birds before us, as that of denominating

them at once by the distinctive names of Astur albus, and Milvus

ater? But a serious objection arises to the use of a number in

designating a group ;—it must necessarily be subject to variation.*

What is the second group at an early period of our knowledge,

may be the third at a more advanced stage; an intervening form

may arrive to separate two sections, which had before been conter-

minous, and the numeral designation of one must consequently

be changed. This difficulty has actually been felt, and a partial

remedy for it has been adopted. A fixed name has been applied

to each section, instead of an inconstant numeral. The names

* Were the kuowledge of Natural History so far advanced as to enable us

to adopt the quinary arrangement suggested by Mr. Macleay, in his " Horae

Entomologicse," the objection to numeral subdivisions would not exist. The

number of every department, or subdepartment would then be determined.

But in the present infant state of zoological science we can not look for that

piecision which belongs only to a state of perfection.
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however thus applied are not scientifick, but provincial, as if to

make a compromise for the concession. But is not this, in eflfect,

the very process which the sticklers for what is called the esta-

blished nomenclature affect to condemn ? The follower of the

modern views in science discovers, in an extensive family, a dis-

tinctly characterized group ; he calls it a genus, and designates it

by a scientifick name. The adherent to the Linnean nomenclature

acknowledges the same distinct group ; he calls it a section of

the Linnean genus, and designates it by an uuscientifick name.

The process is precisely the same, the terms made use of alone are

different. Here again I will ask Avhich mode of nomenclature is

more simple, more instructive, more truly scientifick,—we will take

the same examples as above,—that of describing our birds as Astur

albus and Milvus ater of Ray and the older Ornithologists, or as

Falco albus, belonging to the section " Les Autours" of M

•

Temminck, and Falco ater, belonging to the section " Les Milans^^

of the same authour.

One of the chief advantages which Linnaeus conferred upon

science was the philosophical principles on which he established

the art of nomenclature. However he might have been indebted

to some of his predecessours, to our own Ray in particular, for his

original views on this subject, he certainly gave the final polish to

the system, and established it on the most lasting foundation. The

edifice which he lived to complete both in its bolder outlines, and

its minuter details, was simple, solid, beautiful ;—a perfect Dorick

structure. Perhaps when Ave consider the varying nature of the sci-

ence which he cultivated, varying as the materials with which it is

conversant increase or become more known, this portion of his la-

bours may be considered that which is least likely to be superseded

by the more extensively informed views of his successours, and

that on which his reputation may ultimately be found chiefly to

rest. One of his principles in this art appears to me eminently

^imple and efficient, that of designating every separate production

of nature, above the rank of an individual, by a generick and

specifick name ; the former to point out its station in nature, and

its distinction from every other group ; the latter to indicate its

M-parution from every other species that may co-operate with it
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in the same natural station. The advantages derived from the

succinctness and perspicuity of this mode of nomenclature are

strongly apparent, while the uniformity which prevails through-

out it, makes the language of science in which it speaks, an uni-

versal language. Now if it should occur, that, owing to the

increase of materials or of our knowledge respecting them, the

terms assigned to certain groups should become too vague and

limited in their application, with reference either to the magni-

tude of the group itself, or the variety of forms that enter into

it,—as, for instance, where an original genus receives such a

numerous accession of species, and such an addition of new forms,

as renders the name, as generick, inapplicable to them all ;— it

becomes a question whether we should make an alteration in the

terms of the nomenclature itself, or violate the principles which

have been established for its direction. Where the case is one

in which the reputation of Linnaeus is concerned, I feel no hesi-

tation in declaring, that the honour of that great name is more

effectually consulted, by adhering more strictly to his general

principles, than to the particular name which he may have

conferred on any group. Nomenclature itself is variable. From

its very nature it cannot remain stationary: it must be en-

larged to suit the increasing bulk of materials which it is meant

to regulate ; it must be altered to meet the more accurate infor-

mation of every day. But the principles which direct this art

never vary. Standing on the philosophical basis upon which they

were placed by Linnaeus, they are suited to every change of the

science ; in every alteration of views, in every modification of

knowledge, they remain the same, unchanged, unchangeable.

Ought it not to be the undeviating principle therefore to which

we should adhere, and not the inconstant name?

Coming then to the case immediately before us, it is admitted

on all sides that the vast number of species, which have latterly

been added to the genus Falco of Linnaeus, have rendered that

term as generick, and the character assigned to it, too vague and

indefinite for the purposes of nomenclature without some modi-

fication. It becomes necessary either on the one hand, to makp.

Falco a family instead of a genus, and to admit new generick
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names for those divisional groups of it, which possess a naturally

distinctive character : or on the other hand to retain the name as

generick, but with an awkward and unartistlike reference to its

sections or subgenera,— a process whereby the simplicity and

brevity so conspicuous in the Linnean nomenclature is necessarily

violated. In either case an infringement must take place on the

system of Linnaeus; and the point of decision is in what parti-

cular we must desert that system. I myself feel no hesitation in

arranging myself on the side of those who would retain his

group and the character he has assigned it, but under the more

comprehensive title of family to suit its increasing bulk, and

adhere in more material points to the paramount principles

which he has established for the art. In this process it will aliio

be seen that the only alteration which takes place, is in the title of

his great group, the term family being substituted for that of genus

;

while his own gencrick term Falco is still retained for that division

of his group which he meant to be typical in it. and which, even

thus limited, contains more species at the present day, than what

constituted his original genus. Neither have I any doubt, that

this is the very step which that great naturalist would himself

have taken, could he have witnessed the vast improvements that

have latterly taken place in Ornithology. I form this judgment

from his practice in those other branches of Natural History,

where his knowledge was more extensive and more defined, and

on which he lived sufficiently long to confer a higher polish. I

shall take another opportunity of entering into a more detailed

examination of this point; being of opinion, that even in his own

mind his groups in Zoology, were intended to form but the first

outlines of his system, to be filled up as time and opportunity

increased the necessary information ; and that the term genus was

not intended to bear the same strict acceptation, when referred

to them, as when applied to groups, where he was more accu-

rately informed, as for instance in the department of Botany.

Hitherto I have examined this subject with reference only to

the laws of nomenclature. But some arguments have lately been

brought forward against the institution of new genera, which aim

at the very essence of the science itself. Advanced by authority
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of the highest rank, they arc adopted implicitly by those who
have not leisure or inclination to think for themselves, and are

hailed with triumph by all who contend for the ancient and

limited landmarks of the science. It is necessary to give these

arguments a distinct examination. Were they allowed to pass

current, the discoveries that every day take place of the opera-

tions of nature, and of the principles that prevail throughout her

works, as well as the inferences that result from these discoveries,

would be rendered totally abortive and unprofitable.

M. Temminck, whose name is deservedly high in the ranks of

Ornithology, has rendered himself conspicuous by his opposition

to the admission of the greater number of genera established by

his contemporary naturalists. The main objection which he urges

against them is, that, however distinct some species in the new
genus may be from the generality of the group from which they

have been separated, other species are so united to it by a gradual

approximation as to render it impossible to draw a line of distinc-

tion between the new group and the old. lie lays particular

stress on the passage that thus takes place between these con-

terminous groups, and in every instance he draws the conclusion

that the new genus must fall, where such an intervening passage

exists. This doctrine is so particular a favourite with him, that

he dwells upon it on every opportunity, in almost every page of

his works, in every succeeding volume that is the fruit of his

valuable labours.* It is the knowledge of these intervening gra-

* A few examples, taken almost at random, from the " Manuel d'Orni-

tliologie," will sufficiently explain the Professor's views on this subject. " Le

genre strix, si bien characterise—a aussi du etre subdivise recemment en un

grand nonibre dc genres nouveaux,

—

les especes etrangeres rendent ces divisions

absolument nullcs, elles presentent un passage sans intervalle assignable, et

n'oti'rent poui tout moyen de classification methodique, qu'unc grande serie

d'especes."—p. 79. " Daudin a propose les genres Icterus et Cassicus pour

ces oiscaux Americains: M. Vieillot en ajoute encore d'autres, mais les limiles

de ces genres nombreux ne peuvent itre fixees avec precision ; le passage dcs uns

mi d mitres a lieu par nuances presque imperceptibles. Je propose consequemment

de reunir tous ces oiseaux d'Amerique dans ie seul genre Icterus.''^—p. 128.

'Les methodistes oatessaye de classer ces oiseaux [les Gros-becs j en plusieurs

genres, . Cost vainement qu'on inventerait encore double et triple de

iioms noMVcaux poiii' former des groupes birictemeiil mclhodi<iues.—J'ai mis
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dations, which according to his arguments thus overturn the

speculations of the institutors of new genera,—a knowledge, also

by his account, to be attained alone by years of laborious re-

search, and a personal acquaintance with every production that

has hitherto been brought to light from the stores of nature,—

a

knowledge, which his own good fortune and his unexampled in-

dustry have enabled himself to attain,—it is this knowledge alone,

he asserts, that can entitle a naturalist to determine the situation

of any group in nature, or to speak of the mode by which it may
be classed, in the language of authority. With considerable, and

perhaps justifiable, self-complacency, he adds, that it is this

knowledge which draws the line of distinction between the true

expounder of nature, and the pseudo-naturalist of the cabinet

and the library.

lous mes soins a comparer plus de cent especes etrangeres, avec nos especes

indigenes; le resultat de cat examen m'a confirme dans I'opinion qu'if exii/e

an passage graduel, sans demarcation aucune d'une espece a Vautre."—p. 342.

" Rien n'est moins selon la nature, que de former un genre distinct pour le pic

a trois droigts d'Europe et pour un petit nombre d'esp^ces etrangeres egale-

ment tridactyles,—ces amis de genres nombreux rCont certainement jamais vu

quatre especes de pics de I'Inde, par lesquels la nature semble avoir voulu passer

graduellement des pics a quatrt doigts aux especes tridactyles.—p. 389. See also

p. 422, where the same observations are repeated with respect to the three-toed

Kingsfisher.—" Si Je n^avais connu quepeu d'especes de ces oiseaux. je me serais

cru en droit d'en faire trois goures distincts; mais il y a vne serie presque sans

inlervalk assignable et sans limites fixes des plus grandes petrels anx plus

petifs comme des Petrels aux Puffins.—p. 802. " Ceux que veulent voir

partout des coupes rigoureuscmeiit determinees auraient pu former des petits

petrels un genre; on observe effectivement quelques differences—mais ces dif-

ferences sont encore nuUes par le moyen des especes intermediares,—p. 810.

" tons ces caracteres assex tranches pour ceus qui n'ont qu'un nombre tres

borne d'etres comme moyen de comparaison, se reduisent k rien, ou dumoins a

bien peu d'importance pour ceux, cjui, par le moyen de comparaisons muUipliees

failcs sur toutes lea especes connues de nos jours, ont pu enibrasser une plus grande

portion des Ctres crc«is. Alors tous ces caracteres, doiit la valeur paroit aux

yeux du naturaliatc sedentaire et de cabinet comme moyens propres a servir a

lours divisions Ktriclement methodiques. deviennent nuls comme lignc de demar-

cation entre de tcls groupes, et ne peuvenl plus servir <ivi'a etablir une serie

nulurcUe, sans interualle assignable, dam lea especes d^un mtme genre."—Linn.

Tran«u:lioii<<, vol. xiii. p. 111.
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I shall not delay a moment to inquire why this doctrine, in its

exclusive effects, should be applied by the Professor to those new
groups only which have been formed by others, and should not

be equally levelled at those which he has instituted himself :

—

and if it is an innovation to create and characterize a new genus,

he is himself one of the greatest innovators of the present day. I

have too high an opinion of the talents of that distinguished na-

turalist, and too high a respect for his character, to suppose that

he would be influenced by any motives of prejudice or personal

importance, or that, if he should fall into errour, his lapse would

originate in ought but that fervent and enthusiastick feeling by

which we are sometimes hurried away too far, in any favourite

subject, or particular mode of viewing it. But I must make the

suggestion whether this doctrine, if admitted, would not involve a

consequence more extensive than we are at first aware of. If

that group only should be decided to form a genus, which is dis-

tinct in all its parts from every other, which approaches none by

some affinity, which hangs upon none by some mutual bond of

connection, where shall we find a group so insulated, so wrapped

up in itself ;—where shall we discover a genus ? Will any admitted

genus in Ornithology, will any genus of M. Temminck himself, will

any genus even of Linnaeus stand this test ? It is my firm belief, and

it is strengthened by the corresponding sentiments of every higher

naturalist with whom I have conversed, nay strange to say, by the

sentiments of M. Temminck himself, that nature no where presents

an absolute division. If there is any truth in the observations I have

lately read in your presence, before our Zoological Society, on

the iiflinities of bird?, if there is any confidence to be placed in

the discoveries that daily come to light, as nature is more ex-

plored Mith respect to these affinities, if there is any justice in

those valuable observations on the subject M'hich the Professor

before us continually affords us, there is no group in Ornithology,

limited or extensive, whether a genus, a family, nay even au

order, which stands aloof and totally separated from the rest.

There is not in fact any principle more strongly and prominently

conspicuous throughout nature, than the beautiful harmony in

which her productions gradually pa»s into each other, and the
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uninterrupted continuance of the chain of affinities by which they

are indissolubly connected. And if that alone, according to M.

Temminck, is to be considered a genus, round which we can draw

a line of circumvallation that excludes every other group from its

vicinity, we must either realise that imaginary object of dread,

which the opponents to the modern nomenclature have fancied,

—

we must either make every species a genus, for here alone is there

a decided separation between groups,—or we must admit but one

group, one genus alone, in Ornithology, which we may denomi-

nate the genus Avis. But it is not here that this inevitable cpn-

sequence would terminate. Naturalists of a higher order, who

have gone beyond the surface of their subject, and have partially

raised the veil that has hitherto concealed the operations of na-

ture, have ventured to affirm that there is a still continued line of

affinities between the primary departments of Zoology ; nay they

have gone so much farther, as to assert, that it is impossible to

decide where life itself and organization begin and terminate.

We know not to what the doctrine of M. Temminck would lead

ns. Admit it in the first advance, and it will spread beyond our

controul ; the whole of the creation that comes within our ob-

servation

—

the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit,

—

would exhibit an uiicharactcrized and undigested mass before us,

one and indivisible.

This is indeed the point of view in which we see most forcibly

how valueless is the knowledge of systems and nomenclature, in

tonij)arisoii of that of nature herself. She exhibits no lines of

demarcation, no absolute, no tangible boundaries : while man is

necessitated for the sake of retaining, of communicating, of illus-

trating his knowledge of her works, to give to every group—" a

local habitation, and a name,"—and to draw his limits around it.

His process must of course in its very essence be not only artifi-

cial, but arbitrary ; not only arbitrary, but fluctuating. His bound-

ing line, where there is no natural mark to guide it, nmst wander

wherever his own will or his fancy directs, and must vary where-

ever the increasing bulk of the objects which it encircles, or the

increasing knowledge that defines more strongly their rclati\e
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position, may swell out or contract its circumference. To place

then an implicit, and all confiding reliance upon the perfection of

any system, that in its very nature must be thus changeable, thus

arbitrary,—to assert its infallibility,—to resist all change in its

form, all modifications to its meaning,—would argue a presumption

almost as great as to afiSrm, that man can limit the operations of

nature,—that he can bend her to his views, and enclose her within

his cobweb systems ;—or that his powers of vision, purblind and

contracted as they are, can trace out, nay has already traced out,

the interminable windings of those paths, where we are told em-

phatically " the ways are past finding out."

But though nature no where exhibits an absolute division be-

tween her various groups, she yet displays sufficiently distinctive

characters to enable us to arrange them into conterminous assem-

blages, and to retain each assemblage at least in idea separate from

the rest. It is not however at the point of junction between it

and its adjoining groups, that I look for the distinctive character.

There, as M. Temminck justly observes, it is not to be found. It

is at that central point which is most remote from the ideal point

ofjunction on each side, and where the characteristick peculiarities

of the groups, gradually unfolding themselves, appear in their full

developement ; it is at that spot, in short, where the typical cha-

racter is most conspicuous, that I fix my exclusive attention. Upon

these typical eminences I plant those banners of distinction round

which corresponding species may congregate as they more or less

approach the types of each. In my pursuit of nature, I am accus-

tomed to look upon the great series in which her productions insen-

sibly pass into each other, with similar feelings to those with

which I contemplate some of those beautiful pieces of natural

scenery, where the grounds swell out in a diversified interchange

of valley and elevation. Here although I can detect no breach in

that undulating outline over which the eye delights to glide with-

out interruption, I can still give a separate existence in idea to

every elevation before me, and assign it a separate name. It is

upon the points of eminence, in each, that I fix my attention, and

it is these points I compare together, regardless, in my divisions, of

the lower grounds which imperceptibly meet at the base. Thus

also it is that I fix upon the typical eminences that rise most con-
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spicuously above that continued outline in which nature disposes

her living groups. These afford me sufficient prominency of cha-

racter for my ideal divisions ; for ideal they must be, where nature

shows none. And thus it is that I can conceive my groups to be at

once separate and united ; separate at their typical elevations, but

united at their basal extremes.

It is difficult to convey, in terms sufficiently explicit, an accurate

definition of abstract notions like the present. We may see the

subject clearly ourselves, but not be able to communicate it by

words sufficiently intelligible, unless to those who may happen to

view it in the same light as ourselves. I shall therefore take a

familiar illustration, which comes home to the feelings of every

man, and where it will be immediately apparent that strongly

marked divisional groups may be kept apart from each other in

our conceptions, although we can recognise no absolute boundary

lines by which we can say they are separated.

Let us take for instance that period of time which involves the

annual revolution of the earth round the sun, and let us divide it

into the usual departments which we call seasons. Every man

can picture to his own mind the decided characters by which these

divisions of the year are parted from each other : he can mark out

by definite distinctions those striking periods where the year bursts

forth into bud, where it opens into flower, where it ripens into

fruit, and where it lapses into decay. lie can ascertain the na>

ture of the impressions which each season forces upon his own

feelings, he can communicate such sensations to others, and he can

embody those natural periods, of whose separate existence he

feels conscious, into separate and well characterized divisions, to

which he can refer without fear of being misunderstood, under

the distinct appellations of Spring, or Summer, of Autumn, or of

Winter. But can he at the same time point out the actual limits

of these natural departments of the year ? Can he fix for instance,

in that intervening interchange of season, where the rigour of

winter silently and imperceptibly relaxes into the mildness of

spring,—can he fix, I say, upon the exact period when the former

terminates, and the latter begins ? Can he assert at one moment

that he is within the precincts of one season, and that, oven while

he speaks, he has passed into the confines of the other. lie may,
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it is true, assign artificial limits to each department, and may cal-

culate with mathematical precision the months, the days, the

hours, of which it consists. He may even assign reasons for his

arbitrary divisions, and prove their probable approximation to the

regular interchanges of nature.—And this is precisely as far as

the Zoologist can go.— But this is all that is in his power. He
never can feel or assert that the character of one season is lost at

one particular moment, and gives place to the character of that

which succeeds. Here then we have four decided divisions, per-

fectly distinct in themselves, yet to which we are unable to affix

the limits. So it is with the groups of Zoology. They exhibit

separate divisions, distinguished by separate characters, but run-

ning into each other without any assignable limits : and any man

may draw his imaginary line across that " border country," that

*' land debateable," which stretches between the conterminous

regions, according as it suits his fancy, or his peculiar views, or as

it may accord with the greater or less preponderance of those

minour landmarks which serve as an inferiour mode of demarcation

in the absence of all natural boundaries.

To make now a more particular application of the remarks I

have hitherto ventured to advance on the subject before us, it may

be in the first place set down as most consonant to those principles

of nomenclature which Linnaeus has left us, to designate every spe-

cies by a generick and specifick name alone, without any reference

to sectional or subgenerick divisions. These awkward references

would not only interfere with the simplicity that forms one of the

most striking beauties of the Linnean mode of nomenclature, but

would overturn that uniformity which equally distinguishes it.

The same observations extend to the unartistlike substitution, in

the place of genera, of divisions equivalent to them which are in-

troduced under the name of sections, or subgenera, or similar ap-

pellations. Sections may certainly be formed in genera, for the

purpose of making our reference to the species more easy, particu-

larly where the genus abounds in species, founded however on such

minour characters as are of no importance in pointing out the na-

tural habits of the birds; as for instance, in many extensive groups

of the Psittacida and the true Picus, where colour maybe resorted

to as an inferiour, but a useful, guide. But where in extensive
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groups such subdivisions are made as bear a strongly marked and

decisive natural character that indicates a deviation in each from

the typical character of every adjoining genus, and points out its

own peculiar and exclusive station in natnre, I cannot conceive

that the subdivisions so characterized can be considered ought else

than genera. There are no terms more definite in their meaning

and application than those of genus and species. Every man,

whose education extends to the first principles of logical reasoning,

is aware of the individual import, and the relative connexion of

these words: and the application of them to the nomenclature of

Natural History has tended considerably to its simplicity and per-

spicuity. Every man has ascertained, in fact, that the first more

comprehensive group into which species are immediately united by

the prevalence of some leading character common to all, is a genus.

If then those sections or subgenera, to which I refer, actually do

possess such characteristick peculiarities as separate the species

contained in them from all other known groups, it follows, that

by whatever names we may choose to call them, they are, in the

common and philosophical acceptation of the word, strictly and

bona Jide genera. To call them by any other appellation, in or-

der to retain that exact form of words to which we had been ac-

pustomed, seems but an awkward compromise with our pride,

which will cling to a word itself, while it surrenders its significa-

tion. It appears, in short, like an obstinate adherence to an

crrour, which we are aware we cannot retain with justice, and

which yet we know not how to relinquish with grace.

Neither does it offerany substantial argument against the sepa-

rate existence of such gcnerick groups that they are united toge-

ther at their extremes. I have already dwelt suificiently on this

point, and shall only repeat my conviction that, in every instance

where new groups are formed, or old ones subdividod, this union

is universally admitted between conterminous groups, but that it

docs not alter the typical character, or invalidate the separate ex-

istence, of any. A group that intervenes between two distinct

genera, and partakes of the separate characters of each, so far as (o

be referable with slrictnchs to neither, assumes itself a decided

character. To say that it stands intermediately between two

contiguous genera, so as to possess characters in common with
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both, anil yet to belong to neither, decides as conspicuously its

own station in nature, as if we had it in our power to place it

within the confines of one or the other. So far then from the dis-

covery of such a group giving us reason to reduce the number of

the two conterminous genera, and amalgamate them into one, it

rather proves that we have an addition to our original number, and

that we possess three genera instead of two.

To enter into any formal observations in defence of the intro-

duction of the numerous new generick terms that must necessarily

creep into science by the acknowledgment of new genera, would

be an insult to your own enlightened views, and those of your

scientifick readers. Names may certainly be unnecessarily multi-

plied and applied to groups which have no distinct existence ; errours

of various kinds may arise in the progress of science ; genera may

be founded on a mistaken fact, or established on an accidental,

not a natural or constant, difference. These are but the neces-

sary results of our imperfect and near-sighted views. Nay, indis-

criminating makers of new genera may arise, who, carrying the

practice to the extreme, may bring discredit on the privilege of

which they know not how judiciously to avail themselves. But

this is the imprudent abuse of a privilege which substantiates

nothing against the prudent use of it. You, Gentlemen, and those

who think with you, do not require to be reminded, that groups

distinctively characterized, and names judiciously and expressively

conferred, however they may be augmented, will add to the lumi-

nousness, not to the confusion of science. And where is the true

lover of nature among us who would not rejoice in the augmenta-

tion of new genera and new names even by hundreds, while new

species and new forms, as in the last few years, pour in upon us

by thousands ?

It is unfortunate that the cause which I have attempted to ad-

vocate in the foregoing desultory observations, is one which has

been long since determined by those, who, if we may be allowed

to judge from their labours and experience, are the most fitted to

lay down the law, and pass judgment, in all such cases. In

claiming for the British Zoologist the privilege of following the

modern views, and the modern nomenclature, of science, I only

ask for permission that he may communicate his discoveries in sen-
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timents, and express them in language, intelligible to those who

are confessedly the most eminent Zoologists of our age. It is need-

less to point out how little until lately this country has eifected in

Zoology since the times of Ray, in comparison with our continental

neighbours, to entitle us to arbitrate on such points. Better is it to

endeavour to wash away the national reproach, than to expose or

lament it. And I hail with pleasure that spirit which is now be-

ginning to spread itself among our naturalisis, and that rising school

of Zoology which promises fair to retrieve the past. But let not

its earlier exertions be cramped by any narrow restrictions. Let

no national jealousies, no rival animosities, interfere to prevent

the full expansion of its powers. Let not England disdain that

knowledge to which France or any other country has led the way.

Natural science, like that nature which it illustrates, should acknow-

ledge no boundary lines :—its views must never be regulated by

parallels of latitude or longitude. We may establish a school of our

own, and pursue our views according to our peculiar principles : but

let us not refuse admission to whatever light may beam upon us

from any other quarter. Let us, if we please, select the parent

stock of the Linnean system as the foundation of our own,—and

a nobler or more perfect could not be chosen ;—but let us engraft

upon it every scion of value, that may add embellishment to its

blossoms, and richness to its fruit, without regard to the clime in

which it has been raised, or the particular mode of nurture by

which it may have been originally cultivated. Thus shall wc go

forth to our labours with unfettered strength, and shall enter the

field of science at least on an equality with our fellow labourers.

But let us enter it, not as rivals, not as jealous competitors, not

with opposing views, not with clashing interests,—surely the world

of science is wide enough for all,—but as generous co-operators

in the same enlightened cause, animated by the same enthusiasm,

inspired by the same hopes, and seeking the same reward of our

common labours in the advancement of that science, which is

equally the delight, and the pride of us all.

r have the honour to be, gentlemen, &c. &c,

N. A. ViGons.

Vol. I. o
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Am. XXIII. Remarks on the Animal Nature of Sponges.

Bt/ Thomas Bell, Esq. F.L.S.

My attention having been called to the question of the animal

or vegetable nature of the Sponges, by Mr. Gray's paper on that

subject, in the former number of this Journal, I am induced to

throw together a few cursory observations on that gentleman's

conclusions, and the reasoning upon which they are founded ;

which, with the relation of a fact bearing immediately, and to

my mind decisively, on the point at issue, may perhaps tend in

some measure to elucidate the question.

In entering upon the consideration of a subject like this, which

involves the nature and relations of a particular group of organ-

ized beings, it is of the greatest importance that we should reason

only from indisputable and well understood facts, and deduce

our illustrations from those species alone which are on all sides

allowed to belong to the group, the nature of which is to be in-

vestigated. It appears to me that Mr. Gray has been deficient

in this essential accuracy and caution, and that it is principally

from this cause that his opinions are, as I conceive, erroneous.

Passing his numerous references to the works of Zoologists of

former times, which, however, evince a very extensive acquain-

tance with all that has been written on the subject, I would

remark only, that the observations of Lamarck appear to me to

deserve much greater attention than Mr. Gray is disposed to pay

to them. At least we can scarcely consider him as adopting a

mere modification of the character given by Pallas, for the words

quoted by Mr. Gray from the latter author, are also quoted by

Lamarck himself, for the very purpose of contrasting his own

opinion with that of the Russian naturalist.

The conclusions of Mr. Gray are principally deduced from the

assumption, that the fresh-water sponges (so called), are of the

same nature as those of marine growth. Certainly other natural-

ists have not invariably come to the same conclusion, for the old

adage, quot homines, tot sententiwj was scarcely ever more appli-
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cable, than to the opiuious now entertained of the fresh-water

spongoid bodies. They are like Polonius's cloud; a camel, a

whale, or what you please. Mr. Gray gives an account of some

observations on one of these fluviatile productions, which, from

his description, I should fully agree with him in considering a

true vegetable; he speaks of the little greenish granules which

were washed out of the substance, and which soon after grew

" entirely after the manner of vegetables," and having the appear-

ance of the genera of Algffi. " I have very little doubt," says Mr.

Gray, " that if the mucilaginous substance of the marine sponge

be examined, it will be found to contain similar grains; but not

having the opportunity of going to the sea side since making the

above observation, I have not been able to verify my idea."

No longer ago than last autumn, being on the Dorsetshiie coast,

I examined the structure of recent marine sponge with care, and

certainly discovered no traces of the granules described by Mr.

Gray (and which, in fact, already formed one of the generic

characters of Spongilla, according to Lamarck). One very im-

portant fact however I have ascertained, and that is the power of

contraction and dilatation in the tubes of which this substance is

composed. I placed a piece of sponge, immediately after it was

taken from the sea, in a glass of sea-water; a little dust had

nettled npon the surface, and upon looking attentively at the

water, the regular alternate motion and rest of the dust upon the

surface, immediately over the mouths of the tubes, most dis-

tinctly and satisfactorily shewed that the water was alternately

sucked in and expelled from them. This observation was like-

wise made at the same time by several of my friends to whom I

pointed it out. Whether the contractile power belong to the

spongy substance which forms the basis of the tubes, or to the

gelatinous crust with which it is covered, I could not of course

ascertain : probably however to the latter.

Although perhaps we should not place too much dependance

upon chemical analysis in questions of this sort, yet I think it is

a fair analogical argument in favour of the animal nature of

sponges, that their chemical composition is wholly on that side

of the question.

o 2
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From these observations we may then conclude that the whole

of the reasoning upon which the theory of their vegetable nature

is built, is derived from a gratuitous assumption, that certain

bodies which have been called sponges, and which probably pos-

sess a vegetable structure, are of the same nature as the true

marine species. In opposition to this we have the opinions of the

most accurate and observing naturalists, the concurrence of anal-

ogy, and the support of plain and intelligible fact : and the con-

clusion to which I think we must come, is, that they are of a

true animal structure ;—though it must be left to further investi-

gation to ascertain their relations to other animals, and their exact

situation in the scale of animated nature.

Art. XXIV. Conchological Observations, being an attempt

to Jix the studi/ of Conchology on a firm basis. Bj/

Mr. John Edward Gray, M.G.S.

§.1. On the Structure and General form of Shells.

It has been a general source of complaint among Conchologists,

that many of the terms usually employed in this beautiful study

are extremely ambiguous ; owing to the ignorance that formerly

existed with respect to the animals which form them, as well as

to the mode of their formation ; while other terms, the results of

a depraved imagination, are so indelicate, as to render the use of

them on many occasions improper. In the present Essay which

I propose to devote to the consideration of the terms which should

be employed in Conchology, while I avoid the latter error, I shall

endeavour to obviate tiie forn-er, by more accurately defining

their meaning. For this purpose it will be necessary to take the

inhabitants of shells into consideration, which will enable me to

give at the same time such rules as may point out their most essen-

tial difference, and thus lead to the perfect understanding of the

shell itself, e^en when the animals (which it should be the aim of

all Conchologists to procure) are unfortunately wanting.

(
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The formation of shells takes place by the deposition of suc-

cessive layers of shelly matter, secreted from the surface of the

mantle of the animals on the internal surface, and more especially

on the circumference of the already formed part, so as gradually

to increase its size and form in a more or less depressed or elon-

gated cone.* The smallest and outermost of the layers, or that

which is first formed, of this shelly cone, I call the nucleus ; and

the position of this part leads to the division of shells into two

great groups ; for when it is central, and the sides are alike, the

cone, and consequently the shell is symmetrical ; and it is not sym-

metrical when the nucleus is lateral and the side dissimilar. The

symmetrical shells are either straight as in Cleodora, recurved as

in Emarginula, incurved as in Patella, or convolute, that is twisted

parallelly on the same axis, as in Nautilus. The non-symmetrical

shells are more or less spirally twisted, or in other words obli-

quely revolving round an imaginary axis, called the columella :

the shells in this case are called spiral, while the separate revo-

lutions are termed Tchorles or whirles; the whole, except the last,

beiug taken collectively as the spire. When, however, the spire

has become flat, or nearly flat, so that the axis is very short, and

the shelly cone (i. e. the whorles) very rapidly increase in size,

the shells are termed discoidal or sub-convolute ; the revolutions or

whorles are rarely distinct from each other as in Scalaria, but are

usually more or less compressed and soldered together, so that the

conical appearance becomes less distinct ; in this latter case their

inner sides in revolving come together, either so closely as to form

a solid columella, or are more or less distant and leave a space,

which according to its size, is either a perforation or an umbilicus,

or more properly a hollow axis. In some of the non-symmetrical

shells, the shelly cone enlarges so rapidly, that room is scarcely

left for it to become spiral, as in Pileopsis, Bulla apcrta, Aplysia,

and especially Umbella ; but these may readily be distinguished

from the symmetric shells.

The application of a new layer to the edge of the inner surface

• ThJH latter word 1 use in its most extended sif^nirication, as a body which

(;radually increapcs ill diameter, from its apex to its base, let it be round, com-

prcujfd, or even angular; slraij^lil or ol)li((ue.
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of the nucleus, usually leaves concentric striae or laminae on the

surface ; this sort of sculpture, whatever may be the position of

the cone, should be called concentric, or perhaps in spiral shells

transverse ; in bivalve shells it is often called antiquated, a term

which is not objectionable ; but in the spiral univalves it has

generally been considered as longitudinal, which is evidently im-

proper. On the other hand, when the striae, ribs, or plaits, radiate

from the nucleus, and are continued across the concentric strios, in-

stead of being called transverse, the term usually employed, they

ought to be called radiate, longitudinal, or spiral, according to the

form which the cone assumes: from this deposition of shelly mat-

ter from the edge of the mantle, all the remarkable modifications

of the surface, as spires, tubercles, folds, foliations, digitations,

and branchy expansions take place ; they are formed on the mar-

gin left by the successive increase at the edge of the aperture

;

when they are the remains of the thickened and reflected lips,

they are called varices, from their resemblance to veins distended

with blood.

The cavity of the shells, which varies according to the length

of the cones, is usually continuous ; but in some shells, owing

to the shortness of the body, the apex of the mantle forms one

or more shelly diaphragms, and then the shell is called cham-

bered; these chambers generally remain attached to the shell,

but sometimes the upper ones fall off, when the shell is termed

decollated or truncated.

I have before stated that the nucleus is the outermost and first

formed plate of the shell, it is consequently generally the apex;

therefore the aperture, which is last formed, must be the base
;

let the cone be twisted how it may, this aperture is usually and

properly divided into right and left lip, according to the side of

the animal to which it is next; and in the spiral or convolute

shells it is divided into the labium or columeliar lip, and the la-

brum, or outer or marginal lip.

§ 2. On the Natural position of Shells.

The greatest confusion has existed with respect to the natural

position of shells, which has unfortunately led to an indiscrinii-
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nate application of terms, of quite contrary signification, to the

same portions of the same shell. The part where the head of the

animal is situated, has thus been called the back, the base, and

the front ; a contradiction in terms arising entirely from a cul-

pable inattention to the natural position of the animal, from which

alone that of the shells can be correctly pointed out.

In the symmetrical conical univalves, the front of the shell, or

that part over the head of the animal, is known by attending

to the fork of the muscular impression, the prongs of which are

directed forwards. The position of the apex or nucleus can not

be relied on for this purpose, as it is sometimes anterior, as in

Patella, and sometimes posterior as in Emarginula.*

In the sj/mmetrical convolute univalves, the front is In the centre

of the outer lip, that is to say on the opposite side from the volu-

tions; while in the spiral univalves, the front is always at that part

of the aperture, which is most distant from the apex of the spire, or,

in other words, at the base of the columella. That part of the aper-

ture next to the spire is consequently the back ; the inner, or colu-

mellar lip is the left side, and the outer, or marginal lip, is the

right side in all ilextral shells ; the two latter being reversed in

all sinistral ones.

The difficulties attending on the determination of the natural

position of the bivalve shells, have generally been considered as

much greater than those connected with the univalves, and hence

the contradictory application of terms has been in them more

frequent. It is indeed impossible to understand the description

of a bivalve shell, without taking into consideration the particular

views of the author whose works we are engaged in consulting;

Lamarck, for instance, generally terming that the front of a

shell, which should be called the back, and vice versa. Apply-

ing to these however the principle, that the month, or at least

the entrance to the digestive canal, is always to be regarded as

the front of tlie animal, and consequently of the shell, these

difficullies will be found to vanish, and a satisfactory arrange-

ment of nomenclature will be readily formed.

In the true bivalves, which arc composed of two non-symmetri-

* Which reason induces mc to rci'er Patella Cochlea to the Fissurelladte.
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cal, somewhat spiral cones, the entrance to the digestive canal is

always placed on the side opposite to the ligament, which is con»

secjuently the front of the shell. The ligament on the other hand,

corresponds to the back of the animal, and is therefore the dorsal

side of the shell ; while the side opposite to the apices or umbones,

or that on which the valves open, is the basal ; for here the animal

protrudes its organ of locomotion, if it be provided with one, and

on this it crawls as on a base, and not on the other or dorsal line, as

I have heard some distinguished Conchologists assert, who attempt,

by this means, to explain the eroded appearance of the apices of

some of the fresh water species. As well might they, in fact, at-

tempt also to prove on the same ground that the fresh-water spiral

univalves crawl on their tips. On the same principle of constantly

referring to the animal in the description of the shell, the margin

of these bivalves will be divided into the anterior, or, according to

the excellent nomenclature recommended by Dr. Barclay, the

oral part ; the basal, or pedal j the posterior, or siphonal; and

the dorsal, or cardinal, parts : the intermediate spaces being de-

signated by a compound of these terms, as the anterior dorsal, the

anterior basal, &c. When the anterior dorsal part is impressed, I

use the term lunule to designate the depression ; and when the

same circumstance occurs on the posterior dorsal part, I apply to

it the name of escutcheon ; when the centre of this again is im-

pressed, Lamarck calls the depression the corselet ; these terms

are not novel, and are, at leasl, free from the objections which

attach to the older ones. Thus Avhen a bivalve shell is placed

on its basal margin, with the ligament towards the observer, the

light and left valve will correspond with his own sides.

The bruchiopodous bivalves^ as the Terebratulae and Lingulae,

differ essentially from the true bivalves in their shells being sym-

metrical, or in other words formed of two symmetrical cones, as

well as in the different position which the animal assumes, a posi-

tion to which the Ostreae and Anomiae most nearly approach. The

sliell of the bruchiopodous bivalves is attached by its posterior

part, which is marked both by the hinge, and by the gap or per-

foration for the passage of the tendinous attachment : the opposite

end to this, is of course, tlic front of the shell. The perforated
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valre is the upper or dorsal one, while the other is the lower or

ventral', this last being usually furnished with an appendage, as-

suming various forms in different species, for the support of the

parts of the body of the animal. When the shell is placed on the

lower valve with the hole or gap towards the observer, the sides

of the shell will consequently correspond with his own.

§ 3. On the Measuring of Shells.

Connected as a correct idea of the dimensions of a shell neces-

sarily is with a just view of its position, it cannot be wondered

at, that confused notions on the latter subject should have led to

errors in the former; and hence in the same manner as the back

of a shell has frequently been termed the front, the length has

been called the breadth, and vice versa. Some authors, indeed,

have even gone beyond this, and have introduced a still more fer-

tile source of error, by measuring one way in one shell, and another

May in another ; thus in one and the same work, describing that

diameter as the breadth of one shell, which they assume to be the

length of another. This inconvenience will be most securely

avoided, by considering as the lengih,i\\e interval existing between

the head and the tail, or that part of the body, which, dividing it

longitudinally, is most distant from the head : the breadth being

the distance from side to side ; and the depth being the space

intervening between the dorsal and ventral sides. Thus, in mea-

suring* the symmetrical conical univalves, the length will be from

the front to the back of the shell, the breadth from side to side,

and the depth from the base to the apex of the cone. In the

spiral univalves, the length will be estimated from the back of

the aperture to the front, and the breadth across the broadest

part from side to side, at right angles with the mouth ; the axis

of the shell being measured from the apex of the spire to the

• A pair of callipers, such as are used by turners and gunners, (or I have

lutely had a pair made to fold up for tiie pocket), will be found tlie most con-

venient instrument for this purpose; the measurement being readoffin parts of

:ui inch in hhclls below a moderaCC size ; for which purpose, I have a qundrnn-

pular rule, whose sides arc divided into 8, 10, and 12tlis of inches, and the

French millimctrcii.
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front of the columellar edge of the aperture. In the True Bivalves^

the length is from the anterior to the posterior margin, the depth

from the cardinal or dorsal to the basal or ventral edge, and the

breadth from the most convex part of the disk of one of the valves

to the sanie part of the other. In the Brachiopodous Bivalves the

length is taken from the hole, or gaping end of the shell, to the

opposite margin ; the breadth is from side to side of the edge of

the valves, at right angles with the length ; and the depth is from

the most convex part of one of the valves to the opposite part in

the other. And although this mode of measurement will appear,

when the shell alone is considered, exactly the reverse of that re-

commended for the other bivalves, yet with reference to the ani-

mal, it will be found perfectly to accord with the principles I

have previously attempted to explain.

§ 4. On the Muscular Impressions of Bivalves.

Lamarck has used the character offered by the impressions left by

the attachment of the adductor ligament and muscles of these shells,

to separate them into two groups, calling the one Dimyares, and

the other Monornjjares, as if there were a difference in the number

of the muscles ; but there are al.A'ays two, which only vary in po-

sition and size; thus in the latter, the posterior one is larger and

more in the centre of the shell than in the former; but if the

anterior part of the cavity be examined, the other will be found

of a larger or smaller size, according as the species approaches or

recedes from the type of these groups, which are very natural,

though like most otliers that have a significant name, they do not

agree with it in a literal signification. There are also two other

muscular impressions, close and sometimes confluent with the for-

mer, which support the body and foot of the animals; but there

are besides these, which have hitherto only been taken notice of

by conchologists, two others which give great assistance in the

natural arrangement of this diflicult class. I allude to the sub-

marginal impression, or that by which the beard or mantle is at-

tached to the shell, and the hinder impression of the adductor

muscle of the syphon, which I propose to call the si/phonal scar.

The presence or absence of this latter impression, at once points
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out the presence or absence of this organ, which is so important in

the habits of the animal, and if present, shews by the distance which

it extends towards the anterior part of the shell, the length of the

tubes. These characters certainly afford great advantages to a

conchologist, in as much as they enable him to understand the

habits of the inhabitant by the mere inspection of the shell.

§ 3. On the Operculum.

The aperture of many of the spiral univalve shells is more

or less completely closed, when the animal has retreated within its ^
habitation, by a shelly or horny substance, which is denominated

the Operculum ; and which is attached to the back of the hinder

end of the foot of the Ctenobranchous, and some of the Pneumo-

nobranchous Mollusca, by which the shells are formed. It closes

the mouth by the contraction of the hinder portion of the muscle

that is attached to the columella, the anterior portion of which

retracts the head, and the hinder part being longest, the head is

first enclosed. Little attention has hitherto been paid to the

structure of this part, which has generally been regarded only

with reference io its presence or absence, as a mark of generic

difference ; but as the nature of its structure and its consistence

will be found capable of assisting greatly in the arrangement of

such of the Mollusca as are provided with it, I shall briefly offer a

few remarks on its formation. The opercula are formed in the

samemanner as shells themselves*, by the deposition of successive

layers on the internal surface of their margins; and are divided

by the manner in which these layers are deposited (as exhibited

by their concentric striae, or stria: of growth) into two groups.

In the first of these groups, or the Annular Opercula^ which are

analogous to the symmetrical shells, the nucleus is more or less

central, and the increase is by the deposition of new matter on

tlie whole edge, thus exhibiting ring-like concentric striae. The

most distinct type of this formation is where the nucleus is nearly

central, as in the Paludinae, where the Operculum is horny; and in

• This i§ peculiar as being a shelly part, not formed on the mantle, butse-

creled by apix-uliar apparatus, which renders it not imposHibIc that Ilipponix

shuuld belong to the Coclilcopliorous and not to the Brachiopodous Mollusca.
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the Ampullariae, where it is shelly. la the Zoophagous Cteno-

branchia, or the channel-mouthed spiral shells, the nucleus of the

Operculum (which in these is always horny,) is near one end, but

the annular structure still continues to be exhibited. In some few

of these, the nucleus, which is near the point, begins to be

slightly incurved, thus leading on to the other group, or the Spiral

Opercula which are analogous to the spiral shells, increasing like

them by the deposition of the new matter on the edge of the last

whorle. This sort of Operculum is common to all tlie Phytophagous

Ctenobranchia, or the entire-mouthed spiral shells, as the Tur--

binids, Cerithiadae, Melanias ; and the Cyclostomadai;. The Oper-

culum is commonly attached to the animal alone ; but sometime-S,

as in Neritina, it is articulated to the columella. It varies also

in its substance, which is either horny or shelly ; in the number of

its whorles; and in its size with regard to the mouth; and these

variations aiford much assistance in the formation of natural groups.

The Opercula are used medicinally on the continent, and were

used by our physicians, for they are contained in the old Pharma-

copoeias. The true Blatta Byzantina^ or Sweet hoof, is the

Operculum of the Pteroceras, which somewhat resembles the claw

of an animal. The false Umbilicus Marinus, or Sea navel (for

the Acetabulaiia is the true,) is the large shelly operculum of

a Turbo ; and the small shelly ones are used at present in the

Island of Guernsey under the name of eye-stones, to be placed on

the eyes of persons who have sand or gravel in their eyes, for the

purpose, as they say, of travelling round the eye and bringing

the sand out; but in fact they only separate the lid from the eye,

and thus allow it to clear itself by its continued motion.

\ 6. On the Clausiiim.

Of all the wonderful contrivances employed by nature for the

protection of these animals, there is none which is more calculated

to excite the admiration of the Conchologist than the Clausiwii,

an elastic appendcge which closes the aperture of the Clausilice, a

genus of land MoUusca. It consists of a spirally twisted, thin,

shelly plate, inclosed in the last whorle of the shell, and attached

to the columella by an elastic pedicle. When the animal is re-
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tracted within its shell, this plate nearly covers the aperture at a

little distance withia the mouth, and coming in contact with a

transverse plait on the outer lip, leaves only a small canal formed

between the outer plait and the posterior angle of the mouth,

and sometimes an elongated longitudinal plait on the inner lip.

When the animal wishes to protrude itself, it pushes the plate

on one side into a groove situated between the inner plait and the

columella, where it is detained by the pressure of the body of the

animal, leaving the aperture free, and when the animal withdraws

itself, the plate springs forward by the elasticity of its pedicle,

and closes the aperture. This curious structure, and also the

plaits of the mouth, which are intimately connected with it, are

not formed until the animal has nearly reached maturity. It is

best exhibited by breaking off the outer part of the aperture to

the distance of about half a whorle, when it will generally be found

free; but in order to exhibit it behind the columella in its natural

position, when the animal is exserted, it is necessary to kill the

animal in that situation, and then suffer it to dry before the outer

lip is broken off, and the pedicle will thus become fastened to the

side by means of the dried mucus ; it may, however, at any time

be relaxed by a little moisture, when it ivill instantly resume its

elasticity, and spring from its concealment.

This part was, I believe, first described* by the accurate Otho

Frederic Muller, in his excellent Historia Vermium &c. in 1773,

and by him called Ossicula and Scala. He beautifully and accu-

rately describes its peculiar function. Draparnaud has since de-

scribed it as a new discovery, although well acquainted with Mailer's

work, which he quotes frequently ; he does not, however, seem to

have been aware of its use. Cuvier also, in his " liegne Animal,^'

avows his ignorance of its use. In the Annals of Philosophy for

1822, there is a very good description of its mechanism, by Mr.

Miller of Bristol, but that gentleman also appears not to havei*

seen MuUer's description, as he wishes to take to himself the cre-

dit of the discovery both of the Clausium and its use, for having

shewn it to Dr. Leach in 1814 previous to the publication of Dia-

parnaud's work.

• It had been before mcntioiud by Daubentoii in liis Dislrihutwn melho-

dlqut dei Coquillages, in the Mtmoires de Vyicademit des Seiencen.
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^ 7. On the Epiphragma.

The Epiphragmais a membraneous or chalky substance secreted

by the animal, and closing the aperture of the shell in winter, and

in very dry weather during the summer. It is peculiar to the land

shells, or Pulmoniferous Mollusca, A^'ith retractile tentacula and

pedicled eyes. As soon as the animal becomes sensible of the

approach of either cold or drought, but more especially of the for-

mer, he retreats within his shell and secretes a quantity of mucus-

like substance, which gradually becomes harder and covers the

outer extremity of the retracted body. It has generally a small

triangular mark over the aperture near the hole in the edge of the

mantle, which conducts the air into the respiratory cavity. Some-

times, as in the Helix Pomatia, candidissima, See. the whole of the

Epiphragma becomes shelly; in this case the animal forms a second

membraneous covering, more internally, at some little distance

from that first formed, and exactly similar to the external cover-

ing of the other species. On the approach of warm and damp

weather the animal secretes a small quantity of mucus, which

loosens the adhesion which had taken place between the Epi-

phragma and the sides of the aperture, and the former is thrown

oflf by the pressure of the animals foot. When another is required,

the whole process is commenced anew.

Various names have at different times been given to this part.

The ancient authors called it ni^a, KaXf/x^a, and 'Ew/xaXu/*fta.

Thus Dioscorides called the Helix naticoides, which is remark-

able on account of its large convex lid, nufMna ; and Gesner,

for a similar reason, gave the name Pomatia to the shell which

we now call Helix Pomatia, which has been whimsically trans-

lated into Jpple or Orchard Snail. Lister, with his character-

istic accuracy, designated it as Operculum saliva covfectum, and

Muller distinguishes it from the true opercula by the name of

Operculum hybernum. Draparnaud, according to the French

custom, has given it the new but very expressive name of Epi-

phragma ; and Montague the inaccurate one of Hybernaculum.

I was inclined to adopt the former of the above names, but Dr.

Goodall informs me that it was used also for the true operculum.
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which from the resemblance of the horny ones to claws of animals,

was usually called by the Greeks "Ov^l, h\irrai, and by Pliny

Cavum. I have therefore for the present, at least, kept the name
of Draparuaud.

^ 8. On theformation of chambered and decollated Shells.

The chambered shells, as the Nautili, seem evidently to be

formed on the same principle as other shells ; and the chambers

are added after the formation of the shell, for the purpose of

holding the straight body of the animal ; the siphon being only a

shelly tube formed by an appendage at the end of the body. The

cause of the formation of the chambers appears to be, that as the

animal enlarges, the shell, which is inelastic, must consequently be

too small for it ; it therefore gradually lengthens and enlarges the

cone of the shell, and the body, which does not so much increase

in length as in diameter, becomes too short for the cavity of the

shell, and would consequently leave a space behind it, which is not

consistent with the usual economy of the MoUusca. This space is

therefore obliterated by a secretion from the base of the mantle.

But as filling up the whole with shelly matter would occasion the

animal to drag after it much useless weight, and thus prevent

its floating, it is therefore closed by a shelly diaphragm, leaving

the space behind filled with air, whicii from its lightness assists

the economy of these curious animals, by enabling them to float

with greater ease. A similar peculiarity takes place in several of

the Turritella;, and other shells where the spiral cone is very

long and slowly enlarges ; while in many shells the part beyond

the diaphragm falls off, and they by that means become truncated

or decollated, as in the Helix decollata, H. purpurea, the Melaniaj,

Cerithia, &c. &c.

§ 9. On the " Epidermis'' of Shells.

The external surface of shells is generally covered with a kind

of web, that has been usually, from a fancied analogy to the cuticle

of the body, or the epidermis of plants, been called Epidermis.

Lamarck observing the error of the name, which carried with it
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a peculiar theoretical doctrine, that the shell was similar to the

Rete Mucosum of animals, instead of being analogous to the hair,

nails, and other appendages of the skin, proposed the name of

Drap Marine ; but as this web is found in land and fresh-water

shells, as well as in marine ones, this name is evidently worse than

the former. Now although I allow that the shells of these various

stations, ha?e their peculiar kind of epidermis, I cannot think

that it would be well to give three names to the same sort of

covering; to obviate this difficulty, I propose to call this web

Periostraca, a name formed after that of the membrane which

invests the bones of quadrupeds, which is called Periosteum, and

which surrounds the bone as the Periostraca surrounds the shell.

This name carries with it no theoretical view.

In my observations on the formation of shells, I stated that they

were formed by a successive deposition of layers of shelly matter;

now each of these layers consists of a layer of animal matter, and

a certain quantity of carbonate of lime, according to the structure

of the shell ; these layers may mostly be traced by placing the

shell in very dilute muriatic acid, so as very slowly to dissolve the

calcareous matter, when the animal matter will be left in the

form of plates, giving in fact the skeleton of the animal fabric of

the shell. The same circumstance may be shewn by exposing

the shell to the influence of fire, when the animal matter is des-

troyed, and the calcareous alone left ; but if this latter process

is not carried to too great an extent, the plates of animal matter

may be seen charred, forming black lines in the white chalky

matter, if the shell is broken transversely.

Now from attentive examination I am inclined to believe, that

the Periostraca is formed by the outer edges of the plates of

animal matter, [which has tio cretaceous matter deposited in it,

or only a very small quantity,] being soldered together and

forming a kind of external coat. I am more inclined to this opin-

ion from the well known fact, that the innermost part of each of

the plates of shelly matter, is much the most solid, and contains

the greatest portion of earthy matter ; from this it is often called,

when reflected over the back of the shell, as in the Cyprasaj, the

Porcellaneous coat ; and we find as we come toward the outer
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edge, tliere is less and less of this latter substance deposited, so

that at the end the plates are only formed of the animal matter.

Now as these plates are deposited in a semi-fluid state, why should

not their edges be soldered together, and form this external coat

;

for we find that it is formed of concentric striae, similar to the

striae of growth, and that it separates more readily at these striae

than elsewhere ?

This substance is formed at the external part of most shells, but

varies very much in outwai;d appearance ; it thus oifers very good

characters for the distinction of Families ; being sometimes very

thick, as in the Unionidw, at others very thin ; and sometimes, as

in the Cypraeae, being covered by the reflexion of the inner surface

of the shell over it. The Oliva;, Marginellae, &c. appear to be desti-

tute of it altogether, as well as those few shells that are con-

stantly covered by the lobes of the mantle being soldered over

them. This Epidermis is formed on the external part of the

shelly operculum^ and we may perhaps say that the horny oper-

cula are entirely formed of the same kind of substance as the

Periostraca.

% 10. On the " LigamenV of Bivalves.

Perhaps there is no part of the shell which has been so much

misunderstood as the ligament ; some have considered it as pos-

terior, others as anterior; and some, as Lamarck and Burrows,

sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other; some have

made it dorsal and others ventral. But the position is not the

only source of error, for its functions and structure have been

equally misunderstood ; thus most persons have evidently con-

sidered it as an homogeneous substance. Lamarck partly (thougli

unconsciously), corrected this error, but he did not arrive at the

truth, for he divided his Mactraces into those that have only

an internal, and those which have an external and internal liga-

inent ; but 1 do not know what he could correctly place in

the former section, for the shells which he refers to it, have

as distinctly an external ligament as the others. lie committed

JiowevcT a still greater error respecting the fuuclionu of tliis

Vol.. I. p
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part; for he obseryes, that " If the ligament be external it is

extended when the shell is shut, and if the muscle, which keeps

the valve close, be relaxed, the mere elasticity of the ligament

opens them. If on the contrary, the ligament be iaternal, it is

compressed when the shell is shut, but on the muscle which

keeps it so relaxing, the elasticity of the compressed ligament

serves to open it." How far different is the fact

!

That part which is generally considered as the ligament is al-

\^ays formed of two very distinct substances, one of which is

always external, is somewhat analogous to the ligaments which

connect the bones of Vertebrata, and is like them quite in-

elastic ; it appears to be of the same substance as the periostraca,

and is attached to the outer upper margin of the shell. In some

shells it is very thick and distinct, in others it is very thin and

scarcely visible. In the Pholadae it appears to be thin, and to have

the shelly plates imbedded in its substance; this substance I am

inclined to call the ligament.

The other substance which has been confounded with the for-

mer, is somewhat similar to the curtilage of the Vertebrata ; it is

eminently elastic and formed of parallel series of condensed trans-

verse fibres, which are directed from the hinge of one valve io the

similar part of the other. This substance is always situated

within the other or true ligament, sometimes quite close to it

and similar to it in form, in which case it is attached just below

the edge of the ligament, to a protuberance on the dorsal margin

of the shell ; this protuberance is very distinct in the ToUinadas

and is sometimes called the Callus; but, as my friend Mr. James

Sowerby observed, it may be better called, from its use, the Ful-

crum. At other times it is placed at a distance from the ligament,

in which case it is called internal, that is to say, it is enclosed in a

cavity amongst the teeth, or in one peculiar to itself, as in Mijoe.

This cavity from its triangular shape and concentric striae, occa-

sioned by the growth of the cartilage taking place at the internal

margin, and thus increasing in breadth and thickness so as to form a

triangular wedge, has been called by Lister, the Cochleate or spoon-

shaped cavifj/. This body I call for the present the cartilage.

Now when the valves are brought together by the action of the
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adductor muscles, the cartilage is always compressed, and when
it is situated ia a shelly cavity, all allow it to be so ; and it is

exactly the same when it is walled in by an inelastic ligament on
one side, and pressed upon on the other by the callus ; thus there

is always the same endeavour to regain its situation and open the

valves, let it be either external or internal. The only shells that

appear to be deficient in this cartilage, are the Myastropha of ^
my arrangement of MoUuscu, where its place is supplied^by an

abductor muscle.

The cartilage, which is very peculiar for its black colour and
pearly lustre, and for its great elasticity when fresh and moist,

appears to be the nerve (Nervus) of Aldrovandus, when he is

speaking of the Spondylus, and he appears to have had a very good

idea of the use and structure of this part. When this substance

is dry it is very brilliant, and has a fine display of colours; and I

am informed that it is used by the jewellers for black opal, but

it is apt to crack; by what name they call it I am not aware,

which I much regret, as being of such a peculiar structure and use,

it is worthy of a distinct appellation.

§ II. On the Opening and Closing of Bivalves.

From what I remarked in the last observations, the valves of the

bivalve shells must constantly have a tendency to be open or sepa-

rate from one another; now, these valves are closed by the ad-

ductor muscles of the animal, which are generally considered as

the only agents employed for the purpose of counteracting the

elastic cartilage ; but it is a well known fact that (voluntary)

muscular action is only a periodical power, which requires rest by

relaxation, before it can be called again into action, and that it

would be very painful were it to be continually on the stretch, as

any person may prove on himself by trying to keep the arm ex-

tended, or any part of the body confined in a particular position

for a length of lime. This eflect is counteracted by a peculiar

clastic ligament, similar to the Paxwax, Whit Leather, or Liga-

rnentum Nuchoi the herbivorous quadrupeds, which is formed for
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a similar purpose, that of supporting the head without muscular

power when the head is dependent for the purpose of grazing.

This ligament is placed on the inner side, close to or partly

attached to the adductor muscle, as may be observed by cutting

the body usually so called across, when the two substances will

be most distinctly visible, the one muscular, and the other

eminently fibrous and pearly. Now this ligament allows the

valves to separate to a certain distance, and no further. The
natural position of the valves, when at rest, is separate from

one another, as far as this ligament permits them to open, as

every body Avho has observed the habit of the animals will allow ;

but when any thing touches the animal, the adductor ~'jscle

is immediately put in action and the shells are closed ; but

they can only remain closed, till the muscles are tired. That

the valves are kept from separating beyond these limits by this

elastic ligament is proved by the circumstance, that when the

animal is dead, and the muscle is in a nearly decayed state, the

valves are kept at this distance from each other, or when the

muscular part is cut through, the valves do not exceed these limits ;

but when the adductor ligament and the muscle are both cut

through, the valves spring open to nearly as wide as they can

witliout breaking the true ligament, unless where they are stopped

by processes on the outside of the shell, as the beaks or the plates

which cover the ligament, as in the Cythereae.

This admirable structure was first pointed out by my friend

Dr. Leach, who read a paper ou it, and demonstrated the fact,

before the Royal Academy of Paris; much to their amusement, as

being the first Englishman who had read a paper at their Academy,

and I need not add, with his vivacity, that he did not disgrace his

country. This discovery was noticed in the Bulletin of Science,

for 181 8 ; and Dr. Leach gave a short notice of it in the Annals of

Philosophy for 1820, p. 111. but it appears that his view has not

been clearly understood either by the English or the Continental

Naturalists.
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%\2. On Reversed Shells.

The non-symmetrical shells are often what are usually called

reversed or sinistral shellsj that is, belonging to animals which have

their organs of respiration placed on the right instead of the left

side in the Cfenobranchous, and the aperture of the respiratory

cavity on the left instead of the right, in the Pneumonobranchous

Mollusca, so that they are somewhat analogous to left-handed

persons of the human race; but they are much more seriously

affected, for the whole of their viscera are equally reversed, as

was pointed out by Lister, who wrote a very interesting paper on

this subject.

In the shell of all these animals, the whorles of the spire, instead

of turning and descending from the left to the right, turn the con-

trary way, that is from the right to the left, so that the shell if

placed in its natural position, that is with its apex toward the

observer, with its mouth downwards, will have the latter placed

on the left side of the axis.

This kind of structure, which is mostly an accidental variety, is

sometimes natural to a whole group of shells, when their whorles

revolve, and their form is much more regular than when it is only

a monstrosity, as is the case with the Plij/sce, Planorbes^ Claii-

silice, S)C. There are other species and groups where it is not

uncommon to find some specimens, or species, in one way, and

the others in the other, as in some Pi/rulce, Jchaiince, Ampul-

lariw, and Helices^ whilst in other groups this is of very rare oc-

currence. This peculiarity has been generally considered as con-

fined to the spiral univalves. But in my description of the shells in

the Appendix to Capt. Parry's first Voyage, I first described it as

found in the bivalves, which may be considered as formed of a

dextral and sinistral univalve shell united together by their

mouths. Since that time I have observed the same fact in several

other species. There are two specimens of a new Lucina,* in the

Tankcrville collection, which, as pointed out by my friend Mr.

• I call this new bIicII Lucina Childrinte ; it is distinguished from all the other

I.iU'ina> by bt-inp unequivalved, niul iipproaching nearly in form to the Cy-

thcrea exiilcia; there is also another specimen in the Britibh Muiicum.
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Children, most admirably illustrate this fact; for the valves being

unequally convex, if the two shells are placed on their most con-

vex valves, their beaks turn towards each other, as the mouths of a

reversed and regular spiral univalve would do if placed on their

backs. This fact is most easy of discovery in the unequivalved

shells, where it often takes place, but it can only be discovered in

the equivalve ones, by an attentive examination of their teeth,

when the number and position vary in the two valves ; in which

case, as in the one above quoted, the teeth of the right valve will

be on the left, and vice versa.

But here this curious circumstance, as in the univalves, often

takes place naturally, more especially in the attached and inequi-

valved shells, which are sometimes attached by one, and sometimes

by the,other valve, to which Lamarck refers when he divides his

Chamae into those which have the beaks turned to the right, and

those which have them turned to the left; when the fact is, that

they are only attached by the right or left valve ; but I have seen

two specimens of the same species, which were under the same

predicament as the two Lucinas Childrinae, and consequently one

of these shells was truly reversed.

The symmetry of the two sides of the animal, and of the shell,

precludes this variety from taking place in the other shells.

§ 13. On the Structure ofPeneroplis and PoUontes, of

De Montfort.

In my observations on the structure of the chambeied shells, I

attempted to explain the formation of the Nautilus Pompilius,

Spirula, Sfc. ; but in all these the shell ends in a cavity, which is

commenced by a concave diaphragm : but in some of the minute

species there is no terminal cavily, as the shell ends by a convex

diaphragm, which is usually perforated by a simple hole, a star, or

a series of minute foramina; and appears to be formed by a cer-

tain number of hollow cells, which are variously placed, sometimes

spirally, as in Peneroplis, and at others irregularly, as in PoUontes

which Montague called Serpula seminulum. I do not know what
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animals are inclosed in or inclose these shells, but I must beg of

some of my friends who live on the sea side, to send me some in

spirits, for I doubt their being similar to those which form the

Nautilus Spirula, a kind of Cephalopode; although my friend Mr.

J. Sowerby pointed out to me the affinity that exist between

these shells and the bone of the cuttle-fish; perhaps Montague may

not be very wrong in placing them with the Annelides.

[To be continued,^

Art. XXV. Correction of the Characters of the Genus

Bellerophon, established hy De Montfort, in his Conchy-

liologie. By M. Defrance.*

Several species of fossil shells are found in the Eissel, a canton

of the duchy of Juliers, in the environs of Chimay, a small town of

the Pays Bas, and in Ireland, which Denys Montfort, and other

authors have placed in the genus Bellerophon. This genus, is

classed, in the Concht/liologie si/stematiqiie, with the chambered

univalve shells, and amongst other characters assigned to it by

the author, has smooth septa perforated by a siphon.

Unfortunately, this naturalist, although possessed of remarkable

talents, has nevertheless committed very numerous errors, both in

his descriptions, and in the figures which he has published One

of these errors is the assertion that the shells of the genus Bellero-

phon are chambered. I possess two species of them, one of

which belonged to De Montfort's collection, and perhaps served

as the type for the description and figure which he has given at

page 31 of the work quoted above. Having suspected that these

shells, filled with calcareous spar, are monothalamous, I sawed

one of them through, transversely, and found, in fact, that it is

convolute, like the Nautilus, but that it has no sepia ; so that

instead of belonging to the division of Polythalamous Cephalo-

• TransUlfd from the original, in llic Jnnaki da SciencM Nolurelle.s,

vol. i. (.. 201.
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poda, this genus should be placed in that of the Monothalamous

Cephalopoda, near the Argonantgs, whose characters, as given by
M. Lamarck, cannot apply to it, since the shell of the latter is

very thin, whilst that of the Bellerophontes is very thick, and
instead of the double keel of the Argonautae, we find in the

middle of the back of the Bellerophontes a single keel, dividing

the shell into two equal parts. The latter differ moreover from
the former, in the whorles of the spire being very numerous,

whereas the Argonautaj are curved, but not convolute, so that

nearly the whole of the shell is perceptible, the summit of which

is extraordinarily obtuse.

The Argonautae and the Bullae are the shells which the Belle-

rophontes appear to resemble most, but still differ from them so

much, that it seems right to form the latter into a separate genus.

In that case they may be described by the following characters :

Shellfree, univalve, not chambered, spirallij convolute, depressed,

shuttle-shaped? (formant la navette)—the last whorle of the

sj)ire inclosing all the rest ; aperture very ovaly receiving^ in the

middle part, the back of the shell.

A iiT. XXVI. Description of a new species ofArachnides, of

the Genus Epeira, ofM. Walckenaer. Bt/ C.Vautiheb,*.

[With a Plate.]

This new species of Arachnides, originally from Java, which I

shall describe under the name of Epeira ciirvicauda, was commu-

nicated to me by M. Lemau. Its singular organization, and the

perfect state in which it is preserved, have determined me to make

an analytical drawing of it, and to publish its description.

Not having found in the collection of the Museum of Natural

History, which I have carefully examined, nor in the authors

whom I have consulted, any individual perfectly identical with

* Translattid fioin the Annalcs des Sciences Naturcllcs, vol. i. p. 361.
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this, I have thouglit myself entitled to publish it as new, and thus

enrich the genus Epeira with an additional species.

Epeira curvicauda.—VAUXHiEn.

Description.—Body nearly triangular, fifteen lines long, from

the terminal hook of the mandibles to the extremity of the abdo-

minal processes (cornes caudales ;) head furnished with two horny,

black, smooth mandibles (machoires,) terminated by a scaly

hook, of a clear brown colour, sinuated externally near the arti-

culation ; each mandible (machoire) armed with a double row

of four unequal teeth, the last being the largest. The interval

between the teeth is furnished with black, stiff hairs, which may

be compared to eyelashes, pretty long, extending beyond the in-

terior line of the mandibles, (machoires) and indiscriminately

mingled together at the base, near the superior margin of the

thorax. Two velvety palpi, of a dark brown colour, are attached

to the sides of the maxillae, (machoires) and composed of five ar-

ticulations, the first of which is short, the second twice as long,

the third curved, and shorter than tlie first ; the two others are

nearly of equal length, the last being terminated by a little black

nail. Maxilla; (levres) brown, much shorter than the mandibles,

(machoires)^ rounded anteriorily. Lahrum (menton) brown,

short, rounded at its anterior margin. Thorax black, very con-

vex, twice as broad as long, nearly trapezoidal, with its anterior

margin sinuated, slightly rounded at the sides, and completely

bristled with pretty stifi" white hairs ; in the middle, and towards

the anterior margin, are four smooth, very brilliant eyes, placed

on a black projecting tubercle without hair ; the two anterior

eyes smallest and nearest together. On each side, at the same

height, are two other tubercles of the same colour and still more

elevated, at the extremity of each of which is a double eye. The

legs are velvety, of a testaceous colour, eight in number, each com-

posed of five articulations, the last of which is brown, terminated

by a bifid hook of the same colour, and so small that it is almost

coiifinMidfd with the hairs that surround it. The first pair of legs
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is the longest, the second pair next in point of length, the third

much shorter, and the fourth pair as long as the second. Abdo-

men reddish yellow, triangular, its anterior angle truncated,

slightly sinuated and attached to the thorax ; each of the sinuated

sides, has, at the posterior part, a small black spine, near which

is attached a large rough horn-like process, furnished with blackish

hairs, and curved inwards ; its colour is brick red at the base,

and blackish at the extremity ; the posterior margin of the abdo-

men is slightly curved outwards ; above this margin is a strong

fold, at the extremities of which, situated in a cavity, are two

black tubercular spots j on two eminences of the same fold, are

attached two brown spines longer than those of the lateral parts,

and extending beyond the margin. The abdomen is, besides,

marginate all round, concave, with a rounded eminence in the

middle : it has on the surface, twenty-three shining, black spots,

of nearly an oval form, with a projecting margin, and a small

raised tubercle in the centre. These spots are disposed as fol-

lows : four at the anterior part, three at each side, nine at the pos-

terior margin, and four on the eminence in the middle ; they

very probably may be the stigmata which admit the air in res-

piration. The under part of the abdomen is shaded with brown,

red and yellow, is plicate, and has a black projecting anus.

Explanation of the Figures in Plate X.

Fig. 1. The insect magnified to twice the natural size.

Fig. 2. Parts of the mouth, viewed at the under side. A. mandi-

bles. B. maxillae (levres). C. labrum (menton).

Fig. 3. One of the abdominal processes, very much magnified.

Fig. 4. Mandibles, palpi, thorax, feet, and anterior part of the

abdomen, highly magnified, viewed at the upper side.

A. mandibles. B. palpi. C. tubercles which support

the eyes. D. legs. E. black spots of the abdomen.

Fig. 5. Posterior part of the abdomen very much magnified,

viewed at the under side, shewing the fold which bears

the two spines, and the two black spots, situated in its

cavity. A. anus.
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Fig. 6. One of the lateral tubercles of the thorax, highly magni-

fied, which supports the double eye.

Note.—^The author having used the term machoire, to signify sometimes

maxilla and sometimes mandible, as also the words levres, when the maxillte,

and menton, when the labrum is obviously intended, the preceding alterations

in the translation of his paper, are absolutely necessary.

Art. XXVII. On a Quadruped belonging to the Order

Rodentia. By Thomas Say.*

In the valuable collection of the Philadelphia Museum, there is

the preserved skin of a mammiferous quadruped, exhibiting at

first view the appearance of a gigantic rat, somewhat larger than

a rabbit, and known in that institution by the name of long-tailed

Cavy ; a designation founded on the belief of its being either the

Chloromys acuchi, or an undescribed analagous species.

It was brought to the museum more than twenty years ago,

either from South America, or one of the West Indian Islands, and

from that period to the present It has been open to the inspection

of the curious.

More recently a living specimen of the same animal was pre-

sented to the museum, which afforded the proprietors an opportu-

nity of becoming acquainted with the habits of the species in a

state of domestication.

I shall, ill the first place, state the characters of a new genus,

which I have constructed for this animal, and afterwards note its

difference from, and correspondence with, other genera, to which

it seems allied.

Order.—RODENTIA. Genus.—ISODON.

Artificial Character,

Clavicles perfect; molarcs sixteen, prismatic, not divided into

radicles ; toes divided.

• Exlracted from a paper in (he Journal of the Jcaikmy of Natural Sciences

»f I'hitadrlphia ; vol. ii. p. 3.W.
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Natural Character.

Clavicles robust, perfect ; incisores not narrowed at tip, but

very obtusely rounded • their transverse section presents a trian-

gular figure, of which the angles are rounded : molares sixteen,

the two series in each jaw converge a little towards the front, and

consist of four teeth in each series, prismatic, not divided at base

into radicles ; their crowns flat, and traversed equally from the

base to the summit by lamina, which on the summit and base of

the tooth terminate precisely alike, in zigzag lines, and are the

effect of the sides of the tooth being folded inwards transversely

and with but little obliquity ; the inner angles of the folds attain

or surpass the centre of the width of the grinding disk, and do not

oppose, but pass between the angles of the opposite folds ; each

molar of the superior jaw has two folds on the exterior and one on

the interior side, and of the inferior jaw there are two folds on the

interior side, and only one on the exterior; the interstices are filled

near the summit with a cortical substance, but at the base they

are void; the form of the grinding surface of the molares is qua-

drate, that of the two intermediate ones of each series particularly;

the anterior molares are a little oblong, those of the inferior jaw

terminate before in an angle ; the posterior tooth of each series is

somewhat rounded behind ; forefeet four-toed, with a small tuber-

cle instead of a thumb ; hind feet five-toed ; the toes are all di-

vided, and rest equally on the soil in walking.

Species.

1. Pilorides^ colour black, intermixed with testaceous on the

top of the head, back, sides, posteriors and outsides of the legs

;

the hair of these parts being pale cinereous at base, then deep black,

then testaceous, the tip black ; on the sides, particularly in the

region of the shoulders, are a few remote hairs, which are white

and somewhat thicker than the others ; front, sides, and inferior

portion of the head and of the neck, breast and line down the ab-
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domen, gray; ears rather small, obtusely rounded at the tip; vi-

brisscB long, black gray at the base ; a few black bristles above

the eyes ; ei/es moderate ; anteriorfoot with the intermediate toes

longest, equal, exterior toe shortest, but nearly equal to the inner

one ; thumb tubercle small ;
posterior feet, with the three inter-

mediate toes, subequal; the exterior and interior are rather

shorter, and the latter shortest ; nails robust, black ; tail thick

at base, gradually tapering to the tip, imbricated with scales, hair

short, sparse, rigid.

As this animal exhibits the character of flat crowned teeth, alto-

gether destitute of radicles, combined with robust and absolutely

perfect clavicles, it is by the latter character at once excluded

from Cuvier's second division of the Rodentia, which comprehends

Lepus, Lagomys, and Hystrix, together with the several genera

formed on the demolition of the Linneaen genus Cavia.

Of the two divisions, therefore, into which the Rodentia have

been separated, from the consideration of the presence or absence

of perfect clavicles, the new genus Isodon unquestionably belongs

to the first, and maybe grouped with Arvicola, Fiber,* and Geory-

chus. It corresponds with the former, in the entire and prismatic

form of the teeth. But in these genera each jaw is furnished but

with six teeth, which is a smaller number by tv.o than exist in our

animal ; and as this numerical character is undoubtedly essential,

we are justified in regarding it as distinct from either. In nume-

rical dentition, however, Isodon agrees with Castor, Bathyergus,

and Ilelamys ; but without resorting to a detail of other discre-

pancies, the manner in which the folds of enamel are arranged in

its teeth, very sufficiently distinguishes it from either.

• Illiger enumerates four molares to each series in the jaw of Fiber; but,

after ample examination, 1 agree with Daubenton and Cuvier, in asserting,

that but three exist, of these, the grinding surface of the anterior one in the

lower jaw is as long as the two others taken together, and is divided into nine

triangular prisms, of which tlie anterior and posterior ones extend the whole

width of the tooth, whilst the seven other prisms are smaller and alternate; in

neitlier of the other molares, of cither jaw, does the number of prisms exci-ed

five. Each of these molares is certainly divided into two parts at base,

though it in true these roots are not lulid.
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Art. XXVIII. Note on the supposed Identity/ of the

genus Isodon of Saj/, with Caprotnt/s. Bi/ Thomas
Bell, Esq. F.L.S.

Soon after the appearance of Mons. Desraarest's paper on the

genus CapromySy in the former number of this Journal, I receiyed

a letter from Mr. J. E. Gray, claiming the honour of the first

description of that animal, for Mr. Say, the American naturalist,

an abstract of whose paper precedes the present article.

Mr. Say has given his animal the name of Isodon pilorides, but

Mr. Gray very properly observes, that the generic name which

Mons. Desmarest has given must be retained, as Isodon had been

previously applied to another genus. On a very careful compari-

son of the two accounts, I am of opinion that the animals will

prove not to be identical as to species, though they very probably

belong to the' same genus. It unfortunately happens that the

description given by Mons. Desmarest, is wholly taken from ex-

ternal characters, as his specimens were both living,—whilst, on

the other hand, Mr. Say's account is almost exclusively confined

to the anatomical details. The differences however which appear,

even from these imperfect descriptions, to exist between the two

animals, are sufficient, I think, to warrant the opinion I have

given, that they are distinct.

The animal named Utia {^Cupromys of Desmarest), is called by

Bomare, " a species of Rabbit of the size of a rat ;" and as this

is the account of one who knew the animal in its native country,

and speaks of it familiarly, there is no doubt that this is its usual

full size. The Isodon pilorides of Say, on the contrary, is stated

to be larger than a rabbity being 19| inches in length from the

nose to the insertion of the tail ; whilst those in the possession of

M. Desmarest were little more than a foot. The general colour

of Mr. Say's animal is black, intermixed with testaceous ; that of

Capromys is a greenish-brown. In the details of the different

parts of the body there are also considerable discrepancies with

regard to colour. If, as Mr. Say assures us, his figure be accurate,
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and that of Desmarest equally so, there would no longer be the

slightest hesitation in considering them as distinct species. The

general form.—the appearance of the hair,—the ears,—the nose,

—the feet, &c. are considerably dissimilar ; and the tail of

Capi'omys is much more conical than that of the other. It must

however be admitted, that until M. Desmarest gives us the

anatomical details he has promised, we must remain uncertain as

to the identity of these animals, neither of which appears to have

been before described.*

Art. XXIX. Memoir upon a new genus of Fossil Poly-

paria. By M. Le Sauvage.t

Among the Fossil Poli/paria found in the department of

Calvados, for the knowledge of which we are indebted to the

researches and labours of Messrs. De Magneville and Lamouroux,

there exists a species which has been referred by the latter to the

genus Astrea^ under the name of Astrea dendroidea, (see

Lamouroux, Exposit. Meth.des genres de fordre des Pol7/piers,Sic.

Suppl. p. 85. pi. 78. f. 6.) M. Lamouroux has described this

species from an irregular fragment of a few centimetres in height,

and yet he has very judiciously observed that it was not encrust-

ing, that it formed a mass of the same nature, and that it was

distinguished by its form from all the species of the genus to

which he referred it. In the Coralloid Limestone of the Fulaise

of Bennerville, I have met with a large fragment of this fine

Fossil, which is itself only a small portion of a mass several feet

• It appears by an article in the " Bulletin des Sciences" (1823, No. 7.)

that Mons. Desmarest is himself of opinion, that these two animals are identi-

cal ; though, from some degree of amhiguity in this passage, it is not (pite

clear whether he considers them an of the same species, or only as a species of

the same genus.

+ Translated from the Memoirea de la Societc if Ilhtoire Kalurelle de Paris,

vol. i. p. 241.
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In height. It was therefore easy for me to observe that it af-

forded very decided characters, which M. Lamouroux could not

observe in the fragment he possessed, and which separate it from

the genus Astrea.

This singular production is formed of a considerable bundle of

branchy stems from 10 to 15 lines in diameter, shnply contiguous,

and presenting to view, from one end to the other, regular series

of rounded dilatations and circular contractions. The branches are

terminated in rounded points of unequal heights, and their entire

surface is covered with lamellar, rounded, contiguous, and almost

superficial stella?. If the transverse section of one of the branches

be examined, it will be seen that its interior is formed of nume-

rous laminae, with angular spaces between them, and that they

affect the form of a star. The longitudinal section shows a series

of cavities, sometimes regularly proportioned, Avhich seem to

indicate that the inside of the branches was chambered : but these

cavities appear to be owing, at least in a great measure, to a sort

of contraction, the result of a confused crystallization of the cal-

careous matter which entered originally into its composition. This

calcareous matter is of a dull-reddish colour, which forms a con-

trast to the whiteness of that which encrusts the mass. Consider-

ing the fine preservation of so prodigious a Fossil Coral, we might

be led to suppose that it has not undergone any displacement,

but that it has been enveloped in the Limestone that surrounds it,

in the place where it originally lived.

The disposition of its Stellas, spread over the whole exterior

surface, separates it from the order of the Astrece, thus charac-

terized by M. Lamouroux: '^ Etoiles ou cellules circonscrites,

placees d la surface superieure du PolypierJ'^ This single cir-

cumstance would prevent its being retained in the genus Astrea,

which is placed in the order of the same name, even if it were not

sufficiently distinguished from the species composing that genus,

by its disposition in fasciculated branches. Its natural position

is in the order of the Madrepores, thus defined : " Etoiles" ou

" cellules circonscrites, rcpandues sur toutes les surfaces libres du

Polypier," and it should be placed at the head of this order,

before the genus Porites, from which it is well distinguished by
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the even and rounded form of its stellae, this latter having the

laminae of its stellae " filamenteuses, acerees ou cuspidees." Lam.

^nim. sans vert. vol. ii. p. 267.

In consequence of these considerations, I have thought it con-

venient to constitute a new genus for this Madrepore, and I pro-

pose to give it the appellation of Thamnafteria, which signifies

*' a bush with close branches covered with stars." The following

are its characters

:

THAMNASTERIA. Polyparium petrosum, ramosum ; super-

ficies ramorum stellis lamellosis, sessilibus, obtecta ; lamellis

linearibus, rotundatis.

And its specific characters will be

Th. Lamourouxii, foss'ilis, ramosa, fasciculata, dilatationibus et

contractionibus circularibus, alternis ; stellis rotundis, subplanis.

*,* Upon this we have only to observe that the word ramosa ought not to

have been given in the specific character, as it was already placed in the

generic.

—

Ed.

Art. XXX. Memoir on an American Bat, a new Species

belonging to the genus Nyctinomus. B?/ M. Isidore

Geoffrovi' Saint-Hilaire.*

[Read before the Socidte d'Histoire Naturelle, at Paris, March 5th, 1824.]

There exists an opinion regarded as paradoxical by many

naturalists, but which io others seems to bear the character of

truth, and therefore to be very important, namely, that the ani-

mals of one continent belong to it exclusively and are never met

with in the other. To appreciate the value of this opinion, ac-

curately, we must necessarily make this distinction :—is it meant

to be asserted, that animals of either of the two worlds cannot

be united as species of the same genus with those of tlie other,

or, is it merely pretended that the animals of the two worlds are

specifically difl'erent ?

• Translated rrom the Jnnalcs des Sciences Nahtrellcs,for /Ipril, 1821.

Vol. I. Q
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The second question is easily answered ; who, in fact, doubts

the importance of characters derivedfrom the country they inha-

bit, in distinguishing species ? How many of our French animals

arc unknown in the countries nearest to us ? How many are

found even only in one single province, to the exclusion of all the

rest ? Where we see Nature varying in this manner, almost

from field to field, how can we refuse to take into consideration

the boundaries marked out by immense oceans ?

The first question presents a substantial difficulty; perhaps we

have not, even yet, sufficient data for its solution ; at least, the

consideration of a fact so novel, and contrary to received opinions,

as that which forms the object of this paper, would induce me

to think so.

Buffon remarks * that the animals of one continent are want-

ing in the other, and that this holds good for all, those excepted

"which breed in the northern climates. He explains the exception

by the contiguity of the two continents towards the north.

This observation, which Buffon applied only to animals con-

sidered in regard to species, may be extended also to genera, at

least to those of the first families. Buffon, though he did not so

express himself in his writings, doubtless was of that opinion,

since he was bold enough, though he knew but a few species of

Monkeys of either continent, to trace characters for the whole,

founded on the differences which distinguish the A^merican Mon-

keys from those of the old world. The discoveries of Naturalists,

since Buffon, have confirmed what he advanced, so that his idea,

bold and perhaps even rash originally, may now be considered

as the fruit of an admirable perception of the relations of ani-

mated beings, and as the work of a genius which outstripped the

knowledge of its own day.

It is very worthy of remark, and perhaps the fact may be ex-

plained by the greater attention which Zoologists have paid to

the study of the animals most resembling man, and to the con-

sequently more careful formation of the first genera; it is very

remarkable, I say, that in proportion as we descend in the scale

of beings, the existence of animals common to both worlds be-

* Animaux Communs aux deux Contincns. t. ix. p. 97, et suiv.
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comes more frequent. Thus of all the genera of Simiae, Le-

mures, Cheiroptera and Insectivora now kno\yn, there is not

one, I may venture to affirm, whose existence in both continents

is unquestionable. The first instance that we find of this simul-

taneous existence in the two worlds, is in the Carnivora, where

we come to the Ursi, Feles, &c.

Amongst all the families formed of genera, always exclusively

confined to one or other of the two conlinenis, one of the most

remarkable is that of the Cheiroptera. Formerly, as is well known,

zoology included under one common denomination, all the known

species of Bat, and it might then be accurately asserted that the

genus Vespertilio inhabited every region and every part of the

globe. But, when naturalists, guided by more attentive and

scientific observations, discovered that the Bats, like the Monkeys,

ought to be considered, not as a genus, but as a large family ;

when in short, the numerous species of Bat had been divided into

natural genera, it is a curious fact, that all the new genera, pro-

perly natural, were found always to belong to only one of the two

continents, to the exclusion of the other.

At present the genus Vespertilio, is the only one found in both

worlds; but is it a natural genus? must not some subdivision be

yet made in it ? I shall not attempt the solution of the question,

for it would lead me too far. I shall only observe that many cele-

brated zoologists have already proposed new subdivisions of

this genus.

As to the genera Roussette (Pieropus, Briss.) and Rhinopotne^

(Rhinopoma), and M. RafTinesque's genus Alaluphe, {Jtaluphus)

which have been said to exist in both worlds, I shall observe

that the pretended Roussette of America is, as has been proved,

from India, and belongs to the species Vteropus LcxchenauUii

;

and that the genus Rhinopoma* is not a natural genus, for, al-

though the two species that compose it, have some resemblances

to each other, they are not such as to unite them info one genus.

• The gcnuH Rhinopomc was eslablislied by my falht-r, wlio tells mo thai lie

inlctitlH (o Hcparate the species, hitherto CDlled Rhinopomc de la Caroline, from

Rhinnpome microphylle (Vespei^ilio Micro l'h\llu«. Sclir.) the true typo of tiio

geiim, and to place it cUewlicrc.

Q 2
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As to the genus Atalaphus, formed of species without any incisors

it would be wholly anomalous, since it is a character of the Bat,

to have all the three kinds of teeth, and thus never to want the

incisors in both jaws at the same time; moreover the two species

referred by M. Raffinesque to the genus Atalaphus appear to be

Vespcrtiliones. In point of fact, the Vespertilioncs sometimes

lose their incisor teeth, as M. Desmarest has observed, and two

individuals of that genus, so circumstanced, may, very probably,

have been mistaken for new species. The celebrated d'Azzara,

and other equally distinguished naturalists, have shewn us, by
their own examples, that the most skilful observer is not always

secure from similar errors.

Thus, up to the present time, whenever the existence of Chei-

roptera of the same genus, common to both worlds, has been

announced, examination has always shewn that the report of this

simultaneous existence had no real foundation, and nature has

been found invariable in her rule of not producing Bats, formed

on the same type, in both the old and the new world.

What Naturalist, seeing this unchanging constancy, will refuse

to admit as one of the characters of the family of the Bats, that

of being distributed over both worlds, but formed of genera al-

ways confined to one or the other exclusively ? Certainly no one

can be taxed with rashness for drawing so natural an inference,

an inference, however, which, justified by a multitude of pro-

babilities, had not been so by a single positive proof, and which,

consequently, a single discovery would be sufficient to overthrow.

Zoology is indebted to the celebrated traveller, M. Augustus

Saint-Hllaire, for the means of verifying this fact, not less impor-

tant for the consequences derived from it, than curious and re-

markable in itself. This is one of the fruits of that admirable

voyage already so important to the progress of Botany, and which

might have been equally, or even more so, to the advancement of

Zoology, if, as he has done with respect to his botanical labours,

M. A. Saint-Hilaire had been himself the historian of his zoo-

logical discoveries. This celebrated traveller, as all the world

knows, has lately explored Brazil, in which country he found

the Bat which is the subject of the present article : I shall give
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a succinct description of it, and shew that it belongs to the genus

Nyctinomus, forming a very natural species of that genus, hitherto

found only in the old world.

The genus Nyctinonius is allied, as is known, to the American

genus Molosse, (Dysopes. Ilig.) The ears, the tail, the physiog-

nomy, the proportions of the most visible parts, are almost the

same in both genera ; so that, when I first saw the new Bat from

Brazil, struck Avith the circumstance of its being American, I

took it, for the moment, for a Molosse ; but soon perceiving that

the feet were covered with long hair, the lips deeply wrinkled,

and the membranes of the wings bordered with hair, a doubt

arose in my mind, which was soon dissipated by examining the

teeth J I compared them with those of a Nyctinomus from Bengal,

brought from Pondicherry in 1818 by M. Leschenault, and I

saw, with surprise, that not only their number, but, with the excep-

tion of the lower inscisors, (which are birfurcate to the root, and

very much crowded {trcs entassees) before one another in the

Brazilian Bat, rather less so in the Asiatic,) their disposition and

form was similar in both. The crania evidently belonged to

species nearly allied; the only distinction between them, was

that the cranium of the American Bat is a little wider, and not

quite so long as that of the Bat from Asia.

All these characters leave no doubt that tlie new Bat must be

referred to the genus Nyctinomus, nor that it makes a very na-

tural species of that genus; what follows will confirm, I will even

dare to assert, rigorously prove this.

The most remarkable circumstance connected with the new
Bat, being the country it comes from, I shall give it the name of

the Nyctinome of Brazil, Nyctinomus Brazilicnsis.

An objection, however, may be started in this place, which

though it has little foundation in itself, acquires it by circum-

stance; I have spoken of a pretended American Jlousscttc

(Vteropus): this Rousscttc, did indeed come from America; but

it had been carried thither from India. It may be asked, was

not the new Bat also imported into America ? Thanks to the

zeal of the celebrated traveller, I am not only well assured, that

it is absolutely and originally native in Brazil, but I can even add,
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that it is dispersed over, and by no means rare in that country.

In fact, M. A. Saiiit-IIilaire, has not brought one or two only,

but eleven individuals of the species, with the respective localities

of each. These important memoranda inform us, that seven of

them were found in the missionary provinces, and the four others

in the district of Curityba.

I may be thought too diffuse on these particulars, and slow in

coming to the description of the new species; I must, however,

observe that the principal object of my Memoir, is not the dis-

covery of a new species of Bat, but rather the discovery of a

species of Nyctinomus in America. For the rest, in comparing

the Nyctinomus from Brazil with that from Bengal, I have al-

ready given part of its characters, I shall now continue the de-

scription, always taking care to remark its principal relations to

the other Nyctinomi.

I shall take no notice of the labial wrinkles, and the other

generic characters of the new Bat; to say that it is a Nyctinomus,

is to say that it has them all. I shall only observe that its upper

lip, which is notched like that of all the other Nyctinomi, is

less deeply so than that of the Nyctinomus of Egypt, (Vesperlillo

acetabulosus. Hcrm. Obs. Zool. p. 19. Vespertilio plicaius. Bu-

chanan) ; for the rest, this is another character common to it and

the Nyctinomus of Bengal, to which it is nearly allied by the

general assemblage of its relations. The Nyctinomus of Brazil,

is, very nearly, of the same size, as the Nyctinomi of Egypt and

Bengal. Its total length is very exactly 0'106 m. (4* 1 73 inches,

English); the length of its body, is 0-069 m. (2*716 English

inches) ; that of the tail, 0-037 m. (1-456 English inches) ; and

its length from the extremity of one wing to that of the other,

0*285 m. (11*22 English inches).

The hair, which is rather soft and thick, presents some varie-

ties of colour ; its base is always cinereous, with a shade of brown,

varying from black-brown to yellow-brown. In general terms,

we may say that the Nyctinomus of Brazil, is of a cinereous brown

colour ; its tint greyer and less deep towards the abdominal re-

gion, rather deeper towards the breast, and still deeper and

browner on the back. The hair which covers the internal part of
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the membrane of the wing, is of the same colour as that which

covers the abdomen ; a very few hairs are observable at the upper

portion of the tail, included in the interfemoral membrane, and

on the surrounding part of that membrane.

I have thought it right to make only one species of all these

varieties; in fact, I find in the same, or in several individuals,

tlie diflferent intermediate shades, between yellow-brown and

black-brown ; so that I observe the yellow-brown Bat pass suc-

cessively to a deeper tint, then to a still deeper, and ere long to

black-brown. These different Bats which I refer to the same

species, are moreover perfectly similar in point of size and form.

It is well known besides, how much the colour of the Bat's skin

is liable to vary according to its age, sex, the time of year. &c.

Omitting their generic characters, the ears are further remark-

able for the folds or transverse wrinkles, which are found, per-

haps less strongly marked, in the Nyctinomus of Bengal, but do

not exist at all in that from Egypt. The ears of the first two, are

somewhat less ample ; the tail, of a moderate size, (its length I

have given already) is surrounded at its upper half, and a little

further, by the interfemoral membranes, a very narrow prolonga-

tion of which, accompanies it to about a third or fourth part of the

lower half. I have not found any muscular band (brides) in this

membrane, which is rather larger than that of the Bengal Nyc-

tinomus. The membranes of the wings are shaped as in the

Asiatic Bat, and most of the Molosses, and have not the singular

form which prevails in those of the Nyctinomus of Egypt ; they

arc rather wider in the Brazilian Nyctinomus than in its con-

geners, but they are shorter ; the humerus is slender and short ;

the phalanges pretty long.

Such are the principal characters, which connect the new Bra-

zilian Bat with the other Nyctinomi ; and those which dis-

guish it from them. I think that I have sufficiently established,

on the one iiand, that the bat of M. A. Saint-IIilaire is a true Nyc-
tinomus ; on the other that it is a new species of that genus, which

has hitherto been farmed of bats of the old world exclusively.

I have but one observation more to make. I have been careful,

in the description, to point out how much the Nyctinomi of
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Asia and America resemble each other in the form of the teeth

and body, the disposition of the wings, and even in size ; it is the

same also in regard to colour ; in a word every thing is so similar in

the two, that the figure of one might almost be taken for the figure

of the other, and if the two animals were inhabitants of the same

region, one would be tempted to unite them in a single species.

How remarkable a fact, that all these similitudes and relations

should exist between the individuals, and yet the countries

which respectively produce them be separated by an almost in-

finite tract of ocean

!

So striking a resemblance in point of form, and such intimate

relations existing between animals whose native countries are so

widely separated, might almost lead to the conclusion, that lo-

cality should be struck out from the list of distinctive characters.

I am not however of that opinion. We must not forget, that the

truth of the idea, which I have just proved erroneous, seemed

demonstrated by the experience of ages, and consequently that

the exceptions to the rule are very rare. Difference of country

neither can, nor will any longer be a proof of difference of or-

ganization, but it can and must always be an indication of it : it

can no longer prove it, but it ought always to make us suspect

it ; in a word, it can no longer command, but it can always

counsel, and thus the Naturalist, without blindly following the

route it points out, ought carefully to collect its indications, that

he may advance with firmer and surer step in the path he has

thought fit to pursue. I will not conclude without reminding the

Reader, that the establishment of the genus Nyctinomus, forms

a part of my father's numerous labours on the Bats. This cir-

cumstance, however indifferent to the public, enhances the value

of my debut in the science, in my own estimation, since I am per-

mitted to consider my present labour as a feeble branch, en-

grafted by myself, ou the stem produced by my father.
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Explanation of Plate XI.

Fig. 1.—Nyctiiiotnus Braziliensis—back view.

Fig. 2.—Its Head—front view.

Fig. 3.— Head, seen in profile.

Fig. 4.—Side view of tlic Cranium.

Fig. 1, is reduced to two-thirds of the natural size.

Figures 2, 3, 4, are of tlie natural size.

Aut. XXXI. A Revision of the Family Equidas. By
Mr. John Edward Gray, M. G. S.

Having occasion lately to examine most of the species of this fa-

mily, and being struck with the confusion that exists in the names

of the species, part of which was introduced by Mr. Burchell, in

his very interesting travels, I have been induced to send you a

revision of it.

The older authors speak of the Horse, Mule, Onager, Ass and

Zebra, the last of which, they generally describe as having the

body (corpus) striped with black, brown, and white bands, three

inches broad, but take no notice of the colour of its legs : but

in Jonston's figure they are distinctly banded. They also de-

scribe, and Jonston figures several others, as the Ethiopian Horse,

t. 3. which has very large canine teeth, the mane the whole length

of the body, and the hoofs divided ; it appears to be a painter's

fancy. 2dly, The Indian Horse, which is banded like the Zebra,

but has the mane and tail of a Horse; this is most probably only

an erroneous representation of the Zebra ; and 3rdly, the Onager

with one horn ; t. 6. and the Onager with two horns, and divided

feet, the latter of which is most probably intended for the Two-
horned Rhinoceros drawn from memory, and tiic former appears to

be M fictitiogs animal altogether. Molina, in his History of Cliliia,

speaks of the Gncincl or Hucinuly the Eqiius bisukua of (jniLlin,
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which, from his description, if it exists, is most probably a species

of Lama (Aiichenia.)

Edwards, iu his Gleanings of Natural History, figured what he

considered as the male and female Zebra, the former of which I

consider to be the true Zebra, and the latter is perhaps the

Quagga ; but both the figures have the bands too pale, and indis-

tinct , and the latter especially has some spots on the rump, which

do not exist in the Quagga, and yet it has not the bands of the

Asinus Burchcllii.

Linncus, in his Systema Naturae, described three species, the

Horse, Ass, and Zebra, the latter of which he characterized, E.

fasciis fuscis versicolor. Referring to the two figures of Edwards,

and adding as a description Color albidiis seu rufescens, fasciis

nigris digHos ires latis j)er totum corpus transversis. Sfc, I am

not able to reconcile these two descriptions, but neither the Zebra

nor the new species has the bands purely black, but very deep

blackish brown : and Linneus certainly agreed with Edwards, in

considering the two, that the latter author figured as sexes.

Pallas, in the nineteenth volume of the New Commentaries of the

Russian Academy, adds another species, by the name of the Equus

Hemionus, which is called Dshikketei by the Tartars, and which

Cuvier considers to be the Wild Mule of the ancients.

Capt. Gordon sent aspecies of this family, called Quagga, from

the Cape to Amsterdam, Avhere it was first described and figured

from his drawing in the Dutch edition of Buffon, and afterwards in

the Supplement to the French editions, whence it has been de-

scribed by most Zoologists.

Burchell, in liis Travels, has taken notice of a new species,

which he has for some reason called E. Zebra, and which he says

is confined to the flat parts of Africa, and the old Zebra under the

name of E. Montanus, as this species is found only in mountainous

parts.

Le Vaillant, in his curious Travels, has mentioned another

species under the name of L'ane Isabelle, (vol. iii. page — )

w hich he says is of a plain Isabella colour, without any band ; but

nobody since his time, as far as I can learn, has mentioned it:

may it not be an albino variety of the Zebra, or Quagga ? as the
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Ass is sometimes found of yellowish white, without any cross, in

its domesticated state. Mr. Cross informs me, that a year or two

ago, a specimen said to be of this species was brought to this coun-

try.

This family (which is distinguished from all other animals by

its undivided hoof, formed of the two anterior toes, soldered to-

gether, its simple stomach, and its female having the teat placed on

the pubes,*) may be divided into two very distinct types of form ;

the one the Asses and Zebras, which are always whitish and more

or less banded with blackish brown, and always have a distinct

dorsal line, the tail only bristly at the end, and have warts only

on the arms, and none on the hind legs ; and the true Horses,

which are not banded, have no dorsal line, are furnished with

wartst on their arms and legs, and have long hair on the tail, from

its insertion to its extremity.

Fatnilj EquidjE.

Solidungulae. Antiquorum, Cuvier, &c. Genus. p]quus Lin.

Dentes Incisores, - canmi (mares) ^-r molares — zz 40.

Pedes ungula indivisa.

Genus I. Equus. The Horse.

Cauda undique vetosa, linea dorsali nulla, verrucis brachiorum

pedumque distinctis.

1 . E. Cuballus, the Common Horse.

E. infasciatus.

Equus Caballus. Lin. Si/st, Nal. j. 100.

Equus Antiquorum. Gesner, Quad. 132.

Clieval. Buff. Hist. \\. \.

Horse. Bewick, Quad. p. 1. Generous Horse. Pcnnajit.

• LiniieuH observes that mares mammas non hubenl, wliicli is not the fait, lor

he ought to have naid mares mammas prejmiiales habc.ul.

+ Thenu were formerly UHed in iiiedioiiie, and were enumerated with (Ik-

drugn in the London Pharmaeo[)a'ia till 1745, under thonuiiic of fcrructcpedum

Equinorum.—bee Gray'« Pharmacology, edit. ,'i. p. 101.
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Icon. Jonston, Quad. t. 1,2, 3, 4. Biiffon iv. t. 1. Shais,

Zool. ii. t. 214, 215. Beicick, Quad. p. 1.

/3. Sjjlvestris.

Wilde Pferde. J. G. 6?OTe^m //. j. 221. ii. 510.

Takija, or Wild Horses. Bell Trav. j. 225.

Inhabits Tartaiy, but has been transported by Man to most of

the other parts of the world, both of the old and new continent.

Mus. Brit.

This species has very numerous varieties which are interesting

to study, but very difficult to characterize, and Mr. Huzard is

at present illustrating them with lithographic plates.

Genus II. Asinus.

Cauda apice setosa, linea dorsali distincta, ornata, verrucis

brachiorum distinctis, pedum nuUis.

Sp. 1. Asinus Ilemionus. The Dshikketei (Zikketei.)

A. fulvo-fuscus, juba, cauda, linea dorsalique nigris.

Equus Ilemionus. Pallas^ Nov. Conim. Petrop. xix. 394.

Equus Hemionos. Bodd.

Hemionos. Plin. Hist. Nat. viii. c. 44.

Dshikketei. Pennant, Quad. 4. 2. Yototse, Chinese. Dzi-

githai. Bi/ff. Sup. vi. p. 37. L'Dziggetai. Cuv. Regn. Jniin.j.

244. L'Hemione. Enci/. Method.

Wild Mule, Half Ass or Fecund Mule. Pennant, Quad. Jickta.

Shaw, ii. 427.

Icon. Pallas. Nov. Comm. 1. c. t. 7. Neue Nord. Bcfi/r. ii.

t. 1. Enci/. Method, t. 43. f. 4. copied.

Inhabits the Desert of Mangol, on the borders of China and

Thibet. Pallas.

Description. Shape of the Mule, head and ears large ; fur Isa-

bella yellow, mane, tail, and dorsal line black, the hair of the win-

ter coat very long ; of the summer, short.

Sp. 2. Asinus vulgaris. The Ass.

A. cinereus, linea dorsali et transversali scapularum nigris.

Equus asinus. Lin. Sjs. Nat.']. 101.

E(juus asina. Fleming, Phil. Zool. ii.
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Asinus Gesn. Quad. 40.

Ass. Bezcick, Quad. 19. L'Ane Buff. Hist. Nat. iv. xi.

Icon. Jonston, Quad. t. 6. Buffoii, iv. t. 11. Eiict/. Method.

t. 14. f. 1,2.

&. Si/lvestris. Major, auriculis brevioribus erectis.

Onager, Wild Ass, antiquorum. 7?f/j/, Quad. 6. 3.

Onagus. Gesn. Quad. 19.

Equus Onager. Bris. Reg. Anim. 104.

Wild Ass. iJeW, T/-fly.j. 212. Koulan, or Wild Ass. Pen-

nant Quad.

y. yllbida. Albida, non fasciafa.

1. Mulus. ex Equa et Asino. Mule. Bezoick Quad. 16.

Mulus. Raij^ Quad. 64.

Icon. Jonston, Quad. t. 6. Ency. Method, t. 44. f. 3.

2. Ilinnus. ex Asina et Equo.

Hinnus. Ray., Quad. 64.

3. Fasciatu. ex Zebra et Asino.

InhabilsTartary, in the wild state; but man has domesticated it

to most parts of the world.

Description. Head and ears long. Fur gray, lower part whitish,

with a black dorsal line, and a band across the scapulae, end of the

ears black.

The wild Asses, or Onagers, are larger, and the ears are shorter

than the domestic variety, which varies in size and form according

to the climate ; the white variety is an albino, as the eyes are red.

Their voice is called braying. The hybrid bred between the

male Ass, and a mare is called a Mule ; it has more the general

form and size of the mare, with the large head, long ears, and

nearly naked tail of the Ass. That bred between the Horse and

the Ass is called a Hinny; this animal is generally of a smaller

size than the Mule, and has a smaller head, shorter ears, and more

hairy tail, but its form is like that of the Ass. Thirdly, that be-

tween the Zebra and a male Ass, is called the Ribhon-leggcdAss ;

it is grayish, with black bands on the outer face of the legs, and

has a black line across the shoulders, with the form of the Ass :

all these varieties are barren, according to the accounts of authors.
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Sp. 3. Asinus Qtiagga. The Quagga.

A.capite, nuch^, scapuliscjue nigris albido-fasclatis, dorso fusces-

cente subfasciato, linea dorsali nigra albido-inarginata, caudu artu-

busque albidis.

Equus Quagga. Gmelin.

Le Cougga. Cuvier. Reg. Anim. 245.

Zebra fsmina, &c. Edw. Glean.]. 29?

Opeagha, or Quagga, of the Hottentots. Masson. Trav. Phil.

Trans. Ixvi. 297.

Quacha. Pen. Quad. 14. Female Zebra. Edw. Glean, j. 29 ?

Le Couagga. G. Cuvier^ Menag.

Icon. Edw. Glean, t. 223 ? bands too distinct, and no marks

on the rump. Shaw. Zool. t. 218 ? copied Edio. G. Cuvier, Menu"-.

t.— Ency. Method. Suppl. t. 13. f. 1. F. Cuvier. Menag. t

1. Junior. E, capite, et nucha, fuscis albido-fasciatis, corpore su-

perne fusco, linea dorsali brunea notato, ventre artubusque albidis,

ungulis nigris, supra annullis fuscis notatis.

Kwagga or Couagga. Buff. Suppl. vi. p. 85.

Icon. Buffon Suppl. vi. t. 7.

Inhabits Africa, near the Cape of Good Hope, v. v. Mus. Cross.

1. Mus. Brit.

Less than the Zebra, with the hinder parts higher, and the ears

shorter. Fur of the head, neck, mane, and shoulders, blackish

brown, banded with white, the ground colour gradually becoming

paler, and the bands less distinct, and diffused as we proceed along

the back till it is greyish on the rump; the dorsal line is black,

margined on each side with a white line. Belly, tail, and legs

white; ears with two irregular black bands and white tip.

The young is pale brown, with the mane, a few scattered

spots, and the dorsal line of a deeper colour, the latter of which

is slightly extended down the tail. The belly and legs whitish

grey, with a dark ring just above the hoof. The forehead, cheeks,

neck, and mane marked w ith narrow transverse whitish bands,

which are visible in peculiar positions on the back also.

This animal lives in troops, never intermixing with the Zebras.

According to Capt. Gordon, they are used by the natives for the

purpose of draught ; but as Buffon very justly observes, it is cu-
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rious that he could only get a young specimen. The specimen at

Exeter Change is not very docile, being much more wild than the

Zebra ; its name is derived from its voice, which resembles the

barking of a dog.

When the skin of the animal, which I consider to be, and which

agrees with Buffou's figure of the young of, this species (except in

having the brown ring above the hoof) was shown to Professsor

Temminck by Mr. Children, he declared it to be the Ane Isabelle

of Vailiant ; but with all due respect to the knowledge of that

naturalist, who so greatly excels in the knowledge of species, I am

sorry that I cannot accord with him in tliis instance; although I

must allow that he ought to know Vaillant's animals better than

any other person, as that celebrated traveller was a constant cor-

respondent of his; if it be that animal, Vailiant must have over-

looked the bands, and I can hardly call it Isabella colour.

Sp. 3. Asinus BurcheUii. Burchell's Zebra.

A. Albidus, nucha dorsoque fasciis alternis nigris et fuscis,

nigris latioribus, linea dorsali nigra albido-marginatis ; ventre,

Cauda, artubusque infasciatis.

Equus Zebra. Male. jP. Cuvier. 3Ienag. Mus.

Equus Zebra. Burchel, Trav. j. 139.

Icon. Tab. 6. Burchel. Trav. Vig. p. 252, a tanning vat of the

skin.

Inhabits Africa. The flat parts near the Cape, Burchell. Mus.

Brit. V. M.
Description.—Body white; head with numerous narrow brown

stripes, which gradually unite togetlicr and form a bay nose ; the

neck and body with alternate broad stripes of black and narrow

ones of b^rown, the latter of which nearly fill up the interspaces

between the black stripes, and only leave a narrow whitish margin.

The dorsal line is narrow, and becomes gradually broader in

the hinder part, distinctly margined with white on each side.

The belly, legs, and tail, quite white; the mane alternately

banded with blackish and white.

The figure of this animal, Plate IX. fig. 1. is from the skin in

the British Museum, which was brought home by Mr. Burchell,

and wiiich will shortly beset up and exposed to public view.
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The hoofs, as Mr. Burchell very justly observes, offer a good

character between the Zebra of the Mountains and that of the

Phiius. In the latter, y/. Burclicll/'/', the edge of the hoof is narrow

and sharp, the hinder part is flattish, and the centre is extended and

concave: and in the former, or true Zebra, the edge and hinder

part are thick and convex, and the centre deep and contracted.

—

See pi. ix. f. 3, A. Zebra: f. 2, A. Burchellii; both being dimi"

iiished to one-half the natural size.

Sp. 4. Jsmus Zebra. The Zebra.

A. albidus, capite corpore arlubusque nigro-fasciatis, ventre

albido, linea media nigra serrata, linea dorsali indistincta.

Equus Zebra. Lin. Sys. Nat.]. 101.

Equus Brasiliensis. Jacob. Mas. Reg. 3.

Equus Moutanus. Burchel. Trav. j. 139.

Hippotigre. Dion. Lib. 77.

Zebra Indica. Aldrov. ; Jonston. Quad.

Zebra. Ray. Quad. 69. Zeura, or Zuora. Lobo. Abi/s.

j. 291. Wild Ass. Kobben. Cape.u. 112. Wild Paard. Burchell.

Dauro. Hottentots.

Zebre. Buffon. Hist. xii. 1

.

Icon. Jonston. Quad, t, 5. f. 1. bad. Jacob. Mas. Reg. 3.

t. 2. f. 1. Laver. Mas. Reg. t. 3. f. 18. Buffon. xii. t. 12 !

very good. G. Cuvier. Menag. t.— ! Edzourd. Glean, j. i.

t. 222. bad ; bands too red. Shaw. Zool. t. 217. cop. Edw.
Bewick. 22. very good.

Inhabits Africa. Mountainous parts of the Cape of Good Hope,

Burchell. " Congo, Guinea, and Abyssinia,°iM(/o//;e."

Description.—Fur white, with close narrowish black bands on

the body, neck, and legs, aad brown ones on the face ; nose bay;

dorsal line indistinct from the others. Belly and inside of the

thighs bandless. Tail blackish. Mane erect, thick, bushy,

banded with white. Ears, with two black bands and white tips.

Live in troops, on hard dry herbs, and are not capable of being

tamed unless they are taken very young. The beautiful female

that IS in Exeter Change appears to be vicious, for she is fond of

being taken notice of, but gradually sidles round, and attempts

to kick at her fondler.
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Art. XXXII. Descriptions of three New Species of

Lethrus. By Professor Fischer.*

1. Lethrus scoparius^ "ig<?rj supra scabriusculus, infra villosus,

tibiis anticis scopatis. Long. 8|^ lin : lat. 5. lin.

Lethrus scoparius, Fischer, lett. a Pander, p. 11.

Of the same size as Lethrus cephalotes, from which it differs in

the scabrosity and villosity of the body; and in the auricles or

wings of the head being larger and rather square. Head large

like that of cephalotesj but rougher; clypeus with two longitudi-

nal tubercles, apex reflected, auricles wider, rather square. La-

brum and Maudibulae hairy. Thorax rough with impressed dots,

sides hairy, reflected. Scutellum broad at the base, triangular,

rough with impressed dots. Elytra rough with dots, hairy. Body

beneath hairy^ feet very viilose, legs distinctly toothed on the out-

side, hairy on the inside, hairs collected into a little brush near

the apex. Inhabits the Southern steppes of Orenbourg. Pander.

2. Lethrus longimamis, nigrescenti-violaceus, nitidus, scabriuscu-

lus, tibiis anticis longis, totis dentatis. Long. 5| lin. lat.

4l!n.

Lethrus longimanus, Fischer, Lettrea Pander, p. 12. Coleopt.

t. 13. f. 3.
*

Smaller than Leth. cephaloies, from which it differs in all re-

spects. Head rough, with a frontal impression of confluent dots,

auricles or lateral wings much dilated. Thorax rough with im-

pressed dots, margins reflected on both sides. Scutellum short,

triangular, grooved. Elytra joined together, much narrower than

the thorax, and rather longer, rough, with several slightly im-

pressed lines. Body somewhat villous beneath, the anterior feet

smoother, the legs very long, compared with the thorax as 3 |

• Translated from his Entomographia Imperii Russici. torn. I. p. 13G, et «eq.

Vol. I. II
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lines to 1 I lines ; all distinctly sex-dentate, with three spines at

their apices. Posterior legs very spinose and hairy. Inhabits

the Southern steppes of Orenbourg.

3. Lethrus PodoUciis ; totus niger, thorace laeTJ, elytris rugosulis.

Long. 61in. lat. 4 lin.

Lethrus cephalotes, var. minor, Besser in Uteris.

Rather larger than the preceding, but as it appears to me distinct

from L. cephalotes. Head with a broad rather square clypeus,

porous ; the mandibles marginated on the outside, beneath with a

strong, rather incurved, abbreviated tooth. The auricles seem to

form a single appendage. Antennae proportionably longer and

thicker than in L. cephalotes. Thorax smooth as in that species,

but more reflected on both sides and behind. Scutellum very nar-

roAv, acuminated. Elytra rather rough, with impressed obliterated

lines. Body beneath somewhat porous, feet pruinose, anterior

legs serrated, smooth, with bristles, and one spine at the apex.

Inhabits Western Podolia.

Art. XXXin. A Description of Two new Species of

Helicince, and Explanation of the Figures to the Mono-

graph. By 3Ir. J. E. Gray, M.G.S.

Having observed two new species of this genus on my late visit,

in company with my friend Mr. Children, to the superb collection

of the late Lord Tankerville, I have sent you a description, which

I took at the time, to render my Monograph more complete, hoping

in a short time to be able to give figures of them ; to which I have

added an explanation of the figures of the other paper.

!*. Helicina Tankervillli.

Testa subgloboso-conoidea, acute carinata, spiraliter squamu-

losa costo-striata, supra conica, infra convexa ;
peristomate reflexo

albido, labio medio sinuato, columella subincrassata.
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1

Inbabits ? Mus. Tankerville.

Shell nearly globose conical, white, with spiral rib striae, which

are crossed with slight concentric striae leaving scales on the spiral

ones, conical above, convex beneath, centre keeled, keel acute

squamulose. Peristome reflexed white, with a slight groove oppo-

site the keel, columella scarcely thickened, angular in front ; axis

f, diameter -| of an inch.

3*. Helkina MaugericB.

Testa depresso-ovata, carinata, albida, lutea unifasciata, supra in-

fraque conica convexa; peristomate subreflexo luteo, columella,

callosa lutea.

Inhabits. ? Mus. Tankerville.

Shell depressed ovate, keeled, white, with a broad band near

the central keel, leaving a white band near the suture, peristome

slightly reflexed, pale yellow, columella callous, gibbous, amber

yellow ; axis -^j diameter \ of an inch.

T. vi. f. 1

.

Helicina pulchella.

2. neritella, and operculum.

3. fasciata.

4. substriata.

5. —"— Braziliensi«.

6. costata.

7. viridis.

8. aurantia.

9. rhodostoma.

10. major.

1 ]

.

submarglnata.

12. unifasciata.

13. Brownii, and operculum.

14. depressa.

15. aureola.

n 2
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Art. XXXIV. Description of a remarkable Fossilfound

in Coal Shale: with Observations. Bt/ J.D. C. Soweuby,

Esq. F.L.S.

This fossil is of a lanceolate form and very slightly curved

;

beneath, it has a deep longitudinal canal with rounded edges, to-

wards one of which the curvature is inclined ; above, it is very

convex, from the edges of the canal a number of sharp ridges pass

obliquely over the surface, until they meet at acute angles directed

towards the point, in the middle of the opposite side ; for some dis-

tance on each side of the part where they meet these ridges are

divided into small short spines. The larger end of the fossil tapers

almost to a point, and for a considerable distance along it is desti-

tute of those ridges that are connected together and form a coat

upon the remaining portion. Internally it contains numerous, ir-

regular, elongated, sinuose innosculating cavities, divided from

each other by a compact substance which is rather browner than

the shale, the cavities are filled with carbonate of lime of a dirty

white colour ; the ribbed coat is solid.

The specimen above described was communicated by Mr. Taylor

of Bishops Wearmouth ; it was found among a multitude of vege-

table remains, in Shale, containing rather an unusual quantity of

Mica, in Felling Colliery.

Suspicious have been entertained that this fossil is a seed-pod,

or a shell resembling a Pinna ; its internal structure however, suf-

ficiently proves that it is neither a vegetable nor a shell ; and as

this structure corresponds to that of the fossil bones found in the

Lias, there can hardly remain a doubt as to its real nature ; the

only difficulty is to ascertain its situation in the skeleton, and

the Genus of animals to which it may be referred with some pro-

bability.

Judging from the size and number of the cells that composed it,

it appears to have been very light when recent, and therefore be-

longed in all likelihood to a Bird, or to an Aquatic Animal, but

most probably to a Fish. Observing that a portion of it is destitute
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of the ribbed coat, and resembles the inserted portion of the first

spiniform ray of the dorsal fin of the Squalus Acanthias (Spiiiax

Cuvier), of Balistes, and of several other Fishes, we may conclude,

I think safely, that if it be not really such a bone, it is at all

events a partially exserted one, and such as we are not likely to

meet with, either among the Mammalia, or in any other class, ex-

cept Fishes. There is a somewhat similar lanceolate, arcuated,

three-sided, and longitudinally ribbed bone, well known in the

Lias, which has one and sometimes two rows of conical, curved

teeth arranged along its concave side ; this seems to connect the

one before us with the long bony and toothed spine upon the tail

of the Sting-Ray (Rata Pastinaca, Linn.) and, like that, is much

more solid than Fishes' bones generally are ; but as no attached

bones have been yet discovered with these fossils, it is not possible

to refer either of them to any known Genus.

The circumstance of that before us having occurred in the Coal

Formation, is extraordinary ; its accompanying apparently land

vegetables can have very little weight, for Bivalve Shells are by

no means rare, similarly situated in the Carboniferous Strata. The

lateral curvature, and some irregularity in its form, seem to have

arisen from distortion produced by pressure.

The accompanying figure, Plate VIII. f. 9 is of the full size

of the specimen, a small portion of the larger end only being

omitted.

AttT. XXXV. On the structure of Melania setosa. By
Mr. J. E. Gray, M.G.S.

iNthelast number of the Quarterly Journal of Science, Mr.Swain-

son, has described a new shell, under the above name, which he

observes has attracted considerable attention in the Conchological

world, from the peculiar bristles-like processes, which are sheathed

in its tubular spines ; and Mr. Swainson has not a little added to

this attracliuii, by his description of the shell, in which he ob-
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serves, after some fanciful conjectures respecting the use of these

bristles, that they are, " a formation altogether unprecedented

amongst this class of animals," and he appears to conceive that

these bristles are " rooted as it were into the body of the shell;'

and he is not certain whether there are two, or one, forked ia

each tubular spine.

Now it happens that there are two specimens of this " new and

most extraordinary" Shell in the British Museum, one of which

was in the Cracherode Collection, n. 472, and named by Humphreys
*' Spirilla spinosa, fresh water spiral spincd shell, from Admiralty

Island, New Guinea," and another presented by Dr. Leach; both

have to my knowledge been exposed to public view for upwards of

three years, and I am very much inclined to believe that the Buc-

cinum aculeatitnioi Lister's Mantissa, t. 1055. f. 8. is intended for

this shell ; but from the name of Humphreys, 1 some time ago

named the specimen in the Museum Melania spincsa.

On examining these shells, which only differ from the Melania

amarula in the sinus of the hinder (or upper of Mr. S.) part of the

outer lip instead of being left an open vaulted spine as in that

species, in this shell is closed into a tubular one with the Perios-

traca drawn in and inclosed in the tube, the processes of which

form these bristles; Mr. S. remarks, that " in the genus Valuta we

have many instances of shells being crowned with thin vaulted

spines ; but no examples can be produced of such coronated spines

being tubular or completely closed on their circumference, and

pervious at their summits :" this is all very true with regard io

Valuta^ but is that the only genus in which we are to look for an

analagous structure? If the common Neritina corona be examined,

which is a much more analagous shell, the spines will be found to

be tubular, and longer than in this Melania ; nor are the tubular

spines confined to fresh-water species, for they are common to

Murextubifer^ M. Triplex, and several other Murices; and to the

Vinnw and Pectines in bivalve shells.

In the figures of this Shell, (PL VIII. /. 6, 7, 8.) the manner in

which the periostraca is gradually condensed on the side of the

sinus, and produced into the spine, is attempted to be illustrated;

the bristles are generally distinct from one another, but are some-
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times very closely connected at their base, and indeed one or both

of them are sometimes split into two parts ; the base of tiie tube at

length becomes closed by the deposition of shelly matter on the

inside, and thus they do not become inbedded : I may conclude

therefore that this shell does not exhibit any anomalous formation,

but is constructed on the same general rules as all other shells are.

Art. XXXVI. Abstract ofa Monograph on a new Genus

of Gasteropodous Mollusca, named Scissurella. By M.
Alcide Dessalines D'Orbigny;* with Notes hi/

G. B. Sowerby, F.L,S.

In prosecuting my researches among the marine and fossil sands

of various countries, in order to study the microscopic Cephalopoda

which are found in them, I have discovered the elegant minute

shells described in this memoir. The slit by which they are cha-

racterized is analagous to tliatof several of the Pleurotomae among

the Muricidae ; to that of the Emarginula; among the Scutibran-

chia ; and to that of the Siliquaria among the Annelids :+ in fact

Translated from tlie first volume of the Memoires de la Sociele d'Histoirc

Nalurelle de Paris, p. 340.

+ I have not tlious^ht it necessary to translate the note extracted from the

report of Messrs. Prevost, Desnoyers, and De Ferussac, in which they endeavour

to show that the Genus now denominated Scissurella by D'Orbigny, has been

formerly published under the name of Pleurotoiflaria, given to it by De France,

and adopted by De Ferussac, because I am ofopinion that those Naturalists, as

well as M. D'Orbigny are really mistaken : the following are my reasons : 1st,

that in all the specimens but one, of D'Orbigny's genus, that I have seen,

amounting to about a dozen, the slit does not contimie to the ed>re of the shell

;

but as in Flaliotis and Fissurella (the only shells that possess the sliglmst ana-

logy) itforms a more or less elongated perforation, in the upper part of the last

volution, while the continration of the lip is entire : 2ndly, that as in this cir-

cumstance it differs materially from Plcuroloinaria, it should coiislitute a new
Genus: 3dly, that consequently its nearestanalogy, contrary to M. D'Orbigny's

assertion, is with the Fissurell.'u and Ilaliotides: 4thly, that it cannot therefore

belong to the family of Trochoida. Considering the great diversity of chnriitter

that exists between the very young and the full grown shells of the same spe-

cies, and also considering that the shells in (|UC?lion are xicry minute, ihouuh we
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the Scissurella fills up among the Trochoidce^ a chasm in the series

of conformations, observed in the aperture of the Shells of different

families of the Mollusca and Annelidw. The slit, which is the

principal character, and from which the genus is named, positively

indicates a peculiar organization in the animal which inhabits it,

and has appeared to me of suflBcient importance to authorize the

formation of a new genus ; the following are its characters.

Scissurella. Testa univalvis, libera, umbilicata, spira depressa,

apertura subrotundata, labiis disjunctis, canali peristomateque nul-

lis : margine dextro labii superne profunde emarginato ; emargina-

tione incrementum anfractuum secuta, fere usque ad marginem

aperturae obliterata, et carinam in dorsum testae notante.

Shell univalve, free, umbilicated, with a depressed spire, aper-

ture rather rounded, without a canal, its lips without a peristome

and disjoined : right lip notched with a deep slit, following the

growth of the volutions, obliterated to within a short distance of

the margin, and forming a sort of keel upon the back of the

shell.*

Species 1.

Scissurella Icevigata^ testa ovali, laevi, alba, translucente, tenui,

fragili, apice depresso, anfractibus tribus, lineis increment! tantum

notatis.

shall not be justified in pronouncing such a judgment until an actual acquain-

tance with the appearance of those genera as they emerge from the egg, shall

enable us to do so with precision, yet we need not hesitate to suggest the pos-

sibility, of the Scissurella proving to be either an Haliotis or a FissureKa just

emerged from the egg ?

i
"^ » Supposing from tlie fact I have before stated, that the slit or notch men-

|T^ tioned in this character only retains that form while the shell is quite young,

I

and that asit arrives at its more mature age th^jnargin becomes entire, I should

propose the following as an alteration of the character ofThe genus; '' prope

marginem dextram foramine oblongo, incrementum anfractuum secuto, et carinam

in dorsum test<e notante." " An oblong foramen near the right lip, following the

growth of the volutions, and forming a sort of keel upon the back of the shell. I

think also that the words " periitomate acuta" should be added to the charac-

ter of the genus, as it will be obicrved that llie edge of the peristome is de-

scribed as sharp in every species.
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Found on the Coasts of the Mediterranean, among the Fuci and

Ceramia, where it is very rare. Length two millim.

Shell oval, smooth, white, translucent, thin, fragile, apex de-

pressed, volutions marked only by the lines of growth, without

the ribs or grooves which characterize the three following species.

The space between the two edges of the obliterated part of the

slit, (each of which edges forms a ridge) is smooth, without trans-

verse lines, and obliterated to within a short distance of the edge

of the aperture, the umbilicus has several very fine circular striae

;

the aperture is oval, longer than it is broad; peristome sharp-

edged.

Species 2.

Scissurella costata, testa ovali, alba, translucente, fragili, apice

depresso, anfractibus tribus, superne costis transversis, elevatis,

distantibus ; infra costis prominentioribus, fere acutis.

Found in the same situations as the last. Length one millim.

Shell oval, white, translucent, fragile ; apex depressed, volu-

tions three, the upper part furnished with transverse, elevated, dis-

tant ribs ; ribs beneath more prominent, and almost sharp-edged.

The intercostal spaces are nearly smooth. The two edges of the

slit form two ridges, the interval of which, in the obliterated part,

is strongly marked with close transverse lines ; umbilicus sur-

rounded by circular stria; ; aperture nearly quadrangular
; peris-

tome sharp-edged.

Species 3.

Scissurella </<?cM55fl/a, testa ovali, tenui, fragili, decussata; apice

depresso; anfractibus tribus, costis supra et infra, transversis, nu-

merosis.

Found in the Fossil sand of Castel-Arquato in Piacenza.

Length one millim.

Shell oval, thin, brittle, decussated, apex depressed, volutions

three, marked above and below with numerous transverse ribs or

salient grooves, (he intercostal spaces have close-set, deep, longi-

tudinal striae ; the space comprised between the two raised edges

of the bill is iiiaikud, in its obliterated i)art, by broad, distant
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Species 4.

Scissurella elegans^ testa ovali, ventricosa, spira papilliformi,

elevatiuscula ; anfractibus quatuor, costis transversis, minus pro-

minentibus, distantibus, longitudinaliter striatis.*

Found with the last. These two species are very rarely entire,

oa account of their extreme brittleness. Length two niillim.

Shell oval, ventricose, fragile, spire nipple-shaped, less de-

pressed than in the other species ; volutions four, with transverse

slightly salient ribs, distant from each other, and each marked

with superficial longitudinal striae, which give the shell a finely

decussated appearance : the space between the two edges of the

obliterated part of the slit is smooth, and narrower in this than in

the preceding species : around the umbilicus is seen a smooth

space, instead of the circular lines remarkable in the first three

species : the aperture is rounded, and the peristome sharp-edged.t

Art. XXXVII. MULLERIA, a new Genus of Fresh-

water Bivalves, of the Familt/ of Ostreacece, established bj/

M. Lb Baron d'Audebard de Ferussac.

We do not intend here to give the characters of this genus,

because we reserve most of the particulars relating to it for an

opportunity, which will shortly occur, of illustrating them by a

plate : we only wish at present to notice the addition of a genus

• I have been obliged to alter some of the expressions used by the author,

because in his description of this species he has used several terms of compari-

son with the other species; thus 1 have used " elevatiuscula" instead of " mains

deprime que celui des autres especes."

+ The shortness of the time now before us, renders it impossible to add the

description of one or two other species which I possess: these I propose giving

in the next number; together with the descriptions of several other curious little

fossils found in the Fossil Sand of the neighbourhood of Paris, and some further

observations upon the Scissurella-.
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of river shells of the Family of Ostreacew to the catalogue of those

already known as inhabitants of fresh-water.

If to the Families of Cyclad(B and Naiadw, or bivalve shells

belonging exclusively to rivers and lakes, be added two genera of

Mytilidce^ (Mytilus and Modiola) ; one genus of CorbulidcB, (not

yet named ; one genus of Chamacece, (Etheria) ; one of Mactridce^

(Nucula); and one genus of Ostreacew, (Mulleria) ; a catalogue

will be formed of all the Genera of Bivalve Molliisca, hitherto

known to inhabit fresh-water. Does not this prove the absolute

necessity of Geologists becoming thoroughly acquainted with at

least all the Genera of Shells, before they undertake to determine

the nature of any formation containing fossil remains of Shells ?

Is it not a fact that will help to establish the truth of some obser-

vations I formerly made upon the real nature of a bed, said by

Geologists to be marine, and which is interposed between two

others of undoubted fresh-water origin ? Does it not, in fact,

prove that we are yet in the infancy of our knowledge of the

Natural Sciences, particulary as it respects Geology ?

G. B« S.

Art. XXXVIII. Anulylical Notices of Books.

Monographia Tenthredinelarum, Sijnonimia extricata. Auc-

tore Am le Peletier de Saint-Fargenu, Socielalis Pari'

siensis Jlistorife Nuturalis Memhro. 8ro. Paris, 1823.

p.p. 176.

We can never hope to be thoroughly acquainted with the

species of Insects but through the medium of Monographs, and

we do most sincerely wish that Entomologists would keep this in

view; but we must beg to observe, that merely collecting the

scattered descriptions of the Insects composing a group or family,

can never be deserving the name of a Monograph, nor will nnich

credit ever be attached to him, who is a mere compiler, especially
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in Natural History, for it is solely from this very cause, that so

much confusion has arisen in every branch of Zoology. It is the

duty of him who attempts a Monograph on any genus, or family of

animals, to collect all the former descriptions, to compare such

with the individuals, to describe the new species, and to digest the

whole. We know the loss of time and the difficulty of the task ; but

it is of importance, if we would wish to render such a work useful

to the scientific; and it must be considered of importance, for the

nature of a Monograph, ought to be to determine and ascertain

the history of the individuals to a certain date, to do which we

consider that every cabinet ought to be examined. How far M.

de Fargeau has had this in view, is not in our power to say, but

we cannot help thinking, that his researches in this respect have

been limited, and his materials rather scanty ; for in very many in-

stances, his descriptions appear to have been taken solely from the

works of Fabricius, Klug, Leach and Latreille : no one can have

a greater respect for those very justly celebrated Entomologists

than ourselves, and no one can find fault with their descriptions

in general; but so few additional species, comparatively, occur in

the work before us, and so little light is thrown on their history,

that we cannot but remark, that our author would have done

well to have sought further. It is not the cabinets of Eng-

land, France or Germany, individually, that will ever afford the

materials for a perfect Monograph ; there are many very valuable

and very extensive collections in each country, and without a

thorough knowledge of the contents of each, every attempt must

be fruitless ; there are few Entomologists who have not observed,

in almost every cabinet, should it consist of provincial insects

alone, species that are new, or but imperfectly described : be-

sides this, how many are continually being received from the

Brazils, India, New Holland, &c. We do not wish by these

observations to throw the least obstacle in the way, or to depress

the ardour of the industrious Entomologist ; but in his movements

he must be cautious ere he presents the world with a feeble Essay,

and gives it a name of a Monograph. It is highly praiseworthy in

any one who will attempt to illustrate this very interesting branch

of Zoology ; but in our present limited knowledge of this subject,
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unless the means and opportunities of its author be very extensive,

he had better content himself, (if he has Science at heart,) to de-

scribe those species which may appear new ; by which means he

is gradually advancing the science, and his labours will be duly

appreciated by every lover of Natural History.

How many Monographs have issued from the press, when in the

course of a very short time, the number of the species has been

nearly doubled ! : nothing can convince us more of the futility of

attempting such a work, without years of labour and patient inves-

tigation. Did the illustrious author of Monographia Apium Ang-
liae, collect the materials and the observations of his invaluable

work in a few months ? No, it was the work of years of assiduous

labour and minute observation ! ; by which means he obtained

those valuable facts, which nothing but time and intense applica-

tion could ever have enabled him to possess We wish to see a

few more such works ; for we consider, that if Entomologists, in-

stead of accumulating and forming extensive collections, and vying

with each other in the number of their species, would limit them-

selves in some measure, and pay a little more attention to the

economy of certain Families, we should hope that in a few years

much good would result, and that we might anticipate that devc-

lopement of the delightful system of Nature, and that view of the

distribution of its creatures, which it is only by patient investiga-

tion (hat we may ever hope to attain.

Systematic works on Entomology will but seldom bear quota-

tion
; we shall therefore merely give an outline of the Synopsis of

the Genera, with the number of species described under each
;

which we consider will be as much as can be required from a

work of this nature.

TENTHREDINET^E.

A. Antennx articulis pluribus quim decern.

I. Cellula; radiales, .? ; cubitales, 3. Antennae sctaceje.

Ovidepositorium abdomen multum superatis.

Jjivisio, a xyf.la, Dulmarui, contains 2 species.

II. Cellulx radiales, 2.

1. Ccllula; cubitales, 4.
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* Antennae setaces. Ovidepositorium abdomen cylindricum

superans.

Div. b. xYPHiDRi/V. Lair. 4 species.

** Antennae setaceae. Ovidepositorium abdomen depressum vix

superans.

Div. c. LYDA. Fabr. 35 species.

*** Antenna; pectinatae aut serratae.

Div. d. TARPA. Fabr. 7 species.

**** Antennae apice crassiores. Corpus elongatum, compressum.

Div. e. CEPHus. Fabr. 14 species.

***** Antennae subclavatae. Corpus crassum.

Div.f. ATHALiA. Leach, 11 species.

2. Cellulae cubitales, 3. Antennae subclavato-capitatae.

Div. g. ciMBEX. Fabr. 36 species.

III. Cellula radialis 1. appendiculata.

1. Cellulae cubitales 4. Antennae clavato-capitatas.

This division includes the genera Trichiosoma, ClavellariUj

Zarcea, Abia, and Amasis of Leach.

Div. h. Perga. Leach,

2. Cellulje cubitales 4. Antennae maris pilosae; faeminae

clavatae, nudae.

A genus of New Holland insects, 6 species, from the de-

scriptions of Dr. Leach.

Div. i. Hylotoma. Leach, 27 species.

3. Cellulae cubitales 3. Antennae faeminae filiformes pilosae.

Div. Ic. Ptilia. Fargeau, 3 species.

4. Cellulae cubitales 3. Antennae pectinatae aut serratae.

Div. I. Pterygophorus. Kiug, 3 species.

IV. Cellula radialis 1, non appendiculata.

1. Cellulae cubitales 4. Antennae maris pilosae, faeminae

clavato-subpilosje.

Div. m. Cryptus. *Jurine, 4 species.

• This name has been preoccupied by Fabricius for a genus of the Ichneu-

monidee.
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2. Cellulae cubitales 3. Antennae maris pennata*, foeminae

pectinatae.

Div. n. LopHYRus. Latr. 12 species.

B. Antennae articulis novem.

I. Cellula radialis 1. non appendiculata.

1. Cellulae cubitales 3. Antennae pilosae, articulis post

2"" oblique insertis.

Div. o. Cladius. Klttg, 5 species.

2. Cellulae cubitales 3. Antennae pilosae, articulis omnibus

rectis.

Div. p. Pristiphora. iafr. 9 species.

3. Cellulae cubitales 4. Antennae filiformes.

Div. q, Nematus. Jurinej 38 species.

II> Cellula radiales 2.

1. Cellulae cubitales 4. Antennae filiformes, aut apicem

versus crassiores.

These are divided into 3 sections, from the colours of their

antennae.

Div. 7\ Tenthredo. 122 species.

2. Cellulaj cubitales 3. Antennae filiformes.

Div. s. DoLERus. Jurine, 34 species. /

The above, with 46 under the head of incerta sedis, comprise

in the whole 419 species.

So far as its compilation, we should consider the work of M.
De Saint-Fargeau, to be of some use to the British Entomologist,

as it embraces all the species described by King, Leach, &c. ; and

what few new species occur are European, and appear to be mi-

nutely described. In England we have about 250 indigenous

species already known, which is certainly a very large proportion

in comparison with other European groups of Insects.
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Annales des Sciences Naturelles. By A Society of

Naturalists.

Under this title a periodical work has commenced in Paris,

with the current year, and promises to be very useful. It is

intended to contain original papers upon all the branches of

Natural Science that are usually considered as purely Scientific,

with translations and extracts from other works ; but confined

principally to the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms.

The following original papers connected with Zoology have

appeared in the first five numbers, with illustrative plates ; together

with several others upon Geological and Botanical subjects.

A new theory of Generation, embracing the history and de-

scription of Spermatic Auimalcula j in a series. By Messrs.

Pke'vost and Dumas.

A Memoir upon a Larva that feeds upon Helix nemoralis^ and

the insect produced by it, which is named Cochleoctonus vorax.

By the Count Ignatius Mielzinsky.—To this paper Mous.

Latreille has added a note.

Extract of a Letter from M. de Freminville; giving an ac-

count of some of his discoveries in Zoology, &c. in a voyage

along the Western Coast of Africa.

Anatomical researches upon the Thorax of articulated Animals,

particularly that of hexapode Insects. By Victor Audoin.

A series of chapters.

Some considerations respecting Medusce. By Messrs. Quoy
and Gaimard. With descriptions of Cyanea rosea, and C. Astier,

two species hitherto unnamed.

A Note upon a new Genus of the Family of Neritaceoe. By

Mons. G. P. Deshayes. The Genus here described is the

Pileolus of Sowerby, to which Mons. Deshayes has added a

third species, which he has named Pileolus Neritoides; it is yery

much like Neritina Altavillensis.

Description of a new species of Arachnidewy Genus Epeira,

Walcknaer. By Mons. C. Vauthieu.

[Of this and the following two articles, we have given trans-

.lations in the present number, at p. 223, 224, and 233.]
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A correction of the Generic Character of Bellerophon of Mont-

fort. By M. Defrance.

Memoir on an American Bat, forming a new species of the

Genus Nydinomus. By M. Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire.

Description of a new species of Coluber^ named Coluber

Richardt. By M. Bory de St. Vincent.

Observations upon the pretended Bones of the Ear, found

by M. Weber, Professor of Comparative Anatomy at Leipsic.

By M. E. Geoffroy de St, Hilaire.

Notice relating to the Pulex irritans. By M. Defrance.

Notice relative to the modifications of the Shell of certain

kinds of Adhering Mollusca. By M. Defrance.

On a preserved head of an inhabitant of New Zealand.

By M. Leon-Dufour.

New observations upon the Ornithorhj/nchus.

Anatomical researches upon the Lithobius forficatus and ScU'

tigera litieata.

On the vestiges of placentary organization and of an umbilicus,

discovered in a very young foetus of Didelphis Virginiuna. By
M. E. Geoffroy de St. Hilaire.

The figures are lithographic, in a separate quarto atlas, and are

in general well executed.

British EntomologT/. By John Curtis, F.L.S.

Since we first noticed this work several more numbers have

appeared, in which v/e regret to observe, that contrary to the

expressed wish of all scientific Entomologists and Entomological

Students, to whom the work is intended to be useful, the author

still adheres to his plan of adding to his beautiful and correct

plates of the Genera of British Insects, insufficient specimens of

plants, frequently in nowise connected with their accompanying

insects: we say frcqucntlij, for out of sixteen plates in these four

numbers, only five of the plants figured have any real connection

with the insects: this is the more to be lamented, because in the

title of the work the author professes to give figures of the plants

Vol. I. 8
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upon which the insects are found, while several of the plants

givea are scarcely, if ever, touched by any insects whatever.

No. 3 contains, tab. 11, Molorchus minor, found upon the

blossoms of a tree at Arno's Grove, and figured upon the seeds of

jiEthusa Ci/napium, (Fool's Parsley) ; tab. 12, Lyc.^ina dispar,

taken in considerable abundance flying among reeds about the

centre of Whittlesea Meer, Huntingdonshire, in the beginning

of August, 1822 and 1823; tab. 13, Eumenes atricornis; tab. 14,

H^MOBORA pallipes, an insect belonging to Latreille's family

of Diptera, Eproboscidea, which subsists upon the blood of

Quadrupeds and Birds, but figured with Caucalis Anthriscus.

No. 4 contains, tab. 15, Omaseus aterrimus, a genus of the

Family of Carabidce, which is found in the decayed stumps of

trees :—here our author triumphantly exclaims, that the Peziza

aurantia being found at the roots of decayed trees, accompanies

the insect in the plate ; and so he traces a connection between

Omaseus aterrimus and Peziza aurantia. Tab. 16, PeroneA

ruficostana; tab. 17, Crcesus septentrionalis ; tab. 18, Empis

borealis, which he tells us has been taken upon the flowers

of the willow ; but he gives the Taxus baccata, Common Yew-

tree.

No. 5 contains, tab. 19, Riiipiphorus paradoxus; tab. 20,

Pentatoma caerulea; tab. 21, Eyprepia Russula; tab. 22, Ibalia

cultellator.

No. 6 contains, tab. 23, Siagonum quadricorne ; tab. 24,

Gastropacha quercifolia; tab. 25, Psen equestris; tab. 26,

Atherix Ibis.

Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells.

The 23d number of this work has just made its appearance ; it

contains the following Genera, viz.

—

Pholas, with a figure of a

line specimen of Pholas costata, drawn from a specimen brought

from Mexico by Mr. Bullock: Lithodomus, a genus of perforating

bivalves, generally found in Corals, Madrepores, and Limestone

Rocks : Cassidaria : Cali/ptrcea, of which two plates are given,
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showing several variations in the form of the internal lateral

appendage : and Crepidula, with figures of six very distinct

species.

Mineral Conchology of Great Britain.

The 79th number contains, tab. 456, f. 1, Tellina striatula, and

f. 2, T. inwqualis, both from the green sand of Blackdown.

Tab. 457, two figures of a most singular fossil called Orthocera

paradoxica, from the Mountain Limestone in Ireland. Tab. 458,

f. 1, Nautilus expansus, from the Chalk Marl at Hamsey; f. 2,

N. biangulatas from the Mountain Limestone near Bristol. Tab.

459, f. 1, Producta fimhriata; f. 2, P. plicatilis, both from the

Derbyshire Mountain Limestone : f. 3, P. depressa, from the

Dudley Limestone. Tab. 460, f. 1, Acteon crenatus ; f. 3,

A. elongatusy both from the London Clay at Barton Cliff; f. 2,

A. sir tatUS, a crag fossil. Tab. 461, f. 1, Spirifer rotundatus,,

f. 2, S. cuspidatusj var.

No. 80 contains, tab. 462, Sanguinolaria compressa, from Bar-

ton Cliff: tab. 463, f. 1 and 2, Nerita spirata, from the Mountain

Limestone; f. 3 and 4, N. minuia; f. 5 and 6, N. costafa, both

from the Oolite at Aucliff: tab. 464, several species of Bullae:

tab. 465, Aancula. ventricosa and buccinea : tab. 466, Saxicava

rugosa: and tab. 467, MYOCONCHyV crassa; the descriptions

of tlie last three plates will be given in No. 81, we do not there-

fore make any remarks at present on the new Genus here pro-

posed.

De la Beche's Selection of Geological Memoirs.

Mr. De la Beche has recently published, translated into

English, an useful selection of the Geological Memoirs contained

ia the Annates des Mines ; among which are the following arti-

cles on Zoological subjects :

—

Extract of a Memoir on the possi-

bitUy of causing fresh-water Molluscw to live in sall-zoater, with

Geological applications. By M. Bcudant.

—

On the Zoological

characters (^ formations^ zoith the applications of tliese cliaructcrs

s2
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to the determination of some Rocks of the Chalk Formation:.

By M. Alexander Brongniart. The latter contains lists of the

organic remains in the Gray Chalk and Chalk Marie, (^craie tufau)

and Green Sand (glauconie craieuse, crate Chloritee) of Rouen,

Havre, and their vicinity ; of the environs of Perigueux ; of the

Perte du Rhone near Bellegarde; and of the rocks and mountains

of Fis, Sales, &c. forming part of the Buet Chain in the Savoy

Alps. They are identified by reference to the figures of Sowerby,

A. Brongniart, Defrance, and others. A lithographic plate of the

fossils of the marie beds of the compact Jura limestone, and

another of the Montague des Fis, accompany the paper.

Art. XXXIX. Literary Announcements,

Deshayes' Coquilles Fossiles des Environs de Paris.

We are happy to announce the commencement of a work, en-

titled " Description des Coquilles fossiles des Environs de Paris,

par G. P. Deshayes, Membra de la Societe d'Histoire Naturelle

de Paris." From what we know of the extensive collections, the

numerous discoveries, and the considerable resources and talent of

the author, we anticipate a very complete account of these in-

teresting and beautiful fossils, particularly those of the Tertiary

beds. The work will appear in monthly numbers in 4to.

Temminck's Mammalogie.

The celebrated Temminck has in the press a work, entitled

*' Monographies de Mammalogie," to contain elucidatory observa-

tions upon many Quadrupeds, respecting which there have been

doubts; and descriptions and figures of many new species : to be

published in numbers, in 4to, and not to exceed two volumes.
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Jlisloire Naturelle des Mammiferes. By Geoffuoy St.

HiLAiREowrf Frederic CuviER.

This magnificent work, which has been suspended for a short

•time, in order to collect new materials, is now about to be recom-

menced. In the 44th, 45th, and 46th Livr., will be given Titles

and Indexes to the two volumes already published. An edition of

a similar work, in 4to, is announced at the same time, destined to

supply the place of the larger work, at a cheaper rate.

^' Species Conchj/liorum."

Messrs. Sowerby announce their intention of publishing in

Numbers, coloured figures and descriptions of all the Species of

Shells, whether recent or fossil ; including, with those that are at

present described, such other species as have not yet been noticed

in other works.

Art. XL. Proceedings of Learned Societies on subjects

connected with Zoology/.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 1 9.—A paper was read. On the Semi'decussation of the

Optic Nerves; by'W. H. Wollaston, M.D. V.P.R.S."

It has been generally concluded by anatomists, and they support

the conclusion from the observation of the arrangement of the

optic nerves as distinctly seen in certain kinds of Fishes, that in the

human eye, the optic nerves, after passing from the thalami ner-

vorum opticorum, meet, and then proceed apparently in union,

though in reality still separate ; so that the right eye is believed

to be entirely supplied with these nerves from the left thalamus,

and the left eye from the right thalamus: and this arrangement

is called tlie decussulion vf the optic nerves. Tlic consideration
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of a particular species of blindness, however, has led Dr. Wollas-

ton to a somewhat different distribution of the optic nerves. After

fatigue, arising from four or five hours' violent exercise, Dr. Wol-
laston was affected by a partial blindness, of which he first be-

came sensible by seeing only half the face of a person near him,

and next by seeing only the termination " son" of the name
" Johnson ;" this blindness was to the left of the point of vision

in each eye ; it was not perfect darkness, but merely a dark

shade ; and in about fifteen minutes, it gradually passed off, in

an oblique direction upwards towards the left. As it was refer-

able to an affection of the nerves. Dr. W. did not apprehend or

experience any return of it, other nervous affections being pro-

duced by fatigue. Some years afterwards he again experienced

this singular kind of blindness, without any obvious cause, and

first became sensible of it likewise by seeing only the half of a

person's face ; but in this case the right side of both eyes was

affected, and complete vision was suddenly restored by the joy

produced on receiving information of the safe arrival of a friend

from a hazardous enterprize. Dr. Wollaston has a friend who has

experienced the same affection for seventeen years past, when-

ever his stomach is considerably deranged : another friend was

attacked by pain at the left temple, and at the back of the left

eye, which was succeeded by this sort of blindness on the right

side of each eye; he can see to write,—see the paper he is

writing upon, and the pen he writes with,—but not the hand

that guides the pen. The affection in this case. Dr. W. fears,

is a permanent one ; the pain first experienced seems to have

arisen from some effusion causing a degree of pressure on the

brain, and the blindness from the continuance of this pressure

on the left thalamus nervorum opticorum.

Now all these cases seem referable to the partial insensibility

of each retina, and they indicate that the left side of the retina

in each eye is supplied with nerves from the same thalamus, and

the right from the opposite thalamus ; so that the nerves supply-

ing the former alone decussate, and not those of the right side

;

an arrangement which Dr. Wollaston calls the saui-decussation

of the optic nerves.
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Dr. Wollaston proceeds to illustrate this statement of the dis-

tribution of the optic nerves, from that observed in those of

Fishes : in the Sturgeon the eyes are diametrically opposite each

other, each on one side of the head, the left eye being entirely

supplied with nerves from the left thalamus of the brain, and the

right eye entirely from the right thalamus. The blindness above

described. Dr. W. remarks, does not appear to be rare, but is

seldom particularly noticed, like many other things, because it is

not understood.

This very interesting paper concludes with a short section in

which Dr. Wollaston applies the sympathy of structure in the

eyes, indicated by the effects just noticed, to the explanation of

the long agitated question respecting the cause of single vision

with two eyes. Every point in each eye is supplied with a pair

of filaments from the same nerve, and the two eyes thus sympa-

thize with each other in every point : hence arises single vision ;

and hence also the reason why infants direct both eyes in a cor-

responding direction, instead of squinting.

March 4.—A letter to the President was read, from Sir

E. Home, Bart. V.P.R.S. entitled Some curious Facts respecting

the Walrus and Seal, discovered in the Exatninaiion of Spe-

cimens brought home by the late Expeditions, from the Polar

Circle.

As the late various expeditions to the northern regions had

been planned, primarily, by the President and Council of the

Royal Society, Sir Evcrard Home wished to lay before the Society

some curious facts which he had ascertained in the examination

of some specimens brought home by them. This he was desirous

of doing before the officers who were to proceed on the new expe-

ditions should have left our coasts, in order that they might know

that their exertions were important to science in various respects,

besides the grand objects of their researches ; and that they

might likewise know that the pickle or btine in which provisions

are preserved at sea is well adapted to the preservation of the

internal parts of animals, preserving them in a better state for

examination, dissection, and injection, than when they have beer)

long steeped in spirits.
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The first discovery Sir Everard had to state was, that the hind

flipper or foot of the Walrus is provided with means for enabling

the animal to walk in opposition to gravity precisely analagous to

those possessed by the Fly, and the use of which could not have

been suspected, had not the previous discovery been made re*

specting the latter animal, as described in the Phil. Trans, for

1816. Sir Everard at once recognized this structure on seeing a

mutilated foot of the Walrus, and, in consequence, had requested

his friend Capt. Sabine to procure him a specimen of the animal,

which Capt. S. had accordingly done, with the aid of the

assistant-surgeon of the vessel in which he sailed. The examina-

tion of this specimen showed, that in the hind foot of the Walrus

there is a cup for enabling the animal to produce a vacuum, and

thus to walk in opposition to gravity exactly like the two cups

with which the Fly's foot is provided. The apparatus in the

latter required magnifying 100 times to make the cups distinctly

visible, but in the Walrus it was diminished four times to bring

it within the compass of a quarto plate. The author, when

writing his former papers on the Fly's means of progression, had

not been able to determine the use of the two points in the foot

of that animal ; Mr. Adams had called them pickers, and had

supposed that they were inserted in the cavities of the surface

over which the animal was walking, and thus retained it in oppo-

sition to gravity,—an opinion which Sir Everard Home deemed

undeserving of consideration ; though he could not assign any use

to the points in question. In the foot of the Walrus, however,

it is evident that the two toes which answer to the points in that

of the Fly are used for the purpose of bringing the web closely

down upon the surface traversed, so as to enable the animal to

form a more perfect vacuum, and that the air is re-admitted on

their being lifted up. This part of the paper was illustrated by a

drawing by Mr. Bauer ; and it was singular, Sir Everard ob-

serves, that that gentleman should haye had to delineate the same

organ in two such different animals.

The second fact described in this paper also relates to the

Walrus. The bile in this animal is received from the liver by a

latejal communication into a large cylindrical reservoir, with much
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mucus in its coats, and is thence impelled with considerable force

into the duodenum. The oesophagus is wide, admittino- of lari^e

masses of food being swallowed, and of regurgitation : the open-

ing of the pylorus is small and valvular, preventing the passage of

its contents back again into the duodenum : the structure of the

duodenum, pylorus, and adjacent organs, is very similar to that of

those of the Seal. It had been observed by Mr. Fisher, the astro-

nomer to the late expedition under Capt. Parry, that the food

of the Walrus is the Fiicus digilatus, which is found in great

abundance in the Arctic seas, thrown up on the shores by the

waves, and also beneath the ice.

The third fact to which Sir Everard Home adverts in this

communication relates to the structure of the funis and placenta

of the Seal, as observed in a specimen of those parts brought home

by Lieut. Griffiths, one of the officers in the late expedition under

Capt. Parry. The vessels composing the former are not twisted,

and are about nine inches long ; at the distance of three inches

from the placenta, they anastomoze into blood-vessels, which are

connected with the placenta by three membranous coats; the

whole conformation giving great freedom to the embryonic circu-

lation. Drawings of this subject and that last noticed, made by
Mr. Rose, a pupil under the author at St. George's Hospital,

are annexed to the paper.

March 23.—A letter to the President was read, from L. W.
DiLLAVYN, Esq. F.R.S., On (he Geological Distribution of Fossil

Shells, in continuation of his former paper on that subject, pub-

lished in the Philosophical Transactions for 1823, and noticed in

the former number of this Journal, p. 120.

The present communication contains further remarks on the

relative periods at which the various families of Testacea appear

to have been first created ; and suggests, that a regularly approx-

imating series may be observed, from the fossil remains of the

oldest formations, to the living inhabitants of our seas and rivers.

It is the author's opinion, that those Fossil Shells which cannot

be referred to any of the Natural Orders into which the living

Testacea have been divided, are only to be found in the beds

below the Oolites ; and that in the Secondary beds above the
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Lias, all tlie fossils may be referred to some of those orders. la

the Tertiary beds, the approximation is progressively extended,

and the shells of the London Clay may all be referred to some

existing Genus ; but no fossil can be completely identified with

any living Species, except in those uppermost beds, which lie

between the London Clay and our present creation, Mr. Dillwyn

likewise gives some further observations on the changes which

took place when the Chalk deposits were completed, and addi-

tional reasons for believing that the Mollusca in our latitudes then

required a more perfect protection, either from their enemies, or

from the surrounding elements, than afterwards became neces-

sary. He also notes the exceptions to the inference in his former

paper respecting the Aporrhaides', and other fossil Trachelipodes',

occurring in secondary formations, feeding only on dead animals,

which are afforded by the perforated shells in the denuded

tracts of Green Sand in Devonshire ; and alleges some reasons

for suspecting that a mixture of strata may have occurred at

the time when those denudations took place.

Jpril],—The reading was commenced of j-ln Inquiry re-

specting the nature of the luminous power of some of the

Lampyrides ;
particularly of L. splendidula, L. Italica, and

L. noctiluca; by Tweedie John Todd, M.D. : communicated

by Sir E. Home, Bart. V.P.R.S.

Jipril 8.—The reading of Dr. Todd's Inquiry was resumed

and concluded. It commences with some general remarks on

the various causes to which the luminosity of the Lampyrides

has been ascribed ; the explanation of Macartney and Macaire,

that the light they emit is a simple product of vitality being

considered as the true one. Dr. Todd then proceeds to a mi-

nute account of the apparent source and characters of the light

in the several animals ; describing the manner in which its

emission is affected by solar and other light, by heat, and by cer-

tain chemical agents respectively. In the Lampyris splendidula^

the light is of a fine topaz-yellow colour, with a tinge of green,

and is extremely vivid within the compass of a few inches, but

docs not extend its brilliancy far around ; within that space the

hour may be seen on a Match by its meanii. The light of the
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Fire-fly is of a pale yellowish tint, Avith continual flashes of

vivid light: its variations are not connected with the motions of

the insect's wings, nor are they produced, as some have affirmed,

by the frequent intervention of a membrane. This animal may

be seen shining in full moon-light ; which is not the case with

its congeners. The luminous power of these Insects resides in

"an adhesive, transparent, granulated substance, deeply pene-

trated, according to Macaire, with nervous filaments. This sub-

stance continues to shine, when amputated, for a space of time

never exceeding twenty minutes, and that in any medium ; as

under mercury, in water, in various gases ; and in vacuo. When
the life of the animal and the ordinary luminous power have

both been destroyed by strong poisons, as tincture of Nux vo-

mica, &c. a fixed light appears, which continues for twelve or

fourteen hours. Irritants excite the luminous power in all cases,

and disorganizing substances destroy it. Dr. Todd concludes

that this power is solely an efi'ect of vitality, and that the light

may be considered as animal light; being analogous to animal

heat, which, he observes, arises from a power of separating heat

from its combinations with matter. He adopts the hypothesis that

its principal use is that of guiding the male insects to the female,

in the season of sexual congress : the males always approach any

light ; and sometimes even the shining females of other spe-

cies, until they come very near them. The fact that the larvas

and even the ova possess a degree of the luminous faculty, Dr.

Todd does not consider as militating against this explanation ; for

Various organs are partially developed in the earlier stages of

many animals, which are only to be used by them when arriyed

at their perfect state.

May 6.—The reading was commenced of a paper On Univalves

;

by CiiAiiLES Collier, Esq. Staff Surgeon ; communicated by Sir

James Mac Gregor, Bart. F.R.S.

May 13.—Major Cliarles Hamilton Smitli, of Guernsey, A.L.S,

author of several Zoological papers in the Linncan Transactions,

was elected a Fellow of the Society ; and the reading of Mr.

Collier's paper was concluded.

Mr, Collier couinienccs this paper, by slating that he had once
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purposed to frame a classification and nomenclature of the Testa-

ceous Mollusca, quite independent of the shells they inhabit, but

had found such arrangement impracticable, from various causes;

among which was that of Mollusca, of the same features and struc-

ture, inhabiting very different shells. Besides, he remarks, the

study of Conchology Mill always be pursued, by persons who are

not interested in the comparative anatomy of the animals inhabit-

ing the shells. He then proceeds to describe, from actual re-

search, the characters of Univalves, and of their animals ; giving

first the general and then the particular conformation of each

organ, and enumerating the Genera and Species to which they

respectively belong, principally according to the Liunean system.

He thus describes the various peculiarities of the mantle,—with

its relations to the colour and form of the shell,—of the operculum,

cf the foot, and other parts ; including under the latter, the

structure of the various organs it contains. Mr. Collier concludes

his paper with some observations on the different parts of shells,

as affording means of classification, and on the natural and artifi-

cial arrangements of them ;
proposing a new system founded on

the characters of the shells and of the animals in conjunction

;

and suggesting the designation of the families by Latin names of

one termination. The parts he employs as characteristic are the

cavity, lip, columella, rostrum, spire, and some others.

June 3.—A paper was read On the Generation of Fishes; by

J. L. Prevost, M.D.

June 17.—Sir E. Home communicated a paper On the Organs

cf Generation of the Axolotl^ and of other Protei: and the Society

adjourned, over the long vacation, to meet again on Thursday,

November 18.

EINNEAN SOCIETY.

Feb. 3 (continued).—A notice by John Hogg, Esq. B.A. of

Norton, Durham, was also read, stating that a fine specimen of

Falco chrysaeloSy or Golden Eagle, was lately shot near the

mouth of the Tees ; being the fifth known to have been killed ia

England.
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The reading of Mr. Vigors' extended paper On the Natural

Jiffinilies that conned the Orders and Families of Birds ; like-

wise occupied the attention of the Society on Feb. 17 and March 2.

March 16.—The reading of Mr. Vigors' paper was also con-

tinued at this meeting ; and the following communication was

read :

On the insect called Oia-rpot by the ancient Greeksy and Asilus

by the Romans; by W. S. MacLeay, Esq. F.L.S. Communi-

cated by the Zoological Club of the Linnean Society." In this

paper, which may interest the lovers of Classical Antiquity as well

as those of Natural History, Mr. MacLeay has produced many in-

teresting proofs that the CEstrus of the ancients,

*' cui nomen Asilo

Romanum est, CEstron Graii vertere vocantes." (Virg, Georg, II.),

was not the insect to which this name is now given ; but a Tabanus.

Olivier first observed that it was ditferent from the CEstrum of the

moderns. Pliny uses the name Tabanus for the My«4/, which Aris-

totle says is nearly related to CEstrus, both being ti^-TrpoTdsvxsvrpx',

it cannot therefore be the modern CEstrus : he also says that both

are bloodsuckers, which agrees with the Linna!an Tabam\ but is

wholly inapplicable to the modern CEstrus. As the insect is too

well known for its name to have been forgotten or misapplied,

there can be little doubt but that the Latin Tabanus, Italian

Tabano, Spanish Tavano, and French Taon, are identical.

Mouflfet gives the latter as the same with the English Brccse,

Clcgg, and Clinger, mentioned by Shakspeare, who speaking of

Cleopatra, says :

" The Brize upon hor, like a cow in June,

Hoiiitssail and flies."
,

Some elucidation is also derived from Homer, and tlie Prometheus

of iEschylus; and it is observed that Virgil describes the Asilus or

CEstrus as abundant and acerba sonans, whereas our CEstrus bovit

is a rare and silent insect. They were first confounded by

Valisnieri, who has been followed by Martyn, and others. Mr.
MacLeay infers that Aristotle did not even know the latter, from

his assertion that no Dipterous Insect has a sting behind.
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Jpril 6.—A letter was read, from the Rev. W. WniTEAu, A.M.

F.L.S. of Starston, in Norfolk, stating that a Little Bustard had

been shot in December last, at Little Clacton, in Essex. He consi-

ders it to be a curious fact that this bird, an inhabitant of a Southern

climate should have been met with in this country, in a hard winter.

JprillO.—SxT T. GeryCullum, Bart. F.R.S. F.L.S. presented

some sections of Fir timber, pierced to a great depth by the Sirex

Juvencus of Linnsus; together with specimens of the insect itself.

They were from the woods of Henham Hall, in Suffolk, the seat

of the Earl of Stradbroke, where two hundred Scotch Firs have

been destroyed by this insect ; being bored through and through.

A Catalogue of the Norfolk and Suffolk Birds^ with remarks ;

by the Rev. Revett Sheppaud, A.M. F.L.S. and the Rev. W.
Whitear, A.m. F.L.S., was read in part.

Mai/ 4.—A notice from Mr. Wood was read, respecting a spe-

cimen of the Golden Oriole, Oriolus Galbula, shot on the 26th

of April, while flying in company with some Blackbirds, at Alder-

shot, in Hampshire.

The reading was continued of Mr. Vigors' paper On the Natu-

ral Jffinities of Birds ; and of the Catalogue of Norfolk and

Suffolk Birds, by the Rev. Messrs. Sheppard and Whitear.

June 1.—The reading of Mr. Vigors' paper was concluded;

and that of Messrs. Sheppard and Whitear's Catalogue continued.

June 1 5.—The meeting of this evening, which was an extremely

numerous one, was honoured by the presence of H. R. H. The

Prince of Saxe-Cobourg, and several other personages of distinction.

Alexander MacLeay, Esq. Sec L. S. exhibited a curious

specimen, showing that two Papiliones, referred to distinct Fami-

lies by Fabricius, are in reality the Male and Female of the same

Species : this specimen presented the forms and colours of both

sexes, divided by a longitudinal line on the body; the right wings

and side of the body being as in the Male, and the left as in the

Female.

The reading was commenced of a paper On the Structure of

the Tunicata; by W. S. MacLeay, Esq. A.M. F.L.S.: and the

Society then adjourned, over the long vacation, to the Second of

November next.
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ZOOLOGICAL CLUB OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY,

Ix our former number we had the pleasure of recording the esta-

blishment of this Association, and the proceedings of their first, or

Anniversary Meeting, on Nov. 29, 1823. The following business

has been transacted since that period.

Dec. 9, 1823.—A portion of a paper was read, " On the

natural affinities that connect the Orders and Families of Birds,"

by N. A. Vigors, Jun. Esq. M. A. F. L. S.

Jan. 13, 1824.—A paper was read " On the Insect called

oisvfos- by the Greeks, and Asilus by the Romans," by W. S.

MacLeay, Esq. M. A. F. L. S.

Jan. 27.—A paper entitled " Observations on the Motucilla

Hippoldis of Linnajusj" by the Rev. Revett Sheppard, M. A
F. L. S. was read.

The reading of Mr. Vigors' paper *•' On the Natural Affinities

that connect the Orders and Families of Birds" was continued.

Feb. 10.—A paper was read " On the general construction

of the wing in Dipterous Insects undergoing coarctate meta-

morphoses, with a description of some new genera," by W. S.

MacLeay, Esq. M.A. F.L.S.

Feb. 24.—The reading of Mr. Vigors' paper was continued,

A paper, by J. E. Bicheno, Esq. F.L.S. , was read, " On the

importance of General Views to the progress of Natural History."

March 9.—A portion of a paper was read, entitled, " Zoologi-

cal Observations," by the Rev. Revett Sheppard, M. A. F. L. S.

A portion of a paper was also read, " On the Insects figured and

sculptured on the ancient monuments of Egypt," by P. A. Latreillc,

of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris," translated by Mr.

E. T. Bennett, F. L. S.

March 23.—Tiie remaining portion was read of the paper enti-

tled " Zoological Observations," by the Rev. Revett Sheppard,

M.A. F.L.S.

ylpril 13.—Mr. Vigors called the attention of the Meeting to

two species of Birds, which he exhibited from his collection, new

to the Ornithology of the British Islands. The first of these birds
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Anthus Richardi of M. Vieillot, was taken alive in a net in the

fields, north of London, in the month of October^ 1812. The se-

cond, an undescribed species of Scolopax, was shot in Queen's

County, in Ireland, on the 21st August, 1822, Mr. Vigors pro-

posed to name the latter species Scolopax Sabini, in honour of the

Chairman of the Club, and he signified his intention of giving a

detailed account and description of these Birds at an early oppor-

tunity.

Mr. Vigors' paper " On the Natural Affinities that connect the

Orders and Families of Birds," was concluded.

April 27.—A paper was read entitled " Descriptions of several

species hitherto unpublished, of the Genus Coccinella," by Geo.

Milne, Esq. F.L.S.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 20.—A notice was read, of the Discovery of a perfect

Skeleton of the Fossil Genus hitherto called Plesiosaurus ; by the

Rev. W. D. Conybeare, F.R.S. M.G.S.

The Plesiosaurus, which is the subject of this notice, was found

in the blue lias of Lyme Regis, in Dorsetshire. In the whole

exterior portion of its vertebral column the skeleton is entire, and

of the remaining parts of the animal few are wanting. In the

Transactions of the Geological Society, vol. v. and vol. i. second

series, the author had attempted to assign to the various dis-

persed and disjointed remains of this animal which were then

known, their relative places in the skeleton, and his opinions, he

observes, have now, in all essential points, received full con-

firmation. After pointing out the errors into which he had

fallen, Mr. Conybeare describes the osteology of this remarkable

fossil animal ; the most characteristic and distinguishing features

of which are, the extraordinary length of the neck, which fully

equals that of the body and tail united, and the number of its

vertebrae, which very far exceeds that of any animal previously

known.

A notice was also read on the Megalosaurus, or great Fossil

Lizard of Stonesfield, near Oxford ; by the Rev. W. Buckland,
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F.R.S. F.L.S. President of the Geological Society, and Professor

of Mineralogy and Geology in the University of Oxford, &c.

&c.

The author observes that he has been induced to lay before the

Society the accompanying representations of various portions of

the skeleton of the fossil animal discovered at Stonesfield, in the

hope that such persons as possess other parts of this extraordi-

nary reptile may also transmit to the Society, such further infor-

mation as may lead to a more complete restoration of its osteology.

No tv/o bones have yet been discovered in actual contact with

one another, excepting a series of the vertebra. From the

analogies of the teeth they may be referred to the order of the

Saurians or Lizards. From the proportions of the largest speci-

men of a fossil thigh bone, as compared with the ordinary stand-

ard of the Lacertae, it has been inferred that the length of the

animal exceeded forty feet, and its height seven. Professor

Buckland has, therefore, assigned to it the name of Megalosaurus.

The various organic remains which are found associated with this

gigantic Lizard form a very interesting and remarkable assemblage.

After enumerating these, the author concludes with a description

of the plates, and observations on the anatomical structure of such

parts of the Megalosaurus as have hitherto been discovered.

May 7.—A letter was read from Thomas Botfield, Esq. M.G.S.

accompanied by a collection of bones and horns of the Deer, and

bones of Man and other animals, found in a clift of the rock, at

a quarry at Hinck's Bay, (near the Old Park Iron Works,) in the

parish of Dawley, and county of Salop. Their adhesion when

applied to the tongue, showed that the animal gelatine was nearly

gone, which does not take place till after a long period of in-

humation.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF PARIS.

Januarif 5, 1824.—M. Gaillon communicated some observa-

tions supplementary to his Memoir, on the Nutritive unimuls of

Oysters.

Vol. I. T
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January 12.—M. Magendie gave a verbal account of a Memoir,

by M. Desmoulins, on the Composition of the Spinal Marrow.
M. Bailli read a Memoir on the Use of the Horns of certain

Animals^ particularly in the Buffalo.

January 19.— M. Le Gallois jun. deposited a Memoir, written

by his father, on Animal Heat.

M. Segalas presented a kidney, converted, by the formation of

a number of calculi, into a great membranous sac.

M. Desmouslins commenced reading a Memoir on the Use of
the colours of the Choroid Coat, in the Eyes of vertebrated

Animals.

Ja7iuary 26.—M. Strauss continued the reading of his Memoir,
on the Anatomy of the Cockchaffer.

M. Desmoulins concluded his Memior on the Choroid Coat.

February 16.—M. GeofFroy presented, in order to prevent

anticipation, a table of corresponding nomenclature of the various

Eones of the Cranium in vertebrated Animals.

Art. XL I. Scientific Notices.

CUARACTERS OF THE CEBRIONID^.

Norwich, Aprils, 1824.

Sir,

An important error has crept into Dr. Leach's useful

Monograph on the Cebrionidae in the Zoological Journal, which

should not, I think, go uncorrected. The Family is stated to be

Hetcromerous, " Tarsi pedum anteriorum et mediorum, 5-articu-

lati ; posteriorum, 4-articulati :" whereas it is Pentamerous, and

the description should have been " Tarsi omues articulis quinque."

I am, Sir,

Yours very obediently,

TuoMAs Briciitwell, F.L.S.

J. G. Children, Esq.
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CEBRIONID^E. STIRPS III.

We are indebted to the kindness of another Entomological

Friend, for reminding us that Dr. Leach's third Stirps or Family

of Cebrionidae, are the females of the other Stirpes ; and that the

Cebrio brevicornis of Olivier, forming the genus Hammonia, has

been for some years past, ascertained to be the female of Cebrio

gigas : see article Cebrioy in Diet. Classique (VHist. Nat.

Aranea domestica.

Some years ago, when making some observations on the habits

of Spiders, I was struck with the following circumstance, which I

have never found in any author on the subject. I insulated a com-

mon House Spider, by placing it on a little platform, supported by

a stick with a weight at the bottom, in the middle of a rummer of

water. The platform was abont ^ an inch above the surface,

which was nearly even with the top of the glass. It presently

made its escape, as was anticipated, by suffering a thread to be

wafted to the edge of the glass ; but supposing that it might have

been assisted by the water being so nearly on the same level, I

poured some of it away, and placed the Spider as before. It de-

scended by the stick till it reached the water, and examined with

its two anterior feet all round, but finding no way to escape, it

returned to the platform, and for some time prepared itself by form-

ing a web, with which it loosely enveloped the abdomen, by means

of the hinder legs. It then descended, without the least hesitation,

into the water, to the bottom; when I observed the whole of the

abdomen covered w ith a web containing a bubble of air, w hich I

presume was intended for respiration, as it evidently included the

spiracles. The Spider enveloped in this little diving bell, endca-

rourcd on every side to make its escape, but in vain, on account of

the slipperiness of the glass ; and after remaining at the bottom of

the water for thirteen minutes, it returned a|)parent!y much ex-

hausted, for it immediately coiled itself closely under tiic little

T 2
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platform) and remained afterwards without motion. This property

of forming for itself a reservoir of air, by means of which it is pre-

served under water, is somewhat analagous to the interesting habit

of the Argyroiieta, although it serves for a different purpose. In

the present case, it is doubtless intended to enable the animal to

cross the water with safety. T. B.

AMPHlToifE, A FOSSIL OF VEGETABLE OIIIGIN.

Amphitoi'te was described by M. Desmarest, in 1811, and

considered by him, at that time, as forming a particular division

in the class of Flexible Polyparia. Many characters concurred to

lead hira to that opinion, as its ramified and irregular structure ;

its distinct articulations, and the presence of impressed points on

their superior margins, similar to the cells which, in the Polyparia,

form the habitation of the animal ; but he has since discovered

that all these indications are fallacious, and that his Amphitoi'te is

really of vegetable origin, and referable to a very common marine

plant, the Zostera oceanka of Linnaeus. M. Desmarest proposes

therefore to change the appellation of Amphitu'ite^ to that of

Zosterite.—Ann, des Sciences Naturelles^ vol. i. p. 331.

UELIX NEMOllALIS, A CARNIVOROUS ANIMAL ?

March, 1824.

In October or November, 1823, a full grown individual of

Helix nemoralis was found in a garden in Lambeth, closed up

for the winter. In this state it was thrown about by children in

a warm room, for a month. Happening to be placed in a garden-

pot, it felt the moisture, and soon walked about ; but finding no

food, it attached itself to the plant, and returned to its torpid

state. When disturbed and moistened it was generally revived ;

but although lettuces, primrose leaves, and at least twenty other

plants of very various textures, were presented to it, it refused to
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eat : but, after drinking, would return to its winter quarters upon

the edge of the pot or leaves of the plant. Each time it closed

its aperture it was observed to form a weaker membrane. Fearing

it would starve, a fresh supply of vegetables was presented to it,

and M'hilst it was drinking it was closely watched, in the hope of

seeing it eat also, when it was observed to lick up the minute

portions of wool that had been deposited with the dust in a much

frequented room ; this led to the idea of its being a carnivorous

animal, and a wounded worm was offered to it, the dead portion

of which it immediately nibbled, but did not eat much; a portion

of roasted mutton appeared to be more palateable, for after eating

a small part, it retired and closed its shell as usual. In about a

week, this now partly domesticated Snail was again roused from

its torpor by water, and it fed heartily upon a portion of the

mutton that had been allowed to dry, and was sodden with the

water. This operation has been repeated at Intervals of about a

week, and the animal has evidently gained strength; if roused at

shorter intervals it refused to eat.

Should the carnivorous appetite of this species of Helix be

verified by observations in the summer and open air, it will lead

to important considerations respecting the food of the inhabitants

not only of Recent but also of Fossil Shells, for we know of no

difference between the structure of this animal and that of //.

aspersa, or pomalia, which undoubtedly feed upon leaves. It will

also show the necessity of our becoming well acquainted with the

habits of what are commonly considered noxious animals before

we destroy them.

J. D C. S.

VITALITY OF SI'ONGES.

Subsequently to the printing of the " Remarks on the Jnimai
Nature of Sponges," at p. 202 of the present number, the follow-

ing observations of the celebrated Ellis on their power of con-

traction and dilatation, have been communicated to the Conduc-
tors, by E. W. IJKAYLEY. Jun. A.L.S. They are contained in a.
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paper, "0?i (he Nature and Formation of Sponges." Phil, Trans,

vol. Iv. p. 280.

After some introductory remarks, adverting to the opinions of

the ancients and of Count Marsigli on the nature of Sponges, Mr.

Ellis proceeds to quote and controvert Dr. Peysonell's account

of the formation of them by " little animals, that walk to and fro

in the labyrinth of the tubes to construct his extraordinary animal

fabric." In the course of his statement he gives some observations

made by himself and Dr. Solander, at Brighthelmstone, on the

Spongia medullam panis referens, or Crumb of Bread Sponge, and

then proceeds as follows : " After this, we proceeded along the sea

coast to Little Hampton, near Arundel, on the coast of Sussex,

where we took up out of the sea several specimens of the same sort

of Sponge full of an orange-coloured gelatinous matter; and, while

they were just fresh from the sea, we examined them (after they

had rested for some time) in glasses of sea-water ; and to our great

surprise, instead of seeing any of the polype-like suckers, or any

minute animal figure, come out of the papillas, or small holes with

which they are surrounded, we only observed these holes to con-

tract and dilate themselves. And as a further confirmation of this

motion, being at Hastings, in Sussex, in August, 1764, in com-

pany with Dr. Gowin Knight, F.R.S. we collected from the rocks

at ebb-tide, just under water, a variety of the same kind of

Sponge, but of a pale yellow colour, and in the form of several

cocks-combs united together, the tops of which were full of

tubular cavities or papilla3 : when we examined these in glasses of

sea-waier, vse could plainly observe these little tubes to receive

and pass tlie xcaler to andfro ; so that the Sponge is an animal

siii generis, whose mouths are so many holes or ends of branched

tubes opening on its surface ; with these it receives its nourish-

ment, and by these it discharges, like the polypes, its excre-

ments.

" But, to give a further proof of Sponges sucking in and throw-

ing out the sea-water, I shall quote a passage from that fair in-

vestigator of nature, (he celebrated Count Marsigli, in his Ilistoire

J^liysique de la Mer, p. 53, v<lio, notwithtionding he took theai for

I
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Plants, as well as lie did Corals, &c. has in his chapter on Sponges

this curious observation, which proves quite the contrary. " J'ai

un fond suffisant de ces plantes pour en faire une botanique entiere,

& plusieurs reflexions curieuses sur la systole & diastole, que

j'ai observees, dans certains petits trous ronds de ces plantes,

lors qu'elles sortent de la mer, mouvement qui dure jusqu' d ce

que I'eau soit entieremcut consumee."

PLESIOSAURUS.

Of the Saurian reptiles, the remains of which abound in the

secondary strata in this country, the Plesiosaurus is unquestion-

ably one of the most interesting ; we are informed that several

skeletons of this extraordinary animal have been taken up lately
;

one of them in so perfect a state as to enable Mr. Conybeare to

determine with a certain degree of precision the general form

and characters of the skeleton of the animal : we shall only now
mention the great length of its neck, in consequence of the extra™

ordinary number of cervical vertebrse, amounting, perhaps, to

forty, a number far exceeding any thing that has hitherto been

observed in any class of animals.
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Art. XLII. An Inquire/ into the natural Affinities of

the LaniadcEy or Shrikes ; preceded bi/ some Observations

on the present Stale of Ornithology in this Country.

By William Swainson, Esq. F.R.S. F. L. Si

M. W. S. 8fc.

The very able disquisition on the present state of Ornitho-

logical nomenclature, by Mr. Vigors, which appeared in the last

number of this Journal, supersedes the necessity of any further

observations on those particular points which that gentleman has so

well discussed
; yet the subject is so much connected with the best

interests of science, that I shall preface the present inquiry by

a few observations upon the relative state of Botanical and Orni-

thological knowledge in this country; which may, perhaps, tend

to illustrate the truth of the remarks above alluded to, and will

not be altogether foreign to the more immediate object of this

essay.

It is not too much to say that, generally speaking, Zoological

Nomenclature has long usurped the station of Zoological Science.

So great, indeed, is the repugnance of British Ornithologists to have

their long-cherished notions about Genera in any way disturbed^

that even the consciousness of our own national inferiority in this

Study is insufficient to shake their prejudices. This " closing of

the mind" against new ideas and new knowledge, is, however,

more to be regretted than censured. As years pass over our

heads, we cling with delight to the impicssions of youth ; and

Vol. I. u
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after a certain period, we become unalterably wedded to those

doctrines which we first imbibed; which we have long been ac-

customed to consider as axioms, and to dwell upon with self-

complacency. Knowledge will still increase ; and the time may
eome when we ourselves may view, if not with jealousy, yet with

coldness and suspicion, the new theories that may hereafter arise,

from a moie extensive acquaintance with Nature. It is related

of Linnaeus, that when, in the ardour of youth and science, he

came to visit the botanists and gardens of England, on his intro-

duction to the great and venerable Sir Hans Sloane, that distin-

guished man received the young stranger but coldly ; being

unwilling, as his biographer states, " to have his botanical creed

interrupted, by innovations so totally subversive of the system he

had so long cherished ; Sir llans being then in his seventy-eighth

year." If therefore the younger botanists of that age had sub-

scribed 10 the opinion of this great and good man, and, like him,

had settled in their minds that the systems of Ray and

Tournefort had displayed all that nature could teach, and that

nothing more was to be studied than the characters of new

species, neither the names of Jussieu, Smith, Brown, nor

Decandolle, with a host of others, would perhaps have been

known : nay, not even that of Linnaeus himself. His system would

have been rejected as presuming to teach more than others, and

he himself aspersed as being the greatest innovator on the science

he professed to advance. The censure that must have been cast

upon the Systema Naturae by the admirers of those systems it

intended to supplant, was, no doubt, much greater than what is

now bestowed upon the promoters of general views and the

institutors of new genera. Yet, in spite of every opposition, the

Linnaean system became firmly established ; so true it is, that

Science can never remain stationary, or the inquiring mind be

deterred from searching out fresh springs of knowledge. It is

confessed on all sides, that the botanical labours of Linnaeus are

infinitely more valuable than those which relate to the animal

kingdom ;
yet the former have undergone the greatest change,

with little or no opposition, from succeeding botanists; for not

one can be named, of any eminence, who has opposed the ad-
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mission of new divisions ; and the very disciples of Linnaeus have

nearly doubled the number of genera contained in the 'early

editions of their master's system. Let us look a little at the

consequences that have followed. A very large proportion of

those eminent botanists who have flourished since the time of

Linnaeus, have been natives of England. While, in our own days,

we can boast of one whose eminent superiority is acknowledged

throughout Europe. Such, in Botany, has been the consequence

of acting on the spirit, and not on the letter, of the Systema

Naturae.

We will now consider how far the study of Ornithology has

kept pace with that of Botany. This portion of the Linnaean

arrangement is acknowledged to be imperfect; yet it has unfortu-

nately happened, that no one of his disciples, possessing a vigorous

and comprehensive mind, has ventured to carry on the work of

improvement, by following the example set them by their great

master. Linnaeus, in every succeeding edition of his works,

increased the number of his genera, and amended the descriptions

of the species. And it is somewhat singular, that In one of the

last essays with which he enriched science, are contained the

characters of two new genera ; as if, by this act, he intended

leaving us an example to alter and improve our systems, as our

"knowledge of Nature becomes more extended. But no : English

Ornithologists, since that day, have fancied that they could not

show greater respect to the memory of Linnaeus, than by guarding

his system against all amendment or improvement: thus they

have gone on, overloading all the old genera with hosts of birds

they were never intended to contain ; until, at length, the whole

system is become an inextricable labyrinth, in a great measure

useless, either for scientific or practical purposes. It resembles

one of those beautiful trees I have seen in (he forests of America,

on which the seeds of different parasitic plants have been casually

deposited : these take root, and gradually spread from branch to

branch, until the whole becomes one undistinguishable mass.

The proportions of the parent tree are no longer seen ; and, over-

loaded by vegetation, not originally its own, it falls to the ground

a heap of ruins.

i;2
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This may appear an exaggerated picture, but I will appeal to any

Ornithologist, engaged in the study of species, for its truth. I

will appeal to the well-known fact, that the same bird is fre-

quently described under two or more different genera in our popular

systems ; and to the constant exposure of their defects by conti-

nental writers. I will even cite a case in point. The peculiar

structure of the tongue, in the genus Meliphaga of Lewen, is

well known to most Naturalists : it is formed like a brush, the

filaments at the end are tubular, and adapted for sucking the,

nectar of flowers: all the species, moreover, are natives of New
Hdland ; they are, in short, as distinct a genas as can w ell be ima-

gined. Yet, it is not a Linncean genus ; and therefore, if a student

wishes to ascertain the name of a species, in Dr. Latham's General

Synopsis of Birds, or in Shaw's Zoology, he must read the descrip-

tions of several hundred birds arranged in the genera TurduSj

Certhia, Merops^ and Syhia^ before he can possibly ascertain one

species : for the genus itself is altogether rejected as an innova-

tion.

It is a painful and an ungracious task to animadvert on the

works of our contemporaries ; but we must speak plainly, when

we see attempts made to bring us back to the infancy of the sci-

ence, by the publication of systems, new indeed from the press,

—

but obsolete in their ideas and language.

"While Botany, therefore, has been progressively advancing^

Ornithology has remained nearly stationary. Our elementary

books and our voluminous systems, as Mr. Vigors truly observes,

speak the language of a remote period ; and display a lament-

able picture of our Zoological proficiency to the rest of

Europe. Better indeed had there been no such terms as Order

and Genus, for they have acted like a magical spell, upon minds

that otherwise perhaps might have burst the trammels of nomeu-

clature, and like Linnaeus, have " dared think for themselves."

I may perhaps be censured for giving such a humiliating picture

of our Ornithological knowledge, and I should have had some

hesitation in drawing it, did 1 not see among our rising Natural-

ists, some whose talents and whose zeal will not only redeem the

past, but take a much higher view of the science than has hitherto

I
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been done in this, or any other country. Ornithology is neither a

study of names, nor of feathers ; it neither consists in giving to a

bird a name, nor in describing the colours of its plumage : but ra-

ther teaches ns to enquire what place it occupies in creation ; what

functions it is destined by Almighty Wisdom to perform ; how

its organization corresponds to these functions ; and lastly, its

various relations to other animated beings.

It is to facilitate such enquiries, which shed a ray of dignity and

importance on the study of Nature, hitherto obscured by the mis-

taken zeal of nomenclators, that I have put together the following

observations. Whatever errors they may contain I feel confident

will meet with most indulgence from those who are best able to

understand the difficulty of the undertaking. It is a new and

intricate field of enquiry; which, to the honor of Britain, has

been opened to us by one of her sons;* but is nevertheless attend-

ed with peculiar embarrassments to English Naturalists, from the

acknowledged poverty of our Public Collections, and the total

want of Zoological instruction,+ which our students have to con-

tend against. Let us hope these deficiencies, which have now

become a national reproach, will be soon supplied by a wise legisp

lature.

Lanian^.

The Shrikes present so many characters analogous to the FalcO"

nidee, or true birds of prey, that the most eminent Naturalists have

disagreed as to their true situation. By Ray they are placed with

the ylccipitres ; and this example was followed by Linnaeus. On
• the other hand Jirisson considered them as more closely allied io

the Thrushes. The opinion of M. Temminck has fluctuated

;

for in the first edition of the Manuel d'OrnithoIogiCj this Natural-

• I need liardiy explain, that I here allude to the profound observations

coatained in the Ilorec Entomoiogicae of Mr. William S. MacLeay.

+ Well may the foreij;ner wiio Ijeliolds our learned cstahlislimonts, so splen-

didly endowed, note, among the most remarkable circumstances attending

them, that in none whatever bhould tlierc be a Zoological chair.—Ilor. Ent.

2 p. 456. note.
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ist has followed the classification of Ray ; but In the second, he

adopts that of Brisson, by placing the Shrikes and Thrushes in the

same order.

The Lanianw are Falcons of the Insect world, pursuing and de*

stroying vast numbers of those countless multitudes that swarm in

tropical countries. Some of these birds are so fierce and cruel as

to destroy from mere wantonness ; and have been called Butcher-

birds, from their singular habit of impaling their victims on thorns

and cleft branches, where they are left to be devoured at leisure.

It is this particular group, preeminent in strength to all the other

Linnaean Shrikes," that may be considered the type of the whole

family : they are distinguished by a short, arched bill, furnished

ivith a strong projecting tooth near the tip; which is acute, and

altogether very analogous to the true Falcons. To these birds we

shall restrict the genus Laniusy and taking the Lanius excubitor

of Linnaeus for the type, proceed to notice what other birds will

most approximate to this form ; first observing, that they are found

to inhabit the temperate latitudes of the old and the new world.

I am as yet unacquainted with any species of Lanius from Austra-

lasia, and am therefore led to believe, that its situation is filled

in that fifth division of the globe, by the genus Falcunculus of M.

Vieillot ; the Frontal Shrike is the only example of this type we

yet know of. It is distinguished from Lanius by having longer

and more pointed wings, and an even tail, both indicating a greater

power of flight, and in consequence, some difference of economy.

Another deviation from Lanius may be seen in the Sourdrou of

M. Le Vaillaint, introduced in the Ois. d'Jfrique, (2. pi. 76. f. 2.)

though in reality a native of America ; it is tlie Tanagra Guia-

nensis of Latham, and it is remarkable for its round, naked nos-

trils, and the tooth of its bill being nearly obsolete ; it has the

wings of Lanius^ and the tail of Falcunculus ; this type I have

called Cyclarhis.* I am unacquainted with any other kindred

birds from the new world; while of the African types (which ap-

pear numerous and interesting) I have seen but few : judging from

the figures contained in the Oiseaux (fjifrique^ I should think it

* The characters of such new Genera as may be proposed, will be given in

the next numbL-r, aceonipauicd by figures of their bills, &c.
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probable tbat the passage from the short-billed Shrikes to Tham-

nojjhilus, Vieil. will take place among the birds of that continent.

Two species, recently published by M. Temminck (Pi. Col, pi.

256.) seem to warrant this belief; for in the figure oi Lanius per-

sonaius, Tern, we see the straight bill of Thamnophilus, with the

cuneated tail of Lanius ; while in that of Lanius virgatus we see

the lengthened bill, and truncated tail, of Thamnophilus. M. Tem-

minck has not noticed this affinity ; but on the contrary believes

this last bird will lead us immediately to the Muscicapidce.* Nous

donnons cette espece nouvelle comme pouvant servir de type a une

section du genre Lanius, intermediare ouindiquante le passage qui^

des Pie-grieches, conduit an genre Muscicapa de Linne. Laforce
etlalongueur dubec, enrapport de la petite stature^ ne pertnettent

point d'associer cette espece et celles qui lui ressemblent plus ou

mains avec les oiseaux donnes comme type des vrais Gobe-mouches^

et mains encore avec le moucherolles . M. Temminck judiciously

goes on to observe, that the square form of the tail constitutes a

marked difference from the European Lanianw ; this is true, but

we find that a square, or even tail, is universal among tlie African

Thamnophili; while la force et la longueur du bee, is the pecu-

liar character of that family. M. Temminck very clearly proves

that this bird has no connection either with the genus Muscicapa

or Muscipeta ; but has not informed us to which particular group of

the Muscicapidw it really indicates a passage ; neither can I pos-

sibly conjecture where this group is to be found. On the whole, I

am therefore more inclined to believe, from a review of the above

argument, that the Lanius virgatus will ofl'er no immediate tran-

sition to the Muscicapidw, but rather will represent one of those

forms by which we shall quit the short-billed rapacious Shrikes,

and enter upon the insectivorous Thamnophili. I wish, neverthe.

less, tiiat the reader should bear in mind that this opinion is nut

formed from an actual examination of the bird, but solely from the

remarks of M. Temminck, which I have already quoted. That

this bird will constitute a distinct type, appears evident from the

confession of this celebrated ornithologist ; but he has neither dc-

* It iR ncceifgary to quote this pasiiagc, because the real iiitiiation of this bird

is important.
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tailed its essential character, nor given us any idea of what other

birds we are to associate with it.

There is still another African Lantus, which departs so much

from the type of this particular group, as to strengthen our belief of

its being intimately connected with the Thamnophilince. The bird

I allude to, is the Bru-bru of Le Vaillant, or Lanius capensis of

Gmelin ; here the back or culmen of the beak is curved, the tip

considerably bent,(but not abruptly hooked,) and the sidesstrongly

toothed : so far we have the indications of a true Lanius ; yet in

the more slender and lengthened form of both mandibles, and in its

short and even tail, we may detect an evident approximation to

the Thamnophili. This affinity is in some measure confirmed, by its

economy being so very similar to those birds, as to induce M. Le

Vaillant to place them in the same section. Africa appears to be

the favourite country of the Laniance, but the materials I have been

enabled to consult are so scanty, that [ am debarred from pursuing

this part of my inquiries further. Enough however has been said,

to prove that the last two birds we have particularly noticed, will

bring us very close to the division we shall call

TiIAMNOPHILINjE.

The group we are now to consider, is eminently distinguished

from the last, by the prolongated form of the bill, which is strong,

compressed, and straight nearly to the tip of the upper mandible,

which terminates in an abrupt hook ; the tooth, so conspicuous in

the last family, is here much smaller, and assumes the appearance

of a deep notch : all these peculiarities indicate an inferiority of

strength and a consequent difference of economy. The shortness

of their wings, and the comparative weakness of their tarsi, show

that neither of these organs are much employed in securing their

prey. Their manners in fact are very opposite to those of the ra-

pacious Laniance, for they are found only among thick bushes,

feeding upon caterpillars and other small creeping insects, which,

concealed among the foliage, escape the notice of the true Shrikes

;

while, to keep up the chain of affinity—we find they inherit some-

what of a rapacious disposition, by occasionally feeding upoU
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young or sickly birds, which take refuge in their haunts. The

Thamnophilince are confined to the tropical latitudes of America,

Africa, and probably Asia.*

M. Vieillot first distinguished tlie long-billed Shrikes of Africa

and America by the generic name of Thamnophiliis^\ and in his

last work has figured the Pie-grieche blanchot of Le Vaillant, as

the type. It is important, however, that we should separate the

African Thamnophili, from those of the new world ; because we
shall presently attempt to show, that they both lead to different

groups ; and because a peculiar distinction will be observed be-

tween them ; the lateral scales on tlie tarsi of the African species,

are formed of entire laminae, while, in those from America, they are

small and very numerous; in the first, the rictus is strongly

bearded, in the last it is smooth. J The name of M. Vieillot I

shall therefore confine to such species as inhabit America, agree-

ably to the plan adopted by M. Temminck; while those of Africa

will form the Genus Malaconoius, and may be represented by the

T. olivaceus of M. Vieillot. But we must leave these for the pre-

sent, and notice another remarkable form seen in tlie genus Vangay

Vieil., of which two species are known, one described as a native

of Madagascar, and the other inhabiting Australasia : these birds

have all the indications of being rapacious, or feeding upon small

animals, as well as insects, and in tliis respect assimilating to the

Shrikes ; yet the bill is decidedly formed upon the same model

as that of Thamnophilus ; it is long and straight, with an abrupt

and very sharp hook, which must be a powerful weapon in destroy-

ing their prey : the nostrils are very peculiar, and are pierced in

the hard substance of the bill, in a similar manner to Canskus, Bu'

* I am uiiacijuainti (1 with any birds from Australasia tliat can be rcfc-ned to

thej^cnus Thamnophilus of M. Vieillot ; yet there is an unknown species in my
collection, which, fvom the peculiar Ipngtii of its wings, its even tail, and its

peneral habit, belongs neither to the African nor American types. Reasoning

from theory, Ishould bU|)pose it to conic from Australasia, in which case it will

preHcnta beautiful analoi;y to the long wings and even tail oi Falcunculus.

+ I may here observe that M. Temminck, in adopting this genus, confines it

to tlie opecies found in America alone; yet I am quite at a loss to know, from

die Manuel d'Oniitliologie, where the African species are arranged,

X The turbi of the African species are also luucli stroiij^cr.
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rita, and some other groups ; but this resemblance is merely analo«

gons, as the whole habit of the bird is evidently rapacious; while

the structure of the bill is so characteristic of the Thamnophilince

that I am disposed to consider Vanga as the type of the whole fa-

mily. May not the Lanius virgaius, T. which we have already

noticed, be nearly related to this type ? At present, Vanga ap-

pears more isolated than any group we have hitherto considered.

Closely connected with Mulaconotus, is that singular African

bird, called by Le Vaillant Le Geoffroy^ and forming the genus

Prionops of M. Vieillot. Its peculiarity consists in having the

base of the bill concealed by a semi-circular crest of stiff, setaceous

feathers ; which completely cover the nostrils, over which they are

directed ; the wings also are more than usually long. Here I sus-

pect we shall detect an affinity to Dicrurus^* whose nostrils are

invariably defended by stiff incurved bristles, and whose wings are

much longer than those of Malaconotus ; this affinity seems to be

strengthened by the plumage of Prionops having a metallic lustre,

and the bristles at the rictus, (like those in Dicrurus) being re-

markably long.

I feel considerable difficulty in assigning a station to the genus

Laniarius of M. Vieillot, the type of which is the Lanius Bar-

baras, L. or Barbary Shrike of English writers. I notice it in this

place, because if it is eventually included in the family of Laniadw,

its situation, undoubtedly, will be among the Thamnophilince. To
these birds it is allied in general habit ; its wings are short and

feeble, its tail slightly rounded, though somewhat more length-

ened ; its plumage thick, soft, and lax, and the feathers on the

lower part of the back particularly long. All these characters

present a strong resemblance to J'hamnophilus and Malaconotus ;

but in the bill, we see a marked difference ; its structure is consi-

derably weaker ; it is deprived of the strong hook so conspicuous

in these genera, and we are, in fact, presented with a form altoge-

ther resembling that of the Meruladce : this resemblance further

* I adopt M. Vieillot's name for this group, in preference to that oiEdoUus,

as proposed by M. Cuvier, because it has the unquestionable right of priority

;

setting aside its peculiar excellence in expressing a character which pervades

the whole gcims.
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extends to the form of the nares, and the lengthened and robust

tarsi. When these perplexing difficulties occur, and we are ia

doubt as to the situation of a bird, uniting in itself characters of two

distinct tribes, our decision must always be regulated by its natural

economy. Yet in the present instance, this is somewhat difficult;

for the statements before us are meagre and contradictory ; M«
Vieillot, when describing another species of this type, (Laniarius

viridis,) observes, probably on the authority of Perrien, (whose

book I have no means of consulting,) Elle se tient dans les bois les

plus fourresj a la citne des grands arbres^ ou le male fait entendre

un siffletfort, qui a quelque rapport avec celui de la caille d^Europe.

On Vapproche difficilement, si on n'imite sa voix ; car il est d'un

naturel sauvage et tres dejiant. Les baies sont sa nourriture

principale.—Galerie des Oiseaux, Liv. 43. pi. 143. On this pas-

sage I must make two remarks ; relying on the accuracy of M.
Vieillot, in associating this bird with the Barbary shrike, which

indeed, (judging from the figure) it very much resembles, 1st, The
wings of the tS.hican 3Ialaconotus, like those oi Laniarius barbaruSf

are rounded, and very weak ; and we shall quote the opinion of

M. Le Vaillant, to show the importance of this structure, Avhen

connected with their economy. " Ces caracteres de la coupe de

Pailc influant beaucoup sur la manierc de voter des oiseaux, ceux-

ci ne se rencontrent que tres-rarernent sur le sommet des arbres,

ou nous avons fait remarquer que les pie-grieches de la j)remiere

section, (G. Lanius, nob.) se perchoient toujours de preference; il

est mhne des espcces dans cette seconde division, (G. Malacoiiotus

nob.) que la nature exclut enfiirement de dessus les arbrcs elevesy

dies chcrchent leur nourriture parmi les buissons bas et toujjfus,

dans le centre dcsqucls elles se cachent soigneusement, ct vivent

principalement de chenilles de vers et de toutes sortes d^insectes.

La foiblcsse de leurs ailcs leur interdit toute espcce d'inscctes."

I have given this passage at length, because it acquaints us

with the true economy of tlic Malaconoti, and at the same time

proves tlie incapacity of Laniarius to frequent the tops of lofty trees.

On the second part of M. Vieillot's statement, it may be observed,

that if the principal food of Laniarius viridis be berries, it can-

not belong to a tribe so truly insectivorous as the Laniada:, but
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rather to the Meruladw, which are both insectivorous and bacclvo-

rous. The Barbary shrike we know, on the testimony of M. Le

Vaiiiant, feeds entirely upon insects.

We shall discover a further resemblance between Laniarius

barbarus, and the African Shining Thrushes, (G. Lamprotornis,

Te>?i.), by certain setaceous hairs or weak bristles, seated, in both

genera, on the upper part of the neck adjoining the occiput; but

•which are so hid, as not to be distinctly seen withoutraising the sur-

rounding feathers, whose length they generally exceed ; these sin-

gular appendages are not, however, peculiar to the above genera,

but are more or less distinguishable in several others, and are

rtmarkably developed in the genus Tricophorus of M. Temminck.

I have dwelled more particularly upon Laniarius, because a

good deal will depend upon the situation which Naturalists may

agree in assigning to it. For if this genus be admitted into the

circle of Thamnophilince, it becomes obvious we establish a pas-

sage which leads directly to the Meruladoc ; or as Mr. MacLeay

would perhaps express it, the great circles of Laniadai and Meru-

ladw might here probably touch. While, on the other hand, if

the affinity between Prionops and Dicrurus be admitted, we may

pass, by the former genus, from the family of Thamnophilina: to

the third great division of Shrikes, which will hereafter be noticed.

We must now return to the American types of this division,

beginning with the genus Thamnopkilus, which, I have already

observed, will comprise such only of the Thamnophili of M.
Vieillot as are natives of the new world. Of these birds, I possess

a very interesting series, which pass so insensibly by several inter-

vening forms into the true Mjjothera of lUiger, that I scarcely

know where to draw a line between such as should take their

station in the great circle of Laniada?, and such as more properly

may be associated with Mi/othera, in. the adjoining circle of

Meruladce. This close affinity has been always remarked by the

two eminent Ornithologists whose labours we so often advert to;

and I should have been more satisfied had this intricate part of

my subject already occupied their attention. Both these Natural-

ists are in charge of superb national museums, enriched by the

spoils of English collections (which have been successively disposed
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of by sale), and by the labours of public collectors sent to all^

parts of the world. With such enviable means, therefore, of

advancing the philosophy of tlve science, let us hope they wilt

bestow less attention upon species ; and more on the study of affini-

ties, and those general laws of Nature which claim the primary

attention of a philosophic mind.

I must therefore be understood, in the following remarks, as

speaking only of the American birds ; for I have not yet seen any

of the Indian JMj/o(herce* of M. Temminck, nor am I acquainted

with any species either from Africa or Australasia.

The type of Thamnophilus may be represented by the Lanius

doliatus of Linnteus ; and the characters by which it is separated

from the African genus Malaconotus, have already been noticed.

The bills of the larger species are strong and powerful, particu-

larly the under mandible, which is deeply notched, and the gonix

is considerably curved : it is in this organ that all the strength of

the bird is concentrated; for the wings are short and rounded, the

tail cuneated, narrow and weak, and the tarsi and claws much
weaker than in Malaconotus. As we descend to the smaller

species, the strength of the bill, and the size of the bird, are pro-

portionably diminished
;
yet without any change of structure. It

is at this stage of our progression that I propose to fix the limits

of Thamnophilus, and pass into the genus Forniicivora : here the

bill is no longer robust; but narrow, slender, and more cylin-

drical ; the under mandible weak, and the gonix nearly strait;

the tail of some species is even longer and more cuneated than in

the last group ; but, as we proceed in the series of species, it

becomes gradually shorter, while the tarsi are proportionably

lengthened, until we come to a third type of form, wherein the

* M. Temminck has given a very extensive latitude to this genus, which

was originally instituted by Illigf^r, from tlie Tardus colma (PI. Enl. 821), n

South American bird. In tiic Manuel (T Ornithologie, it is stated, " Tuutcs let

etpices lonl de VAmerique Meridionale ;" nevertheless, we fii»d tliat Myolhera

eapUtrata ti\\i\ M. meLinothorax of the Planches coloriccs (PI. 185) are both natives

of Java. As 'he orii^inal genus lias thus been so much changed, in order to

contain other approximatofy types, it is here necessary, for the sake of pcr-

npicuity, to apply the name only in reference to the type originally proposed

by llli.er.
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tail is nearly obsolete, and the legs (from their great length),

evidently show we have reached a group of cursorial or ambulating

birds, who rarely, if ever, frequent trees. These I shall call

Uroiomus. Finally, there seems to be another group, wherein

the tail is again developed ; the tarsi are proportionably long, but

more robust ; and the whole habit shows a much greater analogy

to the Meruladce, than any of the foregoing types : these birds I

1*^ I shall, for the present, consider as forming the genus Drymophila,

Whether they should precede or follow Urotomus, in our advance

towards the Myotherce of Illiger ; or whether they will partially

bring us back (by a circular disposition of the other types) to

Thamnophilus, are questions which must be decided by others,

whose cabinets are better stored with materials for ascertaining

these points. At all events, either Urotomus or DrymopMla will

conduct us very close to Tardus Colma, the bird which forms the

original type of Illiger's genus Myothera.

Having now enumerated all the South American types I have

seen which intervene between Thamnophilus and Myothera, I must

postpone the investigation of such other kindred groups as may be

found to inhabit Africa, India, or Australasia. The IndadmMyotherce

of M. Temmiack seem to differ so little from my group Formicivora,

that they may, possibly, be united together ; while the interval

between the long-tailed Drymophilce and the true Myotherw, may

perhaps be filled up either by American species I have not yet

seen, or by certain African birds, only known to me by the figures

of Le Vaillant. But this is conjecture, and indeed belongs not

to our present inquiry, which is more to ascertain what groups

really constitute the circle of Laniadce, than to trace their ramifi-

cations into other tribes. In the two we have already investigated,

namely, LaniancB and Thamnophilinw, there evidently seems a

double affinity : one, by which they themselves are united, and

which may be termed a family affinity ; and another, by which

they branch off, by different routes, into the neighbouring family

of Meruladw, and may therefore be called collateral.

These two affinities are particularly observable among the

ThamnophiUnce. Whether the different changes of form, by which

we see these transitions are effected, be called genera, subgenera,
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or divisions, is of no consequence whatever to the science itself,

for it is a mere question of nomenclature. We see that these

forms do actually exist in Nature, and that they indicate a change

or modificatiou of economy ; and by whatever name we call them,

still they must be kept distinct in our ideas, if we wish to study

natural affinities, and the operations of Providence in preserving

the harmony of creation.

Referring to what we have already said, when noticing the

genus Prionops^ we shall make use of that type to conduct us to

the third family of these birds,

EnOtlAN/E.

It is to M. Le Vaillant that we were first indebted for a know-
ledge of the habits and economy of certain African birds, which he
brought together under the common appellation of Drongos. Yet
the ill-directed zeal for nomenclature among our Linna:an writers

prompted them to pass over the opinions of this accurate observer

of Nature ; and, up to this day, we find the species confusedly

mixed, in their systems, with the Shrikes and Flycatchers. The
Drongos first found a place in systematic arrangement, in the

Nouvelle Ornithologie of M. Vieillot ; who has given them the

name of Dicrurus, from the tail, in nearly all the species, being

considerably forked ; in the following year they appeared in tlie

Regne Animal, as the genus Edolius. Guided by the impartial

rule of priority, I shall speak of these birds under the first of these

names.

The Dicruri are altogether excluded from the American conti-

nent; they are met with in India, but are chiefly found in Africa,

where M. Le Vaillant discovered a great number of species, and

has given their history at some length, accompanied by numerous

figures, in his valuable work Lcs Oiseaux (VAjriqiie. AVe find they

are insectivorous, and take their prey on the wing : these habits

arc in perfect harmony with their structure : the wings arc longer,

more pointed, and consequently more powerful than in the Thain-

nophilinw. Their bill is short, strong, and arched above, as in the

true Siirikes 3 but, (as suited to their particular mode of feeding)
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the base is broad, and surrounded by stiff bristles ; the nostrils

are also defended in the same way, and are often completely hid

;

further, the tooth, which is so conspicuous in Lanius, and is still

prominent in Thamnopliilus, altogether disappears in the Dron-

gos; and the upper mandible is merely furnished with a notch to

receive the point of the under, as in all the tribes of Muscicapidm

}

the feet are remarkably short, and are useless either for perching

upon the ground, or seizing their prey : the soles are flat, and

plainly show that these birds can only repose upon branches, like

the Meropidw, and others, whose deeply-forked tails indicate a

powerful flight. In short, the Drongos present us with the first

advance, among the Laniadce, towards the general structure and

economy of the Musckapidce, and by considering them as forming

the third great division of the Shrikes, we at once reconcile the

arrangement of LinnEeus with the opinions of the most eminent

naturalists of the present day.

The type of this family will not however be found in the genus

Dicrurus, but in that singular and rare bird called, by Le Vaillant,

Bec-de-fer ; and first described in the Oiseaux d'Afrique as having

been brought from some island in the Pacific Ocean. It once graced

an English museum, but now enriches that of the French capital.

I can therefore only judge of its structure from the figure and

description of Le Vaillant; from these it appears to be a strong,

robust bird ; having a short, arched, and gradually hooked bill,

formed on the same model as that of Dicrurus, but much more

powerful ; defended at the rictus by long stiff bristles, and over

the nostrils by lengthened, elevated, and incurved setaceous fea-

thers, forming a sort of crest, precisely similar to what is seen in

one or two species of Dicruri, figured by Le Vaillant. This bird

forms the genus Sparactes of modern authors, and at present

stands by itself as our second division of the group of Edoliance.

But before leaving the genus Dicrurus, it may be proper to

notice several forms by which it is insensibly connected to the

short-legged Thrushes of India and Africa : this passage is begun

by the genus TricopJiorus of M. Temminck ; where the bill,

although somewhat weaker, still retains a great resemblance to

that of the Drongos j the rictus is likewise strongly bearded, anil
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the tarsi equally short ; but the tail is even, or slightly rounded ;

while the setaceous hairs, which we have before alluded to as

being concealed among the nuchal feathers in Dicrurus, are very

conspicuously developed in Tricophorus, and are more than double

the length of the surrounding feathers. A singular uniformity of

plumage runs through all the species, of which I possess four or

five, all received from the western coast of Africa. This appa-

rently limited habitat is likewise noticed by M. Temminck, who

particularly says, toutes sont des cotes occidentales d'Afrique.

In some species the bill is smaller, the nuchal bristles less con-

spicuous, and those of the rictus much shorter. We are thus pre-

pared for the transition, which here takes place, into the genus

Brachj/pus,* a name by which I propose to distinguish the short-

legged Thrushes of Linnaeus and of modern writers. These birds

are exclusively confined to Africa and India, and are so strikingly

distinguished from the true Thrushes, that it is somewhat singular

their peculiarities should not have been noticed long ago. Their

tarsi are remarkably short, like the two last genera ; but their

bills are weaker, and the nuchal bristles scarcely perceptible. In

short, it is in this genus that all the habits of the Edoliance gra-

dually disappear ; and bring us to a small group of genuine

Thrushes, found in Africa, having lengthened tarsi, a graduated

tail, and other characters assimilating to the Meruladce, all of

which are seen in the Tardus vociferans.—Zool. III. 3. pi. 180.

It thus appears, that not only the Thamnophilince^ but likewise

the Edoliance^ will lead us by different paths to the great tribe of

Merulada; ; the first by means of tlie Myotiierce of authors, and

the latter by the genus lirachypus.

Leaving these collateral affinities, let us now consider what

other birds may be associated with the genuine types of the

Edolianw. Here we are met by the genus Irena, a name given by

Dr. Horsfield to a very beautiful and rare bird, discovered by

that naturalist in the island of Java. As this form is only known

to me !)y the figure and description that has appeared of it in the

" Zoological Researches," of its discoverer, I must refer tlie

• Le CurouiTc, Fail. pi. 107. f, I.; Lo Cudor, lb. f. 2.; Lo Brunoir,

/*. pi 100. /. 1. &c. &c.

Vo... I. X
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reader to that work, where its characters are detailed with Dr.

Horsfield's usual precision. It is enough in this place to state,

that Lena differs more immediately from the Drongos, by having

an even tail ; while its relationship to those birds is shown in its

strong and arched bill, bristly rictus, and very short feet.

M. Temminck, whose peculiar tenets on the subject of genera

have been so ably answered and refuted by Mr. Vigors, will not

permit Irena to form a genus ; because it is nearly related to

Dicrurus {Edolius. Tem.); and he has actually placed it in that

germs. No further proof of this affinity, therefore, need be urged

;

while the perusal of Dr. Horsfield's description (the accuracy of

which has not been questioned) will fully establish a sufficient

distinction betv\een the two types.

The genuine Drongos appear totally excluded from Australasia

;

yet we find they are beautifully represented in the Ornithology of

that country, by the Carinated Flycatcher. (^Zool. III. vol. 3.

pi. 147). This bird will in all probability forma distinct type;

allied to Dicrurus in general habit, and to Irenahy its truncated

or even tail. I confess, that at the time of my first describing the

bird, this affinity did not occur to me. I then placed it condi-

tionally among the Muscicapidce, detailing those characters which

will now form its generic distinction. At present we know but

of one species, but I have little doubt many others will be disco-

vered when the inland productions of that vast country are better

known.

It is here most probably that we should noticeJriamiis* (Vieil.)

a remarkable genus of birds from Australasia. The structure of

their bill is evidently a modification of the form seen in Dicrurus,

and will therefore bring them into the same family. Yet the extra-

ordinary length of their wings (which in proportion and structure

* M. Vieillot first distinguished these birds by the generic name oi Artamits,

in 1816, (See Analyse d'une Nouvelle Oriiithologie Elementairo, p. 41). In

the following year was published the Regne Animal, where they appear as

the genus Ocypterus. M. Temminck adopts this name. Dr. Horsfield, appa-

rently not aware of the prior denomination ofM. Vieillot, proposesZ/ep<op<erj/x,

justly observing that a genus Ocyptera has been already established in

Entomology, by M, La^reille, in the Genera Insectorum, published in 1809.
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resemble those of the Hirundintdw), leaves me in considerable

doubt as to the exact situation of this singular group.

I must again refer to the Zoological Illustrations for another

bird which is nearly allied to Dicrurus, and whose natural station

IS of considerable importance to our present views ; this is the

Musa'peta labrosa (Vol. 3. pi. 179), a rare bird from the interior

of Southern Africa. Unfortunately, I cannot now re-examine the

specimen from which my former figure and description was taken,

as it was transmitted, soon after, to one of the continental

museums. Yet the particulars I then detailed will materially

guide us on this occasion. It appeiirs to have a thick and strong

Jbiil, the four outer quill-feathers graduated, the tarsi very short,

the knees feathered, and the plumage black with a metallic

lustre. We here recognize the general characters of Dicrurus;

while the rounded shape of the tail, the form of the nares, and the

absence of strong bristles at the bill, show a decided approxima-

tion towards another family of insectivorous birds. In short,

so closely does the Muscipeta labrosa approach to the Echenil-

Jeurs of M. Le Vaillant (G. Ceblepyris^ Cuv.) that at this dis-

tance of time, I almost question whether I might not have over-

looked the spinelike feathers on the back, by which those birds

are so well distinguished. Yet, even admitting this to be the

case, still its connection with Dicrurus is sufficiently obvious, to

be adduced as a proof of the accurate views of M. Le Vaillant

;

who places the Echenilleurs close to the Drongos, and in which

arrangement he is followed by M. Temminck. I shall therefore

not greatly err in adopting the same belief, and in supposing that

the Muscipeta labrosa may probably represent a form by which
these two groups are connected.

Having now enumerated all the types of form I have yet seen

which may be referred to the Edolianee, I hope to continue the

subject in the next number of this Journal, and to show that the

Echenilleurs, most probably, will represent the fourth division ia

,the great family of Laniadce,

[^To be continued.]

X 1
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Art. XLIII.—Sketches in Ornithology ; or, Observations

on the leading Affinities of some of the more extensive

groups of Birds. Bj/ N. A. Vigors, jun. Esq. A. M.
F. L. S.

In a science, which, like Natural History, Is founded upon facts,

and which is indebted to actual observation for the most impor-

tant of its materials, it is evidently more conducive to its advance-

ment to exhibit occasionally the progress which it has made, than

to delay in fruitless expectation of being enabled to exhibit it in

perfection. Every day's experience convinces us of the exhaust-

less nature of the sources from whence our information is derived,

and the impractibility of completing our acquaintance with even

a single family or genus. In the very groups where we fancy our

knowledge to be most perfect, we find new species coming in,

new modifications of form springing up, and new inferences de-

ducible from them, which still call for additional attention ; and

these arising not only from foreign sources, but from those imme-

diately around us. A faint outline even of those groups which

appear most within our observation is the utmost we can hope to

delineate. And to withold our discoveries upon what has actually

come before us, in order to add all that may hereafter throw light

•upon the subject, to wait in short for perfection, is to linger, like

the countryman in Horace,

—

dum defiuat amnis,—in idle expec-

tation that the stream of Nature will pass by, and the sources of

our information be exhausted.

It is in this point of view that a journal, like the present, ap-

pears eminently useful to science. It affords a channel through

which the Naturalist is able to diffuse the current information of

the day : giving instant circulation to every useful discovery as it

arises, and every interesting fact as it becomes known. Through

such a medium tlie inquirer into nature has an opportunity of

stating the results of his researches as he advances ; correcting his

errours as he detects them, and confirming or annulling his pre-

vious conjectures as he finds them corroborated or falsified by

experience. The concurrent observations of contemporary writers
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are by these means brought together ; and the scattered informa-

tion of every country is concentrated into one common repository.

While publications of more ostensible pretensions slowly deal out

the more finished and elaborate productions of science, a journal,

continually at work, becomes a storehouse that furnishes them

with materials for their labours, and at the same time keeps alive

the spirit of inquiry in general, by a constant and regular supply

of interesting intelligence.

Conceiving such beneficial results to be likely to arise from a

publication like the present, I shall beg leave to offer through its

pages a few imperfect observations on some groups in Ornitho-

logy. I call them imperfect with unaffected sincerity. Any
attempt to enter into the details of such groups under the. un-

favourable circumstances that attend the pursuit of natural history

at present in this country must necessarily be imperfect. We are

not onlyunsupplied with that indispensable information respecting

their internal anatomy, and their characteristick manners, which

forms the groundwork of zoological science, and which is equally

a desideratum with all, but we are even deficient in those subjects

for observation, which our contemporaries on the Continent

possess in superabundance. It is an extraordinary fact, that al-

though this country held the almost exclusive command over the

greater portion of the globe, for a considerable period of the last

and present century, and with it the equally exclusive power of

appropriating to ourselves the productions of nature that thus lay

within our reach, so much were those opportunities neglected, or

rather so much was the importance of such researches under-

valued, that we are far behind our continental neighbours, in

despite of all the disadvantages of exclusion under which they

laboured so long, in the accumulation of those stores, which are

necessary to the advancement of zoology. How far this is the

rfase may be judged from the single fact, that, of a family on

which 1 am about to offer some observations in the present

number, and which extends to above three hundred described

species,* not a sixth part is to be consulted in the national re-

* It liag been suggcHted to mc by a friend, that the obscrvationa I made in

the laitl Number of tlii* Journat respecting the number of Mpecics dcBcrifcoil
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posUory of this kingdom. The zeal and love of science of in-

dividuals have indeed added considerably to the materials that

are open to the student ; and the liberality of scientifick men in

general affords every facility to the researches of those who would

be likely to profit by the inspection of their collections. But still

"many impediments lie in the way of him who founds his views

in zoology, chiefly on the comparison of its various subjects. It is

difficult to combine our observations on groups that are scattered

in Dr. Latham's last edition of his " Synopsis" may be misconceived ; and

that, from the well known fact of a considerable number of the described

Falcones in that work being but varieties in age or sex of actual species, my

statement of their amounting to two hundred and forty seven may be con-

sidered as an exaggeration, and as introduced only for the purpose of further-

ing my argument. Were the number of the Falconidm however described in

•that work to be reduced even to one third, my argument would still hold good;

there would yet be a sufficient number to call for separation. But this is not

the point in question. I stated that the student,' who has a Linnean Falco to

be identified, must compare it with the two hundred and forty seven des-

criptions relating to the genus contained in that work. It is of no consequence

whether the descriptions are those of species or varieties, still they are des-

priptions which must be separately consulted. Even were these reputed

species to be admitted as varieties, and arranged in their proper stations, the

descriptions of them must still be separate, so strongly are they distinguished

from each other, and the comparison of them must still afford equal labour to

the student as if they were actual species. In stating therefore that the number

of described species amounts to that specified above, I conceive that I err

neither against the fact nor the legitimate modes of reasoning. The very cir-

cumstance itself, which is known to every tyro in Ornithology, who has gone

no further in his studies than M. Temminck's Birds of Europe, that the species

"of the Falconidee have been multiplied, ad infinilum, in consequence of their

apparently specifick differences, is a convincing proof of the necessity of their

subdivision by decisive generick characters. Hitherto they have been sepa-

rated by their diiferences only in size or colour, by the stri(e or the

fascite of a feather. These confessedly vary by age, by sex, by accident.

But the generick cliaractets adopted by modern writers are constant, (one or

two instances perhaps excepted where age may more fully develope them
;

)

and as such they relieve the Naturalist from many difficulties in his investiga-

tion even of species. When Ije is once acquainted with the general nature of

the changes that take place in this family, he is led to bring together those

apparent species which differ only in the unimportant characters that are

subject to variation, by a strict attention to those more essential points vvljjch

are generick, and never vary.
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and distant from each other, or to form any decided opinion on

their mutual affinities or analogies, where we can only deduce our

inferences from recollection.

Such are the difficulties which, among others, render it almost

hopeless for the naturalist to attempt that finished detail, which

it would be his object to exhibit, of the subject which he investi-

gates. But still it is preferable, as I before observed, to make

some advance than to stand still, and to accomplish something,

though all cannot be effected. The following observations will

strictly accord with these views. They are intended to embrace

the different opinions which have been entertained by naturalists

of all countries on the several groups of Ornithology that will

occasionally come before me. They will bring together for the

first time in this country the modern genera that have been esta-

blished by foreigners ; for strange to say, we have no work * of

English growth on Ornithology, which professes to give more

than the genera of Linnaeus, with some few unimportant additions.

They will endeavour to bring these detached groups into such order

as will at least afford some idea of their natural station. And

the whole will be conducted with a particular reference to their

affinities and analogies, and with a view to those principles + of

mutual connection among themselves, according to which the

investigation of the subjects of Natural History is now generally

carried on. However imperfect the results may be of the present

undertaking, the particular mode of inquiry pursued, will I think

afford a clue to future investigation, according as opportunity and

more extended information tend to render the prospect of success

in it more probable.

• I must except tlie Continuation of Dr. Shaw's Zoology, conducti'd by my
friend Mr. Stephens, whose introduction of the modern views on Ornitho-

Jogy into the last vohimes of that work that have come more especially under

hiv care, and whose ability in unfolding them, is deserving of every commen-
dation. I must also observe that the same views, and more particularly those

of M.Cuvior, arc to be found briefly referred to in Dr. Fleming's valuable work

on the " Philosophy of Zoology."

+ It is scarcely noex'ssary to subjoin, that I allude to the principles de-

veloped by Mr. Mac Lcay in his " Hora; Eutoinologicie ;" whicli 1 uin happy

lo find are every day becoming more known, and mor« valued as they are

njorc known.
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On the Groups of the Falconid.«.

In entering on the investigation of any extensive group in

Natural History, the surest guide to the accurate distribution of

the individuals that compose it, is to fix our attention on those in

which the typical character that distinguishes the group is most

fully devoloped. This point being determined, we descend with

ease to those more remote species, which partially deviate from

the type, and partake of the characters of the next adjoining

groups that are connected with their own.

On looking for the typical character among the numerous

species that compose the Family of Falconidw, or the genus Falco

of Linnaeus, we may at first thought feel inclined to assign the

place of superiority to those which display the size and strength

of the Eagles :—Aquilce maximus honos, maxima et vis.*—It is

not however in such qualities that the perfection of the present

group consists. The Family of the Vultures which is immediately

connected with it, possesses these qualities even to a greater extent,

and there they may form a ground for typical preeminence. But

the present group is distinguished from the other Birds of Prey

more by their courage than their size, more by their dexterity iii

pursuing and seizing their prey, than their powers of body. And

the species which carry this dexterity to the greatest extent, and

whose powers of flight are most conducive to the rapid seizure of

their prey upon the wing, are those which appear to be most

endowed with the characteristick traits of the family. The same

groups also possess a character that equally distinguishes them, in

that superiour intelligence, if I may so call it, at least in that

generosity and tractableness of disposition which brings Ihem

within the dominion of man. Taking these habits and disposi-

tions exclusively into consideration, we may distinguish the

groups of the Falconidce into two separate divisions, which may

be considered + topical and aberrant; and which the common

* Plin. Lib. X. c. 3.

T For the signification of the terms typical or normal, and aberrant, I have

to refer the reader to the works of my distinguished friend Mr. Mac Leay, to

fvliom 1 have before alluded. See particularly MHora Entomologicae," j>a«j»j;

and " Linnean Transaction^' Vol. XIV. Art. III.
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language of those days in which the present tribes were most

known and sought after for the purpose of Falconry, equally

separated, with a view to the same habits and qualities, under the

denomination of noble and ignoble.

The noble or typical groups of the Falconidce^ thus character-

ized by their manners, are equally set apart from the rest of the

family by external character. Their bill is strong, short, curved

from the base, and more or less dentated. This character of the

toothed bill may be considered as strongly indicative of rap-

torial habits. A similar peculiarity it may be observed, discerni-

ble among some of the Order of Insessores * is resorted to as a

mark of distinction between the birds which prey upon insects,

and those whose food is vegetable. And it is this character

which, next to habit, preserves the analogy between the Raptores

of the Class of Birds, and the Carnivora, or Ferce of Linnaeus,

among the Mammalia. It thus may be looked upon as an osten-

sible and important mark of separation among the tribes of birds

in general, and as a character, of which the greater developement

may more particularly be considered the strongest evidence of

typical superiority in the raptorial group before us.

The typical groups, thus distinguished, arrange themselves

into two divisions or stirpes ; the first of which is known by the

shortness of the wings, which do not extend further than two thirds

of the tail ; the second, by the wings extending to an equal, or

nearly an equal length with the tail. The former of these normal

stirpes^ which is distinguished from all the other short-winged

Falcunidcc by the bill being curved from the base, I shall denomi-

nate, for the sake of perspicuity, Stirps Jccipifrina otIIawks ; the

latter, which is equally distinguished from all the long-winged

groups of the family by the strong dentation of the bill, I shall call

Stirps Falcoiiina, or Falcons. The external character of these

typicnl proups can never be mistaken. They will either present,

like the true Falcons^ a bill strongly dentated, which at ouce de-

• It muy Utt liero necessary to Klale that in referring to tlie " Insessores," or

Perching IJirdt, I use a term introduced in some Observations of mine " On

die Natural AilinitieH of Birds," lately read before the Linnean Society. 'J'lic

Order embrace* the united Linnean Orders of Picte and I'assercs,
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cides their station : or if, as in some of the Hawks, the mandible is

eutire, or marked only by a rounded protuberance instead of a

tooth, they will exhibit the united characters of short wings, and

short bills, which though observable separately in other groups of

the family, are found united in no species besides those of the

Hazoks.

Of the aberrant or ignoble species of the family, a group pre-

sents itself nearly approaching that of the Falcons in the length of

the wings, and the general form of the bill, but separated from it

ty the absence of a tooth on the upper mandible. The deficiency

in this, character indicates at once a falling off from the superiour

courage and higher faculties of the typical division of the family.

Its habits are conformably to this deficiency slothful and cowardly ;

it does not pursue its prey upon the wing, but seizes it by stealth

and in ambuscade ; while it is also found, unlike the nobler Fal-

conidm, to feed upon substances not procured by its own rapine.

This group maybe distinguished according to the denomination of

its type, as Stirps Buteonina, or Buzzards.

Nearly allied to the last division in their inferiour habits and

faculties, is a group of which the well-known F, Milvus of Lin-

Bxus forms the most conspicuous type. Possessing however an

even still weaker bill and feebler talons than the Buzzards, it is

particularly distinguished from them by its tail being more or less

forked, and its wings longer than the tail. These last-mentioned

particulars give the present group a decidedly distinct character in

their mode of flight. They seem to glide through the air with

an easy and imperceptible motion, sailing* in circles with a grace

and elegance peculiarly their own. This fourth group maybe set

apart as the Stirjjs JMUvinu, or Kites.

The entire of the remaining species of FaJconidce, that are not

* lidem (milvi) videntur artem gubernandi docuisse caudae flexibus, in cselo

monstraiite naturS, quod opus esset in profundo. Plin. lib. x. c. x. Alis ex-

pansis inaere se librat: quin nulla vel rara alarum agitatione de loco in locum

provehitur velut fluxu aut lapsu quodum. Hinc Aiifjiis Glead dicitur a verbo

glide, quod labi motu velut insensibili et tranquillo absque agitatione aliqua aut

subsultu significat, ut flumen super planitiem senbim declivem. Ray. Syn.

Met!). Av. p. 17.
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Included in any of the preceding stirpes, are united among them-

selves, as well as separated from all the others, by the bill being

lengthened, nearly straight at the base, and hooked only at the

apex. Among them are to be found the most powerful birds of

the family, and the most destructive in their habits ; their size and

strength enabling them to extend their ravages even over the

larger animals. They are deficient however in those powers of

pursuing their prey upon the wing which belong to the more typi-

tal groups ; their flight, although powerful, not possessing that

quickness in turning, and that agility in pursuit, which is exhibited

in the Hazcks and Falcons. They are thus confined in their ra-

vages, in common with the other aberrant stirpes, to the prey which

they can seize on the ground.* In the lengthened form of the bill

they are allied to the family of Vulturidw, which immediately pre-

cedes them in the general arrangement of the Raptorial order

;

while they differ from them in external character by their heads

being entirely covered with feathers. The present stirps consists

of a considerable number of species, and is separated also into se-

veral generick groups, differing partially in habits and external

character ; some being confined to the land in quest of their prey,

while others visit the waters for that purpose ; some again being

characterized by a length of wing, while others, connecting the

group with the short-winged llaicks, are noted for the shortness of

that member. The whole however are sufficiently united among

themselves by general habits and cliaracter, and may be denomi-

• Tliis (Striking diflerence in tlie habits of the Falconidee was not passed over

by the ancients, v\ ho vvcicniuch more dilif^ont observers of Nature than we are

III general inclined to admit them to lia ve been. Aristotle expressly refers to it

:

yitn o^ rioi itfxxur— Oia^tfovai $'aX}\.riXuv' oi (j.n ya^ ccvtuv intt T*jy yris

xa^riij.tvnii rvvTova-i t»)» •Kefiirrtpocv xmi avvap'Tra.yoviTi, nnrofx.cvris S'ou Siyya-

101(711' (ii oiTTi divopov lAiv ri rims xKkau y.a.^'/ii/.iynv ^lopivoviTiv, itri Tijr yi)S

«'ov<r»is v iJ-iTiupov ovK aurotTcci' ii St ot/r' ivi rris yns ovt^ £7r' aAAoti

ux^ri/^ircs ^tyyavovcifj oAAoc wero/iAivtiv triipmrai Xa/a./Savfo. De Animal.
Lib. ix. c. 2-1. Pliny eijually distini^uishes the family by these differences in

habit. Disiinetio •leneruni ex aviditate: alii non nisi ex terr!l rapiunt

avcm: alii non niiii circa arborcs volitantem : alii sedentcm in sublimi ; alij,

voliicnlcmin aprrto. Lib. x. caj). y,
'
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nated, according to the usual terra applied to the most typical of

the group, Stirps Aquilina or Eagles.

These five groups into which the Falconidce thus branch out,

may be exhibited at one view in the following order. I arrange

them according to their typical and aberrant characters, noticing

those habits and peculiarities of form only, which are most con-

spicuous, and most important in the general distribution of the

family.

Rostra brevia, prseci

pue dentata. Prseda
aeria.

TiTPicAL Groups.

f Alse breves.

(_Alae longse.

Aberuant Groups.

Rostra a basi adunca.
Alse lonsas.

^Stirps Accipitrina.

\ Hawks,

^Stirps Falconina,

\ Falcons.

^Stirps Buteonina,
"( Buzzards.

Rostra longa, ant sub-

longa, baud dentata. <

Pra;da terrestris.

Rostra a basi adunca.
Cauda furcata. Alae

longissimsB.

Rostra ad apicem solum
i

adunca.
* Alae longae.

* * Alae breves.

) Stirps Milvina.

) Kites.

I Stirps Aquilina.

Eagles.

When we descend into the details of any group, which is subdi-

vided, like that before us, into stirpes returning into themselves,

it is of little consequence at which subdivision we commence our

examination. Forming a circular series, they exhibit no natural

break upon which we can fix as a regular land-mark to start from.

It is adviseable, nevertheless, to have some uniform plan of pro-

ceeding ; and the most obvious, and perhaps preferable mode ap-

pears to be that of our commencing our inquiries with the first of

the typical stirpes ; and it is indeed, I believe, the usual course

adopted. As tliis is however a mere matter of option, and depends

much on the particular views iu which individuals are accustomed

to conduct their researches, I am more willing to adopt the mode

of giving my attention in the first setting out to that extreme sub-

division of any group which is immediately connected with the
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gronp that precedes it. I thus enter upon every group at the

point where it joins that from which I have parted : I thence gra-

dually ascend to the most typical division of it, which thus be-

comes placed in the centre ; and thence I finally descend in order

to the other extreme. In pursuing this uniform mode of proceed-

ing, when I find a group complete in its general outlines, or con-

sisting of five subdivisions returning into themselves, the subdivision

which I call the 1st, naming it such only with reference to the

order in which I examine it, is always that which is united with the

group that went before : the 3rd contains the type par excellence ;

and the 4th is that which forms the link of connexion between the

present group and that which succeeds. The 2ud and 3rd will

thus be the normal subdivisions; the 4th, 5th and 1st the aber-

rant. In the more extensive groups of natural history which I

have examined with respect to their affinities, and in which natural

character is sufficiently strong to afford sure grounds for distribu-

tion, this disposition invariably appears to me to prevail. This

therefore is the order in which I shall observe upon the birds at

present before us, and to which, for the sake of uniformity, I

shall adhere in my future examinations.

§. I. Slirps Aqidlina. Eagles.

The long bills of the Vultures^ straight at the base, and liooked

only at the apex, are carried on to the Fatconidce^ from which they

are separated by the sufficiently distinctive external character of

having the head, neck, and cheeks more or less naked. As how-

ever the extremes of every group participate in some measure in the

characters of those that approach it, we must not be surprised at

finding species appertaining to each of these two families, which it

is difficult to arrange decidedly on either side. The naked cheeks

of the yultures are thus observable in a few Birds of Prey, which

have been almost universally allowed to belong to the Eagles, and

have particularly been ranked as such by their earlier describers,

who having had the opportunity of observing their living manners

may be supposed to have been the best judges of their natural affi-

nities. In these extreme cases every naturalist takes that side of
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the question which is most consonant io his peculiar views, and

which best accords with the predominance of those characters on

which he chiefly depends for distinction between his groups.

Founding thus the line of demarcation between the VuUuridcB and

the Falconidce on the nakedness of the head and cheeks, M.
Vieillot has united all the birds of which I speak with the former

family : while M. Cuvier, on the other hand, has left them among

the latter, forming his decision chiefly on their general appearance

and habits. In the present state of the question I feel no hesita-

tion in agreeing with M. Cuvier, and in retaining these birds in

their original station, until at least more decided information than

we can as yet obtain of them, enables us to speak with more confi-

dence. We are furnished with an additional reason for this deci-

sion in the circumstance of these birds possessing this nakedness

about the head in the adult state only ; when young, their whole

head is covered with feathers.* This fact, which has been ascer-

tained to be the case at least in some species, evinces the gradual

manner in which nature deserts any particular character or mode

of formation. The birds before us thus pass without any abrupt-

ness into the Eagles^ the full characters of which they possess in

their earliest age. I shall adhere to the generick titles given to

them by M. Vieillot, who appears to have been the first to have

characterized them.

The group of the Falconidce that seems nearest to the Vultures

is the genus

Ibycter, Vieill.

which is distinguished by the nakedness of its cheeks, throat,

and crop. To this character M. Vieillot has added those of its

bill being convex above : \i% inferiour mandible notched near the

end, and somewhat pointed ; its cere smooth ; and its nails pointed,

The type of the genus is the F. aquilinus, Gmel., the Petit Aigle

* II est certain que dans les jeunes Caracaras noirs, comme dans las jeunes

du Chimachima, toute la tete est converte de plumes, et que le tour des yeux

est I'unique partie qui soit nue. La nudite de la tete augmente avec I'age.

Temm. Art. Falco alerrinms, PI. Col. 37.
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ffjlwengueof M. Buflfon.* I believe this species still stands sin-

gle in the genus.

Closely allied \X> Ibycter appears

Daptrius, Vieill.

founded upon a new species from Brazil, which the same authour

has denominated D. ater, and which he describes as differing from

the last only in the lower mandible being obtuse, insteadof pointed,

and the cere being covered with hairs instead of being smooth. He
particularizes also the orbits of the eyes only, and not the cheeks,

as being naked, together with the throat and crop. It has been

frequently objected to M. Vieillot's views of arrangement, that he

founds his genera upon very minute and unimportant points of dis-

tinction. Although strongly inclined to the admission of all such

genera as are founded upon ostensible characters, for reasons which

I have stated at large elsewhere+, especially in such groups as from

their extent require subdivision, I am nevertheless of opinion that

great caution should be observed in introducing genera, which em-

brace but one species ; such only being admissible as are decidedly

separated by important characters. One great object aimed at in

the subdivision of a numerous group is the relief which is afforded

the student in his search after species, by the number of those

belonging to each genus being lessened. But no such relief is

gained where only a single species is cut off from the original

group, the points of examination being still the same in number;

the examination of a new generick character being substituted for

that of the original specifick one. How far the two preceding genera

of M. Vieillot are sufficiently distinct from each other, or from the

remainder of the naked-cheeked Eagles it is not for mc to hazard

an opinion, without the opportunity of more accurate examination

of the birds than is at present within our power, and a more perfect

knowledge of them, than a mere description affords us. It would

appear however that one group, at least, that of Ihyctcr^ is suffi-

ciently distinguished from the other Falcoiudcu with the naked

cheeks, by the difference in its food and habits. The accounts

PI. Enl. 417. Gal. dos Ois. pi. 6.

+ Zool. .loiirnal, No. II. |i. IMO.
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which have reached Europe of its mild and gentle manners, and

vegetable food, have even induced some naturalists to refer it to

the Gallinaceous Birds. I have strong doubts indeed whether the

birds that compose this genus may not belong to quite a distinct

station from the present, and be referable to one of those groups

which I have elsewhere observed to be wanting among the Birds

of Prey, to perfect that chain of affinities which is to be found

complete in all the other Orders. It is impossible, however, at

present, to come to any decision on the subject ; while our mate-

rials for classification are so scanty, the most that is in our power

is to conjecture the place which more perfect information will

enable us to assign any group hereafter. For the present, we may

leave the genera before us in that situation between the Vid'

turidcB and FalconidWj which they have hitherto been generally

supposed to fill.

The remaining species of the Eagles, with naked cheeks, have

been included under the title of

PoLYBORUS, Vieill.

which ag-rees with the latter of the two preceding genera in the

cere being covered with hairs, and the under mandible obtuse :

but difi"ers from both, according to M. Vieillot, in the same man-

dible being entire, the face alone naked, the culmen of the bill

compressed instead of convex, and the nails nearly blunt. The

type of the genus is the F. Brazillensis of Linnaeus, the Caracara

of M. Buffou. F. Novw Zwlandice, Lath, also belongs to this

genus, to which M. Temminckhas also referred jF. degener, 111.

We pass from the Eagles that form the foregoing groups, under

the guidance of M. Cuvier, to the Fishing Eagles of the old Con-

tinent ; the first of which that we may particularize is the genus

Pandion, Sav.

This group presents us with a decidedly characteristick dilFerence

from all the other species of the family, except those of Elanus,

which I shall mention hereafter, in the internal part of the nails

being rounded instead of grooved. The culmen of the bill is

also more broad than usual, and much rounded. The toes are
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entirely separated ; and the tarsi are covered with strong, promi-

nent, and thickly reticulated scales.* The well-known Osprey of

our coasts, JP. haliceetus, Linn., is the type of the genus to which

the valuable researches of Dr. Horsfield, in Java, have added a

second species, P. IchthyceetusA In this species, however, which

agrees with Pandion in the more essential characters, we find a

strong approximation to the following genus Haliceetus. Its bill

is more compressed than that of Pandion, its acrotarsia are scu-

tellated, and the fourth quill feather, as in Haliceetus, is the long-

est. It thus stands osculant between the two groups.

The last group of the Fishing Eagles is comprised in the

genus

Haliceetus, Sav.

which differs from Pandion in the structure of the nails, and the

more compressed culmen of the bill. The tarsi also differ in

having the acro<ar«a scutellated ; they are also feathered half-way

below the knee. The toes, like those of the last are entirely se-

parated, and the outward versatile. Our common Sea Eagle, F.

leucocephulus, Linn., affords the type of the genus, to which M.
Cuvier has added F. Pondicerianus, Gmel. F. blagrus, F. vocifer,

and F.vulturinus of M. Daudin. Some species lately described,

• The scales that cover the acrotarsium will be found to form a very clistin-

guishing character among the FalconideB. In some groups the acrotarsia are

Mculellated, or covered with transverse and nearly quadrate scales, each of which
extends entirely across them. In others they are reticulated or covered with

gmaller scales, chiefly hexagonal, that run into each other in a kind of network,

leaving two or more on a line in front. I take this opportunity of stating that

in the present sketch I pass overmany other characters of some importance,that

may be referred to in illustrating these groups, such as the structure of the acro-

podium, pelma, acrodactj/lum, hypodactylum., &c. with many others. The diffi-

culty of procuring subjects for examination, and in sufficiently good condition

to enable me to judge of these minuter characters, prevents me at present from

referring to them at all, when I can not refer with precision. I hope the future

observation of naturalists who have the opportunity of accurate examination,

may be directed to thcc and similar charactcristick marks of distinction. They
will be found, I make no doubt, of singular service in illustrating the groups of

Ornitiiology.

f HoRtr. Linn. Transactions, xiii.

Vol. I. y
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which I shall particularize hereafter, are also to be united to this

group.

Upon leaving the Fishing Eagles, and entering upon those

which feed upon land, we meet with

CiRC^ETUs, Vieill.

a genus founded upon the well-known Jean le blanc of the

European Continent, F. brachydactyliis, Linn. Here we find the

exteriour toe united to the middle by a short membrane, which is

the case indeed in the greater portion of the family, while in the

two latter genera the toes are all divided to the origin. The toes

themselves also are considerably shorter than in general. The

acrotarsia are reticulated, and the nares suboval and elongated.

Proceeding in the order of affinity, we approach the trne

Aquila, Auct.

in which the predominant mark of distinction is the tarsi being

feathered to the toes. The culinen of the bill appears also to differ

from that of the other Eagles in being more angular. The species

A. heliaca,* Sar. F.chryswelos, Linn., F. nievius, Linn., F. belli-

cosus, Daud, with some others lately made known to us, belong to

the group, which contains the most powerful birds in the family.

We now leave the Eagles, which are distinguished by their

long wings, and enter upon the groups of the same siirps, which

differ from them in the shortness of those members. Of these the

most nearly allied to the true Aquila appears to be the

IIarpyia, Cuv.

which equals that genus in size and powers of body. Its tarsi are

* M. Savigny appears to be the first who separated this species from the

Golden Eagle, and at the same time characterized and named it as above. ,1

really see no reason why his name should be removed to make way for that of

imperialis, which M. Temminck has proposed for it. Neither can I see tlie pro-

priety of giving np the old established title of c/ir^s<E£<(;*, for the well-known

Golden Eagle, in order to adopt the modern denomination of regalis, which the

same distinguii-hed naturalist would affix to it. Where an objection lies to

an established name, it may be expedient to alter it; but in the present cases,

any change seems to me likely to produce confusion,without any assignable mo-

tive.
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strong, thick, partly plumed, with scutellated acroiarsia. The

nares are elongated, apparently similunar, and placed transversely

on the cere. The upper mandible seems to have a notch some-

what analogous to that of the true Falcons. Its type is the F.

imperialis * of Dr. Shaw.

The genus
MoRPHNUS, Cuv.

differs from the latter in its more slender, lengthened and scu-

tellated tai'si^ and the comparative weakness of its toes. It is

separated into two sections as the tarsi are plumed or otherwise :

among the former M. Cuvier arranges F. occipitalis, Daud. J''.

ornatus, Daud. F. albescens, Daud. F. maculosa, Vieill. ;
among

the latter F. Guianensis. Daud., and F- uribitingu, Linn. M.

Vieillot's genus Spizuetus corresponds with this group.

M. Cuvier has separated another group from the rest of the

short zcinged Eagles under the generick name of

Cymindis, Cuv.

which is distinguished by their short, half plumed, and reticu-

lated tarsi, and more particularly by their nostrils being nearly

closed, and bearing the appearance of a narrow slit, or channel.

Its type is the F. Caycnnensis^ Gmel. to which M. Temminck

has lately added jF. hamatus, 111., and F. uncinatus, Temm.

* Much confusion has arisen as to the synonyms of this bird, and even as to

the characters of the genus. M. Cuvier says that tlie tarsi are reticulated,

and M. Vieillot that the nares are round. Neither of these characters agree

with those of the " aigle destructeur de Daudin" to which bird both of these

gentlemen refer as their type. The short description above is drawn from the

figures of i^". rfej<ruc<or given by M. Temmiuck in his " Planches Colories,"

[pi. 14.] and by Mr. Swainson in his " Zoology of Mexico." All these diffi-

culties however will be shortly cleared away by the description of the bird

from a living specimen, which has been for some time in fine condition in the

gardens of the Horticultural Society. I have been favoured with a sight of

this bird by the kindness of my friend Mr. Sabine ; but I am restricted from

making any reference to it, that might amend the above imperfect description,

in consequence of that gentleman having informed me that he is about to

describe the bird himself. I rejoice that it has got into such good hands, and

from the excellent opportunity that occurs of observing its manners and essen-

tial characters', I anticipate much interesting and scientifick intelligence on one

of the most important points in the economy of the Fulconida:.

y 2
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It is among these short winged Eagles that the greatest diffi-

culty prevails in deciding on their immediate affinities. Being for

the most part extra-European, and not within the reach of general

examination, their manners also being but little noted, and the

characters on which we depend for forming our decision respect-

ing their affinities being for the most part passed over in the

descriptions given of them, it is only by conjecture that we can

assign them a place in the general arrangement. Of this nature is

the genus
AsTUUiNA, Vieill.

which seems by its short wings, and bill straight at the base, to

belong to the groups now before us ; and to owe its generick

name and distinction chielly to the form of its nares, which ac-

cording to M. Vieiilot, are lunulated. Its tarsi also are short and

somewhat slender. It contains A. cinerea, Vieill. a species from

Guiana.

The same difficulty extends to several other described species

of the Falconkhe, which appear to me to belong to the group

before us of short wnged Eagles^ although they have been assign-

ed a diiferent locality by the authours who have described them.

Among these is the F. Bacha, Daud. [Le Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pi.

15.] which has been generally ranked with the Buzzards. Its

short wings and lengthened bill however seem rather to bring it

among the present group of the Eagles^ and its habits as described

to me by my friend Dr. Horsfiekl, who had an opportunity of

closely observing them in the Island of Java, where the birds are

by no means uncommon, do not in any respect correspond with

those of the Buzzard trilie. I would place it, together with F.

albidus, Cuv. [PI. Col. 19.] near those species of the genus Cy-

mindis which are distinguished by the reticulated acrotarsia, if not

in that genus itself. I have indeed some doubts whether most of

the short winged Fulconidce at present placed among the Buz

zards, such as F. busotty Daud., jF. tachiro, Daud., F. pcecilo-

notuSy Cuv. &c. may not be more properly removed to a situation

between the short winged Eagles and the Hawks, with both of

which they seem to have a considerable affinity.

There is another group which also appears allied to the present,
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distinguished by a rather feeble and elongated bill, short wings,

and slender, lengthened iarsi, feathered to the toes. It includes

the F. Liinnceettts, Horsf. [Zool. Res. No. 6. Pi. Col. 134.] F.

niveus, Temm. [Pi. Col. 127.] and F. atrkapillus, Cuv. [PI. Col.

79. j These appear to be strongly allied, if not to appertain, to

the before mentioned genus Morphnus. F. tyrannus, Pr. Max.

[PI. Col, 73.] bears a strong similitude also to the same group,

though partially differing in external characters. But on these

and similar affinities I do not wish at present to dwell, until a

more general examination of the birds themselves, brought to-

gether and accurately compared with each other, and a more in-

timate acquaintance with their habits, aifords more solid grounds

than mere conjecture for forming a decision.

§. 2. Stirps Accipilrina. Hawks.

The short wings of the last groups lead us to the present

division of Ilazcks, all of whom, a considerably extensive tribe,

are characterized by their wings extending no further than two

thirds of the extent of their tail. The fourth quill feather is the

longest, the first, second, and third, gradually exceeding each

other in length. In this division we may observe that the upper

mandible, though not furnished with distinct teeth like the true

Falcons^ has the festoon or prominence, that generally supplies its

place, more strong and angular than is usual among these tribes.

In some of the Accipilres this is particularly distinguishable.*

The stirps we have just quitted, includes all the birds of the

present family, in which the beak is straight at the base, and

hooked only at the apex. We now enter upon the first of those

groups where the bill is curved from the base, a character that

extends through the remainder of the Falconidw . It may be

observed that this character which thus separates the family into

two departments, was equally noticed as a mark of distinction

• M. Temminck perhaps goes too far in calling this festoon " line dent tres

marfiufie." It ix suSiciently strongly marked however to show an ufiinity to

the typical groii|) of ilic I'amily.
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between the species known to the ancients. Pliny apparently

referring to it as a line of demarcation between them, divides the

group into his two departments of Aquilce and Accipitres. It is

from adopting the same views respecting the family, that M. Bris-

son instituted his two leading divisions, to which he assigned cor-

responding denominations.

The Hawks being a numerous group, it seems adviseable to

adopt such divisions in arranging them, as will lessen the number

of species in each. They have generally been included in one

genus, to which a variety of names has been given.* But a suffi-

ciently characteristick diiference may be discerned in the compa-

rative elevation of their tarsi^ and in the structure of the acro-

tarsia. Three divisions, which have been pointed out by M.

Cuvier, may in this manner be instituted. The first of these,

D^DALioN, Sav.

may be distinguished from the others by its tarsi^ strong and of

moderate length, being covered with reticulated scales. Of this

genus the American species F. cachinnans, Linn, and J^. wje-

lanops, Lath, form the type, according to M. Cuvier. M. Savigny

has conferred the title of Dwdalion upon the whole of this stirps^

and his name, which cannot be retained for the whole, may be

adopted for the present division of it.

The second division of the present stirps is the genus

AsTUR, Bechst.

a title which has been applied to the whole group, but Avhich

may be confined to those whose tarsi^ moderate in length, have

their acro/arjza scutellated, or covered with broad and even scales.

Our European species, F. palumbarius, Linn, may be considered

the type of this genus ; to which may be added F. Novce Hol-

landite, Ijath., and a considerable number of corresponding species

from every quarter of the globe.

The third genus of the Hawks includes those whose tarsi are

considerably elevated, slender, and like the last scutellated. The

scales are thin and smooth, and generally so imperceptibly united

* It has been called Astur, Decdation, Sparvius. &c.
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to each other as to give the appearance of but one continued

covering to the acrotarsiuin. To these I would restore the old

title by which they were so long distinguished of

AcciPJTER, Auct.

and which having been adopted by Ray and Brisson, appears to

have a prior right in designating the group to the names bestowed

on it by modern naturalists. It corresponds with the genus Nisus

of M. Cuvier. Our common Sparrow hawk, Accipiter fringil-

larius* of Ray, is the type of the genus, to which may be added

many corresponding species, which do not seem to have any limits

to their geographical distribution.

There are some species which seem to be allied to this stirps

and to be intermediate between it, and the succeeding stirps of

Falcons, which, from some peculiarities of character, cannot well

be appended to any established genus. They possess a shortness

of wing which would incline us to refer them to some of the present

groups : but their upper mandible strongly and doubly dentated,

presents a character that will not admit of their being included

in any of the foregoing genera in which the mandibles are entire,

or where the place of the tooth is supplied by a rounded pro-

minence. These species I should have wished if possible to have

arranged in one genus ; but they are found to ditFer in essential

points, which bring them respectively within the pale of the two

conterminous sliq>cs now under consideration. And although I

do not in general wish to encrease the number of genera belong-

ing to the present family, until we have attained a more extensive

and accurate knowledge of the species, I feel obliged for the sake

of perspicuity to adopt the following genus, of which the type is

the i'\ bidenlalus, Lath.

IIarpagus.

The essential characteristick of this group is the double tooth

on both the upper and lower mandible. The wings, which cor-

respond with those of the other Hawks, in being one third shorter

• I know not why tliis term should have been altered into that of Nisus:

the bird into wliicli tlio fathiT of Scylla was clianged was certainly a fishing

Eagle. Sec I'e.v.na.nt, Bril. Zool. Vol. J. j). 208. Ed. bvo. OviD. Met. Lib. 8.
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than the tail, have the third and fourth quill feathers, which are

the longest, of equal length. The tarsi are of moderate length

and strength, and have the acrotarsia scutellated as in the latter

groups of the present siirps. The nares are of a semicircular

form, and the cere is naked. The F. Diodon of M. Temminck is

to be referred to this genus.

%. 3. Stirps Falconina. Falcons.

Closely allied to the preceding genus by the double tooth on its

upper mandible, and its short wings, is another group for which

I shall propose the name of

Ieuax,*

a common term applied to many of the Falconidwy and which has

recently been conferred on the genus Acdpiter, but certainly

without attention to the original designation of that group. Who-

ever has seen that beautiful species, the smallest of its race, F.

ccerulescens, Linn., now rendered familiar to us by the accurate

and splendid illustrations of Dr. Horsfield, will at once acknow-

ledge its separation from every other established genus of the

family. Its upper mandible is strongly and sharply bidentated,

as in Harpagus, but the under mandible is simply notched, as in

the true Falcons. Its wings, shorter than the tail, differ also

from those of Harpagus, in having the second quill feather the

longest, thus again establishing the affinity of the genus to the

Falcons. The tarsi are moderate, and the acrotarsia scutellated

as in the latter groups of the Hawks. From its thus possessing

* My friend Dr. Leach has adopted this term for the group to which I

would restore tlie name of Accipiter, and has named the A. fringillarius in the

Collection of British Birds belonging to the British Museum accordingly, 1

should certainly subscribe to his views in this instance, were I not satisfied

tliat the term Accipiter had been already attached to that group, and that

uf»^ had been applied by Aristotle not only to our Sparrow Hawk, but to

the greater part of the short billed Falconid/E. Aristotle in fact appears to

have divided the family into the three grand divisions of oaroi^ iipccxsf)

and /XT/yo<, of which he also specifies the subdivisions. The ispaxcs comprise

all our Falconidae which belong to the stirpes of Haieks, Falcons, and

Pnzzards.
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characters in common with both stirpes., it is difficult to say to

which we should refer it. But I prefer placing it in its present

situation on account of the length of the second quill feather, a

peculiarity which distinguishes the true Falcons^ and gives a strik-

ing character to their flight. Placed however at the extremity of

the division, it preserves its affinity with those that went before.

The greater portion of the present siirps is included under the

genus

Falco, Auct.

which comprises the typical species of the family. The upper man-

dible of this group is armed with a strong angular tooth; the

lower is notched near the extremity. The nares are rounded.

The wings are for the most part as long as the tail, the second

quill feathers being invariably the longest. The first and second

quill feathers are also distinguished by an abrupt emargination on

the inner web, near the extremity. In some species, as in F.pere-

grinus, the emargination of tiie second quill feather is not so

abrupt as in others. But in all the species of the true Falcons

that have come under my examination, this emargination of the first

quill feather at least is strongly apparent. The tarsi are moderate

in length and strength, and have the acrotarsia reticulated. Our

European species, F. peregrinus, Linn. F, subbuteo, Linn. jP.

asalon, Linn. F. rufipes, Bechst. are readily distinguished as be-

longing to this typical genus. Some species belonging to the

group have the wings somewhat shorter than the tail, which in con-

junction with lerax thus evince a gradual series of affinity be-

tween the short and long winged tribes. Among these we may
distinguish F. tinnuncultts, Linn. F. ruj)icolus, Daud. * with

some corresponding species.

M. Cuvier has separated the F. Islandicus, Lath., from the rest

of the true Falcons, under the generick title of Ilierojalco, which

• Tliere Hccm to he no limits aflixed to the geographical distiihutioii of the

true Falcons. This indeed appears generally the case in the larger groups of

thiH family. The naked cheeked Falconida: alone seem to be confined to the

Houthcrii partK of the New World, and loy/i/v/raiaiin, if we are to refer V.NovtB

Za-lanilia: of Dr. Latham to the genus Pulyborus according to M. Temminck's

opinion. But the remaining groups appear to be dispersed in every divisiou

uf the gUdii-.
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he characterizes as possessing no tooth on the upper mandible, but

a rounded prominence in the centre, and in which he observes

that the wings considerably fall short of the tail in length. With

all due respect to the authority of that distinguished naturalist,

whose exertions have so much enhanced the value of science, I

cannot acquiesce in his opinion respecting the characters of this

bird. I have examples at this moment before me of the Jerfalcon

in its diiferent stages of growth, and in none do I perceive any

material difference between its bill and that of the true Falcons.

Although anxious for the establishment of every such division, as

may simplify the arrangement of extensive groups, I feel adverse

to the admission of one, which seems to possess no distinguishing

character, but what is purely specifick.*

§. 4. Stirps Buteonina. Buzzards.

The fourth division of the Fcdconidce^ or that of the Buzzards^

agrees with the latter in the length of the wings, and the bill being

bent from the base. It is distinguished from it by a weaker and

somewhat more elongated bill, by the third or fourth quill feather

being the longest, and more particularly by the absence of a tooth

on the upper mandible. A gradation of affinities seems however,

* I feel much hesitation in advancing the above opinion, not merely on

account of the known accuracy of the distinguished naturalist who has sepa-

rated the group, but on account of some facts that have lately come to my

knowledge. In the Briti'-h Museum is a specimen of the F. Islandicus, in

which the upper mandible accords exactly with M. Cuvier's description ;

—

" il n'a qu'un feston comme celui des ignobles." In several lately arrived

specimens however from the Arciick regions in the same collection, the tooth is

found. We may observe that in the " Planches Enluminees," one of the figures

to which M. Cuvier refers [pi. 210] is, as he describes, without a tooth: the

acrotarsia also are scutellated, which is not the case in our Jerfalcon. The

second figure to which he refers [pi. 440] has the rudiments only of tlie tooth

with the legs feathered to the toes; the third [pi. 462] has the tooth distinctly

marked. Is it possible that there are two species? This is a point which

requires elucidation. I cannot think that the character itself is variable, or

that M. Cuvier would have adopted one which must have been known to him

as such, even from the plates. In no specimen of a true Falcon have I seen

the slightest alteration in the structure of the tooth except by accident.
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as usual, to soften dowa these differences, and we perceive ia the

mandibles of the genus
IcTiNiA, Vieill.

an approximation to the teeth of the Falcons, This genus is founded

upon the Milan Cresserelle of M. Vieillot, and exhibits a strong

and short bill, the upper mandible of which is somewhat angularly-

festooned, and the under distinctly notched. The nares are rounded

as in the Falcons ; the tarsi are rather short, and feathered below

the knees, and the acrotursia scutellated. The wings are of con-

siderable length, extending far beyond the tail, a character which

has induced M. Vieillot and others to place this bird near the

Kites. Its strong affinity, however, to the last Stirps, of which it

possesses so many of the characteristicks, inclines me to assign it its

present situation. In manners it seems also to approach the Fal-

cons. If we consider the Missisippi Kite of Mr. Wilson* to

belong to the present group of M. Vieillot, of which I have little

doubt, we must attribute to the bird before us, judging from the in-

teresting description in the American Ornithology, much of those

spirited and generous qualities which we admire in the typical

groups of the family.

+

The genus

Circus, Auct.

exhibits still a slight approximation to the last groups in the struc-

• Amer. Orn. pi. 25. f. 3.

+ M. Temminck, in speaking of the Ilarpagus bidentatus [pi. col. 38.] ob-

serves, that the apparent anomaly of the double tooth is not confined to that

species, but is found in some undescribed Buzzards, and more particularly in

a new species allied to Pcrnis. These birds will most probably come into

the present situation, and encrease the number of those groups which, with

Jctinia, form the intervening bond of union between the true Falcons and the

Buzzards. He also mentions some birds that he is about to describe, with the

bill and wings of the JIawks, but with some other strong characters of the

Fakons. These again will add to the number of those intervening groups that

have been already seen to connect those two stirpes. M. Temminck subjoins

to these remarks, " les feseurs de genres nouveaux, trouvent ici dcs enlraves

contraires a leurs vues strictement metliodifiues." I cannot think so. Every

discovery of these singular udinitieH rather evinces the necessity of the subdi-

visions that are every day taking place. Indeed the valuable observations of

that distinguished naturalist himself afford us the strongest proof of the just-

ness of the modern views, nguinst which he so expressly nets his face.
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ture of the upper mandible, which has a rounded protuberance to-

wards the middle similar to that of the Hazsks. They are distin-

guished from the rest of the CM:;;ar(/5 by their elevated and slender

tarsi, which are covered with feathers for some space below the

knee, and of which the acrotarsia are scutellated. The nares are

suboval, and transverse on the cere. And the third quill feathers

are the longest. It includes the European species, F. wruginosuSj

Aldrov. and F. pt/gargus, Linn, to which may be added F. acoli,

Daud. F. fiielanoleiicos, Daud. together with some newly described

species.

The present stirps of Buzzards is that which of all theFalconidce

approaches nearest to the family of the Strigidce. In their dull and

slothful habits, their heavy flight, and indeed their whole appear-

ance, these contiguous groups evince a general resemblance that in-

dicates a corresponding inferiority in those qualities which belong

to the Birds of Prey. The soft and loose texture of the plumage

of both presents a similar affinity. The genus immediately before

us furnishes us with a still further, and more intimate, point of re-

semblance. The feathers that cover the cheeks and ears form a

sort of rounded collar that rises on each side of the face ; thus exhi-

biting a conformity to the disk or circular erection of the face fea-

thers so conspicuous in the Owls.

From the Buzzards properly so called a group has been separated

under the denomination of

Pernis, Cuv.

which is distinguished by the singular character of the lorum, that

surrounds the eye, being covered with feathers, instead of being

naked as in the other Falconidw, or furnished only with hairs. In

other respects also, the genus differs from that of Buteo which fol-

lows. Its acrotarsia are reticulated, and like Circus^ it has the

third quill feather the longest. The nares are similar to those of

Buteo. Our Honey Buzzard, F. ajnvorus, Linn., and a corres-

ponding species from Java, F. piilorj^nchus, Temm., form the

typical species of this genus.

The true Buzzards known by their comparatively feeble bill,

their short tarsi, and scutellated acrotarsia, are comprised in the

genus
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BuTEo, Auct.

Their nares are round, and their fourth quill feather the longest.

Their tarsi are either plumed to the toes or half way covered with

feathers. Of those whose tarsi are completely feathered, the

booted Falcon of our cabinets, F. lagopus, Linn, presents the type;

to which F. desertorum, Daud. appears also to appertain : of

those birds whose tarsi are but half plumed,' our common Buz-

zard, B. vulgaris, Auct., F. buteo, Linn, affords a familiar exam-

ple. The genus is very numerous in species, and the form is very

generally to be observed over the globe.

§. 5. Stirps Mihina. Kites.

We have now arrived at the last division of the family, which is

nearly allied to that immediately preceding in habits and general

conformation; but which exhibits a sufficiently characteristick dif-

ference in the length of the wings, and the forked structure of the

tail. These characters, as I have before observed, separate the

Kites from ail the other Raptorial Birds by the peculiar power

and gracefulness which they confer upon their flight. They are

divided into two genera, as follows.

The first, the genus

Elanus, Sav.

is known by its long wings, of which the second quill feather is

the longest, its half-plumed and reticulated tarsi, its toes entirely

separated, its cere covered,' and its nails large and pointed. The
latter also, with the exception of the middle nail, are rounded

underneath, as in the genus Pandion. F. melanopterus, Daud.
forms the type, to which we may add F. furcatus, Linn., and F.

Riocourii, Vieill. In these last species, however, the tail is con-

siderably more forked than in the former, and the ungues do not

exhibit the singular roundness underneath, discoverable in E.

melanopterus,* The genus may thus be separated for the present

into two sections.

• I infer thin circumstance from tlic silence of M.M. Wilson and Tcmminck
on the subject, who would certainly have pointed out so striking a cjiarac-

ter, if it existed in the bird. A specimen of E. Hiocourii, in the British Mu-
Heum, does not appear to possess the character, but the ungues are so muti-

lated that nothing decisive can be delcriuined respecting them.
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The true

MiLvus, Auct.

is distinguished from the last genus by the fourth quill feather

being the longest, by the acrotarsia being scutellated, and the

exteriour toe united to the middle by a membraue. It contains

the European species, M. iciijiits, Sav. (F. MUvus, Linn.) and

F, ater, Linn. Although the species of this genus are noted for a

feeble bill, it may be observed that it is not so much bent at the

base, as in the typical species of the family, but exhibits somewhat

of the length and straightness that characterize the bill of the

Eagles. Some of the extremes of these last birds are found to

approach the present s//rp5 also inform and organization. The

whole of those which in South America are known under the name

of Caracara, from their singular cry, and which are included in the

earliest genera of this arrangement, present a bill much weaker

than that of the typical Eagles, and nearly meeting the bill of the

Kites. We find indeed that the type of the genus Polyborus was

described by Ray as Milvus Braziliensis^* and with similar deno-

minations by others of the earlier writers : nor has the affinity been

less noticed by our later naturalists. +1 do not, however, feel suffi-

ciently satisfied with respect to the immediate affinities by which

these two stirpes are connected. We know too little of the birds

that form the extreme groups of the Eagles to speak of them with

• Milvus Braziliensis, Caracara dictus. Ray. Syn. Method. Av. p. 17. M.

Brisson calls this bird Circus Braziliensis.

+ M. Temminck has pointed out this affinity of the Caracaras to the Kites,

as *vell as that which they exhibit to the Vultures; at the same time stating

the difficulty which these double affinities impose upon him. " II se presente

quelques difficultes dans cet arrangement : elles naissant des formes exteri-

eures de ces Caracaras, qui les associent aux Milans et aux Buses, ainsi que

du choix decide que certaines especes montrent sur les charognes ; ce qui les

lapprocherait des Vautours et des Cathartes, s'ils n'etaient en meme temps en-

lomophages, et reptilivores." Temm. Art. Falco aterrimus, PI. Col. 37. We
have already seen how these groups preserve their affinities at once to the Vul-

tures, the Eagles, and the Kites. It is one of tlie greatest beauties of that cir-

cular disposition which is so generally observe.! to prevail throughout nature,

that it removes those difficulties that stand in the way of the naturalist, and

explains those apparent anomalies, that would otherwise tend to interrupt his

progress.
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any pretensions to precision ; and at present I shall content my-

self with referring only to the general approximation that appears

to exist between them. At a future day I hope to be able to say

something more decisive.

For the clearer explanation of the mode in which the foregoing

groups appear to be distributed, I shall draw out the following

tabular arrangement, which exhibits at one view their leading cha-

racters. In this table I particularize those peculiarities only

which chiefly serve to distinguish them from each other, without

entering into their minuter characters. These indeed are difficult

to be laid hold of, while we have so few subjects for examination,

and are obliged to rely so much upon the figures and descriptions

of others. The characters, it is also to be observed, are those of

the most typical of each group.

Fain. Falconid^.* Leach.

Caput plumosum. Rostrum forte, aduncum, basi cerigerum.

Nares laterales, in ceromate positae, plus aut minus rotundatae,

apertae. Digiti extern praecipue mediis connexi. Ungues validi,

acutissimi, maxime incurvi, retractiies.t

• The British species are distinguished in the following table by Italicks.

+ The retractile power of the nails consists in the capability of elevating

them at pleasure, (not of withdrawing them entirely within the skin as in some

of the analogous Carnivora) by which means they avoid all contact with the

ground or other substances which might destroy the sharpness so necessary to

them in seizing their prey ;
" c'est a dire," says M. Savigny, " pouvant se

replier spontanement sur les penultimes phalanges." The analogical charac-

ter thus existing between different departments of the animal world has afforded

one of those beautiful illustrations, with which an accurate observation of na-

ture furnishes, at times, the philosopher, in his delineations of other branches

of science. The following adaptation of these external qualities of animals to

the powers oftlu; mind is sin;;iilarly apprnpriate, and ronclusivo. Clsilcf yxf
01 ociToi xMi 01 Xfoyrts tv ru •nipt'nuTiiv susTpipovsiv tisui ras ovvyas, 'ivx /xij

T»y aKfMiy avruv nxt Tijv oi,vr-nrx xxrxrfi^usiv, iru ro woAow/Jay/iAoy t«
(piXojJM^US XX.IJI.1ilV Tlyx XXI ^OlJ.UIJl.X ilO/All^OVTtS fXE'", /^*1 JCaTfltvaAlfXW/XEy,

^»S' xttxijfi\vvuiJ.t)i tvrois y^iifisrois. I'i.utarcii. dc Curiosato. Oijci-n,
Vol. 8. p. 67. lid. Keiskc.
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§. 1. Stirps uiquilina.

Rostrum
longum
ad api-

cem so-

lum ad-

uncum.
Remex
4tusprae-

cipue
longissi-

mus.

*Alffi,

lonarEB.

Rostrum superne convex-
um. Mandibula inferior ad
apicem emarginata, sub-

acuta. Ceroma nudum. Ma-
lee, Gula, Jugidum, implu-

mes. Ungues acuti.

Ib'sCTER .—Vieill

.

Rostrum superne convex-
um. Mandibula inlerior

subtus angulosa, ad apicem
emarginata, obtusa, Cero- Daptrius.—Vieill.

?na pilisaspersum. Orbitce,

Gula, Jugulum implumes.
Ungues acuti.

PoLYBORus.-Vieill. <

Pandion.—Sav.

Rostrum superne com-
pressum. Mandibula infe-

rior Integra, obtusa. Cero-

ma hispidum, grande. Ma-
la, et gula implumes.
Jugulum lanosum.

Rostrum superne rotun-

datum. Ceroma hispidum.
JVares lunulatae, ad margi-
nem superiorem membra-
naceaa. Tarsi nudi. Acro-
tarsia rigide squamosa, re-

ticulata. Digiti liberi, ex-
ternus versatilis. Ungues
asquales, snbtus rolundati.

Remex 2dus longissimus.

Rostrum superne convex-
um. Nares lunulat8e,trans-

versae. Ceroma subhispi-

dum. Tarsi semiplumati. Halijeetus.—Sav.
^croiarsia scutellata. Digiti

liberi, externus versatilis.

Ungues inequales.

Rostrum superne convex-
um. Nares lunulatiE. Ce-

roma subhispidum. Tarsi

elongati nudi. Acrotarsia
reticulata. Digiti breves

:

externus cum medio ad ba-
sin connexus. Ungues bre-

ves subsequales.

'aquilinus. Gmel. PI.

Enl.417. Nat. Mis.
pi. 485. Gal. des

Ois. pi. 16.

'ater Vieill. PI. Col.

\ 37. Gal. des Ois.
' pi. 5.

Braziliensis. Ray.
Gal. des Ois pi. 17.

degener. ///.

NoviE Zselandiae.

Lath. Syn. p. pi .4.

col. 192.JUV. 224.

ChaliiBetus. Auct. PI.

Enl. 414. Wils.

Americanus. Vieill.

<i Gal.desOis.pl.il.
Wils. Am. Orn. p.

37. f. 1.

^Ichthyaeetus. Ilorsf.

leucocephalus. Linn.

PI. Enl. 411. iuv.

112. 415. Wils.

Am. Orn. pi. 36.

Pondicerianus. Lath.
PI. Enl. 416.

blagrus. Daud. Le
• Ois. d'Afr.

Daud. Le
Ois. d'Afr.

CiRC^ETCS.-Vieilt.

Vaill

pi. 5.

<( vocifer.

Vaill

pi. 4.

vulturinus. Baud. Le
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr.

pi. 6.

macei. Cuv. PI. Col.

8.JUV. 223.

leucogaster. Lath.

I PI. Col. 49.

'brachydactylus.^urf.
' PI. Enl. 413.

Jcinereus. Vieill. Gal.

des Ois. pi. 11.
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Stirps Aquilina continued.

Rostrum superne suban-

pulare. Nares rotundatee.

Ceroma subhispidum. Tarsi

_ usque ad digitos plumati.

f Rostrum superne convex-

um. Mandibula superior

subdentata. Nares semilu-

nares transversaj. Tarsi

elongati, fortissimi, ad ba-

sin plumati. Acrotarsia

scutellata. Ungues longi,

fortissimi, acuti.

Rostrum superne convex-

um. Nares elliptic!. Tarsi

elevati, subgraciles. Acro-

tarsia scutellata. Digiti

subbreves. Ungues acuti.

••Alse .

breves ^

' heliaca. Sav. Ois'

d'Egypte,pl.l2.Pl.
Col. 151. juv. 152.

chrysieeta. Linn. PI.

Enl. 409. fem. 410.
naevia. Linn.
bellicosa. Davd. Le

Aqcila.—Auct. <! Vaill. Ois. d'Afr.

pl.l.

fucosa. Cuv. PI. Col.

32.

pennata. Lath. PI.

Col. 33.

Malaiensis. Reinvi,

PI. Col. 117.L

Harptia.—Cuv.
Hmperialis.

} 14.

PI. Col.

MORPHNUS. Cuv. Daud. Le
Ois. d'Afr.

Rostrum superne convex-

urn. Nares subclausi, ri-

mseformes. Tarsi breve»,

semipalmati.

Rostrum superne convex-

urn. Nares lunulata. Tarsi

breves subgracile*. Ungues

longi, acutisuimi.

Ctmindii.—Cuv. <

* tarsis nudis.

Guianensis. Daud.
urubitinga. Linn.

PI. Col. 55.
** tarsis plumatis.

occipitalis. Daud. he
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr.

pi. 2.

^ ornatus.

Vaill.

pi. 26.

albescens. Daud. Le
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr,

pi. 3.

maculosa. Vieill. Ois.

d'Amer. Sept. 3.

bis.

C
* acrotarsiis scutel-

latis.

hamatus. III. PI.

Col. 61. juv. 231.
•* acrotarsiis reli-

culatis.

Cayennensis. Gmel.
PI. Enl. 473. PI.

Col. 270.

uncinatus. PI. Co..

103. fem. 104. juv.

115.

coronatus. Azara.
PI. Col. 235

A -.r- !! (cinerea. Vieill. Gal.
A.TCR1NA.-Vie.ll.

I
^^^ Qi^ p,_ 20

V«r.. I.
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§. 2. Sttrps Accipitrina.

Rostrum breve. Tarsi medi-

ocrea. Acrotarsia reticulata.
D^DAUON.

Rostrum breve. Nares iub-

ovales. Tarsi mediocre*. Aero- AsTUR.—Aiict.

tarsia scutellata.

Rostrum
breve a ba-

ciaduncum
Alee breves. )
Remex 4tus

longissi-

mus.

Rostrum breve. Nares subo-

vales. Tarsi elongati, glabri.

Acrotarsia scutellata, sutura vix

decerneuda.

<

ACCIPITER.—Auct. <

Rostrum breve. Mandibulce,

superior fortiter bidentata, in-

ferior bis emarginata. Tarsi

mediocres. Acrotarsia scutella-

ta. iJemi^es 3tius et4tuston^w-

^simi, aequales.

Harpagds.

'melanops. Lath, Ind.

Orn. 1. 37.

tcachinnans. Linn. Gal.

des. Ois. pi. 19.

(palumharius, Linn. Pi.

Enl. 418.

Novee HoUandiae.

Lath. White's Voy.
hemidactylus. Temm,

PI. Col. 3.

gracilis. Temm. PI.

Col. 91.

nitidus. Lath. PI. Col.

87. juv. 294.

xanthocorax. Temm.
PI. Col. 92.

brachvpterus. Temm.
Pl.Col.l41.juv.ll6.

magnirostris. Gmel.

PI. Enl. 460. juv.

PI. Col. 86.

radiatus. Lath. Syn.
sup. pi. 121. PI. Col.

123.

poliogaster. Naiterer.

Pi. Col. 264. juv.

L 293.

'

fringillarius. Ray. PI.

Enl. 412. 467.

torquatus. Cuv. Pi.

Col. 43. juv. 93.

velox. fVils. Am. Orn.

pi. 45. f. 1.

Pensylvanicus. Wils.

Am. Orn. pi. 46. f.

l.juv. PI. Col. 67.

virgatus. Reinw. PI.

Col. 109.

pileatus. Pr. Max. PI.

Col. 205.

soloensis. Horsf. PI.

Col. 129. juv. 110.

rausicus. Daud. Le
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pi.

27.

gabar. Daud. LeVaill.

Ois. d'Afr. 33. PI.

Col. 122. juv. 140.

minuUus. Daud. Le
Vaill. Ois, d'Afr. pi.

. 34.

""bidentatus. Lath. PI.

Col. 38. juv. 228.

idiodon. Temm. PI. Col.

198.
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§. 3. Stirps Falconina.

MandibulK,Rostrum breve,

superior fortiter bidentata, in-

ferior simpliciter emarginata.

j
jTarii mediocres. Acrotardascn-
tellata. Ala breves. liemex
2dus longissimus, leviter inter-

ne prope apicem emarginatus.

Ierax.

Rostrum
breve, a ba-
siaduncum.
AlcE iongse. <

Remex2A\x3
longissi-

mus.

Rostrum breve. Mandibulce,
superior fortiter dentata, infe-
rior emarginata. Acrotarsia re-

ticulata. Remex 2dus longissi- Falco.—Auct.
mus, primus et secundus prope
apicem interne fortiter emargi-
natus.

L

Rostrum
ediocre, a

iii adun-
im. Cau-
|i Kqualis.

§. 4. Stirps Biiteonina.

Rostrumhrfive. Mandibulce, su-
perior subdentata, inferior emar-
ginata. Tarsi breves debiles. IcTlNiA.—Vieill.
>^cro<ar»wscutellata..^/<E longa;.
Remtx Stius longissimus.

Rostrum mediocre. JVarejsub-
ovales. Tarsi elongati. Acro-
tarsia Kcutellata. Digili |)l<;rum-
que breves. Remex Sum lon-
gissimus. Capitis latera pluma-
riim ciroulo instructu, disco ca-
pitali Strigium pcrsimili.

Circus.—Auct.

'caerulescens. Linn.
Edw. pi. 108. Horsf.
Zool. Research. PI.

Col. 97.

("frontalis

Vaill.

. Daud. Le
Ois. d'Afr. pi.

<

z 2

chicquera. Daud. Le
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pi.

30.

tibialis. Daud. LeVaill.
Ois. d'Afr. p). 29.

sparverius. Linn. PI.

Enl. 444. fern. 465.

Wils. Am. Orn. pi*

32. f. I. fem. pi. 16.

f. 1.

tinnunculus. Linn. PI.

Enl. 401. juv. 471.

rupicolus. Daud. I<e

Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pl.

35.

punctatus. Cuv. PI.

Col. 45.

femoralis. Temm. PI.

Col. 121.

islandicus. Linn. PI.

Enl.462.juv.210,446.
subbuteo. Linn. PI.

Enl. 432.

asalon. Gmel. PI. Enl.

447. juv. 468.

rufipes. Bechst. PI.

Enl. 431.

peregrinus. Linn. PI.

Enl.430.juv. 470, 409.

severus. Horsf.
tinnunculoides. Natter.

f plunibea. Lath. Vieill.

I

Ois. d'Am. sept. pl.

< 20 bis. juv. Pl. Col.

180. Lath. Syn. Ed.

C 2. pl. xii.

' tcriiginosus. Aldrov. Pl.

Enl. 460. juv. 424.

VyS<"'gi's. Linn. Pi.

Enl. 459.JUV. 443,480.

^ cineraceus. Mont. Gal.
des Ois. pl. 13.

acoli. Daud. Le Vaill.

Ois. d'Afr. pl. 21.
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Stirps Buteonina continued.

Rostrum mediocre. Lorum
plumis serralis tectum. Tarsi

mediocres, semiplumati. ^cro-

tarsia reticulata, lieiuex 3tius

longissimus.

Pernis.—Cuv.

Rostrum mediocre, subdebile.

Nares subrotundata?. I'arsi bre-

ves. Acrotursia scutellata. Re-

mex 4tus lougissimus.

BuTEO.—Auct,

I

Stirps Milvina.

debile,

Rostrum
mediocre, t

basi subad--^

uncum. Cflti'

da furcata.

§. 5.

Rostrum mediocre,

compressum. Tarsi breves, se-

miplumati. Acrotarsia reticu-

lata. Ungues, medio excepto, Elancs. Sav.
interne rotundati. Remex 2dus

i longissimus, Imus et 2dus for-

titer interne emarginatus.

Rostrum mediocre, debile, sii-

perne subangulare. Nares obli-

quae, elliplicse. Tarsi breves.

Acrotarsia scutellata. Alee lon-

gissimse. Remex 4tU3 longissi-

mus. Cauda furcata.

MiLVUS.-^Auct. <

melanoleucos. Daud.
LeVaiil. Ois. d'Afr.

pi. 31.

paliistris. Pr. Mot. PI.

Col. 82.

rutilans. Licht. PI. Col.

25.

'apivorus. Linn. Pi.

Eul. 420. juv.

(ptilorynchus. Temm.
PI. Col, 44.

• tarsis nudis.

tachardus. Daud. Lo
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pi.

19.

Jackal. Daud. LeVaill.

Ois. d'Afr. pi. 16.

busarellus. Daud. Le
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pi.

20.

buson. Daud LeVaill.

Ois. d'Afr. pi. 21.

tachiro. Daud. Le
Vaill. Ois. d'Afr. pJ.

24.

<( vulgaris. Auct. PI. Enl.

419.
pterocles. Temm. PI.

Col. 56. juv. 139.

psecilonotus. Cuv. PI.

Col. 9.

borealis. Wils. Am
Orn. pi. 52. f. 1.

Leveriaiius. Wils. Am.
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On looking back to the characters that have been particularized

as tending to distinguish the foregoing groups, it is evident that

they difTer considerably in their relative importance : some being

strong, prominent, and ostensible, while others may be considered as

comparatively of inferiour moment. How far the latter are of suf-

ficient consequence to form a ground for generick distinction is a

question which I should prefer to propose to others, rather than at-

tempt at present to determine myself. It is difficult indeed to lay

down any rules for deciding what would generally be allowed to

be a true generick difference. Much of course must depend upon

the nature of the group to be subdivided, and much also upon its

extent. The species of some groups, though considerable in

point of number, are yet often so uniformly characterized, that it

is not easy to seize upon any ostensible peculiarity that divides

them. Here where the extent calls for subdivision, and yet where

no apparently important or distinctive character is observable, it

becomes a question, whether it may not be expedient to seize upon

any character that is at all tangible, for that necessary purpose,

even though it may at first sight appear of inferiour conse-

quence. Generally speaking I confess myself an advocate for all

such subdivisions; and chiefly for the reason, that it is impossible

for us to form a determination respecting the importance of any

character of which we know not the actual use. What may appear

to us trivial may in reality tend to some material purpose. The

cylindrical ungues of Pandion, and Elanus, for instance, or their

reticulated acrotarsia, though to us apparently indicating nothing

important to the economy of the bird, may yet be conducive to

some material function unknown to us. And indeed when we

consider the fact, that these and similar characters, are not to be

found indiscriminately attached to the groups of the Falconido',

but united together with considerable appearance of regularity and

design, we should feel less confidence in asserting their want of

importance. But the question of what actually constitutes a gene-

rick difference is one which requires more attention than can be

bestowed upon it in a mere casual reference. I hope hereafter to

be able to enter more carefully and more at large upon the sub-

ject. In introducing at present those genera into the foregoing
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table which may at first sight be considered doubtful as to the im-

portance of their distinguishing characters, I feel myself perfectly

justified in the reflexion that they have been established by natu-

ralists of the highest authority in tlie science, upon whose general

acumen and accuracy it is almost superfluous for me to affirm that I

have every inclination to rely.

But though there may be some difi"erence of opinion respecting

the sufficiency of those apparently minour peculiarities for forming

the groundwork of generick distinction, there can be no hesitation,

I should presume, in admitting the validity of those stronger cha-

racters which distinguish the more prominent groups. In general,

perhaps, those points of distinction may be considered of doubtful

validity, which are novel, or not hitherto employed for the pur-

pose of separation : but we may venture, I fancy, to take it for

granted, that a character which has at all times, and by all per-

sons, been actually employed in drawing a line of demarcation

between great and leading groups in Ornithology, is of a nature

sufficiently explicit and prominent to be again employed for a

similar purpose. If therefore we can adduce an instance in which

such a decided and generally admitted mark of distinction exists

in the groups of which I have just treated, it appears to me that

the separation of them by such a character may be allowed even

by those who are the least willing to concede the point. It may

be observed then, that, in the great series of genera into which

Linnseus has disposed the Class of Birds, the character of a notch

in the upper mandible is employed as a prominent ground of dis-

tinction. His genera Muscicapa, Lanius^ Tardus, and others, are

at once characterized by this leading peculiarity. In the forma-

tion of groups of even still higher rank, the notched bill is still

admitted as a decisive mark of separation ; and the " Dentirostres"

of M. Cuvier, the " Insectivores" of M. Temminck, and cor-

responding groups of other naturalists are founded on this strong

character alone. The reason is evident. The apparent dentation

of the bill formed by this notch is indicative of the raptorial

habits of the bird and its animal food. It is this character wiiich

exhibits the analogical relation that exists between the Insect-

ivorous Tribe of the Insessores and the true Birds of Prej/. And
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it is the same character which still further points out the analogy

that so strikingly forces itself upon our notice, between the Birds

of Prey and the Carnivorous Mammalia. The bill of a bird, it is

true, can but ill represent the strong developement of the teeth

that belongs to the mammiferous animals : but as far as it is possi-

ble, the notch preserves the character by exhibiting at least the

rudiments of it in an analogical structure. If then we are satis^

fied with this striking character as a mark of distinction between

universally admitted genera, or even still more comprehensive

groups, and solely on account of its being indicative of the habits

of rapine, surely we can not hesitate to adopt it as a mark of

generick distinction among the birds of rapine themselves. It is

unnecessary to add, that this character is found to distinguish the

true Falcons from the rest of the family, and to exist among them

even in a more perfect state of developement than in the admitted

groups to which I have alluded. I say nothing here of the other

strong points of distinction both in form and manners that are

uniformly found united with it in the same genus of Falco : the

single character of the notched bill is all that I insist on. If we

do not admit it here as a suihcient generick distinction, we must

equally reject it as such in the divisions that it has hitherto cha-

racterized, without a doubt as to its validity.

I dwell the more upon this point, as the great difficulty which

we have to combat in the present state of the science in this

country, respecting the separation of the Falconidce, is the posi'?

tive denial on the part of those who oppose the modern views on

the subject, of the possibility of separating the family at all. The

species, it is confidently asserted, exhibit no distinctive character,

they differ no wise but as species, they are all indiscriminately

Falcones. If I have succeeded in pointing out even one decisive

characteristick of distinction, my point is gained, and the separa-

tion of the group must follow. The centre of opposition is forced,

and the minour positions will fall in of course and in detail. In

truth, I know no groups in Ornithology, which are united in one

family, more decisively characterized as separate, than those

before us ; nor any, where the marks of distinction are more

immediately recognised even by the common obseiver. I will
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venture to assert, that were we to place specimens of a hirndred

species of the family in the hands of an intelligent observer, unac-

quainted with any scientifick views, and unbiassed by any systema-

tick mode of distribution, he would invariably assign them their

natural stations among the leading groups I have laid down, sepa-

rating them respectively as Eagles, Hawks, or Falcons, Buzzards,

or Kites.

I am aware that high scientifick authority may be adduced to

impugn my opinions on this subject. But the argument ad vere-

cundiam is one which should be sparingly used, or used only

where it may not be turned against him who employs it. If I may

feel a diffidence in setting my opinions in array against those of

M. Temminck, so strongly, so constantly, so authoritatively ex-

pressed on these points, I assume some confidence when I find

myself supported by the influence of such names as those of

MM. Cuvier and Savigny. I would have no hesitation indeed in

appealing to this very tribunal of authority. The preponderance

would decidedly be on my side. Every man of science that has

written on this subject before the days of Linnaeus, and the

greater portion of those who have entered upon it since his days,

and who have not been restrained by the strict dictates of his

followers, have uniformly concurred in separating the groups

before us ; differing, it is true, in the mode, and the extent, but

all of one voice as to the principle. Nay even the authority of

Linnaeus himself I am not inclined unconditionally to surrender.

Although my views may appear to run counter to the letter of his

instructions, I am confident they accommodate themselves to the

spirit : and I do not hesitate to assert, that when judiciously

examined, and faithfully interpreted, his principles of classifica-

tion will be found to be not altogether at variance with those of the

more liberal of our modern schools. If we look even higher than

to the present a;ra of science, we shall find that the voice of

antiquity is in favour of the separation of these groups. We have

already seen* that Pliny has divided the species of the Fulconidce

into the tnhefi oi Aquilce diwi. Accipitres i and we may add that

Aristotle, the father of Zoology, has equally separated them into

* p. 386, and 328. note.
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the divisions of Atro/, Itfawy, and Ixtooi : while both those naturalists

have again subdivided these leading groups into divisions not

altogether dissimilar (o those of the present day.

I feel less confidence, I must confess, in advancing these

opinions, when I recollect that they do not meet the approbation

of some of my most valued friends, and fellow labourers in this

department of science. But while I cannot but regret the differ-

ence of opinion that exists between us, I am aware of the cause

from which their disapprobation originates, and feel less hesitation

in continuing to incur it. They have in fact attained by different

views an eminence in science which it is easier to lookup to, than

to attain. And it is natural that they should consider those

efforts as superfluous, which profess to simplify a science, the

mysteries of which they have already unravelled. But they should

remember that others are not equally favoured with themselves, and

that every assistance that can be afforded those who are struggling

onwards in the same paths must be of some importance. They

should moreover reflect that those who unite in the endeavour to

promulgate in this country the modern views of the science, do

not wish to interfere with any established notions, or to supersede

any opinions of others. It is their wish only that their own views

may have equal liberty of being made known ; that the voice in

which they speak may not be overpowered at once by the weight of

influence, or deadened by the force of authority ;—that it may, in

short, be allowed to be heard. In investigations like the present,

where there is a diversity of opinion, it is of little consequence who

is right, or who is wrong. When we consider the limited powers

which the best of us can bring to such subjects, the probability is

that we are all wrong together. The object before us is Truth ;

and in the search of this hidden treasure, no assistance should be

despised which may tend to lay open the depths in which it lies.

The present moment appears most propitious for the attainment of

this comn-on object. Greater dignity has of late been conferred

on the study; greater interest been excited in its behalf; and

a favourable concurrence of circumstances holds out the promise

that the investigation of nature will be hencefortli carried on with

a zeal and cntcrprize that must eventually ensure success. In
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furthering this wished for object it is of consequence that unani*

mity should prevail, and every additional aid, however differing

in mode or quality, should be invited into the common service.

The spirit of inquiry has gone forth, and the true and disin-

terested well wisher of the science should hail with triumph

every light that may illuminate its progress, and every effort that

may speed it on its way.

[To be continued,'\

Art. XLIV. An Inquiry respecting the true nature of
Instinct, and of the Mental Distinction between Brute

Animals and Man.—Essay II.—An Examination of the

prevailing division of the Brute Powers into Intellectual

and Instinctive, as presented, in some recent publications,

hy the Rev. Dr. Fleming, and by M. Frederic Cuvier;

including Strictures on the Theory of Habit proposed by

the latter : with illustrations of the Specific Constitution

ofthe Brute Mind. By John Oliver French, Esq.

[Continued from page 173.3

There is then a marked analogy, though no affinity, between

human habit and that class of brute instinct which may, from its

uniformity, be usefully distinguished by the term invariable in-

stinct. In this instinct, and also in human habit, there appears

to be essentially an intelligent power, however in the case of Man
this power may be perverted or misdirected : here then is the

ground of analogy. But the essential intelligence in human habit,

however it may be warped or perverted by the disorderly prone-

ness of the will, or a wrong education, and employed in the pro-

duction of disorderly acts, (a circumstance arising from man's

freedom,) is a proper attribute of Man ; as is proved by the

different developcment and formation of the human compared

with the brute mindj and this may be illustrated satisfactorily by
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comparing them in this respect :—whereas the essential intelli-

gence of invariable instinct, is not proper to the brute, but takes

the form, in his conscious mind, of simple intuitive perception,

which he is at no pains to analyse ; being possessed of no com-

petent faculty to enable him to reflect upon it. There is therefore

in the consciousness of Brutes, with respect to this intelligence, no

affinity with human consciousness. Thus while a child from the

exertion of its proper intelligence acquires the idea, the ability, of

balancing the fluid in its spoon ; the Antlion, from communicated

perception, or instinct, performs a similar equilibrium with sand,

as if by habit.* This perception may be said to be injluent aad

iransjluent : it does not proceed from the proper intelligence of

the creature, but is derivedfrom a superior principle, to which it

is merely analogous ; it is thus influent

:

—aud it is not fixed by

any reflection exerted upon the essential nature of its discri-

minations, considered objectively;— or viewed from any prin-

ciple of intelligence,—either before or subsequent to the act ; but

it passes ofl' in the act : it is thus transfluent. Proper intelligence

is thus inconsistent with this species of instinct
;
yet the latter is

nevertheless not mechanical j since the intuitive perception itself

forms a ground of consciousness of action ; and constitutes the

basis of a middle conscious nature, between mere irritability,

(which is an inferior effect of life, related analogically to con-

sciousness,) and the intellectual consciousness of man. It is then

most evident, that a distinction must be taken between essential

principles of action and the conscious nature of the being in which

such essential principles are derivatively exhibited.

• See Introductory Essay; Zool. Journ. No. 1. p. 24.

How exclusively the huniaii miud is left to acquire ideas of relation in free-

dom, wliere the means of acquiring them are afforded; and how few and
barren those ideas are where the means of improvement are wanting; is made
evident by the facts related of Wild Men, or individuals who have been for-

tuitously reared apart from the society of their fellow creatures, in woods and
unfrequented districU. The well known history of Peter the Wild Boy, with
that of the Savage of Aveyron, and others, afford strikin;; illustrations of the

truth of the projjosition, that the rational intelligence of man is different in

icind from the apparent intelligence of the brute.

Occasion will arise, in the course of the present inquiry, for a (mrtiiular

examination of tlic various fact* of this nature whicli lui\e bein recorded.
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Influent intuitive Perception then, thus defined, I take to be
the efficient^ conscious, or immediate cause of invariable or uniform

instinct ; and that it is the real cause appears from a candid sur-

vey of the various parts of the economy of animals ; but in none is

it more substantially exemplified than in the facts attendant on

migration. The late Dr. Jenner in an elegant paper recently

published in the Philosophical Transactions, observes upon this

subject, when treating of the changes which take place In the

generative organization of birds previous to their migrating ;
—" At

the coming on of spring we observe our more domestic birds,

those that approach our houses, and are most familiar to us, assu-

ming new habits. The voice, gesticulation, and the attachment

which the male begins to shew to the female, plainly indicate some

new agency acting upon the constitution. This newly excited

influence, which so conspicuously alters the habits of our birds at

home, is, at the same time, exerting itself abroad upon those

which are destined to resort hither. It is the preparation which

' nature^ is making for the production of an offspring by a new

arrangement in the structure of the sexual organs. No sooner is

the impulse arising from this change sufficiently felt, than the

birds ' are directed'' to seek a country where they can for a while

be better accommodated with succours for their infant brood, than

in that from which they depart."

The question here presents itself,—Whal is Nature ? or rather,

what is that principle or cause within Nature (for the change of

the generative organization can itself be considered only as an

eifect,) which is making this preparation ?—is it something ma-

terial ? If it be material, then matter is essentially intelligent, for

it then acts according to design, without the aid of any guiding

power : but leaving this as absurd ;—if the principle, or cause

alluded to, be mental, it must be referred, in the case we are

considering, either to the immediate operation of the Deity him-

self, or otherwise to the operation of the intermediate influence or

agency to which our attention was directed in the first of these

Essays. It is however here to be distinctly attended to, that the

reality of the operation of such intermediate influence or agency

by no mean rests upon the supposition, or necessarily requires,
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an actual consciousness in the beings or agents from whom it is

supposed to emanate, of each particular experience and action of

the beings which are the subjects of its operation. That the con-

trary may indeed be the case, will become sufficiently evident by

reflecting for a moment upon the nature of the influence of one

human mind upon another. Every Man is conscious of exercising

such an influence ; but he is unconscious of the peculiar modes in

which others are affected by it, or the particular actions which

in them may be induced by it. This species of operation is more-

over manifested according to the law of continuity or affinity^ and

according to the strength of the operating influence, and the

faculty of reception, mutually, between the respective subjects of

Nature :— is it not therefore reasonable that we should expect to

find a similar operation of mutual influence and reception esta-

blished, according to the law oj analogy, between the superior

intelligences existing in a more immediate connection with the

Deity; and the Kingdoms of Nature? and that this influence

would descend into Nature, by proper mediums, and produce

those remarkable displays of Power derived from Intelligence,

which the non-rational Creatures so strikingly exemplify ? It is

moreover consistent with Wisdom that nothing should exist for

itself alone, or independantly of things both above and below

itself; and thus that the highest orders of existing beings should

have an active relation to, and be instrumental in promoting,

the extended designs of Universal Creation. Utility is the Law
of Life, and Life without Utility is a proposition which is con-

tradicted by every thing which surrounds us.* It is impossible

* Mr. W. S. MacLeay, in his Horae Entomologicae, notices a theory in which

Uie brain of the lower animals is supposed to be acted upon by the volition of

the Deity ; in connection with which, and as the foundation of the opinion

itself, he alludes to the final cause of Creation,—use and instruction to man,

—

edverted to towards the conclusion of this Essay. On this theory he remarks,

*' We can perhaps conceive that the Deity should be the cause of their actions;

but what can be their passive principle? The Deity cannot surely be the per-

cipient." This objection, though perfectly valid in respect to the above-men-

tioned theory, is inapplicable to the vii.'w of the brute nature now attempted

to be elucidated, which supposes mediate powers influencing a lower conscious

nature. Brutes have their freedom, although it is not nn inlolloctual free-
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to overlook the influence of intelligence in the case before us ;

for if we could suppose the animal constitution to be wound up,

if I may be permitted the expression, so as to cause the fibres

to act like the alarum of a clock, at a given point of time, and

thus were to account mechanically for the change alluded to in

the generative organization of migrating birds ; it would be

natural to expect that the connubial compact,—not the departure

of the bird to a distant part previously to forming it,—would be

the immediate consequence : how the perception of their ordi-

nary course of conduct, to insure a proper provision for the

young by a distant flight, can be the eflect of any physical

excitement of the sexual organs, it is impossible to conceive :

—

such a supposition is, in fact, negatived, by the circumstance of the

young birds migrating from the spot which gave them birth, with-

out any such physical change happening in their bodily economy.

" One of the most singular occurrences," observes Dr. Jenner,

" in the history of migration, is the mode of departure of the

young birds from the country where they were produced. It may

be conceived that the bird which had once crossed the Atlantic,

or any other ocean, might have something impressed upon it that

should prove an inducement to its return ; but this cannot be an

incitement to the young one. The identical bird, which but a

few weeks before burst from the shell, now unerringly finds, with-

out any apparent guide, a track that leads it safely to the place of

its destination, perhaps in many instances over the widest oceans :"

and at the conclusion of his paper he recapitulates this statement

by saying " that the departure of the young birds is not guided

by the parent, but the result of an ' unknown principle.''

I cannot help viewing, in these particulars, the eflects of a per-

ception which appears as it were shed into the animal mind,

according to requirement, and for the fulfilment of actions

necessary to be accomplished : and I think I am supported in

my conclusion by the nature of some other facts observed, as

dom :—in respect to locomotion and actions indifferent in themselves, brutes

are free; and they no doubt enjoy a species of consciousness such as this kind

of freedom is calculated to bestow: they have thus a sentient principle, or

plane of re-action, although of a different kind from that of man: the Deity,

therefore, is not the percipient.
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well as the inferences drawn from those facts, by the acute ob-

server to whose sagacity we owe them ; such for instance as the

reserve of individuals to fill up the casualties of bereavement;*

and the remarkable circumstance, that " both the summer and

winter migrating birds are, on their arrival here, well received by

the domestic natives, and neither create quarrels nor excite fears.

The redstart builds its nest in the same tree with the titmouse,

and the redwing feeds peaceably in the same meadow with the

starling." To these may be added accidental or contingent mi-

gration, as in the case of the Fieldfare, so clearly established by

Dr. Jenner, wlio, after correcting a very generally adopted, but

erroneous opinion, of the Redwing's and the Fieldfare's feeding

upon the haw, or fruit of the whitethorn, proceeds to observe

—

" The occasional departure of these and some other winter birds

during a long continued frost, must be very obvious. The greater

number disappear soon after its commencement, if it sets in very

severely : some few are always left behind and are soon starved,

if not fortunately relieved by a thaw. Those that are driven to

this necessitous migration, probably pursue a track that quickly

leads them out of the reach of frost. Of these flights I shall pro-

duce instances, which render it probable that they are able even

to outstrip its course.

• " Should a fatal accident befal either the male or female bird after this

[the connubial] alliance is newly formed, no time is lost in unavailing sorrow,

nor any great nicety shown in forming a new connection, as the following

little history will evince. A pair of Magpies began to build their nest in a

gentleman's garden at Burbage, in Wiltshire. Disliking their familiarity, he

shot one of them from an ambush made for the purpose. The next day there

were again a pair going on with the work. One of these was also shot. The
loss waa not long in repairing ; for the day following the pair were again com-

plete, when another fell a victim to the gun. Thus the gentleman went on

destroying one of them daily until he had killed seven ; but all to no purpose

—

the remaining Magpie soon found another mate. Tlie nest was finished, and

young ones were produced, which were suffered to fly. This is an extraordi-

nary fact.—It seems to show that nature has a reserve of birds in an uncon-

nected gtate, immediately ready to repair losses. Were the whole to pair at

once, the circumjacent country might be insufficient to furnish food for the

immenoc number of yoimg onos that must burst forth at the same time."

Phil. Trans, for 1824. Part 1, p. 21.
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" The approach of intense frost is often to a certainty made
known to us by the appearance of a numerous tribe of Water- Birds,

some of which are rare, and seldom show themselves here on any

other occasion. We commonly see them three or four days prior

to the setting in of very severe frosty weather. This was manifest

at the latter end of the year 1794, at the coming on of the severe

season that ensued. In the river Severn, about a mile and ahalf

to the westward of this place, [Berkeley, Gloucest.] %vere seen and

taken many species of Water-Blrds, that generally confine them-

selves to the more nortliern regions. Y&v more pleasant is it to see

during tiie continuance of hard frost, the return of those birds

which had left us at the beginning. These are pleasant omens, and

most certainly forebode a thaw. The following example shows

how soon they catch the first opportunity of again seeking those

countries from which they were so lately driven by necessity. The

day preceding the thaw, the frost being then intense, a gentleman

who was shooting observed a large flock of Field-fares, birds that

are extremely common here in milder weather. They were as

much untamed as if no frost had appeared in our island. He had

the good fortune to shoot one of them, which was brought to me.

I found it as fat and plump, and in every respect in as good con-

dition, as if it had remained here undisturbed, and had found

provision in the greatest plenty^ though it was without a particle

of food in its stomach. Its last meal was digested ; and the frost

still remaining, it could find no food for its present support. Now
it is very obvious that this bird, and its companions, must have

taken a long flight, and probably in a very short space of time

;

for the intense frost, that was of such duration and so severely felt

here, extended far into the more southern parts of Europe, beyond

which they must have resorted for that plenty of food which gave

plumpness to the one I examined, and doubtless to the whole

flockj from their appearing so wild and vigorous. It clearly ap-

pears, that in their flight they exceeded the progress of the thaw,

as the northern birds did that of the frost. This thaw, though it

was again succeeded by frost, came on very rapidly, and occa-

sioned, by the sudden melting of the snow, those destructive
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inundations through the kingdom, that will not readily be for-

gotten.

" This account of the Field-fare sets the fact of migration, though

from an accidental cause, beyond the reach of doubt. There was

no support for it here ; the ground was deeply covered with snow,

and the intense frost, by its long duration, had destroyed every

thing that could afford it succour ; it must, therefore, have taken

a long flight from this country, and returned to it again at the

approach of temperate weather."

All the lower animals possess invariable or uniform instinct in

greater or less degrees : let us therefore consider what results are

involved in the admission that they possess a mixed nature, in-

cluding, besides this species of instinct, a portion of proper essen-

tial intelligence, enabling theui to form conclusions by free agency.

What would be the inevitable consequence of such a mixture of

principles,—but that the instinctive part of their nature would be,

sooner or later, annihilated ; or, at least, perverted? Could this

free principle be confined to this or that act?—would it not, like

a newly created luminary, dart its penetrating rays through every

lower principle, and elevate its subject to the consciousness of

Man?

—

Would not the Brute regard his oven instinctsfrom this

principle, in the same manner that Man, who possesses it, regards

hifi natural appetites, and desires ?—Would not the Brute take

a survey of his lower powers, and would he not, as man does,

either rightly use or pervert them, as he pleased ? were they thus

made objective to him ; I really do not see how an affirmative

answer can be withheld. It seems most evident that any con-

scious principle of intelligence must be essentiallij free in its

nature ; and that if brutes could act from it at all, they must be

allowed the faculty of reflection ; and this granted, their instincts

would serve as a basisfor its employment and extension.

The Balcena Mi/sticetus, L; or common Greenland Whale,

—

an animal not deficient in sagacity,—could it but thus regard its

instincts in an objective form, would defy the power and strata-

gems of man. The consciousness of its amazing strength wouiil

silence its fears, and it would turn upon its assailants with certain

destruction ; or, preferring flight to combat, would outstrip the

Vol. I. 2 a.
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velocity of the Ostrich, in an onward course through the briny flood,

and render pursuit unavailing. Instead, however, of repelling the

attack, it generally dives to an immense depth, where, under a

pressure often exceeding 200,000 tons upon its body, it becomes

so exhausted, that, on its return to the surface of the sea, it be-

comes an easy prey. " The conduct of the Whale, in this respect,"

as Mr. Scoresby observes, " intimates, that the instinctive faculty

generally possessed by the lower animals, and employed for the

purpose of self-preservation, directs it to descend to the depths of

the ocean for escaping its natural enemies in the same element,

and it further intimates, that, whatever these enemies may consist

of, whether Sword-fish, Thrashers, or Sharks, since it avoids them

by this means, it must be able to descend lower, and to sustain a

greater degree of pressure from the superincumbent water, than

any of the animals that are in the habit of attacking it."* The

Balcena Physalis^ L., which inhabits , the same seas, is seldom

attempted by the northern Avhalers, in consequence of its rapid

flight when attacked giving little chance of success.+ Why is not

the sagacity of the former species sharpened by the persecution of

man, so as to enable it to pursue the same means of self-preservation

so successfully practised by the latter ? We have seen in the case

of the Fox, when placed under circumstances rendering him more

liable to the attacks of man, such a variation of sagacity as might

perhaps be attributed by some to an increase of intelligence, but

there is in the case now cited, every reason in favour of a similar

increase of any supposed intelligence on the part of the Whale : a

plain proof that proper intelligence is predicable of neither the

one nor the other, and that their perceptions are governed by

final causes :—the like is illustrated in the case of the Flamingos,

hereafter adverted to; who, though very stupid, on the first ap-

proach of human beings to their haunts, had subsequently a per-

ception awakened which enabled them to appoint a sentinel to

warn them of danger on the approach of men. The Whale then

bas no intelligence to assist him in his necessity ; it therefore is

to be presumed, that neither were the Foxes nor the Flamingos

assisted by intelligence properly their own; but by perception.

* Scoresby's Journal of a Voyage to the Northern Whale Fishery, p. 134-5.

+ Ibid. p. 420.
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Were brutes gifted with a gleam of proper intelligence, there

would be no restricting their exercise of it, and it would, in all

probability, in the initiatory state of general improvement to which

such a principle would give rise, lead the more sagacious kinds

sometimes to manifest their talent in a whimsical manner. We
might perhaps, in this state of things, hear of Monkeys setting

fire to woods, or travellers tents, for the purpose of warming them-

selves; or the phaenomena, not merely of Dancing Dogs, but of

Dogs for dancing masters might become familiar : indeed, attri-

buting the actions of the Dog, to proper conscious intelligence,

the fable of tlie " Twa Dogs" who

" Wi' social nose whyles snuff'd an' snowkit;

Whyles mice an' moudieworts they howkit;

Whyles scour'd awa in lang excursion.

An' worry'd ither in diversion

:

Until wi' dafiln weary grown,

Upon a knowe they sat them down,

^n' there began a lang digression,

About the lords o' the creation ;" Bunvs.

must, if we would preserve consistency, be struck out of the list

of moral impossibilities.

M. Fred. Cuvier virtually advocates the truth of the view here

presented : for it would be impossible for brutes to act in a single

instance from essential or proper intelligence, unless they posses-

sed a free principle ; and if they possessed this principle, it must

include that very attribute of reflection which he is so strenuous

in denying them ; and which, as we formerly observed, can only

be regarded as an attribute of man's free faculty of intelligence.

Upon this subject he beautifully observes :

" Mais, ce qui nous paroit hors de doute, c'est que tous les ani-

maax sans exception sont depourvus du sens intime de la per-

ception du moi et de la faculte de reflcchir ; c'est-a-dirc, de con-

siderer iiitellcctueliement, par un rctour sur cux-mumes, lours

propres modifications, ils ignorent qu'ils recoivent I'impressioii

des corps cxtcrieurs, qu'ils pensent, qu'ils agisscnt; Ics actes de

l«ur esprit, comme leur movemcns de leur corps, n'ont que des

causes extcrieurs. Depourvus ainsi de toule connoissancc, ils le

•i A 2
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sont de toute libertc ; car c'est par I'acte seul que nous apprenJ

a nous connoitre, que nous apprenons a vouloir Itbrement." In

other words it is by the principle or power of essential intelli-

gence alone, which presents us intellectually to ourselves, that we

are enabled to will in freedom. '' Si," observes M. Cuvier in

continuation, " les provisions que nous voyons faire au Chien

etoient I'eftet d'une veritable connoissance, c'est-a-dire, si la re-

flexion lui avoit appris tout ce qu'il auroit fallu qu'il swt, et ce

qu'il ne pouvoit evidemment savoir sans elie, pour prevoir et pour

agir en consequence, il ne se seroit par borne a faire des pro-

visions de bouche, il un auroit fait pour s'abriter, pour se toucher,

en un mot, pour tons ses besoins ; et nous pouvons appliquer ce

raisonnement a tous les animaux pourvus d'instinct, et formes de

manieie a produire ces actions isolees dont I'existence ne pent

etre con^ue par nous qu' autant que nous considerons la percep-

tion du moi et la reflexion comine en ctanc les causes,"

Upon these grounds I conclude, notwithstanding appearances

to the contrary, which I shall further endeavour to explain, that

as in the case of invariable or non-contingent, so in that of variable

or contingent actions, brutes do not possess any principle the

same in kind with that of human intelligence; that instead

of it, they have influent intuitive perception, analogous to

human intelligence and reflection :—thus that there is Variable or

Contingent Instinct as well as Invariable Instinct; and that the

higher animals who exhibit the most perfect types of human

affections, are more particularly the subjects of variable or con-

tingent instinct, which gradually becomes less conspicuous as we

descend to those classes that exhibit the strongest types of human

thought and science ; as in the Insect tribes ; in which the con-

tingent operation of instinct is more rarely manifested. This

distinction into variable or contingent, and invariable or non-

contingent, it will be readily seen, is a distinction in the acts con-

sidered as effects or as appearances merely, and is without refer-

ence to the general principle of Instinctive Perception from which

they are performed ; and which is essentially the same, however

diff"erently modified in diff"erent orders of creatures. It is by no

means, however, intended to be said, that the conscious principle
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<of the Insect is formed upon as high a degree of Instinctive Per-

•ception as that of the Dog : this Perception appears to be in its

highest degree, and thus to form the highest conscious nature

Iirutes are capable of, in those animals in whom it is manifested

in the contingent form ; since the guiding intelligence here ope-

rates more tacitly, and apparently with a less forcible power on

the conscious mind ; thus leaving to it a stronger analogous ap-

proach to freedom and liberty in effecting its discriminations ; as

in the Horse and the Dog. Instinctive Perception thus diifers

in degree in its subject's; but it diflFers from Proper Intelligence in

Tcind: or in scientific terms, and as the converse of a previous

statement, the various manifestations of the former, among them-

selves, are related by affinity ; but to the latter by analogy.

If the view here taken be consistent with the truth, it will be

conformable to experience in Nature. I therefore proceed to

examine the principle laid down, in its application to the Brute

Memory; first, however, noticing what the quality of this memory

appears to be, in comparison with that of Man.

Memory appears to form the basis of the mental organization,

and is common to man and the brutes ; although in the latter it

must be differently modified, inasmuch as the ordinary ideas of

objects must dift"er in their nature, from similar ideas in man.

The principle of proper intelligence, from and by which man ac-

quires and contemplates ideas, is the cause of their possessing an

intellectually definite and specific character, diiferent from any

quality that can have place in the ideas of brutes : the relations

under which ideas are viewed by the latter being thus different

from those under which man regards objects, will of course stamp

a different quality upon such ideas in the case of the brute ; and

the idea of an Ox or of an Ass respecting even those objects most

familiar to him, such as a tree, a tuft of grass, or a thistle, must

differ exceedingly from the human idea of either of those ob-

jects. The ideas of the brute may be called ideas of Simple

Perception— ttiose of man ideas of Intelligence.

Now from what has been already advanced, it necessarily fol-

lows, that tlie ideas of brutes must be subjected to the followr

ing laws. Their ideas of the past must be all spontaneous, or
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excited by present sensations, or other circumstances, independent

of any proper will of the animals : in other words, they cannot

possess the power of calling up ideas, at pleasure ; for this would

be to grant them reflection : although, all their ideas being in a

state of association, the past becomes present, whenever any

similar sensation and perception take place.*

The circumstance therefore of their acting, in contingent cases,

with propriety, upon ideas of the past spontaneously combined

with the present by the law of association, and their doing this

* Since writing the above, I have accidentally perused the opinion of Mr.

Forsyth on the Nature of the Animal Memory, which, it will be seen, exactly

coincides with the definition above given of this faculty. Mr. Forsyth very

aptly remarks, that the spontaneous ideas of brutes may be in some measure

estimated by the presumable succession of ideas in the minds of insane per-

sons, in whom however the power of regulating this lower faculty, or of

using it aright, seems to be deficient or perverted ; whereas in brutes this is not

the case, as they never can lose that which they never had. Even mad Dogs,

he observes, form no exception to this rule; since their actions, when

suffering under hydrophobia, result, not from insanity, but from the pain and

sense of suffocation attendant on the disease. This, I conceive, is a very

reasonable view of the subject; but it leads directly to the inference that

animals, since they have not the intelligence which includes reflection, and are

therefore incapable of insanity, in the ordinary sense of the term, must have a

principle of perception analogous to it, and resulting from the action of in-

telligence upon their conscious perception, which, although it does not enable

them to call tip ideas, as above remarked, enables them to regulate them, as

they are presented, in a manner analogical to what is rational.

The following incident, witnessed by Mr. Corse, and related by him in the

Philosophical Transactions, is highly illustrative of the nature of the animal

memory. An Elephant which had escaped, and was subsequently captured

in comjjany with a herd of wild Elephants, after an interval of eighteen

months, was recognised by one of the drivers. When any person approached

the animal, he appeared as wild and outrageous as the other Elephants, and

attempted to strike the person approaching him with his trunk; until an old

hunter riding boldly up to him on a tame Elephant, ordered him to lie down,

pulling him by the ear at the same time; upon which the animal seemed quite

taken by surprize, and instantly obeyed the word of command, with as much

quickness as the ropes with which he was tied permitted; uttering at the same

time, a peculiar shrill squeak, through his trunk, as he had been formerly

known to do; by which he was immediately recognized by every person who

had ever been acquainted with this peculiarity.—See Fleming's Phil. oJ'Zool.

vol. i. p. 220.
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through the aid of present perception, is in no degree surprising

;

any more than is their acting with propriety upon present sensa-

tions merely, and without reference to the past :—it is in no

degree more surprising than the discriminations effected by in-

variable instinct. This view exactly coincides with the known

truth, that the consciousness of brutes is not formed upon the

intelligence essentially necessary to the actions performed by

them : the consciousness of a Learned Pig is just the same with that

of any other Pig. The acting from experience, if they possessed

a power of calling up ideas at will, ought to effect a change in the

consciousness of brutes ;—that is, if they reflected, or if they ex-

ercised a free intelligence either before, during, or subsequent to

the act : for this is the very ground and basis by which human

consciousness becomes gradually formed, elevated, and perfected.

This is a proof that brutes do not reflect upon their experience, but

only perceive it as occasional circumstances operate to bring it

present to their minds ; when they act from intuitive instinctive

perception accordingly. Led by an influent but transient or trans-

fluent perception of the means, they proceed to the accomplish-

ment of the act; such perception being accompanied by an in-

stinctive desire or impulse of the will. To give an instance: pre-

sent sensations, when the Dog observes his master take down
his gun, occasion the spontaneous presentation of ideas of the field

and the chase ; and the natural desire of hunting is accompanied

by immediate perception enabling the animal to act accordingly.

If he sees his master put on his hat, his natural desire of social

intercourse and companionship is put in action
; perception follows;

ideas of former experience spontaneously present themselves, and

if he has formerly, under similar circumstances, been confined, and

prevented from accompanying his master, his present perception

enables him to evade it, by setting off before hand and joining

him on the road : in this case he acts most acutely from imme-

diate perception, in adopting his action to the exigency of the

circumstance; in order io fulfil his desire. In all this, it is

evident, that the Dog does not act from proper essential intel-

ligence, but from influent perception ;—he does not rejlect upon

the means which ho thus adopts, from or by any higher sphere of
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thought. If he reflecteJ before, during, or after the act, or indeed

at all, this and similar circumstances would make a fine additioa

to his stock of knowledge. It would, however, be ridiculous to

suppose a Dog, during winter, to indulge himself with anticipated

pictures of the next shooting season, and to propose to himself

certain improvements in his hunting economy, by reflecting on

the events of the season which had past : but which would be a

most natural conclusion, if he acted in contingent cases from

proper essential intelligence ; his memory being at the same time

subservient to such intelligence, like that of man.

I therefore conclude that Dr. Fleming is mistaken, when, in

drawing inferences from the circumstances just alluded to, he

observes, that the Dog who sets off by anticipation to meet his

master on the road, and thus escapes confinement, reflects upon

" the success which would crown his plan :" I conclude the ani-

mal to be actuated by immediate perception, and thence to be

merely intent upon joining his master;—that led by an influent

perception of the means, he proceeds directly to the act, as far as

.circumstances will permit ; that therefore such means cannot be

regarded as " apian," with respect to the conscious mind of the

creature ; although he no doubt experiences a sensible delight in

the active state of his immediate perceptions and discriminations ;

in having his social impulse gratified ; and Mould feel pain in its

frustration.* "_ A Partridge," says Mr. White, " came out of a

ditch, and ran along shivering with her wings, and crying as if

wounded and unable to get from us. While the dam feigned this

distress, a boy who attended me saw the brood, which was small

and unable to fly, run for shelter into an old Fox's hole, under the

bank." If Ave suppose intelligence on the part of the Dog, as

distinguished from instinct, why not on the part of the Partridge ?

and if reflection as to the means takes place before the act, why

not subsequently ? in which case both the Dog and the Partridge

may be supposed to enjoy a retrospective view of the successful

stratagem, and to laugh in their sleeves at the triumph of intellect

over force.

It would indeed appear, if we attended to the mere outward

» See Fleming's Phil, ol" Zool. vol. i. p. 224.
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acts of brutes, that they actually did form permanent abstract ideas

of qualities ; and such indeed would be the case were their ideas

of quality attained by a free intelligence, and not by instinctive

perception. The Dog, however, has evidently no idea of the

quality of sociability, nor of that of obedience, any more than the

Cat, yet he acts unconsciously from perceptions in which these

qualities are essentially present. It cannot be supposed that either

the Dog or the Horse reflect upon, "or have any abstract ideas of

distances, yet by perception they measure their leap, and by the

aid of the spontaneous presence of past ideas, which become pre-

sent to aid the perception for the purpose of immediate action,

they correct their errors in this and other instances. A Dog who

has to leap a brook, looks for the narrowest part of the stream ; his

ideas of former leaps spontaneously recur, and by present percep-

tion he is enabled even to compare the distance as suited to his

ability; this work of comparison he is enabled to eflect by a

contingent instinct, an influent intuitive perception which passes

off into action ; nor can he afterwards call up an idea of the act

;

although whenever similar actual circumstances again induce the

presence of the instinctive perception, the identical idea may
spontaneously recur to assist the discrimination then to be eflected

;

when the whole process again becomes quiescent. If in the in-

tervals of action spontaneous ideas of sensible objects pass in re-

view in the animal's mind, they are in this state most probably

a mere succession of images: it is only when roused to action by

some instinctive desire, that the perception necessary for com-

parison appears to present itself in force. lie has no essential

knowledge of the relative difference between a brook and a green

field,—between a long and a short distance,—between a Hare and

one of his own species, although he pursues the former with the

most acute discrimination ;—between hard and soft, although he

distinguishes readily between a piece of meat and a stone.—But

an essential knowledge of these differences is the inevitable result

of genuine reflection : he /jerce/ue* therefore, but docs not rcjlect.

The means of accomplishing the end of his nature become present

io him in tlie form of pcrcc])tiu7i, vwnicnlariljj accommodulcd

to the instindicc desire ulikh la present, according to its strength
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and peculiar modifications ; and not by the power of reflection.

I can as soon conceive the action of the young Hippopotamus,

which, as related by Mr. Bingley,* leapt into the water im-

mediately after it was born, in order to escape the hunters, who
had at that instant killed its dam, to proceed from intelligence;

as that a Dog should, from this principle, jump into the water to

save his master from drowning. There is nothing to justify the

conclusion in the one case any more than in the other. But
because man himself would act from intelligence in such a case,

he is slow to believe that a similar action can be the effect of a

contingent instinct ; although in such cases as this of the Hippo-

potamus, he must have recourse to such a principle. Intelligence

is however included in all these acts : the question is, not as to its

existence ; but as to its modification, and whether it be or be not

the free property of the agent.

The actions of the whole of the Brute Kingdom appear to be

effected by a mode of intelligence, by which the brute is uncon'-

sciously assisted to the perception of various relations, in agree-

ment with his nature; and which I have ventured to term, with

reference to his consciousness,

—

infiuent^ intuitive, or instinctive

perception. The operation from this principle is sometimes so

powerful, so acute, and so discriminative, as to exceed any ana-

logous power of the mind of man. In the instances in which this

takes place, it surprises by its perfection in this respect.t This

however, is transient :—like the vivid meteor, it throws but a

* Anim. Biog. vol. ii. p. 124.

+ " Is there not," (observes Dr. Jenner, after relating several remarkable

instances of the power of flight in Birds,) " something as extraordinary in the

Pigeon, which can, in a few hours, find out its home, though taken away in a

box and totally excluded from the light, to the distance of two hundred miles,

as in that bird which quits one shore to seek another, whatever may be the

extent of intervening seas? The fact seems to be, that we, the little lords of

the creation, are too prone to measure the sentient [perceptive, the Doctor

might have said,] principle in animals by the scale of our own ideas, and thus,

unwillingly allow thorn to possess faculties which may surpass our own, though

peculiarly appropriate to their respective natures ; but a little reflection must

compel us to confess, that they are endowed with discriminating powers

totally unknown to, and for ever unattainable by man."

—

Phil. Trans, for

1824, part 1.
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bright gleam on the darkness which is soon to envelope it;

—

while the Light of Reason, like that of the Fixed Star, shines with

equable and perennial lustre, and Avhether seen or unobserved.

This accounts for the fact that animals exercise, as occasion and

their natural dispositions and affections require, the powers of

attention, foresight, caution and circumspection, &c. without re-

taiuing any consciousness of the nature of those qualities, or

knowing any thing about them. It accounts for the fact of the

common conscious nature of every individual remaining in-

capable of elevation : and also for the seeming miracle of migra-

tion, both in general, and in some particular instances of it which

will hereafter be adduced, in animals not commonly known as

migrators. It moreover accounts, in great measure, for that

pliability in the nature of animals which renders them susceptible

of human influence, and of what is called education.

If intelligence be essentially present in acts purely instinctive,

although the agent be not conscious of it, there can be no reason

why it should not operate in a contingent as well as in an uniform

manner. To this contingent operation of instinct, upon a connate

faculty formed to receive its influence, and not to any rational

change, we must, I conceive, attribute the plasticity in the nature

of animals :—from this it must arise that the ferocity of some

species can be attempered, and the dipositions of others made to

yield, and to minister to the necessities, and even to the delights of

man. If there is the strongest possible evidence of the subjects of

the animal kingdom being supplied with influent perceptions of

the means of action, according to implanted faculties of recep-

tion; surely nothing more is required to account for the wonder-

ful means employed by them, both in a wild and in a domesti-

cated state.

This indeed, as it respects the higher animals, appears at first

siglit a circumstance almost of a miraculous ciiaracter; but it is

not in reality more so in the case of such animals, than in the ordi-

nary operations of the Insect tribes, when viewed under a similar

aspect.—The instinct of Insects is not so uniform as has been

Imagined : Hcos, although gifted with a perception for distinguish,

iug certain flowers and plants possessing poisonous qualities, some-
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times forget their caution in avoiding them, and fall victims to

their neglect of the instinctive warning. In the county of West

Chester, in the province of New York, a swarm which settled

upon the branches of the Poison Ash (Rhus Vernix, L.) were on

the following morning found dead and swollen.* This and other

circumstances demonstrate the subordinate liberty of these minute

agents. Their intuitive perception appears to form a plane of

reaction analogous to the reason of man
;

perception is their

reason, and they freely exercise their physical powers in accom-

plishing by its aid the ends of their being ; but a slight prepon-

derance of one instinctive desire over another, such as that of

gathering honey over that of avoiding the poisonous nectar, whether

brought about by the paucity of wholesome flowers or by other

circumstances, is sufficient to make them disregard the perception

of the noxious quality in favour of that of storing up, and pro-

ceeding with their hive work : and the fatal consequence ensues.

The stronger instinctive desire, and its relative perception, over-

comes the weaker. On this account the instinctive desire of

obedience, with its correspondent perception, in the Dog, is so

strong, that it will overcome almost every other, even that of the

desire of food- In this respect he entirely differs from the Cat,

who, though a very sagacious animal, will in general steal in spite

of discipline. Intuitive desires, and their perceptions, appear iU'?

deed to regulate the actions of animals, according to their prevail-

ing ascendancy ; but as the creatures seem to exercise a free con-

troul, subordinate to this, over their bodily acts and locomotions,

we are thus enabled to account for every variety of apparent

voluntary and free determination on the part of the higher ani-

mals J
whose conscious sense of existence and of action is without

doubt formed upon the sentiment of this subordinate freedom,

Mr. Bingley relates, on the authority of Catesby, that " When
the Europeans first visited America, they found the Flamingos

(Phoenicopterus ruber, L.) on the shores tame and gentle, and no

way distrustful of mankind. When the fowler had killed one,

the rest of the flock, instead of attempting to fly, only regarded

the fall of their companion in a kind of fixed astonishment: an?

• Nicholson's Philos. Journ. XXIII. p. 234.
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other and another shot was discharged ; and thus the fowler often

levelled the whole flock, without one of them attempting to

escape." " Now, however," continues Mr. Bingley, " they regard

us with aversion : wherever they haunt, one of their number, it is

said, is always appointed to watch while the rest are employed in

feeding ; and the moment he perceives the least danger, he gives

a loud scream, in sound not much unlike a trumpet, and instantly

the whole flock is on wing. They feed in silence ; but, when thus

roused, they all join in the noise, and fill the air with their

screams."* To those who are disposed to maintain that animals

are possessed of a degree of reason, I would address the question,

—Is this conduct of tlie Flamingo an evidence of Reason or of

Instinct ? If of Reason, we may as fairly claim it for the young

Foxes mentioned in the former part of this Essay, whose vicinity to

the abodes of Man awakened a more acute principle of discrimi-

nation, even before they had left the litter; or for the Ants who

made choice of the surface of Reaumur's glass be«-hives, oji ac~

count of the equability of the heat for hatching their progeny, and

planted their colonies betweeu the surface of the hive and the

wooden shutter;* another instance of particular and contingent

adaptation, too strong to be mistaken.

Upon the whole, then, it appears to me, that a Contingent as

well as an Invariable Instinct is clearly manifest ; and that it can-

not be denied without ascribing a proper intelligence in cases

which are incompatible with its existence.

The summary of the view I have attempted to give of the

Brute Nature is this :—That the Brute Mind is constituted by the

anion of a faculty receptive of influent desires, and a faculty re-

ceptive of corresponding Perceptions ; and that Brutes are the

subjects of the operation of essential Will and Intelligence, winch

controul their Natures in various modes ;—and which are mani-

fested in analogous forms of Instinct, as observed in the actions of

the Brute Kingdom :—That Brutes arc inlluenccd by intermedi-

ate agencies between Nature and the Creator, whose Wisdom
permits that the evil as well as the good principles of Will and

• Anim. Biog. vol. ii. p. 486,

+ Kirby aiitl Spciice, vol. ii. p. 519.
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Intelligence operative in the mind of Man should be represented

around him in the world he inhabits :*—That from the varied in-

fluence of these principles the different subjects of the Brute Crea-

tion derive each their peculiar disposition and character.

In this manner it appears to me that the World of Mind is in

action upon, and in connection with, the World of Nature :—the

whole being under the controul of the Supreme Being ; whose

Wisdom is displayed in the permission of lesser disorders and

* Mr. W. S. Mac Leay, while examining the theory in which the brain of

the inferior animals, or the ganglions which obtain that name, is supposed to

be acted upon by the volition of the Deity, and which theory has already been

noticed, (p. 350) observes, that it can only have one foundation, " which is far

from being weak or easily subverted," and which he states as follows: " It is

that this planet and its contents were created for the sole use and instruction

of man, who is thus the end of the terrestrial creation. Principio ipse mundus

Deorum hominumque causa factus est: qutcque in eo sunt omnia, ea parata ad

fructum hominum et inventi sunt." And after controverting that theory by the

argument already examined, he continues, " To me such an argument appears

insurmountable ; but I confess its force is very much weakened by the reflec-

tion, that the basis of the opposed doctrine is, that every thing we see is

intended for our instruction, either with respect to the Divine nature or the

human. Now it is manifestly possible to place to this account, not only the

apparent consequences of injuries in animals, but all the phaenomena they

may present."

The Rev. W. Kirby, in his excellent Address, explanatory of the views of

the Zoological Club, delivered at its foundation in November last, when ad-

verting to the propriety of gentlemen' endeavouring to elucidate natural groups

whilst engaged in naming and describing the non-descrlpt animals which their

cabinets contain, alludes to the necessity of their keeping in mind the dis-

tinction pointed out by Mr. Mac Leay, between affinity and analo[;y; and

after referring to the numberless instances in which the Naturalist will see the

" simulation of affinity where the reality of it does not exist," also alludes to

the subject of this note, by remarking, " From this part of the plan of the

Creator we may gather, I think, that every thing has its meaning as well

as its use.'^

I am much gratified to find in these views, of two such eminent Naturalists,

a strong corroboration of the sentiment contained in the above proposition,

and expressed in the commencement of my preliminary Essay, that the various

objects of Creation are of a symbolic nature; in which sentiment that which

regards Man as the end of the Creation is also implied. Every additional

step which is gained by Science, whilst exploring the " mystic labyrinths"

of nature, elicits, I conceive, fresh evidence to this effect.
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evils, in order that greater ones may be avoided ; and who ba-

lances the various powers of all the orders of existence, and their

mutual operation, in such a manner as to produce the greatest

good.

Art. XLV. Monograph on the Cj/prceidce^ a Famihj of

Testaceous Mollusca. By John Edward Gray, Esq

M.G.S.
[Continued from page 152.]

27. Cypraa Tigris.

Testa ovali-ovata, ventricosa, postice sub-umbilicata rotun-

data, albido-ca^rulescente, guttis nigris, majusculis, numerosis,

sparsis; lineadorsaliferrugineaj basi alba, convexiuscula; lateribus

albidis nigro-guttatis.

Cypra:a Tigris, Lin. Si/s. Nat. 1176. Martini i. 330. Bora,

Mus. 182. Schroder. Einl. \. 111. Gmelin 3408. Schreiber^s

Conch, i. 64. Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xv. 452. llist. vii. 382.

Dillrsyn R. S. 449.

Cypra;a Pardalis, Shaz3 Nat. Misc. vi. t. 193.

Icon. Bonanni Rec. Kirch, in. f. 231, 232. Lister Conch.

t. 682, f. 29 ! Rumph. t. 38. f. J. Pet. Amb. Gaz. t. 96, f. 7\

GauUier, t. 14, f. G. L L. t. 16, f. S. Seba, iii. t. 76. f. 7, 9, 14.

Knorr. vi. t. 21. f. 4. Favanne t. 30, f. L. 2. Martini i. t. 24,

f. 232—234 ! Born. Mus. t. 8, f. 7. Encyc. Meth. t. 353, f. 3 !

^.Jlammea. Testa lutea, strigata.

Cypraia flammea, Gmelin 3408.

Cypraea, n. 32. Schroct. Einl. i. 148.

Valentyn. Abhandlung, t. 4, f. 30.

y. nigrescens. Testa nigrescente, obscure nigro maculate. INIus.

Dora. Kdwards.

2. Junior. Testl ovati albida, maculata.

Cypraea fa;mina. Martini i. 333. Gmelin 3409. Schrciber's

Conch, i. 65.
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Cypraea tigrina. Gmelin 340-1.

Cypraea seriata, Solander's Mss. Portland Cat. 133. lot 29S5.

Cypraea, n. 87. Schroet. Einl. i. 155.

n.lO 1. 136.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 748, f. 42! 672, f. 18 ! Seha iii. t. 76,

f. 8, 12. Knorr. v. t. 8, f. 2, 3. Favatme t. 30, f. L. 3, 4.

Inhabits Indian ocean, Red Sea, Bonanni. Madagascar, Lister.

Amboyna, Rumphius. Java, Linnwus. Isle of France and Mo-
lucca, Lamarck. Mus. Brit. Sowerby. Nost.

Shell ovate, veutricose, rounded behind, bluish white, orna-

mented with numerous rather large black spots; dorsal line ferru-

ginous; sides white, spotted with black, thickened, the outer one

slightly angular above ; base white, concave near the aperture,

slightly groved near the centre of the inner lip ; aperture scarcely

dilated in front; teeth large, distinct;—outer larger; back of

columella smooth, front rather concave, plaited; spire hid, and

slightly concave over it; inside white; axis 4, diameter 2-^ inches.

This shell is very common, and varies exceedingly in colour and

size ; but it may always be distinguished from the next by the

hinder part being rounded, the spots larger, and the inner lip

smoother.

28. Cyprcea Pantherina,

Testa oblongo-ovata, ventricosa, postice sub-umbilicata, pro-

ducta, albido-carnea, arenacea, guttis atro-rubentibus, parvulis,

numerosis, ornata ; linea dorsali flavescente ; basi alba, planulata ;

lateribus carneis rufo nigroque maculatis.

Cypraea Pantherina. Solander^s Mss. Portland Cat. 156. lot

3407. Dillzoi/n R. S. 450.

Cypraea guttata. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xv. 453

!

Cyprae tigrina. Lamarck. Hist. y'n. SS5\

Icon. Bonajini Rec iii. f. 256. Kirch iii. f. 255. Lister Conch.

t. 681, f. 281 ! Gaultier, t. 14, f. H. Jrgenville, t. 18. f. F.

Knorr, i. t. 26, f. 4. Martini, i. t. 24, f. 235, 236 ! Favanne,

t. 30, f. L. 6. Encyc. Method, t. 353, f. 5

!

^. Testa castaneo-rubri, obscure maculata.

Lihabils Mediterranean, Lister. Adriatic, Martini. China
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and Arabia Felix, Humphreys. Mus. Brit. J. Sowerby. Nost. <3.

Mtis. Brit.

Shell obloDg ovate, ventricose, behind produced, whitish flesh

colour, mottled, sandy, ornamented with numerous small reddish

black spots; tiie dorsal line yellowish; sides whitish flesh colour,

spotted with red and black, thickened, the outer one rounded, the

inner obtusely angular ; base white, flattish; aperture rather di-

lated in front ; teeth of the upper lip narrow, close, slightly

extended on the inner lip nearly the whole length ; of the outer

large, distinct; columella plaited, concave in front.

30. Cyprcea sub-rostrata.

Testa ovali-ovata, ventricosa, alba, spira convexa, basi convex-

iuscula; extremitatibus sub-productis, marginatis ; lateribus sub-

ibcrassatis rotuudatis ; columella Icevi, plana profunda.

Nehoue. Mus. Sowerby.

Shell oval ovate, nearly globular, spire convex, distinct ; base

convex ; sides rather thickened, obtusely margined ; extremities

rather produced, distinctly margined ; aperture rather large, front

concave ; columella smooth, front flat, smooth, deep ; axis ^,
diameter -j^ of an inch, sometimes larger.

** CypRjE^ Ver-«.—Shell, when young, smooth, banded
;

when perfect, polished, smooth, edge entire. Inner lip, close to the

columella, leaving no, or scarcely any, concave space ; the plaits

carried over the columella.

Obs. In almost all the species of this section, there is no de-

pression on the columella, but the plaits run over it without any

interruption ; and in those few species that do possess any depres-

sion, it is very different in form from the similar part in the for-

mer section, to which they cannot be referred, as it would require

that some very approximating species, as C. caurica, and C. vario-

laria^ &c. should be separated from one another. Some of the

species, as, C. Jsellus^ C. interriipta^ C. quaJrimaculata, C. //?-

rundo, C. stolida, and C. Motieta, are tubercular, or ribbed at the

base ; but they have no depression on the columella, and consc*

quently cannot be confounded with the last section, to which they

Lave considerable affinity.

Vol. I. 2 b
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31, Cyprcea Onyx.—The Onyx Cowry.

Tests, ovato-pyriformi, subumbilicata, obscure fasciata, albido-

violacea ; lateribus subtusque uigris ; Hnea dorsali lata, pallida ;

dentibus fusco-nigris ; columella antice plicata.

Cypraia onyx. Lin. Sijs. Nat. 1177. (1). Gmelin. 3410.

Dillzcyn 433.

Cypra^a pulia. CwcZ/?j 3412. (2). Schreib. Conch, j. 69.

Cyprx'a adusta. Chemnitz x. 106. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xv1.

92. Hist. vii. 389.

Cypraja n. 20. Schrcet. Einl. t. 139.

Icon. Bonanni Rec. iii. f. 255, (j). Kirch, iii. f. 254. List.

Conch, t. 657. f. 2 ! Gaultier t. 15. f. N. (1). Chemnitz x. t. 145.

f. 1341

!

2. Incompletn. Testa ovata, umbilicata, fusco-rufescente, zonis

binis pallidis ; basi lateribusque pallide brunneis ; dentibus au-

rantiis.

3. Decorticata. Testa dorso pallide bifasciato.

Icon. Martini j. t. 20. f, 269, 270.

Cypraea puUa. Gmelin 341'2. Schreiber^s Conch, j. 69.

Inhabits Coast of Asia. Litmceus. Lamarck. Mus. Brit.

J. Sowerby, Nost.

Shell ovate, rather ventricose, with two very obscure, narrow,

pale brown bands ; back, pale lilac, with a broad dorsal line, ex-

hibiting the fuscous undercoat ; the base and sides brownish

black ; the base rather convex ; the sides slightly thickened,

upper part paler; teeth, blunt, rather distant, black, all small

except the two or three front, which are large and extended over

the columella ; spire, concave, often closed over when full grown.

When young, the shell is dark reddish-brown, with two narrow

pale bands ; the base is pale fulvous, with orange teeth. When it

becomes more perfect, the edge is more thickened and blacker,

and there is a narrow dorsal line, and the teeth are still orange ;

at length the pale lilac coat is thrown over, leaving a broad lance-

olate dorsal spot, and the base and teeth become quite black. It

varies greatly in size : n. 1, axis ||, diameter /o, and n. 2., axis

i^, diameter |§ of an inch.
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The shape of the columfilla, and the color of the teeth, at once

distinguishes this species from the next.

32. Cjjprcea Pyrum.—The Pear Cowry.

Testa ovata, pyriformi, subumbilicata, fulvo rufescente ; dorso

subfasciato, et maculis albidis nebuiato ; lateiibus subtusque fulvo-

croceis; dentibus albidis ; columella aatice lajvi.

Cypraea Pyrum. Gmelin 3411. (1). Schreiber^s Conch.'}. 69.

Dillzcj/n. ii. 457.

Cyprjea fiaveola. Born. Mus. 190.

Cypraea maculosa. Gmelin 3412 (2).

Cypraea ochracea. Solancler''s MSS. Portland Catal.

Cyprasa Siciliana. Uljjsses'' Travels 455.

Cypra»a Rufa. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 92. Hist. vii. 38S.

" Cyprasa cinnamoraea. Olivi." Dillwyn.

" Cypra;a variolosa. Gmelin." Dillwyn.

" Cypraea fulva. Gmelin." Dillwyn.

Cypraea n. 16. Schroeter Einl.j. 188.

Icon. Bonanni Rec. iii. f. 259. (2). Kirch iii. f. 258. (2).

Gaultier t. 14. f. E. (1). Martini j. t. 26. f. 267, 268 (1)!

Enci/c. Method, t. 353. f. 1.

!

Inhabits Mediterranean and African Sea, Sicily, Bonannt.

Africa and Malaga, Martini. Adriatic Sea, Brochi. Senegal and

Gulph of Tarent, Lamarck. Mus. Brit. Nost.

/3. fossilis. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xv. Hist. V\\. 406.

" Plaisantiii. Mus. Dom. Faugas." Lamarck 1. c.

Shell ovate pear-shaped, mottled with brownish fulvous, spotted

with white and darker brown, obscurely banded ; base rather

conve*, bright reddish fulvous ; sides rather thickened, the same

colour as the base; aperture fulvous ; teeth blunt, rather distant,

while; columella smootli, and rather concave in front, with the

ijjnermost part rather denticulated ; spire concave, often covered
;

inside white. Axis J-Ij diameter ^ of an inch.

Certainly the most beautiful of the European species.

33. Cijpra:a pyriformis.—The Pear-shaped Cowry.

Testil ovatil, pyriformi, subumbilicatil, albido-cinereli, obscure

trifasciatu

;

latcribus subtusque albis; marginibus sub-

2 11 2
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crassatis fusco«punctatis ; dentibus columella fuscisj columella

antice plicata.

Icon. %ool. Journal, t. . f.

Inhabits. Mus, Nost.

Shell ovate, pear-shaped, pale blueish-grey, with three obscure

bands ;
the base convex, white ; margin slightly thick-

ened and rounded on the sides, and sharp towards the anterior

of the extremity, white, with small scattered purplish-brown spots,

and one larger one over the spire. Spire concave, partly covered.

Aperture rather narrow, white. Teeth, of the inner lip, narrow,

long, rather distant ; those of the upper part brown ; those of the

anterior, thicker, paler. The columella flat, plaited the whole

length. Outer lip narrow, shelving outward, except at the ante-

rior part, where it is margined and shelving towards the mouth,

with teeth rather lafge, and distant; inside greyish-tvhite. Axis

\^ ; diameter -j?^ of an inch.

I possess only two specimens of this shell ; one of which is not

quite formed, and is of a pale whitish colour, with a distinct

broad fulvous ceintral band ; and the other is fully formed, but

unfortunately has the back completely decorticated : in this state

it is grey, with the obscure blueish bands and the central fulvous

one. I am therefore unable to give the true colour of the back,

tvhich I leave to be filled up at a future time. I have not the

slightest doubt of its being a distinct species, from its form,

which approaches most nearly to that of C. pyrum^ and from the

colour of its teeth.

34. Cyproca uiidata.—The Waved Cowry;

Testa oblongo-ovata, umbilicata, albida, zonis tribus interruptis

et lineis fulvis flexuosis undatim pict^ ; basi lateribusque albis^

punctis fuscis hotatis.

Cypraaa undata. Solander's MSS. Lamarck. Hist. vii. 394.

Cypraea zigzag. Lamarck, jlnn. Mus. xvi. 96.

Icon. Argenville Conch, t. 18. f. N. ! Favanne t. 29. f. OO.

Martini'}, t. 23. f. 266, 267 ! Encyc. Method, t. 356. f, 1 !

2. decorticata. Test^ castanea j basi albida, fusco maculat^<
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Inhabits Atlantic Ocean. Lisbon, Lamarck. Mus. Brit.

J. Sowerby, Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, white, ornamented with three or four inter-

rupted chesnut-brown bands, with irregular edges, which give out

many thin zigzag lines, bent towards the outer lip ; base white,

spotted with brown, rather convex, slightly margined on the edge

of the outer side, with generally a dark spot on the upper part

of each extremity of the mouth ; aperture scarcely dilated in

front; teeth of the inner lip small, except in front, where there

are three large ; those of the outer lip distinct and blunt : colu-

mella smooth; spire concave, or umbilicated, rarely covered overj

inside brownish-white ; axis |§, diameter -j^ of an inch.

35. Cyproea ziczag.—The Zigzag Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, umbilicata, cinereo-albida, pallide, sub-

fasciat^, lineis flavescentibus transversim undulatis picta ; extre-

mitatibus fusco-punctato-fasciatis ; basi lateribusque luteis, fusco-

punctatis.

Cypra;a ziczag. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1177, Schroeter Ein. j. 116.

Gmelin 3410. Schrieber^s Conch, j. 67. Lamarck. Hist. vii.

394. Billwyn, B. S. 454.

Cypraea undata. Lamarck Ann- Mus. xvi.

Icon. List. Conch, t. 66. f. 5! Petiver^s Gaz. t. 12, f. 7.

Jrgen-oille t. 18. f. R. Martini t. 23. f. 224, 225. Encyc.

Method, t. 356. f. 8. a. b.

!

2. Incompleta ? Testa luteo-fusco maculis albidis sagittatis

fasciati.

Inhabits East Indian Seas. Humphreys. Mas. Brit. ^.

Sowerby, Nost. 2. Mus. Mawe.

Shell oblong-ovatc, greyish-white, ornamented with three ob-

scure yellowish bands, sometimes very much interrupted, thj space

between the bands marked with waved yellowish lines of various

breadths ; close to each end of the last whorle there is a row of

small brown spots ; the base yellowish, spotted with brown, rather

convex ; the edge slightly thickened and margined, especially on

the outer side, and often ornamented with two small brown spots

on the upper part of each extremity of the mouth ; aperture uar-
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row, teeth blimt ; columella smoothish ; spire concave, some-

times nearly closed over ; inside brownish : axis ^^, diameter .^

of an inch.

I have seen a shell, which was said to be the young of this

species, of a yellowish-brown colour, ornamented with several

bands formed of white arrow-shaped or heart-shaped spots. It

is probable that this may hereafter prove to be a distinct species.

This species is somewhat similar to the preceding, but it may

be instantly distinguished from it by its smaller size, lighter

colour, and its ornamental rows of small brown spots, one of which

is near the suture, and the other at the front extremity of the last

"whorle. Lamarck has corrected, in his excellent history, the

confusion which he had previously created between this and the

preceding.

36. Cyprcea clandestina.—The clandestine Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, umbilicata, alba, zonis tribus incarnatis

obsoletis, lineisque longitudinalibus subtilissimis, flavescentibus,

passim concurrentibus ; basi Tateribusque albis.

Cypraea clandestina. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1177! Gmelin 3410.

Dillzcjjn, R. S. 453 !

Cyprasa moniliaris. Lamarck Ann. Mus.Ti\\.9S\ Hist. \\\. 396,

" Cyprjea nitida. Solancler^s MSS.^' Humphreys.

Gyprasa Asellus. var. C. DiUzvjjn, R. S. 456.

Icon. Peliver Gaz.t. 97. i.lO.\

2. decoi'ticata. Testa alba, dorso luteo, fusco trifasciato.

Inhabits Asiatic Ocean. Lamarck. Ceylon, Solander. MuS.

Brit. J. Sowerby, Nost.

Shell oblong-ovate, white, with three obscure broad flesh-

coloured bands, and marked with very narrow yellow longitudinal

lines, which are often concurrent; the base is white, rather con-

vex; the edge is thickened and slightly margined, especially on

the outer side and front extremities ; the teeth are white, rather

distant, and slightly produced over the lips ; the columella front

very slightly concave, plaited ; spire concave, partly covered up ;

inside white : axis J'q^, diameter Jjj of an inch.

This shell appears to have been involved in obscurity since the
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time that Linnaeus first described it from the note of Mr. J. Zolga.

Pr. Solander, according to Mr. Dillwyn, supposed it to be a va-

riety of Cyprwa ziczag, figured by IMartinij which is C. undata of

Lamarck, and which has a spotted base. It was described by

Lamarck as a new species, under the name of C. moniUaris, with-

out his taking any notice of the yellow lines; but he refers to the

excellent figure of Petiver, iu which they are very evident.

Dillwyn placed this species as a variety ofC.Asellus, to which both

Linnaeus and Lamarck had compared it, but from which it has

several very peculiar differences both in colouring and form of

teeth.

37. Cifprcea Jsellus.—The Wood-Louse Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, alba, dorso fasciis tribus fusco-nigris or-

nata ; basi ina;qualiter subcostata.

Cypraea Asellus. Lin. Si/s. Nat. 1178. Born. Mas. 185.

Schroeter Einl. j. 117. Gmelin 3411. Schi'eiber^s Conch. 68.

Lamarck jinn. Mas. xvi. 98. Ilisl. 396. Dillwyn R. S. 456.

Icon. Bonanni t. 39 f. M. Lister Conch, t. 666, f. 10

!

Rumiihius t. 39, f.M. Petiver Gaz. t. 97. f. 11. Amb. t. 16,

f. 18. Gaultier t. 15. f. M. Argenville t. 18, f. F. Adamon,

Senegal, t. 5. f. H. Knorr. iv. t. 23, f. 3. Favanne t. 29- f. P.

Martini j. t. 27, f. 280. Born. Fig. 171. f. D. Enci/c. Method.

t. 58. f. 5.

!

/3. Jlavescens, Fasciis lutescentibus.

Gaultier t. 15. f. CC and DD. Martini'}, t. 27. f. 281.

2. Decorticata. Testi pallide roseS,, obscure albido-fasciata.

Lihubits Asiatic and African Ocean ; Maldives, Lister. Am-
boyna, Rumphius. Senegal, Lister. China, Humphries. Mus.

Brit. J. Sowerby, Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, white, the back ornamented with three

brownish or yellowish black bands ; spire flat, covered ; base

white, rather cylindrical ; edge rather thickened, and slightly

margined on the outer side and extremities ; teeth smallish, partly

extended over the base, especially at the hinder part of the inner

lip, where they are slightly tubercular ; columella, front flat,

plaited ; inside purplish-white , axis -/g, diameter -^'g of an iuch.
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This species varies considerably in size, and in the bands being

darker and paler, and in their sometimes being edged with yellow.

38. Cyprceainterrnpta.—The Broken-banded Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, subumbilicata, albido-caerulescente, inter-

rupte trifasciata, punctisque fulvis nebulata ; basi lateribusque

albis; subtus convexa, aequaliter subsulcata.

2. {lecorticata. Testa albido-violacea, interrupte trifasciata j

fasciis antice bifidis.

Inhabits. . Mus. Brit. J. Sowerby, Nost.

Shell oblong-ovate, blueish-white, clouded with minute yellowish

dots, and with three broken brownish bands, the two foremost of

which are generally divided spirally into two, and the hinder one

mostly single and formed of oblong transverse spots ; the spire is

slightly concave, covered ; the base and sides white ; the edge

slightly thickened all round, rounded on the sides, and slightly

produced at the posterior extremity ; the anterior extremity orna-

mented with a brown lunate spot on its upper part ; teeth smallish,

even, slightly extended over the lips, so as to make the base

evenly grooved.

This shell agrees in some measure with the description of Cyprcea

iabescens of Solander's MSS. (Martini], t. 28. f. 294, 295.) ; but

the teeth are small and closer, and the bands are differently

placed, as the hind one is only a little distance from the spire.

I therefore consider it a distinct species, which is always to be

known by its evenly sulcated base and articulated bands.

39. Cyprwa quadrimaculata.—The Four-spot Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, albido-caerulescente; dorso punctis minuT

tis, fulvis, nebulato ; basi marginibusque albidis ; extremitatibus

nigro bimaculatis ; subtus planulata insequaliter semisculat^.

Icon. %ool. Journ. t.

Inhabits. Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong-ovate, blueish-white, with the back speckled with

minute fulvous dots ; the spire flat ; the base and margin white ;

the edge slightly thickened, rounded at the sides ; the extremi-

ties rather produced, with two blackish-brown spots on the upper

part of each; the base flattishj aperture rather narrow; teeth
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rather large, extended like ridges partly over both the lips ; the

hinder ribs, especially of the inner lip, large and rather promi-

nent; columella plaited, front plaits largest; inside violet : axis

J"^, diameter -j^ of an inch.

This very distinct species bears much resemblance, at first sight,

to the last ; but it has not any appearance of bands, and the teeth

and furrows of the base are very different and more like those of

C. Asellus. It is instantly distinguished from all the other

Cyprseae by the two black spots at each extremity. I have only

seen one specimen of it, which is in my collection ; nor have any

of my friends recollected seeing it in any other cabinet ; I am

therefore inclined to consider it as rare.

40. Cyprcea Ilirundo.—The Swallow Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, albido-cserulescente, fasciis inaaqualibus

tribus fusco-nigris ornata, fulvo fusco inasqualiter punctata; basi

marginibusque albis, fusco-punctatis ; extremitatibus fusco-nigto

bimacuJatis ; subtus planulata, aequaliter semi-sulcata.

Cypraea Ilirundo. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1178. (1). Born. Mus. 184.

Schroet. Eiiil,']. 116. Gmelin 3411. Schreiber's Conch, j. 116.

L.amarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 95. Hist. vii. 393. Dillwyn JR. S. 455.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 674. f. 20 ! Ptt. Gaz. t. 30. f. 3 ! (1).

Knorr. iv. t. 25. f. 4. Martini, j. t. 28. f. 282. Born. Mus.

t. 8. f. 1 1 ! " Encyc. Method, t. 356. f. 6. f. 15." Lamarck.

^. formosa. Testa obscure fasciati, fulvo subpunctata, macula

dorsali rufescente lata signat^. ; extremitatibus fusco-maculatis.

Cypia;a Ilirundo, Var. C. Lamarck. 1. c.

2. decorticata. Testa albida, zonis tribus rufis inequalibus

;

extremitatibus bimaculatis.

Cypraja Ursellus. Gmelin 3411. Schreiber^s Conch, j. 60.

Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xvi. 98. Ilist. vii. 395. Dillwyn, R. S. 455.

Icon. Rumphius t. 39. f. 0. GauUicr t. 15. f. L. Martini

j. t. 24 f. 241. bad. " Encyc. Method, t. 356. f. 6." ? Lamarck.

Inhabits Indian Ocean. Tiie Maldives, Lister. Antilles,

Muller. Mus. Brit. J. Sowerby, Nost. S. Mus. Dom. Mawe.

Shell oblong-ovatc, blucish white, with three irregular blucish-

Wack bands, and ornamented with minute fulvous brown scat-
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tered dots, and sometimes blotches of the same colour; the spire

flat; the base and sides white dotted; the edge slightly thick-

ened, rounded on the sides ; the extremities slightly produced and

margined on each side, and ornamented with two black-brown

spots at the upper part of each end ; teeth even, rather large, ex-

tending halfway over the lips on each side, into equal rib-like

striae ; columella flat, or slightly concave in front, plaited ; inside

brownish-purple : axis -^^ , diameter ^ of an inch.

This shell varies considerably in its colouring; being sometimes

plain blueish-whlte with a few small brown dots, and at others,

as in the variety /3., having one or two large fulvous brown irre-

gular blotches, the bands scarcely visible. This latter variety ap-

proaches very much in appearance to C. stoUda ; but it is instantly

lobe distinguished from it by the teeth being white. It may in-

deed prove a distinct species when more of them are found, but

I have thought it best to keep it only as a variety, as I have only

seen one specimen, which is in Mrs. Mawe's private cabinet.

When the outer coat is wern off, the bands are at first black, but

become reddish when the back is still more worn. This species

sometimes loses the spots at one or both extremities, when it is the

C. Ursellus oi Gmelia. Lamarck arranges C.felina as a variety of

this species ; this however is perfectly distinct. There exists a

considerable difficulty respecting the reference to the figure of the

French Encyclopffidia, and I have for this account only copied the

references of Lamarck.

41. Cyprcea stolida.—The Foolish Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, albida-caerulescente, macula dorsali qua-

drata fulva albo punctata, angulis decurrentibus ornata ; extremi-

tatibus productis, fulvo-fusco bimaculatis ; basi convexa, albida,

fulvo punctata, ffiqualiter semisulcata ; dentibus fuscis.

Cyprsa stolida. Lin. Syst. Nut. 1183 (11) ! Born. Mas. 19.

Chemnitz xi. 41. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 95. Hist. 392. Dill-

Trrjn. R. S. 462.

Cypraja rubiginosa. Gmelin 1721.

*' Cyprffia arabica, Var. Schreiber's Conch, j. 54." Dilhvyn.

CyprffiQjn. 32. Schroder Einl.j. 142.
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' Icon. Fether Gaz. t. 97, f. 18. (1) ! Argenville t. 18, f. Y.

(!) Martini i. t. 29, f. 305 ! Favanne, t. 29, f. 3. Born. Mus.

t. 8. f. 15 ! Chemnitz xi, 1. 1 80. f. 1743, 1744 !

Inhabits, East Indian Seas ; Eastern Ocean. Chemnitz. Mus.

J. Sowerby Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, greyish-white, with a square, irregularly

edged, perforated fulvous spot on the centre of the back, which

gives oif at each angle an irregular long transverse band towards

the ends ; spire slightly concave, covered ; base whitish, spotted

with small fulvous spots, rather convex, edge thickened ; outer lip

and extremities slightly margined ; extremities produced, with

two pale fulvous spots on the upper part of each end ; teeth large,

blunt, extending half way over each of the lips, into nearly equal

fib-like striae, which are white, with a brown line on each side of

ttieir centres; columella slightly plaited and concave the whole

length, innermost part denticulated ; inside pale violet. Axis

-^, diameter -'^ of an inch.

This is a very beautiful species, which has generally been re-

garded as rare. Considerable confusion has existed in respect

to it among authors, by whom it has been usually considered to

refer to imperfect specimens of C. caurica ; which have therefore

been frequently taken for C. slolida of Linnasus.

42. Cj/prcea pulchella.—The Pretty Cowry.

Testa ovati, albida, obscure fasciata, fulvo punctata maculis

dorsalibus duobus fulvis irregularibus signata ; lateribus albido-fla-

Vescentibus, nigro-fusco guttatis ; basi convexa, striata, striis elo-

vatis spadicis.

Cyprma pulchella. Swainson Phil. Mag. Ixi. 376.

Icon. Exotic Conch, t,

Inhiibils China. Mus. Dom. Mawe.
Shell ovate or sub-oblong-ovate, white, Avith three very obscure

"broad purplish bands ; the back irregularly clouded witli minute

yellowish fulvous dots, and ornamented with two irregular squarc-

isli fuscous dorsal spots, sides yellowish-white, with a few largc-

"n\\ round, blackish-brown spots, and dark brown at the ends ; the

spire concave, covered
J
the base convex, the teeth narrow, small,
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distinct, brown, extending like ribs nearly to the margin of the

outer halfway over the inner lip : front part of the columella ra-

ther concave, plaited. Axis -lAj diameter ,*^.

This very beautiful Cypraea I have only observed in the posses-

sion of Mrs. Mawe, to whose liberality I am indebted for permis-

sion to take the above description.

Mr. Swainson having described this species a few months before

the publication of the species which I have called C. pulchella, it

is necessary that the name of the latter species should be changed.

I propose therefore, to call it in future Cyprcea Pulchra^ the Beau-

tijitl Cowry,

43. Ct/prma punctata.—The Dotted Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata,umbilicata, albido-carnea, maculis inaequa-

libus fulvo-fuscis sparsis ; basi albida, fusco-lineata, semi-sulcata.

Cypraea punctata. Lin, Mantiss 548. Gmelin 3414. Solan-

der's Mss. Dillvcyn R. S. 458.

Cypraea antomaria. Gme/m. 3412. Schreiber''s Conch, 59.

Cypraea n. 25. Schroeter Einl. j. 140.

Cypraea Stercus Muscaruna. Lamarck An. Mus. xvi. 98. Hist,

396.

Icon. Martini, j, t. 28. f. 290, 291 I Encyc. Method, t. 355,

f. 10.

/3. Decolorata. Basi dentibusque albis.

y. Maculata. Extremitatibus nigris fuscis maculatis.

Inhabits. Mus. Brit.

Shell oblong ovate, white, with a tinge of flesh colour, sprin"»

kled with irregular roundish bright fulvous brown spots, which are

smaller towards the sides; spire concave, covered, white with a

brown spot at the base ; the base scarcely thickened, whitish

lined with brown ; aperture narrow ; teeth minute, extended rib-

like over the base, nearly to the margin, edged with brown ; colu-

mella front rather concave, plaited, outer lip slightly shelving inr

wards in front. Axis y*^, diameter ^ of an inch.

The teeth and base are sometimes white ; and also the hinder

extremity just over the spire is sometimes convex, with two large

spots.
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44. Cypraa tabescens.—The Rotten Cowry.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, subcylindrica, subumbllicata, albldo-

caerulescente, interrupte fusco trifasciata, punctisque fulvis nebu-

lat^; basi albi ; labro marginato, supra fusco maculato; dentibus

approximatis ; columella concava.

" Cypraea tabescens. Solander's Mss."" Dillwyn R. S. 463. (1)

Cypraea stolida. i3. Gmelin, 3417. (1.)

Cypraea n. 26. Schroeter Einl.j. 141.

Cypraea teres. Gmelin 3405. (2.) Schreiber's Conch. 116.

Dillxoyn R. S. 445.

Cypraea, n. 110. Schroeter Einl.y 161.(2.)

Icon. Bonanni Recall. Mus, Kirch, i.ii. 237. Martini '].{.

f. 294. 295. ! (1.) Schroeter Eiiil. j. t. 1. f. 7. (2.) Rumphius

t. 39. f. F ? Pet. Jnib. t. 16. f. 13 ?

Inhabits. Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, blueish-whlte, with

three broken fulvous brown bands, of which the anterior is sim-

ple, the central one double, each formed of sn:ail square spots, and

the hinder one formed of oblong oblique spots, and clouded with

fulrous brown specks ; spire small, slightly concave, covered ; the

base sub-cylindrical, while; the edge white, with a few brown
spots on the upper part ; the edge of the outer lip aud front ex-

tremities margined. Base rounded convex ; aperture rather large ;

teeth of the inner lip small, rather close ; columella concave, and
plaited the whole length ; outer lip sinuous, teeth large, close,

slightly extending rib-like over the lip, inside purple. Axis -t'

,

diameter -^ of an inch.

The disposition of the colouring of this species is very like that

bf C. interrupta, but the central band alone is double, and it is of

a darker hue than in that species, from which it also differs, in

being larger and more cylindrical ; in the outer lip being acutely

margined, and sinuated. From the next species it differs in the

concavity of the columella, and in the teeth of the outer lip being

smaller and scarcely extended over it, as well as in the spire,

which is smaller and concave, instead of extended and flat.

I had this shell from the collection of Dr. Coombs, under tlte

name of C. teres ; the description of it agrees with that of C. ta^
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hescens. It also resembles the figures given by IVIartini of this

specieSj which appears to be Tery obscure. 1 have therefore united

them together and adopted the oldest name.

45. Cyprcea cylindrica.—The cylindrical Cowry.

Testa oblongo-elliptica, sub-cylindrica, albido crerulescente,

(obscure fusco trifasciata, punctisque fulvis uebulata ;) spira

plana; basi sub-cylindrica, semisulcata, alba; labro marginato j

dentibus maximis ; columella convexiuscula.

Cypraea cylindrica. Born. Mas. 184. ! Gmelin 3405. Schrei-

ber's Conch, j. 77. Dillwyn R. S. 452.

Cyprsa n. 109. Schroder EinLj. 160.

j3. Decorticata. Testa albido-purpurea, extremitatibus fusco*

rufescente biniaculatis.

Icon. Born. Mas. i. 8. f. 10. Sowerb. Gen. f.

Inhabits. Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong elliptical, nearly cylindrical, blueish white, (mot-

tled with small yellowish spots, and with three obscure brownish

bands ;) spire large, fiat ; base white, nearly cylindrical, flattened

and sharply margined on the outer lip and at the extremities,

which in worn shells have each two brown spots ; aperture rather

large ; teeth white, those of the inner lip partly extended rib-

like over the base, narrow and close, except the three or four an-

terior ones which are rather large and distant; columella plaited,

rather convex ; outer lip rather broad ; teeth large, distant, ex-

tended rib-like not quite to the edge; inside purplish white.

Axis il) diameter ^ of an inch.

The only specimen which I possess of this species, is decorti-

cated, which appears to be the only state in which it has been

seen by those naturalists who have described it. I have however,

seen a specimen, some time ago, in a perfect state, from the re-

collection of which I have given in a parenthesis an account of its

colour.

46. Cyprcea cribraria.—The Sieve Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, sub-umbilicata, albida, late luteo reticu-

lata, maculis albidis rotundis sub-a^qualibus confertis picta ; liuca

dorsali laterali ; labro marginato, flavo punctato.
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Cypraea cribraria. Lin, Sys. Nat. 1176! Born. Mus. 186.

Schroet. Eint. j. 119. Gmelin 1434. Schreiber^s Conch, j. 74.

Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 94. Hist. vii. 391. Dillwyn R. S. 458.

Icon. List. Conch, t. 693. f. 42 ! Petiver's Gaz. i. S. f. 3.

Argenville t. 18. f. k. Regenfuss j. t. 12. f. 74. Favanne t. 29,

f. 13. 14. Martini 1. 1. 31. 336. Encijc. Method. 355. f. 5.

Inhabits China. Humphreys.

Shell oblong ovate, white, or yellowish-white, covered with a

pale fulvous brown coat perforated with numerous large, nearly

equal, round holes, which show the white ground colour of the

shell, and leave a straight lateral dorsal line ; spire small, concave,

covered ; base rather convex, white ; edge sharply margined on

the outer side and the extremities ; the outer lip mostly ornamented

with a few small yellow spots on the upper part; aperture rather

large ; teeth of the inner lip rather distant, small, narrow, except

the tvio or three anterior ones, which are rather distant ; those of

the outer lip large, blunt, distant, slightly extended over the shelv-

ing outer lip ; columella scarcely concave, plaited ; inside white.

Axis ii, diameter 3?^ of an inch.

This shell varies greatly in the colour of the outer coat from yel-

low to reddish-brown ; and also in size.

47. Cyprceafimbriata.—The fringed Cowry.

Test^ oblongo-ovati albido-cserulescente ; fasciis quinque ob-

scuris fuscis interruptis ornata ; basi alba planulata ; labro submar-

ginato, minute punctate; extremitatibus violaceo bimaculatis.

Cypraea n. 14. Sdiroeter. Einl. j. 237.

Cypraea fimbriata. Gmelin 3423? Schrciber's Conch, t. 79.

DillKijn R, S. 465.

" Cypraea tenella. Solander^s Mss.'^ Dillwyn.

Icon. Martini j. 26. f. 263!

Inhabits. Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, blueish-vvhile, with five obscure, pale, nar-

row, yellowish interrupted bands, four of which are arranged in

pairs , spire flat, covered ; base white, rather flat ; edge roundly-

margined on the outer side and extremities, M'hich have each two

violet spots ; aperture rather wide and concave in front, wiiite,-
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teeth even, close, small, except the two front ones of the inner

lip; columella flat, plaited ; inside purplish-white. Axis j*^, dia-

meter -Jj of an inch.

This Shell is instantly to he known by the purple spots at the

extremities. It sometimes varies to twice the size above-men-

tioned.

48. Cyprosafelina,—The Cat Cowry.

Testa oblonga-ovata, albido-c£Brulescente, obscure fusco trifas-

ciata, punctulisque fulvis nebulata ; basi convexiuscula,marginibu3

luteis nigro guttatis.

Cypraea n. 24. Schroeter Einl. j. 140.

Cypraea felina. Gmelin 3412. ! Dillzsyn R. S. 450.

Cyprasa Asellus var. Schreiber's Conch. 68.

" Cypraea olivacea. Solander^s Mss." Dillwyn.

Cypraea hirundo, b. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xvi. 93. Hist. vii.

393.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 680. f. 27 .' Encyc. Method, t. 356. f. J.

/3. Gibbosa. Testi ovata, caeteris priori simili.

y. Listeri. Testa oblongo-elliptic^ albido-coerulescente, fasclis

quinque obscuris fuscis interruptis ornata, punctisque fulvis nebu-

lata; basi plana ; marginibus albis nigro guttatis.

Icon. Martini y t. 28. f. 283. 284 !

y. 2. Decorticata. Testa, casrulescente, quinque fasciata*

Icon. List. Conch. i.Q7A. i.lW

Inhabits^ Indian Ocean and African Seas. Maldives. Lister

Mus. J. Sowerby, Nost. /S. Mus. Bennett, y. Must Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, blueish-white, clouded with fulvous brown

spots, with three obscure brownish bands, the two anterior of

which seem to be divided longitudinally in the middle, so as to

appear like five bands; spire flat, covered by the front of the

margin; base rather convex, flat, in front yellow ; edge thickened,

rounded, yellow, with a few large purplish-brown spotsj two of

which are always at the extremities, and the others appear to be

placed at the ends of the bands, with sometimes one or two smaller

in the intervening spaces ; aperture rather large, whitish ; teeth on

the inner Up rather small, distant ; columella plaited and rather
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concave the whole length ; teeth of the outer lip rather large, dis-

tant, slightly extended over the lip, inside purplish-white. Axis

i§, diameter -^ of an inch.

This shell varies its shape, by being sometimes ovate and gibbous

at the back.

The third variety may perhaps be a distinct species, as I have

seen several of them, which all agree in being longer, and nar-

rower, with the base flat, and white, and in the spots being more

distinct. In the teeth, however, and general disposition, of the

colouring, they agree with this species.

49. Cyprcea errones. The Doubtful Cowry.

Testi ovato-oblonga, subumbilicata, albido-caerulescente, sub-

fasciata, punctis viridi-fulvis confertis nebulata ; lateribus, basi-

que flavescentibus ; extremitatibus interdum bimaculatis.

a. Testa ovato-oblonga, dorsa macula fusca notato, basi albida,

extremitatibus immaculatis.

Cypraea errones. Lin, Sys, Nat. 1178. Born. Mus. 185.

GmelinZAW. '^ Solander's Mss." Dillwyny R. S. 456.

Cypraea erronea. Turt. Sys. Nat. iv. 340.

Cypraja virescens. Humphreys Calonne^s catalogue.

Cypraea ferruginosa. Dr. Combes^ Mas.

Cyprffia olivacca, var. b. Lamarck^ Hist. vii. 392.

Icon. Pet. Gaz. i. 97. f. 21.

|S. Ovata. Testa ovatil, dorso nebulata, basi lateribusque fla-

vis, extremitatibus immaculatis.

Cypraea Ovum. 6rme/m, 3412. (1) Schreiber^s Conch, 69.

Cypraea olivacea. Lamarck Ann. Mus. k\\. 95. Hisf. \t'u 392.

Cypraea Spurca. /?or/2. 190. (2)

Cypraea oblonga. Gvielin. (2)

Icon. Martini, j. t. 27. f. 278, 279. (1) Born. Mus, t. 8 .f.

14. (2.)

y. Bimuculata. Testa ovato-oblonga, dorso ncbulato, basi late-

ribusque ilavis, cxtrcmitate antoriori nigio bimaculata.

Icon.

2. Decorticala. Testa purpured, basi albidi planulati.

luhubits Indian Ocean. Humphreys. «./3. y. Mus. Nost.

Vor.. I. 2 c
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Shell ovate oblong, blueish-grey, with three obscure bands, and

closely speckled with greenish fulvous dots ; middle of the back

marked with a large irregular, squarish, brownish spot; spire

slightly concave, partly covered ; base flattish, yellowish-white

;

edge rounded, except at the front extremity, which is margined on

the sides; aperture large, whitish; teeth of the inter lip small,

distant, except two large ones in front ; columella plaited ; teeth

of the outer lip large, blunt^ distant ; inside purplish. Axis }i,

diameter r~^ of an inch.

This shell varies first, in having no dorsal spot, in being more

ovate, and in the base being yellowish flesh-coloured, with the

mouth yellow, when it is the C, Ovum of Gmelin, and secondly,

in being ovate oblong, without any dorsal spot, but having two

l)lack spots, one on each side of the upper part of the anterior

extremity, with yellow flesh-coloured base and sides, and whitish

mouth.

When barked is somewhat like C. cylindrica, from which it may

however always be distinguished by its mouth and rather smaller

spire.

I cannot willingly regard these varieties as distinct species, for

some specimens in the same parcel have, and some have not, the

dorsal spot, on which Linnaeus founded his specific character ; nor

nor can I consider that the spots at the end are of sufficient im-

portance, for I have observed that they gradually disappear ; or

At least, I have found some specimens with only one on pne side

and none on the other, and I do not find any other differ-

ence in the teeth, or in the essential form of the shell. Perhaps

the C. Ovum of Gmelin is the most distinct.

50. Cyprcea iderina.—The Jaundiced Cowry.

" Testa ovato-oblonga, pallide lutescente et viridescente ; lineis,

duabus transversis fuscatis distantibus ; inferna facie albida."

Cypra-a icterina. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 91. Hist. vii. ^87.

Inhabits. Mus. Lamarck.

Shell ovate oblong, yellow-white, variegated with green ; with

two distant transverse brown lines ; the base and mouth white

;

axis, 1 inch.
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I have not seen this species, and as it does not agree exactly with

any of those -which I have described, I have inserted it ou the

authority of Lamarck, whose character I have copied.

51. Cyprcea punctulata.—The speckled Cowry.

Testa ovato-oblonga,subuinbilicata,albida caerulescente, obscure

fasciata, punctisque fulvo-fuscis nebulata; basi albida, convexi;

marginibus luride carneis, nigro maculatis ; extremitatibus sub-

biuiaculatis ; columella antice concaviuscula, plicata ; labii denti-

bus mediis majoribus.

Icon. Zool. Journal^ t. f.

Inhabits New Holland ? Mus. J. Sowerby, Nost.

Shell ovate oblong, back convex, and as it were keeled in the

middle, with three obscure purplish brown bands, and speckled

with numerous bright fulvous brown specks, which are more

crowded in the centre ; spire convex, covered ; base convex,

whitish-pink, with a few scattered purplish-brown spots towards

the margin ; edge thickened, rounded, and very slightly extended

on the sides of the anterior extremity, livid flesh-colour, with

scattered small purplish-brown spots, and two largish dark

blotches on each extremity ; aperture rather large, white, and

slightly concave in the front ; teeth of the inner lip large, blunt,

and distant, especially the central ones ; columella, hinder part

convex, smooth; front concave, deep, plaited; teeth of the outer

lip blunt, rather close, with the front ones slightly larger ; inside

purple ; axis -^^ diameter J^ of an inch.

This species is allied by the form of the columella to the pre-

ceding section, to which I should have referred it, had it not been

so nearly connected with the three following species; it has

somewhat the appearance of C. arabicula^ but is easily distinguished

from it by its rounded sides and less convex back.

52. Cyprwa pallida.—The pale Cowry.

Testil ovat^, subumbilicat^, albido-cinere^, punctis fulvis et

maculis fuscis nebulatil ; basi albida ; marginibus pallide, fuscis

nigro maculatis ; cxtremitatc antcriori marginatil ; columella

pUnu milice plicatu; labio dcntibus mediis miuoribus.

2c2
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Icon. Zool. Journal^ t. f.

Inhabits. Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate, back very convex, greyish white, speckled with

numerous distinct small fulvous dots, and marbled in the centre

of the back with chesnut brown irregular spots ; spire convex,

covered ; base rather convex, whitish ; edge thickened, rounded,

except at the sides of the front extremity, where it is distinctly

margined, very pale brownish yellow, with a few scattered small

purplish brown spots ; aperture rather wide, white ; teeth of the

inner lip small, rather close, except the three or four which arc

placed in the front, which are large, distinct, and extended over

the columella ; the columella convex, smooth in the hinder part,

and flat and plaited in front ; teeth of the outer lip blunt, rather

distant, the front ones larger ; inside pnrple ; axis ^-§, diameter

^5 of an inch.

I have only seen one specimen of this shell, which I at first

supposed to be a pale specimen of the former species ; but on

farther examination I have considered it as distinct, on account of

the difference in the teeth over the columella, the extended margins

of the sides of the anterior extremities, and its pale colour.

53. Cyprwa zonata.—The zoned Cowry.

Testa ovata-oblonga, subumbilicata, albida caerulea, obscure

quadrifasciata, punctis maculisque fuscis nebulata ; basi-albido

carnea ; marginibus livldo-purpureis, nigro punctatis; extremi-

tatibus nigro bimaculatis; apertura aurantia ; labii dentibus dis-

tantibus, ajqualibus ; columella laevi concaviuscula.

Cypra'a zonata. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 80. Hist. vii. 386.

Icon. Zool. Journal, t. 7. f. 8.

2. Incompleta. Testa cinereo cierulescente, interrupte fasciati,

marginibus albido lividis, guttatis.

Cypraea zonata. Chemnitz Conch. "S.. 107. Dillzc^n R. S. 455.

Icon. Chemn. I. c. t. 145, f. 1342.

3. Decorticata. Testa caerulea interrupte quadrifasciata, mar-

ginibus lividis, nigro punctatis.

Inhabits Africa, Humphreys. Mus. Nost. 2. Mus. Mawe.

Shell ovate oblong, blueish white, ornamented on the back with
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numerous brown specks, and larger spots of the same colour,

shewing obscurely the four interrupted bands of the under coat

;

the spire convex, covered ; the base convex, purplish white, with

a few scattered small round blackish spots ; the margin livid pur-

ple with numerous small round black spots, thickened, roundedj

and slightly extended at the extremities ; which have a large

blackish spot on the upper part of each of them ; mouth rather

large, orange coloured : teeth whitish, those of the inner lip large,

blunt, distant, allof nearly an equal size j columella rather concave;

its whole length, especially in front, smooth ; the teeth of the

outer lip large, rather closer than those of the inner, pale ; inside

purple ; axis -f^, diameter -^S- of an inch.

When the outer coat of this most distinct species is worn off,

the shell is whitish blue, with four bands ; the first which is near

the spire, is formed of oblique transverse bands ; the second is

narrow and articulated, and the two next broader, formed of

arrow-shaped spots ; the base is nearly of the same colour as in

the perfect shell.

Not being aware when I named the plate referred to above,

that the shell there figured was the full grown of C. zunuta of

Chemnitz, I called it C. maculata,

54. Cyprcea picta.—The painted Cowry.

Test^ ovato-oblougi, subumbilicata, albida, obscure trlfaseiata,

punctis maculisque fuscis nebulata ; basi albido-purpurea ; niar-

ginibus livido-purpureis, nigro maculatis ; apertura albida; labii

dentibus minutis, inasqualibus ; columella Ixvi.

Icon. Zool. Journal, tab. 7, f. 10.

2. Decorticatu. Testa albido-purpurea, fulvo trifasciata ; raar-

ginibus luridis, nigro rnaculatis.

Inhabits African sea. Mus. Nost. J. Sowerby.

Shell ovate oblong, whitish, with three obscure brown bands,

and the back ornamented with numerous pale, bright brown,

specks, and scattered large spots; the spire concave, covered; the

base rather convex, purplish white; the margin livid purple,

ornamented with a few scattered large round purple brown spots,

thickened, rounded, slightly extended at the extremities, which
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are violet brown on the upper part ; mouth rather wide, purplish

white ; teeth of the inner lip small, close, except the four an-

terior ones, which are larger and more distant ; teeth of the outer

lip larger, rather distant, blunt ; columella rather convex, smooth ;

inside purple ; axis i§, diameter ^^^ of an inch.

When the shell is worn, the back is pale purple, with three

fulvous brown bands, the two end ones of which are narrow, and

the central one broad, or sometimes slightly divided longitudi-

nally into two; the base and teeth are like those of the former,

only a little paler.

This species is very distinct from any other, and does not appear

to be uncommon in its worn state, although I have seen only

two perfect specimens.

55. Cyprcea sanguinolenta.—The bloody-spotted Cowry.

Testa ovato-oblonga, cinereo-caerulescente, obscure trifasciata,

punctulis fulvis nebuiata; basi lateribusque incarnato-violaceis,

punctis minutis purpureis notatis ; dentibus subaequalibus ; colu-

mella laevi.

Cypraja sanguinolenta. Gmelin 3406. Schreiber^s Conch.']. 59.

Liumarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 97. Hist. vii. 395. Dillwyn R. S. 445.

" Cypraea purpurata. Solcmder^s Mss." Dillwyn.

Cypraja n. 15. Schroder Einl. j. 137.

Cypraea purpurascens. Swainson Phil. Mag. LXI. 376.

Icon. Bonanni Rec. Sf Kirch, iii. f. 234. Argenville i. 18, f. 11.

Martini; t. 36, f. 265, 266 ! Encyc. Method, t. 356, f. 12 !

1. Junior. TestS, ovata, gibbosa, purpurascente, purpureo late

trifasciata, punctulis fulvis sparsis ornata, basi albido-violacea,

subpunctata.

2. Decorticata. Testa ovato-oblonga, fusca, trifasciata ; mar-

ginibus violaccis, punctatis.

Inhabits African Seas ? Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate oblong, blueish grey, with three obscure broad darker

bands; the back ornamented with numerous minute fulvous

specks, and often with a large perforated irregular fuscous spot in

the centre ; the spire conical, covered ; the base and sides violet

flesh colour, with scattered small round purplish spots ; the edge
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thiclcened, especially on the sides of the extremities and the outer

lip, where it is slightly margined ; mouth rather large, whitish

violet ; teeth small, blunt, nearly equal, those in the front of the

inner lip being only a little larger ; columella smooth, concave
;

inside purple; axis i§, diameter -^^ of an inch.

When young the shell is ovate, purplish-grey, with three broad

dark purple bands, and scattered with very small fulvous yellow

specks, and the base is whitish violet, with or without a few

scattered minute blackish-purple specks.

When worn it is brown, with three darker bands, and an irre-

gular dorsal spot on the back, and a pale violet spotted base.

This is a well known and not uncommon species, although it

has not been well figured in its perfect state. The figures of

Martini and of the French Encylopjedia, appear to be from worn

specimens, which probably misled Mr. Swainson, and induced

bim to describe it as new.

[To be continued.']

Am. XLVI. General Observations on the Anatomi/ of the

Thorax in Insects, and on its Functions during Flight.*

By E. T. Bennett, F.L.S. and Member of the Zoo-

logical Club of the Linnean Society.

The thorax or trunk is (hat portion of the body of an insect

which is articulated in front to the head, and posteriorly to the

abdomen. Entirely subservient to the purposes of motion, the

whole of the organs destined to support the animal in flight, in

walking, or in swimming, are attached to its various surfaces.

In all insects the thorax is divided into three segments, corres-

ponding with the three pairs of legs with which the animals of

this class are universally provided. The first of these segments

• Extracted chiefly from ilie " Essai siir le Vol des Inscctes, par J. Cha-.

brier," Mem. du Museum d'llistoire Naturellc, .
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is termed Prothorax ; the second Mesotliorax ; and the third

Mctathorax. Each of these is again distinguished into its superior

or dorsal portion, and its inferior or pectoral portion ; the pectoral

portions of the two posterior segments being termed collectively

the pectoral concha.

Essentially connected as these segments are with the organs of

flight, the variations which occur in these latter in the several

orders of insects, are accompanied with corresponding differences

in the portions of the thorax to which the wings are attached, and

the diversity of appearance which has hence arisen, has fre-

quently led to the error of appropriating a term to designate one

portion of the body in one order, which is applied in another

order to an entirely different part ; while on the contrary, two

terms have been employed to point out one and the same part,

occurring under different forms in two of the orders. These errors

which have arisen chiefly from the absence of general views on the

subject, Avill be readily avoided by referring to the analogous

portions of other insects, and tracing through the several orders

the nature and extent of the variations which are induced by their

respective habits.

In the Coleoptera, the Orthoptera, and the Hemiptera, the

Prothorax is remfirkable for its size, and is indeed the only part

to M'hich the name of thorax would be applied by the superficial

observer, the other segments being almost entirely hidden under

the elytra and wings. It is formed, in almost the whole of the

Coleoptera, of a complete ring which is very solid and consists of a

single piece, or of two pieces at most, so closely united as to seem

soldered together in such a manner as to be incapable of the slight-

est motion upon each other. In the Neuroptera it is composed of

two pieces ; which in the Hymenoptera, the Lepidoptera, and the

Diptera, are so very distinct as to be almost independent of each

other ; the one superior, which is sometimes soldered to the

Mesothorax, and the oilier inferior or sternal, which is again

subdivided into two other portions, one of which is anterior and

the other posterior. The superior portion or collar, forms, in the

Upmbi, Vespae, and Apes, a moveable ring of a single piece which

\
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performs very essential functions during fliglit, while in Tenthredo,

Chrysls, Sphex, &c. it is composed of an incomplete ring.

The internal surface of the prothorax is furnished, in common

with the other parts of the body, with nervures affixed to the in-

teguments, which serve either as supports, or for the attach-

ment of muscles. It also bears several transverse ridges proceed-

ing from a common centre on the inferior side, which is sometimes

perforated. These have been termed the furcular branches.

This segment of the thorax takes in general no share in the

action of flying, except by its vibrations. In the Coleoptera,

Hemiptera, and Orthoptera, it appears to be designed, in some

measure, as a counterpoise, during flight, to the abdomen and the

portion of the trunk which is situated behind the wings, and thus

to facilitate the passage through the air, which is considerably im-

peded when these latter parts are so heavy as to destroy the

horizontal position. Its principal use is to aflTord a strong point

of attachment to the powerful muscles of the anterior legs, and

hence it is requisite that it should be free during flight in the

Llbellulaj, as these insects seize their prey by means of these

feet, and devour it while on the wing.

The organs of flight are always affixed to the two posterior

segments of the thorax, which may be termed collectively the

wing-bearing trunk, or the two alar segments; and may be dis-

tinguished into the anterior or middle alar segment, (Mesothorax),

and the posterior alar segmi^nt, (Metathorax.) These segments,

corresponding in size to that of the wings which they support, are

nearly equal only in the Llbellulae. In these insects, in which the

muscles of flight to each pair of wings are also equal, these seg-

ments are not inclosed the one within the other, and are only

united in their pectoral portion where they appear soldered to-

gether. 7'his intimate union of the sternal portions of the two

alar segments, exists also in the Coleoptera, in the Grylii, Cicada*,

and Pentatomae, in the greater number of the Ilymcnoptera and in

the Diptera.

The Mesothorax is often of considerable size, as in the Ilyme-

noptera, the Lf|)idopterii, and the Diptera; it bears the superior

whigs and contains tiic princip4l muscles of flight which arc com-
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mon to the two pairs of wings when they both exist ; it occupies

in these orders a considerable portion of the capacity of the pos-

terior segment, which is thus prevented from affording attachment

on its internal surface to any but small auxiliary muscles of flight,

or those which are adapted to extend and fold the inferior wings.

The Coleoptera and Orthoptera are the only orders in which the

posterior alar segment is the principal one, or that which bears

the true wings ; in the Coleoptera alone this segment also con-

tains the muscles of flight common to the wings and the elytra.

The middle segment in these orders, the place of which is almost

entirely occupied by the Metathorax, and which is capable of

affording attachment to very small auxiliary muscles alone, des-

tined to open and to close the elytra, takes only a very small share

in the action of flying.

The pectoral concha or the sternal portions of the two posterior

segments of the thorax, corresponds in its functions with the

sternum, the ribs, and the clavicles of birds ; it consequently

affords a support to the wings, and a point of attachment to many

of the muscles concerned in flying. But as in insects the whole of

the muscles are internal, it is therefore necessary that all the parts to

which these must be affixed, should also be placed internally ; and

hence the analogous structure to the crest of the sternum in birds,

should be sought for on the internal surface of the parietes of the

thorax. This appears to be the Entosternum, an internal solid

part which is frequently bifurcated, and which is situated in the

middle of the sternal portion of the chest. It is met with in all

insects, and furnishes a strong point of attachment io numerous

muscles ; but it is peculiarly remarkable in many of the Coleop*

tera, in which its posterior portion has been called furculaire or

furcular branches, from its forked appearance approaching very

nearly in form to that of the letter Y.

The supports of the wings are always the most solid portion of

the framework of the trunk, and are frequently strengthened by

nervures or by other contrivances : in all insects their superior

extremity is curved inwards. These supports or thoracic clavicles,

are articulated sometimes immediately with the base of the wing

(which is situated above in a transverse direction, so as to be
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divided by them into an external and internal portion,) and at

others with this base and the dorsum by the intervention of small

bones. In the Coleoptera the supports of the elytra are denomi-

nated anterior or scutellar clavicles ; and the term of fulcral

plates is given to the scale3 to which the supports of the wings

are affixed.

From the nature of its functions, the wing-bearing trunk re-

quires to be alternately dilated and contracted during flight ; and

in consequence of this necessity the several pieces of which its

dorsal portion is composed are loosely connected together only

by ligaments varying in number and in elasticity. The most con-

siderable of these pieces is called preeminently the dorsum ; with

this the wings are articulated, and to this the principal muscles of

flight are attached, except in the Libellulae, in which these

mascles are inserted directly into the wing. There exists a dis-

tinct dorsum for each pair of wings, the size of which is con-

stantly proportionate to the importance of the wings, and to the

power of the muscles of flight which are affixed to it. It is con-

vex above and concave beneath, and is frequently divided by a
longitudinal line into two equal and similar parts. Its margins

are always curved more or less downwards ; and the lateral ones

are furnished with apophyses, termed humeral, by which they are

articulated with the internal side of the base of the wings, either

immediately, or by the intervention of small bones. The other

angular portions of its margins serve for its articulation with other

contiguous parts.

In the Coleoptera the body of the dorsum is covered during rest

by the wings and the elytra ; and its anterior portion, contracted

into the form of a neck, and covered above by a simple membrane,

13 hidden under the scutellum with which it is articulated. It is

terminated in front by a transverse and nearly vertical half sep-

tum, the pra-'dorsum or cervical septum ; into which are inserted

(he anterior extremities of the dorsal muscles, wliich in the greater

number of the other orders are attached to the fore part of a con-

siderable portion of the middle third of the dorsum.

In tlie Acrydia the anterior portion of the dorsum does not be-

come at all smullcr for the purpose of being inserted into the pro-
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thorax ; It is contracted in the Cicadae ; while in the Pentatomae,

it is on the contrary the broadest part of the dorsum that is covered

by the prothorax. la many of the Hymenoptera, the dorsum is

terminated in front by a kind of button which penetrates into the

collar, and is freely articulated with it. In the other orders this

part does not enter into the prothorax.

In the Hemiptera, the Hymenoptera, the Lepidoptera, the

Diptera, and in some of the Neuroptera, the dorsum of the su-

perior wings is much larger than that of the inferior ones ; this

latter is reduced almost to nothing in the Diptera in which there

exist only rudiments of posterior wings. It is on the contrary the

principal one in the Coleoptera and the Orthoptera ; and in the

Libellulas, the ivio dorsa are equal.

It is generally through the intervention of the proper motions

of the dorsum, which are very considerable during flight, that the

wings or the elytra are moved equally and simultaneously. Thus

when it is elevated it carries with it the internal side of the base

of the wings with which it is articulated, from which ensues the

depression of the external side of the wing ; and when it ap-

proaches the sternal portion of the trunk, the contrary takes

place, and the wings are raised. During the depression of the

"wings, the dorsum is curved from before, backwards, or in such a

manner that its anterior extremity is brought nearer to its pos-

terior, that its middle is elevated, and its lateral portions re-

moved farther from each other. The reverse takes place in the

elevation of the wings ; the anterior extremity of the dorsum

being removed to a greater distance from the posterior, its middle

being depressed, and its sides brought nearer to each other. Thus

its bending in one direction produces a diminution of its curve in

the direction normally opposed to it j and by the alternations of

this motion, assisted by other means, the body is alternately com-

pressed and dilated, and the wings are raised and depressed by

turns.

The dorsum is connected behind to the body and the two

branches of a semicircular piece, the podorsum or post dorsum,

which is susceptible of a spring and performs the oflice of a lever,

and which lias therefore been occasionally termed the bascule or
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bascular appendix. This is intimately united to the dorsum in

all insects, excepting some of the Hymenoptera, the VespjB,

Bombi, Apes, &c. iu which it is nearly free, being attached

only by a single small muscle from the anterior and internal ex-

tremity of each branch.

In all insects, with the exception of the Libellulae, the dorsal

muscles or the depressors of the wings are attached posteriorly to

the concave surface of a kind of transverse septum, which is very

convex behind, free in the posterior part of its superior and in-

ferior margins, and the sides of which alone are articulated with

the pectoral concha, and often (as in the Acrydia, Cicadae, Papi-

liones, and Diptera) intimately united with it. This part is

termed the costal, or costal septum, on account of its functions in

flight, which correspond in some measure with those of the ribs of

birds, inasmuch as like them it serves for a posterior attachment

to the depressor muscles of the wings and the dilators of the trunk.

In all insects, with the exception of some of the Hymenoptera,

the costal septum forms the immediate separation between the

thorax and the abdomen, and may hence be regarded as a kind of

diaphragm. Its inferior portion is in general directed backwards;

but the contrary takes place in many of the Hemiptera, this por-

tion being in them directed forwards and connected by elastic

ligaments to apophyses of the sternum. In those Hymenoptera,

the abdomen of which is pedicelled, as Ichneumon, Sphex, Vespa,

&c. the costal is entirely involved in the interior of the meta-

thorax, articulating itself, by its branches only, with the bascule

and with the small bones of the base of each wing ; while in al-

most all insects with a sessile abdomen the attachment is formed

by a very strong and loose ligamentous membrane, extending

from the uncovered and free posterior portion of the upper

margin of the costal, and which protects the interior of the trunk

and is alternately stretched and relaxed during flight. The only

exception from this structure is in the Acrydia, in which the

costal septum is divided into lobes and is situated entirely within

the trunk, having its superior margin anteriorly united intimately

and immediately with the bascular appendix, and posteriorly
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attached to the integuments which cover the origin of the abdo-

men aboTC.

In the Libellula;, the depressor muscles of the wings are

attached lite the levators, below to the sternal portion of the

chest, and not to internal transverse septa : these latter pieces

nevertheless exist, but their office is partly changed ; they are in

these insects rejected to the outside, and form an integral part of

the integuments of the wing-bearing trunk, which they contribute

to dilate.

Art. XLVII. Description of an hiiherlo unpublished

Species of Buccinum, recently discovered at Cork. By
E. T. Bennett, F.L.S. and Member of the Zoological

Club of the Linnean Society.

Buccinum Humphreysianiim, testa ovato-conica, tcnuiusculatrans-

versim creberrime striata, sordide carnea; ultimo an fractu zonis

tribus duplicatis, brunneis, albo sparsim maculatis, superiore

subobsoleta ; columella la;vi ; labri margine subreflexo.

Shell ovate-conical, thin, horn-coloured, with numerous trans-

verse stria; ; the last whorle with three double bands, (the upper

one nearly obsolete,) which are brown, ii regularly spotted with

white ; columella smooth ; margin of the labrum slightly re-

flected.

Description. Whorles eight, convex, finely and closely striated

in a transverse direction; strias slightly waved, and crossed by

very minute longitudinal lines. Bands on the lower whorle six,

narrow, disposed in pairs, brown, irregularly spotted with white,

gradually disappearing on the upper ones. Columella smooth,

white ; aperture horn-coloured ; lip white, slightly thickened

and reflected at the margin. Canal very short, with a slight tinge

of violet behind it.

Length 2 inches; breadth 1 inch.

Inhabits the harbour of Cork.
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Of this pretty and interesting addition to the list of British

shells, only three specimens have yet been found, for one of

which I am indebted to the kindness of my friend, Mr. John D.

Humphreys of Cork, a very assiduous and intelligent Concho-

logist, by whom it was first pointed out as a distinct species.

Of the species of Buccinum hitherto described, it appears te

approach most nearly to the B. Norwegicum ; but from this it

amply differs in its less elongated form, in the absence of the

grooTCS which that shell possesses in addition to the striae, in the

regular convexity of its whorles, which are not flattened at the top,

and in the smoothness of its columella.

The whole of the specimens were alive when brought to Mr.

Humphreys, whose name I have commemorated in the specific

appellation. They exhibit slight vestiges of an epidermis, which

seems however to have been rubbed off by the fishermen, prob-

ably with the design of rendering the shell more attractive.*

Art. XLVIII. Observations on Melania Seiosa, in reply to

Mr. Gray^ by William Swainson, Esq^. F.R. and,

L.S. M.W.S. 8fc.

£In a letter addressed to the Editors of the Zoological Journal, 15 Aug, 1824.]

Gentlemen,

In the last number of the Zoological Journal, I perceive you

have given insertion to a paper by Mr. J. E. Gray, professing to

be " On the Structure of Melania Setosa ;" but which, in reality,

is intended to criticize my account of that shell, recently pub-

lished.

The spirit which pervades this paper, I am sorry to see is, dia-

metrically opposite io that liberal and courteous tone of inquiry

which alone belongs to the true votaries of science ; while the

* Since the above was sent to press, I have received leveral specimens of

this Shell from the coast of Newfoundland, >viucl) shew scarcely any vestiges

uf the browa bauds. Ci. U. ^.
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arguments themselves are either so trivial, or so obscurely stated,

that it is difficult to shape a reply to those parts really deserving

notice. It is however due to the readers of your journal, that I

should make some comments upon this production. Mr. Gray's

object appears to be two-fold, and to aim at proving, 1st. That

Melaniu setosa is not a new shell ; because specimens have for

many years been in the British Museum ; and because it is named

in the manuscript catalogue of that collection : ^odly That this

shell presents nothing extraordinary in its construction ; because

certain other shells are stated to have a similar structure.

The first of these propositions, notwithstanding its novelty, may

be answered in a few words. Until now. Naturalists hare consi-

dered a species to be new, which has not been described or figured

in any printed book. But, according to the singular doctrine of

this writer, we are bound to make the tour of all the museums

—

public or private—native or continental, and consult all their ma-

nuscript catalogues, before we venture to say we are describing a

new object. Melania setosa appears to exist in the British Mu-
seum, and to be named in the manuscript catalogue. The shell

may be in a dozen collections, and have a dozen manuscript names,

for ought I know to the contrary. What follows ? Why, that the

shell is not new to science; although it has confessedly never been

described, or publicly recorded !

In supposing the figure of Lister (tab. 1055. f. 8) to represent

Melania setosa, Mr. Gray sets himself in opposition to Linnasus,

Gmelin, Martini, and Lamarck, who have all quoted this identical

figure as representing Melania amarula, Lam. Yet, setting aside

these authorities, (which Mr. Gray seems to think may be done

without notice or comment,) we shall find on referring to Lister,

not the slightest appearance of those bristles peculiar to M. setosa

to be represented in the figure ; which thus agrees with Mr. Gray's

own account of M. amarula.

Mr.Gray then proceeds to describe in a phraseology of his own,*

* Conchologists for the last hundred years have been so blind as to mistake

the top of a shell for the bottom, and vice versa. We are instructed by Mr.

Gray, to call the apex of a shell, its base ; and what we have hitherto " cul-

pably " termed the base, we must in future call the apex or top. Concholo-
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the formation of these spines, &c.—but as he does not here im-

peach the accuracy of my previous description, I shall pass over

this part of liis remarks ; except, indeed, that passage, wherein

he states that the spines of Neritina corona. Lam., lilie those of

Melania setosa, are tubular. How different this is from the real

fact, need not be told to Conchologists ; but for the information of

such as do not possess this scarce shell, I shall just state how its

spines have been described by the greatest naturalists who have

written on the subject.

LiNN^us. Nerita corona. N. testae anfractibus spinis coronatis,

labiis edentulis. Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 676. n. 387.* and again,

Spince anfractuum cylindricoe, decern, rectce, aliquot lineis

longce.

MuLLER. Nerita testa dilatata convexa striata fusca : aculeis lon-

gis nigris. Hist. verm. 2. p. 197.

Chemnitz. Testa imperforata, epidermide nigerriraa superin-

duta, verticc intruso, corona spinarum valde elongatarum

cincta, labio acuto exciso, labio piano edentulo. Conch.

Cab. 9. p. 68.

Gmelin. Testa minuta, interdum tota nigra, spinis longioribus

vel brevioribus armata extrinsecus tenuiter striata : spirae

anfractu primo magno, reliquis convexis. Sys. Nat. 1.

pt. 6. p. 3676. n. 26.

Lahauck. Neritina corona. Testa globoso-oblonga, striata, ni-

gr3,; ultimo anfractu superne spinis longis erectis coronato ;

apice eroso ; aperturS, alb^ labio denticulate. Hist. Nat
des Animaux sans vertebres, vol.6, p. 2. p. 185. n. 8.

Had these spines been really tubular, it is almost incredible that

such a remarkable structure should have been overlooked by each,

and all of these eminent writers. I could add many other analo-

gies to those pointed out by Mr. Gray, and equally remote from

the question at issue—namely the peculiar structure of Melania

setosa : for, admitting all these analogical resemblances to exist, the

putHwill beamusr^d by many more of these important discoveries, in Mr. Gray's

conchological axioinx.

Vor.. r. 2d
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bristly structure of this shell remains unique. Mr. Gray has yet

to learn the difference between analogy and affinity. For it is

rather curious to see the manner in which he confounds them.

After enumerating certain analogous resemblances in other shells

to the tubular spines of the Melania setosa, Mr. Gray, (quite

forgetting its bristles,) very logically concludes by saying, " that

it does not therefore exhibit any anomalous formation." I have

stated, that these bristles appear imbedded at their base in the

very substance of the shell. This is denied, and an argument

used, which any one would think, was intended to verify my sup-

position. Mr. Gray's reason, and the inference he draws from it,

arc as follows. " The base of the tube at length becomes closed

by the deposition of shelly matter on the inside, and thus they

(the bristles !) do not become imbedded." Why this deposition

of shelly matter, should not be the very substance that would

imbed the base of the bristles, is altogether inexplicable.

I now come to the figures of this shell ; which from the known

accuracy of Mr. Sowerby, I take for granted are correct portraits

of those which Mr. Gray has examined. These figures represent

two mutilated specimens. The spines and bristles in the smallest

are much broken ; while in the larger shell the spines are no less

injured ; and the bristles totally gone ! From such materials has

this writer drawn his observations.

I am fearful, Gentlemen, that I have occupied too much of your

time, as well as of my own, in noticing this frivolous production,

which with its reply, can do little honor to the pages of your

Journal, filled, as they should be, with communications of far

greater importance.

A Journal expressly devoted to Zoology, is altogether a novelty

among British Naturalists, and as many will be eager to take ad-r

vantage of the facility it offers of communicating their remarks to

the public, it may be as well to suggest a few hints to such as,

in a good spirit, aspire to be enrolled in the annals of their fa-

vourite Science. Let us not believe, however, that this distinc-

tion is to he gained by dressing the ideas of others in a new phra-

seology of our own ; or by attacking their opinions, before we well

understand their meaning. Neither is fame to be acquired by as-
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sumiog a tone of confidence and dictatorship, in a science, wherein

those, who know the most, confess they know the least ; or by ar-

guing upon trifles with a captious and disputatious spirit. No; the

true Naturalist is he who studies much, and who writes little. He,

who after patient investigation, brings to the discussion of contrary

opinions, a liberal,a candid, and 3, gentlemanly spirit; more anxious

to elicit truth, than ambitious of holding up his little discove-

ries. It is to men whose minds have been thus stored, and whose

feelings are thus regulated, that the world is indebted for the Sys-

tema Naturae, the Regne Animal, and the Horae Entomologicae.

It is to such examples we must look as guides ; relying upon this,

that however the generality of mankind may be struck by a display

of words, the great body of Naturalists, (who alone can confer the

laurel wreath of fame) will never be persuaded to take "assertion

for proof, obscurity for depth, or perplexity for argument."

I remain, Gentlemen,

&c. &c.

William Swainsov.

(

Art. XLIX. On the vestiges ofa placental Organization,

and of an umbilicus, discovered in a very small Foetus of

the Didelphis Virginiana. By M. E. Geoffroy de

Saint-Hilaire.*

Since the publication of my work on the generation of marsupial

animals, I have ascertained some new facts which singularly mo-

dify certain assertions concerning the developement of marsupial

foetuses that I made on the authority of others. I am indebted

for this acquisition to our learned Botanist M. Turpin, who had

no sooner heard of my work, than he had the goodness to furnish

me witli the foetuses of the Didelphis Virginiana, perfectly pre-

served in spirits. They were given to him by Dr. Barton, as he

was about to quit America, who informed him that he had taken

• From the Annales des Sciences NutureUes,

2 1> 2
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them from their mother, very soon after their introduction into

the pouch. The size of these little animals, was rather more than

five lines (f*^ inch French), from the extremity of the nose to the

insertion of the tail.

These foetuses were already formed, which leads me to think

that Dr. Barton is mistaken, as to the moment of their entering

the pouch. I have attentively observed, and even dissected these

very small animals, and moreover, I have had magnified drawings

made of them six times the natural size. What I have learnt by

studying these preparations will add much to the facts which I

have already stated respecting the developement of marsupial

embryos. Sir Everard Home, in 1795, in treating of the sexual

organs of the Kanguroos, announced an unusual circumstance,

and desciibed a foetus without the umbilical cord : Barton heard

of it, and hastened to verify so extraordinary a fact, and found

it correct as far as regards the fcctus of his Didelphes. M. de

Blaiuville reverted to these results, and announced {Bulletin des

Sciences, 1818, p. 24,) " that he had been unable, notwith-

standintf the utmost care, to discover in the foetuses of marsupial

animals, either vein, umbilical artery, urinary passage, (oura-

que) suspensor-ligament of the liver, or thymus."

In short, here are animals constituted like the mammifera, and

which are true mammifera, and yet present such anomalies I

They do not begin, but they end in being mammifera ! It is true

I quoted these observations, made before my own, but still I

thought I perceived, not without regret, a sort of contradiction in

them. For it was in some measure a misunderstanding of the

spirit of organic developement. Every generation is necessarily

established in a successive order : the first produced organs en-

gender those to come, for they contain the germ of those which

are to appear afterwards. Good sense alone would have boldly

asserted that the cause of the existence of the second was visibly

written in the existence of the first.

These objections dwelt upon my mind ; but what are argu-

ments opposed to facts ? I submitted, and I adhered to the facts,

without troubling myself any further with logical rules which

tended to lead me away from them.
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At length however, the foetuses which I possess, through the

generosity of M. Turpin, have demonstrated that these facts have

been incorrectly given ; I have observed in them evident vestiges

of placental organization, and of an umbilicus. But it was

necessary to go farther, and ascend by observation nearer to the

origin of those organic formations, in order to discover the first

elements of the constitution which characterises the mammifera.

The researches which gave rise to the preceding remarks were

all directed to animals already received into the pouch ; but if

more reflection had been bestowed on the subject, the surprise,

occasioned by the appearances of their developement would have

been much diminished : for could these animals produce in this

supplemental pouch, this second domicile^ as Barton calls it, an

organization, which in truth, is only compatible with all the de-

pendencies of the first ? A placenta, an umbilical cord, and en-

Teloping membranes, belong to the foetus in the aduterum, one of

the parts of the sexual canal. These would be observed in a foetus

in that pouch, or the first domicile ; but no one has hitherto pro-

Cured us this observation. Barton attempted it without success,

evidently for want of perseverance. He was afraid of sacrificing

individuals which he never possessed in sufficient number to sub-

mit them to multiplied experiments.

However it may be, two young males of the foetuses presented

to me by M. Turpin, have evidently a large umbilical aperture,

large, I mean, in comparison with their very small size. I say

the two males, and not the third individual, which was a female,

lest it should be thought that I mistook the entrance into the pouch
for the vestige of an umbilicus. There is both the vestige of an

umbilicus, and a scrotum below it, in the males.

Thus, by this observation we return to the common course of

the mammifera; for we see, at the commencement of the forma-

tion, all the essential parts, on whicli, in a more advanced stage,

will depend the characteristic distinctions of the mammifera.

The same series of transformations occurs in all these animals

ovulum, embryo, and foetus. These tliree states of genital pro-

ducts require three distinct situations, which, in the normal mam-
mifera, are found within the sexual canal; but in the marsupial
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they are very differently distributed, though in an equally con-

tinuous series. The ovulum and the embryo are formed and

developed in the sexual canal, and the foetus out of it. The

matrix is the third pouch in the normal mammifera, the pouch of

incubation and nourishment ; the marsupium becomes this third

pouch -with respect to the second. The difference therefore is

solely in the foetal domicile ; we call it matrix in the one, and

pouch, or marsupium in the others.

As to the vestiges of placental organization that I have ob-

served, I have seen, and my figure distinctly shews, a certain

quantity of papillae. Are these the suckers of a placenta which

have not had time to be effaced ? This organ could not have

lasted long enough to have grown in the same proportion, and

produce a long umbilical cord, as in other mammifera. This

placenta would have been sessile, an expression I borrow from

tlie botanists ; it would have been fixed to the lower belly, and

in some measure, have grown like certain flowers which live im-

planted on woody substances, without any intermediate pedicles.

Or the vestiges that I discovered, might be merely the umbilical

cicatrix; and in that case the placenta and its cord would have

already perished and disappeared. Only direct observation can

establish either of these hypotheses.

May we not hope that Naturalists, throughout the two

Americas, India, and New Holland, will second our efforts to

complete the observations we have made, and which can only

be made advantageously where Marsupial Animals abound.

Art. L. Observations on the Structure of the Pholades. By
John Edward Gray, Esq. M. G. S.

There is no family of Conchophorous Mollusca, where the

means by which they open and shut their shells have been so

much misunderstood, and consequently involved in so much

obscurity as the Pholades. This obscurity arises from the dif-
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ference in the structure of the hinge from the rest of the bivalves,

which was first hinted at but not explained by Dr. Leach.

The valves of most of the species of this family have a portion

of the inner part of their shell reflected over their beaks : this

portion appears usually to be formed of two plates, which are

sometimes very distinct from each other, and have cells between

them.

The valves are connected together by a thin membrane, which

often has shelly matter deposited on it in the form of one or more

plates. The front part of this membrane appears to be continued

along the inner edge of the reflected portion, to its central and

most convex part, where it forms a roundish piece of ligamentous

matter, which when rubbed otf, leaves a scar that marks its place

;

this ligamentous matter appears to perform the office of keeping

the valves more steadily attached to each other, and at the same

time it affords a very complete fulcrum for the action of the

muscles which separate and close the valves.

To the outer surface of these reflected plates is fixed a muscle,

formed of transverse fibres ; this muscle, assisted by the reflected

plates, which from their convex shape act as a lever, opens the

valves by the contraction of its fibres. It is mostly covered by a

membrane arising from the outer edge of the lower, and most

extended of the reflected plates, in which membrane one or more
shelly pldtes formed similarly to the valves of shells, and called

by Linneus accessary valves, are often imbedded; but in those

animals that are always enclosed in a shelly tube,* as the Tere~
dines, the muscle is only covered by a thin skin, as the shelly

tube protects it.

Thus the valves of this family are opened in a manner directly

the reverse of other bivalves, for here instead of the ligament

being external, and the elastic cartilage on the inside of it, the

ligament is internal, and the muscle which performs the functions

of tlie cartilage is placed on the outer dorsal side of it.

* Those tubes appear to be a lining deposited on the inside of the hole, f<Jr

the purpose of affordinp a smooth surface, for the protection of the very mueli

elonf;ated body of the animal ; they are often furnished with incomplete tr«nR>

verite diskepii^icntk, especially at the pobterior cxlreniity.
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From the natural station and habits of these animals, which are

usually confined to holes in rocks or wood of nearly their own
size, the valves of their shell are only endowed with a very

limited degree of motion, especially in some species, as in the

Pholas pusillus, where the basal margins are connected together

by a thin membrane, which has a shelly plate imbedded in it,

similar to that of the dorsal membrane.

In most other Conchophorous Mollusca the valves are closed

by two adductor muscles, the posterior of which is mostly at-

tached to the posterior surface of the shell. I have however, ob-

served it in a very beautiful specimen of Pholas costata, attached

to a plate-like process, similar to those to which the muscle is

attached in the genus CuculloBa; and in the Pholas Dadylus, this

muscle is placed obliquely, so that the scar left by its attachment

in the left valve is quite close to the dorsal margin, while that in

the right valve is placed at some distance from it ; the anterior

adductor muscle is placed just before the hinge, or the anterior

dorsal margin of the shell, at the hinder part of the gape. These

two muscles appear also to be assisted, as in some other bivalves,

by a bundle of muscular fibres, which is situated at the posterior

basal edge of the submarginal scar, just at the angle where the

syphonal scar commences, the latter sometimes leaves a con-

siderable muscular impression.

From the inner part of each of the valves of this gienus, just

under the nucleus, arises a process, which from its being usually

somewhat sickle-shape, maybe called the falciform process. It

has usually been called by all Conchologists a tooth, but it is not

placed similarly to the teeth of other bivalves. I am inclined to

differ from several celebrated Conchologists, who consider that

the hinge of this genus is destitute of teeth, as there are always

one or more ribs on the hinge margin, which answer the same

purpose as teeth in other shells, keeping the valves in their relative

position one with another j I am therefore inclined to call (hem

teeth.

These processes vary slightly in their shape in the different

species, in Pholas costatu and P. Dacti/lu.t, &c. they are ex-

panded at the end and exhibit several concentric striae. On Pholas
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JJatcata they are thin and hooted at the extremity, and in P.

crispata they are thin and nearly cylindrical ; but they always

keep their incurved form, and their extremity is always placed

obliquely, that is, with their anterior portion nearer the centre of

the shell.

To each of these processes there is attached a muscle, which was

pointed out to me by my friend, Mr. James Sowerby, and which

arises from the foot of the animal ; I agree with him in thinking

it must greatly assist them in boring, as by withdrawing the centre

of the expanded disk of the foot, the animal, by the pressure of

the atmosphere, will be strongly attached to the rock, and thus

be furnished wiih a fulcrum to rasp away the surrounding medium,

by means of a semirotatory motion, which would be produced by

the alternate action of these muscles.

From the want of specimens preserved in spirits, I have not

been able to determine accurately the precise direction and point

of origin of this muscle ; nor have I had an opportunity of ex-

amining the animals in their natural habitations. The above con-

clusion is greatly supported, first by the peculiar form of the end

of the foot, of all the species of this family, which alone appears

to bore by means of rasping ; and secondly by the oblique posi-

tion of the end of the falciform process to the back of which the

muscle is attached. /

Art. LI. Descriptions ofsome rare, inleresling, or hilherlo

unchuracterized subjects of Zoology; by N. A. Vigors,

jun, Esq. M.A. F.L.S. With Figures by Jaues De
Carle Sowerby, Esq. F.L.S.

The number of subjects in every class of zoology which have

hitherto remained undescribod in our cabinets lias long been a

reproach to this country ; and any attempt to remove it by charac-

terizing a portion, however limited, of our hidden treasures, needs

no apology or preamble. It h my intention to give descriptions
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through the medium of this journal, as far as its limits will permit,

of such animals as may be unknown to the scientifick world in

general, adding occasionally the details of some others, which

though already elsewhere described, may have a peculiar interest

to the naturalists of this country. Written descriptions in general

convey but an inadequate idea of the productions of nature ; but

when they are accompanied by such superiour figures, as will be

supplied by one of the most eminent artists of our days, I feel a

confidence that the present attempt will be satisfactory to the

lovers of science. The descriptions will follow each other as the

subjects occur, without any views of sytematick disposition.

Subregnum. Vertebrata. Auct.

Classis. AvEs. Auct.

Ordo. Insessores. Mihi.

Tribus. Dentirostres. Cuv.

Fam. MuscicAPiDiE. Mihi.

Genus. Muscicapa. Linn.

Lathami. M. afra, pectore abdomineque purpitreo-rubris,fronte

aissoque albis.

Tab. 13.

• Habitat in Nova HoUandia.

In Mus. nost.

Long. corp. 4|.*

This species is closely allied to M. erythrogastra, Lath., but

may be at once distinguished from it by the total absence of

white from the wing and tail feathers, from the deeper black of

the head, back, and tail, and from the strong purplish red of the

abdomen, which is bright scarlet in M. erythrogastra. There is

a mutilated specimen in the collection of the Linnean Society,

which as far as can be judged from its imperfect state, accords

with my bird, with the exception of the outer tail feathers being

internally margined with white. Dr. Latham in his description

of M. erythrogastra particularizes a variety which appears also to

approach the bird before us. But, although the former species

seems to vary considerably, I cannot conceive that so total an

* My measurement throughout is in inches and their component parts.
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alteration could take place in its colour as to identify it with the

present species. There is a character also, which belongs to some

of the Australasian Muscicapidce^ that of the shafts of the tail

feathers being prolonged, so as either to stand naked beyond the

webs, or to form an angle with them, making the apex of the fea-

ther pointed, instead of round as in general ; and which though

discernible in both the species before us, is much more consider-

ably developed in M. Lathami than in M. erythrogastra. The

length moreover of all the specimens of the latter species, which

have come under my inspection, exceeds that of the former, by

nearly half an inch. I have named the species in honour of the

venerable authour of the " General Synopsis of Birds," the Father

of Ornithology in this country.

The extensive group of birds that forms the genus Muscicapa

of Linnaius exhibits several varieties of structure that have long

since required to be separated and characterized. I am happy to

have it in my power to add that the subject has been taken up, in

conjunction with that of several neighbouring groups, by my
friend Mr. Swainson, by whom the scientifick world may expect

to have it handled with ample justice. I consequently refrain

from making any observations on the natural affinities of the bird

before us and its congeners of New Holland, but shall refer it

provisionally for the present to the overgrown genus Muscicapa.

Fam. Sylviad^. Mihi.

Genus. Anthus. Bechst.

RiciiAKnT. Vieill. J. vlivaceo-fuscus, ulbido nigroque variusj

subtus albidus, pedore rufescente maculis nigris^ rectricibus

dtiobus externis albo-marginatis ; pedibus hallucisque ungue

longissimis.

Tab. 14.

Habitat in Anglii.

In Mus. nost.

Long. Corp. 6 -^.

Anthus Richardi. Vieillot. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. Art. Vipi.

Temm. PI. Col. 101.

Although the above species lias been recently described by M.

Vieillot, and admirably figured in the " Planches Coloriees," I am
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induced to have it represented in the present number of this

journal, as it forms an interesting addition to the Ornithology

of the British Islands. The specimen, from which the accom-

panying figure has been taken, was captured alive some time

since in the neighbourhood of London, and is now in my collec-

tion. It is a young bird and nearly in the same state of plumage

as the bird figured by M. Temminck ; the adult bird is distin-

guished by the greater strength of the colouring in general, and

more particularly of that of the spots on the breast. The species

is at present included in the genus Anthus ; but the intelligent

observer will at once detect a striking deviation from the type of

that group, in the length of the legs and the hinder claw. In the

former character the bird seems to correspond with the Megal-

urus of Dr. Horsfield, in the latter to approach the true Alauda

of Authours. I have laid a more detailed account of this recent

addition to the British Fautia before the Linnean Society, to

which I must refer the reader for further particulars, and a more

enlarged description.

Tribus. Scansores. Auct.

Fam. PsittacidjE. Leach.

Genus. Psittacula. Kuhl.

KuiiLii. P.Jlavo-viridis^ gutture^ genisj pectore, abdomineque

cocchieis, crista occipitalij fasciaque abdominali purpureisj

7ostro pedibusque i-ubris.

Tab. 16.

Capitis vertex nitide viridis. hides aureo-rubri. Rectrices

coccinci, purpureo-marginati, apice viridi. Crissum viride.

Long. Corp. circiter 6 |.

Habitat in Ins. Toohooteteroohae Maris Pacifici.

In Mus. Dom. Cross.

We are indebted for the representation of this new and beautiful

Parroquet, to the liberality of Mr. Cross of the Exeter Change

Museum, who lately received several specimens of it from the

island above named, situated a day's sail from Otaheite. The

bird from which I took my description being alive and very wild,

I have not been able to enter into its characters as far as I should

wish. I have named it after the late M. Kuhl, who has left us a
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valuable disquisition upon the present family, and whose early loss

cannot be sufficiently lamented by the lovers of Ornithology.

The species approaches very closely to the P. pipilans of Dr.

Latham, [^P.fririgillaceus, Gmel.] which also belongs to the same

quarter of the globe ; but besides other characters, it may at once

be distinguished by the scarlet colour of the breast and abdomen,

both of which are green in that bird. See Shaw's Miscellany,

pi. 1 ; and Le Vaillant Hist, des Parroquets, pi. 71.

Subregnum. Annulosa. Auct.

Classis. Mandibulata. Mac L.

Ordo. Coleoptera. Linn.

Tribus. Chilopodomorpha. Mac L.

Stirps. Geodephaga. Mac L.

Fam. CicixDELiD^. Mac L.

Genus. Cicindela. Linu.

PuiNCEPS. C. atruy elyiris tribus fasciis aureo-Jlavis ; humerali

abbreviata subquadratU) media lata subincurvd transversa^

apicali angusta.

Tab. 15. f. 1.

Caput rugose striatum. Ldbrum quinque dentibus mediis acutis

duobusque lateralibus obsoletis instructum, nigrum, maris in medio

flavescens. Maiidibulw nigrae, ad basin flavescentes. Palpi maxiU

lares nigri, articulorum apicibus flavis ; labiales, articulis tribus

primis maris flavis, foeminae nigris, ultimo nigro, tertio pilis albidis

hirsuto. Thurax rugosus. Elytra glabra. Abdomen supra pur-

pureo-atrum, metallice nitidum. Antenncc mediocres. Pedes

maris longi, foeminae mediocres.

Long. corp. |.

Habitat in India Orientali.

In Mus. Dom. Mac Leay, nost.

This insect was first brouglit to this country by Major Sale of

the East India Company's service. It made part of a superb collec-

tion formed by that gentleman in the immediate vicinity of

Madras, which was particularly rich in new forms and splendid

specimens. Some of these I hope to make known <o the publick

occasionally tluough the medium of tiiis journal. The collection

to which I allude was the fruit ol the few hours of leisure and re-
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laxatioii which that intelligent officer was enabled to command

amidst the duties of his profession ; and it affords an example of

how much can be effected by those, whose professional services

abroad afford them an opportunity of resorting to a similar em-

ployment of their leisure time : an employment, as conducive to

their own gratification and amusement, as to the benefit of

science.

RiTCHii. Leach's MSS. C. atra^ elytris fascia media recurvd

clavata abbreviuia, apicali angusta^ quatuorque punclis,

ultimo inlerjasciali, albis.

Tab. 15. f. 2.

Caput rugis striatum. Labriim tridentatum, album. Mandibula:

ad basin albida;. Palpi labiales articulis tribus primis albidis,

ultimo nigro. Thorax rugosus, marginibus pilis albidis hirsutis.

Elytra punctis impressa, fascia media literae S scriptae persimili.

Abdomen subtus nigrum, lateribus albide hirsutis, supra atro-

cseruleum, nitldum. Pedes atrocaerulei, metallici, pilis albidis

instructi.

Long. corp. |..

Habitat in Africa Boreali. Mourzouk.

In Mus. Britan. Dom. Mac Leay, Kirby, nost.

This insect formed part of a collection sent home to the British

Museum from the southern territories of Barbary, by the late Mr.

Ritchie, who unfortunately for the cause of zoology, has been

added to the number of the victims whom the love of science

led to a premature death in the inhospitable regions of Africa.

It has been since distributed among the principal cabinets of

this country, from a collection formed in the same territories by

Captain Lyon, R. N. the enterprizing companion of Mr. Ritchie.

The specifick name justly attached to it in honour of its first

observer, is found among the MSS. of Dr. Leach in the British

Museum, but without any descripiion of the insect.

Lyon 1 1. C. atropurpurea, elyiris margine laterali angusfo, lunula

humerali apicalique^ fasciaque media recurvd clavata vix

interruj)td, albis ; antennis tiigris, tibiis atropurpureis

.

Tab. 15. f. 3.

Caput rugosulum. Labrum albidum. Mandibulce ad basin
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alba, ad apicem nigra. Palpi maxillares articulis primis albis,'

ultimo brunneo, labiales tribus * primis albis, terlio albide hirsuto.

Thorax punctis impressus, lateribus pills albis aspersis. Abdomen

metallice nitidum, lateribus subtus pilis albis aspersis. Pedes

metallic! albide hirsuti.

Long. Corp. ±^.

Habitat, in Barbaria.

In Must. Dost.

In the markings of the elytra this insect approaches the C. chi-

loleuca^ Dej. very closely. Independently hosvever of that insect

being a Russian species, the present exhibits a marked distinction

in the colour of the aniennw and tibiw^ which I have particularized

in the specifick description. I have observed the insect only in

the collection before alluded to, which was formed by Captain

Lyon in his travels into Barbary : and I have named it in honour

of that intrepid officer, whose spirit of enterprize has led him into

the most unpropitious quarters of the globe, from the burning

sands of Africa to the frozen shores of the Arctick regions.

Trib. Lamellicornes. Lat.

Stirps. Petalocera Thalerophaga. Mac L.

Fam. Cetoniadje. Mac L.

Genus. Gymnetis. Mac L.

Undulata. G. atru, thorace brunneo^ villa marginali irregu-

laris mediaque recta, albis ; elytris brunneis albo-marginatiSj

quatuorfasciis mediis undulatis subinterruptis albis.

Tab. 15. f. 4.

Clypcus ater, maculis quatuor albis. Anlenncv^pedesque nigri.

Thorax vitt^ marginali antice appendiculat^, appendice recurvo

clavato. ScapulcB et elytrorum macula humeralis albae. yibdo-

men nigrum, segmentis ad latera albo-marginatis. Amis maculis

tribus albis, media minima.

Long. Corp. ^.
Habitat in Braziiia.

In Mus. nost.

• Tlie only Bpecimen I liave seen of lliis iiispd has lost the lust joint of ihe

labial palpi.
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I found a single specimen of this insect in a very extensive

collection, sent to this country some time since from Rio Janeiro.

It is particularly distinguished by the singular and brilliant puce

or claret-brown colour of the thorax and elytra. I have since

observed a species in some abundance in a collection, formed by

my friend Mr. Such, in the neighbourhood of the same place,

which closely resembles it, differing only in the colour of the

thorax and elytra, which are black. I have some doubt whether

my insect may not be a mere variety of the latter.

I perceive that Count Hoffmausegg, ia Wiedemann's Zoological

Magazine, I. i. 5. 15, has given the name of Macronota to the

genus Gymnetis of the " Horse Entomologicae." The latter name

must of course hold good, inasmuch as it was published long before

the other.

HiEROGLYPniCA. G. uiru, dypeo thorace elytrisque glabris,

ochraceis, strigis ititerruptis nigris.

Tab. 15. f. 5.

Clypeus apice nigro, striga media longltudinali nigra. Thorax

strigis undecim nigris, media longitudinal!, cajteris obliquis, qua-

tuor mediis angulariter confluentibus. Elytra strigis plurimis

nigris, humeralil)us et apicalibus obliquis, mediis transversis,

omnibus in maculam mediam suturalem spectantibus.

Long. corp.
I".

Habitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. nost.

Fam. RuTELiD^. Mac L.

Gen. Macraspis. Mac L.

Clavata, Fab. M. olivaceo-cenea, nitida, glaberrima, elytris

pallide a?/rantiis, striis longitudinalibus obsuletis.

Tab. 15. f. 6.

Cetonia clavata. Fab. Syst. Eleuth. 1. 151. 81.

Oliv. Ins. 1, 6. 72. tab. 8. fig. 68.

Caput, thorax, et scutellum glaberrimi, olivaceo-aenei. AntenncB

nlgrae. Pedes et abdomen olivaceo-a;nei, punctis impressi.

Long. Corp. 1 r^.

Habitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. Dom. Mac Leay, Such, nost.
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From the bright colouring of the insect represented in the ac-

companying plate, I was induced to consider it a different species

from that figured by Olivier, and I was farther led into this

opinion in consequence of the bad representation of the structure

of the insect in his figure. I have lately however observed several

specimens in Mr. Such's Brazilian collection in which both the

bright and the dark colour is discernible : and I am informed by

that gentleman, that the living insect is invariably light coloured ;

that when allowed to die a natural death its elytra assume a

brownish or dusky tint, but when immediately killed after its

capture it retains its original brightness. I am indebted for a fine

series of this insect, as well as for many other valuable Brazilian

species, to the liberality of that gentleman, whose researches in

the Brazils have added considerably to our resources both in

Ornithology and Entomology ; and from whose zeal, and love of

science, we may expect much interesting information hereafter

from the same quarter.

Genus. Rutela. Lat

NiTESCENS. R. atra^ pedibus, anlennis, clypei apicc, thoracis

marginibus lateralibus, elytrorumque strigis sulcatoruin

nitide rufis.

Tab. 15. f. 7.

Labrum, palpi, tnentumrpie rufi. Mandibulw rufae, apice nigro.

Clypeus punctis minimis aspersus. Thorcx glaber, fortiter mar-

ginatus, puncto utrinque impresso. Scutellum rufum. Elytra

longitudinaliter profunde sulcata. Abdomen nigrum, segmento

ultimo rufo. Sternum rufum. Fedes metallice rufi.

Habitat in Brczilia.

In Mus. nost.

Trib. Capricoiines. Lat.

Genus. Lamia. J'ab.

\ NOTATA. L. griseo-brunnea, thorace tnaculis duobus brunneis,

elytris macula humeruU iubtriangutari brunnea ulbo-mur~

ginatu, fasciaque apicali atUice rotundata brunnea striga

irregulari ornut&.

Tab. 1 5. f. 8.

Caput, corpus, elytra, ct pedes pilis confcrtis opcrti. Ji-lytra

Vol. I. 2 E
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scabrosa, fascias apicalis figura alba literae V persimili pilis albidis

prominentibus composite. Pectus brunneum, lateribus strigS. alba

pilosa longitudinal! distinctis.

Long. Corp. ^.

irabitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. nost.

This and the following species appear to belong to the extensive

group which forms the genus Acanthocinus^ Meg. But as the

characters of that genus, together with those of many of the new

continental genera have hitherto been unpublished, I refrain from

referring these insects to any group with which I cannot be certain

that they accord. For the present I shall leave them in the com-

prehensive genus LamiUy until a complete revision is made of the

Capricorn Insects.

Perpulchua. L. grzseo-brunnea, elytris macula Jiumerali brun-

nedf fasciaque apicali lata, obliqud, upice palUdiore.

Tab. 15. f. 9.

Caput, corpus, [elytra, pedesque pilis confertis operti. Elytra

scabrosa, fascia apicali triangular! antice albo-marginata. Pectoris

latera striga alba pilosa irregular! distincta.

Long. corp. ^.

Habitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. nost.

[To be continued.']

Aut. LII. Proceedings of Learned Societies on subjects

connected with Zoology.

ZOOLOGICAL CLUB OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY.

May 11, 1824.—A paper was read by N. A. Vigors, Esq.

M.A. F.L.S., containing Observations " On the Nomenclature of

Ornithology," and a discussion took place on the subject.

May 25.—A paper ^as read by J. E. Bicheno, Esq. F.L.S.
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*' On the quinary arrangement of Nature," and the subject sub-

sequently underwent a lengthened discussion.

, Some observations were introduced before the meeting by

W. Burchell, Esq. F.L.S. on the genera Fagonias, III. and Bacco,

Auct. as forming the connecting link between the Linnean genera

Psittacus and Picus. That gentleman stated that his inferences

were drawn from personal observations during his Travels in

Southern Africa.

The crania of three quadrupeds from New Holland were exhi-

bited by Joshua Brookes, Esq. F.R. and L.S. two of which were

ascertained to belong to the genus DasyuruSy Geoff. On the

animal of the third, he requested information, and the subject

was referred to the Assistant Secretary.

June 8.—Mr. Bennett recalled the attention of the Club to

the Crania exhibited by Mr. Brookes at the last Meeting; and

stated that the specimens relative to which that gentleman re-

quested information, corresponded with specimens contained in

the Museum of the College of Surgeons, and to which the name

oi Dasyurus ursinus had been prefixed by Professor Temminck.

As the Cranium, however, before the Club, differed remarkably

in the number of the Molar teeth from that of the D. ursinus, as

described by Mr. Harris, in the ninth volume of the Transactions

of the Linnean Society, Mr. Bennett felt some doubt as to its being

referable to that species. The other Crania, exhibited by

Mr. Brookes, were described as belonging to Dasyurus macrourvs

and D. cynocephalus ; and it was remarkable that the description

of this latter animal also, as ^iven by Mr. Harris in the same

paper, did not coincide with the specimen exhibited in respect to

the number of the molar teeth.

A portion of a paper " On Tunicata, with a description of

three new species," by W. S. MacLeay, Esq. M.A. F.L.S. was

read by the authour.

June 22.—The Secretary exhibited two specimens of Dro-

mia Mediterranea, Leach, whicli were communiccted to him

by Mr. J. E. Gray, for the information of the Club. These

specimens were found in Billingsgate market, by that gentleman,

2 e2
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among some Oysters, which were stated to have come front

Whitstable Bay, on the Essex coast.

The remaining portion of M. Latreille's paper, " On the

Insects figured and sculptured on the Ancient Monuments of

Egypt," translated by Mr. Bennett, was read.

July 13.—The Secretary exhibited specimens of several

new species of Cypraea, from the Cabinet of Mr. J. E. Gray,

which had been lately figured and described in the Zoological

Journal. In one of these, the C. ftivea, there appeared a singular

deviation from the colouring of the other Ct/pra'ce, in its being

perfectly free from those bands, which appear in greater or less

number upon the whole of the species hitherto described. A series

of Patella cceriilea and P. pellucida was also exhibited, which

identified them as one species, diiFering in form, opacity, and

colour, according to the nature of the surface, whether flat or

rounded, to which the shell is attached : as also a specimen

illustrative of the same fact, being an union of the Patella com-

j)ressu and P. miniata ; an anomaly, which had been observed

by Lamarck with considerable surprise. The present specimen

exhibited at its apex the form of P. miniata, in the middle that

of P. compressOy and at its base it reassumed the character of

P. miniata.

A portion of a paper " On the Flight of Insects," by J.

Chabrier, translated by Mr. Bennett, was read.

Julij 27.—The Rev. Mr. Kirby, F.R. and L.S. exhibited speci-

mens of the following new insects, referred to in the " Introduc-

tion to Entomology," viz. Hexagonia termitiaia, Onthophagus

cervicornis, Onthophagus aries, Mimela nigricans, Gnathocera im-

maculata. The same gentleman also exhibited two specimens of

Stylops Melittce, one of which was taken in the spring of the

present year; and the other was the specimen originally described

in the Linnean Transactions.

A continuation of M. Chabrier's paper " On the Flight of

Insects," was read by Mr. Bennett.

jiugust 10.—Mr. Bennett exhibited a fragment of rock from

the coast of the county of Clare, in Ireland, in various cavities
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on the surface of which were lodged specimens of an Echinus.

He also read extracts from a letter on the subject, from Mr. John

D. Humphreys, of Cork, from whom he received the specimen
;

and he promised to furnish the Club vrith a detailed account at a

future Meeting.

A portion of a paper was read, entitled " A description of such

genera and species of Insects, alluded to in the Introduction to

Entomology of Messrs. Kirby and Spence, as appear not to have

been sufficiently noticed or described," by the Rev. Williara

Kirby, M.A. F.R. and L.S. &c.

August 24.—The remaining portion of Mr. Kirby's First

Decade of Insects, commenced at the last Meeting, was read.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF PARIS.

March 1, 1824.—M. Cuvier read a Memoir, entitled, A New
Examination of a Fossil Animal, from the Schists of Solenhoffen,

tchich appears to belong to the class of Reptiles^ and to which tJie

name of Plerodactylus has been given.

March 8.—M. Moreau de Jonnes read some Nezs Researches

upon /he Trigonocephalus lanceolatus, (T.fer de lance) or Great

Viper ofthe West Indies ; and on

March 15, He exhibited the young of that reptile, as ready for

birth. M. G. Saint-Hilaire read a Memoir, On the Osseous

Si/stem, as affording the most certain indications of Affinities in

Zoology ; and on the presumable causes of this superiority of

evidence,

March 22.—M. Magendie communicated the result of his ex-

periments on the sense of smell. He announced that this sense

is not entirely destroyed by the division of the olfactory nerve;

and he also described the various effects produced by the divi-

sion of the fifth pair of nerves.

March 29.—M. Fouilhoux read a Memoir, entitled, Anatomi-

cal and Physiological Remarks on the Ganglionic System.

April 5.—M. Cuvier read a Memoir, On a ncto genus of Fossil
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Reptiles, discovered in England some years since, and named

Icthyosaurus.

April 12.—M. Magendie communicated an observation which

he had recently made on the effects of the rupture of the great

commissure of the cerebellum, above the passage of the fifth pair.

The animal subjected to this experiment fell down on the side on

which the nervous tissue was divided, and the motions of its eyes

lost their mutual agreement. M. Bosc made a verbal report

relative to a Notice, by M. Fischer of Moscow, on an Insect

known in Persia by the name of Mianah.

Jpril 19.—M. Bailly read a Memoir, entitled, Researches tipon

the Anatomy ofthe Brain of the Mole.

Jpi'il 26.—M. Gaillardot transmitted a Memoir, On the Fossil

Bones of the environs of Luneville ; and M. Rolando, of Turin,

his Anatomical Researches on the Spinal Marrow. M. Bory

de St. Vincent communicated his observations on the Spermatic

Animalcula, for which he proposed the generic name of

Zoospermes.

May 3.—M. G. St. Hilaire read a new Memoir On the Nutri-

tion ofthe Marsupiulia. M. Bailly read a Memoir, entitled,

A Description of the filaments by means of which the Lophius

seizes Fish : M, Geoffroy made some remarks on the same sub-

ject, and reminded the Academy that the Lophius also catches

fish by artifice.

May 10.—M. Cuvier made a verbal report on several Memoirs,

which had been presented in manuscript, but which had since

been printed by their respective authors. These were the Me-

moirs by M. Flourens, On the Functions of the different parts of

the Nervous System ; those of M. Desmoulins, On the Anatomical

Relations of that System ;'and lastly, a Memoir by M. Bailly,

entitled, A Treatise on the Comparative Anatomy and Physi-

ology of the Nervous System, in the four classes of Vertebrated

Animals.

May 17.—M. G. St. Hilaire communicated a report on the

Memoir of M. Bailly, concerning the Lophius. He commenced

by shewing, that Aristotle was acquainted with the habits of this
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animal. In the works of that Prince of Naturalists, is the fol-

lowing passage : " There is a species of Frog, which is called

The Fisher. It derives this name from the wonderful industry

which it displays in procuring its nourishment : for in the front of

its eyes it has certain appendages which it extends like hairs, and

which, dilated at the extremity, form double baits which it car-

ries. After having stirred up the mud or the sand, it conceals

itself, and elevates these appendages ; the little fishes coming to

seize them, it draws them into its mouth." " The Lophius fishes

with the line," says Plutarch ;
" for it throws out from its neck

a filament which it extends to a distance, in the manner of a

line, letting it out and drawing it in at pleasure. This

being done, when it perceives some little fishes about it, it al-

lows them to bite the extremity of this filament, being itself con-

cealed beneath the sand, or in the mud—when it gradually retracts

that member until the fish is near enough to be swallowed by a

quick motion."

It is these Jilets pecheurs^ as the author denominates them,

which have formed the subject of his researches ; he determines

their nature, and describes their general support. M. Bailly

says, that the third filament is articulated immediately with the

occipital integument : the Reporter thinks that this is not the

case, and details his objections. The description of the muscles

which serve for the various motions of the filaments is very satis-

factory, and shows that the Ancients were not deceived with re-

gard to the uses for which these appendages are destined.

So voracious an animal as the Lophius, however, cannot obtain,

by fishing alone, sufficient to supply its wants. M. Geoffroy

describes the other habits of this singular fish, and concludes by

recommending the insertion of M. Bailly's Memoir in the Recueil

lies Savans clrangers^ published by the Academy.

May 24.—M. d'Hombre Firmas, Mayor of Alais, transmitted to

the Academy a Memoir, containing Observations on Fossils, and in

particular on Ammonites. M. GcolTroy presented a Memoir on

the analogy existing between the filets pechcurs of the Lophius, and

the ascending apophyses of the vertebrata, especially with the first

rays of the dorsal fin of the Siluri. M. Audoiu communicated
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one of the observations contained in his work on the generatioo of

articulated animals ; it related to the use of a vesicle which ac-

companies the female organs of generation in insects.

May 31.—M. Magendie stated that he was proceeding with his

experiments on the fifth pair of nerves. M. Desmoulins read

a Memoir on the difl'erences between the nervous system of the

Lamprey, and that of the other Vertebrata, with regard, 1st, to

physical properties ; Sndly, to the number of parts ; and 3rdly, to

the mode of union of those parts.

June 7.—This day the annual public meeting of the Academy
was held, when the Physiological Prize, founded by M. de

Monthion, was divided between M. M. Flourens, Provost, and

Dumas. M. Strauss, author of a work on the Anatomy of the

Cockchaffer, also obtained a medal ; and M. Gaspard honourable

mention.

June 14.—M. M. Cuvier and Latreille made a report on a

Memoir, by M. Leon Dufour, entitled, A Collection of ObservU'

tions on the Anatomy of the Coleoptera. M. Cuvier read a

Memoir On the Plesiosaurus M. G. St. Hilaire read a Me-

moir On the Auditory Faculties of Fishes.

July 12.—M. G- St. Hilaire made a verbal report on a work by

M. Serres, entitled, The Comparative Anatomy of the Brain, in

the four classes of Vertebrated Animals.

July 26.—M. Latreille read a note accompanying a drawing of

a new genus of Spiders, which he has named Myrmecia.

M. M. Bosc and Latreille read a report on a Memoir by M. Guyon,

on a species of Leech, found in the eye-lids and nasal fossa of the

Ardea virescens of Linnaeus, at Martinique.

August 2.—It was announced that the bones of a Mastodon, of

great size, had been found in a gravel-pit at Montpellier.

M. G. St. Hilaire made some observations on the fossil discovered

at Moret, and said to belong to the human species. He consi-

dered this opinion to be void of foundation. M. Desmoulins

read a Memoir On the lachrymal organ, and nervous system of the

Trigonoceph ali.

August 9.—M. M. de Hermilly and St. Clair, proprietors of the

fossil of Moret, announced that they would furnish M. Thenard
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with specimens of it, for the purpose of analysis. M. M. Cheva-

lier, Payen, and Julia-Foatanelle communicated some experiments

which they had made on fragments taken from the surface of this

fossil ; from which it appeared that they contain from
-._.J-J^^ to

y^gq of azotized matter, but no phosphate of lime.

August 16.—Dr. Lauth read a Memoir On the Lymphatic Ves-

sels of Birds. Some further observations by M. Gailion were

read, supplementary to his Memoir On the Nutritive Animals of

Oysters.

Art. LIII. Scientific Notices,

NEW SPECIES OF PROCELLARI^.

In the 8th Number of the 3rd Volume of the " Journal of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia," an interesting

account appears of four species of Petrels, which had until lately

been confounded under the title of Procellaria pelagica, Linn,

written by Mr. Charles Bonaparte. That gentleman gives de-

scriptions of P. pelagica, Linn., P. Leachii, Temm., and P.

oceanica Forst, and adds a description of a fourth species which

he calls P. Wilsonii, that had been described and figured by
the naturalist whose name it bears, under the name o{ P

.
pelagica^

and referred to as such by European Ornithologists. The descrip-

tion of this newly characterized species is as follows:

P. Wilsonii, Bonaparte.

Tail nearly even, the wings, when closed, extending a little

beyond its tip ; length of the tarsus nearly one inch and a half,

(sixteen French lines.)

Synonvmes.

P. pelagica, Wilson's American Ornithology, Vol. VII. p. 90.

pi. 60. fig. 6. And probably the- pelagica of other authors, who
have written on the subject of American Birds.

Vol. i. 2 F
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Description. General colour deep sooty black ; vent each

side, and upper tail coverts totally white
;
primaries and tail deep

black ; greater wing coverts, and some of the secondaries, tipped

with whitish ; bill five eights of an inch long, black ; feet black

with a large, oblong, yellow spot on the membranes. Total length

nearly seven inches.

Sexes alike in colour.

Propagation. Breeds according to Wilson, in great numbers

on the Bahama and the Bermuda Islands ; and in some places on

the coast of East Florida and Cuba. Like the bank swallows

they breed in communities and make their nests in the holes and

cavities of the rocks, above the sea. They are said to feed their

young only at night, being during the day occupied in wandering

over the ocean in quest of food."

Plates are annexed of this species, as also of P. Leachii and

pelagica ; from which and from the descriptions given of the four

species, P. Wihonii may be thus at once distinguished. Its tail

which is nearly even, differs from that of P. Leachii which is

forked, and those of P pelagica and oceanica which are entirely

even. In size it exceeds P. Leachii nearly one fourth, P. oceanica

somewhat more, and P. pe/fl^?c« at least one third. The length

of the tarsi viho in wlilch it agrees with F. oceanica, exceeds that

of the other two in a similar proportion. In the colour of the

membrane which unites the toes, and which is black with a large

oblong yellow spot, it differs from all the rest, where the same

membrane is entirely black. And a striking difference is per-

ceptible in the structure of the bill, the tube in which the nostrils

are united being slightly curved upwards, and forming an angle

with the citlmen at a short distance from its apex\ while in the

other three species the same tube runs parallel with the culmen,

and is united to the bill the whole way.

In their geographical distribution, P. JI^'/^aowzV appears confined

to the western shores of (lie Atlantick, and P. pelagica to the

European, while P. Leachii'xs covamon to both, P. oceanica is

restricted (o (he shores of the Pacifick ocean. V»
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BULLA HALIOTOIDEA, Mont.

The examination of a nnmber of specimens of this shell with its

animal, prove that it should he considered as a Sigaretus, accord-

ing to Cuvier, (see his Memoires pour servir « VHistoire et a

VJnatomie des Mollusques, published in the Jnnales du Museum
d'Histoire Naturelle ;^ inasmuch as it accords exactly with his

description and figures there given. It is well known that the

shell has no canal at the base of the aperture ; the most singular

circumstance therefore, in this animal, is that a fold in the large

membranous mantle, serves both the purposes of the shelly and

of the membranous canal in the Buccinidce, while in its general

structure it otherwise resembles the animals of that family; the

sexes being separate and distinguished easily by the male organ

proceeding from the back of the neck. Of about twelve specimens

that came under my examination at one time, two only were

males. G. B. S.

ON THE GENERA SIGAUETL'S AND CRYPTOSTOMA.

Adanson in his Voi^age to Senegal mentions by the name of

Sigarel, a shell of which he had not seen the animal ; Lamarck,

however, having specimens of what he considered as the same

shell, from the same place, and with the animal, sent them for

examination to the celebrated Cuvier, who described the animal

in the 3Ist number of the Bulletin des Sciences ; whereupon La-

marck in his Systeme, formed it into a genus under the name of

Sigaretus^ referring to Cuvier for the description of the animal and

io Adanson for that of the shell. It is, nevertheless, observable, that

Cuvier in his Memoirs on the Anatomy of Mollusca, has described

and figured under tiie same name an animal, which he received

from the Isle of France, very different from that which he de-

scribed before, and whose shell is also diflercnt from Adanson's

iS'iVarc/, being pellucid, and very nearly allied to Bulla ludioloidcu

of British Authors ; whoso animal MonUigu considered as forming
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one section of his genus Laminuria ,• (the other section of which

is ricurobrauchus of Cuvier). Blainville, when in England de-

scribed one of the Mollusca in the British Museum, which on
his return to France he published in the Bulletin des Sciences,

under the name of Cri)ptoslom(i, which is indeed a most singular

animal ; and npon examining the specimen I find that the shell

very much resembles the Sigaret of Adanron, and that the animal

is altogether different from that described by Cuvier and La-

marck. It therefore appears that Lamarck has taken his generic

character of Sigaretus from the shell of one animal, and his de-

scription of the animal from that of a very different shell : and

in his Ilist, Nat. des Anim. sans vert,, he has described several

species agreeing in generic characters with the shell. Two genera

are evidently thus confounded ; to avoid this we are placed in a

peculiar dilemma, for if we keep Sigaretus for Cuvier's animal,

and take Crijptostoma for the Sigaretus of Lamarck, we shall

give the name Sigaretus, derived from the Sigaret of Adanson, io

a very different shell, and we shall have to alter the names of all

Lamarck's species : but in my opinion this would be better than

forming a new name, (for Laminaria cannot be used, being al-

ready engaged by Lamouroux for a genus of marine plants.)

Thus, my Sigaretus and that of Cuvier is the Laminaria of Mon-
tagu, Helix perspicua of Linneus, and Bulla haliotoidea of British

Authors : and my Cryptostoma and that of Blainville, is the

Sigaretus of Lamarck and Sowerby, the Sigaret of Adanson, and

the Helix haliotoidea of Linneus. J. E. GiiAV.
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Art. LIV. Some Remarks on the Nomenclaittre of the

Gryllina q/'MacLeay, &c. with the Characters of a new
genus in that tribe. By the Rev. William Kirby,
M.A. F.R. Sf L.S.

The Nomenclature of any Science, though not certainly of the

Jirst importance) ought not however to be neglected ; for that

adage of Linne is most true

—

Nomina si nescis perit et cognitio

rerum.—While things are without names they are comparatively

unknown; but as soon as a name is imposed, it imparts as it were

a life and being to an object that it had not before. Yet, im-

portant as its Nomenclature to any Science confessedly is, how
little, in general, has it been attended to ! With the exception

of Chemistry, in which a systematic plan has been adopted with

admirable effect, almost every other science is at sea in this respect,

at the mercy of the winds and waves ; and the imposition of

names, which ought to be regulated by fixed and acknowledged

laws, is left to the fancy or crude conceptions of every individual.

If we look only at Anatomy, a science so important to be made
easy of comprehension, how perplexed and perplexing is its tech-

nical language, and how little of concinnity and harmony does it

exhibit ! All this has arisen from its having been constructed at

different times by different persons, who had no common plan or

system before them, to serve as a guide.

Linne, in his Philusophia Botanicu^ has given many excellent

rules for the formation of the names of ge7icra, but he coustructcd

Vol. I. 2 o
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no regular system of Nomenclature. He taught us, indeed, how

to name properly the smaller branches and sprays of the tree of

nature; but the larger branches were left to chance, and the

caprice of scientific men. In Entomology, however, by giving a

uniform termination to the names of his orders, he led the way to

a more perfect system of Nomenclature, which his successors

unfortunately neglected to improve. Latreille, indeed, to whose

acumen and learning the science of Entomology is under such

infinite obligations, in his efforts to trace out the Natural System

of Insects, found it convenient to subdivide each order into various

smaller sections, to most of which he has given appropriate names;

but as he followed no general rule in the construction and applica-

tion of these names, they serve rather to confuse than to inform

the student, and to perplex rather than assist the memory; whereas,

had the names of his primary subdivisions possessed the same

termination, those of his secoridary another, and so on till you

arrived at the genera, the whole would have been a beautiful and

harmonious system of Nomenclature, and a great help to the

memory ; and the nature of every section would have been com-

prehended in an instant.

I suggested some time ago a plan of this kind, and the adoption

of patronymic names of the same termination (Linn. Trans, xi.

88, note)—a plan which Mr. W. S. MacLeay, in his learned

HorcB Entomologicw has adopted and improved upon, by dis-

tinguishing the primary sections of several of his Orders by termi-

nating the name of each in ina. If this principle could be applied

to all the Divisions till you arrive at genera, it would give a vast

clearness to the science—other names might terminate in ita—
another set derived from parts of the economy of insects in phila;

and a third, from their food, in phaga, or in myza perhaps, if

they belonged to the suctorions tribes.

It is not my intention to pursue this idea further, but I have

been led into it by observing what havoc and confusion have been

made in the Linnean genus Gryllus, {Gryllina, MacL.) by scien-

tific men taking their own fancy as their guide, without regard

either to justice or propriety.

Linne divided this great tribe into five subgenera ; namely

—
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Acrida, Bulla, Achela, Tettt'gonta, and Locitsta. Of these all,

except the .second (Bulla), represented natural sections of the

tribe. When Fabricius undertook the new modelling of this

tribe according to his own system, he discarded three of Linne's

names, turning Acrida into Truxalis, which seems a mistake for

Troxalis (rfu^aXis) ; Bulla into Acri/dium, from Geoffroy, re-

stricting the name very properly to those minute Grylli whose

prothorax terminates behind in a long process that covers the

abdomen ; retaining Acheia for the Crickets ; very properly re-

jecting Tettigonia, a Greek diminutive, signifying a small Tet-

tix or Cicada, but in its room, unhappily following Geoffroy in

giving the name of Locusta to those Grasshoppers whose females

are distinguished by an ensiform ovipositor, and taking it away

from the true Locusts, to which he gave the name of Gryllus,

properly belonging to the Cricket.

Under Bulla, Linne had included not only those Cape insects

resembling a bladder {Pneumora, Thunb.), which the name

suited, but some of his ovmLocustce, and the Acrydia of Fabricius.

Latreille has not been so happy as to succeed iu his endeavours to

amend Fabricius's nomenclature. With great propriety, how-

ever, he restored to the Cricket its ancient Latin name Gryllus,

and separated from it Gryllotalpa and Tridadylus ; but led

astray by the Gallic passion to uphold names imposed by a French

author, perfas atque nefus, he has retained Geoffroy's name of

Acridium ; thus absurdly expressing, by a diminutive signifying

a little Locust, that far-famed and wide-ravaging plague, the

terror of half the regions of the earth, the great Locust. As

Geoffroy included the Acridium of Fabricius in his genus, it would

with much more propriety have been restricted to that minute

animal : Tetrix, by which M. Latreille has distinguished it, ap-

pears to be a corruption of the Greek Tettix, or the Cicada, and

therefore is equally improper with Tettigonia for one of the Gryllina.

I think, on these accounts, that Dr. Leach has done a great service

to the science by restoring the name of Locusta io the real locust

of the ancients; but that of Conocephalus, by which, after

Thunberg, he would designate the Locusta of Geoffroy and

Fabricius, seems less proper. It is very well when applied to those

2 ri2
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with a conical head, but those with an obtuse one should not be so

called. In fact, this tribe includes several genera or subgenera.

Our most common species, with an obtuse head and straight ovi-

positor (Locusta viridissima, F.), with its aflfinities, I would call

Acrida, and leave Conocephalus for those with a conical head.

Those whose elytra, or rather tegmina, so beautifully imitate the

leaves of plants, distinguished by a recurved ovipositor, I would

call Pterophylla. I possess an undescribed genus, which connects

the tribe in question with the Locustidce (Gryllus, F.), of which I

will here give a description.

Genus. SCAPHURA.
.Antennw, basi filiformes, apice setaceae.

Ovipositor, brevis, cymbiformis, punctis elevatis acutis scaber.

ViGOKsii. Sc. atra^ abdomine cceriilescente^Jemoribusposticis,

fascia media albida, elytris apice pallescentibus.

Long. Corp. Lin. 14.

Habitat in Brasilia. D. Hancock.*

Before I conclude I wish to say a word on the Nomenclature

of the tribe of insects to which Fabricius has transferred Linne's

name of Teitigonia, before discussed. This tribe was by the

Greek writers called Tettix, and by the Latins Cicada. M- La-

treille has exchanged, and perhaps not improperly, Fabricius's

name, which means strictly a diminutive Tettix, for the latter.

As there appear to me at least three types of this tribe, these three

names may be retained. Those, the lateral margin of whose pro-

thorax is roundedj to which section C. Orni, probably Virgil's

Cicada, belongs, might retain the name Cicada; those the

sides of whose prothorax are dilated and angular, as Tettigonia

limbata, might be denominated Tettix ; and those small ones,

the sides of whose prothorax are deflexed and have no margin,

as T. sanguinolenta, might very properly inherit the much

bandied name of Tettigonia.

Barham, Nov. 30, 1824.

• Mr. Kirby has kindly promised to communicate a more detailed description

of Scaphura Vigorsii hereafter.

—

Ed.
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Art. LV. An Account of the unexampled devastations

committed hy Field-Mice in the Forest ofDean in Glou-

cestershire, and in the New Forest in Hampshire, during

the years 1813 and 1814. In a letter to the late Right

Hon. Sib Joseph Banks, Bart. P.R.S., from the late

Rl.Hon. Sylvester Douglas, Lord Glenbervie.*

Whitehall Place, 30th June, 1814.

Dear Sik,

The great devastation committed during the course of the

last and the present year, in our young plantations in Dean and

New Forests, by an unexampled number of Mice, which have

overspread those forests during that period, having been the sub-

ject of repeated communications with which I have troubled you,

I flatter myself that it will not be uninteresting to you, to see

collected together all the material facts and circumstances which I

have been able to obtain either from personal observation or the

information of others concerning this new plague ; I call it new,

because, although the destruction of acorns by that vermin has

been always known, and mentioned by every writer treating upon

such subjects, from the earliest time, yet I have not found in any

author, from Theophrastus and Pliny downwards to Evelyn and

the more modern writers of our days, the smallest hint of the

mischief of which I myself have been a witness to a most alarming

extent, which those pernicious little animals have done in our

plantations by devouring the bark of the young plants, all round

from the ground to the height of about six inches, and in many

instances gnawing the root itself through and through.

The whole, both of Dean and New Forests, appears to be

numerously stocked with Mice, at least wherever the large furze-

brakes in the open parts have been burnt, their holes and runs arc

perceived to cover the whole surface. This was particularly the

case over a district called Haywood Hill in Dean Forest, and

which now forms one of the new plantations in that forest, con»

taining about 500 acres.

• Communicated by William Ellbrd Leach, M.D. F.R.S. IX.."?. At.
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lathe autumn of 1810, Haywood iaclosure was first completed

so as to exclude all the commonable cattle, and the few Deer still

remaining in that forest, and was then planted with acorns. In

the spring following, plants from about one third of those acorns

came up, the remainder it is probable were destroyed principally

by Mice. The natural hollies which it had been necessary to cut

down in order to give room for planting the acorns, had made

young shoots, but no attack was made upon them in the winter of

1811. The runs of the Mice however appeared very numerous.

In the autumn of 1812, a large quantity of five years old oaks and

cliesnuts, with some other forest trees, as ash, larch, and fir, were

planted at regular distances in the same inclosure. In the winter

of that year, the first symptoms of the devastation by the barking

of the plants were perceived by the woodman in the shoots of the

hollies that were now got to the height of two, three, or more feet,

great numbers of them being barked round at the ground for four

or five Inches upwards, and in consequence dead or dying. This

soon became almost universal over the whole of that inclosure.

In the spring following (1813) a number of five years old oaks and

chesuuts were found dead, and on being pulled up, it appeared

that the roots had been gnawed through two or three inches below

the surface ; many were also barked round and killed in the same

manner as the holly shoots, and a great number begun upon, and

consequently become sickly, though not as yet entirely killed.

The evil was observed about the same time to have extended itself

to some of the other inclosures.

- The first notice / received of this misfortune was by a letter

from the Deputy Surveyor of Dean Forest to our Secretary in the

Department of Woods, dated 14th May, 1813, and I cannot give

a more lively impression of the serious alarm excited by the evil,

than by transcribing the words of that letter.

^' I am very much alarmed at the danger likely to arise to the

plantations from the Field Mice, particularly in Haywood and

Crabtree Hill Inclosures, The woodmen in both have found five

years old oak and chesnut plants, in various places barked round

at the bottom, and consequently dead ; but their principal der

vastation at present is confined to the young shoots from the
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hollies that had been cut down, which they have barked so uni-

versally as to destroy them entirely on about fifty acres of Hay-
wood inclosure, which are now looking brown and withered, as if

they had been nipped by the frost ; and I fear that when there are

no hollies left (and it seems to me that they will very soon destroy

them totally) the young trees will suffer more considerably.

" As I am quite at a loss as to the method of extirpating them

in such situations, I will thank you to inform me, whether you

have any information which is likely to be useful in this case,

contained in the diiferent answers to the queries proposed by Lord

Glenbervie on this subject, and that you will communicate it to

me. The land, as you know, is covered with long grass, fern, &c.

under which those Mice have runs or roads, and they are seldom

seen above ground. They are the short-tailed reddish-coloured

Field Mice."

On receiving that letter, I was under the necessity of acquaint-

ing Mr. Davies, the Deputy Surveyor, (whose name I am happy

in an opportunity of mentioning, in order to bear testimony to his

skill, diligence, and integrity, in an office in which those qualities

are peculiarly requisite) that the source fo which he referred,

afforded no such information as he expected. Having however

heard about this time of the success of the method of Mr. Ben-

jamin Broad, of Herefordshire, in the destruction of Rats and

Mice, I desired that Mr, Davies would correspond with him

on the subject, and if he saw any reasonable prospect of advantage

in employing the means he recommended for the destruction of

Field Mice, to engage him to go over to Dean Forest, and make
a trial of his process under his own superiutendance and direction.

This was accordingly done. Mr. Broad went to Dean Forest,

and after trying his peculiar baits for three days in Haywood In-

closure, which was the most infested, without any success, he gave

up the attempt as hopeless, ascribing the failure to the different

nature of the food of these Mice, from that of those he had been

accustomed to deal with, which appear to have been the common

house Mice.

In the beginning of September, 1813, I had myself an oppor-

tunity of personally observing in Dean Forest, and in a wceic
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afterwards in New Forest, the mischief done and to be appre-

hended from these vermin, and I ordered every means that

occurred either to myself or others, to be used for their de-

struction.

1. The first and most obvious was to procure a number of Cats

to be turned out in the inclosures, and sixteen having been brought

to the woodman's cottage in Haywood, the old ones being let

loose, killed a great number, and travelled to a considerable

distance, but there was reason to fear that a fair trial could not

then be made of that remedy, for there were no means of con-

tining them to any particular spots, and as soon as the digging of

holes or trenches (as I shall afterwards state), was adopted, they

became nearly useless, as they satisfied themselves with the Mice

that were caught in them without hunting for others.

2. Another expedient has been to clear away the bushes, furze,

fern, rough grass, &c. and so expose the Mice to the stronger

vermin and birds of prey, but this was also soon abandoned on

account of the great expense incurred, in order to keep down that

natural cover.

3. A great variety of poisons have been tried, mixed up into a

kind of paste, with grease, flour, &c. viz. arsenic, nux vomica, rats-

bane, corrosive sublimate, ground glass, &c. The Mice appear to

have eaten of them all, but we have no means of judging of the ef-

fect, as none of them were found dead, except in the holes. In one

inclosure, consisting of forty acres, where those poisons had been

tried, nearly 2,000 Mice were soon afterwards caught, which

seems to prove, that the poisons employed had not been very

effectual. Nux vomica was the most so.

4. Seven or eight difi"erent sorts of traps were set in the places

most infested. Those combined with small pitfalls were found to

answer best. They consisted of a box sunk in the ground, with

the top level with the surface. This top had a pin passing through

the centre which turned on a pivot, upon which it was put into the

box, and when the Mouse came in pursuit of the bait, he was pre-

cipitated into the box below, and the top returned to its former

station; wooden traps of this description were used at first with

some success, but the moisture of the ground making them swell,
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and preventing their working, tin ones of the same sort Were sub-

stituted and answered very well, catching great numbers. They
were however superseded by the trenches or holes, which were

cheaper and succeeded better.

5. The plan of the holes which has answered so well, was first

suggested by a man of the name of Simmonds, a professed Rat-

catcher, who having been employed to catch the Mice, had ob-

served, on going to work in the morning, that some of them had

fallen into wells, or pits, accidentally formed, and could not get

out again ; many of them dying from hunger or fatigue in endea-

vouring to climb up the sides. Such pits were therefore on his

recommendation immediately tried. They were at first made
three feet deep, three long, and two wide ; but these were found

to be unnecessarily large, and, after various experiments, it ap-

peared that they answered best when from eighteen to twenty

inches deep at the bottom, about two feet in length, and one foot

and a half in width, and, at top, only eighteen inches long and

nine wide, or indeed as small as the earth could be got out of a

hole of that depth ; for the wider they are below, and the nar-

rower above, the better they answer their purpose. They were

made twenty yards asunder, or about twelve on an acre ; or, when

the Mice m ere less numerous, thirty yards apart.

Nearly 30,000 Mice had been caught, principally by this last

method, in Dean Forest, up to the 22d of December last, and

Mr. Davies is convinced that a far greater number have been

taken out of the holes, either alive or dead, by Stoats, Weazels,

Kites, Owls, &c. and even by Crows, Magpies, Jays, &c. The
success of these holes in Dean Forest, has been so great, that the

use of a bait in them was soon discontinued ; but, from an inac-

curacy in the digging of them, or some other cause, they have been

far less cliicacious in i^iGw Forest, where the Mice continue still,

though less numerous now, to infest our plantations.

It was hoped, that the late severe weather would have cither

totally destroyed, or greatly diminished the numbers of these

animals, for they did not venture out during the hard frosts. In

u letter from Air. Davies, dated the Stii of March, 1814, he gives

only 1,24G as the number taken from 7lh January to the 5th
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March, and he says, the whole of these had been caught in a few

days of open weather which intervened about that time.

The total numbers caught in Dean Forest to the 8th March,

18Ti4, did not much exceed 30,000, and in New Forest, only

about 11,500 had been taken, up to the same period.

On enquiring whether the Mice had ever actually been seen in

the act of barking the young trees, by any of the woodmen or

labourers, or, if not, what reasons there were for concluding with

certainty that they were the depredators, I found that Simmonds,

the Ratcatcher before mentioned, and Hobbes, one of the wood-

men, have asserted, that they have seefi them gnawing the bark at

the height of three and four feet, to which distance they had

climbed from the ground. Besides this direct evidence, that the

mischief was done by Mice, and not by other animals, as Hares,

Rabbits, &c. (of the former of which, there are very few in either

of the Forests, and of the latter, none in either) ; the gradual

decrease of the evil where great numbers of Mice have been des-

troyed,—its total cessation in the parts first holed ;—the same

dung found in the holes where they have been caught as was ob-

served, in numberless instances, near the trees barked ;—their

being taken in the very runs close to which trees have been found

eaten through the roots ;—and, when some young shoots of oak

and holly have been cut and thrown into the pits, their having

begun to gnaw the bark immediately;—all these circumstances

taken together, amount in a manner to demonstration. The last-

mentioned experiment has been frequently repeated.

In both Forests, two sorts of Mice have been observed, one the

short tailed, the other the long tailed Field Mouse. The former

(by far the most numerous, but particularly so in Dean Forest,

being there in the proportion of upwards of fifty to one long-tailed)

seems to be the Cainpagnol oi Buffon, and Pennant gives that as

the Frencli for his Meadozo Mouse. The long tailed appears to

be Buffon's Mulof, which name Pennant gives as the French for

his own Field Mouse. Cainpagnol is the only species of short

tailed Mouse mentioned by Buffon, who says, he was the first

who applied that name to it in French, having adopted it from

the Italian, Cani})agnolo (which word however in Italian, corres-
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ponds generally to Field Mouse, or Souris des chatiips) ; one of

its names formerly in most common use in France, appearing from

him to have been Mulbt d courte queue, while the true Mulot in

some places is called, Le Rat a la grande queue, Mus cauda

longissima. It is only in this incidental way, by mentioning the

different appellations of this last animal, that Buffon takes notice

of the length of its tail. There is indeed considerable inaccuracy

and confusion in the accounts given by different authors of the

various species of Rats and Mice, of which thirty-four are enu-

merated by Buffon, (or rather by his Posthumous Editor).

Buffon thinks several writers have fallen into a mistake in sub-

dividing the species called Mulot into two, partly from their ob-

serving very great differences in the size of different individuals of

that species, and partly from their taking the Mus domesticus

medius of Ray to be a distinct species of the Mulot, but which,

though shortly and inaccurately described by Ray, and seemingly

from the account of others, not ocular inspection, Buffon supposes

to be only a Mulot not grown to its full size. Though the word

domesticus is not applicable to it. Pennant gives that among the

appellations of his Field Mouse. Buffon says, the Mulot appears

to be a long time in coming to its full growth, and that, when it

does, it is four inches and two or three lines, or twelfth parts of

an inch long, from the tip of the nose to the root of the tail

;

that the smallest are an inch shorter; and, that they are found of

all the intermediate sizes. He seems to consider the Mulot in

general, as a more powerful animal than the Cumpagnol or short-

tailed Mouse ; for he says, the latter is scarcely more than three

inches long from the nose to the tail ; and mentions that the

Mulots when they fall short of food in winter, not only devour

the smallest of their own species, but also the Cunipagnols,

whereas, speaking of the manner of feeding of the latter, though

he says, they eat one another in times when their more natural

food is scarce, he immediately adds, that they serve also for food

to the Mulots, &c. without mentioning that tliey ever eat the

Mulots. But, on tlic, contrary, in Dean Forest, the short-tuUcd

largc-luadcd Mouse, is considered us (he more powerful animal,
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and when full grown, is considerably larger than the long-tailed

Mouse; and Pennant describes his Field Mouse as measuring,

from the end of the nose, to the setting on of the tail, only four

inches and a half, and the tail as four inches long, while he states

the length of his Meadow Mouse to be, from the nose end to the

tail, about six inches, and that of its tail only an inch and a

"half. We have not yet been able to prove, by actual experi-

ment, or observation, that the long-tailed Mice bark the trees,

though it is believed, in both Forests, that they do. Both

Buffon and Pennant describe both sorts as burrowing under-

ground. Buffon says the Campagnol is found in a greater variety

of situations than the Mulct ; that the Mulct chiefly frequents

high dry ground, woods and neighbouring fields ; the Campagnol

not only woods and adjoining fields, but also meadows and gardens.

According to Pennant, though the s/iort-tailed Mctise, in its man-

ners, and general food, much resembles the Mulct, it differs

from it in the places of its abode, and seldom infests gardens. In

Dean Forest the few long-tailed Mice that have been taken, were

on the wet greens, and never on dry ground ; the short-tailed

equally infested the wet and dry ground. According to Buffon,

the Mulct establishes himself in holes which he finds already

made, or which he forms for himself, under bushes or in the

trunks of trees ; that he there amasses a prodigious quantity of

acorns, nuts, or beechmast ; that a bushel has sometimes been found

in one of their holes ; and, that they collect this provision, not in

])roportion to their wants, but to the dimensions of the hole ; that

those holes are ordinarily a foot underground, and often divided

into two chambers, one of which they inhabit with their young,

and use the other as their magazine. Similar hoards of acorns,

nuts, &c. have occasionally been found in both our Forests ; but

no divisions have been observed in their holes in either. Buflfon

furnishes us with a probable explanation of the cause of the failure

during the last several years of our planted acorns. He says, " I

have often experienced the injury which these animals (Mulcts)

occasion to plantations, they carry off the acorns newly sown, fol-

lowing the line of the furrow traced by the plough, and digging
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up one acorn after the other, without leaving one. This happens

most commonly when there is not a very abundant crop of acorns.*

If they do not find enough in the woods, they come and search for

them in the lands which have been newly sown with acorns, which

they do not eat on the spot, but carry to their holes, where they

heap them up, and leave them often till they dry and rot. These

animals do more harm to land sown for timber, than all the birds

and other animals put together." He then mentions, as the only

method he had found of preventing this mischief, very nearly the

most simple sort of trap which we have used both in Dean and

New Forests, but which has proved so inefficient in our extensive

plantations. He says, he had used the same means against the

Campagnol. At first, in the space of about forty acres, he caught

about one hundred of the two sorts daily, and had taken, in that

space, more than 2,000 in three weeks. He says, that, during the

hard frosts, they confine themselves to their holes, and feed on the

acorns, &c. they have amassed there. This has been the case in

both our Forests.

You will pardon these imperfect compilations from Buffon and

Pennant, although they will probably be found of little use after

your own more accurate enquiries, and the scientific investigation

of Dr. Leach, to whom, at your desire, have been transmitted

numerous specimens of the two sorts of Mice in our two Forests

and an accurate drawing and colouring of one of each sort. Per-

haps the details given by Buffon may merit a little more attention

in this case, than in many others, where that eloquent writer is

more than suspected of having too often indulged his imagination

and love of theory in his representation of facts; because, as a

planter, his personal interest seems to have attracted his atten-

tion in a peculiar manner to this particular subject.

Mr. Harvey, a very intelligent person, who has long had the

management of Lord Bagot's extensive woods in Staffordshire

has informed me, that some years ago, an extraordinary quantity of

Mice made their appearance.it) those woods. There were no

• Tliere had been an extraordinary failure of acorns in botli our Forests

the three last years.
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very young plantations there, and he did not observe that they

gnawed the bark of any of the trees ; but a severe winter hav-

ing supervened, vast numbers of them were found dead upon the

ground. This case contributed to encourage the hope I have

before mentioned, that a similar destruction would have happened

this year in our Forests, and also furnished reason to conjecture,

that the great multitude of those vermin, which infested our

inclosures last season, might have only been a sort of accidental

epidemical plague, not like to have returned, perhaps, till after

our plants should have outgrown the danger of any further injury

from them ; for they do not attempt to bark or eat tlie roots of

trees M'hose stems have acquired a diameter of two or more

inches.

It is proper to mention, that they bark indiscriminately, besides

hollies and oaks, ash, chesnuts, beech, &c. and, as has been lately

observed, even larch and fir.

Mr. Davies informs me, by a letter dated the 5th instant, that

in Dean Forest, no Mice have been taken for a very considerable

time ; and that having inspected the several inclosures which had

been infested with them, no traces of them were then visible, nor

any appearance of recent damage ; so that he hopes they may

have been effectually exterminated, and that the mischief done

last year, will not recur in the ensuing season. Directions how-

ever have been given to the woodmen, still to attend to the holes,

keeping them open, and inspecting them from time to time.

In New Forest, on the 13th instant, I was informed, that 776

short-tailed and 56 long-tailed had been taken since the 29th

ultimo. I continue to have a weekly return from that Forest.

You know the unsuccessful pains I took when the alarming

damage which was discovered to be done by Mice in our planta-

tions, by barking the young plants, was first made known to me

in the month of May last year, to discover if the same mischief

had been observed to be occasioned by those vermin at any for-

mer period, either in those Forests or elsewhere, in order to learn

whether any methods had been discovered to check or prevent its

return \ and your own enquiries were, I understand, long equally
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unsuccessful. None of the oldest officers in any of the Royal

Forests had ever observed or heard of such a thing, though with

the injury done by Mice in destroying acorns when sown or

planted, they were all familiarly acquainted. About thirty years

ago, several inclosures and plantations of oaks of considerable

extent had been executed by Mr. John Pitt, then Surveyor

General of AVoods and Forests, in New Forest, which at first

had appeared to be very promising, but at that time several of

the underkeepers having been permitted to establish Rabbit

Warrens in different parts of the Forest near the new plantations,

and those animals breeding so fast, and in such numbers, it was

soon discovered, tliat the plants rapidly disappeared, and in a

few years, no vestige of them remained. This failure of so great

a national object, attracted a great deal of attention and observa-

tion at the time. Yet, from whatever cause, it was, till within

these few years, found impracticable to destroy the warrens, or

extirpate the rabbits. At last, however, I myself had the good

fortune to devise a method of doing so, which has proved com-

pletely effectual. Neither at the time when the destruction of

those plantations took place, nor when the extirpation of the

rabbits was afterwards so long under consideration, the possibility

that Mice, which must have at all times abounded in the furze

and fern covers in the Forest, might have had a share in the

destruction of the plants by barking them, seems ever to have

occurred, or at least, to have ever been mentioned by any body

on those occasions, though now, in consequence of our late obstir-

vations, there can be little doubt of that having happened. One
of the under-keepers indeed, who had had the most productive

warren, alleged to me, last year.) that he had, at the time, men-

tioned, that the injury was done by Mice ; but that nobody would

then listen to him, as there was such a general prejudice against

the rabbbits ; but I am very much inclined to think, that this was

an after-thought, as neitlier tiie deputy, nor any of the other

persons then conversant witii the Forest, have any recollection of

his having said so. However, what you have lately learned io

have been observed in Lord Downe's Woods in Yorkshire, proves
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that this tendency of the Mice to eat the bark of young trees,

had heretofore been observed there.

I have the honour to be,

Dear Sir,

With sincere respect and esteem,

Your very faithful and obliged humble servant,

Glenbervie.

Art. LVI. RemarJcs on the devaslalion occasioned hy the

Hylohius abietis in FirPlantations, byW. S. MacLeay,

Esq. A.M. F.L.S. Sfc.

[In a letter addressed to the Conductors of the Zoological Journal,

4th Dec. 1824.]

Gentlemen,

I have attentively perused, at your request, the late Lord

Glenbervie's very interesting letter to Sir Joseph Banks, on the

important subject of the mischief done to the Royal forests in the

years 1813 and 1814 ; and I think that no reader of the details

there so clearly given can be otherwise than convinced that his

Lordship has concluded rightly, that the principal cause of the

mischief was the unexampled multitude of Mice which then infested

these forests. In addition to the strong arguments by which his

Lordship proves that the destruction was effected by Mice, the fol-

lowing may be given as almost conclusive to the point that it was

not effected by insects. Herbivorous insects, and especially those

which are intended by nature to keep vegetable luxuriance within

due bounds, have, I believe, been invariably found to affect parti-

cular species of trees, attacking them in different ways according

to their peculiar economy. Now Lord Glenbervie mentions that

the Hollies and Oaks, the Ash, Chesnut, Beech, &c. and, " as

has been lately observed, even Larch and Fir"* have been

* From the manner in which the attack on the Larch and Fir is mentioned,

the cause of it may have been different, perhaps the Hylobius aiietis.
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barked indiscriminately ; and also that this mischief appeared

always to be effected in the same manner, that is, " by deTouring

the bark of the young plants all round, from the ground to the

height of about six inches, and in many instances by gnawing the

root itself through and through."

Among the variety of curious facts stated in his Lordship's let-

ter, scarcely any can be so interesting to the Naturalist as the

temporary nature, or periodical appearance of these Plagues. We
can easily conceive that when a forest abounds with an extraordi-

nary number of Mice, they must, like hares and other glirine

animals, in the absence of other food, resort to the bark of very

young trees ; but the difficulty is to comprehend the cause of these

swarms being periodical. Many causes may indeed be imagined

as tending to promote their increase ; but, on perusing the above

letter, I do not think that any one can be reckoned as absolutely

certain, or sufficient to account for the evil. A few years ago, the

neighbourhood of Strasburg was, without any assignable cause, or

at least without any cause sufficient to account for their numbers,

infested in like manner by swarms of Mice, and the only means

that seemed to answer towards their extirpation were the pits so

much recommended by Lord Glenbervie. It would appear, how-

ever, that the ravages occasioned by Mice in plantations are con-

fined to the young trees ; so that in their taste, at least, these ani-

mals differ entirely from the greater part of decorticating insects,

which usually prefer trees of great size and age. Lord Glenbervie,

for instance, says, that Mice do not attempt to bark or cat the

roots of those trees, of which the stems have acquired a diameter of

two or more inches ; and Mr. Harvey states, that when an extraor-

dinary quantity of Mice made their appearance in Lord Bagot's

woods, they were not observed to gnaw the bark off, which he

accounts for by the circumstance of there being no young planta-

tions there.

Giving, however, all due credit to the valuable details of Lord

Glenbervie, and, convinced as I am with him, that the injury done

to the young plantations in the Royal forests, was elTected by

Mice, I would warn the Inspectors of Moods and forests that no

opinion can be so erroneous, or so hurtful to the trees under their

Voi-. I. 2^4
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care, as to fancy that all similar mischiefs must proceed from one

and the same cause.

In the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal* I have shewn that the

Elm trees in St. James's Park are destroyed by a Coleopterous

insect, the Ilylesinus destructor oi Fabricius, or Scolytus destruc-

tor of Latreille. I have, moreover, in the same Journal, ventured

to state it as probable, in my opinion, that all those infectious

diseases which destroy only one species of tree in a plantation,

are the consequences of the prevalence of particular destructive

insects. In confirmation of the truth of this remark, I lately re-

ceived from J. Loch, Esq., the Agent for the Estates of the Mar-

quis of Stafford and the Earl of Carlisle, a letter, dated Naworth

Castle, August 29th, 1824, of which the following is an extract

:

" There has been lately a great failure of the young Firs and

Larches on Lord Carlisle's estates here. It was at first thought

to be occasioned by Mice, so completely was the bark destroyed.

The Wood Warden is now, however, persuaded, that the mischief

is done by the insects enclosed in the box. sent along with this.

The destruction is more rapid where the roots of the Scotch Fir

are in a state of decay." This last remark, indeed, goes of itself

far to prove that the author of the mischief is an insect, for Mice

would only attack the green and healthy bark ; and to set the ques-

tion at rest, the insect, of which many specimens were sent, proved

to be no other than the Hylobius Abietis of Germar, (Curculio Pint

of the Entomologia Brifannica,) an insect most destructive to Firs.

It is very common in the Pine forests of Sweden and Scotland ;

but in England, I believe, it has only as yet been found in Cum-

berland and Shropshire. As a British Insect, it was first made

known by the President of the Linnsan Society, who found it at

Rivelston Wood, near Edinburgh.

I shall take this opportunity of giving some of its more useful

synonyms, as no small portion of obscurity hangs over the identifi-

cation of the Species, although one of the largest of our indigenous

Curculionidce

.

Curculio Pini. Lin. Faun. Suec. 689.

Linnsus describes it as most common throughout Sweden, inhabiting

* Vol, xi. p. 123.
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• the Pinus Sylvestris, and devouring its resin; and then in his peculiar

style, he proceeds to describe its manners as follows : " Tarde incedit,

arete apprehendit, tenaciter adhteret. ore frustra cutem mordere tentat cap-

tious." There is, however, in this description, evidently sometliiug erro-

neous, for he finishes by observing that the larva spins a subglobose net

on leaves, and undergoes metamorphosis in it, thus confounding Hylobiui

with another and very different genus of the Curculionida.

Curcuiio Abietis. Lin. Faun.Suec. 615.

The description of this species, by Linnaeus, appears to be grounded on

his confounding an insect now called Pissocles Pint, with a small va-

riety of his original C. Pini. He describes his CurcuKo yiSie«s, which is

evidently our insect, as inhabiting the bark of the Pine. It is very simi-

lar, he says, to the Curcuiio Pini, but only half the size. This is, however,

a mistake according to PaykuU, as he ought to have said twice the size,

if he was comparing it with Pissocles pini.

Curcuiio Pini. Lin. Syst. Nat. 608. 19.

Curcuiio Abietis. Lin. Syst. Nat. 613. 57.

Linnaeus here appears to think these two species the same, for he re-

marks, " Vidi copula junctos C. Pini et y/bietis." The observation would

scarcely however have been worth the recording, had he not had in his

recollection the examination of the Pissocles, when he took it for a small

%'ariety of C. Pini.

Curcuiio Abietis. De Geer Ins. 5, p. 204. 1.

Curcuiio Abietis. Fab. Spec. Ins. 1. 175. 84.

Fabricius,entirelymisledby the last mentioned remark of Linnaeus, here

says, " Forte varietas sex&s C. Pini," which is impossible, for the C. Pini

of Fabricius is the Pissocles.

Curcuiio Abietis. Fab. Syst. Entom. 138. 59.

Curcuiio Abietis. Payk. Fn. Suec. 2. 187. 3.

The principal observation of importance here made, is with respect to

the size, " MajoresC. germanum fere aquiparant, Minores vix dimidiam ejus

magnitudinem allingunt,"—an observation which accounts for Linneeus's

considering his C. Abietis as diflferent from hi* C.Pini, and confounding a

small variety of this last with the Pissocles PinL

Curcuiio Pini. Marsb, Ent. Brit. 1. 289. 152.

Here the Pissoiles Pini is considered to bo (he C. Abietis of IJnnxus, and

(he C. Abietis of Linnaeus is described under the name of C. Pini and all

2 n2
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this confusion is founded on our insect existing in the Linnaean cabinet under

the latter name, which, however, may be the case, and yet not in the

least invalidate, but rather confirm the accuracy of the synonymy I have

above given. In unravelling synonyms, the examination of a cabinet is

not of such value as a careful comparison of an Author with himself.

Fabricius, for instance, may have marked an insect in his cabinet with a

particular name, and yet it may not be that species as described in one of

his works, for this Entomologist, as it is easy to discover, was in the habit

of forgetting the species of his earlier works, and of describing them under

new names.

Further than the above few remarks, accompanying its syno-

nymy, little of the economy of this destructive insect is known

;

and it is therefore impossible to point out a remedy for the evil,

until we have more detailed accounts of the method in which the

trees are attacked. The Naturalists in the North might, however,

easily acquire some insight into the history of Ilylobius Abietis, by

examining the Fir trees of Rivelston Wood, during the winter

season, and watching the larvae until they make their appearance

as perfect insects.

I have the honour, &c.

W. S. MacLeay.

Art. LVII. Some Observations on the British Tipulidce,

together with Descriptions of the Species of Culex

and Anopheles found in Britain. By James Francis

Stephens, F.L.S., Sfc.

[To the Editors of the Zoological Journal, 30th Nov. 1824.]

Gentlemen,

Should the following crude remarks, upon certain families of

British Insects, whiih have hitherto been sadly neglected by the

Entomologists of this Country, be deemed worthy of being in-

serted in (he pages of the Zoological Journal, I trust that the

-purpose for which they were hastily put together will be answered ;
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and that they will stimulate those individuals whose collections

are well stored with nondescript indigenous Insects, to favour the

public with an account of them, and not allow them to remain

longer concealed in their cabinets, unnamed and unknown.

I have the honor to remain,

Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

3, Leigh Street, J. F. Stephens.

Burton Crescent.

The amazing number of new and highly interesting species of

indigenous Insects, which have of late years been added to our

cabinets by the industry of modern collectors, sufficiently proves

the zeal which has animated them, and caused them to exert them-

selves ; but it is greatly to be regretted, that their labours have

so seldom been directed to the description or arrangement of the

little objects of their research, that our continental neighbours

have generally anticipated us in the publication of our native trea-

sures; an endeavour to efface a portion of the stigma which such

listlessness has attached to the character of British Entomolo-

gists, has led me to attempt a brief descriptive account of such

species of the Tipulideous genera Culex and Anopheles, as are

found in this country, preceded by some observations, shewing the

present state of our knowledge of the Tipulidce in general, and of

the above genera in particular.

In the 12th edition of the Systema Naturae, Linne describes

58 Tipulw only. Fabricius, in his Entomologia Systematica, in-

creases the number to 93, and in his Systema Antliatoruni to 162,

—the latter including 35 extra European species. In the 8vo.

edition of Meigen's European Diptera, (the most complete work

on that order hitherto published,) there are about 520 species of

this family described, exclusive of 17 of those mentioned by

Linnaeus, Fabricius, and others, whose identity the indefatigable

author has been unable satisfactorily to determine.
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Now all the publications of this country, taken collectively, do

not enumerate as British, « tenth part of the species described by

Meigen. In Stewart's Elements of Natural History there are only

32 described, and in Turton's Translation of the Systema Naturae

39 indicated, as natives of Britain ; but as the compiler of the

former work notices 5 that are not mentioned by the translator of

the latter, and Turton introduces 12 that are not in Stewart, in

the two works there are consequently 44: to these Samouelle has

added the references of 2 others, and Curtis has described and

figured 1 more, and registered a second, making in all 48,* which

appears to he the total number as yet stated to inhabit the British

Isles ; the few species figured by Donovan and Harris, being ar-

ranged amongst those described by Stewart and Turton. It must,

notwithstanding, be added, that the translation of the last-men-

tioned author will enable the student of British Entomology to

ascertain the greater portion of those indigenous species, which are

"described by Fabricius, but the work itself does not indicate more

than above stated, as inhabitants of this Island.

For several years past, I have successfully attended to the col-

lection of these fragile and extraordinary Insects, and have been

highly gratified to find, not only that my native country is extremely

rich in this family ; but that we possess several species, and many

genera which are not mentioned by Meigen, Latreille, or others,

the characters of which I propose, at some future period, to pub-

lish, for the benefit of those persons who are disposed to follow my

steps; at present I shall content myself by stating, that my cabi-

net contains 419 indigenous species, exclusive of some very inter-

esting varieties, and that I know about 20 preserved in other

collections, that are desiderata with me, and that new species are

constantly presenting themselves.

I shall now devote a few remarks to the genera Culex and

* Since writing the above, the last named author has published a descrip-

tion and figure of Limnobia ocdlaris from my collection, and in his remarlis

upon the genus, he observes, " that there are at least 50 species of Limnobia

in our cabinets ;" which information was principally obtained from an exa-

mination of mine, in which are 47 species, exclusive of Pcdicia rivosa
(
Limnobia

rivosa, Meig.)—Dec. 1. 1824.
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Anopheles. Linne describes 7 species of Culex, in the 12th edi-

tion of his Systema Naturae, 2 of which only belong to the genus

according to the modern views of the subject ; 1 to the genus

j^nopheles, and the rest to various genera among the Tipulidce.

In the last edition of his Fauna Suecica he gives 5 of the above

as natives of Sweden ; amongst which are 1 Culex and 1 ^tiO'

pheles.

The Systema Antliatorum of Fabricius contains 15 CuUces, 7

of which are exotic, 3 belong to other modern genera, and the re-

maining 5 to the genera Culex and Anopheles. In Meigen's 8vo.

edition there are 14 species of Culex, and 2 of Anopheles ; all of

which have been identified as natives of this country, except C.

lateralis, and probably also C. culopus and C. domesticus.

The only British works in which I find any accounts of the spe»

cies of the group now under consideration, are the Synopsis of

Berkenhout, and the compilations of Stewart and Turton, and in

these but 4 are enumerated, a proof of the general neglect or in-

difference with which the lesser dipterous Insects have hitherto

been treated in this country ;*—there is, however, a figure of C,

annulatus, introduced by mistake for C. pipiens, in Samouelle's

Useful Compendium, but no description of either species is ap-

pended.

• The following statement may be adduced in corroboration of the asser-

tion, that we are generally anticipated by the continental writers in the

description of our entomological productions. The indigenous Carabidce ac-

tually preserved in our cabinets amount to 351 in number, (332 in my collec-

tion) ; 248 of whifh are described, 229 by Foreign, and only 140 by B;;tish,

Authors. Marsham enumerates but 109 species of Carahus in his Coleoptera

Britannica, 10 of these are mere varieties, and 1 belongs to tlie Staphylinidce.

This statement may surprize the reader, but if he choose to investigate the

subject, he will find that I am within bounds, notwithstanding my friend Mr.
Curtis, in his observations on the genus Nebria, published so recently as last

February, says that we possess only 275 Carabida : the fact is, that since that

period, sliort as it is, several highly interesting sjiecies have been discovered,

particularly some noble additions to our Fauna, captured by my friend Dr.

Leach, in Devonshire, amongst which Licinus depressus of Paykull, Urachinut

gUihratus and ytlptrus ciislaneus of Bonclli, »iid Xabrus obesus of Latreille, hold

» disliiigui>'hed place, and tend to show that the subject is fur from beiug

t'xbaustcd.
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Remarks upon the economy and metamorphosis of these curious

Insects are, nevertheless, to be met with in the works of several

of our countrymen ; and in those of that great, but neglectedj

luminary, Ray, and the modern publications of Shaw, Bingley,

and Kirby and Spence, their general history may be obtained.

CuLEx Auctorum.

Antennw porrectae, filiform es, 14-articulatae : marls plumosa:

;

feminoB pilosa;. Palpi porrecti quiuque articulati : maris

proboscidas longiores ; feminaj brevissimae. Proboscis por-

recta, longitudioe thoracis. Alee squamatae, incumbentes.

—

Meigen.

1. Cu. annulatus. Fabr.

Nigro fuscus ; abdomine pedibusque albo-fasciatis; alls

punctis quiuque fuscis.

Cu. annulatus. Fair. Etit. Syst. v. iv. p. 400*

—

Fabr. Syst.

Jut. p. 35*— Fill. Ent. v. iii. p. 565*—Grnel. Si/st. Nat.

vol. v. p. 2287—Tart. Trans, v. iii. p. 6Q3*—Metg.

Europ. Zziseif. 8vo. v. i. p. 4. tab. 1. f. 10*.

Cu. pipiens. Sam. Ent. Compend. pi. 9. f. 5. .*

A highly beautiful insect, and, although frequent during the

autumnal months, has not yet been noticed as a British species,

except through the accidental introduction of the figure above-

quoted by Samouelle, in mistake for Cu. pipiens.

2. Cu. affinis Mihi.

Rufo-fuscus ; abdomine pedibusque albo-annulatis; alis

punctis duabus fuscis.

I have seen but one specimen of this insect, captured by myself,

at Hertford, in June : it greatly resembles the preceding, but is

somewhat smaller and paler ; its time of appearance is different.

3. Cu. Culopusl Meigen.

Fuscus ; abdomine argenteo anuulato ;
pedibus niveo

annulatis.

Cu. Calopus (Fuscus; argenlco-punctatis ;
pedibus argenteo

annulatis.) Meig. Europ. Zzce/f. 8vo. v. i. p. 3* ?
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Two specimens (^andO ) of this species are in my cabinet, cap-

tured in London ; they appear to agree with Meigen's Cu.Calopus,

but are rather larger ; and the rings on the legs are niveouSj

instead of being silvery.

.4. Cu. cantuns. HoflFmansegg.

Thorace rufo, dorso fusco-vittato ; abdomine fusco albo

annulato ; tarsis nigris, articulis omnibus basi late albo

annulatis ; alis subhyalinis.

Cu. cantans. (Hoflfm.) Meig. Europ. Ziaeif. 8vo. v. i. p. 6.

tab. I. f. 9.*

Common in houses from June to September in this country

;

but apparently rare on the Continent, as Meigen never beheld the

male.

5. Cu. fumipennis Mihi.

Thorace nigro fusco; abdomine fusco luteo annulato;

tarsis nigris, articulis omnibus basi tenuius albo annu-

latis; alis obscuris.

Greatly allied to the foregoing species, but considerably larger,

of a deeper colour, with the thighs nearly black ; and the white

rings at the base of each joint of the tarsi nearly obsolete ; the

wings obscure. This appears to be common at Ripley in Surry,

where I took several specimens in January last, all of witich, save

one female, were destroyed by the ravages of a new and highly

destructive species of Clothes-Moth, or true Tinea, which I shall

characterize below.*

• Tinea destructor Mihi.

Ti. luteo-testacea; alisanticis flavo-testaceis immacutatis, posticis cinereo-

tcBtaceis, ciliis onvnibus flavo-testaceis; fronte fulvo.

This mischievous little Moth, which somewhat resembles Tinea Jlavifrontella,

Fabr., has recently increased to an alarming extent in some parts of London.

1 have witnessed several instances of the vexatious havoc that has been caused

by the ravages of its larvee, which are infinitely more ruinous to Zoological

collections than those of cither of the other species of the genus; and being,

apparently more tenacious of life, they resist the effects of camphor in a most

surprizing degree. It is a curious fact, that this insect remained unique in

Ml. llaworth'h cabinet for upwards of twenty years, although so abundant

now : it ih there named in munuecripl, but 1 believe, merely from the peculiar
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6. Cu. ornatus. Hoffmansegg.

Thorace albido nigro bivittato ; abdomine fusco albo

annulate ; pedibus fuscls, genubus puncto niveo.

Cu. ornatus. (Hoffm.) Meig. Europ. Zweif. 8vo. v. i. p. 5. *

Cu. equinus. Meig, Klass, Sfc. v. i. p. 3. *.

One female only of this species has come under my observation^

taken at Hertford ; time unknown. Meigen has changed its

name in the 8vo edition of his book, and adopted the appellation

given to it by his friend Count Hoffmansegg, as it proves not to be

the C. equinus of Linne.

'• 7. Cu. sylvaticus. Meigen.

Fuscus ; abdomine albo annulate
; palpis pedibusque

pallide fuscis.

Cu. fasciatus. Meig. Klass. S^'c. v. i. p. 4. *.

Cu. sylvaticus. Meig. Europ. Zweif. 8vo. v. i. p. 6. *.

Meigen has also changed the name of this species (of which I

liave seen but one specimen ((?), taken in June, at CoombeWood)

in deference to Fabricius, who applies the name fasciatus to an

American insect in his Systema Antliatorum, notwithstanding

the first edition of Meigen's work is quoted by him in the same

page.

+8. Cu. maculatus. Meigen.

Thorace rufo nigro lineato ; abdomine fusco annulato;

pedibus fuscis, femoribus luteis

Cu. maculatus. Meig. Europ. Zweif^ v. i. p. 6. *.

A very distinct species, and one of the largest of the genus;

the only specimen I have yet seen is in the collection of my friend

J. Curtis, Esq. who captured it in Suffolk.

Q. Cu. nemorosus. Meigen.

Thorace rufo fusco vittato ; abdomine fusco albo annu-

lato
; genubus puncto niveo.

Cu. reptans. Meig. Klass. S^c. v. i. p, 3. *.

colour of its frontal crest. I have, therefore, applied the above name as being

indicative of its injurious qualities. ?.Iay not lliis be the insect of which

Latrciiie says, muscBorum gallicc penlis '?
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Cu. ncmorosus. Meig. Etirop. %ioeif. v. i. p. 4. *.

The name of this species is likewise changed by Meigen in the

8vo edition of the Kiassificazion, &c. for similar reasons to those

stated under Cu. ornatus. Not uncommon in August.

10. Cu. domesticus f Germar.

Luteo fuscus, abdoinine atro; segmentis margine cinereo

viDosis.

Cu. domesticus. (Germ.) Mcig, Europ. Zweif. \. i. p. 8. *?

One male and two females of a species which appears to agree

M ith the above characters of Meigen, are in my collection : taken

yt Hertford.

11. Cu.jyipiens. Liune.

Thorace rufo, lineis duabus obscuris: abdomine cano

fusco annulato
; pedibus pallidis.

Cu. pipiens. Lin. Syst. Nat. v. i. pt. ii. p. 1002*

—

Lin.

Faun. Suec. No. 1890*

—

Gmel. Sijsl. Nat. v. 5.

p. 21S6—lurt. Trans, v. iii. p. 663 *—Fabr. Spec.

Ins. y. ii. p. 469 *~Fabr. Ent. Si/st. v. iv. p. 400 *—
Fabr. Syst. Ant.^. 33 *

—

Degeer. Ins. v. vi. p. 127,

tab. 27.

—

Reaumur Ins. v. iv. tab. 43,44

—

Geoff. Ins.

V. ii. p. 579. tab. 19. f. 4. * — Fill. Ent. v. iii,

p. 562. *—5c7te^/. Mouch. dipt. pi. 41.*—Schrank.
Ins. Aust.. No. 980 Schra. Fuu. Boic. v. iii.

No. 15Q5—Stew. Elcm. v. ii. 268 *—Samo. Ent.

Compcnd. p. 71, 290 (no description)*

—

Berk. Sijn.

V, 1 , p. 166 *—Shaw. Gen. Zool. v. vi. pt. 2. p 387. *

Tiiis is by far the most abundant species of the genus, at least in

the neighbourhood of London, wliere it may be found at all times

during the summer months.
'f5

12. Cu. murginalis. Mihi.

Kufus ; thorace obscuriore ; abdominis segmentis nigro

marginatis.

The abdomen of this insect, at first sight, greatly resembles

that of fycia fasriulu, \Ki;,'('H, its colours Ijcinj; diflTcrontly dis-

posed to tiiosc of any other British Culcx, as (lie margin of the
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segments are black in this, and the segments themselves rufous

;

whereas in the rest of the genus the margins are pale. I have one

female only ; taken in London.

13. Cu.bicolor. Megerle.

Thorace nigricante ; abdoinine pedibusque pallidis.

Cu. bicolor. (Meg.) Meig. Europ. Zweif. v. i. p. 9. *.

I possess two females, captured at Hertford in June.

14. Cu. punctatus . Meigen.

Abdomine cinereo, nigro macuiato.

Cu. punctatus. Meig. Europ. Zzoeif, v. i. p. 9. *.

I have seen but one specimen of this species, which, with

Ctenophora pectinicornis and Tipiila gigantea, comprised the en-

tire series of the late Mr. Marsham's Tipulid.e !

15. Cu. lutescens. Fabricius.

Luteus, tarsis fuscis.

Cu. lutescens. Fabr. Spec. Ins. v. ii. p. 470. *

—

Fabr.

Ent. Syst. v. 4. p. 401 *—Vill. Ent. v. iii. p. 565*—
Fabr. Syst. Ant. p. 35 *

—

Gmel. Si/st. Nat. v. v.

p. 2888.— Turt. Trans, v. iii. p. 664.

One male and two females of this insect are in my collection;

captured at Darenth in June and July.

16. Cu. rxifus. Hoffmansegg.

Rufus ; thorace fusco-trilineato ; abdomine fusco annu-

lato.

Cu. rufus. (Iloffm.) Meig. Europ. ZweiJ. v. i. p. 7 *.

Common at Hertford during the summer.o

Anopheles. Meigen. Culex. Linne, &c.

Antenna porrectae, filifomies, 14-articulatae : maris plumoss; fer-

minis pilosae. Palpi porrecti, quinque articulati; longitudinc

proboscidis. Proboscis porrecta, longitudiiiae thoracis. Ata;

squamatiB, incumbentes.

—

Meigen.

1. An. bijurcatus. Meig. Europ. Zweif. v.i. p. 11 *.

A lis immaculatis.
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Cu. bifurcatus. Lin. Si/st. Nat. No, 1. pt. ii. p. 1002*

—

Lin. Faun. Suec. No. 1851 *

—

Fabr. Spec. Ins. v. ii.

p. 469 *—Gmel. Si/st. Nat. v. v. p. 2S87— Fill. Ent.

V. iii. p. 563 *—Schr. Ins. Austr. No. 982—5cAr.

Fam. Bote. v. iii. no. 2566

—

Stew. Elem. v. ii.

p. 269 *-—Berk. Syn. v. i. p. 166 *.

Cu. trifurcatus. Fabr. Ent. Syst. v. iv. p. 401. *

—

Fabr.

Syst. Ant. p. 35. *—Turt. Trans, v. iii. p. 664. *.

Cu. claviger. Meig. Klass, ^c. v. i. p. 4. tab, i. f. 8. *

—

Fabr. Syst. Ant. p. 35. *.

The only specimens of this interesting species I have seen, are

a male, in my cabinet, taken on the 14th of June last at Hertford

;

and a female, in the collection given to the British Museum by my
friend Dr. Leach.

2. An, maculipennis. Meig. Europ. Zweif. v. i. p. 11. tab. 1.

f. 17. 9. *.

Alis punctis quinque fuscis.

Cu. bifurcatus. Meig. Klass. 8fc. v. i. p. 5. *(+)

I possess several specimens of this variable species, but amongst

them one male only has occurred : there is one specimen (a female)

in the collection at the British Museum. My specimen was found

in May at Hertford.

Art. LVIII. Description of a new species of Lizard.

By Thomas Bell, Esq. F.L.S,

Fam. Stelmonid^. Mihi.

Genus. Uromastyx. Merreni.

Acanthinurus. U. Dorso laroi; cauda dcpressu, subcarinata,

supra valde spinosa, subtus ta>vi.

Tab. xvii.

+ The aRterink (*) attached throughout to the Synonyma, denotes that I

have pcraonally examined them ; the rest are extracted from Meigcn'g works.

J. F. .S.
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Habitat in Africa.

Ill Mus. Nost.

Back smooth ; tail depressed, sUghtlij carinated, stroiigly spined

above and at the sides, smooth f)eiieath.

Two specimens of this lizard were brought from Africa by Cap-

tain Lyon, R.N.

The head is somewhat triangular, the upper part covered with

moderately large scales, those towards the back part slightly ele-

vated. The scales beneath the under jaw, and of the thorax and

neck, are very minute and quite smooth.

The teeth of the upper jaw are seventeen on each side, the

anterior ones extremely minute, the back teeth becoming gradually

larger; in front of the jaw is a large perpendicular trifid process

of bone, which appears to serve the purpose of incisive teeth.

The lower jaw is likewise furnished with about seventeen teeth

on each side, gradually encreasing in size backwards, except that

the two front ones are comparatively large and long, diverging

from each other, so as to correspond with the back surface of the

central process of bone in the upper jaw.

The tongue is large, thick, and fleshy, and, like that in all

others of this division of the order, bifid only at the extremity.

The eyes are rather large, and the lids covered with very small

scales.

The ears are placed laterally at the back part of the head ; the

membrana ti/mpani is exposed, almost superficial, and covered only

with cuticle.

The whole of the back is covered with very small smooth scales ;

those near the tail larger and a little raised. The scales of the

belly, which are of larger size, are closely imbricated and polished,

so as to present an extremely smooth surface.

The legs are rather long, and strongly made. The fore legs,

which are the shortest, are covered at the outer part with mode-

rately large, slightly elevated scales ; those of the inner surface

next the body are smaller and closer. The feet and toes are

scabrous beneath. The toes are nearly cylindrical, and terminated

by strong hooked claws. The scales covering their upper surface

are few in number, imbricated, and gradually larger towards the
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extremity. Of the toes, the first (answering to the thumb) is the

shortest, the fifth next in length, then the second, the third, and

the fourth the longest.

The scales of the outer part of the hinder legs are much ele-

yated and almost spinj ; those of the inner surface smooth. The
toes follow the same gradation with respect to their length as those

of the fore feet ; the outer or fifth toe is very much separated

from the fourth, and is united to the metatarsus in a lateral direc-

tion, considerably higher up than the others.

The femoral pores are fourteen on each side, extending from

near the centre, about two lines anterior to the opening of the

cloaca, along the inner side of the thigh, through nearly its whole

length.

The tail is large, depressed, slightly carinated above to a short

distance from the base, and tapering gradually to the extremity.

The scales which cover it on the upper part and sides are very

large and strong, each terminating behind in a sharp elevated

spine. Those of the under surface are smooth, of a smaller size

and closely imbricated. The whole are arranged in about eigh-

teen distinct rings, becoming gradually thicker and deeper, and

the upper scales larger and more strongly spined towards the ex-

tremity. Those of the sides, are also larger and more prominent

than the others ; on the under side, each ring is partially covered

by the segment of another band of similar scales, which is also the

case on the upper part with the rings nearest the base.

The following are the dimensions of the animal, and of some of

the principal parts, in inches and decimals of an inch.

Total length from the nose to the end of the tail 11-7

Length of the liead 15
Width of the head at the cars 1-3

Length of the body from the occiput to the origin

of the tail 5-7

Length of the tail 4*5

Width of the tail near the base 14

Length of the longest caudal scale -i

Length of the fore leg and foot 28
Length of the fourth or longest loc -6
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Length of the shortest toe '3

Length of the hind leg: and foot 3"5

Length of the longest toe "8

Length of the shortest toe '3

In consequence of the individual in my possession having been

kept in spirits, and become very flabby, it is impossible accurately

to ascertain the circumference of the body; on fully inflating the

lungs however, I found it about six inches.

The colour has become nearly oliliterated by long preservation

in spirits. The whole of the body is mottled, above and below,

the ground colour of the belly being tlie lightest part. The tail

is brown above, lighter underneath, and the scales on the upper

part are mottled somewhat like tortoise-shell. Another specimen

which was stuffed and preserved in a dry state was similarly

mottled, but altogether of a lighter colour.

The species, with which from mere verbal description, it is

most likely to be confounded, are Uromastyx ci/clurus,* Menem,

U. spinipes^^ U. coeruleus,^ and U. azureus
||

of that author.

From the first (which however is not the Quetz Paleo of La

Cepede as is erroneously stated by Merrem,) it differs in the

depressed form of the tail and the smoothness of its under surface,

whilst in that species the tail is round, and the under side as

well as the upper is spinous. From the second it is distinguished

by the form of the tail, which is round in U. spinipes. From U.

cceruleus it differs considerably in the proportion of the tail to

the body as well as in other characters, and from U. azureus

it will be readily known by the tuberculated surface of the back

and head, and the quadrate form of the tail in the latter species.

* Le Lezard Quetz-Paleo. Lacep. Quadr. ovip. I. p. 497. Stellio Queiz-

Paleo. Daud. rept. IV. p. 26.

+ Stellio spinipes. Daud. IV. p. 31. Geoffroy, Rept. d'Egypte. T. 2.

f.2.t

X Stellio azureus. Latr. Rept. II. p. 34. Daud. IV. p. 36. T. 46.

II
L'azjire. Lacep. 1- p. 362. Stellio brevicaudatus. Daud. IV. p. 40. T. 47.

Latr. II. p. 29.
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Art. LIX. Description of Molaconotus atro-coccineus.

By William J. Burchell, Esq. F.L.S.

This species being of interest as one of the late additions to

African zoology, and being at the same time one of the more

showy birds of the country, some more particular description of

it may not perhaps be unacceptable.

For the purpose of preserving uniformity of nomenclature in the

Zoological Journal, I have here adopted the generic term Molaco-

notus as defined in the excellent paper on the Laniadce in the pre-

ceding Number of this work; although I have already mentioned

this birdu nder the name of Lanius.* It has, in colours at least,

a close affinity with Lanius burbarus ; from which it differs prin-

cipally by the white stripe down the wing, and by its head being

entirely black, instead of tawny or yellow : besides which there

are other marks which concur to prove them not only truly distinct

species, but probably of different groups ; although, at first sight,

appearing to exhibit great mutual resemblance. (See plate xviii.)

Whether this bird be left with the Lanii of Linnaeus, or sepa-

rated from them as a Malaconotus, the following short character

will perhaps be found sufficient for the purpose of distinguishing

this species from all those which have hitherto been described.

Molaconotus atro-coccineus. Caput et corpus supra nigra

;

subtus, tota a ga\k ad crissum, coccinea. Alae utrinque

nigiae, linea albi longiludinaliter notatae, Cauda nigra
;

rectricibus duabus extimis aliquando macula flavorubente

in apice notatis. Uropygium sparse et indistinct^ albo

lituratum.

And as a supplement to this character may be added.

Pedes, rostrum, ungues, et irides, nigri. Nares setulis brevihus

incumbentibus tectae. Plumaj tibialcs (femorales vulgo) nigra;, sed

suffragini proxima; et interna-, aliquando albicantes vel flavicantes.

Macula triangularis rosco-albida vel llavida, in apicibus rectricium

• TraveU in Soutliern Africa, vol. I, p. 3S7.

Vor,. I. %i
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extimarum, saepius deest ; nee pro nota sexus habenda est, quum

mares inaculati et immaculati occurrunt. Linea alba alaris ex margi-

ibus albis remigis secundaria; quintae et sextae, efficitur : quae linea

pertectrices ducitur in humerum (metacarpum.) Plumae abdomi-

nales pectoralesque, extus quamvis totae coccineae appareant, sunt

revera basi nigrae, medio albas : dum jugulares gularesque, basi

tantum albae. Remex prima reliquis dimidio brevior; secunda

sub-brevior ; et tertia vel quarta, inter longiores. Rectrices sub-

aequales, exceptis duabus extimis paululum brevioribus. Lingua

acuta, apice bifida, basi sagittata retrorsum serrata, Longitudo

ab a|.ice rostri ad ultimam caudam novem poUices.

This bird inhabits the woods along the rivers Gariep and

Kygariep ; and it was also met with in the country of the

BachapinSj near the river Krumariy at a spot which I have de-

signated in the map by the name of Mokdla-Grove, where the

large and beautiful trees of Acacia giraffm (Mokala) are the

resort of many handsome and rare species. To a traveller wan-

dering through the airy groves of the Transgariepine, the sight

of these Lanii, flying from branch to branch above his head, and

displaying their fine colour in all its brilliancy, suddenly arrests

his steps and claims his admiration. Viewed in such a position,

little of their black colour is seen; and they^then appear to

be entirely scarlet.

During my residence at the town of Litakun (Litakoon), I

obtained the Bachapin names of a considerable number of birds;

and that which was given to the present species, was Korrokbba.

It was seen chiefly in the months of October, November, and

December, or the commencement of summer ; and was met with

only between the latitudes of 27" 20', and 29" 10' S., and on the

meridian of 24° E. : I do not intend by this remark, to imply that

it may not perhaps be found at other seasons, or that it may not

be dispersed over a greater extent of country. I do not, how-

ever, believe that it ever migrates to the southward of the river

Gariep.
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Art. LX. On the Characters and Natural Affinities of
several New Birdsfrain Australasia ; including some Ob'

servations on the Columhidte. By William Swainson,
Esq. F.R. Sf L.S. M.W.S., 8fc.

The vast Island of New Holland, or Australasia, presents to the

philosophic Naturalist a more interesting field for enquiry, than

any other division of the globe. Extending from Lat. 10 to 43

S., and spreading over 44 degrees of Longitude, this terra incog-

nita occupies a surface little inferior to the Continent of Europe.

Yet of this extensive tract, even the coasts are but imperfectly

known ; while the interior presents, in our best maps, an unlet-

tered blank. Of its natural productions we may be said, compara-

tively, to know nothing. It is true that such districts as are in the

vicinity of our settlements, have been partially explored, and that

their productions have excited the astonishment and enquiries of

European philosophers. But when we turn to the map, and see

what an insignificant proportion such districts bear to the whole of

New Holland, we are struck with our present ignorance, and lost

in conjectures on the unknown forms of animated beings which

may people the interior of this remote region.

To the Linnean Society of London belongs the honor of having

formed the most extensive collection of the Zoological productions

of Australasia now in this country. A few liberal and enlightened

members of that learned body conceived it would be rendering aa

important service to British Naturalists, to collect together for their

information and instruction the productions of the most extensive

Colony under our dominion. Such a project is surely worth

the attention of the Directors of our National Museum, for it is

in their power to extend and facilitate an undertaking of this na-

ture, infinitely more than can be expected from the exertions of a

few private individuals. The present Administration have always

evinced, in the most decided manner, a prompt desire to facili-

tate the advancement of Science, when the means have been sug-

gested to them. Australasia is entirely our own ; and, in all pro-

2 i2
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bability, will become hereafter the ruling power of the southern

hemisphere. Its commerce even now, administers to the necessi-

ties and comforts of the mother country. With these growing

advantages, let us hope that Science will not be forgotten, and

that our Public Repositories of knowledge will be stored with the

native productions of those remote regions; not merely to excite

admiration, or to gratify idle curiosity, but to furnish such materials

as may enable British Naturalists to take the lead in those general

enquiries into the laws of Nature, which are now occupying the

attention of some of the greatest philosophers on the Continent of

Europe.

Independent of the interest, which in a national point of view

attaches to the Zoology of Australasia, that country presents a very

remarkable feature in the peculiarity of structure that pervades

by far the greatest part of its animal productions. This is

strikingly evinced in the department of Ornithology ; for although

we meet with a few groups of birds in New Holland, which are

likewise distributed in Southern Africa, and others which assimi-

late to forms more properly belonging to the Indian Archipelago,

yet, generally speaking, the Ornithology of Australasia is peculiar

to itself. So much so, indeed, that an experienced Naturalist,

having a hundred birds placed before him, of species he had

never before seen, might with tolerable certainty select all those

that came from this strange country. Many families which are

found in other divisions of the globe are here unknown, or are re-

presented under different forms ; or, if I may be allowed the

expression, are disguised; but at the same time betray such a pe-

culiarity of habit, as at once to stamp them as natives of Austra-

lasia. In fact, a symbolical relationship seems to be almost uni-

versal. Nevertheless, so imperfect is our knowledge of the interior

Zoology of this country, and even of the manner and habits of

such species as are already familiar to us, that any thing beyond

a few general conclusions must not, at present, be attempted.

Every new expedition that has been set on foot by the local

government, for the purpose of extending our geographic know-

ledge of the interior, has returned with fresh proofs of the Zoolo-

gical treasures it contains. Some of these, supposed to have been
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collected during the late survey of a tract hitherto but little

kuown, were brought home a few months ago ; and have fallen

under my inspection through the kindness of Brogden,

Esq. M.P. iu whose possession they now are. A few others have

been presented to me by my friend Baron Field, Esq. who has

recently returned from the same country, and from whom the

public may soon expect some valuable information on the geogra-

phical and geological features of those distant regions.

In laying before the scientific world the result of my observa-

tions on these new additions to our Australasian Fauna, I trust

the example will be followed by other British Naturalists, and

that they will be induced to seize every opportunity of recording

those undescribed animals, in every department of Zoology, which

have been discovered by themselves, or are continually arriving

from our distant colonies. In a general point of view, it matters

little who are the reapers employed to gather in the harvest which

Nature every where opens to us. But I think it is a national

reproach to suffer our Continental neighbours to come over, and

draw the materials for their valuable works, from our own public

and private Museums. To what an extent tliis has been done

need not be told. Yet this procrastination on our part, in most

cases, springs from a laudable, though erroneous motive. We aim

at a point of perfection never to be attained. Year after year we

keep back that knowledge we have already acquired, iu the hopes

of rendering it more perfect. New discoveries arise, yet we wait

for more. Meanwhile the stream of life is slowly passing from us;

we find those discoveries, on which we had built our future fame,

anticipated by contemporaries. Our plans gradually become too

vast for execution ; until, discontented and disheartened, we relin-

quish them altogether ; and discover, too late, the futility of

aiming at that perfection which belongs only to beings of a superior

order.

Forcibly impressed with this conviction, I shall make no apo-

logy on this, or any future occasion, for laying before the readers

of this Journal detached descriptions, or isolated remarks on such

new objects as may come before me ; im[»erfect as these observa-

tions may be, they may stimulate the inquiricb of others ; and, at
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all events, will secure to this country in some measure the credit

of making known the natural productions of her own possessions.

Ceblepyris lineatus.

Tribe. Dentirostres. Cuvier.

Family. Laniadae. Mihi.

Division. Ceblepyrina. Id.

C. cinereus; pectore corporeque infra albis lineis frequentibus

iransversis nigris variis ; rectricibus nigris.

Cinereous; breast and body beneath white, banded by narrow

black lines ; tail feathers black.

According to the distribution I have already proposed of the

family of Laniadce, the genus Ceblepyris of modern authors

forms one of the five divisions of that group. Among the species

already known to us, we find a considerable variation in the

strength and size of their bills, but their structure in every other

respect, (in such as I have had the opportunity of examining,)

presents so few deviations of character, that I shall refrain, at pre-

sent, from proposing any subdivisions of the group.

Total length about ten inches, bill moderate, the culmen cari-

nated. The general colour of all the upper plumage, and of the

chin and throat beneath, is light cinereous ; the breast and all the

under parts of the body, as well as the inner wing coverts are white,

closely banded by narrow transverse lines of a deep black colour :

the space between the bill and eye is also black. The wings are

moderately long and pointed ; the quills are black, with the exte-

rior half of the outer webs cinereous, and margined by a narrow

line of whitish : the first quill is half as long as the second, which

is again shorter than the third, and this last is very nearly as long

as the fourth. The tail is black and obsoletely rounded, the two

middle feathers cinereous at their base. Two specimens of this

apparently undescribed species belong to Mr. Brogden.

Total length 10 inches j bill nearly 1 inch from the gape ; (ail 4,

wings 5| inches.
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Ceblepyris tricolor.

C. nitule niger^ albus infra ; crisso tegminibusque superioribus

cinereis y tectricihus rectriciumque apicibus albis.

Glossy black, beneath white ; rump and upper tail coverts cine-

reous ; wing coverts and tips of the tail feathers white.

This is by far the smallest species of this group I have hitherto

seen. It is likewise interesting, as it differs in several respects

from the other Ceblepyrinw. The bill is more slender, and its

sides more compressed; the nostrils, instead of being completely

covered by the frontal feathers, are partially exposed ; and form

an angular sulcation covered by the membrane. The tarsi are

somewhat lengthened ; and the wings longer, more pointed, and

obviously adapted for a superior flight ; the first qnill being very

short, while the second is scarcely shorter than the third, and de-

cidedly longer than the fourth. How far these deviations may be

relied upon as affording sectional characters, I am at present not

prepared to state ; yet I cannot help thinking they point out a

strong relationship to the Muscicapidw.

Size rather larger than a Lark. The upper plumage, from the

head to the middle of the back, is deep black, glossed with a

metallic lustre of dull greenish blue ; the lower part of the back,

as well as the rump and upper tail coverts, are pale cinereous; the

spiny shafts of the feathers in these parts are very weak, yet

sufiiciently strong to show the natural situation of the bird. The

under plumage, (including the sides of the neck and ear feathers,)

is pure white. The whole of the lesser, and part of the greater

wing coverts, are also white ; so also are the margins of the

scapulars, and part of the greater quills. Tail black and rather

lengthened, the two outer feathers graduated, the rest nearly of

equal length, and all of them tipt with white. The lateral scales

of the tarsi, as in all the Ceblepyrince, are entire.

Length of the wings 6 inched, bill ^ from the gape. Tail

nearly 3 inches, (one half being hid by the upper coverts,) tarsi |,

In the collection of Mr. Brogdcn. There is also in Mr.

Vigors's posbession a species closely allied to this, but supposed

to have come from Java.
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Pitta versicolor.

Family. Merulidae. Vigors.

Division. Myiotherina. Mihi.

Genus. Pitta. Vieillot.

P. viridis, infra fulva ; uropygio tectricibusque cce?uleis, ano

rubro ; vertice rufo ; nuchA) mento, muculaque abdominali

nigris.

Green, beneath fulvous, rump and wing coverts caerulean blue

;

vent red; crown rufous; nape, chin, and abdominal spot

black.

The Tardus Colma of Linnean writers, (from which Illiger drew

the characters he has assigned to the genus Myiotheru) may pro-

bably be found to represent the type of a distinct division in the

family oi Merulidce ; in which all the short-tailed Thrushes, with

ambulating tarsi, found in the tropical latitudes of the Old, and

the New World, as well as in Australasia, will be brought toge-

ther.

The genuine P«7te, as far as I can discover, are confined to India,

its adjacent Islands, and Australasia. There is such a general si-

milarity of plumage among the species, that Doctor Latham was in-

duced to consider such as were known to him when he wrote, as

varieties of his short-legged Crow ; yet modern Ornithologists hold

a contrary opinion. The present bird, in particular, so closely re-

sembles the Pitta cyanoptera of M.Temminck, (beautifully figured

in the Planches Coloriees, Liv. 37. pi. 218.) that a doubt may

arise, in some minds, whether they should be considered as sepa-

rate species. My reasons for adopting the contrary opinion, are

founded on their geographic situation, and on those modifications

in the colouring of their plumage, which I shall presently detail.

P. cyanoptera inhabits Java, while P. versicolor is an Australasian

bird. The former is nearly two inches smaller ; the greater quills

(if the above figure be correct,) are much longer than the scapular

quills; while in our bird, they are almost of the same length.

Next as to colour ; the black spot on the chin in P. cyanopterUf

is very small, and the tUrodt pure white; whereas in the Austra-
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lasian species, the black spot is very large, and ends in alengthened

point down the middle of the throat, which is fulvous. In P.

ci/anoptera, the white on the wings is spread over half the quills;

but in the other, this spot can scarcely be seea : in that the tail

is tipt with blue; in this with dull green. Lastly, P. cyanoptera

is without the black spot in the middle of the abdomen, which

is so conspicuous in our bird. These comparisons may be tedious,

but are essential, not merely as relating to these two birds,

but as affecting the question on the insulated character of the

terrestrial birds of Australasia. I shall now describe the species

in question.

Size rather larger than the Song Thrush. Length from the bill

to the tail nine inches and a quarter. The ground colour of the

upper parts is pure olive green ; the greater wing coverts, and the

external half of the lesser quill feathers, are the same. (In P. cy-

anoptera the greater wing coverts are blue.) On the chin is a

large pointed patch of black, which unites to a broad band on each

side of the head, encircles the crown, and again forms a pointed

patch on the upper part of the neck. The crown is deep ferrugi-

nous, with a narrow black stripe down the middle. The shoulders

and lesser wing covens are bright csrulean blue, having a silvery

metallic lustre, not unlike the gloss on silk ; and across the rump

is a band of the saine colour. The upper tail coverts are black; the

tail itself very short, the two middle feathers rather the shortest, and

all of them black, tipt with olive green. The greater quills hardly

exceed the others in length ; they are black, with pale tips ; and

at the base of the fourth, fifth, and sixth, is a small white spot.

The sides of the neck, the throat, and all the under parts are buff

colour, except the vent, middle of the belly, and under tail

coverts, which are of a beautiful red : in the n)iddle of the abdo-

men is a patch of black. The bill is black, and the tarsi pale

yellowish.

A beautiful specimen of this bird is in Mr. Brogden's collec-

tion.

The relative dimensions of P. versicolor and cyunoplera ((he

latter taken from the fi;^urc in I'l. Col.) arc here subjoined.
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P. versicolor. P. cyanoptera.

Total length, from the tip of the inches. inches.

bill to the cad of the tail 9| 7*

Bill from the gape \\ 1^
Wings in length 5 4^

Tail 1| —
Tarsi 1| 1^

Hallux and claw 1 I

CoiiUMBID^.

The extensive genus of Columba, like that of Falco, has been

pronounced indivisible by an eminent Ornithologist of the present

day ; who, from having made these birds his peculiar study, is in

one sense pre-eminently qualified to give a decided opinion. The

principle he has laid down, and on which this opinion conse-

quently is founded, is, that whenever intermediate species are

discovered which serve to unite two neighbouring genera, such

genera should invariably be united. This theory has been,

in my mind, completely refuted in the pages of this Journal; and

is so calculated to destroy, not only the valuable labours of its

author, but all those artificial arrangements which have been

invented to facilitate our acquaintance with Nature, that I shall

not stop to give it further consideration. It is admitted that there

are certain peculiarities of form, and of economy among the

Colunibidce, which point out natural divisions. Some of these have

been used for the construction of genera by MM. Le Vaillant,

Vieillot, and Cuvier, and of sections by M. Temminck ; but the

immense number of species already known, and the great influx

of new ones, renders it essential that many others should be

formed. As we labour under a comparative ignorance of the natural

economy of the vast number of tropical species recently described,

any attempt to throw the Columbidce into their natural arrange-

ment must be very imperfect. The basis of such a work must

rest on their natural habits, their food, and their geographic dis-

tribution. Yet, as we see in other natural families that a pccu-

* " Longueur, srept pouccs." PI. Col. pi. 218.
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liarity of economy is almost invariably accompanied by some cor-

responding modification of structure, we shall receive considerable

assistance by accurately examining such variations. We may note

the forms, without being acquainted with their reference to the

peculiar habits of the group; and, although our inference, in

some cases, may be erroneous, in others we shall not be far from

the truth. The Passenger Pigeons, for instance, have their first

yuill feather as long as any of the others ; a sure indication of

that rapid and long-continued power of flight they are known to

possess. The Columbi-GalUnes of M. Le Vaillant* are described

as having naked and somewhat lengthened tarsi ; a structure well

adapted to those ambulating habits, which bring some of them

close to the Phasianidw, Vig., and others to the Crucidce, Vig.

Another group,+ the Co/o/«6ar5 of M.LeVaillant (Fewag-o,Cuv.,

Treron, Vieil.,) have a strong hard bill ; and their short clasping

tarsi covered with feathers, leads us to conclude they seldom perch

upon the ground; in fact, MM. Le Vaillant andCuvier both assert

that these birds are only found in the tropical forests of the Old

world. Apparently confined to the same regions, we see another

group, wherein the bill partakes of that weak structure observed

in the generality of Pigeons, while the tarsi are thickly clothed

with feathers, similar to the group last mentioned. These seem

to be the principal divisions among the Columbidw. Minor

distinctions may be founded on the relative length and structure

of the quill feathers, which in some are very peculiar; and, as

being connected with the powers of loco-motion, deserve our

attention. Some writers have attached more importance to the

form of the tail ; and have therefore divided the Columbidw into

two great divisions : separating such species as have this organ

rounded or lengthened, from those in which the tail is short and

even. This plan, however it may help to discover a species, is

obviously artificial, and totally inadequate to give us any ideas on

• Le Colombi-galliiie a Carnail. Oi». d'Af. 6 tab. 279. Le Colombi-Hocco,

{il. 280. Le Colombi-perdix a cravnte noire, pi. 28K Le Colonibi-perdix

roux-violet, pi. 282. Le Colonibi-caillo, pi. 283.

+ I^ Colonibar. Oin. d'Af. 6. pi. 276, 277. Columbacapellei. Teni. I'l.

Col. liv. 24. lab. 143. &c.
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natural groups. The tail, in fact, is but an accessory help to the

•wings, and therefore deserves an inferior consideration, although

its form may be usefully employed in sectional divisions. Among

the characters which may perhaps guide us in distinguishing infe-

rior groups, or at least sections, may be noticed the naked orbits

so conspicuous in several exotic species.* The Ground Doves of

the New World + show a peculiar character in having the sides of

their tarsi margined by a row of minute feathers, which often con-

ceal the knees. Their first quill feather is also very broad, and almost

as long as any of the others : if these characters hold good in more

instances than those I have quoted, we shall be justified in using

them in a generic sense, by separating these birds from the other

Columbi'Gallines of M. Le Vaillant. Allied to the Ground Doves

in manners, but greatly distinguished from them in the structure of

theirfeet, is the Bronze-winged Pigeon of Australasia, {Col. chal-

coptera, Lath.) ; in this, the frontal scales of the tarsi, (unlike

any other species I have yet seen,) are formed of two series;

while those of the sides are reticulated and very minute : the hind

toe (or hallux) is also remarkably short, and clearly evinces an

approximation to the more perfect GaUinacew. Many other indi-

cations of particular groups may doubtless be discovered by

naturalists whose materials for inquiry are more extensive than my

own. In giving this hasty and imperfect sketch of the family, I

have only been desirous of proving that it contains distinct groups,

and bona fide genera ; as fully capable of definition as any others

already admitted into our Systems. We can do no more than make

the best use of those materials within our reach ; and probably

these hints may elicit further observations from naturalists who

are more fortunate than myself in possessing a numerous collection

of birds.

» Columba Franciae. Gm. 779. { Le Ramier Herisse. Vail. Ois. d'Af. 6. 267.)

C. aurlcularis. Tern. (8vo) 236. Col. gymnopthalmus. Tem. 225.

+ CoUimba martinica. Lin.—Columba passerina. Lin. Wilson. Am. Orn.

Vol 6. pi. 46. f. 2, 3.
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Genus. Ptilinopus. Mihi.

Generic Character.

Alee mediocres, remigum pinna prima apicem versus contructa^

tertia quartaque longissimis.

Rostrum gracile.

Tarsiplumosi.

In proposing the characters of this genus, I wish them to be

considered more as indicating a group, by which the genus

Treron, Vieill. (Finago, Cuvier,) may be united to the naked-

legged Pigeons, than as being so rigidly framed as to exclude all

other species which do not strictly present the same structure. It

is quite evident, from consulting the excellent figures of MM.
Le Vaillant and Temminck, that there are a number of Pigeons

found both in India and Australasia, which have the feathered

tarsi of Treron, accompanied by the slender bill of the other

Columbidce, and thereby clearly indicate an intervening group

:

yet among these birds there is a material difference in the con-

struction of their quill feathers. In the Columba magnifica^ for

instance, the first quill is equal in breadth to any of the others,

and thus assimilates, probably, to that structure which belongs to

Treron;* while, in the bird we are about to describe, this quill

is suddenly narrowed, and resembles the blade of an obtuse pen-

knife. This singular formation, however, I have detected in

several of the naked-legged Pigeons, such as the C. striata^ Lath.,

and the C. humerulis of Temminck, two birds from Australasia

in the Linnean Society's collection; and likewise in two other

species from Brazil, now before me. This character consequently

will not be peculiar to Ptilinopus ; but when coupled with the

feathered tarsi and slender bill, may indicate a group to which the

Columba monacha of Temminck (PI. Col. liv. 43. pi. 253), and

the Colombe porphyre (PI. Col. pi. 106) most probably belong.t

* I gay probably, because I have not, at this moment, the means of ascer-

taining the fact. Mr.Vigors is in possession of several specimens of this group,

whicli lie assures me havr no peculiarity in the shape of first quill feather.

+ Judging from the description of uutliurs, the Columba maculata, Lath., and

the Col. viridis, Liun., appear referable to Plilinopus.
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The Coluiiiba magnifica may thus form the type of a subordinate

section, more closely approaching to Treron ; while the narrow-

quill feather of Ptilinopus may serve to conduct us to the naked-

legged Pigeons,

ViWA^ows purpuratus. (Var. Regina.)

Columba purpurata? Lath. Gen. Syn. 4. 626.

Colombe kurukuru ? Tern. Pig. p. 280.

V. viridis^ veriice purpureo-roseo viargine semi-lunari aureo ;

Jascia lata abdo7ninali auraniiaca ; tcgminibus inferioribus

Jlavis ; pemiis colli rigidis apicefurcatis.

Green ; crown, rosy purple with a semilunar margin of golden-

yellow ; band on the body orange ; under tail coverts yellow

;

feathers on the breast rigid, the tips forked.

I shall first accurately describe two specimens of this most

lovely bird, sent to Mr. Brogden ; and then make some observa«

tions as to its identity with the Columba purpurata of authors.

Total length about nine inches.* The upper plumage is of a

beautiful parrot-green, inclining to yellowish ; the green on the

wings is deeper and more brilliant, having a rich glossy appear-

ance : the greater coverts and lesser quills are margined by a

narrow edging of buif-yellow. The crown and fore part of the

head is covered by a patch of a beautiful rose-lilac colour, and

bordered behind by a narrow line of golden-yellow; this line com-

mences on each side of the mouth, and forms a semicircle on the

crown. The chin, and half way down the throat, is pale yellow.

The occiput, sides of the head, and tips of the neck-feathers, are

of a pale and delicate cinereous. The feathers on the breast are

pale green, but tipt with cinereous ; these feathers have also a

peculiar formation, each being forked in such a way, as to give the

appearance of half the shaft, with its lateral radii, having been

broken off. Immediately beyond the breast the colour is pale

green, and the feathers become tinged with a spot of delicate lilac,

which covers a small space in the middle of the body, and en-

* It is very difficult to give, with exactness, the total length of any bird

after it has been stuffed ; so much depending upon the degree of extension or

contraction which iho skin undergoes by that process.
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croaches upon a rich orange transverse band which graduates into

the pure yellow of the vent. The under tail coverts are orange;

and the flanks and tarsi olive-green. The tail is even, the two

middle feathers rather shorter and entirely green ; the rest are

green only on their outer webs and black within ; but all are

crossed at their extremities by a broad band of buff-coloured yel-

low. The greater quills are blackish, but their outer webs are

dull green, with a very narrow margin of yellow. Tarsi covered

Avith soft and thick-set feathers down to the divisions of the claws;

the soles are broad and flat.

Female, or young bird.

The principal difference between this specimen and the last

described, is the absence of the ruby-coloured crown ; the situa-

tion of which is only indicated by a spot of dull lilac in front of

the head ; while the yellow line, instead of encircling the crown,

is merely seen near the eye : the green on the wings is not so

brilliant, nor of so blue a tinge as in the male ; while the tail-

feathers are only margined round their tips with pale yellow: the

extremities of the greater quills are also margined with white ;

the orange on the abdomen is duller, and mixed up with yellow,

and the green base of the feathers in this part more distinctly

seen.

Both these specimens are among Mr. Brogden's birds, and are

supposed to come from Australasia.

On comparing the above descriptions with those of the Columba

purpurata, by M. Temminck and Dr. Latham, several variations

will be observed ; these, for the sake of brevity, may be thus

noticed

:

Ptilinopus purpuratus (var. ? Columba purpurata. Latham
regitia). Mihi. and Temminck.

1. Tarsi covered with olive- 1. Les tarses sont k moiti^ em-
green feathers as far as the plumes. Temminck. The
division of the claws. legs are very rough,* and

of a dusky black. Lath.
Gen. Synopsis.

• This i» a very ambiguoutt expression; a foot may be either rough with

scales, or rough with unconnected fealhcrs. In our bird the feather* nreshort,

ffmall, c\o<(o-set, an<l very smooth.
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2. Middle of the body with a 2. Not alluded to.

purple spot.

3. Tail feathers rounded at their 3. All the tail feathers some-

extremities, what pointed at the end.

—

Lath.

4. Ends of the tail feathers 4. L'extremite de toutes les

banded with bufl'-coloured pennes est d'un blanc nu-

yellow. ance de vert.

5. Chin, and part of the throat, 5. Not alluded to.

straw colour.

The only material difference between these two birds consists

in the tarsi of one being entirely covered with feathers, and those

of the other but partially ; there seems also a slight variation in

the form of the tail feathers. I do not lay much stress upon the

dissimilarity of their colours, because it appears that the Col.pur-

purata of authors is subject to much variation of plumage. Future

observations will shew whether there may not be one or two

distinct species confounded under this name. All those birds

which I have mentioned as likely to come into the group of

Ptilinopiis, have their general plumage green, variegated by the

most beautiful colours ; they are the inhabitants of India, and the

Islands of the Pacific Ocean. Their tails are either even or

rounded, while the variation in the form of their quill feathers has

been already noticed.

Genus. Sericulus. Mihi.

Rostrum Orioli rostro simile. Bill of Oriolus.

Tarsi elongati, validi. Tarsi lengthened, strong.

Cauda subfurcata. Tail slightly forked.

Two specimens of this rare and superb bird are among those ia

Mr. Brogden's collection. As a species, it has long been known

by the excellent figure of Lewin ; yet as its situation in Nature

calls for much enquiry, I avail myself of this opportunity to offer

a few remarks upon the subject.

That Sericulus presents a type of form, totally distinct from
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all other known birds,* cannot I think be questioned; it has

the bill of a frugivorous bird, without even the slightest indica-

tion of those weak bristles or hairs which, in the Thrushes,

are situated on each side the rictus. The size and shape of its

bill, in fact, is that of a genuine Oriole ; the resemblance ex-

tends to the nares, and even to the proportional length of the

wings and quill feathers: but the tarsi put on quite a distinct

form ; and by their lengthened, robust structure, give us every

reason to suppose that the habits of the bird assimilate to those of

the MerulidcB which seek their food, not only among trees, but

upon the ground. We are struck by another anomaly in the tail,

which, unlike that of any birds in the two last mentioned groups,

is slightly though distinctly forked ; this structure we generally

find is indicative of a superiority of flight ; and is quite unknown
to me in any species of Oriolus, Turdus, or Meliphaga.

From a consideration of the above characters, and arguing from

theory, I should therefore say that Sericulus would indicate that

passage between the true Orioles and the Merulidw, which at

present appears undiscovered ; and that its habits and economy

may consequently assimilate to both these groups.

But against this theory, there is at present a strong, and appa-

rently an insurmountable objection. For this very bird has been

described as neciiferous, in other words, as deriving its suste-

nance from flowers ; and this fact is implied by the name it has

received from a Naturalist who lived in its native country, and

certainly had the best opportunity of ascertaining the truth.

Lewin, who founded the genus Meliphaga, describes this as the

first species, by the name of King Honeijsucker. Yet so little

does it accord in outward structure, even in one solitary instance,

with those birds, that I hope not to be considered too sceptical

if I withhold my belief from testimony apparently so conclusive.

Besides, it must be remembered that Lewin says nothing ex-

pressly about its manners or mode of feeding ; and that although

in many instances an accurate observer, he might err on this

• I must here except the Paradiaea aurea of Latham, placed by Linnmus

among the Orioles, and wliich secmi) from the doBcription of autliorfl, clonely

allied to Sericulus.

Vol. 1. 2 k
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point, and suppose that while the bird was feeding upon fruits^

it was sucking flowers. Yet it is useless to argue from conjec-

tures. All we can say is, that if Sericulus belongs to the circle of

Meliphagidce^ it presents a most singular deviation from the general

structure of all those birds which are known io be nectiferous.

I hope some naturalist of that distant region where it is found,

will throw some light on this important question ; by sending

home a specimen of the bird in spirits, accompanied by details on

its natural economy. Uniil this is done the question must remain

undecided.

Sebiculus chri/socephalus.

S, niger : cervice, reinigibusque secundariis aureis.

Black; crown, upper part of the neck and lesser quill feathers

golden yellow.

King Honeysucker, Lewin's Birds of New Holland, Pi. 1.

Size of a thrush. Length nine inches. Bill three quarters of

an inch long, from the frontal feathers to the tip ; rather strong
;

the sides compressed, but the base broader than high ; the cul-

men is elevated, and gradually curved nearly its whole length : the

upper mandible projects over the lower, and has the tip obtuse ;

the ends of both are notched : the colour is pale, or yellowish

brown. The nostrils large, basal, and entirely naked ; the upper

part is covered by a thin membrane, and the under part forms

an oval aperture. Front, crown, and upper part of the neck,

covered by soft, close-set feathers, of a brilliant golden yellow
;

those on the head very short, and resembling velvet : this patch

of colour borders the ears, and terminates in a half collar round

the back of the neck. On the wing, is also a large spot of pure

yellow, which covers the scapulars, and leaves only a black tip to

the lesser quills ; the greater quills, (except the two outermost)

are black, with the half of the inner webs, (nearest the shafts,)

yellow. All the rest of the plumage, (including the ear feathers,

and a stripe over the eye,) is deep black ; the tail is slightly, but

decidedly forked ; the middle feathers being three-tenths of an

inch shorter than the outer pair. Tarsi black, lengthened, and

robust; the hind claw although strong, is considerably shorter
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than the middle claw, a structure which seems to me at total

variance with all those Meliphagidw with which I am acquainted.

The anterior toes are long and slender, the outer connected to the

middle toe as far as the first joint, but the inner deeply cleft to

its base.

Dimensions.—Length of the wings 5 inches; tail 3; tarsi 1 |;

middle anterior toe 1 | ; hind toe |.

Genus. Ptilohis. Mihi.

Tribe. Tenuirostres.*

Family. Meliphagidae. Vigors. Mihi.

Generic Characters.

Rostrum longissimum, compressum^ falciforme.

Nares basales, plutnosi, aperturd lineari.

Tarsi breves. Hallux validus. Tarsus halluxque lequales,

plant«• plance, latce.

Cauda brevis, wqualis.

AloB rotundatce.

Bill very long, compressed, sickle-shaped.

Nostrils basal, plumed ; aperture linear.

Tarsi short, hallux strong, and as long as the tarsus. Soles of

the feet flat, dilated.

Tail short, even.

Wings rounded.

' Independently of the magnificent plumage which adorns this

bird, it is one of those whose peculiar structure, at first sight,

seems to disturb all our artificial systems, and speculative theories.

la its form are united the characters of three distinct families.

The metallic brilliancy of its plumage, first leads us to think it a

Paradise bird,— a glance at its long curved bill immediately

reminds us of Promerops,—until, looking more closely to the

feet, we discover, in its strong hallux.^ the complete structure of

• The five families of this Tribe, I conceive, will be represented by the

following Genera: i. Meliphaga, Lowin; 2. iVec/nrinm, Illiger ; 3. Trochilus,

Linn.; 4. Promerops, Brisson ; 5. Paradisea, Linn.

2 K 2
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the Meliphagidce. This character is so important, and apparently

so connected with the natural economy of the Australasian nectt-

ferous birds, that it is necessary to make a few observations upon

it in this place; particularly as it goes more to decide the situa-

tion of Ptiloris than any other indication I can discover. The

Australasian Meliphagidce, with the exception of one type,*

derive their principal sustenance, as it is well known, from the

nectar of flowers : but the shortness of their wings renders it

impossible that their food can be thus extracted during flight, as

in the case of the Humming birds. They must therefore hop or

climb among the branches ; and, while feeding, must generally be

in a semi-perpendicular position.+ As a support to them in this

attitude, we accordingly find that the hind toe is remarkably

strong, and so much prolonged, as to give the foot an appearance

of being scansorial. Now as this character pervades the whole

of the MeliphagidcE, and is very conspicuous in Ptiloris, I con-

sider it as a sufiicient indication of the family in which we should

place this bird.

An inquiry into the precise situation of Ptiloris among the

Meliphagidce, would extend the limits of this paper too much ; and

will be more suited for those general considerations on the Tenui-

rostres which I hope, ere long, to submit to Naturalists. I shall

therefore merely observe, that while this genus seems to open a

passage to the next family of Paradiseidw, it gives a typical repre-

sentation of that group among the MeliphagidcE.

* Entomyzon, (Mihi). The blue-faced Grakle of Latham, whose filamentous

tongue is used for extracting small insects from between the broken bark on

the stems of trees; which are climbed by this bird somewhat in the same

manner as a Woodpecker. See Lewiti's Birds of New Holland. A more

beautiful connection between the Scansores and the Tenuirostres could hardly

be imagined.

f This I infer, from the circumstance that all the Nectiferous birds I have

seen in a state of nature, rarely, if ever, bend their head downward while in

the act of feeding. This is particularly observable in the Humming birds;

who, before they thrust their tongue into a flower, always get rather below it,

bending their head upwards, while hovering on the wing and sucking the

juices. This attitude is admirably represented in Wilson's inimitable figure

cf Trocfiilus colubris. Am. Orn. vol. 2. pi. 10.
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We must here notice the Epimaque promefil of M. Cuvier,*

which presents a strong resemblance, in many respects, to Ptiloris,

This bird I had the opportunity of seeing and describing before the

dispersion of Mr. Bullock's collection, when it was secured for

the French Museum. The legs of this specimen were unfor-

tunately wanting, and were doubtless imperfect in that described

by M. CuTier. Until their structure can be examined, it will be

impossible to decide whether this bird belongs to the Promeropidce

or to the MeliphagidoB. For the present, I concur with M. Cuvier

in placing it among the former ; considering it may connect, (in

conjunction with the Grand Promerops of New Guinea) the

family of Fromeropidw with that of Paradiseidw, which latter

again passes into the Meliphagidw by means of Ptiloris.

Having now endeavoured to ascertain the station which this

extraordinary bird holds in Nature, it only remains for me to give

the characters by which it may be known as a species.

Ptilouis paradiseus.

P. supra nitide atro-purpureus^ infra nitide atro-'oiridis ; verlice

jugulo rectricibusque mediis splendide cceruleo-viridibus.

Black, glossed with purple above and green beneath ; crown,

throat, and two middle tail feathers splendid blue-green.

MALH.

It is impossible for any written description, or coloured repre-

sentation, to convey an adequate idea of the rich and varied

tints of this superb creature. Its size is about that of the six

shafted Paradise bird, and its general colour is a deep velvet

black, glossed on the upper parts with rich brownish lilac, which

in some lights, leaves the margin of each feather black, and gives

them a scale-like appearance ; this gloss is very rich on the

scapular quills, but is only seen on the outer sides of the greater

quill feathers. The whole upper part of the head is covered by a

crown of small scale-like feathers, of a splendid metallic blue-

• Jtut-iic Auima), Tom. I, \>. 408; I'l. 4, f, 2,
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green ; each colour alternately preponderating as the direction of

the light is varied. The middle of the throat is occupied by a

large patch of the same colour, which, as it approaches the breast,

divides, and forms a stripe on each side. The chin and breast

appear to be of an intense velvety black ; but, when held in

certain lights, become glossed with the most beautiful reflections

of lilac and purple. The feathers on the bodi/ are yet more

changeable ; in some directions they seem entirely black, in others

they appear black, margined by a rich olive green ; while in

another position, the black centre of each feather is glossed by

brilliant reflections of lilac and purple intermixed, and relieved

by a narrow line of bright green bordering the duller hue of the

margins. The feathers on the Jlanks are the same, and much

lengthened. The side feathers of the body are black and very

long, being nearly as much developed as those of Paradisea

sexsetacea.

The wings are black and glossy, and although not long, the

quills are remarkably broad, yet so abruptly truncated that the

greater quills hardly exceed the lesser ones in length. The shafts

of all, except those nearest the body, end in a lengthened pointed

hair, extending beyond the radii: the first quill is half as long as

the second, and is pointed ; the second is but slightly pointed,

and is scarcely shorter than the third.

The tail is short, fasciculated, somewhat concave, and even ;

each feather is abruptly truncated, and has the shaft terminated

in the same manner as those of the quills : the colour of the lateral

feathers are deep black ; but the middle pair are of a shining

metallic green-blue, and half an inch shorter than the others.

The bill is black, and considerably compressed from its base,

having towards the tip of the upper mandible an appearance of a

notch. This character is common to the Meliphagidce and Para-

diseidw, but is entirely wanting among all the Promeropidce I have

hitherto seen. In this sex the nostrils are completely hid by the

frontal feathers, which entirely cover the membrane.

Tlie legs are very short, and the knees concealed by feathers ;

the lateral scales of the tarsi arc entire. The size of the three

fore duKSAte equal 3 but the hind claw is considerably stronger.
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Dimensions.
In.

Total length 12

Bill ia a strait line from the rictus to the tip .

.

2 -f^

Wings 6

Breadth of the lesser quills 1

1

Tail ^ 3i

Tarsi If

Hallux and claw, in a strait line 1|-

Middle toe ditto 1|

FEMALE.

The contrast of colour between this sex and that we have just

described, is particularly striking. While the male is adorned

with the refulgent splendour, and singular developeinent of

plumage belonging to the Paradise birds, the female is clothed

in the homely and " russet brown" attire of the Scansorial and

Meliphagous tribes ; as if nature intended to shew us in what

manner all these groups were connected. There are many curious

circumstances attending the colour of certain families, particularly

as affecting their geographic distribution, which have long con-

vinced me that this subject deserves much greater attention than

it has hitherto received. In the present case the female bird is

partly coloured like a Dendrocolaptes^ a Picus, and a Meliphaga,

The upper parts of the plumage are greyish brown, the quills and

tail edged with ferruginous. The head and its sides are blackish,

and each feather marked by a whitish line down the middle of

the shaft. Thus far we have a disposition of colours universal

among the Dendrocolaples. The ear feathers are like those of the

head, but are bordered above by a stripe of white which begins

behind the eye, a circumstance very general among the Meli-

phagidw, but of which I know no instance in Dejidiocolaptes.

Lastly, the under plumage is that of a Woodpecker, the ground

colour is whitish, tinged on the breast and body with ferruginous,

each feather being marked by a transverse angulated line of black,

resembling the head of u broad arrow. Tho side feathers, (so
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much developed in the male,) in this sex are of the ordinary

length, so also is the breadth of the lesser quills ; but the length

of the bill exceeds that of the male by one eighth of an inch.

In this specimen there is a slight diflFerence also in the comparative

length of the quill feathers; the third being in a very slight degree

shorter than the fourth and fifth.

Although this bird is not absolutely labelled as the female
j
yet

I have no doubt whatever of such being the case.

Art. LXI. Observations on the Manners ofa live Toucan,

now exhibited in this Country. By W. J. Brodehip,

Esq. F.L.S.

[To the Editors of the Zoological Journal, 17th Dec. 1824.]

Gentlemen,

I SHOULD hardly consider the following trifle worthy of insertion

in your Journal, were it not for the interest which is attached to

any memoir illustrative of the habits of animals, and more particu-

larly of those whose geographical distribution renders them compa-

ratively inaccessible.

There are, perhaps, few matters of this kind which have so much

excited the attention, and baffled the investigation of Naturalists,

as the habits and food of the Toucans. It appears that Linnaeus

had reason to believe that some of these birds partook of animal

food, for he called one of the species Piscivorus; and, accordingly,

met with the censure which too many are apt to lavish on those

who venture to broach any thing which gives a shock to preconr

ceived opinions.

My friend Mr. Swainson, who has seen these birds in their na-

tive forests, and has since paid great attention to the species, long

ago told me that he had frequently watched them ; and remarked

that they always perched on the summits of lofty trees, where they

would remain as U zcalching. This circumstance, joined to others

connected with the remains of food found in the stomach of such
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as were dissected, induced Mr. S. to suspect that the Toucans were

partly carnivorous, feeding upon eggs and young birds, as well as

fruits and berries ; and that while perched upon these lofty trees,

they were in fact busily employed in watching the departure of

parent-birds from their nests. He never could catch them in the fact,

nor did any thing appear upon his numerous dissections, to enable

him to determine, with any degree of certainty, on what they fed.

Mr. Such, who has lately come from Brazil, who has improved his

excellent opportunities by a spirit of inquiry and industry, and has

brought with him, as their results, a very rich addition to the fund

of Ornithological materials, has informed me that he has seen these

birds feed on the Toucan-berry, that he has observed them fre-

quently engaged in quarrels with the monkies, and that he is cer-

tain that they also feed on eggs, nestlings, &c. On the 23rd Nov.,

Mr. Vigors, at the Zoological Club, in the course of explaining

some of the affinities and analogies of which he is daily giving us

such beautiful illustrations, spoke of a living Toucan, which was

then, and is still, exhibited, with many other curious animals,* at

No. 42, St. Martin's Lane. He stated that the bird had been fed

on a vegetable diet ; but that the proprietor had told him, that on

the occasion of a young Canary bird having escaped and gone near

to the Toucan, the latter appeared more than usually excited, that

thereupon the barrier between them was removed, and that the

Toucan instantly seized and devoured the Canary bird.

The next day I went to the place in question, and saw the

Toucan ; —but here I must observe, that it is not my intention to

enter into any specific description of the bird, or to advert to the

importance of what I beheld as an Ornithological fact ;—I shall

leave those departments to pens more capable of doing justice to

them. I may be, perhaps, allowed to say, that from the rough

account and sketch which I sent to Mr. Swainson, (for I do not

profess to be an Ornithologist,) he is of opinion that tiie bird may

bo undcscribfd ; and that he hopes shortly to visit London and

examine it himself. Should his supposition be correct, its charac-

ters will be recorded, most probably, in the pages of this Journal.

• Amoii^ lliiiii are- b<:\('rul livi JJiids, tsnukcK, Alligiitoi>, &i-.
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For the rest, I shall content myself with a simple narrative of what

I saw.

After looking at the bird, which was the object of my visit, and

which was apparently in the highest state of health, I asked the

proprietor to bring up a little bird, that I might see how the Tou-

can would be affected by its appearance. The proprietor soon

returned, bringing with him a Goldfinch, a last year's bird. The

instant he introduced his hand with the Goldfinch into the cage of

the Toucan, the latter, which was on a perch, snatched it with his

bill. The poor little bird had only time to utter a short weak

cry ; for, within a second, it was dead, killed by compression oa

the sternum and abdomen, and that so powerful that the bowels

were protruded after a very few squeezes of the Toucan's bill. As

soon as the Goldfinch was dead, the Toucan hopped with it still

in his bill to another perch, and placing it with his bill between

his right foot and the perch, began to strip off the feathers with

his bill. When he had plucked away most of them, he broke the

bones of the wings and legs (still holding tlie little bird in the

same position) with his bill, taking the limbs therein, and giving

at the same time a strong lateral wrench. He continued this work

with great dexterity till he had almost reduced the bird to a

shapeless mass ; and, ever and anon, he would take his prey from

the perch in his bill, and hop from perch to perch, making at the

same time a peculiar hollow clattering noise, at which times I

observed that his bill and wings were affected With a vibratory or

shivering motion, though the latter were not expanded. He would

then return the bird to the perch Avith his bill and set his foot on

it. He first ate the viscera and continued pulling off and swal-

lowing piece after piece, till the head, neck, and part of the back

and sternum with their soft parts were alone left : these, after a

little more wrenching, while they were held on the perch, and

mastication, as it were, while they were held in the bill, he at last

swallowed, not even leaving the beak or legs of his prey. The last

part gave him the most trouble ; but it was clear to me that he felt

great enjoyment ; for, whenever he raised his prey from the perch,

he appeared to exult, now masticating the morsel with his

toothed bill, and applying his tongue to it, now attempting to gorge
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k, and now making the peculiar clattering noise accompanied by

the shivering motion above-mentioned. The whole operation,

from the time of seizing his prey to that of devouring the last mor-

sel, lasted about a quarter of an hour. He then cleaned his bill

from the feathers, by rubbing it against the perches and bars of his

cage. While on this part of the subject, it may be as well to

mention another fact, which appears to me not unworthy of notice.

I have, more than once, seen him return his food sometime after

he had taken it from his crop, and, after masticating the morsel a

while in his bill, again swallow it ; the whole operation, particularly

the return of the food to the bill, bearing a strong resemblance

to the analogous action in the ruminating animals. The food, on

which I saw him so employed, was a piece of beef, which had,

evidently, been macerated sometime in the crop. While masti-

cating it, he made the same hollow clattering noise as he made

over the remains of the Goldfinch. Previous to this operation, he

had examined his feeding trough, in which there was nothing but

bread, which I saw him take up and reject ; and it appeared to

me, that he was thus reduced from necessity to the above mode of

solacing his palate with animal food. His food consists of bread,

boiled vegetables, eggs and flesh ; to which a little bird is now
added, about every second or third day. He shows a decided pre-

ference for animal food, picking out all morsels of that descrip-

tion, and not resorting to the vegetable diet till all of the former

is exhausted.

The season has prevented the proprietor from introducing into

the cage, the nests of small birds, with their contents, and from

placing ill the pan of water, in which the Toucan delights to wash

himself, gudgeons and other small fresh-water fish. It is submit-

ted, however, that enough has been stated, to show, that the Tou-

can is omnivorous, to justify the strong suspicions entertained on

the subject by Mr. Swainson, and to corroborate the observations

of Mr. Such.

It is said that the nerves are very much expanded within the in-

ternal surface of the bill in these birds; and, independently of the

sensual enjoyment, which the Toucan above-mentioned appeared

to derive from palatiiig his prey, (if i may use such an expression,)
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I have observed him frequently scratching his bill with his foot,

which may be considered as furnishing additional evidence of the

sensibility of this organ. While taking his prey, he never used

his foot for the purpose of conveying it either to his bill or else-

where. The bill was the sole vehicle, and the organ actively

employed : the foot merely confined the prey on the perch.

But there is yet another of the peculiarities of this bird, which

must not be passed over in silence. When he settles himself on

his roost, he sits a short time with his tall retroverted, so as to

make an acute angle with the line of his back; he then turns his

bill over his right shoulder, nestling it in the soft plumage of his

back, (on which last the under mandible rests,) till the bill is so

entirely covered that no trace of it is visible. When disturbed,

he did not drop his tail, but almost immediately returned his bill

to the comfortable nidus from which, on being disturbed, he had

withdrawn it. He broke, a short time ago, some of his tail fea-

thers, and the proprietor informed me, that before that accident,

the bird, when at roost, retroverted his tail so entirely, that the

upper surface of the tail feathers lay flat over, and came in contact

with the plumage of the back ; so that the bird bore the appear-

ance of a ball of feathers, to which, indeed, when I saw him at

rest, after his accident, he bore a very considerable resemblance.

The proprietor informs me that he always roosts in the same way.

I cannot conclude this memoir, without bearing testimony to the

very great civility and attention of the possessor of the bird, which

has furnished the subject of it, and recommending his little mena-

gerie to the attention of the curious.

I have the honour to be, &c.

W. J. BliOOERlP.
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Art. LXII. Monograph on the Ci/prceidce, a Family of

Testaceous Mollusca. By John Edward Gray, Esq.

M.G.S.
[Continued from page 391.]

56. Cyprwa lentiginosa.—The Freckled Cowry.

Testa ovata, albida, obscure interrupte trifasciata, punctulis ful-

vis sparsis nebulata, basi alba ; marginibus incrassatis, albis,

punctulis numerosis nigris ornatis ; dentibus magnis subaequalibus.

Icon. Zool. Journal, t. 7. f. 1. 1. 12. f. 1.

Mus. Brit. Dom. Children, Nost.

Shell ovate, white, with three obscure purplish interrupted

bands, the central one of which is broad, and formed of waved

cross lines, and the other two narrow ; the back scattered with

numerously distinct variously sized fulvous specks; the spire con-

cave, nearly covered ; the base convex white, with scattered minute

black specks near the edge. The margin thickened, rounded,

with numerous minute black specks, and a black spot on each

side of the anterior extremity, and one on the spire ; the mouth is

rather wide ; the teeth large, nearly equal; collumella flat, plait-

ed ; inside purplish-white. Axis ilj diameter ^ of an inch.

When worn, the shell is purplish-white, with the three bands

more distinctly visible.

This is a most beautiful and distinct species, and all the speci-

mens which I have seen come out of old cabinets, so that I have

not the slightest idea of its habitat, nor does it appear now to

be brought to this country or to be known in France.

57. Cyprcea Ilumphret/sii.

Testa ovato-oblonga, umbilicata, albido-cajrulea, fuho late tri-

fasciata punctulisque fulvo-fuscis sparsa ; basi marginibusqueau-

rantiis, nigro punctatis ; dentibus subaiqualibus, pallidis.

Icon. Zool. Journal, t. f.

Mus. Nost. Mawc.

Shell ovate oblong, milk white, with three very broad fulvous

bands, making the .«lieli appear fulvous brown, willi four narrovr
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bluish white bands, one of which is round the concavity of the spire,

and another round the anterior extremity, scattered with numerous

irregularly shaped fulvous brown spots, the spire concave, partly

covered ; the base flat, orange yellow, spotted ; the margin slightly

thickened, scarcely extended, and sharply margined on the outer

lip, and sides of the front ; extremity orange yellow, scattered with

brown specks, the aperture rather narrow. Teeth rather large,

blunt, pale ; the columella flat, smooth, in the hind part

plaited, and rather concave in the front. Axis
-j-'o?

diameter ^ of

an inch.

I am indebted to the kindness of Mrs. Mawe for this beautiful,

and very distinct species of Cowry, which I have named after Mr.

George Humphreys, who may be considered as the father of mo-

dern Couchologists, and who anticipated the French Conchologist

in many points of their arrangement.

58. Cyprcea cruenla.—^The Blood-spot Cowry.

Testa ovata, oblonga, subumbilicata, albida, piinctulis confertis

fulvis et maculis albidis nebulata ; marginibus incrassatis, gibbosis,

albis, purpureo-guttatis ; rima aurantia ; labro subtus sulcato.

Cyprasa cruenta. Gmelin 3420. ! Dillwyn R. S. 461.

" Cypraea Morbillosa. Solander^s Mss," Dillwyn.

Cypraea Caurica, Var. Gmelin^ 3415. Schreiber^s Conch, j.

122.

Cypraea Variolaria. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xvi. 91 '. Hist. vii.

387.

Cyprffia, n. 30. Schroeter Einl.\. 142.

Icon. Rumphius. t. 38. f. O. PetiverJmb. t. 8, f. 8. Gaiil-

tier,t. 15, f. E. Favanne, t. 30, f. E. 3. Martini j. t. 29, f. 30.

Encyc. Method, t. 333, f. 2

!

2. Incompleta. Testa oblonga subcylindrica, marginibus subin-

crassatis roseo-guttatis.

Inhabits Indian Ocean. Lamarck. Amboyna. Rumphius.

Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate oblong, white, back covered with a coat formed of

minute fulvous specks, leaving round white holes ; spire concave,

partly covered ; base convex, white ; margin thickened, rounded,
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tumid, rather irregular, white, with scattered largish round pur-

ple spots. The mouth wide, orange colour ; teeth white, those of

the inner lip small, close, nearly equal ; of the outer lip large, dis-

tant, extended over the lip nearly to the margin, forming promi-

nent ribs ; columella flattish, front parts deep, plaited ; inside

purplish white. Axis ^, diameter -^^ of an inch.

When this beautiful species is young, the shell is nearly cylin-

drical, for the margin is scarcely thickened, and the spots are

paler ; but it is even then soon distinguished by its mouth and

back.

59. CyprcBU caurica.

Testa ovato-oblonga, subumbilicata, albida, obscure trifasciata,

punctulis fulvis nebulata ; marginibus incrassatis, nodulosis, rufes-

centibus fusco-guttatis ; rima aurantio-fusca; dentibus albis

;

labro subtus sulcato.

Cypraea caurica. Lin. Syst. Nat. 1179! (1) Martini^ f. 375.

Born. Mas. ms. Schroet. Einl. j. 111. Gmelin. 3415. Schrei-

ber^s Conch, j. 73. Lamarck Ann. Mas. xvi. 93, Hist. vii. 390.

Dillwjjn. R. S. 460.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 610, f. 37 ! Rumphius. t. 38. f. P. (1)

Pet. Amb. t. 16. f. 8. Favanne, t. 30, f. E. 1. Martini j. t. 29.

f. 301. 302.

2. Incovipleta. Testa subcylindrico-oblonga, marginibus subin-

crassatis, laevibus.

Cypraja Stolida. Martini j. 327. Schroeter Einl. j. 125.

G/nelin 3416. Schreiber^s Conch. 77.

Cypraea Dracajna Born. Mus. 189 ! Dilkcyn R. S. 460 !

Cypraea corrosa. Gronovius Zooph. 291. (2)

Cypraea derosa. G/nelin 3416. (2)

Icon. Lister t. 677, {.241 Rumph. Amb. t. 39, {. E. Pcii-

ver's Amb. t. 16, f. 10. Seba Mus. iii. t. 55, f. 12. 14. Martini

j. t. 28. f. 292, 293. ! Gronovius Zooph. t. 18. f. 10. (2) Ency.

Method. 356. f. 10. ! Born. Mus. t. 8, f. 12.

3. Decorticala. 'I'esta subcylindrica, albido-cajrulca, intcrruplc

trifasciata, marginibus subincrassatis, carnuiy, nigro-maculalis.

Cypra-a stolida. ». y. Ginelin. 3117.
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Cypraea tabescens. jS. Dillzoi/n, R. S. 463.

Icon. Lister Conch, t. 678, f. 25. Martini, j. t. 28. f. 296, 297.

Inhabits, Indian Ocean, Madagascar. Lister. Amboyna,

Rumphius. Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate oblong, white, with three obscure double bands ;

the back crowded with minute fulvous specks, and often oma-

niented with an irregular square brown spot in the centre ; the

spire concave, covered j the base convex, reddish ; the margin

thickened, gibbous, rounded, nodulose, reddish, spotted with larg-

ish round black spots; the mouth is wide, reddish orange j teeth

whitish, those of the inner lip are small, close, extended over the

lip, except those of the front part which are larger, and more dis-

tant ; the teeth of the outer lip large, rather distant, extended over

the lip nearly to the margin, forming prominent ribs ; the columella

flattish, plaited, especially in front ; inside purplish white. Axis

i^, diameter J^ of an inch.

When this common but pretty shell is young, the margin is

scarcely thickened, and then it is C. draccena of Born, and from

its often having the square dorsal spot it is the C. stolida of

most authors, but not of Linnaeus. When it is worn the three

articulated double bands are most distinctly exhibited on a blue

ground.

60. Cyprwa moneta.—The Money Cowry.

Testa ovata, albido-lutescens, dorso linca flava circumdato,

marginibus incrassatis, supra tumidis, nodosis, subtus planulatis,

tuberculatis.

Cypraea moneta. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1178. Martini j. 404.

Born. Mus. 187. Schroeter. Einl.^. 120. Gmclin 3414. Schrei-

ber^s Conch, j. 72. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 102, Hist. vii. 401.

Dillwyn R. S. 458.

Icon. Bonanni Rec. & Kirch iii. f. 233. Lister. Conch, t.

709. f. 59! Rumphius Amb. t. 39. f. C. Petiver's Amb. t. 16.

f. 14, Gaz.t. 9768! Gaultier i. 14. f. 3, 4, 5. Argenville, t.

18. f. K. KnojT. iv. t. 14, f. 4. Favanne t. 29, f. G. Martini

j. t. 31, f. 337, 338, (and 339 cut open.) Born. Vign. 73. f. c.

Eticijc. Method, t. 356, f 3.
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2 Incomplcta. Testa ovato-oblonga, albida, obscure trifasciata ;

spira plana ; subtus sulcata.

3. Decorticata. Testa caerulea, margiiiibus albis.

Icon. Martini y t. 31. f. 339.

Inhabits Mediterranean, Atlantic, Ethiopic, and Indian Seas.

Gmelin. Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate, white, or whitish yellow ; the back ovate, sur-

rounded by a yellow ring close to the edge of the margin ; spire

flat, covered ; the margin thickened and extended, but rounded

at the edges, and produced at the upper part into four tubercles,

which are nearly as high as the centre of the back, giving the shell

the appearance of a trussed fowl, which it is often called ; the base

white, flattish, with seven or eight tubercles on the side of the

mouth ; mouth rather wide ; teeth rather large, and close, nearly

equal on both lips ; columella flat, even ; inside white, with

three purple bands. Axis -~, diameter ^ of an inch.

When this common shell is young, it is oblong-ovatc, with a

flat spire ; white, with three obscure purplish bands, and the base

is flat, and the teeth are extended rib-like over the lips.

It is distinguished from the next two by the tubercles en the

margin and base.

61. Cyprwa obveluta,—The Thick-Cloathed Cowry.

Testa ovata sub depressa, dorso ca^rulescente, linea flavi\ circum-

dato ; marginibus incrassatis, albido-cinereis, lajvisslniis, tumidis,

dorso elevatioribus; subtus convexiusculis subsulcatis.

Cypraia obvelata. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xvi. 102. ! Hist. vii.

401.

Cypra-a moneta. Var. Dilhoyn JR. S. 459.

Icon, iliarfwe j. t. 24. f. 239,240? Zool. Journ. i.

2. Incomplcta. Testa dorso ca;rulcscente, marginibus palii-

dc carneis, incrassatis, depressis.

(i. yUellus. Testa lutea polita, marginibus sub-dcprcssis.

Inhahils Sea of New Holland. Lamarck. Mus. J. Sowerby.

2. Mus. Dom.M. J. Maugcr. /3. Mus. Dom. 3/ru;c'.

Shell ovate, ratiier flepresscd ; tlie back blueish white, lanceo-

late, surrounded by u rathir broad, yellow line, placed close to tno

Vor.. I. 2 1.
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margin ; spire covered ; margin very much thickened and extended,

rounded at the edges, forming a kind of smooth polished wall

round the back, the height of which it often exceeds, greyish

white ; the base white, polished, rather convex ; the mouth rather

broad ; teeth extended partly over the base, giving it a ribbed ap-

pearance, those of the inner lip larger, distant, those of the outer

smaller, closer ; columella smooth ; inside purple. Axis ^?^, dia-

meter^ of an inch.

When this shell is not quite full grown, the edge is rather de-

pressed and it has somewhat the form of C. annulus ; but the out-

line and edge are more rounded, in which state it is in the collec-

tion of my excellent friend, Mrs. M. A. Mauger. In the cabinet

of Mrs. Mawe, there is two specimens, which appear by their

teeth to belong to this species, of a fine deep yellow colour.

62. Cyprcea annulus.—The Ringed Cowry.

Testa ovata, scutellata, luteo-albida, dorso linea flava irregu-

lar! circumdato ; marginibusincrassatis, rotundatis, depressis, laev-

ibus; subtus planiusculis; dentibus lasvibus equalibus.

Cypraea annulus. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1179. Martini, j. 336.

Born. Mus. 1S7. Schroeter Einl.j. 1^1. Gmelin34l5. Schrei-

ber's Conch. 73. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 121, JJist. vii. 402.

Dillwyn R. S. 459.

Icon. Bonanni. Rec. Sf Kirch iii. f. 240, 241. Rumpliins,

t. 39. f. D. PcL Amb. Gaz. t. 668. Gaulter t. 14. f. 1, 2.

Knorr. iv. t. 9, f. 4. Martini j. t. 24. f. 239, 240. Ency. Me-

ihod. t. 336. f. 7.

2. Incompleta. Testa albida, obscure casruleo trifasciata.

3. Decoriicata. Testa caerulea, marginibus albis.

Inhabits Indian Seas. Amboyna. Rumphius. Alexandria,

LinncEUS. East Indies, Humphreys, MoUusca, Lamarck.

Shell ovate, yellowish white, or white, the back convex, sur-

rounded with au irregular yellow line 5 spire concealed; margin

thickened, depressed, rounded at the edge, smooth, polished, ex-

tended on each side into a slight tubercle ; the base polislied, flat-

tish; the mouth is rather broad ; the teeth very slightly extended

over the base, nearly of equal size, those of the inner lip being only
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a little smaller and closer; columella smooth; inside purplish

white. Axis i^) diameter y*^ of an inch.

Shell when young with three pale blue bands like the former,

and when worn, purplish, with a white margin.

63. Cyprcea caput Serpentis.—The Snakes-head Cowry.

Testa OTata, scutellata, albida, dorso fusco-reticulato ; margi-

nibus incrassatis, depressis, lavibus, fusco-nigricantibus ; extremi-

tatibus albo-maculatis ; subtus planulatis ; dentibus albidis.

Cypraea caput serpentis. Lin. S^s. Nat. 1175 ! Martini, j.

387. Born. Mus. 179. Sckroeter Einl. 107. Gmelin 3406.

Schreiber^s Conch, j. 62. Lamarck Ann. Mus. xvi. 90. Jlist.

Tii. 385. Dillwyn R. S. 446.

Icon. Bonanni Rec. iii. f. 258. Kirch, iii. f. 257. Lister.

Conch, t. 702, f. 50 ! t. 704, f. 52 ! Rumphius Amb. t 38. f. F.

Pet. Amb. t. 16. {.7. Gaz. t. ^6. f. 9. Gaullier t. 15. f. O.

Adanson Senegal, t. 5. f. G. Knorr, iv. t. 9, f. 3. Favanne t.

30. f. F. 1. Martini 1. 1.33. 316. E7ici/c. Method, t. 354. f.4!

2. Incompleta. Testa ovato-oblonga, albida, fusco-reticulata

;

marginibus subincrassatis, pallidis.

Cyprasa reticulum. Gmelin 3407.

Cypraea n. 11. Schroeter Einl.j, 136.

Icon. Lister. Conch, t. 701. f. 49 ! Martini, j. t. 26. f. 259.

3. Decorticata. Testa albido-caerulea ; marginibus fuscis ; ex«

tremitatibus aibido-maculatis.

Inhabits Indian Seas, Mauritius, Lister. Isle of Nassatella,

Rumphius. Borneo, Petiver. Senegal, Adanson. Otaheite,

SoUtnder. Isle of France, Lamarck.

Shell ovate, shield shaped, whitish, the back covered with

chesnut brown reticulations, leaving irregularly sized round white

spots; the spire pronsinent, covered; the margin thickened, pro-

duced, depressed, smooth, of a fine blackish brown colour, with a

white squarish spot at each extremity just over the slit ; the base

flattish, dark brown, near the margin, paler and shelving to-

wards the mouth ; tlie mouth rather narrow ; tcc'lli nearly eqiml,

Kmallisli, close, witli the interspaces brown, scarcely extcndoil uvir

2i. 2
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the lips : columella smooth, flat ; inside purple. Axis i|, diameter

i§ of ail inch. ' •

When this shell is young it is ovate-ohlong, as the margin is only

slightly thickened, when Gmelin considered it as a distinct spe-

cies ; and when it is worn the hack is purple or pale chesnut-

hrown,but it may be distinguished by the pale spot over the grooves

6f the aperture.

64. Cyprceu Mus.—The Mouse Cowry.

Testa ovata, gibba, cinerea, pallida, niarmorata, posterius sub-

tubcrculata, maculaque fusco-sanguina insignata ; linea dorsali

alba, guttis rufo-fuscis utroque latere seriatim picta ; marginibus

iucrassatis suhdepressis undulatim nebulosis ; dentibus rufo-fuscis

parvis.

Cypra;a Mus. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1176 ! Martini.]. 325, Born.

Mus. IS2. Schroeter Einl. ']. IIO. Gmelin 3407. Schreiber's

Conch. QZ. Lamarck Ami. Mus. x\\. 451. Ilist. \Vu 3Sl. Dill-

wi/n, R. S. 448.

Icon. Rumphiiis Amb. t. 39, f. S. Petiver. Amh. t. 16. f. 4.

Argenville t. 18. f. E.. Seba, iii. t. 76. f. 33, 34. Knorr. vii. t.

12. f. 3. Favanne t. 30, f. A. Martini j. t. 23, f. 222, 223.

Enct/. Method, t. 354. L 1.

2. Inconipleta. Testa ovata, umbilicata, albido-cinerea, poste-

rius macula fusca notata, lineis transversis flexuosis undatim,

pictis ; marginibus cinereis subnebulosis.

3. Fossilis. Testa subincolorata, ceteris priori similis.

Inhabits American and Mediterranean Seas. Gmelin. Coast of

Carthagena, Linnceus. Guinea, Humphreys. Mus. Brit. Nost.

3. Near Fiorenzola in Plaisantin, Lamarck.

Shell ovate, rather gibbous, ash-coloured, marbled with pale

veins ; the hind part just over the spine, when full grown, has

two or three blunt tubercles, and a large dark reddish-brown spot,

somewhat similar to that just over the posterior groove of Cifprwa

stercoraria ; the dorsal line is pale, nearly central, with a series of

dark reddish-brown spots on each side, which are not visible in the

young and worn shells ; the spire concave, covered ; the margin is
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thickened, depressed, and rather rounded on the edge, dark ash-

coloured, clouded with pale lines ; the base flattish, dark ash-co-

loured, with a pale reddish spot on the centre of the inner lip
;

aperture wide, especially in front, where the lips shelve inwards
;

teeth dark brown, of the inner lip small, blunt, distant, rarely ex-

ceeding six or eight in number, there generally being none

on the centre of the lip; teeth of the outer lip small, distant;

the columella smooth, front part flat; inside brownish ash-colour.

Axis igj diameter i§ of an inch.

This shell, which is usually called the Leopard or the Bloody

Stab, has very little affinity to any described species of the genus,

it resembles C. stercoraria in some respect, with regard to its co-

louring, but not in general form, or in the structure of its aperture.

When young, it is ovate, rather gibbous in the centra of its back,

of a pale ash-colour, ornamented with transversed waved darker

lines, having in some places the appearance of three longitudinal

bands formed of arrow-shaped spots ; the spire is concave, and just

over the posterior groove on the side of the spire is a large dark

brown blotch, which is partly visible in the full grown shell ; the

margin is slightly thickened, pale ash-eoloured, clouded with

darker irregular spot.

65. Cyprwa anguslula.—The narrow ('owry.

Testa ovata, bruneo-rufescens, basi albida ; marginibus subin-

crassatis, albidis, nigro-punctatis ; labro supra marginato; colu-

mella concavi, plicata.

Cypraca angustata. Gmclin 3421. (1.) Schreibers Conch.]. 77.

Cypraea n. 62. Schroder Einl.]. \bO.

Icon. Gaultier. t. 13, f. 22 (1). Bad. Zool. Joiirn. t. f.

Inhabits. New Holland.

Mus. Brit. Dom. Children. Nost.

Shell ovate, reddish brown, or rarely pale brown ; the spire

prominent, covered ; the base convex, white; the margin slightly

thickened, rounded, with small, round, black, spots; that of the

inner lip rounded, only slightly extended ; and that of the outer

rather sharply edged, with the extremities generally dark ; the

aperture rather large; teeth equal, small, close; columella rather
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concave, and rather deep, plaited nearly the whole length; in-

side pale brown. Axis |§, diameter ^ of an inch.

This shell has not been taken notice of by any of the French

writers, although it is not uncommon in old collections. It varies,

sometimes, in being of a very pale yellowish brown.

66. Cyprcea Algoensis.—The Algoa Cowry.

Testa ovata, oblonga, carnea
;

punctulis fulvis adspersis, basi

albida, sub-punctata ; labiis incrassatis, superne fusco-uigro-punc-

talatis; columella laevi, plana.

Icon. Zool. Journal, t. f.

0. edcntula. Apertura edentula.

2. Decorlicaia. Testa lutea vel luteo-fusca; marginibus albidis,

supra, sub-punctata.

Inhabits Cape of Good Hope. Veillet. Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate, oblong, flesh-coloured, with the back speckled

with small fulvous dots ; the spire flat, partly covered ; the base

white, convex ; the margin thickened, slightly extended, rounded

on the inner lip ; thickened and margined, on the outer, where

the upper part of it is variegated with small, round, dark

brown spots, which usually run together just over the spire ; the

aperture rather large, extended beyond the spire ; teeth small,

close, slightly extended over the outer lip; the columella smooth,

flat, the anterior part of the base, just by the slit, rugulose ;

inside pale yellowish brown. Axis -3^^ Diameter -^^ of an inch.

When this shell is young, the base of the outer lip is sulcated,

and the back of the shell exhibits three very obscure, broad,

darker bands. The teeth of both the lips are very small, and

in some otherwise perfect specimens, they are entirely want-

ing, and the lips are rounded. When the shell is worn, it is pale

yellowish or fulvous brown.

67. CyprcEU piperita.—The Peppered Cowry.

Testa ovato-oblonga, castanea, obscure quadri-fasciata ; basi

albida, marginibus sub-incrassatis, albidis, fusco-punctatis ; labiis

supra uiargiuatis; columella concava, plicata.

Cypra;a piperita. '' Colander's Mss." Humphrey. Mus. No!>t-.
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Icon. Zool. Journal^ t. . 6.

Inhabits. New Holland. Mawe. Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate, oblong, pale chesnut-brown, polished, with four

narrow, sometimes slightly interrupted bands, one of which is

near the spire, and another in the front of the shell, and the other

two about the middle of the back. The spire is slightly promi-

nent, and partly covered ; the base is convex, white, very slightly

thickened on the inner lip, exhibiting the bands through it, Tl>e

margin of the outer lip and extremities is slightly thickened,

white, ornamented with numerous small round brown spots on

the upper part, and a larger blotch over the spire, and on each

side the anterior extremity. The aperture rather wide; the

teeth equal, small, close ; the columella deeply concave in front,

and plaited the whole length ; the inside purplish white. Axis

•1^, diameter j^^ of an inch.

This shell is instantly distinguished from the former by its

lighter colour, more cylindrical form, narrower outer lip, and the

narrowed and deeper groove of the front part of the columella, as

well as by its four narrow bands, Avhich I have never seen in the

other species. I have had it from several old collections under

the above name, and have therefore adopted it out of courtesy, and

to prevent confusion.

When worn, it is pale flesh-coloured, with the bands inter-

rupted.

68. Cyprcea fusco-dentata—The Brown toothed Cowry.

Testa ovato-oblonga ; sub-umbilicata; basi albida incrassata,

fusco-costato-rugosa ; marginibus incrassatis ; labro dentibus ma-

joribus, distantibus, fuscis ; columella planiuscuii, subplicata.

Icon. Zool. Jour. t. . f.

Inhabits. Cape of Good Hope, VeiUct. Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate, oblong, pale? the spire rather concave, partly

covered ; the base convex and thickened, pale brownish white,

inner side ornamented with numerous, irregular, short, pale

chesnut-brown, prominent ribs, which appear to diverge from

the mouth; the margin rather thickened, especially at the
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extremities ; the aperture rather contracted, and extended beyond

the spire ; the teeth of the outer lip large, distant, pale chesnut-

brown, and extended over the lip nearly to the margin, in a rib-

like form ; those of the inner lip, very indistinct and distant; the

columella flat, scarcely plaited. Axis |, diameter | of an inch.

I have only seen decorticated specimens of this new and in-

teresting species, but the peculiarity of its base at once determines

it to be distinct from any other Cypraea. It certainly is very

nearly allied to the Cyprwa Algoensis, with which it agrees in

the front part of the inner lip being rugose, and it also has con-

siderable affinity to the Cvprwovula capensis, which was brought to

this country by the same person, but differs from it in the distance

of the teeth of the outer lip, and in the want of its substriated back.

69. Ci/prcea spadicea.—The Chesnut Cowry.

Testa bvato-oblonga, luteo-fusca ; dorso medio cccrulescente

;

basi planiuscula, albida ; marginibus incrassatis, rotundatis, supra

alhido-carueis ; dentibus crassis sub-confertis ; columella plana

plicata. '
•

Cypraea spadicea. Szoamson, Pliil. Mag. Ixi. 376. Zoot.

lllus.i. 182.

Icon. Swainson^ Zool. Illiis. t. 182.

Mus. J. Sowerby.

Shell ovate oblong, with a large irregular, biight, yellowish-

brown blotch on the back, wliich is darker towards the edges,

containing an irregular bluish blotch in its centre; the spire is

prominent, covered ; the base nearly Hat, white ; the margin

thickened, rounded, and slightly produced at the extremitiis,

whitish purple on the upper part, and white beneath ; the aperture

is rather narrow; teeth of both lips rather large, nearly equal,

those in front of the inner lip being very little the largest; the

columella flat, deep, and largely plaited its whole length ; insii!e

purplish white. Axis i^j diameter i§ of an inch.

This peculiarly coloured species was first described by Mr. W.
Swainson. Lately it has become a not very uiiconunon shell,

whether from fresh iniportations or from the breaking up of the
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several old cabinets which has just taken place, I am not aware.

I am indebted to the kindness of Thomas Johnson, Esq. for the

loan of the specimen which I have described.

*** CYPRiEiE Veka:.—Shell, when young, smooth, banded ;

when perfect, polished, smooth, edge denticulated ; inner lip close

to the columella, lea\ing scarcely any concave space ; tlie plaits

continued over the columella.

Obs. The shells of this section are instantly to be distinguished

from those which I have before described, by the upper edge of

their margin being more or less dentated ; but they are very nearly

allied to, and almost imperceptibly pass into the last section, from

which they are distinguished by their smooth and polished back.

70. Cyprwa Tardus.—The Thrush Cowry.

Testa ovata, ventricosa, turgida, albido-virescens
; punctis

fulvis, insqualibus, sparsis ; basi albida ; apertura antice dilatala;

marginibus incrassatis, albidis, fusco-guttatis, cxtrcmitatibus foveo-

latis, fuscoque lineatis.

Cypraja turdus. Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xvi. 95. Jlisl. vij.

392, (1).

Cypraja Vanelli Junior ? Dillwjjn, II. S. 462.

Icon. Lister, t. 685, f. 32. Enci/. jMclliod, t. 355. f. 9, (1).

Zool. Jour. t. 7. f. 3. & t. 12. f. 3.

Inhabits Indian Ocean, Bay of Sunda, Lister. Persian Gulpli,

Bennett,

Shell ovate, ventricose, turgid, whitish green, ornamented with

unequally sized, fulvous spots ; margin thickened on both sides,

spotted with brown, and foveoiated on (he upper part of both the

extremities; the anterior end is lined with brown; base white;

moulh mthcr large, especially at the front ; teeth large, nearly

similar, with the grooves slightly extended towards the edges;

inside bluish white. Axis ^, diameter I of an inch.

71. Cyprwa spurai,—The dirty Cowry.

Testa ovata, albida; punctis oct llistpie llavis oniala ; oci-Ilis

circulo albido circuiiivallatis; basi convcxa semisulcata ; niargi-

iiibus iucrassutis, supra fusco-fuvcolatis.
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Cypraea spurca. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1X79} Gmelin, 2416. Dill-

Ki/n, R. S. 462, not Born.

Cypraea n. 37. Schroder, EM. j. 144.

Cypraea acicularis. Gmelin, 3421. (1). Schreiber's Conch.

t. 79.

Cypraea flaveola. Lamarck^ Jnn. Mus. xvi, 97. (1.), Hist.

Tfij. 394.

Icon. Martini, j. t. 31. f. 335. (1 .) Ency. Method, 356. f. 14.

1. Junior. Testa ovata, purpurascens.

Bulla Cypraea. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1185. not Dillwyn, Sfc. •

2. Incompleta. Testa subglobosa albida, tlavido-punctata.

Cypraea squalida. Gmelin, 3420. (3.)

Icon. List. Conch, t. 686. f. 33. (3.)

3. Decoriica. Testa pallide violaceaj albido-marginata.

/3. Elliptica. Testa ovato-elliptica.

Inhabits Mediterranean Sea, Linnwus. Must. Brit. Nost. 2.

Mus. Edwards.

Shell ovate, white ; back ornamented with yellowish fulvous

spots, which are often surrounded with a whitish circle ; the

margin thickened on both sides, especially a little behind the

centre of the shell ; the upper part denticulated all round ; the

pits brown ; the base convex, white, sometimes with a few scat-

tered brown spots near the edge, especially on the columella side ;

aperture rather wide ; teeth nearly similar, large, distinct, with

the grooves slightly produced towards the edge ; columella front

very slightly concave, smoothish ; inside violet purple. Axis

i§, diameter -^ of an inch. Var. fi. Axis i^, diameter -j^ of an

inch.

Obs. This shell diflfers considerably from C. flaveola of

Linnaeus, with which Lamarck has confounded it. It varies con-

siderably in shape from oblong-elliptical, to subglobose, before the

thickening of the margin is complete. Gmelin has confounded a

young ventricose specimen with his C. squalida, which is young

C. Lynx.

72. Cyprwaflaveola.—The yellowish Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, lutco-fusca, punctis ocellisquc ulbldis
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confertis oruata; ocellis pupillo fusco notatis; basi alba convexi-

uscula ; marginibus subincrassatis, supra foveolatis, atro-fusco-

maculatis; dentibus obtusis.

CypriEa flaveola. Lin. Sj/s. Nat. 1179 .^ Gmelin 3416.^

Dillisyn^ R. S. 462 ?

Icon. Zool, Jour. t. . f.

Decorticata. Testa dorso purpureo-albido.

Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong ovate, brownish yellow, ornamented with crowded

white spots, some few of which have a small, obscure, brown pupil

in their centre ; base white, rather convex, and slightly margined

on the outer, and on the extremities of the inner side ; margin

above denticulated, marked with crowded black, brown, roundish,

unequally sized spots; dorsal line nearly central, simple, pale ; aper-

ture rather narrow, slightly dilated in front ; teeth nearly equal,

blunt, with the grooves slightly extended towards the margin ; in-

side purplish white. Axis f , diameter ^ of an inch.

When worn, purplish white.

I have only seen one perfect specimen of this shell, which ap-

pears very distinct from the former. It agrees very well with the

characters of Linnaeus, except that the brown spots on the margin

are not obscure ; I have therefore adopted the Linneau name.

73. CyprcBU gangrenosa.—The ulcerated Cowry-

Testa ovato-oblonga, viridi-grisea, marginata, punctis ocellisque

albidis sparsis; ocellis pupillo fusco notatis; basi convcxiuscula

alhidil, margine supra dcnticulata j extremitatibus brunncis, supra

bimaculatis.

Cypraea gangrenosa. " Solander, Mss." Dilltsi/n, R. S. 465.

Cypraja poraria. (a.) Martini^ j. 394. Schroeler, EinLj. 148.

Gmelin, 3417. Schreiber Anch. j. 75.

Icon. Martini, j. t. 30, f. 324, 325.

Inhabits Coast of China, Humphreys, Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate, oblong, greenish grey or yellowish brown, orna-

m«?nted with crowded white spots, some of which are surrounded

willi a brown ring, !>o as to form brown eyes with white pupils;

base while, murgiued ou the outtr, aud ou the extremities of the
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inner side ; margin above denticulated, and sometimes with a few

small, obscure, brown spots ; the dorsal line nearly central,

simple ; the extremities yellowish brown on the inside, and with

two irregular brown blotches on the upper part of each end ;

aperture narrow, slightly dilated in front; teeth close, blunt, with

the grooves slightly extended ; the front ones of the inner lip

largest ; columella front plaited ; inside purplish. Axis |., di-

ameter ^ of an inch.

This shell is very distinct, and to be directly distinguished by

tl:e vcllow extremities, and two spots on the end of the back,

in which character it agrees well with the Dillwyn species.

74. Cyprwa erosa.—The eroded Cowry.

Testa oblongo - ovata, marginata, luteo-virescens, punctis

albldis, ocellisque raris ornata ; marginibus incrassatis albis,

macula quadrata fusco-purpurea notatis, supra fusco-lineatis ; basi

alba, costata.

Cyprffia erosa. Lin. Sijs. Nat. \\7^\ Martini, j. 392. Born

Mus. 189. Schroet. Einl. j. 122. Gmelin, 341.5. Schrie/jer's

Conch. 73. Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xvi. 93 ! Hist. vij. 389! Dillwyn,

li. 6'. 461.

Cyprffia ferruginosa. Gmelin, (n. 1.)

Cypra;a miliaris. Gmelin, 3420. (2.)

Cypraja n. 34. Schroeler Einl. 143. (2.)

Icon. Lister, Conch, t. 692. f. 39 ! and t. 780. f. 47. (2.)

Rumphius, t 39. f. A. Pet. Amb. t. 16. f. 12. Gaz. t. 97, f. 19 !

Cualt. 1. 1 5. f. H. Knorr. vi. t. 20. f. 4. Favanne, t. 30. f. E. 2.

Martini, j. t. 30. f. 320—321 ! and t. 26. f. 260. (2.) Born, Mus.

t. 8. f. 1 3 ! Ency. Method, t. 355. f. 4. a. b 1

i3. Inocellata. Ocellis subnuUis, lateribus sub-immaculatis.

2. Dccorticatu. Testa dorse purpureo.

Inhabits Indian Ocean, Isle of France, Lamarck. Mauritius,

Ascension Island, Lister. Amboyna, Rumphius.

Shell, ovate, oblong, margined ; back greenish yellow, orna-

mented with numerous white spots, and scattered brownish eyes

with white pupils ; the dorsal line impressed, greenish, nearly

central ; the margin thickened, white, with a squarish brown spot
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on the middle of each side, extended partly up the back, and with

the upper part denticulated and lined with brown, especially on

the extremities and outer side ; the base white, grooved ; the aper-

ture rather large; teeth large, with the grooves of the anterior and

hind ones of the inner lip, and those of the outer, extended to

the margin, so as to leave raised ribs, thus rendering the edge of

the base irregular; the columella plaited, inside purple. Axis

y , diameter f of an inch.

The spot on the side of the margin, which at once distinguishes

this species, is generally brown, but it is sometimes reddish or

violet, and is often only visible on the base of the shell. Tlie eyes

also vary much in regard to their number and distinctness.

75. Ci/prwa ocellata.—The eyed Cowry.

Testa ovata, ventricosa, marginata, fulva, punctis ocellisque

albis confertis ornata, ocellis pupiilo nigro notatis; vcntri lateribus-

que fusco-albidis, rufo-fusco-punctatis ; margine supra denticulata

;

dentibus extremitatibusque sub-bruuneis.

Cypraja ocellata. Lin. Si/s. Nat. 1180. Martini, j. 402.

Born Mns. 192. Schroeter, Einl. j. 127. Gmclin, 3417.

Schreiber, Conch, j. 75. Lamarck, Ann. Mas. xvi. 94. Ilist. vij.

391. Dillwijn, R.S. 464,

Icon. Bonanui, Rec. iij. f. 347. Lister Conch, t. 696, f. 43.^

Peiivers Gaz. t. 9. f. 7. Favanne, t. 29. f. B. 5. Martini,].

t. 31. f. 833, 334. Enct/. Method, t. 355. f. 7.

8. brujinea. Testa marginibus brunneis, fusco-punctatis.

Inhabits Indian Ocean, Martini. China, Humphrcijs.

Shell ovate, veutricose ; back, fulvous, ornamented with crowded

small, white, round spots, and scattered eyes, marked with a deep

black pupil ; dorsal line pale, nearly central ; sides and base

whitish, or pale brown, with reddish brown spots; the upper edge

of the margin is denticulated all round, the aperture rather wide,

and the teeth about fourteen on each side, nearly similar, large,

distant, with the ribs of the end ones, which extend to the margin,

pale brown ; the tips of the anterior end brown ; columella

plaited ; inside purplish white. Axis ^, diameter | of an inch.

The black pupilled eyes of this shell at once distinguish it fiom
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all the other species ; but they are sometimes scarcely visible

;

it may, however, be known by its large and distant, nearly equal

teeth ; the base varies considerably in colour. I have specimens

which are pure white, and others nearly fulvous brown.

76. Cyprwa Latnarckii.—Lamarck's Cowry.

Testa ovata ventricosa, luteo-livida, punctis ocellisque albis

confertis ornata; ocellis pupillo purpureo livido notatis ; basi alba

laevi ; marginibus incrassatis albidis, fulvo-fusco-guttatis; extremi-

tatibus supra foveolatis, fusco-lineatis.

Cypraja n. 34. Partly, dchroeter Einl. j. 143.

Cypraea miliaris ? Partly. Gmelin^ MIO. {l.)

Cypraea miliaris. Lamarck^ Ann. Mus. xvi. 91 ! Hist. vii.

317!

Icon. Guallier, t. 15. G. ?

p. Inocellata. Testa luteo-fulva, punctis maculisque albis

ornata.

Icon. Martini, t. 30, f. 323. (1.)

Inhabits Indian Ocean, Mus. Brit. Nost, p. Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate ; back ventricose, pale fulvous yellow, ornamented

with numerous white spots and larger eyes, with a purplish pupil

;

the dorsal line impressed, pale greenish ; the base white, smooth,

nearly flat ; the margin thickened on both sides, brownish white,

with unequally sized, fulvous, brown spots ; the upper edge of

the extremities is pitted on the side, and lined with brown ; the

mouth is rather wide ; teeth nearly similar, large, distant, and

not extending into ribs towards the edge ; the columella plaited,

and the inside purplish. Axis ^ , diameter |. of an inch.

This species is very distinct from the last by the form of its

teeth, and its lined extremities. It varies in not having any eyes on

the back, but in being furnished in their place with large white

spots ; and in having a few apparently eyed spots on the sides oi

the extremities, which are occasioned by some of the brown spots

being deposited over the white ones.

I am indebted to the kindness of my friend Mr. Edward Turner

Bennet, for the loan of an exceedingly fine specimen of the type of

this species, for description. The variety is not unusual.
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On account of the confusion with regard to the name of C.

tniUaris, originally an ill- established species, I have been induced

to name this shell after Lamarck, who first extricated the

species of this genus from their confusion, and whose labours iti

other branches of Zoology cannot be too highly prized; as he is

certainly the " Zoologiae Princeps" of the present day.

77. Cyprwa Listeri.—Dr. Lister's Cowry.

Testa ovata, ventricosa, luteo fulva, punctis ocellisque albidis

confertis ornata; ocellis circulo fusco notatis; basi marginibusque

purpureo-albidis, punctis lineaque purpureis notatis ; marglnibus

supri crenulatis ; labil dentibus approximatis.

Cypraea n. 34. Schroet. Einl. j. 143. (1.)

Cypraea Miliaris, (partly). Gmelin, 3420(1.)

Cyprsea erosa. Var. Schreiber^s Conch, t. 75.

Cypraia erosa. Jun. Dill. R.S. A&\ {}.)

Icon. Lister, t. 702. f. 48! (1.)

Inhabits Bengal, Lister. Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate, ventricose ; the back fulvous yellow, with nume-

rous crowded white spotsj many of which are eyed, being sur-

rounded with a brown ring ; the dorsal line purplish, nearly

central ; the base and margin purplish white, with numerous

purple spots and lines, the latter of which come from the centre

of the teeth of the outer lip ; the margin dentated on the upper

part of the outer side and edges of the extremities ; the aperture

rather wide, especially in front ; the teeth close ; those of the

outer lip large, those of the centre of the inner lip small, and

those of the extremities larger, with grooves extending towards

the edges ; the columella ilat, partly plaited. Axis ^, diameter ^
of an inch.

I have several specimens of this beautiful shell, and there are

also two in the British Museum: it is well figured and described

by Lister ; and from this figure and that of a young C erosa,

Gmelin has cstal)iished his C. miliaris. Although Lister's figure is

quoted by Lamarck for that species, it has neither its white base nor

its lined extremities. It is instantly to bo distinguished from the

rest of the species of this division, l)y its purple base and murgiu ;
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lincatcd outer lip and peculiar teeth, whicli are somewhat like

those of C. hclvola and C spurcu.

I have dedicated this species to the memory of the Father of

English, and I may say of European Conchology, whose work is

the ornament of the age in which it was published, and also forms

an unfading- monument of female talent and industry.

78. Ci/prcea helvola.—The bay Cowry.

Testa ovata, oblusa, fulvo-rufescens, punclis ocellisque albidis

ornata; ocellis obscuris, circulis stellatis fuscis circumvallatis;

extremitatibus violaceis ; basi aurantia, sub convexa, semisulcata ;

marginibus incrassatis, supra denticulatis.

Cypra:a helvola. Lin. Sijs. Nat. 1130. Born, Miis. 191.

Schroetcr^ Einl. j. 126. Schrciber, Conch, j. 75. Gmelin 3417.

JjUmaixk, Jnn. Mus. xvi. 100. Ilisf. vii. 398. Dillwyn, R. S.

464.

Icon. List. Conch. 691. f. 38! Rumphius, t. 39, f. B. Pet.

Amb. t. 16. f. 17. Gualt, t. 15. f. B. 13. Knorr, vi. t. 10, f.

6. 7. Martini,), t. 30. f. 326, 327. Eticy. Method, 356. f. 13.

3. Decorticata. Testa pallide violacea ; marginibus flavescen-

tibus.

Inhabits Indian Ocean. Maldives, Lister. Amboyna, Rumph.

Shell ovate, blunt, reddish fulvous, ornamented with small white

spots, some of which are surrounded with a brown circle, which

spreads between the other spots, so as to form a kind of star ; the

dorsal line is slightly impressed, pale violet ; the margin red-

brown, thickened on both sides, and the upper part of the outer

lip, and the sides of the extremities, are denticulated; the extremi-

ties pale violet ; the base rather orange or deep red-brown ; the

aperture rather wide; the teeth large, rather close, with the grooves

partly extended towards the edge, especially on the front part,

where they render the margin slightly rugose ; the inside violet.

Axis \%, diameter -^-^ of an inch.

When this shell is worn it is pale violet, with a yellow or red-

brown base, and purplish ends ; the back is sometimes almost

entirely deep chesnut-brown, with small white spots.

This shell, which is very common, is very easily known by its

dark, spotless base, and peculiar teeth.
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79. Cyprcea citrina.—The citron-coloured Cowry.

Testa ovato-elliptica, fulva, maculis punctisque rotundis, albis,

sparsis ; basi lateribusque rufo-fulvis ; margine exterior! in-

crassata supra creiiulata ; basi convexa la;vi ; dentibus approxi-

matis.

Icon. Zool. JouiH. t. . f.

Inhabila Madagascar, Humphreys. Mus. Nost.

Shell ovate, elliptical, fulvous, pale livid brown, ornamented

with many small and largish round, whitish spots ; margin

thickeutd, orange ; the upper part of the sides of the extremities

denticulated ; the base convex, smooth, orange ; the aperture

rather dilated in front ; teeth pale, small, close, nearly similar,

with the grooves scarcely extended ; the inside violet white. Axis

^, diameter -^-^ of an inch.

For the first knowledge of this shell I am indebted to the

liberality of Mrs. Mawe, who was so kind as to lend it to me, that

I might describe it. She had it from the collection of Mr.

Humphreys, under the name of the Small false argtis, of Mada-

gascar. I have since become possessed of a specimen, and have

seen many others, all which have all been in the country for many

years.

80. Cyprceaporaria.—The dotted Cowry.

Testa oblonga, elliptica, fulva, punctis ocellisque albis ornata,

ocellis circulo fusco circumvallatis; basi violacea albida, semi-

sulcata; marginibus incrassatis, violaceis, obscurissime purpureo-

punctatis; supra foveolatis ; apertura albi.

Cypra;a poraria. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1180? Born. Mus. 192.

Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xvi. 97 ! Ilht. 395 I Dillwyn, R. S. 465.

Cypraea poraria. ^. Gmelin, 3417. Schreiber^ Conch, t.7 5.

Cypraa n. 1. Schroder, Einl.'}. 133.

Icon. Lister^ Conch, t. 694. f. 41 ! Seba. iij. t. 55. f. 19. n. 5.

Martini, j. t. 24. f. 237! 238. Burn, Mus. t. 8. f. 18. Ency^

Method, t. 356, f. 4.

Inhabits West Indian Ocean, .Jamaica, Martini. Senegal,

Lamarck.

Shell oblong, elliptical, fulvous brown, ornamented with many
Vol. I. 2 m
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scattered white spots and eyes, the eyes surrounded by a brownish

ring; margin thickened, rounded, pale violet-coloured or pur-

plish white, with a few obscure, small, purple spots ; the upper

part of the margin of the extremities denticulated ; the base pale

white ; the aperture white, with thick lips ; the teeth blunt, rather

close, with the grooves slightly extended towards the edge, espe-

cially at the ends ; the inside violet. Axis ^f, diameter ^ of an

inch.

This is very distinct from the next species, both in shape,

colouring, and form of teeth.

81. Ci/prcea albuginosu.

Testa oblongo-ovata, fulvo-fusca, punctis ocellisque albis or-

nata, ocellis circulo fusco circumvallatis, basi albida, laevi ; mar-

ginibus incrassatis violaceis, purpureo - punctatis ; extremitate

anterior! supra obscure foveolata.

Cypreea albuginosa. Mazce, Catalogue, n.

Icon. Zool. Jour. t. 7, f, 2. t. 12. f. 2.

Hab. California, Maine. Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong, ovate, fulvous brown, ornamented with crowded

white spots and eyes, the eyes surrounded with a bright brown

ring, which is usually thicker on the lower side ; margin slightly

thickened on both sides, violet, spotted with a few scattered

smallish purple spots ; the upper part of the sides of the front end

obscurely pitted ; base white or rose-coloured, nearly flat ; aper-

ture rather wide ; lips rather thick ; teeth small, with grooves not

extending towards the margin ; those of the inner lip smallish ;

columella flat, plaited j inside violet. Axis |, diameter f of an

inch.

This beautiful shell was first mentioned in the useful elementary

work above quoted, but was not described ; knowing that my
shell 13 the one intended, I have adopted the name.

82. Cyprwa eburna.—The Ivory Cowry.

Testa oblongo-ovata, nivea ; marginibus incrassatis, rotundatis ;

extremitate anterior! supra obscure foveplata.

Cypraea eburna. Barnes^ Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. j. 133.

(September, 1824.)
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Cypraea nivea. Gray. Report Proc. Zool. Club. Zool. Jour. i.

420. (October, 1824.)

Icon. Barnes. 1. c. t. 9. f. 2.

1. Junior. Testa albido-plumbea.

2. Decorticuta. Testa albido-fulva.

Inhabits China, Barnes. Pacific Ocean. Mus. Nost.

Shell oblong-ovate, snow white, the margin thickened, rounded,

with the upper part of the outer side of the extremity slightly

denticulated, the base rather convex, the aperture wide, especially

in the anterior part ; the teeth rather large, distant, nearly equal,

with the grooves slightly extended towards the margin ; inside

brownish white; columella flat, plaited; spire conical, covered.

The axis -i^, diameter f of an inch.

I have had for a considerable time a specimen of this shell,

which, from the two holes bored just over the outer lip, has been

evidently worn as an ornament by the inhabitants ©f some un-

polished nation. It was exhibited at the Zoological Club, under

the above quoted name ; but since that time, it has been described

by Mr. Barnes, in the Lyceum of Natural History* at New York;

and therefore, as his description was first published, I have

adopted his name.

Mr. Mawe has a young and worn specimen of this species

;

the former is pale livid white or stone-coloured ; and the latter

pale brown with a white base and margin.

C.ovulata of Lamarck is certainly not the young of this species,

as supposed by Mr. Barnes.

83. Cyprcea guttata.—The Blot ched Cowry.

Testa ovata, fulva, guttulis punctisquc niveis adspersa, hasi

alba, rufo-flavo-venosa, marginibus sub-incrassatis, supra acutis

rufo-flav^ costato-striatis.

Cypraea n. 5. Schroeter Einl. ]. 134.

• I may here remark that of the shells, which Mr. Barnes has so well de-

scribed and accurately figured in the above paper, only two, the former and

Vol. Harpte ; are undescribedj^for Cyprcea maculata is C. Arahica, var. of this

Monof^rapli ; Doliuni denlatum lis />. ringens of Sicainaon ; and Nalica Patiila,

the shell describi'd uii'J<?r ihijl imine by SowcMby. As ihtre is another N.
patula muHt be called by Mr. BarneH''M MS. name of AT. Ifelicoldes.
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Cypraea guttata. Gmelin 3402. Sckreiber^s Conch, j. 58.

Dillwyn, J?. S. 444.

Icon. Gaultier. t. 16. f. 1. Martini, j. t. 25. f. 252, 253 !

Inhabits. Mus. Dom. Mawe.

Shell ovate fulvous ; yellow, ornamented with many small

and a few rather large white spots ; base convex, whitish, lined

and suffused with red. Edge whitish, slightly thickened, acutely

margined on the upper part of the outer and on the ends of the

inner side ; aperture rather large ; teeth large orange-red, with

the ribs, which are continued from them passing over the base

and edge, forming long filiform processes on the sides above the

margin. Spire covered ; columella nearly smooth, with the an-

terior part flattishj with three plaits. Axis 2 inches, diameter

1| of an inch.

For the sight of this rare, and I believe unique, shell, I am
indebted to the liberality of Mr. Mawe. It was originally in the

fine collection of Mr. Jennings.

**** Cyprww VercB.—Shell, when young, smooth-banded
;

when perfect, tuberculated or costato-striated, the ribs which

form the teeth being expanded over the shell. Inner lip distant

from the. columella, leaving a smooth or plaited concavity in the

front part.

Ohs. Cyprcea Globulus is the only species of tliis division which

has not a papillated or rib-striated back ; but it is so nearly allied

to the C ciarcula and others of that section, that I cannot place

it in any other division. Some of the first species, as C limacina

&c. have very great affinity to the former section, but may be

instantly distinguished from them by their pustulated back, and

rather concave anterior part of the columella.

* Pustulata.

84. Ci/praa staphylcea.—The mortified Cowry.

Testa ovata subrostrata, spadicea vel pallida, pustulis albidis

elevatis ornata ; linea dorsali impressa, extremitatibus fuscis

;

bagi albida, convexa, luteo costata ; margine supra crenulata.

CyprEa staphyla^a. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1181. Martini]. 384.

Born. Mus. 194. Schroetcr Einl. j. 131. Gmelin 3419. Schrei-
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ber's Conch. \. 76. Lamarck, Ann. Mus. xvi. 100. Hist. vii. 399.

Dillwtjn. 469.

Icon. List. Conch, t. 708. f. 58. Gualt. t. 14. f. F. Argeu'

ville, t. 18, f. S. Kfiorr. iv.t. 16. f. 2. Martini j. t. 29. f. 313,

314. Born. Mus. t. 8. f. 18. E7ici/c. Method, t. 356, f. 9.

Decorticata. Testa polita, fusca, albido punctata, basi semi-

sulcata.

/3. Limacina. Testa major, pallida
;

pustulis majoribus sparsis.

Cyprasa limacina. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. 101. Hist. vii. 400.

Cypraea Oryza. Solunder''s MSS.
Cypraea Nucleus. Martini j. 3S3.

Cypraea Nucleus Var. Dilhcyn R. S. 468.

Icon. Regenfus Conch, j. t. 12. f. 75. Martini j. t. 29. f. 312.

1. decorticata. Testa grisea, albida maculata.

y. atrata. Testa extremitatibus nigris.

Inhabits Indian Ocean, Humphreys. Mus. Brit. Nost,

iS. Brit. Nost. y. Brit.

Shell ovate, greyish-brown, with numerous small elevated white

pimples ; the dorsal line impressed, narrow, as long as the shell j

base white or whitish brown, convex, ribbed with elevated yellow-

edged ribs, which are sometimes forked ; margin above crenulated

with white teeth ; aperture linear ; teeth close. Length J^,

diameter -^ of an inch.

The larger variety, which may be, as Lamarck considers if, a

distinct species, only differs from the former in having fewer and

larger white convex spots; for I have specimens, the base of which

are as completely ribbed as that of C. staphylwa; and when both

sorts are partly worn, the ribs near the edge disappear.

85. Cyprcea pustulata.—The pimpled Cowry.

Testa ovata, cinereo-plumbea, albo-lineata, sub-costato-striata
;

tuberculis rotundatis croceii, brunneo circumdatis, costis coadu-

natis, exasperatis ; linea dorsali sub-impress^, basi brunnei, albo-

COatat^.

Cypraea n. 47. Schrocter Einl. j. 146. (1)

Cypri-a pubtulata. Solander^s MSS. Portland Cat. 101. Lot

!330. Lamarck Ann. Mus. \s\. \0\. Hist. \\\. 400. DiUwyn

R.S. 469.
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Icon. List. Conch, t. 710. f. 62 ! (1). Sowerbi/, Genera, f. 5 !

Inhabits South coast of Mexico, Humboldt and Bompland.

Coast of China, Humphreys.

Shell ovate, grey lead-coloured, with fine transverse white

lines; back convex, obscurely longitudinally ribbed, ornamented

with yellow semi-globose tubercles, which are situated on the

obscure ribs, and surrounded with a chesnut-brown ring ; the

largest tubercles are generally placed near the central impressed

dorsal line, and those near the margin often become confluent

with the edge of the basal ribs ; the base ovate, slightly margined

and expanded, reddish-brown with distinct white, dark-brown

margined ribs ; aperture linear, slightly dilated in front ; teeth

distinct, distant, white ; columella smooth, front part rather con-

cave. Axis 1^, diameter | of an inch.

86. CyprcBa Madagascariensis.—The Madagascar Cowry.

Testa ovato-oblonga depressa, albida ; tubercnlis rotur.datis

;

costis subanastamosis, coaduuatis exasperatis ; linea dorsali im-

pressa; basi convexa, costata; extremitatibus rotundatis depressis.

Cypraea n. 45. Schroeler. Einl. j. 146. (1)

Cyprasa Madagascariensis. Gmelin 3429. (1). Dillwi/n, R.S.

468.

Cypraea Nucleus, Var. Lamarck. Ann. Mus. xvi. 101. ! Hist.

vii.400.

!

Icon. Lister. Conch, t. 710. f. 61. ! (1) Petiver^s Gaz. t. 80.

f. 7. Sow. Gen. f. 6. !

Inhabits Pacific Ocean. Madagascar, List. Otaheite, La-

marck,

Shell ovate-obloDg, depressed, bluish-white, ornamented with

numerous unequally-sized roundish tubercles attached to anasta-

mosing variously-sized yellowish ribs ; the dorsal line distinct,

impressed; the extremities depressed, rounded ; the base convex,

closely ribbed with yellow-edged white ribs; the aperture narrow,

linear; teeth close, columella plaited, front part rather concave,

inside violet. Axis i§, diameter -j.^^ of an inch.

I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Edward Crouch for the

loan of a most beautiful and perfect specimen of this shell, from
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whence the above description was taken ; they are usually dead

shells which are found in the cabinets, when they are purplish-

while ; and have generally been perforated with two holes in their

back for forming necklaces, for which purpose thuy are used by

the inhabitants of Otaheite.

87. Cyprwa Nucleus.—The Kernel Cowry.

Testa ovata, gibba, albida, tuberculis rolundatis, costis sub anas-

tamosis coadunatis exasperatis; linea dorsali impressa ; basi con-

vexa costata; extremitatibus subproductis subrecurvis.

Cyprasa nucleus, Lin. Si/s. Nat. 1181. (1). Born. Mus. 194.

Schroet. Einl. j. 130. Gmelin 3418. Schreiber^s Conch, j. 76.

Lamarck, jinn. Mus. xvi. 101. Hist. vii. 400. Dillwyn, R. S.

468.

Icon. Rumph. t. 39. f. I. (1). Pet. Amb. t. f6, f. 1. Gaz.

t. 97. f. 12. Gault. t. 14. f. 2. R. S. Jrgenville, t. 18. f. V.

Knorr. iv. t. 17. f. 4. Favanne, t. 29. f. R. 2. Ency. Method.

t. 355. f. 2. Born. Mus. t. 8. f. 17. "* ''''''

Inhabits Indian Ocean, Linnceus. Island of Nassatello, Rum-

phius. Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate, brownish-white ; back rather gibbous, ornamented

with numerous white brown-edged ovate or roundisli tubercles

attached to the anastamosing white brown-edged rib-striae ; the

dorsal line distinct, impressed ; extremities rather produced and

slightly recurved ; the base convex, brownish-white, with numerous

close white brown-edged ribs ; aperture narrow, linear ; teeth

close; columella plaited, front part concave. Axis ^, diameter

^ of an inch.

This species is distinguished from the former by the more con-

vex back and more produced and slightly recurved extremities.

It is only in very fine specimens that the brown edge to the ribs

and tubercles can be distinguished ; in others the shell is all pale

yellowi&li-white.

** Rostruta.

88. Cyprwa Ciccrculn.—The Vetchling Cowry.

Testa ovata globosa, turgida, flavcsctns, fulva, raarmorata; pus.
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tulis elevatis sparsis exasperatis, linea dorsali impressa ; basi con-

vexa, semisulcata ; extremitatibus rostratis ; sub-margiiiatis.

Cypiaea cicercula. Lin. Sys. Nat. 1181. Marthii, j. 339.

Jiorn. Mus. 195. Shroet. EinLj. \3% GmeUn,34l9. Schrciber^s

Conch. 1. 77. Lamarck, Ann. Mtis. xvi. 99. Hist. vii. 397.

Dillayn, R. S. 470.

Bonanni, Rec. 3. f. 243. and Kirch, f. 242. List. Conch.

t. 710. 660. Ruwph. t. 39. f.K. Pet. Amb. 16. f. 21. Mar-

tini, j. t. 24. f. 243. 244, Born, Mus. t. 8. f. 19. Encij. Method.

t. 36.f. 1.

? p. Timorensis. " Testa laeviuscula, postice non rostrata, lac-

tea." Lamarck.

Cypraea cicercula. b. Lamarck. Ann, Mus. xix 99. Hist. vii.

397.

Inhabits Mediterranean, Linnceus. Amboyna, Rumphius.

China, Humphreys. /3. Timor, Lamarck. Mus. Brit. Nost.

Shell ovate, globose, turgid, yellowish white, marbled, and ir-

regularly spotted with fulvous, and roughened with many small

elevated scattered pustules ; the dorsal line impressed, leav-

ing a deep groove over each extremity, and a slight one in the

centre of the back; the extremities beaked aud slightly recurved,

and margined ; the base convex, and half ribbed-striated ; the

aperture narrow, linear; the columella plaited, very deep, slightly

concave iu front ; inside purple white. Axis j'^, diameter ^^ of

an inch.

89. Cypraea Margarita.—The Pearl Cowry.

Testa ovata-globosa, turgida, albida, polita, concentrice striata ;

basi convexa semi sulcata; extremilatibus rostratis.

Cyprsea Margarita. Solandei's MSS. ? Dillvsyn, R. S. 474.?

Rumphius, t. 39. f. N. Pet. Amb. t. 16. f. 23 ? Gualt, t. 14.

f. M. ? Martini, t. 24. f. 242. ?

Inhabits Japan, Sloane. Mus. Brit.

Shell globose, with a small produced and slightly recurved beak

at each end, white, polished, smooth, except towards the outer

edge, where it is finely and sharply concentrically striated ; base

slightly thickened, polished, scarcely extended to the sides;
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mouth considerably longer than the shell, narrow, rather broader

and concaye in front. Teeth rather distant, small, equal, very

slightly extended over the lips ; columella deep, plaited, front

concave, nearly smooth ; spire flat, rather large. Axis •^, dia-

meter -*g of an inch.

The only specimen I have seen of this shell is not complete;

but it apnears to be distinct from the young of the former, by its

not being so gibbous. It agrees pretty well with Dillwyn's des-

cription, but the figures are all doubtful.

90. Cyprcea Globulus.—The globular Cowry.

Testa ovato-globosa, ventricosa, lasvis, fulva, punctis rufo-fus-

cis sparsis, ornatis ; linea dorsali nulla; extremifatibus rostratris,

submarginatis.

Cypraea globulus. Lin. Sys.Nat. \\8\. 3Tartmi, j. 38S. Born,

Mus. 195. Chemnitz, x. 104. Gmelin, 3419. Schreiber's

Conch, j. 77. Lamarck, Ann. du Mus. xvi. 99. Hist. vii. 398.

Cypraea affinis. Gmelin 3420

Rumphius, t. 39. f. L. Petiv. Gaz. t. 97. f. 14. Amb. t. 16.

f. 19. Gmo//. t. 14. f. N. A'worr, vi. t. 21.f. 7. Chemnitz, x.

145. f. 1339, 1340. Born. Mus. i. 8. f. 20. Envy. Method, t.

356. f. 2.

Inhabits Asiatic Ocean, Linnceus. Amboyna, Rumphius.

Shell ovate globose, ventricose, smooth, polished, yellowish ful-

vous, ornamented with scattered reddish brown spots, the dorsal

line imperceptible, except just over the posterior extremity, where

there is a very slight concavity ; the base convex, orange, with

margin rather tumid and rounded, except at the hind extremity

where it is slightly produced ; the aperture narrow, linear; teeth

close, small, with the grooves extended half-way over the base
;

the columella obscurely plaited, very deep, and slightly concave in

front ; inside purplish white. Axis 4, diameter | of an inch.

I liave seen several specimens of this, and C. cicercula, which

had been painted with yellow rings ; and I have also an obscure

recollection of having seen a specimen of a very similar species to

C. Globulus, with natural reddish-brown rings, which 1 .su|i-

posc the former were intended to represent ; and 1 have in a AISS.
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catalogue of Cypraea, a species arranged next to the latter, called

C. annulata.
Q.

91. Cyprcea Childrfni.—Mr. Children's Cowry.

Testa ovata, subcylindrica, palida costato ; striata-linea dorsali

sub itnpressa, indistincta ; basi plana ; extreraitatibus subrostratis

compressis, infra carinatis.

Icon. Zool. Joarn. t. f.

Mus. Brit.

Shell ovate, somewhat cylindrical, white or yellowish, with an

irregular fulvous spot just over the spire, and another on the

hinder part of the back, covered with ribstriae, which meet in the

middle of the back in an obscure dorsal line ; base flat, the ex-

tremities rather produced and compressed, so as to have a keel on

each side of the base; aperture narrow, slightly dilated in front;

columella deep, plaited, and rather concave in front. Axis ^,
diameter -^ of an inch.

I take the opportunity of dedicating this curious species to my
excellent friend J. G. Children, Esq. whose extensive acquire-

ments and zeal in science need not my feeble praise.

[To be continued.'l

Art. LXIII. Abstract of a Notice relating to the Mtherice

found in the Nile by M, Caillaud; by M, De Ferussac ;*

together with a Description of a new Species of jElheria.

By G. B. SowERBY, F. L. S.

Naturalists have been informed by M. Caillaud, on his return

from Egypt, that he had collected Oysters in the upper parts of the

Nile ; this information was of a nature to excite the curiosity of

Geolgists and to interest them ; because, thereby, some formations,

reputed marine, on account of the presence of the Fossil Oysters

they contained, and attesting, by their alternation with deposits

formed under fresh water, the return of another sort of fluid,

* Translated from the Memoircs tie la Sot-. d'Hist. Nat. dc Paris.
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might be considered, at least, as of a problematical nature. It

might be concluded from this fact, that at a time when animal

life and vegetation were so different from what they are at pre-

sent, Oysters might live in fresh water and consequently alterna-

tions, founded upon the presence of any of these shells, might not

be admitted.

Already several genera, which were thought to be exclusively

marine, such as the Mytili, the Modiolee, and the Corbulw, have

been found in fresh water. If to these are added, such genera

as are only found in fresh water rivers or lakes, such as Anodon^

Unio^ and Cyclas which are found every where ; the Cyrena and

Iridina which live only in the rivers and lakes of the East and

of India; the Hyria and Castalia of America, and the Galathea of

Ceylon, we shall have enumerated all the genera of bivalve mol-

lusca, not exclusively marine.

Not a single irregular shell, of a thick, foliated structure, ad-

hering to the rocks or to each other, and consequently deprived

of locomotion, and varying in form according to the nature of the

substance to which they adhere, and by their accumulation pro-

ducing true beds (couches), had as yet been discovered in fresh

water: such, however, are the Shells which M. Caillaud has

found, and the following is the information we have received

from this zealous Traveller. " We first meet with them," says

he, " after passing the first cataract ; and they do not appear to

exist below ; they become very abundant in the province of

Rebata, beyond the Peninsula of Meroe. The inhabitants collect

them on the banks of the river, to ornament their tombs with

them, and they say that they come from the more elevated parts

of the Nile, from Sa'ida, where they are eaten." M. Caillaud

has found them as far as Fazoql, the most distant country into

which he has penetrated upon the Blue River. In Senaar, the

inhabitants informed M. Caillaud, that during the summer season,

wlieii the river was low, they took them with the animal, but

notwithstanding all his endeavours, M. Caillaud could not obtain

any living specimens, the river being always too high. They are

said to be very common in the Jaboussi, a river which runs into

the Blue River, and in all appearance the numerous confluent
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streams of this great arm of the Nile produce them also. The

number found upon the tombs throughout Ethiopia is so great,

that it is astonishing that Bruce and Burckhardt should not have

mentioned them.

We had already begun to suspect that these interesting Shells

might not be Oysters, and at first sight we discovered that they

were ^therice^ an extremely rare genus, known only in a few

Cabinets, and instituted by Lamarck in the Annales du Museum.

This celebrated author has described the JEtheriw as in-

habitants of the depths of the sea, although he had no further

proof in support of this opinion, than their relation to the

Ostreae, and in fact, it is difficult to distinguish them at first

sight. The species brought by M. Caillaud bears so striking a

resemblance to some Oysters, that lie may be well excused for

not having discovered the differences, the principal of which

consists iu the Mt\[ev\3i having two muscular impressions, while

the Ostreae have only one. This difference has induced M. La-

marck to place the jEtheriae in the family of the Chamae, con-

sequently very far frora the Oysters, to which they possess such

great analogy, both in the general appearance (fades) of their

valves, the manner of life of their animals, and particularly by

the displacement of the upper valve, and the elongation of the

beak of the lower valve, characters peculiar to the Ostreae and

Spondyll. The question might here be raised, whether the con-

sideration of the number of muscular impressions, should, in a

Classification, founded upon natural bases, be regarded as of

more importance than such marked and near analogies. Accord-

ing to M. Blainville, it is probably wrong to separate the .litherice

from the Ostreae, for " it is evident," says he, " that the number

of muscular impressions is not sufficient to dispose in a natural

manner, the calcareous envelopes of moUusca of this class." It is

nevertheless remarkable that the Chamae also possess important

analogies with the iEtheriae ; for like these latter and the Oysters,

they adhere to other substances and are deprived of locomotion,

they are irregular, inequivalve, &c., but their aspect is very differ-

ent, as well as the nature of their shells. It is therefore necessary to

examine the animal of the ^Etheria, in order to ascertain whether
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the characters It presents prove its relation to the one or the other

of these iwo families, which are placed in two different orders. In

one of these orders, the Ostracea, the mantle is open and without

tubes or particular apertures ; in the other, the Cardiacea, which

comprehends the family of Cbamae, the mantle, open in the front,

presents also two separate apertures for the excrements and respira-

tion. It is easily conceivable, that these characters, of far greater

importance than the number of muscular impressions, might prove

the propriety of placing the iEtheriain the family of Ostracea, if the

animal presented the characters of the order to which it belongs.

Further, it is observable that muscular impressions present greater

variety than has generally been supposed. The division into one

or two great muscular masses is undoubtedly sufficiently precise,

but the less considerable muscles, whose impression is not strongly

marked, have been neglected. M. Cuvier in restoring the genera

Creiiatula, Avicula, Pinna, &c., placed by Lamarck in the Mono-

myaria, to the Acephala dimyaria, has already shown that this

character may lead into error. Thus the order of Ostracea^ to

which the ^theriae seem to be most nearly related, contains also

Jlcephulu dimyaria^ among which they ought to be counted. We
shall add that several other shells present three and even four dis-

tinct impressions, and that the number of muscles of attachment

does not appear to be confined \o the two masses commouly dis-

tinguished
; (almost all the Uniones and Anodonti present four

separate muscular impressions ;) and we have never yet distin-

guished in a comparative manner, which of the muscles of attach-

ment acquires a predominance over the others, according to the

form of the animal, the size or form of the valves, &c.

However, the shells brought by Mr. Caillaud, not belonging

to the genus Ostrea, it cannot be thence concluded that Oysters

formerly lived in fresh vviiter, but it would not be surprizing if

beds should be met with in which shells at first taken for Oysters

should prove to be A'llheria;. 'I'lie discovery which proves that

this genus belongs to fresh water, is an interesting fact which

appears to deserve the attention of Naturalists.

The genus /I'^tlicria was so little known some years ago, that

M. Cuvier has not menlioned it in his licgiic .liiiuial, but it has
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been adopted by Ocken, and Schweigger ; and Mr.Sowerby in his

Genera of Shells, has figured one of the species described by

Lamarck, JEtheria semilunata : that which has been brought by

M. Cailiaud appears to bo distinct; it even proves, by its ex-

treme variety in form, that the four Etherise of Lamarck only

constitute two species ; these shells presenting the most singular

variations according to the form of the substance to which they

have been attached, and being fixed indiscriminately by one or the

other valve, which changes the relative position of the ligament

and umbones, and renders them dtxtral or sinistral. Having

examined and compared all the known individuals of the species

described by M. Lamarck, we have been confirmed in the opinion

we had adopted upon seeing such diversified specimens of M.

Caillaud's. The names given by Lamarck to these species, being

taken from their forms, cannot be preserved. We therefore pro-

pose the specific name of (1) JEtheria Lamarckn\ for the species

formed by the combination in one of the JEiheuse elliptica and

trlgonula of Lam. (2) ^theria CailliaucU, for that which M.

Cailiaud has brought from the Nile, and which differs from

JEthei'ia Lamarckii in the colour of its pearl, which is very

micaceous and white; in its less elliptical, more elongated, and

often very narrow shape, and in its beak being sometimes several

inches long : that of (3) Mtheriaplumbea for Lamarck's JEtheriw

semilunata and transversa.

Some Account of afourth Species o/^THERIA, bif G. B.

SOWERBY, F. L. S.

One of the most interesting and valuable of the numerous un-

described species of Testaceous Moll usca, which I have purchased

in the collection of the venerable George Humphreys,(a celebrated

dealer, whose practical knowledge has far exceeded that of any

other person in the business), and which I found among his

Ostrew Uyotes^ but without any ticket, was this ^theria ; it is

the more interesting as it bears a resemblance to another division

of the Ostreaj, from its having the irregular tubular spines, so

characteristic of Lamarck's Ostrew llyotis and imhricata.
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(4) ^THERiA iub'fera, testa irregular! (forma speciminis trans-

versa) valva superiore spinis irregularibus tubulosis con-

spers^.

This species, like the other ^theriae, is extremely irregular in

its form : it is of a dull green colour and iridescent within ; the

outer surface of the upper valve is of a dark blackish green, ex-

cept where it is eroded, and it is sprinkled over with large irregular

tubular spines. From an examination of this specimen, together

with one of j^theria Lamarckii in the Tankerville Collection,

I have ascertained the meaning of Lamarck's " callosite oblongue

dans la base de la coquille," which is actually only the termina-

tion of the ligament, which in this genus, as in Unio, Anodon,

and others of Lamarck's Naiades is placed in a sinus ; aflfording

another mark of analogy with them, and probably an evidence of

affinity as an osculant genus.

Art. LXIV. Repli/ to Mr. Swainson on Neritina Corona

and 31elania setosa. Bt/ John Edward Gray, Esq.

M. G. S.

[Tt the Editors of the Zoological Journal.]

Gentlemen.

Mr. Swainson, in his remarks on my account of the Melania

setosa, asserts, firstly, that in quoting Lister t. 1055, f. 8, for his

shell, I set aside the authority of Limiceus, Gineliii, Martini, and

Lamarck ; secondly, that his shell, although not new to science,

has never been described or publicly recorded ; thirdly, that the

spines of Neritina Corona are not tubular. That these assertions

are unfounded, 1 ll.ink the following facts will prove.

In the twelfth edition of the Systcma Natural of Linnaius, the

figure of Lister mentioned above is not at all cited ; neither is it

referred to by Martini in his Conchylicn Cabinettc. The con-

tinuator of this work, Chemnitz, docs indeed mention it as a

" notable variety" of the Papal Crown, which, in liis irregular
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nomenclature, placed as it is under a distinct head, may be re-

gaided as equivalent to a modern species. By Gmelin it is referred

to as his tv[)e species, the figure of Chemnitz being curiously

enough cited as the variety ; and it is also quoted by Lamarck as

his Melauia amarula, (with the character of which," spiraexserta,"

it does not agree,) the figure of Lister which actually represents

this species being overlooked. Thus, of the four writers whose

authorities I am reproaciied with having opposed, two do not

quote the Pgure in question ; Chemnitz, I am justified in regard-

in ^ as concurring in the opinion which I have advanced ; and the

other two appear to have referred to it inadvertently, one having

regarded the species to which it belongs as a mere variety, and

the other having quoted it as representing a species with his own

character of which it does not accord.

In reply to the second statement, it will be sufficient to offer

the following synonyma, which, after the most careful examination,

appear to me to refer to the Melania setosa, jSzt., which it is as-

sumed " has never been described or publicly recorded"

Buccinum aculeatum. J.isier, Mantissa, t. 1055, f. 8.

Buccinum fluviatile, spira prima satis elongata, mucrone acu-

leis coronato ; ore lato integro, repando, costisquestriatis eminen-

tihus exasperatis; colore pullo-nigricante. Gualt. Ind. t. 6, f. B.

Pabstkronc des flussen Wasser, mit welter mundung gerrant,

&c. Martmi Berl. Mag. iv. 292.

Thiara fluviatile ventrue et epineuse. Buccinum fluviatile ven-

tricosum, longis aculeis raris et spinis exasperatum ; apertura mag-

na Integra ; colore corneo peMucido. Favart. Diet. iii. 377.

Thiara fauve, rare, de figure courte et renflee, tres grande,

ayant dix sept lignes de long sur un pouce de large. Favanne

Cat. 133. p. 23.

Varietas notabilis thiarae fluviatilis, testa ventricosiore, clavi-

ciila breviore. Chemnitz \x. ]^. \bQ.

Spirilla spinosa. Humphreys.

Helix amarula. ^. Gmelin, 3G56.

Helix amarula. 2. Turion Syst. Nat. iv. 535.

Helix amarula. Var. Dillzr. Rec. Shells, n. 961.

Melania setosa. Stcainson, Journal of Science.
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Bulimus amarula. Var. Brug. Diet. 309.

Icon. Lister, Mantissa, t. 1055. f. 8. (full grown.) Gualtier,

Ind. t. 6. f. B. Martini, Berlin Mag. iv. t. v. f. 646. (young).

Chemnitz, ix. t. 134. f. 1220, 1221. (young, probably a copy of

the last.) Favanne t. 61. f. 9. (young.) Zoological Journal,

t. 8. f. 6. (full grown, 6. young, 7. spine, 8.)

It thus appears that the shell in question had been described by

no less than four authors from different specimens, and that four

original figures of it had been published, previously to that in the

*' Journal of Science and The Arts." The figure of Favanne is par-

ticularly characteristic, and was instantly recognized by two

conchological friends to whom it was shown.

With respect to the third point, the tubular nature of the spines

of Neritina Corona, Lam,, I shall abstain from commenting on

the uncertainty which must ever attend the negative evidence to

be deduced from a particular character not having been described

by preceding authors. A reference to the shell itself, which has

lately become not uncommon, would at once prove that the spines

are tubular, as I described them : but as authorities may be re-

garded as possessing more weight than would attach to any state-

ment that I could advance, I shall subjoin a few Avhich demon-

strate the justness of my previous remarks. Chemnitz in his

specific character, p. 68, as correctly quoted by Mr. Swainson, does

not notice the perforation of the spines, but in his description,

p. 70, he says expressly, " Sie sind innerlich hohl wie ein Rohr,"

they are inwardly hollow like a reed. Even on the opoosite page,

p. 69, to that from which Mr. Swainson copied the specific charac-

ter, among the synonyma of this shell, are the following:

Une nerite des Indes, rare, vert fon^e, a six epines forces

placecs le long du milieu de la spirale, dc plus en plus graiides a

mesure qu' tiles approchent du bord ; la derniere de ces epines

est souvent plus longue que la coquille memo, H''Avila, Cat.

Ruisonncc, j. n. 964. p. 430.

Nerite epincuse. Nerita (luviatilis spinis perforatls et elalis

armata, ex colore viridi nigrescens; columella edentula et intus

propensa ; testa tenuis insignis. Lcs epines en furnic dc pclits

Vol, r. 2 N
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tuyaux capillaires sont distantes les unes des autres et un peu

inclinees. Favart D^Herbigny^ Diet. ij. p. 444.

De Montfort, who considers this shell as the type of his genus

Clithon, (vol. ii. p, 327) observes in his description, " Son dos est

charge d' epines loiigues arquees, dont la derniere percee forme

un sinus a la levre extcrieure, les autres sont successivement

obliterees.

I might adduce other testimonies to the same effect, but as I trust

that these are suflicient to prove that the statements I formerly

advanced are fully borne out by evidence, I shall abstain from fur-

ther remark, relying on your liberality for the insertion of this

necessary defence of the accuracy of my observations.

I remain, yours truly,

Nov. 3, 1824. John Edwaud Gray.

Note.—During the time that this letter has been passing through the press,

the Baron de Ferussac has published his remarks on Mr. Swainson's and my
papers, in his Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles, [November, p. 318,] in

which he agrees with me in all the main points of my observations, and has

also referred to many of the above quoted Synonyma and plates. J. E. G.

Art. LXV. Descriptions of some rare, interesting, or

hitherto iincharacterized subjects of Zoologi/. Bj/ N. A.

Vigors, jun. Esq. M.A. F.L.S. With Figures by

James De Carle SowERBY, Esq. F.L.S.

[Continued from p. 418.]

Classis, AvES. Auct.

Fam. PsittacidjE. Leach.

The vast recesses of Australasia, which have supplied the na-

turalist with so many distinct and varied forms in every brancli of

Zoology, have presented no groups where the general structure is

marked by more distinguishing, and if I may use the word,

national, peculiarities than the family before us. The Parrots

of that great division of the globe are not merely numerous in
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species, and varied ia plumage, but generally speaking are en-

dowed with characters that separate them into groups decidedly

distinct from those of the Old World and America. A few of

these forms are found partially to extend over the Islands of the

South Seas : and these in conjunction with other similarly cir-

cumstanced groups may be noticed as connecting the Zoology of

the newly explored continent of New Holland with that of the

antient continent. The arrival in this country of a hitherto rare

species, which is the representative in the South Seas of a form

very generally diffused throughout New Holland, and of which

several specimens have lately come under my observation, affords

me an opportunity of characterizing one of the most extensive of

these groups, and at the same time of adding representations of

a few of the rarest species belonging to it.

Genus Platycercus.

Rostrum breviusculum, mandibula superiore rotundata, dilata,

inferiore brevi, profunde emarginata, apice quadrate, myxa con-

vexa, glabra, Integra: naribus rotundis, in ceromate angusto

medio emarginato, positis.

AlcE rotundata; ; remigum,* prima excepta, pogonio eosterno

abrupte prope medium emarginato; prima 2d^ breviore, Stas pra;-

cipue ajquali ; secunda et (ertia longissimis.

Cauda lata, depressa, subrotundata, gradata ; rectricibus apice

subrotundis.

Pedes, tarsis elevatis ; acrotarsiis reticulatis ; digitis gracilibus,

elongatis; unguibus longis, parum falcatis.

Typus genericus, Ps. Pennantii, Lath.

The interesting group that forms the present division of the

Psiltacidw, is at first sight immediately recognized as distinct

from all those which are included under the general name of lon<r.

Tlie torm reniex in its original signifieation was masculine, and as sucii I

applied that gcndr-r to tlio torm llirougliout the dcsciiplions of tho groups of
Falamidcc in llio last Number of this Journal. I find however that it is usually

employed as a feminine noun when applied to Ornithology, and for Ihv sake of

uniformity I shall adhere to tluH form in future.

2 N 2
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tailed Parrots, and which M. Kuhl has separated as a section with

the title of Conurus, by tlie breadth, depression, aud rounded

apex of the tail : the greater number of the other groups in the

same section having that member narrowed and cuneated. The

wings also like the tail are rounded, the first quill feather being

shorter than the second ; whereas in most of the neighbouring

long-tailed groups the first and second quill feathers are of equal

length. All the primary quill feathers except the first are marked

by an abrupt emargination of the outer web near the middle ; a

construction, which seems peculiar to the present division of the

long-tailed Psitlacidoe, with the exception of that of Pezoporus,

111. The upper mandible is short, strong, aud dilated, with a con-

siderably rounded culmen : the under is shorter than usual, and

the apex being abruptly bent inwards, the emargination is deeply:

marked, and forms a profound groove. The myxa is convex and

entire, in which particular the present group differs from some of

the adjoining, where the myxa is more or less ridged. The tarsi

are elevated, and the toes and nails are long and slender. In

these last characters the present genus evinces a near alliance to

Pezoporus, in which the emargination of the quill feathers also

is apparent, although it is less abrupt, and commences nearer the

apex of the feather. These two conterminous genera differ chiefly

in the tail of the latter being more narrow and cuneated, the

ungues being straighter, and the lower mandible possessing a less

profoundly sinuated emargination, together with a sulcated myxa.

The genus Plutycercus contains a considerable number of species

corresponding with the characters given above of the type P.

Pennantii. Among the best known of these are Psilt. Jlavigaster,

Temm., eximius, Lath., erythropterus, Sh.; to which the beautiful

species Psitt. Brownit, and Baueri of M. Temminck may also be

added. Psitt. cornuius, Gmel. comes into the group with the

conterminous species, which I am about to particularize in this

article, of P. Pacijicus, Lath., auriceps, Kuhl, and TJlietanus^

Lath. The well known species Psitt. scajmlatus, Bechst. also

appertains to this genus, with which it accords in the important

characters of the wings, tail, and legs: but it seems to be place

at the extremity of the group in consequence of its bill being
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somewhat longer and more compressed, and the under mandible

less abruptly bent inwards, and consequently less emarginated.

I have not had an opportunity of determining, whether the species

so nearly allied to the last, at least in general appearance, as to

have been confounded with it until lately, the Psitt. Tabuensisy

Lath., may be referred to the same group ; the only specimen

which I can ascertain to have been brought to this country having

been suffered at the late sale of Mr. Bullock's Museum to be

transmitted to a continental collection. But from the general

resemblance which the two species bear to each other, I make no

dpubt of their being congenerick.

Pacificus. Lath. P. viricUs, slncipile macula posioculari uropij-^

gio plerumque ejusque lateribus coccineis.

Tab. Sup. 1.

Rostrum argenteum apice nigro. Corpus superne laete viride,

subtus pallidius. Alula, pteromata, remigesque primarias externe

caeruleae, interne fusca3 : remiges secundariae externe virides, in-

terne fuscae. Redrices quatuor medise virides, externa; flavo-

virescentes, subtus flavo-fuscK. Pedes subpallidi. Irides brun-

neae. Longitudo corporis \\—13 Poll. ; ?««w(//6wte superioris ad

frontem et ad rictum A, inferioris ^ ; tarsi -^^ ; digili externi an^

terioris i, posterioris ^ ; tinguium externorum ^.

Habitat in Insulis Nova Zealandia, Macquarriana, Otaheite.

In Mus. Brit., nost.

This species, figured apparently for the first time in Forster's

Drawings, [Icones 46 & 47, in Bibliotheca Banksiana,] was for

the first time also named as above in Dr. Latham's " General

Synopsis of Birds." It was afterwards* figured by M. Sparmann

* Tlie first volume of Dr. Latham's " Synopsis," in which this Parrot was

named and described, [p. 232] was piiblislicd in 17H1. Tiie " Museum Cnrl-

Honianum" appeared five years afterwards, in 1786. In the " Index Ornitliolo-

picus," which was published in 1790, subsequently to the appearance of M.
Sparmaim's Work, Dr. Latham, as soon as it was in his power, referred to his

name and his figure. [See Ind. Orn. p. lOi. No. 65. vars.] It is but justice

to the venerable British Ornilholojrist to xtate these facts, as well to evince the

priority of hiu name, as to clear him of the following imputation of inaccuracy.
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in liis " Museum Carlsor.ianum," [t. 28.] and distinguished by the

denomination of Novce Zealandice. Dr. Latham's name has un-

doubtedly the right of priority : and it has also the merit of being

more appropriate. In general, names derived from the habitat of

subjects of Zoology should be sparingly, if at all, made use of:

and in future the institution of such names, which may lead io

confusion in being found inapplicable to all the individuals of a

species, ought as much as possible to be avoided. But when once

they have been established, as in the case before us, it would be

unwise to make any alteration, where they are not altogether

erroneous. Dr. Latham's name will as yet apply to^he whole of

the present species, although it appears to be spread over a great

extent of the southern Pacifick ocean : whereas that of Nova' Zea-

landicc is too confined in its application. I know not therefore

why M. Kuhl in his Monograph on this family should have re-

jected the prior and more appropriate term of Pacijicus in favour

of the later, and altogether inapplicable name conferred by M<

Sparmann.

The species varies considerably in the greater or less prevalence

of the scarlet colour on the head, the uropyghim and the sides of

the lower abdomen : the extent of the silvery colour on the bill

also varies. This variation does not appear to depend upon the

locality of the individuals ; as several specimens which I have

examined that came from the same quarter, ]Macquarrie Island,

exhibited the greater part of the different varieties that have been

noticed in this bird. The difference seems to depend more upon

age than situation ; the specimens to which I allude as having

come under my notice, and shewing these differences, having died

at different periods since their arrival in this country. There

is a considerable difference also in their size, their length varying

in general from eleven to thirteen inches. A specimen in the

British Museum which has every indication of belonging to thi^

species, is only nine inches and a half in length. They appear

an active and restless species ; and, generally speaking, very in-

whicli has been incautiously brought against him by tlio late M. Kulil, in his

desciiption of this "bird. " Mus. Carlson. 28. fig.oplima, quain Latliamius

non ciliwil." Nova .\a. Acad. Caesar. Nut. Curios, toiii. X. p. 4J.
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docile. The most remarkable peculiarity that struck me in

their habits was the custom of continually jumping upwards, and

always from the ground. They seemed indeed generally to pre-

fer the bottom of their cage to the perch. Were I to allow myself

to draw an inference respecting the habits of the group, from my
observations on a few individuals belonging to it, aided however

by the consideration of the before mentioned prominent character

of the elevated iarsi, I should say that the habits of this genus

closely approach those of Pezoporus, which has always been
described as living on the ground.

Although the species has been well figured by M. Sparmann,
yet as his work is not one of common occurrence, and his figure

besides is that of a variety, not furnished with the full markings

I am induced to have it again represented, and in what appears

to be its perfect plumage. As the Conductors of this Journal

have determined on publishing Supplementary Plates, in addition

to those included in the work itself, in order to meet the encreas-

ing number of new forms and species with which every day
enriches our collections in Zoology, the P. Faci/lcus will be

figured in the first of these plates.

Auriceps. Kuhl. P. viridis, subtus pallidior, fascia frontali cris-

soque coccineis, veiticejlavo.

Tab. Sup. 2.

Rostrum argenteura apice nigro : pteromuta remigesque ad

basin caeruleas. Rectrices virides, llavo-marginata;, subius flaves-

centos. Longitudo corporis 6^; mandiOulw supeiioris a.d frontcm

et ad riclum | ; tarsi |.

Habitat

In Mus. Brit.

P. Pacificus, var. c. Lath. Syn. I. p. 253.

P. auriceps. Kuhl. Nov. Act. Acad. Cais. Nat. Cur. p. 46.

This is one of tiie many instances in which the contents of our

Britisii Collections, pubiick and private, have been assigned to

foreign Zooiogistb to be nunied and described. It is of Utile con-
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sequence, it is true, to science in general, by whom the produc-

tions of Nature may be characterized, provided the task is accom-

plished with ability. But every country ought at least to take its

share in the general labours of the science, and more particularly

in those departments of it, which its peculiar resources and

opportunities afford it the means of studying and illustrating

to advantage. We certainly give a tacit assent to the imputation

which is yo generally cast upon this country by continental writers,

that we possess no school of Zoology, when we actually apply to

foreign naturalists to come into the recesses of our collections,

and appropriate to themselves the descriptions of our choicest

treasures. This inactivity on our part, or carelessness, or what-

ever else it may be considered, that has hitherto prevailed, is

deeply to be lamented ; but it is not too late to retrieve it. We
have still subjects remaining in our collections, by hundreds or

rather by thousands, unfigured and uncharacterized ; and our

extensive connections abroad constantly supply us with a

succession of new and interesting forms and species. May we
not hope that the possessors of these treasures may be induced to

bring them into light: and thus contribute to those higher and

more generalizing views, with which the science is now usually

cultivated, and which are advanced in proportion to the extent to

which the works of Nature are made known ?

The Platycercus auriceps was originally described as a variety

of P. Pacificus in the " General Synopsis of Birds," and was

first named and characterized as a distinct species by the late

M. Kuhl, in his recent visit to this country. It differs from

p. Pacificus by its iuferiour size ; by the red markings of the head

being restricted to a narrow band on the front ; and by the yellow

colour of the vertex of the head, and the scarlet of (he crissum.

M. Kuhl, in his Monograph on the family [p. 46.], asserts,

that it is a New Holland species: and the specimen in the British

Museum is marked as coming from that country : most probably,

after M. Kuhl. Dr. Latham, on the contrary, states that the spe-

cimen he described, which was in the collection of the late Sir

Joseph Banks, came from New Caledonia. 1 have reason to suppose

that the bird now in the British Museum is the aame specimen that
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was described by Dr. Latham ; and also that the locality he has

assigned the species is most probably correct. That portion of the

group of Platycercus to which it seems most closely allied, the

P. PactficuSj Ulietanus, and cormitus, are inhabitants of the South

Sea Islands. These exhibit a general similarity in their markings:

their bills are of a silvery colour at the base, with a black apexy

and the plumage is more plain in general than that of their con-

geners of the Australasian continent. These latter indeed are

particularly distinguished by the variety and beauty of their plu-

mage, in which there is also a general uniformity in the disposition

of the colours ; and some species of them which may decidedly be

considered the most beautiful of the family, such as the P. Brownii

and Baueri, seem to retrieve the whole group from the charge of

being too gaudy and imposing in their plumage, by the extreme

delicacy of the azure, white, and lemon colours that predominate

in theirs. This similarity of colouring is often an important guide

to the knowledge of the geographical distribution of groups : and

in the present instance may be cited in corroboration of the cor-

rectness of the locality which Dr. Latham has subjoined to

tliis species. But such a mode of reasoning must be adverted to

with caution. Our science is founded on facts, and not on theory

:

and where there is a dilference in the statemenis of authours

respecting a matter of fact, we must wait for a further knowledge

of that fact alone, and not have recourse to conjecture, to decide

between them.

Ulietanus. Lath. P. olivaceus, sublus Jlavus, capKe, cauduy

remigibiiscjue brmmeo-fuscis, ufop^/gio obscure cocdneo.

Tab. Sup. 3.

Mundibula superior argentca, apice nigro; inferior nigra.

Rectriccs fusca;, subtus pallidiores. Pectus a/^ domen (pie flava.

Longitudo corporis 10^; mandibulce supcrioris ad frontem
-J-*,

ad rictum { ; tarsi ^.

IIji)itat in Insula Ulielea Maris Pacific!.

In Mus. lirit.
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Ps. Ulietanus. Gmel. Syst. 1. p. 328.

Lath. Ind. Orn. p. 103.

Kuhl. Nov. Act. Acad. Caes. Nut.

Cur. T. X. p. 44.

Society Parrot. Lath. Syii. I. p. 250. No. 52.

This species is also to be added to that group of Platt/cercus

M'hich I have just particularized as apparently representing the

New Holland species of the same genus in the Pacifick Islands.

There are one or two other species of Psittacidce, from the same

quarter, described by authours, which, when better known, will

probably be referred to the same group ; if I may judge at least

from some of the specifick characters assigned them. But the

specimens themselves are beyond my reach. And when the

describers of birds pass over the really important characters of

their structure, and dwell alone upon the colours of their plumage,

it is impossible to speak with any certainty as to their affinities,

or station in nature.

Genus. Psittacus. Linn.

A recent acquisition to my collection of two small South Sea

Parroquets, which arrived in the vessel that conveyed the late

unfortunate King and Queen of the Sandwich Islands to this

country, enables me to give a detailed and corrected account, and

a figure also for the first time, of a species of this family, which

was originally named by Dr. Latham, from a specimen in General

Davies' collection ; but which does not appear* to have been cha-

racterized with the former gentleman's usual accuracy. His de-

scription was most probably taken from an immature or imperfect

* In the second Supplement to his " Synopsis," Dr. Latham describes the

bill of this bird as " pale," and the " legs red." [page 90, No. 16.] In the

" Index. Oruithologicus," he states the bill to be black and the legs pale.

—

["rostrum nigrum; pedes pallidi." Sup. p. xxii. No. 7.]—In the last

edition of the " Synopsis," he merely repeats his former statement respecting

the bird, but describes the legs as red. [Vol.. ii. p. 193.] M. Kuhl copies the

errour respecting the bill from the " Index Ornithologicus," but makes no

reference to the legs. [Nov. Act. &c. p. 94.]
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specimen. The species does not seem to have been noticed since

his first description of it: M. Kuhl having referred it, in his Mo-
nograph, to those species which he pronounced dubious, or en-

tirely unknown to him. It belongs to a group very distinct in

itself, but of which, although I can discern the leading characters,

I do not feel satisfied respecting the limits. I shall therefore refer

it for the present to the comprehensive genus of Psittacus.

Pykuiiopterus. Lath. Ps. submacrourus viridh, vcrtiee rcgio-

neque parotica caruleiSj fronie gutture torqucqae ohscuro

nuchali pallide cineraceo, tectricibus injerioribus aurantiis.

Tab. Sup. 4.

Rostrum pedesque pallidi ; remiges interne fusca?, cxterne

cairulescentes : abdoiinnis latera sub alis aurautia. Irides uigrae.

Longitude corporis 7\ ; rostri *^ ; tarsi ~^.

Habitat in Lisulis Sandvicensibus. ^

Ps. pyrrhopterus. Lath. Ind. Orn. Sup. p. xxli. No. 7.

Orange-winged Parrakeet. Id. Syn. Sup, ii. p. 90. No. 16.

From the distinguishing specifick character of the bright orange

colour of the inferiour wing coverts, I make no doubt that my

bird is the same as that described by Dr. Latham, although from

the didurence in some minute particulars I might perhaps con-

sider myself authorized to keep it distinct. He describes his

species as Braiiliaii in the " Index Ornithologicus :" but as he

originally stated his doubts on this point in the Supplement to his

" Synopsis," where he first named the species, saying that it

" inhabits the Brazils, or is at least supposed to do so, being

brought into England by one of the ships trading to the South Sea

whale fishery,"—we may venture, I presume, to take it for

granted that the locality of both our birds may be the same. In

Shaw's " Zoology," tlie description of the species is merely a

repetition of that of Dr. Latham.

These little birds exhibit none of the bright colours that gene-

rally distinguish the Parrots ; but they possess a delicacy both in

form and plumage, that amply compensates for the want of the

more brilliant appendages of their congeners. In their manners
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they are peculiarly interesting. Strongly attached to each other,

like the individuals of the small species, so well known in our

collections, and which we familiarly stile Love-Birds, they assert

an equal claim to that title, if it is to be considered the reward,

or the distinctive sign, of affection. They will not admit of being

separated even for a moment ; and whether in their cage or at

liberty, every act and every movement of one has a reference to

the acts and movements of the other. They are lively, active, and

familiar ; distinguishing and following those who attend to them

with perfect c nfidence; but alzcai/s in concert. Their move-

ments are less constrained than those of Parrots in general,

approaching, both on the ground and the wing, to the quick pace,

and short and rapid flight of the more typical Perchers. They

have apparently less powers of voice than the greater part of the

family ; uttering only a sort of chirrup like that of the Sparrow,

This is shrill, it must be confessed, at times when rivalship, or

any particular incitement, induces them to exert their voice to

the utmost : but at other times it is far from unpleasing, more

especially when they employ it, as is their custom, either in

welcoming the approach of the morning, or acknowledging the

attentions of a favourite. They appear extremely delicate in

their constitution, and susceptible of cold : but it is to be hoped

that a close attention to their comforts will enable the little

strangers to brave the inhospitality of our climate.

I take this opportunity of stating that I have lately paid some

attention to the groups of the Psittacidce, and hope shortly to

be able to give a sketch of them according to their natural affi-

nities. I have therefore to request the assistance of my friends,

whose kindness and whose resources will enable them to supply

me with any information respecting this interesting family.

Subregnum. Annulosa.

Classis. MANniBULATA. MacL.

Ordo. CoLEOPTERA. Linn.

Tribus. CiiiLOPODOMOKriiA. MacL.

Stirps. G iiojDtFUAGA. MacL.

~\
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Fam. Cahabid^. MacL,

Genus. PanagjEUS. Lat.

ToMENTOsus. p. aterf iomentosus, elytris profimde sulcatis^

fastiis duabus transversis dentatis aureo-Jluvis.

Tab. 20. f. 1.

Corpus, pedes, antennwque valde tomentosi, intense atri.

Thorax punctis impressus, lateribus margine reflexo. Eli/Ira pro-

fuude sulcata, sulcis punctis impressis : fascia humerali subrecta,

aurei, super sulcos septem extendente, apicali subsemicirculari,

super sulcos sex extendente.

Long. Corp. 44 ; latit. ^^.

Habitat in India Orientali.

In Mus. Dom. MacLeay, nost.

This insect was one of the novelties brought to this country by

Major Sale, in the valuable collection to which F have alluded in

a former number of this Journal, as having been formed by that

gentleman in the immediate vicinity of Madras. It is nearly

allied to P. angulatus of Olivier; but may be at once distin-

guished from that insect, by being considerably tomentose, and

also somewhat larger.

Stirps. Necuophaga. Lat.

Fam. SiLPUin^. MacL.

Genus. Nechodes. Leach.

OscuLANs. N. niger, elytris ubbrev/'alis, fasc/'a hii/iiercdi ob-

liqud, apicalique transversa irregularis ferriigineis.

Tab. 10. f. 2.

Antennce nigrae, apice ferruginoo. Caput, thoraxque nigri,

glabri, punctis minimis aspersi, hoc subconvexo, postice utrinque

inciso. Scutellum ferrugineo-nigrum, subrugosutn, medio longi-

tudinaliter sulcatum. Elytra inter fasciassubferrugiiiea, subrugosa,

lineis elevatis tribus longifudinalibus instructa ; fasciis ferrugineis

crucem simui fere formantibus. Pedes nigri, punctis minimis

aspersi ; tarsis pills ferruglneis instructis ; femoribus subtuniiilis,

baud dentatis ; tibils rectis.

Long. Corp. 1 ^^.
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Habitat in India Orientali.

In Mus. nost.

This also is one of the uncharactcrizcd insects which came over

to this country in Major Sale's cabinet. It was unique in the col-

lection. Those observers of Nature, who take a pleasure in tracing

the gradation of the affinities which connect her conterminous

groups, will meet an interesting subject of contemplation in the

insect before us. It immediately connects the two adjoining

genera of Necrophorus, Fab. and Netrodes ; having the general

form, and the antennce of the latter group, with the elytra of the

former. The most important of its generick characters bring it

within the circle of Necrodes, while in the distribution of its

colours, as well as in the brevity of the elijtra and the mode in

which they are truncated, it assumes the appearance of Necro-

phorus, I have named it inconformity with its osculant situation

between the two genera.

Tribus. Lamellicounes. Lat.

^ ^tirpsv PiiiALOcia**. SAPitorHAGA. MacL.
V Fam. Scarab.eid.^^. MacL.

Genus. Onthopiiagus. Lat.

Igneus. O. nigro-cyaneus, capite tharacerj[ue ignco-ruhris^ clytris

atris^ antennis ferrugineis.

Tab. 20. f. 3.

Caput tJioraxque subrugosi, rubro-jenei. Elytra glabra, iiueis

septem punctatis instructa.

Long. Corp. |-, lat. ^.
Habitat in India Orientali.

In Mus, nost.

A single specimen of this insect was found in the same collec-

tion as the two preceding species. It is particularly remarkable

for the brilliancy of the head and thorax, which assume a fiery

appearance, contrasted with the dull black of the elytra.
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Genus. Mnematium. MacL.

RiTciiii. M. nigronitidum capite punctato verfice depresso, fho-

race latissimo punctata^ elijtris atris suhsulcatis. MacL.

Mnematium Ritchii. MacL. in Ilor. Entom. V. 1.

pt. 2, p. 506.

Tab. 20. f. 4.

Long. Corp. | ; lat. \.

Habitat in Africa Boreali, Mourzouk.

lo Mus. Brit., Dom. MacLeay, nost.

The more profound votaries of Entomology need not be informed

that the above insect, now figured for the first time, is one of the

rarest and most interesting of the Class. It is the species of

which the discovery afforded so much satisfaction to the distin-

guished authour of " Ilorae Entomologicae," as supplying the chasm

that previously intervened between his groups of Heliocantharus

and Paclii/soma', and which thus confirmed the justness of his

views, and the correctness of his conjectures, as to the natural affi-

nities of-the family of Scarabceidce. The three specimens enume-

rated in the above collections are all that are at present known;

that in the British Museum having been sent home by the late

lamented Mr. Ritchie ; and the other two having constituted

part of the collection formed by Capt. Lyon, R. N., who ac-

companied the former traveller in his unfortunate expedition into

Africa.

Genus. PiiANiEus. Mac L. i

KiRBii. P. splcndide viridis, capite apice utro^ suhhidentato,

thorace glaberrimo, elijtris longltudinaliter sukatis, antcmiis

Jerrugineis.

Tab, 20. f. 5. mas. f. G./wm.

Mas. Capitis cornu atrum, curvatum, thoracis vix longituditie.

Thorax nitidus depressus inermis, anguiis posticis subohrusis,

margine reflexo
; punctis posticis nullis. E/y/rrt glabra, sulcata,
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subnitida . Tibice anticae quatuor dentibus instructae, tribus anticis

acutis, quarts fere obsoleta.

Long. Corp. -^ ; lat. \.

Faem. Capitis cornu fere obsoletum. Thorax glaber, convexus,

linea elevata brevi transversa, duobusque tuberculis mediis parum

elevatis nigris instructus ; angulis punctisTe uullis. Elytra^

iibiwque anticae ut in mari.

Long. Corp. -^^ ; lat. j.

Habitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. nost.

This insect belongs to Mr. Mac Leay's fifth form of the genus

PhancEiis, of which the well known North American species P.

carnifex is the type. But though it agrees with that division in the

essential points of the form of the thorax and the pectus, it evi-

dently deserts the typical character, and evinces an approximation

to the first form of the same genus, represented by P. bellicosus

and lancifer, in the emargination of the cli/peus, and the appear-

ance, although nearly obsolete, of the fourth tooth on the ante-

riour tibice. Other species in Mr. MacLeay's cabinet complete

this circle of affinities. This species, therefore, affords much in-

terest to the inquirer into affinities, by thus adding a further

illustration of the gradual process by which nature passes from

one form into another.

I have named this insect in honour of the distinguished authour

of the " Monographia Apum Angliae," whose experience and

valuable instructions have been among my best guides in Entomo-

logy, and whose friendship and kind encouragement among my

chief supports in my advances through the science.

Stirps. Pktalocera Thalerophaga. Mac L.

Fam. Melolonthid.?3. Mac L.

Genus. Euchloka. Mac L.

Mac Leayana. Eu. pallide virescens, capite thoraceque punctis

aureis confertis splendentibus ; eljjtris punctatis Jlavo-margi-

nulis ; corpore subtus pedibtisqite aureo-cupreis.

Tab. 20. f, 7.
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^«/eMrtffi aureo-cupreae. Corpus s\xht\is pedesque nitide aureo-

cuprei,albide pilosi. 67j//)ewj aureus. Scutellum nitidum, parce

puactatum.

Long. Corp. IJ^; lat. ^V
Habitat in India Oriental!.

In Mus. Dom. Mac Leay, nost.

It is difficult to convey either by description or representation a

just idea of the beauty of this superb insect, which formed one of

the choicest ornaments of the Madras collection, to which I have
so often alluded. It bears the name of a gentleman, the value

and advantages of whose friendship will be better understood by
an expressive silence, than by any vain attempt at acknowledge-

ment.

Fam. RuTELiD^. Mac L.

Genus. Pelidnota. Mac L.

Cyanipes. p. intense viridis, glaberrimus^ pedibus purpureo'

ci/aneisj antennis nigris.

Tab. 20. f. 8.

Caput scutellumque punctis minimis conspersa. Elytra punctis

longitudinaliter dispositis, ad humeros lateraque profunde irapres-

sis, in medio fere obsoletis, instructa. Pedes punctis impress!,

parce pilosi. Abdomen superne rugosum, subtus punctis impres-

sum, pilosum : segment© ultimo purpureo-cyaneo.

Long. Corp. li; lat.-|..

Habitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. nost.

The insect in my cabinet is the only specimen of this species

that I could discover in a very extensive collection received some

short time ago from the Brazils. It approaches very nearly to P.

glauca ; but is easily distinguished, not only by its deep green

colour, but by the sculpture of its elytra^ which are longitudiuitily

punctured, while those of P. glauca &re smooth.

Vol. I. 2 o
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Genus. Rutela. Lat.

SuMPTUosA. R. viridis, thorace glaberrimo sulco ulnnqud im^
presso, elijtris subsulcatis, nitidS cupreo-viridibus.

Tab. 20. f. 9.

Antennce nigra.. Thoracis sulci pnnctis impress!. Scutellum
glabernmum. Eli,tra striis punctatis longitudinalibus instructa,
inter strias subrugosa.

Long. Corp. i^
; lat. _^.

Habitat in Brazilia.

In Mus. uost.

My specimen of this insect also was unique in the same collection
as the last. It forms a splendid addition to the genus Rutda, in
which the colours are in general sombre.

{To be continued.']

Art. LXVI. Description of the RIMAU-DAHAN ofthe
inhabitants of Sumatra, a new species of Felis, discovered
tn the Forests of Bencoolen, hy Sir T. Stamfokd
Kaffles, late Lieutenant Governor ofFort Marlborough,
AcSrcSfc—By Thomas Horsfield, M.D. F.l! 8f
G. Soc. Sfc,

The illustration of an animal, of which the notices have pre-
viously been imperfect and unsatisfactory, is in many cases equally
important with the description of an entirely new subject. With
this impression I gladly avail myself of a favourable opportunity
which is afforded, of detailing, through the pages of the Zoolo-
gical Journal, the result of my researches relating to a quadruped,
which has hitherto very partially been made known to European
Naturalists. This animal, the Rimau-Dahan of the inhabitants
of Sumatra, was brought alive to England, in August last, by
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Sir Stamford Raffles. Having been obtained while very young, in

the forests of Beucoolen, it readily submitted to confinement. It

likewise supported, without inconvenience, a protracted and

tempestuous voyage, and was landed in excellent health ; it is

however a subject of regret, that its death was occasioned, appa-

rently, by the combined causes of change of climate and of dis-

ease, connected with the process of dentition, to which it was

subject about six weeks after arriving. But a sufficient oppor-

tunity was afforded, both during the voyage and its continuance

in England, of noticing its manners and peculiarities.

There is however a peculiar interest connected with the history

of the Rimau-Dahan, far exceeding that which arises from its

importance in a scientific point of view. The destruction of

the ship Fame, on the coast of Sumatra, has been a subject of

universal regret, as well as of universal notoriety : but it is less

generally known, that after returning to Bencoolen, stripped of

the result of the labours of seven years, by an instantaneous and

appalling calamity. Sir Stamford Raffles resumed his labours with

unabated energy and ardour. During the short period of a few

weeks, he succeeded in accumulating such a number of materials,

of an interesting nature, as alone to entitle him to the rank of an

eminent benefactor of science.

Among the subjects thus meritoriously brought together, I have

the pleasure of enumerating the following:

—

First. The fcetus

in utero of the Tapirus Malayanus, and many other parts of this

interesting animal, preserved in spirits.

—

Secondly. The subject of

the present memoir, the Rimau-Dahan, or Felis Macrocelis^*

a new species of the Genus Felis, equal in size to the Leopard,

the first distinct notice of which was given by Sir Stamford Raffles

in the Transactions of the Linneau Society. (See vol. xiii. p. 250).

Thirdly. The Felis Sumatrana, also brought in a living state to

this country.

—

Fourthly. Various specimens and skeletons of

Quadrumunn, among which is an interesting species of Semno-

pithecus.

—

Fifthly. A collection of prepared skins of Birds, con-

taining several of the rarest Sumatran species.

—

Sixthly. Various

• The specific name was applied to it by M. Teniminck, as will be shewn
in the sequel.

2o2
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specimens of the Corals from the coast of Sumatra, in very perfect

state of preservation.

—

Seventhly. A Herbarium of Sumatran

plants, of considerable extent.

—

Eighthly. Materials for further

illustration of the genus Rafflesia, in every state of fructification,

consisting of numerous specimens carefully preserved in spirits and

in salt-water.

—

Ninthly. A very extensive collection of living

plants ; among which may be enumerated a new species of Ne-

penthes, and the Rafflesia Arnoldi. These were brought in a

thriving state to St. Helena, where they were deposited, pro-

visionally, in the Hon. East India Company's Botanic Garden.

—

Tenthly. A collection of drawings of a considerable number of

the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Plants, of Sumatra. On the first-

mentioned of these subjects, I am happy to have an opportunity of

adding the following statement, from high authority. *' It was

from the Foetus in utero of the Malayan Tapir, brought to Eng-

land in spirits by Sir Stamford Raffles to Sir Everard Home (who

had made a particular request to that purpose) the account was taken

which that comparative Anatomist laid before the Royal Society

in the Croonian Lecture, promulgating the existence of nerves in

the navel-string and membranes, and those in the Tapir larger than

in many other animals, so much so indeed, as to be readily distin-

guished by the naked eye."*

I proceed to a general description of the Rimau-Dahax, to

which I shall add some remarks on its manners and history. The

specific name of macrocelis has very appropriately been given to it

byM. Temminck, who has just recently prepared an account of this

animal for publication. On occasion of his visit to England, last

April, M. Temminck communicated to me his description, in

which the nature of his materials is candidly stated : he was at

that time only acquainted with several prepared specimens, all

more or less injured or defective, contained in the collections of

Paris and Leyden.

The head of the Felis Macrocelis is proportionally small, some-

what attenuated, obtuse, and rather high in its vertical dimensions.

The upper lip is full and distended, the lower lip is less swelled

and projecting, than in several other species of this genus. The

• See p. 582 of the present number. Ed.
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termination of the muzzle is abrupt. The forehead is rather de-

pressed and plane, and the pose but slightly elevated. The

general aspect, even in a state of nature, indicates less ferocity

than that of the Tiger or Leopard ; the character of the eyes and

the physiognomy have considerable resemblance to those of the

Domestic Cat. On the upper lip and cheeks short whiskers, alter-

nately of a white and black colour, are scattered ; small fascicles

of stiff hairs are also situated above the eyes. The ears are small

and rounded. The teeth, as far as regards the generic character,

present nothing peculiar : in the specimen before me, the second

set of canine teeth is protruding, while the first still occupies its

original situation. The neck is rather slender and of moderate

length. In its general habit, our animal has much of the elegance

and gracefulness of the Leopard : the form of the body is on the

whole cylindrical ; the breast and flanks have a moderate ro-

tundity, and not the flatness which is frequently observed in the

Tiger, but in the character of the extremities, our animal resembles

the latter species. The strength and robustness of the thighs, legs,

and feet, aff'ord a peculiarity to it, which has very properly been

taken by M. Temminck, as the character of the species. The

tail is of greater length and fulness than in any other species of

Felis hitherto discovered : it is equal in length, to the body and

neck together. The hairy covering of the tail, is longer and more

delicate than that of the body ; it increases in thickness towards

the extremity of that organ, where it has a lanuginous texture. In

general the animal is thickly cloathed with fur, which is of mode-

rate length, soft to the touch, and provided at the base with a soft

down.

The ground colour of our animal is a whitish gray, inclining to ci-

nereous or to brownish gray, and one of the peculiarities mentioned

by Sir Stamford Rafllcs, is the almost entire absence of yellow or

red in the external tint. On the upper portions of the neck and

bacli, the tint is more purely cinereous; on the abdomen, the

interior of the thighs, and the tail underneath, a slight admixture

of tawny is observed in the fur, which appears to increase with

the age of the animal. This ground is more closely covered, in

the Felis Mucrocclis, with spots and bands, defined posteriorly by
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a deep black margin, than in any other of the large species of this

genus with which I am acquainted. The black has, on the larger

discolourations, most strikingly the appearance of velvet. The

form of the marks is in the highest degree irregular, and even a

detailed description can scarcely convey an accurate idea of them :

I must therefore rely, in great measure, for their illustration, on the

figure which accompanies this description, (tab. xxi.) The highest

parts of the neck and back are marked throughout with two longi'

tudinal bands, which, arising on the occiput between the ears, pass

along the spine to the rump, and finally disappear near the middle

of the tail. On the neck these longitudinal bands separate, and

form a curve outward, their course is then nearly parallel, but in

some individuals they meet in a single line on the back, and

diverge again in a small degree on the rump. Two smaller bands,

disposed within the principal pair, have nearly the same origin ;

they extend along the highest portion of the neck, and are lost on

the region of the shoulders. Here the large bands are interrupted

by transverse spots of the ground colour. The breadth of the

bands is not regular throughout ; they gradually increase in

breadth towards the posterior portion of the neck, and, in their

course along the spine, are occasionally interrupted by gray spots.

Exterior of these two principal bands, a smaller band arises on

each side, at the base of the ear, and passing along the neck,

terminates in a curve on the shoulder. The cheeks and sides of

the head are marked with two parallel bands, arising from the

angle of the eye and from the mouth, and terminating under the

car. At this point a broad band has its origin, which passes

transversely across the throat. Several oblong marks extend

longitudinally along the neck, and unite near the breast with

other marks, which have a transverse disposition. The upper lip

is very elegantly marked with three or four dotted lines, and an

interrupted series of oblong spots passes under the eyes towards

the cheeks, The border of the mouth is black. The forehead

at the sides is dotted, in the middle it is transversely marked with

several partially interrupted curves, adjoining to which a large

discolouration is disposed immediately behind the eyes, consisting

of numerous semiconfluent spots, arranged in a circular manner.
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The nose is delicately variegated with gray and black. The ears

exteriorly are black, with an irregular gray spot in the middle of the

lobe ; interiorly these organs are gray, and covered with short

hairs, disposed near the anterior margin in a small tuft.

The most distinguishing character is however aflTorded to our

animal, by the marks on the shoulders, and on the sides of the

body. These are oblong, irregular, of great breadth, transversely

disposed and connected on the shoulders j interrupted and angular,

on the sides and flanks. In all, the posterior margin has uni-

formly a deep velvet-black tint, and consists of a curved or irre-

gularly waving line. The marks, on the shoulders and on the

sides, are separated by narrow gray interstices, affording a tessel-

lated appearance to the covering. But no uniform or determinate

character prevails on the surface, and in different individuals a

slight diversity appears to exist : 1 shall however describe them,

from the specimen before me. Here the most conspicuous mark

is placed on the shoulders, and extends from the longitudinal

lines which pass along the spine, to the anterior extremities;

it is oblong and broad above; about the middle, the posterior

margin is contracted by a curve, and it is regularly rounded at

its lower extremity ; the anterior border is perfectly regular and

transverse, but without any defined margin. Before this prin-

cipal mark, another discolouration extends from the neck to the

anterior portion of the fore-thighs : this is interrupted, in the

middle, by several dots, from which the borders proceed in a

waving direction; a third mark, less distinctly defined, is placed

below the principal mark on the shoulders. On the sides of the

body, from the shoulders to the rump, the marks are interrupted

and have a partially oblique disposition, but a distribution into

three principal compartments can generally be traced ; these

however vary in different individuals. They are in all cases sepa-

parated by transverse streaks, into smaller angular or rounded

spots, by which the tessellated character above mentioned is pro-

duced. In the specimen now before me these lateral marks are

subdivided and irregular : they were more connected in another

specimen which will be mentioned in the sequel. In a skin con-

tained in the Honourable East India Company's Museum, ob-
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tained by Dr. Finlayson, they have considerable uniformity and a

more oblique disposition. In this individual they distantly re-

semble the marks of the Bengal Tiger. On the rump and on the

npper parts of the thighs, several series of marks are disposed in

succession ; the highest of these is nearly regular, and runs paral-

lel to the spine, consisting of four or five spots ; the second has a

curved direction, and below this several irregular marks are

scattered on the rump and thighs. In all these the character of

a dark posterior border is preserved, but their contour is annular

or elliptical, exhibiting a slight resemblance to the spots of the

Leopard, and several marks of a similar character, are also ob-

served on the flanks near the abdomen, below the principal trans-

verse compartments. The lowest portion of the abdomen is

marked vrith short, broad, transverse bands, disposed apparently

without regularity. On the thighs the marks differ greatly in

size and form ; they consist chiefly of simple spots with an irre-

gular margin, but in some cases several of these marks have an

annular disposition, and a slight resemblance to the marks of a

Leopard ; their number gradually decreases towarus the feet.

The interior of the thighs, near the abdomen, is marked with

broad spots, forming on each thigh, several interrupted lines;

below these small dots are irregularly scattered. The feet are

uniformly gray. The tail is marked with less regularity in the

Felis Macrocelis, than in most other species of this genus : on the

base and beyond one third of its length, the parallel longitudinal

bands are continued ; the upper portion of this organ is covered

with broad black bands, not regularly disposed ; the under part,

near the base, has several broad black spots, which meet the

superior bands, but without regularity ; beyond the middle of the

tail, the bands have an oblique disposition, and they are gradually

obscured and lost towards the extremity, where this organ has a

grayish tint, with a slight admixture of tawny. The claws are

robust, they are completely retractile, as in other species of this

genus, and of a pale horny colour. The irides are yellowish.

The surface of the large marks of the Felis Macrocelis is

covered with a mixture of gray and black hairs, among which

small black dots are distributed ; the anterior margin is in
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most cases without auy defined boundary, while a distinguishing

character of our animal is afforded by a deep velvet-black margin

which confines the spots posteriorly.

The following are the dimensions of the subject now described,

which was a female :

Ft. In.

Length of the body and head, from the extremity

of the nose to the root of the tail 3

Length of the tail 2 8

Height at the shoulders 1 4-

Height at the rump 1 3

Circumference of the abdomen 2

Circumference of the neck 1 2

To this detail of the dimensions of the Felis Macrocelis, I am

enabled to add various interesting remarks, kindly communicated

to me by Sir Stamford Raffles, which will shew the size our ani-

mal acquires in a state of nature, and illustrate several points in

its external appearance. " A small Rimau-Dahan lost in the

Faroe, which had been living in my possession about ten months,

and might have been four months old, when he first came into my
possession, attained a size of about one-third larger than the speci-

men which was brought to England last August, (the subject de-

scribed in the present Essay.) The colours and marks were

nearly the same, but more defined, and nothing yellow or red

about it, the black having a striking velvety appearance. The tail

was longer and more bushy than in the latter specimen. This was

obtained a few days before I last left Bencoolen in April. It was

then smaller than the common Tiger Cat, and only distinguishable

from that animal, by th^ length of the tail, breadth of the paw,

and colours. The natives assert that they do not attain a much

larger size than the first specimen, and perhaps the full size of the

wild and full-grown animal may be fairly taken as half as large

again as the present specimen." These remarks are confirmed by

Mr. Cross of Exeter-Change, who has had much experience in

bringing up Leopards and other large species of this genus. Judg-

ing from the age at which the animil died, which was before the

process of dentition was comploled, Mr. C. thinks it had acquired

about two-thirds of i»s size and !)ulk.
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To the preceding remarks on the dimensions of the Rimau-

Dahan, Sir T. S. Raffles has added the following particulars re-

garding its manners: " Both specimens, above mentioned,

while in a state of confinement, were remarkable for good temper

and playfulness ; no domestic kitten could be more so ; they

were always courting intercourse with persons passing by, and

in the expression of their countenance, which was always open

and smiling, shewed the greatest delight when noticed, throwing

themselves on their backs and delighting in being tickled and

rubbed. On board the ship there was a small Musi Dog, who used

to play round the cage and with the animal, and it was amusing to

observe the playfulness and tenderness with which the latter came

in contact with his inferior sized companion. When fed with a

fowl that had died, he seized the prey, and after sucking the

blood and tearing it a little, he amused himself for hours in throw-

ing it about and jumping after it in the manner that a cat plays

with a mouse before it is quite dead."

" He never seemed to look on man or children as prey but as

companions, and the natives assert, that when wild they live prin-

cipally on poultry, birds, and the smaller kinds of deer. They

are not found in numbers, and may be considered rather a rare

animal, even in the southern part of Sumatra. Both specimens

were procured from the interior of Beucoolen, on the banks of the

Bencoolen River. They are generally found in the vicinity of

villages, and are not dreaded by the natives, except as far as they

may destroy their poultry. The natives assert that they sleep and

often lay wait for their prey on trees ; and from this circumstance

they derive the name of Dahan, which signifies the fork formed

by the branch of a tree, across which they are said to rest, and

occasionally stretch themselves."

" Both specimens constantly amused themselves in frequently

jumping and clinging to the top of their cage, and throwing a

somerset, or twisting themselves round in the manner of a Squirrel

when confined, the tail being extended and shewing to great ad-

vantage when so expanded."

The remarks which I made during the period of the confinement

of the Rimau-Dahan in Exeter-Change, agree strikingly with this
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communication. On its first arrival, and for about ten days, the

animal was shy, and shewed considerable symptoms of ferocity.

One of its attitudes is exhibited in the figure, which is taken from

a drawing made by William Daniell, Esq. R. A. a few days after

it had been placed there. This indicates more wildness of aspect

than it afterwards exhibited. The strangeness of its situation, the

noises which it heard in the menagerie, the novelty of the scenes

around it, as well as of the attendants, doubtless influenced its

manners, alarmed it, and in some degree caused it to resume its

natural fierceness, which had previously been subdued by kind

treatment. But after eight or ten days' confinement, the animal

became mild and tractable: it now allowed itself to be caressed,

and soon became perfectly familiar, and fond of the company of

the persons employed in the menagerie. It was very playful, and

rolled itself about when it was noticed and caressed. Our animal,

while it continued at Exeter-Change, appeared rather less vo-

racious than a Leopard ; it was fed with beef and the heads of

fowls.

In giving an account of the Rimau-Dahan, I have been led to

the examination of a species of Felis, recently made known by

E. Griffith, Esq. in his " Description of Vertebrated Animals."

It here has the name of Felis Nebulosa, the Chinese or Tortoise-

shell Tiger ; in the translation of the Regne Animal of Baron

Cuvier, in which Mr. G. is at present engaged, he has preferred

the English name of Clouded Tiger. The Felis Nebulosa, Gr,,

in the work first mentioned, is described as equal to the Bengal

Tiger in the bulk of his body and size of his head. Two separate

figures are given by the same author in the works above cited,

the first of which was drawn by Howitt. The Felis Nebulosa

was said to have been brought from Canton, but Mr. Griffith

regrets that the animal was not described during life. After a

careful consideration of both the figures, and of the description

given by Mr. Griffith of the J'elis Nebulosa, and after numerous

and repeated comparisons of these with the specimen, it has

appeared to me, that no small degree of doubt remains, whether

the animal figured by Mr. G. and the Rimau-Uahan, be the

same ; and it would tlicrcforc, in my opinion, uot be consistent
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with the precision required in determination on subjects of Na-

tural History, to apply to our animal the name of Felis Nebulosa.

For adopting the name given to our animal by M. Tetnminck,

I have stronger grounds. In this no doubt remains as to the

identity of the subjects from which the description was made.

On occasion of his visit to England, in April last, M. T. had an

opportunity of comparing his description, with a skin of the Felis

Macrocelis, preserved in the Museum of the Hon. East India Com-

pany. This was forwarded to England by Dr. J^inlayson, but

without any precise notice regarding its native country. This

skin agrees with the specimen from Bencoolen, in the marks on

the head, neck, back, and shoulders, and in the length, fulness,

and colouring of the tail. The marks on the body have generally

the same character, but they are more regular, connected, and

obliquely disposed. On the rump, thighs, abdomen, and extre-

mities, the colouring is very similar in both. In the account

which M. Temminck has prepared for the public, of the Felis

Macrocelis, he states that it is indicated succinctly by Sir Stam-

ford Raffles in his descriptive Catalogue of a Zoological Collection

made in Sumatra; and he adds the following information as to its

distribution through the Indian Archipelago. " On le trouve

aussi a Borneo, ou les Daiakkers, peuplade sauvage et sanguinaire

de cette isle, emploient la peau pour en faire des jacquettes, dont

ils garnissent les bords, des plusieurs rangs de coquillage blancs."

An individual of the Rimau-Dahan is said to have been brought

to England from Bencoolen, about ten years ago. It was distin-

guished on board of the vessel in which it arrived, by the name of

the Fox-tailed Tiger. This was subsequently exchanged for that

of Tortoise-shell Tiger. This individual was described to me as

nearly of the size of a Leopard, but it had the same proportions

in its body and extremities as our specimen, being rather of more

robust make than that animal, and less elevated. Its legs, feet,

and claws, were very stout, and it was provided with a long

and very full tail. This so called Fox-tailed Tiger was ex-

hibited for some time at Exeter-Change : it afterwards formed

part of a travelling menagerie, and died at Axminster. The skin

was prepared, by tanning, but not set up, and was sent to the
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Egyptian-hall, where it was exhibited for some time ; but I have

not been able to learn its final disposal, or to find any record of it

in the sale of Mr. Bullock's Museum. In its manners this indi-

vidual resembled the Rimau-Dahan ; it was comparatively mild

and fond of play and society. From the length of the period

during which it remained at the Menagerie, it may be supposed

to have been full grown. It had acquired the usual size of a

Leopard.

The following character will serve to distinguish the Felis

Macrocelis from the other species of this genus, which have hitherto

been described.

Felis griseuy maculis nigris: humeralibus maximis transversis;

lateralibus obliquis subcoadunatis vel intervallis angustio-

ribus divisis plagis angulatis rotundatlsve rarius ocellaiis

;

omnibus marginibusjwsterioribus saturatioribus, lineis cervice

dorsoque summo duabus jjarallelis : collo utrinque duabiis

superiore coiitinua inferiore interrupta^ pedibus validis, podiis

amplis robustiSy cauda longissima incrassata lanuginosa.

Tab. XXI.

The superior strength of the extremities of the Felis Macro-

celis, and the fulness and length of the tail, must be considered

more important and essential characters of distinction, than the

painting of the body. The divisions which have hitherto been

attempted in this extensive genus, are founded alone on size,

colour, and external marks ; they afford therefore little assistance

in determining the situation of our animal in a natural arrange-

ment, or in illustrating its affinity to the species that have hitherto

been described. In point of size our animal is superior to the

Panther, from wiiich the Leopard has not as yet been clearly dis-

criminated, but by the strength and size of its extremities it

appears more nearly allied to the Tiger than either the Panther of

the old world or the Jaguar of America : and agreeably to my
views, our animal is nearer in alTmity to the Tiger than the ani-

mals above mentioned. If colour alone might be considered in

determining afTinity in this genus, the analogy of the American

species, would indeed suggest a different disposition. The Felis
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Macrocelis would then be placed after the Panther, and lead the

way to the numerous series of small species or Wild-Cats. Se-

veral distinct kinds of painting or of external marks, in the genus

Felis, are exhibited on the ancient continent by the Lion, the

Tiger, the Panther, and the animal now described. To the

former or uniform coloured species the Puma or Couguar cor-

responds in America ; the Panther is strikingly represented

by the Jaguar. The Felis Macrocelis may be contrasted by

the Ocelot in various particulars. This animal is proportion-

ally less elevated on its legs than the large American species,

it has broad transverse marks on the shoulders, the lateral

discolourations are, in some degree, obliquely disposed, and a

striking resemblance is likewise afforded by the dark margin

which surrounds them. But this agreement of colour and marks

in the animals of the two continents, is too vague to afford any

illustration of the real affinity of our animal and of its place in the

genus. I must therefore conclude with the remark, that most

species of this genus, require a more careful examination, both of

form and habits, than they have hitherto received. The pecu-

liarities of the mode of life and manners of the Leopard, have by

no means been satisfactorily detailed hitherto. The Felis Par-

dalis, the Hunting-Leopard or Guepard, exhibits several striking

peculiarities of manners and of form, and among these the stiucture

of its claws requires particular notice. The peculiarities of the

Felis Macrocelis, which have been the subject of the preceding

details, are doubtless accommodated to its existence, in a wild

state, in the forests of Sumatra.

Art. LXVII. Descriptions ofsome new Brazilian species

of the Famili/ of Laniadce. By George Such, Esq.

of Magdalen Hall., Oxford.

Having, during the latter part of my residence in Brazil, di-

rected my attention to the subject of Ornithology, and having had

opportunities of collecting in different parts of the interior, parti-
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cularly in some thickly wooded districts, which are only now

becoming pervious, and into which no Naturalist has hitherto

penetrated, I have met with a variety of birds, which I ap-

prehend to be both new and interesting. Among others some

species o(Laniadce, which I shall here describe, come from a situa-

tion, the character of which is extremely conducive to the occa-

sional assemblage during part of the year, of great numbers of the

feathered creation from the neighbouring parts ; while it also

affords a constant shelter to many birds whose habits are more

congenial with the character of its deep and umbrageous recesses.

The situation to which I allude is that broad mountainous belt

which forms the skirt of the table land of Brazil, at that part,

where it rises from the low plains of Goaytacazes to the elevated

surface of the Province of Minas Geraes. Here the scattered

patches of wood growing in the moist hollows which are produced

by the undulating surface of the extensive downs, afford but little

shelter to the birds of more retired habits, although sufficient for

others whose bolder character leads them to the neighbourhood of

man, or whose formation is suited to flat or marshy localities. At
one season of the year, however, when many of the numerous lakes

become wholly dried up, the brooks diminished to trifling springs,

and the shrubs exhausted of their berries, numerous families of

birds, particularly those of the order Grallaiores, make their way
from the plains to the thick forests which cover the mountainous

belt before mentioned ; while others less timid draw nearer to the

habitation of man, and plunder the gardens and orchards for their

daily support. In a similar manner, many of the feathered tribes

of the lower plains visit the same coverts, seeking a variety of

berries, of which there is a constant supply even in the dry season,

in consequence of the nature of the soil, which is kept continually

moist by the mountain springs. These periodical accessions in-

crease for a time the number and variety of the animal inhabitants

of the wooded vallies, which arc situated among the mountains

that rise in sucessive ranges to the edge of the table land.

The commencemnt, however, of the rains causes the return of

such species as have the more open lands for their usual resort

;
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and which thus resign the woodland solitudes to those whose habits

are more constantly congenial with the forest shades. Among

these last we find tlie Solitary/ Yellow-crested^* Whiie^^ and other

Woodpeckers ; the Araponga^X with its metallic note ; the Pen-

elopes^Mutums,^ Macucas,^ the red and Blue Araras^%. with num-

berless others ; as well as many quadrupeds, which it would be

foreign to my present subject now to mention. I hope to have a

future opportunity of adverting occasionally to some of the birds

found in the before-mentioned situation. At present I beg leave

to present the following description of some new species of Lani-

adw, which I apprehend will be considered acceptable, inasmuch

as they possess some of the characters of a genus of that family

developed in the highest degree.

Fam. Laniad^. Vigors.

Genus. Thamnophilus. Vieill.

SwAiNsoNii. T. niger^fulvo-fasciatusj capiieferrugineo cristate.

Tab. Sup. 5.

Rostrum mandibula superiore nigra, inferiore alba. Gula, gence

phimarumque rhachides albae. Dorsi, abdominis, scapularumr

que plumae prsecipue tri-fasciatae. Remiges primores externe

fulvo-fasciata?. Rectrices nigrae, externe fulvo-fasciatae.

* Picus flavescens, Gmel.

+ Called by the Brazilians Peed j7ao Sranco, i. e. White Woodpecker. This

species appears to be the Picus Melanopterus of Prince Maximilian ; and also

the black and white Woodpecker of Dr. Latham, [Syn. Vol. iii. p. 393. ed. 2d.]

or the " Charpentier blanc et noir'" of Azara, [Voy. iv. No. 251.] The bird

figured by Mr. Swainson, [Zoological lUust. pi. 38] under the name of P.

hicolor, appears to be the female of this species, the male of which is distin-

guished by a yellow mark on tlie back of the head.

X Casmarhinchos nudicoUis, P. Max. The note of this bird may be correctly

termed metallic, since it bears the closest resemblance to the sound produced

by the fall of a blacksmith's hammer on an anvil. The bird is consequently

called by the Brazilians " O Ferrador" i. e. the blacksmith, in addition to

Araponga, which is the name assigned it by the Aborigines.

II
Crax Alector, Linn.

§ Tinamus Brasiliensis, Lath.

H Piittuci Macao and Ararauna, Linn.
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Pedes nigri, ungues pallidi. Longitude corporis 8/^ Poll,

rostri ad frontem 4^, ad rictum 1 ; tarsi 1^'^.

The name which is given to this bird, in Brazil, by the Portu-

guese, is Sirizinho ; its habits, together with those of the others

here described, are the same as mentioned by Mr. Swainson in his

paper on the LanJadm, in the last number of this Journal. I have

designated this species by the name of that gentleman, whose ob-

servations have thrown so much light on this family-

Maculatus. T. ater, albo'tnaculatus, subtus albidus, abdomine

infimo crissoquefulvo : rectricibus albo-fasciatis.

Tab. Sup. 6.

Rostrum raandibula superiore nigra, tomiis albis ; inferiore alba

medio nigra. Frontis remigumque maculae sub-fulvae.

•Longitudo corporis 8 ; rostri ad frontem -^^j ad rictum ^^ ;

tarsi ^.

I had originally conceived that my specimen was the first which

had been brought to England ; but I find a second in Mr. Mac

Leay's collection ; and which, although it differs in some points

from my bird, appears to belong to the same species. Its chief

difference, as has been pointed out to me by Mr. W. S. Mac Leay,

consists in the pectus and abdomen being less white, and more of

a lead colour than those of my bird ; the spots also on the head

are white, without any fulvous appearance, and the mandibles are

altogether black. The native name of this bird is Choca.

ViGoitsii. T. (mas.) Dorso^ alts, rectricibusque atris^fuho late

fasciatis ; corpore subtus albido-brunnescente ; capite rufo

cristnto, crista apice nigro.

Tab. Sup. 7.

Rostrum valde comprcssum, nigrum ; niandibul:^ superioris to-

miis, inferiorisque apice, albis. Gula albida. Genarum

latera, pectus^ abdomenque albido-brunnescentia. Crissum

fulvum. Longitudo corporis 13 ; rostri ad frontem 1^*5, ad

rictum 1 j'^j ; tarsi \ j^-

Vol. I. 2 »•
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T. (fjem.) Capite cristato, dorso alts rectricibusque atris^ albido-

fasciatis : torque nuchali corporeque subtus cineraceis.

Tab. Sup. f. 8.

Nucha obscure nigro-fasciata ; ceteris mari similis.

These birds are the largest Thamnophili yet known, and they

exhibit a developement of the general characters of the genus to

the greatest extent. In the length and abrupt curvature of the

apex of their bills, they approach very near to Vanga^ Cuv. It is

with great pleasure that I seize the first opportunity of publicly ex-

pressing my gratitude to my friend Mr. Vigors for the liberal and

friendly instruction which I have received from him in my studies

in Natural History, by distinguishing this species by his name.

Leachii. T. ater, capite^ dorsoque albo-maculaiis, remigibus

fulvo-subfasciutis ; gulu^ pectore^ abdominis medio^ rectri-

cibusque nigris ; abdominis lateribus uropygioque albo-fas-

ciatis.

Rostrum pedesque nigri. Longitudo corporis 10|^, rostri ad

frontem 1, ad rictum 1^V» tarsi \\.

/3. Abdomine toto crissoque albo-fasciatisj rectricibus albo

sub -fasciatis.

y. Multo minor,

I have described tlie above three birds as varieties, although

from the circumstance of the species of the Thamnophili bearing a

considerable approximation to each other in appearance, 1 con-

ceive that they may at some future time be found distinct. I had

not an opportunity of examining the sex of these birds ; but I

have reason to suppose them to be females, having been informed

by the Brazilians that the male has a crest. Dr. Leach has de-

scribed a bird under the name of L. lineatus, which bears some

resemblance to the present species ; but which may at once be

distinguished from it by the white markings forming slender fascia;

instead of spots. I have named this species after the above cele-

brated Naturalist, whose attention to this family entitles him to
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that distinction. The name given by the Aborigines to this bird is

Pruai/ara,

RuricEPS. T. niger,fulvo-macula(uSy capitefulvo-Uneato.

Rostrum pedesque nigri, illius mandibulae inferioris myxa albida.

Remiges secundaria;, uropygium^ recfrices, abdomenque

inferius fulvo - fasciatae. Longitudo corporis 9^; rostri ad

frontem -j^, ad rictum 1 ; tarsi \\.

Niger. T. nige?', capite cristato, remigibus sub-brunnescentibus

obscure sub-fasciatis.

Capitis crista intense atra ; rostrum pedesque atri. Longitudo

corporis 8f ; rostri ^ad frontem |^, ad rictum l-J^ ; tarsi li.

Genus. Drymophila. Swainson.

Variegata. Dorso olivaceo-brunneo : capite^ alis, rectricibus-

que nigris albo-variegatis ; pectore, abdomine, uropygioque

rufis.

Rostrum atrum, mandibula inferiore pallida. Caput nigrum, su-

perne albo-sublineatum, supercilio et regione parotica albis.

Ptila,pteromataque atra apice albo. Remiges primores fusco-

atrae, externe fulvo-marginatae. Rectrices duae mediae ma-

culil parvi apicali alba, caeterae macula grandi apicali, in-

stuctac. Tarsi, unguesque sub-pallidi. Longitudo corporis

Art. LXVIII. Description ofthe Vcsperlilio Pi/gmceits,

a new species, recently discovered in Devonshire by Dr.

Leach.

We give the following concise character and description of a

species of Vespertilio, which has recently been discovered, by Dr.

Leach, in Devonshire,

2 p 2
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Dr. Leach, who with great liberality, forwarded a specimen to

one of the Conductors of our Journal, considers it as a new species,

and states in the Letter, dated October 12, 1824, accompanying

the specimen :

" I have named it Vespertilio Pygmoeus', it was taken at

Spitchweek, near the forest of Dartmoor, where it is extremely

common. The specimen sent is a female, and had milk in its

mammx. All that I have seen are nearly of the same size."

Vespertilio Pygmoeus.

V. capite alto, rostro brevi obtuso sulco frontali exarato, auri-

culis capite brevioribus basi latis apice obtusis rotundatis,

trago lineari simplici, vellere molli brevi fusco capite dor-

soque summo saturatiore subtus pallidiore canescente, cauda

elongata apice nudiuscula e membrana interfemorali paul-

lisper exserta.

Dimensions.
INCHES. LINES.

Entire length of the body and head .... 1 2|:

Length of the head 5

Length of the ears 4

Length of the tail 9

Extent of the flying-membrane carefully

measured along the bones of the arm

and phalanges 5 4

Description.

Head high in its vertical dimensions ; rostrum short, obtuse,

nearly of equal breadth throughout, very gradually attenuated to

the nose, which terminates abruptly, and is short and broad ; nos-

trils small, opening laterally ; forehead marked with a longitudinal

furrow. Ears shorter than the head, broad at the base, obtuse

and rounded at the extremity ; the anterior margin nearly straight,

the posterior slightly concave and convolute ; tragus about one-

half of the length of the auricle, regularly linear, simple and

rounded at the extremity. Face covered rather scantily with a

very short down, and without any lengthened bristly hairs. Tail
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as long as the body, exclusive of the head, enveloped with the

interfemoral membrane, excepting about one line of the tip which

is naked. Flying-membrane of a dark brown colour : interfemoral

membrane capable of great expansion by lateral cartilages, very

gradually attenuated to a very short apex.

The head and body are covered with a very short delicate fur of

a dark brown colour on the upper parts, paler and inclining to

gray underneath. The tint is deepest on the head, and on the

highest part of the back, along the spine. The claws of the pos-

terior extremities are comparatively broad.

One specimen only of this species of Vespertilio, has as yet

been obtained, and a more complete detail of its peculiarities re-

mains to be given in one of our future numbers.

Of the various species of this genus, which have hitherto been

described, our animal most nearly resembles the V. pipistrellus.

But it differs in various particulars. It is not only considerably

smaller in its dimensions, but it is also distinguished by the form of

the tragus which is linear and simple, and by the tip of the tail

which is naked, and projects slightly beyond the interfemoral

membrane. The relative proportions of its head, body, and tail,

are also different. The indication of an Egyptian variety of the

Vespertilio pipistrellus by Geoffroy, which Desmarest is inclined to

consider a distinct species, renders it probable, that the smaller

Vespertiliones, even in Europe and the neighbouring territories,

are not as yet examined with sufficient accuracy, and that new
species, allied to each other in external appearance, remain to be
discovered.

Art. LXIX. Analytical Polices of Boohs.

The Transactions of the Linnean Socieliy of London. Vol.
xiv. Part the Second, 4to, pp. 223. (171—394.) With
five Plates.

The Papers contained in the present portion of a volume em-
brace the proceedings of the Linnean Society, during 1823, and
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parts of the preceding and following years, and are many of them

well adapted to advance materially the progress of Natural History

in its various departments. Those connected with Zoology are

six in number, four of which are from the pen of the Rev. Lans-

down Guilding, one from that of Mr. W. S. MacLeay, and the

remaining one from that of Mr. Hogg. The analysis of these

which we propose to ofifer, will enable the reader to appreciate

justly the value and importance of the information which they

contain.

" The natural History of Xylocopa Teredo and Horia maculata;

by the Rev. Lansdown Guilding," comprises descriptions of these

insects, which have long been well known, but the account of

which is rendered interesting by the accompanying observations

relative to their manners and habits. The sexes of Xylocopa

Teredo diifer considerably in colouring ; that of the male ?, the

Apis Brasilianorum of Linnaeus, being yellowish red above and

blackish beneath ; while the female, X. Morio ? Fab. Syst. Pie-

zat., is throughout of the deepest black. This species inhabits

the dried trunks of trees, perforating them in a longitudinal direc-

tion to form nests, which are never confused, though frequently

scarcely separated from each other, and are divided by a ring of

wood into distinct cells, filled with a mixture of honey and pollen,

a single egg being glued to each of them. These cells are also

inhabited by the larva of Horia maculata, Fab. which probably

frequents them for the sake of the nutriment provided for that of

the X. Teredo, to whose parent it frequently falls a victim. When

full-grown, the larva of the Horia appears to excavate for itself a

cell, (differing in form from those occupied by the Xylocopa,) in

which it passes through its pupa stage. Figures of the larvas,

pupa;, and perfect state of both insects are given in illustration of

this paper, together with a section of a portion of wood perforated

by the Xylocopa.

The results of the succeeding Taper, "•' On the Nature of the

marine production, commonly called Flustra arenosa ; by John

Hogg, Esq." are calculated to remove this substance from the po-

sition which it has hitherto held in the classification of animated

nature. Each of the cells which it contains is occupied, according
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to Mr. Hogg's observations, by one or two very minute shells,

which proved, on being hatched, to be the young of the lividNerite

of English CollectorSjwhich, in conformity with their usual practice,

has been referred in the present paper to the Nerita glaucina.

The Nerita glaucina of the writers on British Conchology, is, how-

ever, certainly not that of Linnaeus, but is probably the shell

described by Lamarck under the name of Natica raonilifera;

while its variety, as it has been termed, which is the shell exa-

mined by Mr. H. and figured in the illustrative plate, appears to

be the N. coUaria of the same authonr. When sufficiently grown,

the young animal forces its way through the under surface of the

agglutinated sand, which forms the substance under examination,

leaving a small opening into the cell which it has quitted. From

these circumstances, Mr. Hogg concludes, that it is " evident that

it cannot be referred <o the genus Flustra, but is rather to be con-

sidered as the matrix of Nerita glaucina, [of the English writers,]

in which the embryo shells are retained and preserved until they

have arrived at sufficient growth to obtain nourishment for them-

selves, and to support an independent existence." The figures of

this production, of the minute shells contained therein (magnified),

and of the young of that variety of N. glaucina, as it is termed,

which has been alluded to above, appear strongly to support these

results.

The "Description of a new species of Onchidium; by the Rev,

Lansdown Guilding," comprises an enumeration and distribution

of the species previously described of this singular and interesting

genus of Mollusca, which it is however unnecessary to quote ;

since, founded on external characters alone, it by no means ac-

cords with the arrangement recently proposed by De Blainville,

ia the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, upon truly natural

principles. With this arrangement, Mr. Guilding could not have

been acquainted at the time of writing the present paper, or, ready

as he is at all times to adopt those improvements which the pro-

gress of natural science is daily making, he would, we entertain no

doubt, have agreed with that excellent Naturalist, in confining

the true Oncliidiu to the semi-aquatic fresh-water species, and

pluciog thcni near Limax, while the maritime ones arc referred to
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a new genus, Peronia, which occupies a place in the system near

Doris, to which it is connected by a new osculant genus, Onchi-

doris. The new species described is

O. occideiitaley dorso fusco atomis brunneis elevatis sparsis, veatre

pallido : lateribus livido-maculatis, brachiis apice divisis.

This species is figured in the Transactions, and inhabits moist ele-

vated places in the island of St. Vincent, lying hid during the

day under stones, in a contracted form. Its eggs, about twenty

in number, oblong elliptical, yellowish, gelatinous, connected by

a filament and rolled together into a ball, are deposited in shady

places. In its very young state, the animal is pale, with the neck

and tail blackish.

" An account of some rare West Indian Crustacea," by the

same authour, contains descriptions of several new species arranged

according to the system adopted by Dr. Leach in his excellent

works upon this subject, several of whose generic characters the

Rev. Lansdown Guilding has been enabled to correct and improve,

from the opportunities he possessed of procuring recent and per-

fect specimens. Thus to the generic character of Homola, Leach,

the following addition becomes necessary, " JlntenncE external

infra oculos inserts, longitudine corporis, filiformes, articulis

duobus basilaribus valde elongatis, primo crassiore, secundo apice

recurvo setigero." Of this genus, a new species, rather larger than

the H. spinifrons, is thus described

H. spinipes. ? . H. rubescens, testa tota femoribusque spinosis

hirsutis, pedibus anticis majoribus spinosissimis : digitis ni-

gris.

A new and common species of Macropodia, Leach, is also cha-

racterized

M. occidentalis, M. olivaceatota hirsuta, antennis setigeris rostro

longioribus, collo tumido, unguibus interne spinosis.

Of a new species of Leptopodia, L. ornata, the following cha-

racter is given :

L. ornatu. L. rufescens, testa utriuque lintis octo longitu-
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dinalibus saoguineis antice coalescentibus, 7nans pedibus 2

anticis scabris, digitis purpureis ; posticis 8 antice spinosis.

And the possession of both sexes furnishes the following cor-

rection of the generic character as given by Dr. Leach,

*' Cauda maris 6-articulata : femince 5-articulata, articulo ultimo

fere magnitudine corporis (quod mirum,) reliquls minutis."

Scyliarus carinatus, another new species, is characterized as

S, rufescente-vitreus, lateribus obscure crenatis, testa caudaque

carinatis.

An amended character is also given for S. aequinoctialis, Fabr.

Supp.

The paper concludes with a new species of Ibacus,

I. ciliatus. I. nigro-flavescens, purpureo varius, corpore verrucoso :

verrucis ciliatis, testa utrinque ante fissuram 2-deutata, postice

6-deDtata

:

and the ascertaining the locality of Atya scabra, Leach, which

occurs in incredible numbers in the mountain streams of St.

Vincent's, where it is caught by the negroes in baskets for the

market.

In the " Observations on some of the Terrestrial Mollusca of

the West Indies;" from the same pen, we are preseated with

characters of the animals that form several shells common in col-

lections, but the inhabitants of which have remained hitherto

undescribed. This laudable direction of his studies to the inha-

bitants rather than to their habitations, will enable the writer to

add much and valuable information to that already possessed on

this subject, (the importance of which is becoming daily more ex-

tensively acknowledged) ; and in other cases doubtless, as iu one

instance in the present paper, to refer to their proper genera, shells

which from ignorance on this point had been previously wrongly

located. We allude to the Carychium undulatum, Leach, the

Auricula Caprclla, Lam. to neither of which genera is the animal

referable, as both of these possess only two tentacula, while the

inhabitant of the shell in question oflVrs four, ft has, therefore,

been necessary to establish a new genus to receive it, which has
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been done by the Rev. Lansdown Guilding, under the name of

Caprella. and to which he has assigned the following character :

Testa dextera " ovalis, spiralis, spira elevato-obtusa : anfracti-

bus duobus ultimis maximis ; os integrum elongatum : labium

internum uniplicatum, infra medium cavernoso-inflexnm

:

externum incrassatum marginatum."

The animal of this species is described, as are also those of

Helicina fasciata, Bulimus haemastomus, (the shell of which is

subdiaphanous when young and covered with an epidermis, but

becomes pale as this is worn off and the animal approaches to ma-

turity,) and of Bulimulus stramitieus, a new species, " Testa

tenera, tota straminea, transverse obscuro-dense striata : anfracti-

bus sex." To the generic character of Helicina is to be added,

" Tentacula duo setiformia : oculis radicalibus ;" and to that of

Bulimulus, " Tentacula 4, duo superioralonga oculis lerminalibus :

operculum nullum."

The papers which we have just noticed are highly creditable to

their industrious authour, and we cannot omit this opportunity of

observing that the most beneficial results would be derived to

Natural Science, if other gentlemen residing in our distant colo-

nies and possessions, would follow the example which he has thus

set before them.

The only remaining article, which it comes within our scope to

notice, is one " On the Insect called Oistros by the ancient Greeks,

and Asilus by the Romans : by W. S. MacLeay, Esq.;" who justly

observes that " the determination of the animals and plants, men-

tioned by the ancient writers, must always be a pleasing subject of

research, tending, as it does, not merely to our better comprehen-

sion of the meaning of these authors, but also to our better ac-

quaintance with the mysteries of nature." For this investigation,

in those departments of Natural History to which he has devoted

his attention, no one can be better qualified, by classical as well as

zoological attainments, than the authour of the present paper,

which presents so closely connected a chain of argument and illus-

tration, as to render it extremely difficult to analyse. We shall,

therefore, merely observe, that Mr. MacLeay considers the insect
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in question to be " some species of the modern genus Tabamis,

probably the Tabanus bovinusy Linn." With the insect,

cui nomen Asilo

Romaniim est, CEstron Graii verlere vocantes ;

Asper, accrba sonans,

the poet Dryden appears to have been better acquainted thaa

most of the modern Natnralists, since he thus renders the above

passage,

CEstros the Grecians call, Asilus we

:

A fierce, loud-buzziug breeze ;

This, if we may trust MouflFet's description, is the English syno-

nyme for the Haematopota pluvialis,(a Tabanus of Linnaeus,) which

approaches much more nearly to the modern Tabani, than to the

CEstrus of the great Swedish master and his successors in Ento-

mology; which latter in no one respect, except in its being

dipterous and infesting cattle, at all corresponds with the attri-

butes assigned to the ancient CEstrus by the Greek and Roman
poets and tragedians.

Transactions of the Geological Society. Second Series.

Vol. i. Part the Second. 4to. pp. 279 (175—454),

with twenty-five plates.

Closely connected as many of the articles contained in the

present volume are with the studies of the Zoologist, there arc

none we apprehend which he will peruse with so much interest as

those that relate to the Plesiosaurus and the Megalosaurus, by the

Rev. W. D. Conybeare and Professor Buckland. The former

gentleman, it will be remembered, had from detached bones, pro-

cured even from distant localities, collected together a number of

facts, which induced him to publish in the Geological Trans-

actions for 1821, an account of a new fossil genus of Reptilia,

under the denomination of Plesiosaurus. It was natural, he re-

marks, that m;my persons should have suspected that by the

juxlaposiliuii ot incongruous members he .should have been led to
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constitute a fictitious animal ; but the question is now completely

set at rest by the discovery of an almost perfect skeleton, con-

firming, in nearly every essential particular, the opinions formerly

advanced by him on this subject. Through the numerous and ex-

tensive details into which this magnificent specimen enables him to

enter, it would be impossible and even needless for us to follow

Lim, since those who are interested in the inquiry will doubt-

less consult the original paper ; but one most singular feature

of the organization of the animal in question cannot be passed over

in silence. Previously to the recent discoveries of fossils of this

class, the number of the cervical vertebra? had been regarded as

small in all quadrupedal animals ; those of the Mammalia, with

the single exception of the Tridactyl Sloths, being exactly seven,

Reptiles possessing from three to eight, and Birds alone varying

from nine to twenty-three. The Ichthyosaurus however, which

possesses eighteen, first evinced a deviation from these general

rules, which appears to have reached its maximum in the Plesio-

saurus, where the number of the true cervical vertebrae is thirty-

five, or, including the anterior dorsal which are placed before the

humerus, forty-one. This extraordinary elongation of neck, as-

similates the Plesiosaurus less to Fishes, in which the sternum, as

admirably illustrated by Geoflfroy de St.Hilaire, is thrown forwards,

though destined to move in the same element with them, than to

Birds, in which this portion of the skeleton is thrown backwards ;

and will strongly excite the attention of the philosophic Naturalist.

The reverend authour conjectures that the animal may have swam

upon the sea, to which element the form of its paddles assigns it,

with its long neck arched backwards, like that of the swan, ready

io dart down at the fish which came within its reach ; or that it

might have lurked in shoal water, hidden from the attacks of its

enemies, and deriving from the flexibility of its necii a compensa-

tion for that want of agility in moving through the water which is

to be inferred from its organization. The head of this species,

(which the authour denominates Plesiosaurus Dolichodeirus, from

its most distinguishing characteristic, the length of its neck), is less

than one-thirteenthof thatof the body, while in the Ichthyosaurus

its proportion is one-fourth.
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The " Notice on the Megalosaurus, or great fossil Lizard of

Stonesfield," by Professor Buckland, is necessarily much more

imperfect than the article just quoted, as only a small portion of

the osteology of this immense animal has yet been met with. We
have therefore to wait until some fortunate discovery shall cast

upon this subject the same light that has been already thrown on

the former ; observing in the mean while that the dimensions of the

animal to which the thigh bone contained in the Museum at

Oxford belonged, must have been, according to the computation

of Cuvier, upwards of forty feet long, and of a bulk equal to that

of an Elephant seven feet high. A portion of another thigh bone

from Cuckfield, Sussex,would double this calculation ; but Profes •

sor Buckland, justly observing that the same proportions are not

safely to be attributed to recent and extinct species, and that the

longitudinal growth of animals does not continue in so high a ratio,

calculates the length of this reptile at from sixty to seventy feet.

It therefore fully merits the name of Megalosaurus, which has

been applied to it. The most important fragment that has yet been

discovered, consists of a portion of the lower jaw nearly one foot

in length, which is interesting, as developing in a great measure

its mode of dentition, and from which it is obvious that this part

of the animal must have terminated in a flat, straight, and very

narrow snout.

In an extract from the Minutes of the Society there is given an

account of the discovery in the Charmouth diluvium of a very

large Elephant's tusk, measuring along its curvature nine feet and

a half, one foot six inches and a half in circumference at its larger

extremity, and one foot one inch and three quarters at one foot

five inches from its apex. Other notices connected with Zoology

are interspersed through the volume, especially in the " Notes on

the Geography and Geology of Lake Huron : by Dr. Bigsby ;"

which contain descriptions of several new species of Orthocera,

and of various other organic remains.
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British Entomology ; or, Illustrations of the Genera of
Insects found in Great Britain and Ireland, Sfc. By
John Curtis, F.L.S. Nos. vii—xii.

In enumerating the genera of British Insects illustrated in the

numbers of this work quoted above, we shall omit all mention of

the plants figured therein, as foreign at least to our purpose, and

shall touch briefly on the Zoological portion of it alone. The

Seventh number, with which the present series commences, con-

tains, 1. Aphodius villosiis, an extremely rare species, known as

British only by a single specimen in the cabinet of Mr. Vigors.

2, Acanthosoma hcemorrhoidalis (Cimex haimorrhoidalis, Lin.),

which has been adopted by Mr. Curtis as the type of a new Genus,

differing from the other Pentatomidee by its two-jointed tarsi and

the great length of the first joint of its antenna;, and whose name

alludes to the singular conformation of the spined keel beneath

the abdomen, which seems to protect the rostrum. 3. Sarrothri-

pus ramosana, also a new genus, formed by the section Palpanae

of Tortrix in Mr. Haworth's Lepidoptera Britannica, and of which

the present species is new to English Entomology. 4. Xyela

pusiUa, a singular and little known genus of Xiphydriadae, which

evidently connects the families of Tenthredinidae and Uroceridae,

to which latter it was indeed referred by Dalman, who first de-

scribed it in the Stockholm Transactions. It is well characterized

by the extreme length of the third joint of the antennae, which is

equal to that of the nine following ones.

The eighth number contains, 1. Biipreslis nitklula, a beautiful

little species of this splendid genus, recently captured for the first

time in this country by Mr. Curtis ; 2. Hydrometra stagnorum ;

2. Bupalus favillaceuriusy ^ and ? ; and, 4. Milesia speciosu.

The ninth number comprises, 1. Cri/ptocephalus bipiistulatus,

a single specimen of which exists in the cabinet of Mr. Dale

;

2. Lithosia muscerda, captured by Mr. Sparshall; 3. Raphidia

Ophiopsis ; and 4. Iledycruiii ardeiis, a rare and very splendid

insect.
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The insects figured in the tenth number are, 1. Thymalus

limbatus ; 2. Sesia bombyliformis ; 3. Cimbex decem-maculata,

vinique in the cabinet of the British Museum ; and, 4. Pachygas-

ter Leachii, a new species of a genus which presents an example

of the confusion existing in the nomenclature of Entomology.

The generic name Pachygaster was applied by Meigen to an

insect congenerous with the present in 1804, while that of Vappo,

which has been more generally adopted in England, was not

given by Fabricius until the succeeding year. The original name

must therefore be retained for the present genus, and a new one

be applied to that portion of the Curculionidas to which Germar

has affixed that of Pachygaster. P. Leachii differs from the

more common P. ater by its wings, which are entirely transparent.

The eleventh number contains, 1. Scolytus destructor^ a com-

mon, and, as its name imports, destructive insect, which is un-

fortunately becoming much too frequent in the vicinity of London,

committing devastations among the trees, especially in St. James's

and Hyde Parks, to so great an extent as to have recently called

forth from the pen of Mr. W. S. MacLeay an excellent paper on

its natural history, and on the means of checking the mischief it is

producing. 2. Clsrus alvearius, extremely rare as British

;

3. Cucullia jdsteris, with its larva; 4. Asilus Germcmicus, two

specimens of which are contained in the British Museum.

The twelfth number, which completes the first year of publica-

tion, includes, 1. Pogonus Burrelln, an entirely new species of

a maritime genus of Carabidae which has been more frequently

termed Raptor in the English cabinets; 2. Pontia Duplidice,

figured from the only British specimen now known, captured by
and in the possession of Mr. Stephens, but w hich appears to have

been of more frequent occurrence in the times of Ray and Petiver;

3. Trichiosoma laterale ; and, 4. Livmobia ocellaris, a rare and

beautifully marked species.

We cannot conclude this notice without expressing our pleasure

at the prospect which the conclusion of (lie first volume of this very

important and valuable publication aflTords of its continuance. The

list of subscribers appended to it, and the knowledge we possess

of ;i considerable sale in other quarters, induce us to anlicipate a
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fair remuneration for the labours of its authour, which can only

be justly appreciated by those who have been engaged in similar

pursuits. He will thus, we trust, be enabled to persevere in the

arduous undertaking which he has commenced, and which we

heartily wish him health and time to conclude. A work thus

excellently conducted will, if completed, form a distinguishing

feature of British Entomology, and offer even to foreigners a

compendium of science and accuracy with which no other publica-

tion on the subject can at all compete.

The Mineral Concliology of Gieat Britain, or coloured

Jigures and descriptions of those remains of testaceous

animals or shells, Sfc. Bt/ James D C. Sowerbi/,

F.L.S., 8fc. Nos. 81, 82, S3.

Among the numerous interesting fossils figured in these num-

bers, the genus Bellerophon of De Montfort deserves particular

mention. Of these singular shells, which differ chiefly from the

Nautili by the absence of septa, figures and descriptions are

given, in Number 81, of no less than five species, which are

readily divisible into two sections, the first without, the second

with, a central band ; the two species referable to the first of

these sections, B. apertus and B. Cornu Arietis, being entirely

new. Seven new species of Pectuuculus, six of Area, and nine

of Nucula, form a considerable addition to the previously

received information on this family ; and a very pretty plate of

Buccina offers to our notice three \xbw species from the SuflFoIk

Crag, presented by the zealous oryctologist, whose name is com-

memorated in the Ovula Leathesi, the subject of the succeeding

figures. A very curious species of Natica, N. Stgaretina, from

the marie of the London clay, and two other species of this genus,

are given, with a magnificent specimen of N. glaucinoides, in the

next plate, which is followed by the remarkable Clavagella coro-

nata. Three new species of Nautilus from the Black Rock, Cork,

three of Patella, and a fossil Fissurella grwca, from the Suffolk

Crag, are contained in the 83d Number ; which concludes with a
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figure of the bivalve covering of an animal of the genus Cypris.

This, though it does not strictly come within the province of the

Conchologist, is very appropriately introduced, since it is fre-

quently of considerable importance as a distinguishing mark of

particular strata.

The Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells, for the use of Stu-

dents in Concliology and Geology. By G. B. Sowerby,

F.L.S. With original plates, by J. D. C. Sowerby,

F.L.S. Number xxiv.

Of this work there has appeared since our last notice only one

number, which contains Oniscia N. G., Pyramidella, Pyrula,

Mactra, Lutraria, and Tornatella, together with the plate illus-

trative of the Genus Pholas. Oniscia, a genus established by

Mr. Sowerby, to receive the Strombus Oniscus of Linnaeus and

other congeneric shells, is thus characterized : " Testa oblonga,

subcylindrica, apice obtusiuscula, basi acuminata: Spira brevi;

apertura elongata, basi in canalem brevissimum desinente ; labia

externa subincrassato, interne denticulato, mediane subcoarctato,

interna expanso, graiiulato :" and the species referred to it are

the O. oniscus, which was very unaptly arranged among the

Cassidariae by Lamarck ; the O. cancellata, an elegant and ex-

tremely rare species, " superficie externa lineis elevatis, cancel-

latis," now first described and figured ; the O. tubercidosa, a

new species just received from the South Seas ; and the O. Cy-

ihara, a fossil from Italy, the Buccinum Cythara of Brocchi,

The characters of the genus Pyramidella are so enlarged as to

admit the Helix polita, Mont., and several similar shells, which

diflfer from the Pyramidella of Lamarck chiefly by the absence

of the plaits on the columella ; while those of Pyrula are con-

tracted to confine this genus to P. feus and the similar species

known in commerce by the name of fgs. The remaining genera

correspond with those of Lamarck, the only alteration of im-

portance introduced being in the description of the lateral teeth

of Mactra, which are stated by that distinguished Conchologist

Vor.. L 2 Q
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to be two on each side of the hinge in both valves. This is certainly

correct with respect to one valve, but the other possesses only

a single tooth on each side of the hinge, as justly pointed out by
Mr. Sowerby.

Monographies de Mammalogie, ou descriptions de quel-

ques genres de Mammiferes dont les especes ont etc

obserxecs dans les differens Musees de V Europe. Par
J. C. Temminck. Livraisons I—3. pp. 72.pl. viii. ,

M. Temminck, whose labours in Ornithology are so justly

esteemed by che students of that extensive department of Zoology

for their extreme accuracy and precision, has just entered on the

elucidation of another class of the vertebrated animals, in which he

will have ample opportunities for the display of those talents

evinced by his former publications. In his various visits to the

diflferent collections of Europe, which were chiefly devoted to the

investigation of the subjects connected with his favourite study,

the observations of this industrious naturalist were, however, by no

means confined to this limited range, but also embraced in its widest

extent the history of the Mammalia. The numerous errors and

almost interminable confusion existing in the previous nomen-

clatures of this, the highest range of animal productions, appear to

have made a strong impression on his mind, and to disperse and

correct them, he determined on the publication of a series of

Monographs on the Mammalia, the first fruits of which we have

now to announce.

The geneia comprehended in the three livraisons which have

hitherto appeared, are Phalangista, Didelphis, and Dasyurus. On

each of these, particularly on the latter, the observations of M.

Temminck are most important and satisfactory. Correcting the

character of Phalangista, from which he excludes the flying

species, by the substitution of six incisors of the upper jaw in lieu

of eight, as stated by GeofiVoy and lUiger, he divides the species

into two sections, the first of which has the tail almost entirely

covered with hair and the ears long, and the second has these
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short, and the greater part of the tail naked and rugose. To the
first section are as'^igned the P. vulpina, and P. Cookii of Cuvier,
and the P. nana of Geoffroy, which is described from the specimen
existing in the Museum of Paris ; the second comprising the va-

rious species included in the Didelphis orientalis of Linnsus.
These are the P. ursina and P. chrysorrhos, now first described
the P. niaculata of Geoffroy, and the P. cavifrons, which includes
the Phalanger blanc and the P. roux of the same author.

The genus Didelphis, the animals of which are well known as

possessing a greater number of teeth than has yet been observed in

any other group of the Mammalia, is also distinguished into two
sections, the females of the first possessing a marsupium, which
is wanting in those of the second, where it is replaced by a mere
dupllcature of the ventral skin. The first of these contains D.
virginiana, D. Azara, D. cancrivora, D. Quica, D. myosurus, ap-
parently new, D. Opossum, and D. Philander of Schreber; and
the second, D. cinerea, a new species discovered in Brazil by the
Prince de Neuwied, D. dorsigera, D. murina, D. tricolor, and
D. brachyura. The synonymy of these species, which has hitherto

been extremely confused, has been unravelled by M. Temminck
with his usual sagacity and assiduity.

The species of Dasyurus, Geoff., which form the subject of the

succeeding Monograph, have been well separated by M. Tem-
minck into three genera, two of these possessing seven molar
teeth in each jaw, while tiie true Dasyuri have only six. The
most striking distinction between the two genera thus removed is,

that the middle incisors in each jaw are very large, compared with
the lateral ones, in Phascogale, while in Thylacinus they are of ^

equal size with the others. To Phascogale, M. Temminck conse-

quently refers the D. penicillatus and D. minimus of Geoffroy;

and to Thylacinus, the Didelphis cynoccphalus of Harris Lin. Tr.,

wiiich since the examination of the Cranium in the possession of
Mr. Brookes, and the specimen in the Museum of the Linnean
Society, we hid strongly suspected as constituting a distinct

genus. The D. ursinus, D. macrourus, D. Maugei, and D. viver-

rinus, are the species arranged as Dasyuri ; D. taffa, Geoff, not

2 q2
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having yet been sufficiently examined to ascertain precisely its

location.

The illustrations comprise figures of the Osteology of several of

the species described, and of numerous Crania, which are executed

ia a very superior manner to some which have recently appeared.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Nos. vi—x.

The series of this new periodical which we have now to notice,

comprises some of the most important papers on abstruse points

of Physiology and minute Anatomy, which have of late years been

given to the world. Of this Class are the Researches of MM.
Prevost and Dumas relative to the generation of animals, which,

illustrated as they are with a considerable number of new facts

collected with the most indefatigable perseverance and arranged

in a manner to elucidate their various bearings, form altogether an

admirable production, and one which is calculated beyond any

other that has hitherto appeared to remove some portion of the

mystery in which this arcanum of nature is enveloped. This paper,

continuations of which are given in two of the present numbers, is

worthy the perusal of the philosophic Zoologist, whose attention

it cannot fail to arrest, and to whom it will prove a source of in-

creasing attraction, corresponding with the importance and diffi-

culty of the subject which it is designed to elucidate. Of consi-

derable value are also the Papers on the internal anatomy of

certain insects, by M. Leon Dufour, the present series of which is

devoted to the digestive organs of the Coleoptera, numerous spe-

cimens of each of the pentamerous families, and more especially

of the Carabidae, having been examined and figured by that acute

observer with the greatest care.

The discovery in the course of the last year, by M. Mielzinsky,

of the larva of a Coleopterous insect which fed on snails, and from

which he bred an apterous female referable, as he conceived, to

1 new genus established to receive it under the name of Cochleoc-

tonusjhas led to some interesting results, which are detailed in the

publication under our notice. By this discovery, the attention of
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the Parisian Entomologists appears to have been strongly excited,

and M. Desmarest in particular applied himself to the investigation

of this curious subject with a success that re\varded his exertions,

by the certainty that the insect in question was in fact the female

of Drilus flavescens. The details of his enquiries and experiments

form a very interesting article ; and our knowledge of this insect

is rendered yet more complete by a subsequent memoir from M.

Audouin on its anatomy, as a supplement to which he describes

from the cabinet of M. Dejean two new species of this genus, D.

ater^ which is black throughout, and D. fnlvicollis, black, with

the thorax, antenns, and feet fulvous. By these investigations, the

history of this insect, whose female even was previously unknown,

is now rendered more complete than that of perhaps any other of

the Coleoptera. A notice from the latter gentleman, also points

out the existence of an additional species of Achlysia to that de-

scribed and figured in the Zoological Journal, (p. 122, and pi. iv.

ff. 2—7.) His new species he terms u4. Mannerheimi, white,

with four rows of red spots on the back. A new genus of Ara-

neidae, Myrmecium, from Rio Janeiro, which forms the passage

from the Dolomedes to the Eresi, is described by M. Latreille

;

and a new Coccus, C. Zew Mays, by Leon Dufour. A description

and figures of the Fasciola Lucii, by M. Jurine, and the transla-

tion of Mr, Bauer's admirable Croonian Lecture on the Vibrio

Tritici, illustrated with copies of his drawings, also merit particular

attention.

In the vertebrated department of Zoology, next in importance to

the researches of MM. Prevost and Dumas mentioned above, is

an article from the pen of Geoffroy St. Hilaire, ou the composi-

tion of the Cranium, which he deduces from the union of seven

vertebrae, forming a continuation of the rachisof the spine ; regard-

ing the lower jaw as an additional unattached vertebra. This article

is obviously incapable of being condensed into the small compass

which we could allot to it; neither can we do more than refer to

the papers by M. Majendie, on the functions of several of the

nerves, particularly of the olfactory, which he appears to have

proved to be by no means essential to the sense of smell. The

title of the Geological notice, by M. Huot, "on the pretcuded
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human fossil," discovered near Moret, sufficiently indicates liis

opinions on this contested subject, which appear to coincide with

those of the best informed observers. The Memoir on the use of

the horns in certain animals, and particularly in the Buffalo, by

Dr. Bailly, is extremely curious; as is also his description of the

fishing filaments of the Lophius piscatorius, a report on which

by Geoffroy St. Hilaire, well merits the attention of the reader.*

From this too rapid enumeration of the Zoological contents of

five numbers of the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, it will be

perceived that much valuable information is to be derived from •

them ; and it appears highly probable, that should the Editors

persevere in the spirited course which they have commenced,

their publication will obtain a deservedly extensive circulation,

and render the most important services to the advancement of

Natural History.

Memoires de la Societe Linncenne du Calvados. Annee 1824.

pp. Ixxii and 300 : planches x.

In the first number of our Journal it fell to our lot to announce

to our readers, and we expressed the pleasure we felt in so doing

the formation of a new association for the study of Natural History,

at Caen in Normandy, under the title of " La Societe Liiineenne

du Calvados." On that occasion we anticipitated the benefits

which must result from such a Society, if conducted on liberal

principles, and supported by Naturalists zealously devoted to the

advancement of their favourite science. These anticipations have

not been deceived ; the society has hastened to secure for itself

a station in the scientific world, by the publication of a volume of

Transactions, destined to record at once its labours and its claims

on public attention. That these are considerable may be gathered

from the report of its proceedings prior to the 24th May last, in

which many papers are mentioned as having been read before the

Society, which do not appear in its Transactions, although from

the known abilities of several of their authors, M. Lamouroux for

example, they would doubtless have merited a place among the

* See p. 422 of lliis Joiinial.
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memoirs of auy scientific Society now in existence. It is reason-

able to expect that these will appear in subsequent publications,

and will consequently fall under our notice at some future period ;

at present it is necessary to confine ourselves to such of those

included in the present volume as fall within our immediate pro-

vince.

The first of these consists of observations by M. F. de la Fres-

naye on the mobility of the spots observed on the skins of the

Loligo subulata and the L. Sepiola. These had already been

cursorily noticed by Cuvler in his description of the Octopus

vulgaris, Lam. but the fact as recorded by him is unaccompanied

with the detail which characterizes the present memoir. The colour

of the living specimens under examination varied considerably,

passing alternately from a lively rose-colour to a yellowish white.

On a more close observation, tlie rosy hue was discovered to re-

sult from numerous reddish spots with which the animal was

covered, particularly about the upper part of the mantle, and

which were of very different sizes, varying from a line in diameter

to a mere point. The disappearance of these spots occasioned a

loss of colour, which was however constantly reproduced in the

same situation, the centre of each being formed by a very minute

point, which was nearly blacli when the surrounding colour va-

nished, and the spreading of which under the skin produced again

the rosy eiflorescence. If the lluid which was thus expanded

could have been proved to be red blood, the fact would have been

peculiarly important to the Zoologist, as furnishing additional

evidence of the Sepia' forming the osculant group between the

Verteb rata and Invertebrata, or in other words, between the ani-

mals with red, and those with white, blood. This fact it was

however impossible to determine, the heart and branchiie being

found on dissection to be entirely white ; but it is one the investi-

gation of which wc would strongly recommend to the attention of

the observing naturalist. The extreme tenuity of skin in animals

of this family may facilitate the partial oxygenation of the blood,

and ti»e alternate colouration and discolouration of the spots may

thus possibly be owing to a healthy action, and not to the emotion

of fear to \f hicli they arc attributed by M. de la Frcsnayp.
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The extract from a memoir of M. Blot on the properties of the

Insects found in the vicinity of Caen, contains many curious, and

some new, facts, relative to the damage occasioned by these

minute yet powerful agents in the economy of nature. In some

points the remarks of the authour would have been more valuable

had he been possessed of more extensive information. Thus he

regrets that Ants have never yet been looked to as furnishing an

instrument in the hands of the Physician , surely M. Blot cannot

have failed to have met with, in common with almost every reader,

the Aqua Magnanimitatis of the older writers on medicine. This is

not however the place to enter into any details on the subject of

the present article, and we shall therefore pass on to the succeed-

ing one, a memoir by M. E. Deslonchamps on the shells of the

genus Gervillia.

Iq the character of this genus as given by M. Defrance, (to

whom we are indebted for the first notice of it, which he deduced

from the cast of a single species, G. solenoides,) M. Deslonchamps

proposes several modifications, which enable it to receive four

other shells which appear to be intimately connected with it.

These are the G. pemoides, (Pernaaviculoides, Sow. Min. Conch,

t. 66,) G. siliqua, G. monotis, and G. costatula, all of which are

figured and described. In opposition to the opinion of M. De-

france, the author of this memoir conceives that Gervillia has no

opening for the passage of a Byssus. Should this prove to be the

case, which we are rather inclined to doubt, it will effectually

separate the shells of this, from those of the other genera of

Malleaceae. Their nearest affinity is with those of Perna, from

which they may at once be distinguished by possessing an appa-

rently inner additional hinge, formed of several oblique teeth

variously disposed according to the species.

The observations by M. Gaillon on the cause of the colouring of

Oysters and on the animalcula by which they are nourished, are a

continuation of the enquiries previously instituted by that gentle-

man, some of the results of which had already appeared. Ac-

cording to his observations, several of the Infusoria possess the

power of uniting themselves to form filaments, which have been

frequently confounded with Byssi and Confervae, and in this state
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it has been assumed that they furnished nutriment to the Oyster

which, while feeding on this apparently vegetable matter, acquired

the green colour that is occasionally remarked in those that are

supplied from the reservoirs in which they are preserved to fatten.

This opinion is controverted by M. Gaillon, whose observations

tend to show that in their aggregated state these animalcula are

incapable of being taken in by the nutritive organs of the oyster,

which are only adapted to imbibe them in their separate form. In

this state they furnish the most advantageous nutriment; the

oyster becoming fat and tender, and acquiring a peculiarly agree-

able flavour. This portion of the enquiry may however seem

fitted rather for the pages of the Almanach des Gourmands

than for ours, and we shall therefore merely mention that, in addi-

tion to the green Navicula (Vibrio navicularis Auct.) which

furnishes this excellent food, various species of this and other

genera of Infusoria are referred to as beneficial to the oyster,

while some are described as injurious to it. The paper is indeed

full of curious matter, and is well deserving of attention.

The last article to which it is necessary to refer is one by

M. de Basoches on a Fossil Shell, which he names Melania La-

fresnayi. It is of considerable size, and approaches more nearly

to the M. striata of Sowerby's Mineral Conchojogy, than to any

other published species. Casts of it are not uncommon at Fresnay,

but only a single mutilated specimen of the shell, of which a figure

is given, has yet been discovered.

Art. LXX. Proceedings of Learned Societies on subjects

connected with Zoology.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

The meetings of this learned body were resumed on the 18th

.jf November 1824; when the following papers were read:

The Croonian Lecture ; by Sir E. Home, Bart. M.D. V.P.R.S.

In (his Lecture Sir Everard announced his discovery of nerves on

the fu-tui and maternal surfaces of the placenta.
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His previous researches had led him to doubt the existence of

blood-vessels without nerves, and the extreme vascularity of the

placenta led him to suspect them in that organ. With the assist-

ance of Mr. Bauer, therefore, he first examined the placenta of

the Seal, the arteries and veins of which had been injected, and in

which nerves were discerned, not only surrounding the umbilical

arteries, but also in the uterine portion.

In the pregnant uterus of the Tapir of Sumatra, in which, there

being no placenta, the umbilical cord is connected with the

chorion ; nerves were very conspicuous in the transparent portion

of the chorion, along which the branches of the funis pass before

they arrive at the spongy part.

Having thus proved the existence of nerves in the placenta, and

where that is wanting, in the flocculent chorion. Sir E. proceeded

to offer some general remarks upon their probable uses and in-

fluences. From the various sources, the number and the ganglia

of the uterine nerves, and from the circumstance of their becom-

ing enlarged during pregnancy, he inferred their powerful in-

fluences on the Foetus in Ulero ; and, for the further illustration

of this subject, added a description of the nerves connected with

the generative organs in the Human Species, the Quadruped, the

Bird, and the Frog.

He concluded the lecture with remarking, that since the dis-

covery of the placental nerves proves the existence of a communi-

cation through their medium between the brain of the child and

that of the mother, some light may be thrown upon the degree of

dependence in which the foetus is kept, during the whole time

of utero-gestation, and upon the influence of the bodily and

mental affections of the mother upon the child ; in further illus-

tration of which, several instances were detailed in proof of the

descent of various peculiarities of the mother to the offspring.

Observations on the C/ianges the Ovum of the Frog xinder-

goes during the fortnation of the Tadpole^ by the same author.

—

The ova of the Frog when in the ovaria, consist of dark vesicles,

which acquire a gelatinous covering on entering the oviduct, and

arc completely formed by the time they reach the cavities in

wiiich the oviducts terminate, and during their expulsion from
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which they receive the male influence; after this the contents of
the ovum, previously fluid, coagulate and expand, the central part

being converted into brain and spinal marrow, while in the darker
substance of the egg, the heart and other viscera are formed.
The membrane forming the vesicles, being destined to contain

tlie embryo when it has become a tadpole, enlarges as the embryo
increases, and may be said to perform the office both of the shell

and its lining membrane in the Pullet's egg, serving as defence,

and allowing of aeration.

The black matter which lines the vesicles, probably tends to

the defence of the young animals from the too powerful influence

of the solar rays, frog-spawn being usually deposited in exposed
situations. Sir Evcrard observed, that in the Aquatic Salamander,
an animal whose mode of breeding closely resembles that of the
Frog, this nigrum pigmenlum is wanting; but that that animal de-
posits its eggs within the twisted leaves of water-plants, which
afford them an equivalent protection.

November 30.—This being St. Andrew's Day, the Anniversary
Meeting of the Society was held, at which the Council and Officers
for the ensuing year were elected, as follows :

Of the Old Council.— Sir Humphry Davy, Bart. ; W. T. Brande,
Esq.

; Samuel Goodenough, Lord Bishop of Carlisle; Major
Thonras Colby; John Wilson Croker, Esq.; Davies Gilbert,
Ksq.; Charles Hatchett, Esq.; Sir Everard Home, Bart.;
John Pond, Esq. ; William Hyde Wollaston, M. D. ; and
Thomas Young, M.D.

Ojthe Nets Cou««7—William Babington, M.D. ; Francis Baily,
Esq.

;
John George Children, Esq.; John William, Viscount

Dudley and Ward; John Frederick William Hcrschel, Esq.;
Captain Henry Katcr; Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq.; Alex-
ander MacLeay, Esq.; Sir Thomas Stamford Raflles, Knt.;
and Edward Adolphus, Duke of Somerset.

Pjcsiilenl—SW Humphry Davy, Bart. 7Vcrt.vMrer—Davies Gilbert,
Esq. Secretaries—W.T. Brande, Esq. and J. F. W. Her-
ichcl, E'jq.
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LINNEAN SOCIETY.

The sittings of the Linuean Society were resumed on the 2nd
of November, 1824, when the following papers on Zoological sub-

jects were read.

—

A letter from Mr. J. D C. Sowerby, F.L.S. to Mr. R. Taylor,

F.L.S., stating that many specimens of a fresh-water shell, the

Mj/tilus poljfmorphus of Gmelin, which is a native of the Danube,

had been found in the Commercial Docks, in the Thames, where

the species had probably been brought in timber.

A Description of three species of British Birds ; two of them

new to the Ornithology of the British Islands. By N. A. Vigors,

Jan. Esq. F.L.S: communicated by the Zoological Club.

Nov. 16.—A letter was read from John Atkinson, Esq. F.L.S.

to Alexander MacLeay, Esq. Sec. L. S., accompanying specimens

of a Beetle, found in a Mummy sent from Egypt by Mr. Salt,

and recently opened for the Museum of the Leeds' Philosophical

Society. The imperfection of the embalming appeared to indicate

that the person had not been of high caste : the folds of the linen

in which the mummy was wrapped contained several hundreds of

the larvae of the Beetle, and some of the perfect insects.

Descriptions of several species hitherto unpublished, of the

Genus Coccinella; by George Milne, Esq. F.L.S. : communicated

by the Zoological Club. C. circurndata, 4-fasciata, ephippia^

j)arva, 6-guttata, decussaia, udominalis^ and cyanea^ from Brazil

:

28-w/«c;<fo;a and 1 8-maculata, from New Holland ; ct>r</a^</ and

connata, from North America.

Observations on the Motacilla Ilippolais of Linnaeus; by the

Rev. Revett Sheppard, M.A. F.L.S. : communicated by the Zoo-

logical Club. Mr. S. has deduced, from a particular examination

of the subject, that the bird in question is the greater Pettychaps

of English writers.

Dec. 21.—A letter from Mr. J. Youell, A.L.S. announcing that

specimens of Ardca Cayanenais and the Green Ibis of Latham had

been taken near Yarmouth ; and correcting some erroneous state-

ments of Bewick respecting Fulicu aim.
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A Description of such genera and species of Insects, alluded to

in the Introduction to Entomology of Messrs. Kirby and Spence,

as appear not to have been before sufficiently noticed or described
;

by the Rev. W. Kirby, F.R. & L.S. ; communicated by the Zoo-
logical Club.

The Society then adjourned to Jan. 18, 1825.

ZOOLOGICAL CLUB OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY.

September 28.—The reading of Mr. W. S. MacLeay's paper
" On Tunicata; with a description of three new species," which
was commenced on the 8th of June, was resumed by the author.

October 26.—The Secretary exhibited two specimens, male and
female, of the Anas glociians, Pennant, which had been taken in

a decoy near Maldon in Essex, and sent to Leadenhall market in

the winter of 1812-13. He pointed out the difference of the

species from the rest of the European Anatklw, and its station in

that family. He subsequently read a paper entitled " Descrip.

lions of three species of British Birds, two of them new to the

Ornithology of the British Islands." In this communication were
described the Anthus Richardi, and the Scolopax Subini which
were exhibited on the 13th of April, and the Anas glocitans

exhibited this evening.

November 9.—Dr. Horsfield exhibited a specimen of a species

of Vespertilio, Linn., from Dartmoor Forest, communicated by Dr.
Leach, and which that gentleman considered new to the British

Fauna. It is chiefly distinguished by a rounded head, triangular

ears emarginate behind, and a greatly lengthened tail; the colour
being brown above, and yellowish below. In these characters it

resembles the V.jnpistrellus of the continental authors; but as

the teeth of the specimen before the Club were not perfect

Dr. Horsfield stated that further comparisons are required to

ascertain whether it is referable to that species, or altogether

new. The length of the body is 1 in. 4., and the expansion of
the wings five inches.*

The reading of the Translation of M. Chabrler's paper " On
the Flight of Insects," was resumed by Mr. Bennett.

See p. 539 of this Journal.
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November ^3.— The Secretary exhibited a specimen of the

Scolopax Sabi/ti, the new species which had been laid before the

Club on the 13th of April, and the description of which had been

read at the Meeting of the 26th of October. The specimen before

the Club was the property of W. A. Dunning, Esq. of Maidstone,

and was shot on tiie 26th of October 1824, on the banks of the

Medway, near Rochester. This is the second instance of the

species having been met with in the British Islands.

The reading of Mr. W. S. MiicLoay's paper " On Tunicata,"

was concluded.

A discussion, in which several members of the Club took a

part, subsequently ensued, on the subject of the quinary arrange-

ment and the circular succession and aftuiities among the groups

of Nature; an allusion to which had been made in the foregoing

paper. In the course of this discussion Mr. Vigors took the

opportunity of stating a fact which had come to his knowledge

in the course of the preceding morning, and which was strongly

corroboratiTe of an affinity which he had sometime since ventured

to point out to the Club, as existing between the Linnean genera

Ramphastos and Buceros, and carried on through the latter group

to the more typical and omnivorous families of the Insessores.

He had seen a specimen of Ramphastos eri/throrhi/nchus, Gmel.,

now alive iu this country, which shewed a decided partiality to

animal food, and to preying upon weaker birds. The bird in

question, soon after its arrival in this country had seized upon a

stray bird that accidentally approached its cage, and instantly

devoured it. It has since been occasionally supplied with birds,

and other animal food, particularly eggs, for w hich it evinces a

decided predilection. The habit of feeding on animal substances,

which is conspicuous in the Corviilee, and occasionally observed in

the Biiceridw, is thus partially preserved in the Rawphastidce (a

group that has hitherto been considered to feed alone upon fruits

and other vegetable productions,) until it gradually disappears in

the Vsittacidce. The further discussion of the subject was post-

poned to a future meeting.

November 29.—Anniveusar\ Meeting. The following mem-

bers were elected to form the Council and Otlicers for the en-
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suing year : Rev. W. Kirby, Chairman ; J. ¥. Stephens, Esq.

Treasurer; N. A. Vigors, Esq. Secretary; Joseph Sabiue, Esq.,

Thomas Horsfield, M. D., E. T. Bennett, Esq., J. G. Children,

Esq., J. E. Bicheno, Esq., W. S. MacLeay, Esq.

December 14.—Mr. Vigors exhibited to the meeting a series of

Birds belonging to the family of Laniadw ; and he explained and

exemplified their mutual affinities among themselves, and their

connection with the conterminous families of Merulidw and Mus-

cicapidce. He pointed out the typical characters of the five groups

into which they had been separated by Mr. Swainson in his paper

" On the Laniadas," in the 3rd Number of the Zoological Journal

:

and he entered at length into the details by which that gentleman

characterized the subordinate groups of the family. In the course

of his observations he exhibited some specimens of the family

which had been communicated to him by Mr. Swainson for the

information of the Club. Among these were the types of that

gentleman's newly formed genera Cyclarhis, Malaconotus, Formi-

civora, and Drymophila; as also the Bru-bru of M. Le Vaillant,

or Lanius Capensis Gmel. ; and the Carinated Flycatcher of the

" Zoological Illustrations." He also took the opportunity of ex-

hibiting specimens of the following new species of Laniadw, v/Vich

were communicated by Mr. Such ; the descriptions of which by

that gentleman are published in the present number of this

Journal : viz. Thumnophilus Swainsonii, T. maculatus, T. Vigor-

tit, (? and $ , T. Leachii, T. riijiceps, T. niger, and Drymo-
phila variegata. After having gone through the details of the

Laniadce, Mr. Vigors pointed out two prominent facts which be-

came evident on the accurate examination of the group ; namely,

the distribution of the whole family into five subdivisions, con-

nected with each other, but still exhibiting separate typical charac-

ters; aud the circular succession by which these subdivisions

returned into themselves. He thence took occasion to refer to

the subject of the quinary distribution of A'^ature ; and a discus-

sion ensued on the subject among the members of the Club.

Tlie Club adjourned to Tuesday the llth of January, 1825.
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GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Dec. 3.—A notice was read, " On some Fossils found in the

Island of Madeira;" by the late T. E. Bowdich, Esq.

In this notice, the author describes a formation of branched

cylindrical tubes incased with agglutinated sand, which occur

in great abundance near Fanical, 13 miles from Funchal, in the

Island of Madeira. Mr. Bowdich is inclined to refer these to a

vegetable origin. They are accompanied by shells, some decid-

edly terrestrial, and others which appear to belong to a marine

genus. In conclusion, some account is given of the general fea-

tures and structure of the neighbouring district.

KOYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF PARIS.

September 6, 1824.—M. Thenard announced, in a verbal re-

port, the results of the analysis of several fragments of the fossil

found at Moret, which he had made in conjunction with M. Vau-

quelin. M. Cuvier, on this occasion, made some remarks on the

characters proper to fossil animals. After having proved that tlie

mass of Gres found at Moret, if it really were a fossil man and

horse, would not overturn the views adopted in Geology ; he

shewed that the true method of arriving at a certain conclusion

in this case, would be to saw the piece in which the. horse's

head appeared through the middle; the presence or absence of

teeth would then decide the question. M. G. Saint-Hilaire read

a memoir, entitled, On the Composition of the Skulls of Verte-

brated jinimals, prindpally those of Crocodiles and Birds: (art.

1.) of the cranium, as forming part of the rachis, and as consisting

of seven vertebra.

September 20.—M. Latreille gave a verbal report on the ^na-

lecta Entomologicu of M. Dalman.

September 17.—M. G. Saint-Hilaire commenced the reading of a

memoir, entitled, On the Sections oj the Cranium in the Crocodile^

compared icith the analogous bones in all animals ; restoring them,

on the one hand, to philosophical identity, and considering them.
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on the other, under the relations of the specific nature and the

anomalies of their forms.

Octol)er 4.—M. de Saiut-Hilaire concluded his memoir.

October 18.—M. Gaymard read some observations on certain

Mollusca and Zoophytes considered as giving rise to the phos-

phorescence of the sea. M. Dumeril gave a verbal account of a

Zoological and Physiological Treatise on the Intestinal Worms of

the Human Body, by M. Bremser. M. G. de Saint-Hilaire pre-

sented a lithographic print, entitled, Determination of the Sec-

tions of the Ci^anium in Fislies; Composition of the Skull in

Man and in Animals. To this were annexed an engraving and a

manuscript note : M. de Saint-Hilaire announced that he should

develope his ideas on the subject in several memoirs speedily

to be published.

Art. LXXI. Scientific Notices.

RADIAUIA : —ALECTO— COMATULA.

Dr. Leach has requested us to state that he divided the genus

named by him Alecto, from Asterias, in his Zoological Miscellany,

vol, ii. p. 61, in the year 1815; which was afterwards named
Comatula, by Lamarck, in 1816, in his Histoire Naturelle des

Animaux sans Vertebres, vol. ii. p. 530.

OllNITHOLOaY.

The geographical distribution of the Animal Kingdom is a

subject of so much interest, that we feel much pleasure in having

an opportunity of adding to our readers' information on this point,

by noticing the following instances of some rare British Bird

having been met with in Ireland. A specimen of the Merops

apiaster, Linn. WdS killed on the sea-shore near Wexford iu the

winter of 1820, and is at present iu the collection of James Tardy

Von. I. 2 n
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Esq. of Ranelagli, near Dublin. Another of the Pastor roseiis,

Temm., was killed nearly on the same spot, and in the same year,

and is preserved in the cabinet of N. A. Vigors, Esq. In the

winter of 1822—3, a specimen of the Bombycilla Bohemica,

Briss., was found dead in the woods of Burton HalJ, in the

county of Carlow, and is now in the possession of Robert C.

Browne, Esq. of Browne's Hill in that county. We beg leave to

add the following information on this subject, which has been

extracted from a letter to one of the Conductors of this Journal,

from the Rev. Wm. Bulwer, F.L.S. of Rosemount, near Dublin.

" A specimen of the Golden Oriole, (Orioliis galbttla„ Linn.,)

was shot in the county of Wexford, in May last, and is preserved

in the Museum of the Dublin Society. Three specimens of Tan-

1 1 Ifilus igneus., Gmel., were shot in September by two different

individuals in the county of Longford : one is in my possession,

another in the Dublin Society, and the third was received in too

putrid a state to admit of being set up. November, 1824."—It is

to be remarked that the coast near Wexford, where three of those

birds have been met with, is the south-east point of the island, and

one of the spots where these occasional visitors of our islands

would most probably first land after their departure from the con-

tinent. The writer of this notice is desirous of giving a general

account of the Ornithology of Ireland ; and he lakes this oppor-

tunity of soliciting every information which the friends of the

science can afford him on the subject, through the medium of the

Conductors of this Journal.

V.

MYTILUS CRENATUS, NATURALIZFO IN PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR.

The following is an extract of a letter on this subject, addressed

to one of the Conductors of this Journal, by Mr. C. Willcox

;

dated " Dock-t/ard, Portsmouth, July 15, 1824."

" On docking H. M. Ship Wellesley at this yard, I discovered

on the lead of the knee of the head and gripe, a species of MytiluSj

which is unknown to me as a British shell, four pair of which I beg

your acceptance of ; they may not be worth notice from their
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rarity, yet their locality may afford some discussion, and at some

future period may decide dispute, as I have no doubt the same

shell will be considered ultimately a British production. The

ship has been shifted many times from her moorings, and conse-

quently some of the living shells removed and deposited in diflferent

parts of the harbour, which I should expect will propagate their

kind.

" The Wellesley was built at Bombay, and launched about

Februarj', 1815 ; and came into this harbour 3d May, 1816, since

which she has never been out; making upwards of eight years

at this port; and docked the 7th instant, when I collected the

shells."

The Mytilus above referred io appears to be the M. crenatus

of Lamarck ; the specimens are smaller than usual ; and it appears

probable that the species will degenerate, until at last it becomes

very small, or wholly unable to exist in an uncongenial climate.

J. DC. S.

ADDITION TO MR. BRODERIP's COMMUNICATION.

Since Mr. Broderip's remarks on the living Toucan in St.

Martin's-lane went to press (see p. 484), Mr. Swaincon has been

in town, and has ascertained that it is the Ramphastos erythro-

rynchusy L. in a young state. It thus appears, that the rich

colours of the bill in this species, are obscure and ill-defined until

the bird is full grown; a fact hitherto unnoticed in their history.

2ii2
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ERRATA.
Page 49, 1. 20, for Targioni, Tozetti, read Targioni-Tozetti.

60, No. 4, to the character of Natica patula, add Tab. 5. f. 4.

ib. No. 5, to the character of Melania laevissima, add Tab. 5. f. 5.

61, No. 1, add 3609 after Gmelin ; 876 after Dillvsyn, R. S. ; and 68
after Drap. Moll.

62, 1. 14, for De Montford, read De Montfort.

69, 1. 36, for pelluida, Tea.d pellucida.

73, 1. 29, for Cassis Testiculum, read Cassis Testiculus.

76, I. 6, for Knorr, t. 26, &c. read Knorr, i. t. 26, &c.

77, 1. 2, for 532 read 332.

ib. I. 4 from bottom, to Knorr, Hi. t. 2. add/. 2.

ib. 1. 6, for Tavanne, read Favanne.

ib. 1. 8 from b. for Gaultier. t. 16. f. 2, read Gualtier, t. 16, f. Q.
lb. 1. 16, for Knorr, vi. t. 16,/. l,read Knorr, ix, t. 16,/. 1.

79, 1. 19, for Mar<im,i^c./. 317, read 317—319.

101, 1. 9 from b. for M. M. Merait, GuiUot, &c. read M. M. Meral-
Guillot, &c.

125, 1. 12, for Mr. W. H. Jenner, read the Rev. G. C. Jenner.

137. No. 6, Icon, for List. Conch. 680, read List. Conch. 688.

138, I. 10, for via, read vii.

ib. No. 7, Icon, for Ency. Method. 333, read Ency. Method. 332.

140, 1. 10, for Argenville, 8^c. t. 10, read Argenville, 6fc. t. 18.

ib. I. 12, for *. 2, read c. 2.

ib, 1. 17. for 10. Cervina, read F. Cervina.

141, 1. 20, for 11. CypTisa Argus, read 10. Cypraa Argus ; and correct

the other numbers.

142, No. 12, Icon, for 1 14 ! read 14

!

145, 1. 12, for iii. read vii.

147, 1. 7, after Hist, add vii.

ib. 1. 12, for b. 5, read c. 3.

ib. No. 18, Icon, for Gualtier, t. 30, read Gualtier, t. 1?.

149, 1. 5, from b. after Hist, add vii.

151, I. 7, for Martyn, n. c. read Martyn, U. C.

152, 1. 5, for Gualtier, Sfc. f. B. read Gualtier, «fc./. Z.

ib. I. 6, for Born, t. 18, read t. 8.

I. 7, for Ency. Method. 358, read 353.

1. 16, for 884, read 664.

192, 1. 10, note, for au d, read aux.

193, 1. 17, note, for ceus, read ce«.r.

221, note, & 222, I. 19, for Childrintc, read Childrcni.

241, 1. 29, for China, read ChiU.

337, 1. 13, for elliptici, read elliplica:.

1. 20, for subclausi, read subclause.

411, I. 28, for rf«o6us, read rfi/nftMs.

412, I. 21, (or Psiltacula, K\\\\\,xcaA Psiltaciila,f&r\sK.

I. 27, for nureo-rubri,—coccinei, purpureo-marginati, read aureo-

rubrx,—coccineee.purpurco-marginata.

417, 1. .32, for duobus, read duabtu.

489,No.37,ror Humphreysii, read llumphreyii.

ib I. 9 from b. for Mart. i. t. 29,/. 30, read Mart. i. I. 29, /. 303.

490, I. 13, & 322, I. 29, for Ilumphrei/s, read Humphrey.
497, No. 65, Icon, for Gaultier. t. 13. f. 22, road Gualtier, t. 13. f. QQ.
518, No. 91, for Childrini, read Childrcni.

ib. I. 4. (or palida cnstato ; sirinla-linrn. rP!\<\ pallida, coslato-striata ;

linea, ii/r.

.ADDENDUM.
To Cyprma, Note, p,3ll,

—

are undencrihed; read are undescrihed, and thelaller

I propose to call F. liarnsii, an Maue lias called Valuta nuclewt of

Lamarck f'ntntn Harper.— .1. F^. O.
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